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Preface e 

Ass guides, spirit forces may play an ambivalent role in the lif e of an individual . I 
givee the example of Zawadi, a young man of 17 years old. In 1991, he lived near  the 
largee indigenous clinic of his aunt, me spirit healer  Nambela whom I was studying at 
thee time in Mbeya region, Southwest Tanzania. 

Lastt  year, when I was stiU attending priinarysc^ ^ 
somee strange power. This happened during day-time at school. I felt a burning sensation 
aroundd my heart and me urge to stand up. I shivered and started to stagger, having no more 
controll  over  my wul. Some force took over  and made my body move and run a long way. I 
kneww I was going to fetch a plant, to be used as medicine for someone in pain, who had re-
centlyy arrived at my aunts' healing compound Nothing could stop me and I was completely 
suree of where I was going. I felt strong and full of energy, just lik e I do nowadays when mis 
happenss to me. Ever  since men my pepo has awakened It can surprisemeatany timeof the 
dayy or  night While I am asleep, during my dreams, I may suddenly become aware of mis 
forcee as it makes me react to ft. HI  do not submit myself to act upon mis fonx, I know for  sure 
matt  it wil l turn against me. In mat case I could get ill or  be in pain I wish mis had never  hap-
penedd to me, because it always occurs so unexpected Eventually, I had to quit school out of 
lackk of concentration. [Account from March 1991] 

Everr  since his experience with spirit forces, Zawadi began to join the daily healing 
interventionss at his aunt's compound. These were primaril y musical sessions com-
posedd of and directed to patients who suffered from spiritual symptoms, also known 
ass ugonjwayapepo (spirit illness). The healer  Nambela had told Zawadi mat, in con-
trastt  to most patients, he was under  the influence of good spirit forces (mapepo ma-
zurizuri sing, pepo nzuri). The positive nature of these forces became manifest as, during g 
thee musical sessions, he regularly acted with great visionary insight He would regu-
larl yy run off in a state of trance to fetch parts of medicinal plants or  to trace magical 
objects.. These were hidden objects placed purposefully by people who intended 
harmm to the community, hi contrast to the patients who suffered from bad spirits 
(mapepo(mapepo mabaya sing, pepo mbaya), Zawadi did not feel il l or  in pain. He did feel, 
however,, that in reaction to the sessions his sudden spirit attacks became under  his 
controll  Also the frequency of the attacks reduced. This beneficial outcome was no 
doubtt  related to the fact mat Zawadi was familiar  with the songs and the responses of 
patiëntee to the musical sessions. 

Thoughh Zawadi showed a great deal of inspiration and compassion on account of his 
spirituall  forces, he was neither  a healer  nor  a patient in treatment In feet, his special 
capacitiess ceased when he left die premises of his aunt to seek new challenges in life. 
Generally,, the healing process of spirit affliction - when an intrusion of spirit powers 
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causess agony to a person - entails social and religious obligations. No matter if the 
afflictedd is Christian, Muslim, or otherwise, a transformation will occur in the af-
flicted.. Occasionally spirit affliction, marked by a process of transformation, may 
becomee a source from which a healing vocation emerges. An example of how per-
sonall  and physical sufferings can transform into a powerful vocation comes from a 
femalee spirit healer called Nuru N'hangachallo. She is a Cwezi healer born in Tabora 
region,, Northwest Tanzania. Since 1987, at the age of 26 years old, Nuru runs the 
popularr NESI traditional clinic in the coastal city Dar es Salaam. Her narrative is as 
follows: : 

Whenn I was alitli e gid, the grandmothers of both my Mier  and mother  were both traditional 
healerss in Tabora. During his childhood, my rather learned many healing skills ftom his 
mother.. But, in his strive to be a good Christian my other  renounced traditional beliefs and 
practices.. He began to study Christian theology and became a leader  m the Moravian church. 
Ass I grew up, my rather was compelled to reduce his active participation in the church when 
hee started to suffer  ftom bodily tensions, confusion, and a lack of energy. In mat time, in 1969, 
II  lived along the shore of Lake Victori a in Mara region when a strange event happened to me. 
II  had gone to fetch water  from the lake and decided to take a bam together wim my gtriftien d 
Suddenly,, I felt a force pulling me into deeper  water  and the next moment, I had vanished. For 
fivefive days 'fishermen went searching for  me to no avatt. Cta me sixm day, whüe my family was 
inn deep sorrow about my loss, they found my body lying by me side of the lake. I was rushed 
too Musoma Government Hospital but doctors could not help me and sent me home. My condi-
tiesties vvas weak due to significant weight loss. Furthemiore 
penedd to me, and, I could not hear  anyming. My condition deteriorated until I  woke up one 
dayy wim my body paralysed on one side, unable to move my left limbs and facM muscles. My 
parentss took me to several hospitals but nothing could be done. Consultatie» wim several tra-
ditionall  healers revealed that ancestral spirits were behind my aflhcricaAppan^y , the spirits 
wantedd to communicate wim my famüy through me. In fact, mey wanted my help to restore 
traditiona ll  religious rites in the family. Before my rather became a leader  in me Church, the 
spirit ss had already tried to pass their  wishes on through him. Since he declined their  wishes, 
meyy sought another  medium in the family. Eventually, in 1975, my famflyoledded to organize 
aa healing ceremony incorporating traditional rites that woidd help to bring an end to my suffer-
ings.. Indeed, soon afterwards, I recovered from my paralysis. The recovery impressed my fa-
therr  a lot and inade him decide to embrace traditional religion again. From 1975 up to 1981,1 
oftenn remained with my two grandmothers to familian^ mvself wim their  heali^ 
ingg this period, I began to experience spiritual guidance in dreams mat allowed me to diagnose 
andd heal certain diseases. From 1981 until 1986,1 began to treat people under  supervision of 
myy stepbrother, who was also a healer. In 1987, after  I got married, I was ceremonially initi -
atedd as a healer, taking an oath in the ways and codes of conduct m the meantime, my rafter 
hadd also prepared to be a healer. We bom received guidance by ancestral and territoria l spirits. 
AA fewyears later, two Arab spirits wanted to work through me, pixmded that I would convert 
toto Islam. Since my husband was Muslim I was not opposed to mis. From then onwards my 
rolee as spirit healer  became more varied. My father  never  had any Islamic spirits and, in mat 
respect,respect, our  work differs. With the help of the different spirit guides, I have learnt to cope with 
physicall  and mental problems of a mixed urban population, mduding those originating from 
overseas.. Many of them are women who seek help for  female and sexual problems. [Account 
fromfrom  Jury 1994] 

Thee story of Nuru shows that she had initially received lessons in traditional medi-
cinee and healing from her two grandmothers who lived in Tabora, in Northwest Tan-
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zania.. They were each guided by ancestral and local spirits and ran a small practice at 
theirr homes. Later, when Nuru was back in Dar es Salaam and had converted to Is-
lam,, male Arab spirits brought her more specialist knowledge. This competence in-
creasedd her potential as a spirit healer. Interestingly, the Arab and Swahili spirits with 
healingg powers are often males that have a preference to guide female mediums. 
Theyy can be very powerful and demanding guides, which can pose a problem for the 
mediums.. Female healing spirits are usually helpful guides. Since they are less de-
manding,, they give lesser problems to the mediums. In Nuru's case, the various 
newlyy gained spiritual forces gradually allowed her to deal with divergent problems 
off  people, be it of physical, social or spiritual nature. In addition to the many respon-
sibilitiess and obligations Nuru has in her popular urban practice in Dar es Salaam, 
shee has become the voice and face of the National Association of Traditional Healers 
andd Midwives of Tanzania (see chapter 2). m the course of getting to know Nuru 
better,, I have witnessed her struggle to become the first female representative of the 
Association.. Though this role has brought her authority, independence and status, 
Nuruu has to manoeuvre between personal ambitions, daily family duties, and ethical 
workingg codes set by her various guiding spirits. Her story and position therefore, is 
aa good example of how gender is interwoven in the healing vocation of spirit healer. 

Arabb and Swahili (male) healing spirits do not always inflict illness or crisis in the 
individuall  or his/her family. Nor do they only manifest in people of the coastal re-
gions.. During my first research period, from 1990/91,1 interviewed Mama Ali , a 
Muslimm spirit healer who works through the guidance of Arab and Swahili spirits.1 

Mamaa Ali comes from a Christian Tumbuka family whose origin is from Northern 
Malawi.. For many years now she is running a small practice in the Southwestern 
townn of Mbeya. A Tumbuka man, who also lived in Mbeya, introduced me to Mama 
Ali .. Though mis man knew Mama Ali quite well and thought highly of her, he had 
neverr bothered to ask her about the source of her healing skills. He reasoned mat 
spirituall  encounters of healers are common phenomena. If not, they would not make 
competentt healers. Yet as Mama Ali told us her story, he was as visibly intrigued as I 
was.. We were seated next to her on the ground of her mud brick cooking space while 
shee was preparing food She said: 

Myy 'caUing'startedatmeageofrwdw, v^elwasbao^mgmapool. Al l of a sudden I felt a 
forcee that pushed me under  water. As I drowned, I had the experiaxe that my body was lifted. 
Itt  went up all the way to the seventh heaven.2 There I was faced with a big modem city made 
entirelyy of glass. I was taken on a grand tour  and visited other  heavens also. Afterwards, I was 
confrontedd wim two lands of objectss from which I was to choose one. One object looked like 
thee branches of a tree and the other  looked like an egg. Without lowwmg, I chose the first  ob-

11 Clierte cafl tbe healer  Mama Ali smce'M'is me name of her  Musl im s 

Inn antique cosmology die seven heavens indicate the various layers in which God is actively involved 
Fromm the Koran, soera 2, verse 29 (cfPlatti 1996). 
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jectt Next I was told that in the future, I would be a healer. Through my dreams I would re-
ceivee instructions from the spirits about the healing properties of plants that were to help peo-
plee in pain or distress. The dreams would be very clear to me so as to differentiate mem from 
normall  dreams. The spirits told me that at a certain stage of my life I would be able to test the 
informationn by helping relatives and friends. Six months after this strange encounter, I showed 
upp again unaware of the time lapse that had occurred. To me it seemed like a short time span 
only.. Meanwhile my family had gone through great emotional turmoil to find me without any 
success.. So, when I showed up again, they believed they were seeing my spirit I had no suf-
feringss after the experience and by the time I was around fifteen years old, I was using my 
speciall  powers to bring relief to people's multiple problems. My parents and I were astonished 
withh this competence, especially since nobody else in the family was a healer, or knew about 
effectivee plant remedies. There was one condition set by the spirits who interceded, I was not 
too work for money and only to accept gifts after recovery. [Account from January 1991] 

Byy the time Mama Ali was ready to help other people with her special gift, and be-
gann to practice as a spirit healer, she had to convert from Christianity to Islam. It was 
onee of the conditions set by her spirits that allowed her to treat complaints of Chris-
tiann as well as Islamic clients. Until today, Mama Ali takes her role and responsibil-
ityy with great pride, abiding strictly to the conditions set by her spirits. On account of 
this,, she feels that serious illness or crisis has, and never will , occur to her. 

Thee three exemplary cases demonstrate that spirits may intercede with people in dif-
ferentt ways, and also, be a means towards gaining knowledge and power. Yet, the 
subjectivee experiences of people who encounter, interpret, and express spirit forces 
aree translated through a cultural lens. If spirits become regular guides, as in the role 
off  spirit healers, certain conditions can be imposed. These conditions may, to a cer-
tainn extent, take affect on close relatives and clients of the healer. What does it actu-
allyy mean to be influenced by spirit forces, and why is it that some individuals have 
too confront illness or a life crisis, when others experience no sufferings? And, what 
aboutt the authority and nature of spirits? Sometimes they involve ancestor or territo-
riall  spirits who may exert their authority, at other times, they are divine or nature 
spiritss who wish to help people, whereas other spirit powers bring disease and mis-
fortune.. How different are people's encounters with spirits (mapepo), and how do 
thesee affect the process of affliction, healing and vocation? 

Too my opinion this domain of study has been academically much understudied. A 
greatt deal of knowledge can be gained, however, by carefully assembling contextual 
informationn of inspired healing practices - drawn from illness histories, life- and 
workingg conditions, therapeutic interventions, and the interaction between healers 
andd their clientele. In this study I have selected a number of spirit healers (waganga 
wapepo)wapepo) whose life and work I have explored and compared. A major objective is to 
reveall  the relationship between social or individual imbalances on the one hand, and 
spiritt affliction, healing and vocation on the other. In this manner, I hope to add an 
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extraa dimension to the information I present on the cultural, sociological, historical, 
religiouss and artistic features of spirit healing practices in Tanzania. 
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Chapterr  1 

Introductio n n 

Myy interest in the way creative and spiritual forces are expressed in the setting of 
inspiredd healing practices in Tanzania has come from my activities as a yoga teacher. 
Thee word 'yoga' is derived from the Sanskrit root yuj meaning 'to bind the yoke' and 
referss to the manner by which two burdens achieve a state of balance. Yoga is a tra-
ditionall  science mat was described for the first time in the Book of Wisdom - the 
VedaVeda - 4000 years ago. About 1500 years later, Patanjali presented the book in an 
abridgedd form (c£ Udupa 1983). The underlying philosophy of yoga is to seek a union 
off  one's soul with the eternal spirit or God. To facilitate this union, one uses mental 
andd physical exercises as a means to be in spiritual harmony with the self and the 
body.. More precisely, there are eight stages of yoga marked by exercises and pos-
turess that can have a beneficial effect on the internal functioning of the body and, can 
improvee psychological ailments by positively changing a person's views and atti-
tudess towards life (see Eliade 1969). As such, it can be used as a preventive and cura-
tivee technique to manage psychic and psychosomatic disorders. There is now a great 
deall  of literature on Asian philosophy and yoga practices that allows understanding 
itss tradition and artistry. Also Ayurvedic medicine has been extensively researched 
andd documented in India. Ayurveda means 'the science of life'. Ayurveda is based 
onn certain fundamental doctrines known as Darshanas which encompass all sciences 
-- physical, chemical, biological and spiritual. According to Kurup (1983), Ayurveda 
iss born of intuition and revelation, developed into eight branches or specialities. Gen-
erally,, Ayurvedic practitioners are traditionally or institutionally trained. They are 
closelyy related to the society in which they live and practice. Though the situation is 
rapidlyy changing in urban centres in India, in rural areas these physicians remain the 
firstt contact of the villagers in times of illness and difficulties. These village physi-
cianss normally do not charge any fees. They often are compensated with small gifts 
fromm people to show gratitude for their rendered services. 

Butt what about African healing traditions and arte; are they also born out of intuition 
andd revelation and how do they contribute to mental and physical harmony to im-
provee a state of wellbeing? By 'wellbeing' I mean 'health', as defined by the World 
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Healthh Organization (1998) being a state of complete physical, mental and social 
wellbeingg and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity. The African healing 
traditionss are pre-Islamic and pre-Christian on which mere are no scriptures or an-
cientt texts. This is a serious disadvantage to the study of traditional religion and its 
rolee in medicine and healing. In Tanzania, indigenous healers may be traditionally 
trained,, but many others develop an intuitive knowledge of healing and medicine, 
oftenn in response to a spiritual affliction. Formal institutional training does not exist. 
Too gain insight in the role and meaning of the traditional art of medicine and healing 
inn Tanzania, I initially pursued a ten-month exploratory study with the healer Nam-
belaa in Mbeya region in Southwest Tanzania in 1990-1991. A Dutch physician/ nutri-
tionistt had introduced me to Nambela in 1989 during my study of anthropology. For 
severall  years the physician had worked with her husband at mission hospitals in 
Southernn Tanzania. Several visits to the healer made the physician aware of Nam-
bela'ss important contribution to regional and national health care. The main results of 
myy study with Nambela have been described in my thesis for a Masters of Anthro-
pologyy degree at the University of Amsterdam and in subsequent publications and 
articless (1992,1997,2001, 2002). The study with the healer Nambela made me real-
izee that certain parallels existed between African traditional forms and expressions of 
spiritualityy and Indian exercises like yoga. But also I found commonalities with the 
basicc principles of Ayurvedic practice. Intuition and revelation of medicine and heal-
ingg played a crucial role in Nambela's healing career, while her attitude was one of 
totall  commitment towards clients whom she treated free of charge. I also discovered 
matt in order to be a successful healer, Nambela respected certain regulations set by 
spiritt forces, hi Nambela's practice, it appeared mat female novices took these regu-
lationss more seriously than male novices. Why female novices respected working 
regulationss more seriously, or why only few novices became successful healers, re-
mainedd largely a mystery to me. In fact, a range of new questions had arisen from my 
studyy about Nambela's practice. Brief visits to other spirit healers in Mbeya region 
madee me realize mat the study had taken place in isolation from social, historical and 
religiouss dimensions in therapeutic activities elsewhere in the country. The differ-
encess between spirit healers derive from the interrelationship between cultural and 
personall  background, and the type of spirit mat guides mem. These factors may have 
bearingg on: 1) the way knowledge from within is construed, 2) how spirit encounters 
aree experienced and 3) how a vocational career emerges. 

Generally,, the Southern regions of Tanzania have been poorly studied, both in terms 
off  anthropological and religious studies. Scholarly books mainly deal with the rote of 
traditionall  religion of the Maasai, the Sukuma, or the Shambaa in Northern parts of 
Tanzania,, whereas those studies that have focused on spirit healing concern mainly 
urbann coastal areas of Tanzania. In these studies the emphasis is mainly on the role of 
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Islamicc spirit healers and healing cults i.e. guilds (see chapter 2). To study the larger 
dynamicss of spirituality in the practice of spirit healers and their role in medicine and 
healing,, I prepared a follow up research. By carrying out comparative research 
amongg healers from both sexes and various cultural backgrounds and settings, I 
hopedd mat I would get more insight into the divergent and convergent features of 
healingg practices. In 1994 and 19961 returned to Tanzania to check the possibilities 
too study other spirit healers. Initially I established contacts with respected spirit heal-
erss who operated in urban and rural settings of Dar es Salaam (city), Zanzibar (is-
land),, Mtwara (Southeast), Morogoro (Southwest), Korogwe (Northeast) and Tabora 
(Northwest).. I also returned to Nambela to see how her practice was doing and to 
discusss matters that were left unspoken in my first research period. During the time 
spann 1996-1997,1 acquainted myself with the practice of two coastal healers who 
practicedd amidst small village communities in Southeast Tanzania (Mtwara region). 
AA year later, I studied four inland healers in the Southwest (Ruvuma and Iringa re-
gion).. On the whole, the fieldwork for this study has taken place over a period of 
nearlyy four years, and has been carried out in three phases: me initial phase in 
1990/91,, the re-orientation phase in 1994/95, and the last phase between 1996 and 
1999.. During the last phase of research, I maintained regular contact with some ur-
bann spirit healers and with members of the Department of Traditional Medicine at the 
Ministryy of Health in Dar es Salaam. I also frequently visited several scholars of the 
Medicall  and the Sociology faculty at the University of Dar es Salaam. In particular, I 
referr to the Institute of Traditional Medicine, the Public Health Department and the 
Psychiatryy staff of Muhimbili Hospital. 

1.11 The traditional art of 'uganga' 

Thee present usage of uganga, or healing, needs to be seen in the light of the many 
changess that have taken place in the last two centuries in traditional Tanzanian cul-
turee - specifically the gradual incorporation of Christian and Islamic values andd prac-
tices.. Next to local Bantu4 customs and words, the Swahili from the coast have in-
corporatedd Arab and European customs and words in all domains of their dairy life 
includingg that of uganga. The concept of uganga stems from the Eastern Bantu root -
gangaganga or -nganga (see Feierman 1985: 118). Uganga authentically means 'to bind 
up',, 'to mend', 'to heal', 'to cure' or 'to do magic', which also forms the generic 

Dwingg mis period, a bookie*  was published entitled 'Pepo as an imer  heating fbree; Practices of a femde 
spirituall  healer  in Tanzania' by the Royal Tropical Institut e of Amsterdam (bulletin 343) which later 
(2001)) came out in a Swahiu version published by Dar  es Salaam University Press, entitled 'Pepo kama  kama 
ngu\mzanctn;Kcac9K^J^^N(mbeJak(mam^»^ingu\mzanctn;Kcac9K^J^^N(mbeJak(mam^»^i was pepo. From 1997 up to 1998,1 contributed 
toto an exhibition at the Tropical Museum in Amsterdam aXa^ What inspires a shaman? A book of foi 
samee tide was published in 1997 

Thee Bantu ofTanzania are made up of mere man 120 ethic tribes. 
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namee for healer (mganga plural waganga). The concept of uganga has, however, 
becomee more diverse than its literal meaning and now refers to mending, curing or 
healingg in general. The broader definition of uganga employed in the context of 'in-
digenous'' healing, is in line with the description of the World Health Organization 
(1978:: 9): 

Indigenouss healers are recognized by the cwiimumtym which they live as being competent to 
providee health by using vegetable, animal and mineral substances and other  methods based on 
thee social, cultural and religious backgrounds as well as on me knowledge, attitudes and be-
liefss that are prevalent in the community regarding physical, mental and social well-being and 
thee causation of disease and disability. 

Thee sacred and traditional art of uganga articulates the meaning, function and value 
off  salient therapeutic techniques in which divination, dreams, ritual, music, dance 
andd trance may go hand in hand with practical and traditional knowledge about the 
functionn of plants as medicinal or ritual ingredients. It may involve cultural, social, 
religious,, philosophic and aesthetic experiences of human and spirit worlds. To refer 
too the role of tradition and custom in health care in Tanzania one speaks in Kiswahili5 

off  uganga wajadi, meaning traditional healing or uganga wa asili, meaning custom-
aryy healing. The words jadi and asili are both connected to ancestry and family de-
scentt to emphasize the source of healing interventions.6 hi line with Swantz 
(1990:12),, who did an elaborate study on coastal healers in Tanzania in the sixties 
andd seventies, I will employ in this thesis me term of traditional healer (mganga wa 
jadi)jadi) to refer to a person, male or female, who practices the traditional or customary 
artt of medicine and healing in the manner carried out by the ethnic group originally 
livingg in rural areas. There have been changes and adaptations in traditional and cus-
tomaryy healing, but in general the methods closely resemble the manner in which 
healingg was practiced before Western medicine and Islamic forms of healing were 
introduced.. The term uganga wa pepo generally refers to the dimension of spirit 
(pepo)(pepo) in medicine (dawa) and healing (uganga). 

Whenn healersnip is anticipated by a spiritual intrusion, this usually happens involun-
tarilyy occurring at any given age or life period of the individual (see Eliade 1964, 
Lewiss 1971, Hamer 1982, Walsh 1990, Reis 2000). It can happen to anyone, even 
withoutt having a desire to become a healer, or without having a tradition of healers in 
thee family. As intermediaries between spirits and men, the waganga wa pepo (spirit 
healers)) can be seen as the African equivalent of shamans. Contemporary under-
standingg of shamans owes much to the influential work of Claude Lévi-Strauss 

33 Besides beii^  a linguistic categay for  te 
religiousreligious category of the coastal population in Tanzania To differentiate its meaning, I employ the prefix 

Kii  which means the language of the Swabjh people. 
66 See A standard Swahili-English dictionary (1939) 
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(1963)) who pointed out that shamans provide a sick member of me society with a 
languagee by means of which unexpressed or  inexpressible psychic states can be 
manifested.. Lévi-Strauss further  delineated that the parallel between the roles of 
shamanss and psychoanalysts is that each of them establishes a direct relationship 
withh the patients' conscious and an indirect relationship with his unconscious - the 
analystss through listening, the shamans through oratory. Contrary to analysts who are 
trainedd by western standards and work for  payment, shaman healers belong to cul-
turess where vocation and skill are considered to be a gift of nature mat serves the 
community.. Given their  respective orientations, not only do performances and methods 
differ ,, their  role within society also differs. Let me explain below what theoretical and 
methodologicall  principles have guided my observations and interpretations regarding 
thee role of spirit (pepo), illness (ugonjwa) and healing (uganga) in Tanzania. 

1.22 What entails a study of 'Uganga'? 

Inn East-Africa, the role of spiritualit y in healing needs to be considered within the 
multipl ee religious variations mat exist in today's society. The various ways in which 
creativee forces are expressed in traditional religion and folk-spiritualit y may be dis-
closedd in public or  in secrecy. Africa' s traditional religion is still clearly portrayed in n 
voodooo religion7, actively practiced in parts of West Afric a and used for  self-defence, 
faith,, prosperity or  healing. It has over  four  million practitioners, among mem Chris-
tians,, who express the spiritual realms all around them through spirit worshipping. 
Thee adherents make use of spirit possession, spirit healing and spirit communication 
too face personal illness or  social problems. In Tanzania, approximately 45% of the 
peoplee are Christians, 35% are Muslims, and 20% are adherents of traditional relig-
ions.88 A sharp demarcation is, however, not always feasible because much syncretism 
hass evolved between the various religions. The term 'traditiona l religions' is increas-
inglyy used to denote what former  writer s called 'animism', 'fetishism' or  'polytheism'. 
Al ll  these labels can be justified, to some extent, but none is adequate to describe the 
wholee field; and all can be applied to many religious beliefs and practices throughout 
thee world. Bom Islam and Christianit y are traditional religions in Africa, in the sense 
thatt  they have a long traditio n on the continent (Parrinder  1969). 

Onee of the first East-African authors to publish books on the subject of African tradi-
tionall  religion and the spiritual world was the Kenyan writer  John Mbit i (1969,1970, 
1975).. One of the observations Mbit i made was that many Africans live largely by 
traditiona ll  notions of time. According to Mbit i (1969: 15-28), time is of littl e or  no 
academicc concern to African peoples in their  traditional life. The most significant 

ThftnnmgVnnHnnnrigiiMtosiwm«l»Fflnl«1gT^ « « 
88 SeecouotiyinfainationofTaffiâ  
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consequencee being that according to traditional concepts, time is a two-dimensional 
phenomenon:: on the one side a long past, and on the other a present withh virtually no 
future.. The linear concept of time in western thought, with an indefinite past, a pre-
sentt and infinite future, is practically foreign to African thinking. The future, says 
Mbitii  (ibid), is virtually absent simply because events which take place in the future, 
havee not taken place. They have not been realized and cannot, therefore, constitute 
time.. What is taking place now unfolds the future, but once an event has taken place, 
itt is no longer in the future but in the present and the past. Actual time is what is pre-
sentt and what is past, moving 'backward' rather than 'forward'. As a consequence, 
peoplee set their minds chiefly on what has taken place, not on future things. African 
peopless are, of course, increasingly acknowledging the future dimension of time, in 
partt because of Christian missionary teachings, of western influences in education, 
andd modem technology. Still, as Mbiti (ibid.) also stated, the future dimension of 
timee involves a great amount of assimilative skills for many Africans. Since the role 
off  time has important bearing on my study, I will come back to its implications in 
chapterr three where I discuss how traditional religion intercedes with the self, the 
sociall  and the spiritual. 

Inn 1969, Mbiti remarked (p. 75) that not many serious studies had been made on the 
subject,, even though traditional religion played such an important role in African life. 
Inn the meantime, however, a vast amount of information about the spiritual world of 
Africann peoples has become available, including the role of belief in a changing soci-
ety.. The majority of scholarly works that have focused on religious or spiritual phe-
nomenaa in Africa (such as me use of plant remedies, spirit possession, witchcraft and 
divination)) are closely tied to sickness episodes. Important contributions have come 
fromfrom Beanie and Middleton (1969), Douglas (1967, 1970), Mbiti (1969, 1975), V. 
Turnerr (1964, 1967, 1968, 1969, 1975) Ranger and Kimambo (1972), Lewis et al. 
(1991),, Lewis (1971, 1986), Middleton and Winter (1963), Ademuwangum (1978), 
Peekk (1991), Schoffeleers (1978,1989) Kate (1982, 1997), Besmer (1983), Last and 
Chavundukaa (1986), van Binsbergen (1981, 1991)9, Janzen (1978, 1992). In the 
coursee of this thesis I will refer to these authors. Of particular importance to the study 
off  spirit healing are the observations of Kate, Besmer and Janzen who mention that a 
strongg association between the role of music and healing practices is known to exist 
inn Africa. Very few attempts, however, have been made to study the therapeutic 
qualitiess and intentions of music in African healing (cf. Janzen 1992: 109). I will 
comee back to this in 1.3 and 1.4. 

Vann Binsbergen was taught divination techniques by a healer  in Zambia. 
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Clearly,, many scholars who have studied African religion and healing are from 
Europee and America. A growing number of African scholars are, however, making 
valuablee studies in the field of philosophy, theology, epistemology and history. In 
general,, the studies that have been made of African religion show a close relationship 
withh healing, as an expression of basic beliefs concerning life, good and evil, and the 
etiologyy of illness. Religion can provide people with the means to better understand 
thee spiritual world, but it may also serve as a tool to enhance change and to make 
peacee or war (see Wiredu 1980, Lan 1983). When it comes to Tanzania, anthropo-
logicall  studies on the religious, cultural and practical aspects of uganga are still rare. 
Thiss is not surprising since anthropology has only recently become an official scien-
tifictific  discipline at the Faculty of Arts and Social Sciences at the University of Dar es 
Salaamm in Tanzania. A central tenet of anthropology is the assumption mat actions 
andd reactions by people of a specific culture can only be understood well if one is 
familiarr with notions and beliefs that are prevalent in this culture. To achieve under-
standing,, it is essential to discern the terms that are used in a language that refer to 
thesee notions and beliefs. Through epistemology, an inquiry is made into the grounds 
off  experience, belief, knowledge, justification and truth of people from different 
backgrounds.. Certain aspects of African knowledge are collectively shared, but there 
aree specific African variations of knowledge generated in different cultural contexts 
thatt concern the nature and scope of knowledge creation of a people. 

Anotherr feature to be considered when studying the role of spirit healers is in what 
mannerr they contribute to the treatment of so-called 'African diseases', i.e. a group 
off  disorders believed to be specific to the African people. These disorders have a tra-
ditionall  cultural aetiology and are mainly treated with the help of traditional interven-
tionss (cf. Ngubane 1977). As will be demonstrated in this study also, African disor-
derss are intertwined with situations of disharmony. Ideally, people are obliged to 
preventt imbalance between themselves, their environment, and the ancestral spirits 
byy regularly performing certain rituals and using certain cleansing procedures. 
Shouldd they fail in this moral obligation, they do not bond anymore, and become 
vulnerablee to magical or spiritual influences. 

Inn order to judge how people hold particular medical beliefs and perform practices, 
Alann Young (1976:5-24) suggests to begin with the motives of sick persons and/or 
thee therapy-managing group. Two practical and instrumental imperatives should be 
observedd when studying the motives of the clientele. Firstly, there is the need to 
favourablyy change, or prevent an undesirable state, and secondly, people utilize 
thosee medical practices they find empirically effective. I agree with Young (ibid.) 
thatt African healing practices need not to be effective according the standpoint of 
Westernn medical notions. The social imperatives for maintaining beliefs and prac-
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ticess are as important as are the imperatives of how medical beliefs and practices 
'work'.. Apart from what people hope or expect will happen, 'working' can also 
implyy that the therapy will be temporarily effective. Young's view (ibid.) on Afri -
cann health traditions is much in line with Janzen (1992) as they both acknowledge 
thatt each country or culture has its own experts and an underlying logic or 'inside 
theoreticall  modes' that have to be grasped in order to interpret or explain them.10 In 
thee words of Janzen (ibid.: 82): "A synthetic picture of an institution is correct not 
becausee it reflects the statistical averages of all practices, but because it explains 
thee underlying logic. And this may not correspond to any particular local tradi-
tioif'.Essentially,, African therapeutics should be described in terms of innovation, bor-
rowing,, and continuous change. The way in which traditional religious and healing 
knowledgee is passed on and how it is rooted in a changing society is an understudied 
area.. Let me mention three of Janzen's considerations in research of African therapeu-
ticss that I find appropriate with regard to this thesis. Firstly, therapeutics in Africa can-
nott be entrapped in 'tribal' or 'cultural' categories, as great variations in medical cus-
tomss may exist among speakers of Zulu, Kongo or Swahili tribes and cultures. The same 
iss true for the language communities. According to Janzen (1985: 69) many distinctive 
patternss in African therapeutics are regional, or they relate to historic, economic, social, 
structurall  and environmental characteristics, rather than to language groupings. Secondly, 
itt is neither useful nor theoretically accurate to distinguish between 'traditional' and 'non-
traditional'' African medicine. The dichotomy, derived from modernization theory, 
ignoress the evolving nature of all therapeutic traditions including those originating 
fromfrom Africa. The perspective must be historical; attention must be paid to the relation-
shipp between traditions in patterns of those who provide local healing and medicine 
andd those who make use of it Thirdly, no fully objective perspective exists from which 
thee diversity of health concepts and therapeutic practices can be studied 

133 The approach to this study 

Threee interrelated elements have been pivotal in the study approach. First is to use a 
groundedd theory approach to enhance a cultural analysis. Second is the incorporation 
off  the senses and the experiences - in particular spiritual, religious and musical ex-
periences,, and third is to highlight the role of gender in spirit affliction and vocation. 
Lett me articulate how each of these elements relates to this study. 

1.3.11.3.1 Using a grounded theory 
Inn the study, reflexivity has taken place at the intersection of spiritual and personal 
experiencess of healers and their clientele, enabling me to synthesize, explain, and 
understandd the role of spirits in illness and healing. I developed theoretical insights 

Thee various aspects count as much for  Western societies esped^ywilh the increase of cuhmaldiversily. 
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byy concentrating on people's accounts and experiences. I conducted the fieldwork  in 
similarr  ways as Janzen (1978: 34) in his social anthropological research in Zaire with 
Bakongoo healers. Janzen drew from Victor  Turner' s salient strategies on Ndembu 
cultss of affliction (see 1.4). The method amounted too keeping careful records of the 
coursee of events surrounding a case. This implied following an event, going over  the 
notess and transcriptions to which fuller  contextual material, structural relationships, 
andd life- or  illness histories were added. This methodological approach allowed me 
too reflect on my position as a researcher, regularly testing my flaws and restrictions 
withh respect to the worldview of the people around me. It is only much later  mat I 
realizedd that my approach resembles a 'grounded theory approach'. The term 
'groundedd theory' has been introduced by Glaser  and Strauss (1967) to explain mat 
theoryy is generated by (or  grounded in) a close inspection of qualitative data gathered 
fromfrom  concrete settings; for  example, unstructured data from interviews, participant 
observationn and archival research. According to Pidgeon and Henwood (1997), the 
aimm of any grounded theory is to move from a set of unstructured materials, to a col-
lectionn of theoretical codes, concepts and interpretations. To them, the basic strategy 
off  a grounded theory is: 1) discovering and analyzing social and psychological proc-
esses,, 2) dam collection and analysis proceed together, 3) analysis leads to discovery 
orr  hypothesis, 4) wider  systematic sampling is used to refine, elaborate and exhaust 
conceptuall  categories, and 5) systematic application of new conceptual categories are 
servingg to create more abstract theories. 

II  believe mat grounded theory can be well connected with a transformative approach 
thatt  seeks to catch a critical or  scientific view from below, the explicit aim of dialec-
ticall  or  reflexive research. According to Schrijvers (1991:162-179), the notions dia-
lecticall  and reflexive are to some degree interchangeable with the notion of dialogi-
caLL  She uses the term 'dialectical'  to mean die total dynamics of continuing (self)-
research.. In dialectical research, the objects of research become subjects as well, with 
theirr  own senses, experiences and felt needs. With the term 'dialogical'  she refers to 
aa specific reciprocal manner  of exchange and communication between the researcher 
andd the subjects of research during the research interaction. As a means to bridge the 
gapp between theory and practice, Schrijvers (1991,1993,1995) used a transformative 
approachh while also supporting processes of change from the bottom up. During re-
search,, she noticed that the power  relations between her  and the subjects of research 
couldd change. This made her  criticall y ask herself in whose interest a choice of per-
spectivee or  methodology was made, and how relevant the acquired knowledge was 
fromfrom  the perspective of the participants. These questions also occupied me a lot in the 
research,, as were questions on how to interpret the information and experiences. 
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Anotherr feature of importance is the role of interpretation, translation and transcrip-
tie»!.. According to Fabian (1983,1985) and Pool (1989), anthropologists should give 
ann account of the whole process of interpretation. Yet, a researcher does not interpret 
alll  the information from a foreign culture; s/he may gain a true understanding of 
eventss and beliefs. In the context of this study, I have been seeking how to come 
closee to the reality of the spirit world and how to overcome the oppositions between 
praxiss and scientific interpretation. These oppositions became clear during the 
choicess I have had to make in translation and transcription of the information I gath-
ered.. Not only language and concepts, but also feelings of a foreign culture need 
properlyy be put into words and phrases of one's own culture. What I mean is that one 
cannott do justice to a culture when one only places emphasis on theoretical aspects. I 
agreee with van Binsbergen (1992: 255-267) that a cultural analysis can be helpful in 
studyingg the dynamics in healing practices, the symbolic roles of rituals, or the psy-
chologyy of healing mechanisms. By tracing what is special and what is singular, one 
cann direct attention towards the individual and to the role of subjectivity. In this way, 
peoplee in the research can identify with the findings. In order to achieve this, the re-
searcherr should use all his/her senses. If not, the research is liable to deliver ethno-
graphiess that are disconnected from the world that ought to bee portrayed. In chapter 
fourr I will address the implications of this during fieldwork. Below I discuss what the 
rolee of the senses and the experiences mean to mis anthropological study. 

ƒ.. 3.2 Involving the experiences and the senses 
Spiritt forces may, on the one hand, be the source of constraints and sufferings as in 
AJricann disorders (1.2). On the other hand, spirit forces may accommodate various 
typess of 'survival knowledge4 be it common sense, knowledge in spirit fields, of the 
naturall  world, the body or the society (cf. Janzen 1992). In other words, spirits may 
playy a very ambivalent role in people's lives and mis should be well reflected in a cul-
turall  analysis. When people's actions are dictated by an extra-human entity mat has 
enteredd me body or otherwise affects mem, one speaks of spirit affliction, possession or 
mediumship.. In spirit affliction and possession, the bodily expression of spirit manifes-
tationn is of major importance, whereas in spirit mediumship the role of communication 
iss more outspoken. Clients who suffer from spirit afflictions may regularly join in 
meetingss organized by one or more specialists so as to regulate or control their spirit 
forces,, m order to relieve clients from diseases or neuroses due to spirit afflictions, the 
specialistss have to identify with the spirits that have afflicted the clients. This may in-
volvee a rite of initiation in the possession or healing cult (or guild). In chapter three I 
willl  discuss the issue of spirits and spirit healing organizations further. 
Withinn the realm of the spirit world, various senses are crucial as a means of com-
munication.. People may hear or feel spirits while others see apparitions of spirits. In 
oilierr words, one cannot separate thought from feeling and action, as one cannot 
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separatee hearing, smelling or tasting from sight The role of body, personhood and 
agencyy within African ritual and healing has received a good deal of attention. I refer 
inn particular to Jacobson-Widding (1989) and Jackson & Karp (1990). Less known 
aree the studies of Stoller (1984,1989) who became interested in the role of the senses 
inn anthropology when he studied the lives of the Songhay and their spirit healers in 
Niger.. He is also of the opinion mat anthropological writers should allow the events 
off  the field to penetrate them. In mis way, the author brings life to the study and 
beckonss the reader to discover something new. The idea of Stoller aligns with Huizer 
(1987,, 1989, 1991a, 1991b) who has been my supervisor until his death in 1999. 
Huizerr often sought to explore the role of spirituality in social research. I have dedi-
catedd this study to him because of the enthusiastic support he gave me during the first 
yearss of my research in Tanzania. He was convinced that methods of 'studying up-
ward'' and 'studying inward' can allow for the inclusion of occult aspects of human 
potentialitiess as a means to get close to the reality of the spirit world. By learning 
aboutt the body through all the senses, he said, one can actually come to an under-
standingg of what a person experiences subjectively 'from within'. 

Besidess Huizer, three more scholars have inspired me to involve the role of experi-
encess and the senses in this study. They are Victor Turner and John Janzen (see 1.2), 
andd later also Edith Turner (1992). Turner wrote about the role of spirit affliction and 
healingg with the Ndembu in Zambia and the Aluund in Zaire. At the time, Turner fo-
cusedd on the anthropology of symbols and rituals. The healing rituals were described in 
termss of cults of affliction. Turner's studies gave rise to livery debates in anthropology 
andd history of African religion and inspired a number of anthropologists, including 
Janzen.. Turner shifted his focus, however, towards the anthropology of experience in 
thee years 1985/86, notably dealing with the role of ritual performances (see Turner and 
Bnmerr 1986). Turner's later approach influenced not only his wife Edith Turner 
(1992),, but also scholars like Willi s (1999) and Friedson (1996). Each of these authors 
dedicatedd specific attention to the role of experience in rituals of spirit healing in East 
andd Central Africa. After Victor Turner died, E. Turner used the field material of her 
husbandd for a restudy in 1985 of the Ihamba ritual among the Ndembu in Zambia. In 
thiss study (1992), she tried to share the belief of other people's experiences of religion 
toto explain human behavior and events. Among other things E. Turner (1992:151-152) 
speakss of people's experience with 'spirit' as air that is passing by which needs catch-
ingg before it enters into another person. At one point in time she 'saw' a spirit material-
izee which convinced her even more of the belief of the Ndembu. 

Ass Willi s published his study on the ngidu cult in Zambia he wrote to have had an 
experiencee of ordinarily hidden realities in traditional religion mat was at the same 
timee 'a journey into human selfhood' (1999: 3). His interest in the esoteric nature of 
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spiritt phenomena has come forth from his many years of fieldwork among the Tabwa 
andd Fipa peoples in Zambia and Tanzania. Willis' gradual shift of attention to the 
rolee of healing and shamanism in Africa appears to have been spurred by his aware-
nesss of having clairvoyant capacities. Friedson's 1996 study is about the Tumbuka 
prophett healers in Northern Malawi, a region that borders the Southwestern Mbeya 
regionn of Tanzania. His specific aim was to capture the musical experiences of peo-
plee within the context of affliction and healing. To reach this aim, Friedson, who is 
ann ethno-musicologist, used an anthropological research approach. Among other 
strategies,, he remained for some time with a healer and studied the healing sessions. 
Hee also used audiovisual recordings to register the musical activities and the sensa-
tionss of people. This too has been part of my methodology (see chapter four). Be-
tweenn his study and mine therefore, a number of parallels exist. Also geographically 
andd culturally, our field of study is closely intertwined. In fact, various aspects of 
Tumbukaa healing practices are found in Zambia as well as Tanzania. As Janzen and I 
did,, Friedson was also much inspired by Victor Turner's studies. He too noticed how 
Turner'ss important contributions lacked a proper elaboration on the role of musical 
experiencee (ibid: page xiii) . 

Whatt Turner cannot get to through his symbolic analysis, regardless of their virtuosity, is the 
phftnnmftnall  surface of things, where understanding initially unfolds. Searching deeper and 
deeperr into cultural symbols, peeling off layers of interconnected meaning, is a metaphor for 
goingg me wrong direction. For the Ndembu, the phenomenal surface ofthings-which is first 
andd foremost - is musical experience, (italics mine) 

Maybee it is because of the close relationship between music and trance, that anthro-
pologistss have found it difficult to articulate the role of music in African therapeutics. 
Thee relationship is evident when focusing on the various stages of and experiences 
withh trance, whether this is in the setting of religion, healing or shamanism (see 
Rougett 1985). Stimulated by music, songs and/or dancing, a gateway may be opened 
too altered states of consciousness that may result in experiences that go beyond the 
bodily.. In fact, it can involve emotional, mental and spiritual changes that stretch out 
fromm the personal to the transpersonal level. The total of these experiences may con-
frontt the human being and the spirit entity with his or her suppressed feelings. As the 
mindd and the spirit are cleared from negative energies, a self-healing principle may 
bee spurred, bringing a beneficial outcome. The process of restoring personal balance 
inn victim and spirit entity may be accompanied by an increased awareness of the self 
andd the spirit world (cf. Walsh 1990). 

Sincee this study discusses the logic of spirit (pepo) and (uganga) and its relationship 
withh the senses, it is useful to describe some basic ideas I have had about spirituality 
beforee I began mis study. The way I see it, spirituality is the combination of invisible 
forcess or energies that exist in people that are in continuous exchange with nature. 
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Thee soul reflects the essence of one's existence manifested through, rather  than di-
vorcedd from, body, mind, or  any other  facet of one's being. Spirit discerns energies 
matt  impel or  propel towards a relationship with positive or  negative forces in nature 
influencedd by both personal and collective consciousness. In this respective also de-
monss or  devils are considered. Without giving lif e energy to these forces they cannot 
existt  When spiritual guidance is involved, mis can come through almost any con-
ceivablee channel, be it from individuals, like relatives and friends, or  from strangers 
andd nature forces in a one-to-one relationship with an individual Spiritual direction 
comess from a higher  power  that helps to discern the various forces mat may give 
spirituall  guidance. For  Christians, the Holy Spirit is said to give direction. In prayers 
onee may call on spiritual direction after  which spiritual guidance may be experi-
enced.. This guidance may be experienced as a spiritual friend but also as an enemy, 
dependingg on the characteristic energies in the spirit and the individual Prayers may 
involvee quieting and relaxing techniques so as to feel the presence of God or  divine 
nature.. Fasting or  a specific diet may function like a bodily prayer  and so may trance, 
dependingg on the intention of the trance. A different way to experience divine ener-
giess in body and mind is by means of symbolical or  musical actions. 

Inn the context of spiritual experiences I also wish to mention a study by the American 
psychiatristt  May (1982: 10) who speaks of two extremes in states of awareness, one 
knownn as kataphatic, and the other  apophatic. In the first place there may be a condi-
tionn in which one seeks deeper  realization of God or  divine powers through visions, 
feelings,, imagery, words, and other  sensate or  symbolic forms of experience. Evan-
gelicc and charismatic Christianity , popular  Hinduism, and much of Tannic Buddhism 
representt  kataphatic spiritualities. At the other  extreme, one might find the Christian 
mysticismm and the emptiness of Zen Buddhism, which are distinctly apophatic spiri-
tualities.. Apophatic approaches, says May (ibid.: 11), on the contrary, are deeply 
threateningg from both psychological and spiritual standpoints. People with an apo-
phaticc approach, to which I reckon also shaman and spirit healers, have passed 
throughh a number  of kataphatic experiences or  phases before developing a deep ap-
preciationn of the mystery behind and beyond experience. In most spiritual tradition s 
elementss of bom apophatic and kataphatic approaches are found to be overlapping, 
butt  with dominance of the kataphatic way. From this perspective, spirit or  shaman 
healerss function as human spiritual directors for  their  patients, much in the way that 
guru'ss in India or  Zen masters in Japan function. Patients are incited to pursue a re-
leasee from thought, leading to experiences of openness and emptiness until personal 
intuitio nn is felt as a perception of things as they trul y are, an innate knowing of 
things.. As my study wil l demonstrate, this spiritual opening leads to the discovery of 
deepp subtle perceptions and insights that do not come into awareness through the 
usuall  sensory or  ideational routes. 
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1.3.31.3.3 Gender and healing roles 
Anotherr  crucial aspect in the approach to this study is that I have attempted to be 
'genderr  sensitive'. Generally, gender  research in social and natural sciences has 
demonstratedd the presence of a 'gender  bias'. This means, that mere has been the 
tendencyy in research to make use of prevailing gender  norms in a society and con-
siderr  these to be 'normal' . Often these norms are incorporated into theories as un-
questionedd assumptions. This may imply that scientists assume male predominance 
andd take men's behaviour, knowledge and activities to be 'standard', including that 
off  healers, herbalists, shamans etc. The repercussions of gender  bias affects not only 
theories,, methods and research, it also takes effect in projects, policies and other  in-
terventionss intended to change or  improve the interactions between people, and be-
tweenn people and their  environments. As such, they can distort the outcomes in ways 
thatt  are unanticipated and not always desirable. An example of male-biased scientific 
researchh is the skewed attention to the role of plants as natural medicines to increase 
scientificc knowledge or  to produce cheaper  remedies. The fact that many spirit heal-
erss develop a career  as a healer  and a herbalist without anterior  knowledge of plants, 
iss often ignored because modern science does not consider  intuitiv e or  spiritual 
knowledgee as an important basis of cognition (see prologue). The fact that knowl-
edgee of plants may be gendered, or  that people's association with plants is gendered, 
alsoo tends to be overlooked With regard to research in traditional health care, I be-
lievee that what Harding (1986:50) has stated is most appropriate: 

Thee selection and definition of what is problematic- deciding what phenomena in die worid 
needd explanation, and denning what is problematic about them- have dearly been skewed to-
wardd men's perception of what they find puzzling. 

Whenn I checked on the few detailed studies that have so far  concentrated on African 
healingg roles, I noticed how most studies are indeed about male healers and skewed 
towardss a male-oriented or  male-dominated point of view, in other  words, there is 
needd to place findings in a broader  context of gender  and ethnological field research. 
Amongg male authors to have been concerned with spiritual and traditional therapeu-
ticss in Tanzania I mention Cory (1936, 1960) and Gray (1969), who both studied 
spiritt  healing in Northern Tanzania and Feierman (1984) and Lloyd Swantz (1990), 
whoo studied the role of traditional healers in the (northern) coastal regions of Tanza-
nia.. Though these authors showed concern for  the belief of spirits as agents of illness, 
theyy were less concerned with the question how spirits and gender  play a role in af-
fliction ,, healing and vocation. For  instance, Cory and Gray reported that predomi-
nantlyy women were participatin g in healing cute to treat or  regulate their  affliction 
byy spirits, whereas Feierman and Swantz observed mat practically all waganga 
(healers)) were men. Marja-Lis a Swantz (1986) who did a study on ritual  and symbol 
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inn Zaramo society reported, however, that also women could be full time practitio-
ners.. It were the male waganga who considered the female adepts (persons experi-
encedd with spirits) to have less authority and rights (ibid.: 232). More recent studies 
byy Giles (1987, 1989) and Thompson (1999) substantiate mat quite a number  of 
womenn do practice uganga in Northern and coastal regions in Tanzania. Some of 
thesee women are recognized specialists in the healing profession, which is in line 
withh my observations in Southern Tanzania. Giles and Thompson have not only 
madee insightful contributions regarding the art, expression and organization of spirit 
healingg practices in coastal and northern regions of Tanzania, they have also given 
equall  attention to the role of males and females. In coastal and Islamic influenced 
regions,, these roles cannot be separated from the history of Arab culture and Islamic 
religion,, I will come back to this feature in chapter  3. 

Generally,, I found that the work of MX . Swantz, Giles and Thompson reflect 
women'ss interest in feelings; clearly visible in feminist anthropology, in which narra-
tives,, biography and dialogue are a manifestation of a search for  a mode of presenta-
tionn in which reflexivir y is predisposed Similar  presentations that to more or  lesser 
extentt  concern spirit healing and spirit phenomena in Afric a have come from Mon-
fougaa (1972), Berger  (in Hafkin & Bay 1976) Caplan (1975, 1997), Jacobson-
Widdin gg (1985, 1987, 1989, 1991), Shostak (1981), £. Turner  (1985, 1992) and 
Boddyy (1989). Female scholars who have been concerned with women in healing, 
ritual,ritual,  symbolic and religious roles are Hoch-Smit &  Spring (1978), Falk &  Gross 
(1980)) and Shepherd McLaine (1989). The authors published a collection of essays 
thatt  placed much emphasis on the social impact of the daily lives of the women, in-
cludingg African women. According to Hoch-Smit and Spring (ibid.: 1-23), women 
participatee in rituals of healing nearly everywhere in the world. In most cultures, such 
ritualritual  roles are achieved and/or  ascribed. While women often gain access to ritual 
throughh a divine calling or  through a transition from afflicted patient to healer, men 
oftenn inherit certain ritual  offices. Whenever  there is a prevalence of women as heal-
erss this might be due to the fact that women feel more dependent on spiritual forces 
thann men, who have received more education. Another  reason given by Hoch-Smit 
andd Spring (ibid.) is that women primaril y draw sacred attention in connection with 
theirr  reproductive statuses: as virgins and brides women may serve as pure, untainted 
symbolicc vessels who can be 'filled ' with divine energy or  who can approach the 
divinee in public ceremonies. Furthermore, sexually mature women receive more at-
tentionn in symbols, myth, and ritual , for  society sees their  'reproductive potential'  as 
bothh highly positive and dangerously in need of control In spite of their  association 
withh healing and nurturing , women can also be made scapegoats of tensions in a so-
ciety.. Men may believe mat on account of female envy, greed, or  sheer  evil, sexual 
powerss can be turned to destruction. 
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Inn Tanzanian society, special powers in women are often met with contempt and as a 
consequence,, women are often blamed for  or  suspected of being witches. Much fear  is 
generatedd throughout Tanzania about the assumed malevolent powers of women. Es-
peciallyy elderly females may become accused leading to uncontrolled witch-hunts or-
ganizedd or  performed by (young) males who get paid for  killin g the women (c£ Me-
saki::  1994). Many female healers are elderly women who function as leaders of cults 
off  affliction (see 1.4 and 3.6), or  as in the case of my study about Southern Tanzania, 
runn a popular  healing practice.11 In either  case, these are women who work with a lot of 
compassionn and exert themselves for  hours at a stretch to bring about recovery in their 
clients.. I know mat they are not doing so merely to secure their  professional prestige, 
ratherr  it is the trust and faith in their  healing powers that is the strongest motivating 
factor,, hi doing so, these women contribute to maintaining religious ritual forms, as 
welll  as traditional values and practices. Brief, even when women go through great 
painss to relieve others from their  sufferings without personal gain, their  constructive 
healingg powers tend to be feared. I will come back to this aspect in 2.7. 

1.44 Bantu- and ngoma therapeutics 

Thee topic and the approach to mis study cannot be separated from a current discus-
sionn mat exists among scholars in African religion and healing. The discussion is 
aboutt  Bantu- or  ngoma therapeutics, a widely used indigenous term that refers to the 
musicall  component of healing in Central- and Southern African countries. Below, I 
bringg forward some considerations with regard to the concept of ngoma. 

1.4.11.4.1 The ritual and musical aspect 
Thee concept of ngoma was introduced in 1968 by V. Turner  in his book The drums 
ofof affliction mat deals with the Ndembu of Zambia and their  ngoma-caits of affliction 
(seee 1.3). V. Turner  saw the cults of affliction as examples of Van Gennep's *rites of 
passage''  that are being opened characteristically by a rite of separation from a prior 
sociall  state of the novice sufferer, followed by an intermediary 'liminaT or  transi-
tionall  process. The process culminates in a rit e of re-incorporation of the novice into 
society,, as a full-fledged healer  and member of the cult Turner  considered the rites 
involvedd in cults of affliction as varied examples of ritualization  in human society 
(cf.. Janzen 1992: 88). The therapy's existence in a wider  region has been substanti-
atedd by Turner' s review of the literatur e and field studies in Western Zaire, Coastal 
Tanzaniaa and Swaziland (see 1.2 and 1.3). The ngoma type of healing is a social-
culturall  phenomenon that has led Turner  to introduce new anthropological concepts 
lik ee 'liminality' , 'social drama' and 'communitas' into anthropological literatur e (cf. 

111 Similar  observatkiK by vai^osbergm (in Wedner  1977:141-175) have beenmade in Zambia 
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Shorterr 1972: 137-147 and Janzen 1985: 70). Liminality refers to a liminal phase or 
ann intervening phase of transition (see van Gennep 1960). To Turner transition is 
moree of a process than a state in which ritual subjects pass through a period and area 
off  ambiguity, also a period of instability between two fixed terms. With social drama 
Turnerr refers to a crisis in the affairs of a social group that can be restored by means 
off  rituals mat enhance individuals to experience a profound sense of oneness with the 
sociall  group or with humanity, also 'communitas'. 

Janzenn has tried tó identify the ngoma therapy type in Central and Southern Africa. 
Inn a historical and comparative study of African therapeutic traditions, called Ngoma, 
DiscoursesDiscourses of healing in Central and Southern Africa, Janzen (1992) uses the con-
ceptt of ngoma to emphasize that the ritual and the musical compose two major an-
gless in ngoma. Next to the use of therapeutic songs combined with rites, also herbal 
mediciness may play an important role to alleviate symptoms. Often these concern 
symptomss derived from (punishing) powers of deceased relatives. For the sake of 
discussionn Janzen presents a synthetic model of ngoma as a ritual therapeutic institu-
tionn in terms of core features. These encompass: 1) illness and therapeutic initiation 
ass a 'rite of passage' in phases; 2) identification of the causes of an illness; 3) asso-
ciationn of pathology with spirits and other entities; 4) the process of transformation 
fromfrom patient to novice or healer; 5) an offering mat sets in motion an exchange be-
tweenn the living and the spirit world; and 6) the patient who actually becomes a 
healer.. All these components come together in a final feature, the core ritual or the 
wayy that ngoma is acted out (ibid.: 86-87). Brief, Janzen (1992: 109) places 'heal-
ing',, 'health care' and 'song' at the heart of the institution formed by the ngoma per-
formance,, characterized as 'the consciously formulated exchange of song-dance, and 
.... the movement of the individual from sufferer-novice to accomplished, singing, 
self-projectingg healer'. Besides the role of music in ngoma healing, Janzen mentions 
thatt ngoma is also a form of entertainment (ibid.: 171). 

Whenn the element of music is taken to be essential to a study about a ritual therapeutic 
institution,, one expects to gain understanding about its role, especially its intertwine-
mentt with people who use it as a therapy to remedy illness e.g. spirit affliction. Instead 
off  discussing the role of musical experiences, Janzen discusses primarily the social, 
historicall  and geographical aspects of ngoma therapeutics in Central and East Africa. 
Inn other words, he refrains from a cultural analysis based on what people experience in 
responsee to spirits or musical sensations, and he pays little attention to the messages 
thatt song texts convey. As I mentioned in 13, musical experiences are conveyed in 
psychologicall  and bodily language that may be captured in song texts. As I will argue 
throughoutt this study, the musical or ritual process in people can give a profound in-
sightt into their problems or even into problems of others. Actually, with the help of 
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arousal,, the musical rituals can function as a form of traditional meditation mat pro-
motess emotional detachment from the self, including the body and me surroundings. 

Whatt counts is that the medical and healing beliefs of a people - including the usage of 
musicall  therapy - persist for they are empirically effective. The effectiveness of these 
practicess has also an important ontological function, since it enables people during 
sicknesss periods to communicate and confirm ideas about the world as they experience 
i tt Besides the release of pain or worries, musical rituals may cause a person to gain an 
increasedd awareness of otherwise latent senses. Messages in song texts carry such ex-
periencess and should be addressed in studies of ngoma therapeutics so as to properly 
explainn why musical drama helps people to restore personal and/or social imbalances. 
Too enable the reader of tins thesis to capture the sensations and the atmosphere of mu-
sicall  experiences, I have made a compilation from some recordings and present these 
inn a video-presentation on-line at http://vvww.aslmiedia.org (see 1.6). Though the visual 
andd audible recordings have a lot of value to me, I do realize that significant religious 
momentss are of such a subjective nature that they cannot be recorded. Those moments 
aree part of a private domain where no researcher can penetrate. 

1.4.21.4.2 Discourse and linguistics 

Inn a shared effort to understand ngoma, van Dijk et al. (2000) have attempted a con-
structivee criticism to Janzen's book in a publication called The quest f or fruition 
throughthrough ngoma; Political aspects of healing in Southern Africa. The publication 
dedicatess primarily attention to the interrelationship between healing and political 
power.. The editors mention mat ngoma is an authentic ancient cultural tradition and 
therefore,, the discourse touches on various aspects of life: 

Itt has become dear that as a discoursee ngoma may pertain to all spheres of life - the personal, 
thee social, the political, me economic or the ecological. All ngoma, such as healing, initiation 
ritualss and kinship rites, share a common concern with the person in transition and the society 
inn transition (ibid: 1-12). 

Wheneverr n 'goma ritual praxis is exclusively used in the domain of healing, its pur-
posee is to restore an imbalance in the individual and/or in the society. But, n'gama is 
moree than merely the musical or ritual component in Eastern Bantu therapeutics. The 
editorss enunciate clearly that healing and political power draw on claims to specific 
relationss with the spirit world. They say, however, that the boundary between healing 
andd the (rèyorèering of social relations is often difficult to draw. Communal problems 
cann be reduced to personal afflictions, or personal affhctions can be explained by refer-
ringg to communal issues. The editors further mention how healing through ngoma turns 
intoo politics, when personal motives, experiences and fantasies are 'channelled' into 
sociall  ones. In other words, in ngoma, healing power (the power to counter-act illness 
andd misfortune) and political power (the power to order and re-order social relations) 
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aree closely interwoven. Ine editors propose that rtgoma manifestations address die in-
terconnectedd themes so that participants can recognize its discourse. 

Inn his reaction to van Dijk's compilation of articles on rtgoma in Africa, Janzen 
(2000:: 166) says he is well aware that many variations exist in rtgoma therapy; and 
thatt not all rtgoma activities are tied to spirit affliction or possession cults. In other 
words,, Bantu therapeutics cannot simply be reduced to the rtgoma classification, nor 
cann it be considered merely as a medical tradition of the Bantu. The authors bring the 
importancee of musical therapy to the reader's attention, but they give little insights 
towardss the various experiences of healers or clients in therapeutic sessions. They 
underlinee that the primary goal of ritual or musical ceremonies is to achieve some 
rangee of communication with the spirit world, through the invocation of spirits, the 
offeringg to spirits, or the union with spirits. But it remains unclear what the experi-
encess of the healer and the clients are with spirits. Also the extent to which songs are 
used,, when and how they are applied, and what the song texts contain, appears to 
themm of minor importance. According to my findings, songs and spirits interact with 
eachh other and facilitate the healers and the clients in several ways. In my study of 
ugartgaugartga wa pepo therefore, I stress that spirit powers are a decisive component in 
Bantuu therapeutics containing more than the fundamental rtgoma components. 

Apartt from the fact that the musical and experiential components in rtgoma therapeu-
ticss are not sufficiently addressed by Turner, Janzen or van Dijk et al., I feel that the 
conceptt of ngoma is somewhat problematic to cover the Eastern Bantu, hi the first 
placee there is no satisfactory Rnglish equivalent for the Swahili word ngoma (cf. Al-
lenn 1981). Kiswahili is a language spoken in several countries bordering Tanzania. 
Thee Swahili of the coast in Tanzania, for example, use the word ngoma first and 
foremostt to indicate a feast with dnimming.12 Whenever ngoma refers to musical 
ritualritual and/or healing, it is to emphasize the means to invoke or welcome spirits. In the 
secondd place, the concept of ngoma for the whole of Tanzanian society is far too 
generall  (see Blokland 2000: 13-38). Though the Swahili of the coast apply music 
regularlyy in healing cults or practices, it is not a common feature throughout In fact, 
musicall  and ritual therapeutics may be frequently held inland, without any reference 
too ngoma. I believe that in view of this thesis, it is useful to mention that Janzen's 
(1992)) study on ngoma in Tanzania has been primarily directed to the Swahili Coast. 
Hee is largely unfamiliar with the healing practices of the interior. When I communi-
catedd with him in 1994 and 1995 to tell him about my preliminary findings in South-
ernn Tanzania, he said he had never heard of uganga wa pepo (spirit healing). This 

Thee Swahili population is a mixed group cf people speaking closely related forms of Bantu speech, in 
Tanzaniaa ft» .Swahili pnpdatkm k estimate p\ fr T77 ?̂ <> wherWB the total Swahili population in East-
emm and Central Afric a is esa*™***  to be 595.627 (1996 census ̂ nfmnation ww.endar.hsutx.edu). 
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camee much as a surprise to me since it is a commonly used concept throughout Tan-
zania,, including the coast (see Giles 1987, 1989 and Thompson 1999). Janzen sug-
gestedd to me that I investigate whether pepo is a generic term for spirit in the interior 
off  Tanzania, and whether the ngoma classifications are appropriate for uganga wa 
pepo.pepo. I have taken his advise into account for this study (see 1.5). In fact, in the 
coursee of my research I have not only come to understand that the term of ngoma is 
problematicc in Tanzanian society, but also that the concept has created an adversary 
affectt in the healer's struggle for recognition by the state. Bureaucrats and politicians, 
whoo have been concerned with the organization of traditional healers, regarded the 
conceptt of ngoma by its cultural connotation and not by its therapeutic meaning. 
Muchh for this reason, representatives of traditional health care were valued more for 
theirr artistic than their curative skills. As a consequence, traditional healers were 
placedd under the umbrella of the Ministry of Culture and Education, instead of the 
Ministryy of Health. I will come back to this element of ngoma in chapter two. 

1.55 The study questions, the selected healers and the study areas 

Thee foregoing considerations have made that the central point of departure in this 
studyy is the interrelationship between the spirit (pepo), the patient (mgonjwa) and the 
healerr (mganga); and the context in which an interaction takes place. The main ques-
tiontion I have formulated for the core of mis study is: what is the role and meaning of 
'uganga'uganga wa pepo' in Southern Tanzania and what are its characteristic features with 
respectrespect to illness, vocation and healing? To deal with the central question, I have 
chosenn six areas of attention: 

1.. The historical, cultural and religious aspects of a healing vocation. 
2.. Gender factors that intercede with a healing career. 
3.. The clients and their motives for consultation. 
4.. The main therapeutic interventions. 
5.. The characteristics of spirits and the extent to which the concept of pepo serves as a ge-

nericc term for spirit t 
6.. The most prominent religious, musical and experiential components of inspired healing 

andd healership. 

Too explore the role of spirit as an agency in illness, healing and vocation, I have studied 
thee way healers and clients energize and transform their individual identity through 
spiritt forces. Many questions therefore deal specifically with the experiences of healers, 
patientss and, to some extent, their relatives as well. Various questions have served to 
discoverr specific patterns, in terms of bodily experiences during trance states, and the 
relationss with meditation techniques. Principle questions to understand how spirits in-
tercedee with people have been: 
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 What anticipates a healing vocation? 
 What problems or  symptoms are bestt  treated by a healer? 
 How do healing interventions operate and what is their  function? 
 How do patients respond to the interventions of a healer? 
 What does a person feel who is influenced by one or  more spirit forces? 
 Have relatives of an afflicted person ever  experienced spirit forces? 
 What impact do spirit forces have on personal and family lives? 
 How do relatives relate to an afflicted or  inspired person? 
 Can spirit afflictions be inherited and if so why does mis happen? 
 When are spirits regarded as positive and when as negative? 

Furthermore,, I have looked at the role of novices and trained assistants, the role of 
paymentt  to the healers and the role of care and facilities provided for  patients and 
visitors,, including the supply of food and medicines. For  the study of Southern Tan-
zaniann I have selected six spirit healers (waganga wa pepo) who have been raised 
accordingg to Christian values. Each of them runs (ran) a popular  indigenous healing 
practicee in rural areas in Southern Tanzania. The first two healers are women, whose 
practicess I present in-depth. The women are familiar  with each other's practice. For 
thee comparison of specialist skills, practicing, and gender, I incorporate some of the 
findingsfindings I had with two male and two female healers in Southern Tanzania. This in-
formationn is substantiated in a video-presentation on website (see 1.6). Al l the se-
lectedd spirit healers have in common that they receive clients - of whom a majorit y 
aree Christians - for  ambulatory and/or  long-term treatment The fact that the healers 
alsoo had in-patients has facilitated the study a lot As waganga wa pepo, each of 
thesee healers are specialists in their  own right  They use the following titles to ad-
dresss their  specialist skills: 

>> mganga wajadi nchimi (traditional healer  inspired by divine forces, respectively, a prophet healer) 
>> mganga wa mcimuya ukoo (healer  inspired by lineage ancestors, respectively, an ancestral lineage 

healer) ) 
>> mganga ya vchawi (healer  inspired to counter-act witchcraft , respectively, a witchdoctor) 

Fromm now on I wil l apply the concepts that align wim me specialist tasks of each healer 
andd refer  to prophet healer, ancestral lineage healer  and witchdoctor. The prophet 
healer,, presented in part two, is Marit a Nakaponda addressed by her  family and her 
clientss by her  working name Nambela. I do the same in this thesis. Nambela runs a 
largee practice in Mbozi district in the midst of a vast rural area in Mbeya region in 
Southwestt  Tanzania (see prologue). Nambela is a Nyiha and deals with a variety of 
symptomss and problems, often with a spiritual origin. She is the tutor  of a good number 
off  spirit healers in and round Mbeya region where she is a senior  prophet healer. My 
fieldworkfieldwork  with her  took place between 1990/1991 for  the duration often months. The 
ancestrall  lineage healer  is Jeremana Lrvifil e who is presented in part three. Jeremana 
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Livifil ee is Bena and runs a fairlyy large practice in a rural area of Njombe district, Iringa 
region.. As a lineage healer inspired by family ancestors, Jeremana is particularly con-
cernedd with symptoms or problems of the Bena population to restore personal and so-
ciall  disharmony encountered by members of an extended family. My research with her 
tookk place between 1998/99 for the duration of four months. The role of the witchdoc-
torr or specialist in the counter-action of witchcraft and sorcery is presented in part four. 
Thiss concerns a study of so-called Kihami healers who claim to be inspired by territo-
riall  nature spirits to combat malice and witchcraft in society. Only mediums of Hehe or 
Ngonii  (interrelated) descent can become possessed, afflicted or guided by the Kihami. 
Thee written information is about a female and a male healer who share a number of 
commonalitiess in ways of practicing. The female is an old lady by the name of Bibi 
Kalembwana,, a Mdamba, practising in Morogoro region. The male healer is relatively 
youngg and called Alberto Kalovela He is of Mbunga origin and practices in Iringa re-
gion.. The other two Kihami healers, guided by interior as well as coastal spirits, are 
primarilyy presented in the audio-visual presentation. One is a young male healer of 
Ngindoo origin called Joram Rupia. The other healer is a female of age is a Ndendeuli 
calledd Asia Fusi. Bom healers practice in Ruvuma region.131 have studied the Kihami 
healerss during six months between 1998/99. 

Afterr my final return in 1999,1 began to reflect on my observations and the total of 
myy collected data. This data comprised the ethnographies of two Southern coastal 
spiritt healers who I studied in 1996797. These two healers, a male and a female, 
workedd with Islamic and ancestral spirits and were primarily consulted by the coastal 
Swahili.. The study helped me distinguish Islamic from ancestral traits reflected in 
skills,, interventions, spirits, music, objects etc. In the process of writing, however, I 
realizedd that I had set my aim too high. The total of all information was too elaborate 
andd diffuse for a proper presentation and analysis. Consequently, I decided to narrow 
downn my ethnographic data to the interior Southern regions. I had three reasons for 
doingg so. First of all, spirit healers (waganga wa pepo) form a large group of tradi-
tionall  healers in the interior of Southern Tanzania who seem to appeal to clients from 
variouss parts of the country. I was curious to identify why they had this appeal to 
peoplee from varied cultural settings and religious backgrounds. Secondly, my data 
aboutt the interior healers were more elaborate than the data about the coastal healers, 
especiallyy with regard to personal narratives and historical information. Finally, the 
dataa I had gathered about Southern healers of the interior was unique, as records of 

 w a pepo (spirit healers) do not exist When I checked historical data about 

133 Furihennore addressed in this ftesis as Nambda,Jeren̂  
iss conform die way I used to address Ihe healers (krin g my slay. 
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traditiona ll  health care in Tanzania, I mainly found studies on the Northern and 
coastall  regions (see 1.1 and 1.2). 

Thoughh I regret not to incorporate much of my findings from research among coastal 
andd urban healers, the experiences I have gained from these studies have been very 
valuable.. The visits to some 30 male and female healers from all over  the country, 
addedd to the comparative dimension of this study. During the research period of 
1994-19999 I also gained valuable information and insights from the popular  urban 
healerr  Nuru N'hangachallo in Dar  es Salaam (see prologue). Being good friends, we 
oftenn spoke informall y about her  work and the role of spirit healing in Tanzania. 
Nuruu would be keen to hear  about my visits to various healers and on several occa-
sionss she commented on my (audio-visual) records. Furthermore, Nuru introduced 
mee to a number  of urban healers and familiarized me with the National Association 
off  Traditional Healers and Midwives. Without mis comparative background, I would 
havee been difficul t to place the role of history and spiritualit y in uganga in a larger 
perspectivee of inland and coastal practices. Because of the intense collaboration with 
Nuruu throughout my research, I regularly set her  work as an example of a spirit 
healerr  from the coastal region. 

1.66 The trajector y of the study 

II  present this study in four  parts to address the theoretical, methodological and prac-
ticall  aspects of mis research into inspired healing and healership in Tanzania. In part 
onee I give more concise information about the framework and background of uganga 
inn Tanzania and of doing fieldwork  on uganga In chapter  two I outline the major 
political ,, historical, sociological and cultural features of uganga and traditional health 
caree in Tanzania, with special reference to the Southern regions. Important is the 
Ngonii  invasion mat alongside with devastation brought also diffusion and incorpora-
tionn of various healing techniques. Other  foci of attention are the attitudes of the 
Germanss and the British towards local practitioners, the organization of traditional 
healthh care and the goals of the National Association of Traditional Healers and 
Midwivess in Tanzania The information includes the effects of ngoma therapeutics 
onn the centralized organisation of traditional health care and, the ongoing prepara-
tionss to legalize traditional medicine in Tanzania. In chapter  three, I discuss the way 
traditiona ll  religion and spirit healing have been expressed and changes that have 
beenn encountered. I explain the interrelationship of uganga with witchcraft, sorcery 
andd magic, but also the rise of popular  spirit healing cults (or  guilds) with its Islamic 
andd Christian healing elements. After  a brief sketch about the way mat spirits are ad-
dressedd in Swahili society, I give a short description of the coastal healer  Nuru 
N'hangachalloo to highlight some of the aspect in affliction, healing and vocation. 
Chapterr  four  introduces the core ethnographic material by means of first  unfolding 
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thee steps in the research process. Here, I address how the actual fieldwork evolved 
fromfrom an explorative study to an in-depth ethnographic account of Southern spirit 
healingg practices. Specifically I address the ways I gained acceptance and the various 
choicess and constraints I faced. Also, I explain the way in which the ethnograpic data 
iss gathered and transcribed, the implications of using audiovisual recordings and how 
II  have approached the use of plants by the healers. 

Inn part two, from chapter five to seven, I present a portrait of the healer Nambela in 
Mbeyaa region. It starts with a narrative about Nambela's history of illness and voca-
tionn to explain her role as prophet healer enfolding her views about spirit and relig-
ion.. The original findings are complemented with insights that followed from two 
laterr visits made in 1995 and 1999 so as to place pepo healing within a wider scope 
off  regional and religious practices. Chapter five is directed to Nambela's divination 
skillss and exposes the burdens mat clients bring to her, revealing the ideas that Nam-
belaa formulates about the etiology of disease and illbeing. This is followed by the 
rolee and usage of plant remedies related to frequently treated symptoms by Nambela. 
Chapterr six deals with the musical healing sessions as part of pepo treatment Here I 
payy special attention to the experiences with and responses to music, trance and spir-
itss by pepo patients and the messages that songs convey. Several case studies are pre-
sentedd while attention is drawn to the interrelationship between spirit powers, musi-
call  arousal and ritual sacrifice. 

Inn part three, from chapter eight to ten, I portray the life and work of the healer Jere-
manaa Livifil e in Iringa region. I start with Jeremana's narrative explaining her history 
off  illness and vocation. From her story it becomes apparent that former wars, Christi-
anityy and modernization are tied to the emergence of a state of disharmony in her 
extendedd family. In chapter eight, I present the way Jeremana holds divination ses-
sions,, in particular, exposing the views that Jeremana holds about ancestors, taboo 
violationss and the burdens of the clients. By following an extended case study of one 
clientt I introduce the steps of treatment and me contribution of the musical sessions 
ass part of the therapy. In chapter nine, several patients are followed as they go 
throughh ritual treatments showing the various implications of, and reactions to, ill -
nesss caused by ancestral wrath culminating in 'a state of coldness' (baridi) in the 
family.. Several extended case studies demonstrate the reactions of clients in the 
coursee of Jeremana's ritual treatment 

Inn part four, from chapter eleven to thirteen, I attempt a synthesis of the intertwine-
mentt of witchcraft (uchawi) with spirit illness (ugonjwa ya pepo), spirit vocation 
(ttwezo(ttwezo wa pepo) and spirit healing (uganga wa pepo). In chapter eleven, I first 
broadenn the scope of inland practitioners in Southern Tanzania to cover the speciali-
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zationn of the witchdoctors. Hie descriptions deal with the practice of a leading Ki-
hamihami healer, Bibi Kalembwana, a female Ndamba who ran a huge practice in 
Morogoroo region. I visited the healer  Kalembwana in 1994 and draw additional in-
formationn from Maia Green (1994), a British anthropologist who did a study on 
Kalembwana.. Another  focus is the male healer  Alberto Kalovela, a Mbunga who 
practicess in the mountains of Iring a region. An audiovisual presentation, based on the 
KihamiKihami healers Joram Rupia and Asia Fusi, can be watched on-line in the gallery of 
ASKK  (Anthropological and Sociological Kitchen) at http://www/askmediaorg. The 
presentationn is composed of two exhibitions, one for  the male and one for  the female 
healer.. Both exhibitions are entitled 'I n the Spirit of Ugangar, Musical and Ritual 
Healing'.. In a number  of fragments that are accompanied by texts, attention goes to 
thee role of divination and the annual musical and ritual celebrations to honor  the Ki-
hamihami spirits. In chapter  twelve I discuss the findings of this study. A comparative 
analysiss of the healers Nambela and Jeremana is placed in the light of the findings 
fromm the Kihami witchdoctors to answer  what the Southern practices accentuate with 
regardd to religious, musical and experiential aspects of inspired healing and healer-
ship.. The answer  to the central question posed in this study is brought into relation-
shipp with Bantu- and ngoma therapeutics and with gender  and change in spirit heal-
ing.. Chapter  thirteen is a conclusive chapter  in which I assert ihatpepo or  spirit ill -
ness,, healing and vocation, have become a traditio n in Tanzania» society to cope 
withh stress. The fact mat people feel forced into another  concept of time due to the 
complexitiess in life, has important bearing on this development Some options and 
suggestionss for  further  research and action in the domain of spirit healing in health 
caree are given at the end of this thesis. A list of plains commonly used by the healers 
inn this study is contained in an appendix. 
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Tanzania,, regions and districts 
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Chapterr  2 

Thee role and history of Uganga 

Thee history of uganga in Tanzania goes back far beyond the establishment of West-
ernn contacts and was part of the political and religious belief systems of the early in-
habitantss of Tanzania. The authentic Bantu term uganga denotes the art and profes-
sionn of medicine and healing and the term waganga (sing, mganga) signifies those 
whoo practice it (see 1.1). Uganga was an institution that combined religion, sorcery, 
witchcraft,, health and interpersonal conflict in one single form of cultural belief and 
practicee (Katz and Kimani 1982). Before the arrival of missionaries and the colonial 
conquestt starting around 1880, traditional healers and the political leaders with 
whomm they were allied, had wide control over the social conditions of health. The 
wagangawaganga were generally people of high integrity and status as they could alleviate 
social,, psychological and physiological problems (Mesaki 1998). Many of these wa-
gangaganga owed their status to the fact that they were spirit mediums as well. If the wa-
gangaganga did not exert influence on local political leaders, it was because the leaders 
weree waganga themselves. Those waganga who had connections to the spirit world, 
gainedd their prestige foremost by handling conflicts between community members. 
Theirr political involvement was thus socially accepted. 

Generally,, the role and status of uganga has changed a great deal in the last two centu-
ries.. To gain a proper perspective about the present role of the waganga wapepo, it is 
usefull  to look at the changes and dynamics that have taken place in uganga in Tanza-
niaa The insights are equally important to frame the personal histories and the role and 
practicee of the various healers I present in mis study. I realize mat attempting to recon-
structt the past of uganga is fraught with numerous difficulties; not only because written 
documentationn is scarce, but also because oral evidence is hard to come by. The data 
forr mis chapter relies mainly on information from Simeon Mesaki, (1998) who wrote a 
SARECC report called The changing role of traditional medicine and healing in Dar es 
Salaam:Salaam: 1920-1990; Gloria Waite (1992) who wrote: A history of traditional medicine 
andand health care in pre-colonial East-Central Africa; and Ann Beck (1981) who wrote: 
Medicine,Medicine, Tradition and Development in Kenya and Tanzania, 1920-1970. I obtained 
otherr historical and anthropological data from: 1) my visits and studies with the various 
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healerss in the country; 2) active members of the National Association of Traditional 
Healerss and Midwives in Tanzania; and 3) personal contacts with Tanzanian and 
Americann scholars. 

Beforee giving an outline of the historical events marked by migrations, tribal wars 
andd colonial conquest and how these events have influenced traditional health care 
today,, I shortly outline the geographic and demographic setting of the Southern re-
gionss of Tanzania which are the main focus of this study. These regions (mikoa in 
Kiswahili,, sing, mkoa) are Iringa, Mbeya, Ruvuma and Morogoro (see map of Tan-
zania).. Each region is subdivided into districts (wilqya). The estimated numbers of 
thee population per region are based on a 2002 consensus. The entire population of 
Tanzaniaa in 2002 is estimated to be 34 million, whereas during the beginning of my 
studyy (1990) this was about 23 million. In other words, there has been a high popula-
tionn increase in Tanzania.14 

Thee prophet healer Nambela practices in Mbozi district, Mbeya region,, an area that is 
predominantlyy inhabited by the Wanyiha and the Wanyamwanga15 Mbeya region is 
estimatedd to have over 2 million people, dominated by me Wanyakyusa, Wanda, 
Wamalila,, Wandali, Wafipa and Wasafwa. Besides the Wasukuma, the Wanyakyusa 
tribee of more than half a million is one of the largest and most influential tribes of 
Tanzania.. They occupy the low ground in the watershed of upper Lake Nyasa, nowa-
dayss Lake Malawi. Lying immediately along the high ground are the other tribes living 
inn the mountainous areas, including Mbozi district The healer Jeremana Livifil e prac-
ticess in Njombe district, Iringa region. The region has about 1.5 million inhabitants 
mainlyy populated by the Wabena, the Wahehe, Wapangwa, Wakinga, Wasangu and 
WasovLL Overall, Mbeya and Iringa region are densely populated and provide Tanzania 
withh much of its food supplies; mainly maize, beans and potatoes. The third type of 
spiritt healer is presented in a comparative study of four practitioners who practice in 
Ruvumaa and Morogoro region. Ruvuma region has more than 1.1 million people and 
Morogoroo region has nearly 1.8 million people. Much of the indigenous population of 
Morogoroo region once lived in Ulanga valley and its surrounding highlands, notably the 
Wapogoro,, Wangoni, Wanbwene, Wandamba, Wakinamanga, WandendeulL Wambunga, 
Wandwewee and Wangindo. The main crops of Mbeya, Iringa and Ruvuma region are 
maizee and beans, while Morogoro region is known for cultivation of rice. 

144 Census oonoboraUng with information on website http://www.tan7aniago.tz from 26-11-2002. The earlier 
figurefigure dates bade fiom the 1988 census. 

155 The prefix Wa- refers in Kiswahili to a group of people also w o ^ singiiUr  is M-derived from i»-fti or 
person.. The prefix Ki-refer s to the language of tiieSwabili, wmlst the prefix U-refers to the country of 
domicile.. Thus the Wanyiha speak Kinyih a and live in Unyiha country. 
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Inn die overview that follows, I describe some of the major historical events and cir-
cumstancess to explain how uganga has been practiced before, during and after colo-
niall  days. Whenever appropriate or possible, special references are made to the 
Southernn regions of Tanzania. More detailed information about the religious tradi-
tionss of the three specific geographical areas, in particular the tribe(s) to which the 
expertt healers belong, is provided in the respective chapters. In the course of this 
chapter,, I will employ the concepts of 'traditional', 'indigenous' and 'local' medicine 
andd healing freely in accordance with the way these are used in ongoing discourses. 
Thee broad definitions of cultural and therapeutic remedies and healing skills do not 
alwayss concur with the views of my informants, who used a variety of definitions 
relatedd to me concepts (see 1.2). For the sake of clarity, I have included in this chap-
terr an overview of the present Kiswahili terms of Tanzanian specialists in uganga. 

2.11 Migration and tribal wars in Tanzania: An historical outline 

Thee Tanzanian people are composed of various groups, predominantly of Bantu ori-
gin.. The word 'Bantu' (literally Ban-tu) is used to designate those people who inhabit 
thee southern half of Africa and form a unit on account of speaking similar languages. 
Thee noun 'ntu' is plural for 'muntu' meaning a human being or a man. Although the 
Bantuu languages are so similar, the Bantu are divided into various ethnic groups with 
differentt cultures and ways of living. It is generally believed that the Bantu came to 
Eastt Africa from the Southeastern Congo Forest before 1000 AX), in search of fertile 
soill  for farming, and settled in Tanzania between 1000 and 1500 (see Okello Ayot 
19766 and Tindall 1985). There were four clear migration movements of the Bantu 
intoo East Africa. These formed four groups of Bantu who settled in the North and 
North-Westt of Lake Victoria, in central and northern Tanzania, in coastal and high-
landd areas and the southern areas. Most of the non-Bantu speaking people of East 
Africaa originate from the Horn of Africa, Ethiopia, Sudan and the Nile Valley, like 
thee Miotics and the Cushites. Other ethnic groups originate from Central- and East 
Africaa like the Hottentots, the Bushmen and the Pygmies. 

2.1.12.1.1 The Ngoni invasion and the German occupation 
Thee last group of Bantu to arrive in East Africa were the Ngoni (or Nguni). They had 
migratedd from Southeast Africa in reaction to the Zulu expansion between 1820 and 
1835.. Fleeing from the Zulu, Ngoni arrived on the Ufipa Plateau in the Southwest of 
Tanzaniaa as early as 1840, already mcoiporating refugees of plundered and defeated 
peopless (Brock 1966, Knight 1974 and Ebner 1987). Around 1845, the main body of 
thee tribe split Several groups went south to Malawi or the Congo, whereas others 
raidedd the north towards Lake Victoria. Another group moved eastward and from 
there,, south along Lake Nyasa (Lake Malawi). In Tanzania, there were two groups of 
Ngonii  who were each led by one chief The groups usually outnumbered the people 
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theyy fought against or they opposed groups too weak to resist them. In their search 
forr land, the Ngoni worked out military tactics to conquer their enemies. The move-
mentt of the Ngoni became known as the famous mfecane, meaning 'the time of trou-
bles*.. From the two Ngoni groups, five small, separate kingdoms were eventually 
formed.. Three of them migrated to Zambia and Malawi and two of them remained in 
Tanzania.. One group migrated to the North where they encountered the Nyamwezi, 
whomm they attacked and defeated. This group settled in what today is called Tabora 
region.. Around 1860, the Ngoni groups crossed the southwestern areas and faced 
strongg Hehe warriors from Iringa region. In 1866 the Ngoni raided the present South-
ernn regions Mbeya, Ruvuma, Iringa and the southern part of Morogoro. In the proc-
esss they attacked and defeated the Sangu and the Hehe after which they settled in the 
presentt Ruvuma region.16 Whenever the Ngoni defeated their enemies, they forced 
thee conquered people to join them (ibid.). In the southwestern regions the Wakini-
manga17,, who inhabited the hills to the west of the Ulanga valley in present day 
Morogoroo region, united the Bena clans into a single fighting unit and extended then-
spheree of influence eastward. The Hehe in the west, and the Ngoni in the south, took 
thiss opportunity to invade and harass mem in the western hills and drove them back 
intoo Ulanga valley. The highlands of the Uhehe lay to the south of main caravan 
routes.. There was much trading and migration happened frequently between the 
tribess that lived in Ulanga valley (Morogoro region) and Njombe highlands (Iringa 
region).. To secure the caravan routes, the Hehe formed a strong opposition to the 
Ngonii  whom they drove off (cf. Redmayne 1968). 

Onn the whole, the arrival of the Ngoni brought along drastic changes to Tanzania, m 
almostt every place the Ngoni passed through, the invasion disrupted the dairy fives 
andd trade of people. As the Ngoni created chaos throughout the land, the population 
inn East Africa - which had already been affected by the slave trade - decreased even 
moree (ibid.: 17). The local peoples reacted by forming military states to stop the 
Ngonii  people from expanding further, which eventually stimulated the creation of 
centralizedd military states in Tanzania. In a book about the history of the Ngoni Fa-
therr Elzear Ebner (1987: 78-88), who was a missionary from 1930 till 1973 at the 
Benedictinee Mission of Ruvuma, writes how the Ngoni raids took many lives and 
dislodgedd whole tribes and territories, as many people were taken prisoner by the 
Ngonii  and were forced to live in Ngoni territory. Ebner states further that around 
18755 various clans of the present Uhehe formed one tribe so as to match the Ngoni in 
strengthh and military power. This resulted in years of attacks by the Hehe on the 
Ngonii  until a civil war between the Ngoni and the Hehe tribes broke out in 1884 

166 The first  &oap was called Tuta' and the second group 'Gwangwara'. 
177 Descendants ofMaoga Wa=personal pfefix(ptadX-kin> =fi ,omtiiclmec€ 
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whichh lasted until the German occupation brought it to a halt (1885). Despite the ini-
tiall  success of the Hehe over the Ngoni, the war between them remained undecided 
ass bom sides appeared to be equal in strength. 

Accordingg to Redmayne (1968: 37-58), the Hehe were influenced by the Sangu po-
liticall  and military organisation; using war medicine (amahomelo) to empower the 
warriorss and a type of Kisangu speech to arouse the warriors before battle. Yet, many 
off  these tactics were copied from the Ngoni. The devastation that resulted from con-
tinuouss fighting lasted until the German occupation. By the end of the 19th century, 
thee Bena clans were divided over the highlands west of manga valley and those liv-
ingg within the valley. This occurred after the Germans attempted colonizing the area 
betweenn 1885 and 1900. Because of the Ngoni's continued attacks on other tribes, 
thee German government decided to occupy the areas where the Ngoni had settled. 
Thee Ngoni knew the power of the Europeans and did not want to come into conflict 
withh them. Once the military occupation was a fact, the Ngoni raids ended and the 
Ngonii  began to live in relative peace with other tribes (Okello Ayot 1976: 126). On 
thee other hand, the Hehe fiercely resented the presence of the Germans. The Germans 
attemptedd to subdue Hehe resistance between 1894 and 1898 and finally succeeded 
(ibid:: 159-165). In sum, the Ngoni and the Hehe were exceptional in the period of 
1880-19000 regarding the size of their kingdoms and the impact of their military skills 
(cff  Redmayne 1968:37-58). 

Thee history that followed for the Ngoni and Hehe assimilated tribes of present day 
Iringaa region mirrors the history of many of me Bantu tribes of Tanzania. Small in-
dependentt chiefdoms were often under strain, in need of economic resources, which 
provokedd the raiding of cattle. With kingdoms affected by dynastic politics, more and 
moree new states were established in nearly empty areas. In these states, there were 
blacksmiths,, priests and medical specialists. The Hehe assimilated with local tribes 
whoo lived together in large village settlements at the upper end of Ulanga Valley. 
Theyy had a number off  chiefdoms on a plateau, stretching between Iringa and Njombe 
inn the South. During the second half of the 19*  century, the Hehe and the Bena 
weldedd into two rival kingdoms, the Hehe under the Muyinga lineage, and the Bena 
underr the Manga lineage. These kingdoms were once wealthy - their rulers had many 
wives,, great herds, much cloth and ivory. Yet, it were the Hehe who were feared the 
most,, as their warriors went out to raid cattle and also caravans with goods passing in 
thee area around Mpwapwa (Morogoro region). By now, tremendous damage was 
donee to Tanzanian societies as a result of the increase of the slave trade in West- and 
Eastt Africa during the 18* and 19*  century (see Tindall 1985). Next to the Arabs, 
whoo took a leading role in the trade, French and Portuguese were also active traders. 
Thee Hehe and the Ngoni tribes were among those indigenous groups that prospered 
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fromfrom slave raids, and also from raids of cattle or goods. Also in terms of cultural tra-
ditionss from the norm and the east of Tanzania the Hehe and Ngoni tribes took over 
variouss aspects. At the same time, the slave trade caused that more and more men got 
missingg from the Hehe tribes, which reduced military force to withstand the Ngoni 
invasion.. The already disrupted societies were damaged further by intense famines. 
Thee working load for women and elderly increased due to the slave trade and the 
manyy years of war (see Ranger and Kimambo 1972). 

Generally,, it can be concluded mat the chaos brought by the Ngoni, together with the 
damagee from the slave trade, and the occupation of the Germans has affected lif e to the 
presentt day in Tanzania: leading to fusion and diffusion of beliefs, practices and mor-
als,, important for this study is the fact mat Southern tribes incorporated a number of 
featuress from Ngoni cultures. One major impact came from the fact that the Ngoni 
weree patrilineal, whereas quite a number of Southern tribes traced their descent bilater-
allyy or matrilineally (Okello Ayot 1976: 162). Though many Southern tribes today are 
primarilyy patrilineal, aspects of matrilinity may still exist in their kinship organiza-
tion.tion.1818 No doubt, the sufferings following the Ngoni invasion, the slave trade and the 
Germann occupation must have led to a great loss of confidence by the Bantu. The re-
bellionss had been to a considerable extent a religious war to evict the white man. When 
thee rebellions ended in defeat, the failure of the religious leaders was widely felt and 
thee subsequent African attitude of awe and submission reflected the belief that the 
whitee men had a power superior to mat of the tribal spirits. Tindall (1985: 175) men-
tionstions that many Africans must have reconciled themselves by thinking that their reli-
giouss traditions were not powerful enough against Europeans. Others, disillusioned 
withh tribal religion, turned in increasing numbers to Christianity. Here, in the rebellions, 
iss the beginning of the slow process of erosion of tribal beliefs and customs which be-
comess an important theme (hiring the next fifty  years. In the course of this thesis I wil l 
frequentlyy mention the role of this development in spirit affliction, healing and vocation. 

2222 Exchange of magical and healing tradition s 

Underr the given situation, people all over the country were preoccupied with mam-
tamingg peace and obtaining prosperity. They needed an adequate food supply, good 
health,, and children to carry themselves on into the next generation. The people were 
awaree that such blessings were not available automatically, and that there were other 
dangers,, such as droughts, famine and epidemic diseases. Since the bloody past had 
resultedd in many deaths and serious losses, there was a scarcity of remaining elders, 
whichh meant that the cultural inheritance of the lineages was in danger. Many male 

Inn the case of matrilinity , the relationship is counted through males and females, whereas in patrilineal 
societiess it is counted through males only. 
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descendantss were deprived of die knowledge on how to pass the traditio n of custom-
aryy lineage rites (mqfundisho wajadiya ukoo) on to die next generation. The result 
beingg that the spiritual tie of people with their  forefathers was under  threat, leading to 
muchh uncertainty among men and women on how to secure procreation. Among the 
Southernn patrilineal Bantu tribes, the spiritual tie with forefathers is of great impor-
tance,, reflected in the characteristic organization of social relations. I wil l return to 
thee intertwinement of social structure with spiritual ties in chapter  three. Here I dis-
cusss more specifically what the impact of the Ngoni invasion brought with respect to 
exchangess of traditional customs in medicine and healing. 

Ngonii  diviners were known to be in contact with the spirits of ancestors. They were 
calledd either  izcawzi (those who smell something) or  abantu benlhloko (people of the 
dreams).. Next to me ritual  specialists, mere were rainmakers, makers of war  charms, 
orr  specialists in treating illness and epidemics. According to Waite (1992: 81), the main 
sourcee of medical and healing tradition s for  the Ngoni came from therapeutic tech-
niquess of the Thonga, Shona, Chewa and the Tumbuka, who today live in countries 
neighbouringg the Southwest of Tanzania. Read (1970:179) gave the following descrip-
tionn about the role of diviners in Ngoni kingdoms of Nyasaland (Malawi) from 1930. 

Inn the Ngoni kingdoms, there were many kinds of specialists owing to the existence of several 
triba ll  groups, each with its traditional system of religion and magic and each with varying 
methodss of treating sickness, diagnosing the causes of misfortune, and interpretin g omens and 
dreams.... In times of national crisis the best divinen were cafled by the paramount chieis ... 
Thee majorit y of diviners lived in relative sedusion, awl had no outward sigr^ofpower  in any 
politicall  or  economic sense, though in the past some of the prophets had also been warrior s 
andd leaders. Socially the diviners were always shown great honour  when they came in re-
sponsee to a call, or  when they went visiting on noofro&saonal occasions. 

Kingss and chiefs among the Ngoni used to control abuses by the various practitioners, 
whoo could be consulted for  army strategies or  accusations of sorcery or  witchcraft 
Abusee could be dealt with by means of paying relatives of a victim, or  by bringing the 
convictedd to court. Sometimes the convicted practitioner  was sentenced to death. The 
factt  mat political authorities were involved in regulating healers in cases of sover-
eignty,, may well have been a general feature of African kingdoms. Pre-colonial medi-
cinee and healing took place in alliance with chiefs and elders, but local healers also 
exertedd influence on health issues and on environmental and geographical issues. In 
Shambaaa society for  instance, healers were consulted in die selection of village sites, 
heahhh quarantines and die conviction of alleged witches in a community (Feierman 
1986:208).19 9 

199 For  the general history of the Shambaa kingdom see Feiennan 1974. 
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Inn contrast to the diviners and healers of the Ngoni kingdoms, the Hehe kingdoms 
hadd incorporated medical and healing traditions from the Pogoro, Sangu, Ndamba, 
Mbunga,, Bena, Ndwewe and Ngindo. Many of these tribes were probably original 
Bantuu speakers who settled in south-central Morogoro region, known as Kilombero 
Valleyy and Ulanga area, which lie close to the border with what is now hinga region. 
Thee chiefs (vatwa sing, mutwa) had special relationships with the spirits of deceased 
chiefs.. They made offerings on their graves to ask for assistance in matters which 
concernedd the whole chiefdom. In fact, the Hehe were reputed for their specialists in 
rainmaking,, and so were the Ndwewe. The speciality of the Mbunga and the Ngindo 
layy in identifying witchcraft and sorcery. The homeland of the Mbunga and the 
Ngindoo was originally Ruvuma region that had become Ungoni country. The tribes 
off  Ulanga area exchanged techniques of divination, healing and magic that were 
adoptedd by people in Kilombero valley. Among the various tribes, the Ndwewe spirit 
mediums,, called Wambuyi (singular Mbtiyi), were valued also for their military pre-
dictionn skills. According to Waite (1992), the Wambuyi were territorially based in and 
aroundd the Kilombero valley in Tanzania. Certain clans monopolized the position of 
thee Wambuyi spirits, giving way to its heritage in next generations. The Wabuyi spirit 
mediumss were also responsible for maintaining customary religious rituals. Herbal 
knowledgee was the domain of another group of spirit mediums among the Ndwewe. 

Thee Mbunga and the Ndwewe were active traders in the nineteenth century and in 
bomm tribes mis role was reflected in the propitiation ceremonies. Like the Ngoni and 
thee Hehe, the Mbunga participated in the East African slave trade and conducted 
raidss up to the coast of Dar es Salaam. From the cultural exchanges, innovations took 
placee between coastal and local practices in terms of divination, spirits and spirit pos-
session.. Some Mbunga converted to Islam, the religion of the Swahili and Arabs 
alongg the coast In the course of the tribal wars, the spiritual guidance from the 
WabuyiWabuyi spirits was strengthened with the emergence of another group of territorial 
spiritss among the Ulanga tribes, called the Kihami spirits. The Kihami were consid-
eredd nature spirits of the Ndwewe who had magical skills. In fact, the Kihami spirits 
becamee a major force behind the emergence of healing and anti-witchcraft practices 
amongg the original Ulanga tribes. Besides the Ndwewe, the Kihami also guided me-
diumss among the Mdamba, the Mbunga and the Ngindo. They did so together with 
thee traditional (family- and lineage ancestral) spirits, while also coastal spirits could 
inspiree these spirit mediums. I will come back to the role of Kihami healing practices 
fromfrom Ulanga in chapter eleven. 

Somee traditional concepts and practices of religion, health, and magic were shared 
throughoutt the regions where Eastern Bantu languages were spoken, as indicated by 
vocabularyy terms. Within the context of history also the use of the concept ngoma (see 
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1.4)) should be explained According to Janzen (1992: 12 and 88), the word ngoma 
originallyy derived from South African Ngoni speaking groups. Therapeutic practitio-
nerss among the Ngoni who used ngoma were called the isa-ngoma. They would em-
ployy the therapeutic idiom when ceremonies, initiations, or rites of other kinds were 
encompassed.. Other terms, according to Waite (1992: 23-27), were 'medicine' (dawa 
plurall  madawa), 'doctor' (mganga plural waganga), 'ancestor spirit' (mzimu plural 
mizimu)mizimu) and 'ceremonial offering' (tambiko plural matambiko). Anything that would 
facilitatee healing or uganga could be called dawa. In sum, uganga would capture at the 
samee time, the substances (ingredients like dawa), and the artistic characteristics (acts 
likee ngoma and tambiko) mat were involved in the healing profession. Treatments with 
dawadawa would involve remedies made from leaves, bark, roots, and sap of trees and 
shrubs,, also 'medicine from the tree in the fields' or dawaya mti shamba {mti means 
treee with the root -ti ) The waganga knew of a variety of plants some of which are still 
usedd today for identical medical and ritual purposes and with identical names. For cer-
tainn ailments, the modes of treatment have probably remained stable over many centu-
ries.. The proto Bantu concept kvganga (see 1.1) was and still is used together with the 
verbb kvponya or kupona, meaning 'to become cool, become well, or cured' but also 'to 
becomee safe, be rescued, regain strength and recover health'. In an attempt to seek the 
deepp historical roots of ngoma, Janzen (1992:63-64) connected ku-ponyafpona with 
ngomangoma therapeutics, because of its metaphoric use with regard to the religious experi-
encess that people have with spirit forces. Another Bantu word aligning with kuganga is 
kutibukutibu meaning 'to treat medically'. This form of healing refers in particular to the use 
off  material means such as plants (see Blokland 2000: 12-38). hi the practice of spirit 
healerss today, the materialistic and the artistic are still strongly interwoven. 

Whenn the traditional Bantu would speak of spirits, they meant in the first place the 
ancestrall  spirits or mizimu (singl. mzimu) from the reconstructive root -dimu meaning 
'shadow'.. The mizimu are til l today differentiated in family, lineage/clan, territorial, 
ancientt or foreign ancestral spirits. Ancestors can appear as snakes, mahoka or 
masoka,masoka, living mainly in caves. Related to the mizimu are the spirit propitiations by 
meanss of ceremonial offerings (matambiko sing, tambiko). Tambiko involves prayer 
(kuteta)(kuteta) together with gifts (sadaka) to ancestral spirits. An offering is locally brewed 
beerr or flour, the spitting of water and the sacrifice of an animal, normally performed 
byy the eldest member of the family. Propitiation was/is carried out at specific places, 
likee trees and other natural features in the landscape. These places also used to be the 
preferredd sites for traditional shrines, but today there are few. Prayers in burial cere-
moniess placated the spirit of the deceased so as to reduce the chance that the spirit 
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wouldd harm anyone out of anger.20 With the coming of Arabs and Europeans, various 
neww spirits entered the domain of traditional religion. What this entailed is further 
discussedd in chapter three. 

Wheneverr the Bantu referred to practices of malice coming from persons by means 
off  sorcery or witchcraft, they would speak of uchawi. hi historical times, sorcery and 
witchcraftt would be controlled through ordeals or by waganga, who used the inspira-
tionn from their own spirits to detect me culprit. A generic name for ordeals, mwavi, is 
stilll  found in large parts of Bantu-speaking Africa today. Some mwavi were made 
fromm fire or hot water to identify thieves, murderers, adulterers; but not sorcerers. 
Accordingg to Waite (1992), mwavi used to be applied for sorcery control also, but 
sayss that evidence is inconclusive. I know from oral information that the poison or-
deall  in Tanzania has been used until it became prohibited by the German and later 
thee British administration. Until today, acts of sorcery imply the manipulation of 
spirituall  and natural forces for bad purposes. The verbs kulowa or kulogwa refer 
mainlyy to acts of witchcraft. Uchawi or ulazi are nouns to indicate a malevolent 
powerr inherent to a person. This power may be inherited, thus being latent by birth, 
or,, the power may be passed on either by a parent or another witch. Witches fwa-
chawichawi sing, mchawi) may use sorcery (black magic). In principle, sorcery can be 
taughtt to anyone. Because witches are usually the ones to perform sorcery, the con-
ceptt of uchawi is commonly in use when referring to either of these practices. Those 
specialistss who practice white magic may be distinguished by the name wanawanga 
(sing,, wanga). The word refers to mwanga or 'light', in the sense that those are peo-
plee who are guided by spirits to do magic without bringing harm to others, hi chapter 
threee I wül come back to the various magical and healing traditions that encompass 
spirits,, religious ceremonies, witchcraft and sorcery. 

22 J 'Uganga' in the colonial period 

Byy the Anglo-German Agreement of 1889, Germany was given control of the area 
roundd the north end of Lake Malawi and east of Lake Tanganyika (Tindall 1985:178-
179).. The British secured some of the land between the lakes. During the German pro-
tectorate,, African healers whose authority was a threat to their sovereignty were prose-
cuted;; leading to the killing of various healers. Feierman (1986: 207-208) wrote how 
thee Germans systematically destroyed the control of Shambaa healers in the Northeast 
overr the conditions of health, except for those few forms that could be hidden from 
exposure.. For the Shambaa the consequences were that more sicknesses evolved with 

Thee act of prayer  in burial rites is common among the Bantu and maiy terms exist in Bantu langtifiBfs(c£ 
Watee 1992:25). 
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disastrouss effects for  the population.21 In 1890, huge irrigated areas in the Tanzanian 
Usambaraa Mountains of Lushoto district had dried up when German planters occupied 
diee land of present Tanga region. The Germans forced the indigenous Shambaa people 
toto work in malaria areas mat were normally avoided Labour  division also changed. 
Withh men away as slaves, or  as labourers working for  the Germans, mainly women and 
elderlyy people had to ensure food production (ibid: 213). Since die colonial system had 
placedd the burdens of food production on women without providing them with substan-
tiall  help in medical care, the German government had encouraged missionaries to fill 
thee gaps left by government medicine. Yet, this only covered the urban centres and 
failedd to succeed due to the two World Wars ahead. 

hii  other  parts of the protectorate, the Germans exerted less drastic changes, as they 
didd not settle there in large numbers. German colonial presence was, however, felt by 
alll  peoples including the Hehe and Ngoni tribes. The waganga in the South were 
harassedd for  fear  that they would be instigators of riots and rebellions such as the 
Maj ii  Maji revolt of 1905-1907. The notorious 'Maji-Maji '  revolt was lead by a Hehe 
chieff  who took the Germans completely by surprise.22 The word maji means water 
andd it was reported mat a medicine man, taking the form of a monster  living in the 
Rufij ii  River, dispensed a medicine - a mixtur e of maize, water  and sorghum seed -
whichh afforded protection against disease, famine, and every other  sort of evil if 
takenn internally or  sprinkled on the person. The message also spread mat mis medi-
cinee turned bullets, fired from a European rifle,  into water. The Maji-Maj i rebellion 
wass crushed by the Germans which proved mat the message was untrue. A terrible 
actt  of vengeance started All villages in the Southeast of the country that had taken 
partt  in the revolt had their  huts and crops destroyed by the Germans. Records men-
tionn the loss of over  more than 100.000 lives (see Redmayne 1968, Ebner  1987). 

Inn 1909, the Germans began to regulate the healers through district officers who is-
suedd certificates specifying the illnesses mat were treated, the prices mat were 
charged,, and the location of the practice. Some years later, when the Germans had 
stoppedd all inter-triba l warfare in the protectorate, World War I erupted (1914). That 
samee year, the protectorate became one of the war  zones. The whole area suffered 
devastationn from the fighting between the Germans and the British , the latter  aided 
byy Indian and South African troops. Eventually, the British took over  control and 
dividedd the area by the new name of Tanganyika into eleven provinces.23 Though 

211 According to an oral narrative recorded by Feiennan in 1967 (1986: 208X toe sicknesses of the period 
WOTT uie^etod as pmirfimer t meted o i l t y 

222 The chief was a Hebe called Mkwawa, yet die Hehe trib e did not take part in Has war. 
233 The name Tanganyika was derived fion the nordieastanregicaalnaine Tanga 
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coloniall  policies differed from time to time, on the whole, the colonialists did not 
wantt uganga to intervene in matters of sovereignty or public order. Under the Brit-
ish,, the Witchcraft Ordinance of 1922 made it illegal for anyone to practice uganga 
withh the intent to use, or counter-act, witchcraft. In 1925, the British instituted a pol-
icyy of indirect rule through hereditary chiefs. The British intention was to use chiefs 
inn order to win the loyalty of their subjects. Yet, in terms of indigenous health care, 
thee implication of Indirect Rule was that only the practice of making rain was al-
lowedd to continue. Virtually all other forms of indigenous practices in uganga were 
rejected,, as these were believed to encompass some form of magic or witchcraft. 

Overall,, the breakdown of collective African control over the health arena had disas-
trouss effects, not in the least because control of witchcraft and sorcery had become 
illegal.. At mat time, chiefs and healers lost much of their power to combat anti-social 
behaviour.. Yet, anti-witchcraft practitioners appeared all across Tanganyika during 
thee years of British rule (1919-1961). These practitioners were experts in finding 
witches,, or in protecting the innocent. The Government's response was ambivalent. 
Onn the one hand, there was fear that witch-finding movements, which spread rapidly 
acrosss district boundaries, could be the basis of large-scale rebellions (Ranger 1966: 
6).. On the other hand, local administrators sometimes welcomed the use of witch-
findersfinders to restore peace in a community. By 1930, however, the British authorities 
hadd become more interested in the nature and underlying philosophy of what was 
calledd native medicines. Lord Hailey, an expert on 'native affairs' thought of regis-
teringg traditional healers so as to favour incorporation of traditional with modern 
medicinee in 1933 (cf. Mesaki 1998, Beck 1981). Hailey, who by 1939 had made an 
Africann survey on indigenous healing practices, had yielded that not all waganga 
weree involved in witchcraft. From that time onwards, interest in uganga was aroused 
too check upon its character and usefulness which lead to a steady growth in the ac-
tivitiess of waganga during British colonial rule. At the time, the British placed the 
practicee of the waganga under Cap. 92.20 of The Medical Practitioners and Dentists 
Ordinance.244 It said (cf. Swantz 1990:12): 

Nothingg contained in this ordinance shall be construed to prohibit , or  prevent the practice of 
systemss of therapeutics, according to native methods by persons recognized in the conamuoity 
too which they belong and who are duty trained in such a practice. 

Ass uganga developed during the British era the colonial adtninistration did not inter-
feree with practices of uganga unless practices lead to murder. In briefj as Beck 
(1981:: 71-73) cites, British policy on indigenous health care had evolved from one of 
'benevolentt neglect' to that of 'tolerance'. Consequently between 1930 and 1950, 
dispensariess and government hospitals coexisted together with the practices of the 

244 In The Laws of Tanganyika (1947> 
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waganga.waganga. According to Waite (1992: 98), African health care continued to rely on 
sociall  laws and on spiritual forces to explain and control events and relationships. 
Evenn when much of the authority over  communal affairs was lost, many local heal-
ingg tradition s in me country survived the colonial period. However, healing practices 
hadd become more directed to preventive and curative aspects and were less con-
cernedd with general social conditions (Feierman 1986: 207-209). Traditionally , the 
genuinee African healer  had no counterpart in Europe because of the many roles mat 
thee mganga played in the community (see Gelfand 1964). 

2.44 The situation after  independence 

Twoo years after  independence, in 1963, the new government was placed under  the 
Tanganyikaa African National Union (TANU) which was lead by Julius Nyerere (see 
Barkann and Okumu 1979). As the TANU prepared for  a democratic one-party state, 
theyy replaced traditional chiefs all over  the country with appointed officials. Due to 
thee abolition of 'traditiona l leadership', local control and measures to maintain har-
monyy in the communities got lost while people relied less and less on their  traditional 
institution ss (Tanner  1970: 39). The ordinary man could not rely on the agencies of 
thee government either, so in case of trouble self-help was the only solution. At mat 
time,time, according to Mesaki (1998), the health situation in Tanzania was in a bad state 
ass there were only 12 Tanzanian doctors staffing the hospital services. In 1978, Pri-
maryy Health Care in Tanzania began to develop. To meet the shortage of modern 
trainedd health staff, over  6000 village health workers were trained to bring basic 
healthh care and modern medicines to rural communities. The trainin g and promotion 
off  modern medicine took place during the villagization program in the mid 1970s, 
alsoo called operation Sogeza under  which people were to live in concentrated settle-
ments.255 Some of these settlements were later  classified as Ujamaa villages. Accord-
ingg to Feierman (1986: 214), the creation of Ujamaa villages as legal instruments of 
socialismm and development, made it possible for  people to have a significant impact 
onn their  own conditions of health for  the first time since the German conquest The 
valuee of voluntary villages as creative institutions was obscured by the disruptions 
duee to forced villagization in some regions. This situation resulted in a change of 
Districtt  Policy with regard to healers who were anti-witch specialists. Waganga were 
discouragedd from visiting villages where collective cultivation had been imposed. In 
fact,, permission to travel within the district was interdicted to the healers. Due to lack 
off  supervision by the government, the strategy to bring basic health care by village 
healthh workers failed 

Inn Southwestern Tanzania, operation Sogeza took place in 1974. From local sources I teamed that the 
operationn did not force renowned wagaiigp to move into nucleated villages. 
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Whatt went 'wrong' since the late 1970's in Tanzania has been amply documented and 
analysed.. Yet, according to Swantz and Tripp (1996:1), much went 'right' as well. 
Manyy good intentions were at the bases of the political structure as the country imple-
mentedd universal primary education and adult education programs mat succeeded in 
substantiallyy reducing illiteracy. Also, me leadership attempted to prevent factionalism 
basedd on ethnicity or religious affiliation. Emphasis was on national unity focused 
aroundd the Kiswahili language. The brand of socialism in Tanzania, introduced by 
Juliuss Nyerere, drew me attention of states, donors, international organizations, move-
mentss and individuals who were attracted by the emphasis on equality, people's par-
ticipationticipation in decision-making, self-reliance, and providing basic needs. Indeed, Tanza-
niaa was a leader in creating a public health program even before me World Health Or-
ganizationn had identified Primary Health Care as an international strategy.26 In short, 
Tanzaniaa had created a favourable social climate of development even if much of the 
structurall  adjustments failed due to an economic crisis in the eighties.27 

Inn the meantime, western biomedicine had evolved into a truly cosmopolitan medicine 
andd spread to virtually all parts of Africa. The African governments had adopted it as 
thee official health care service, which in most cases means the only health care service 
providedd with public funding. Despite the phenomenal growth in modern medicine in 
Tanzania,, the doctor to patient ratio in 1997 was 1 to 22.716. This ratio should be seen 
inn the light of a large medical staff trained to carry out several tasks of doctors. Hospital 
servicess were and still often are distant for rural inhabitants, hi June 1997, Tanzania 
hadd 195 hospitals, 302 health centers and 3.577 dispensaries.28 The positive develop-
mentt is that the dispensaries serve over 8000 villages (c£ Mesaki 1998). Still, the de-
velopmentt in African modem health care in Tanzania should be seen in a broader con-
textt of man's interaction with disease through health-seeking behavior, characterized by 
aa multi-faceted users pattern. People's pursuit of health and healing takes place at the 
interfacee between, on the one hand, modem or cosmopolitan clinical medicine, and a 
varietyy of alternatives on me other. Next to self-medication are the services of the tradi-
tionaltional healers, among them midwives, diviners, spirit- and faith heaters and herbalists, 
theree are the Chinese and Indian practitioners mainry working in urban areas. 

Userss of public health care tend to take modem drugs or plant remedies to treat the 
naturall  etiology of an illness manifested in purely biological manifestations. Yet, many 

266 I draw in part from die SAREC report by Simeon Mesaki (1998) about the changing rote of traditional 
medicinee and healing in Dar  es Salaam between 1970 and 1990. 

277 See nttp://also www.tarcaoiago.tz/hiMTMn html 
288 Accoro^ to tte website hdp://www.ram 

caree services have somewhat increased in 2000. Qnsiden̂  me high increase of me populatknmsonK 
areass there is, however, lime change mraca%/populatkff l ratio. 
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peoplee in Tanzania who use modern (cosmopolitan) medicine do not regard disease 
solelyy as a biological state, with a focus on the physical body. Many users share per-
ceptionss mat are steeped in social, psychological and spiritual paradigms, which to 
themm are as important as the physical condition (Katz and Kimani 1982). The spiritual 
paradigmss take their references from indigenous concepts of health and illness, ascrib-
ingg the cause of an illness or discomfort to spiritual forces arising from angered ances-
torr spirits, evil spirits, or the effect of witchcraft, also referred to as African diseases or 
disorderss (see 1.2). Western biomedicine does not have answers to spiritual occur-
rencess of mis kind and thus offers no solutions. The reason is that illnesses or disorders 
off  an African etiology are often complex due to socio-cultural factors. 

Accordingg to Katz and Kimani (ibid.), diagnosis, divination and therapeutic practices 
off  uganga in much of East- and Central Africa, allow for both naturalistic explana-
tionss as well as for human-caused, and spirit-related afflictions and cures. Those wa-
gangaganga who not only supply herbal or animal remedies, but also take measures against 
supposedd enemy's charms, curses, aggrieved ancestors, evil spirits, and hostile 
witches,, need inspiration and protection by their spirits) so as to intercede between 
thee people and the supernatural. For this purpose, they may 1) recite incantations to 
neutralizee adversities; 2) advise village or family elders about rituals, taboos and 
counter-magic;; 3) make offerings to appease ancestral spirits or provide protective 
meanss or medicine for clients. Tanzanian communities, however, differ considerably 
inn their cultural entities and beliefs in disease and health perceptions. For this reason, 
clientss may prefer the services of waganga who share the same ethnic origins. In ru-
rall  areas, many waganga are peasants who work part-time in their role as diviner 
and/orr healer and herbalist The very popular healers are available full-time for their 
clients.. Besides factors of a cultural, social and political nature, economic and emo-
tionall  factors need to be considered. For instance, many Tanzanians in rural areas do 
nott always have access to money. They may, however, find indigenous healers pre-
paredd to treat free of charge or they may render services to the healer to pay for 
treatmentt Although the perceptions of the cause of an illness or disorder influences 
healthh seeking behaviour in clients, previous experiences and efforts to seek a cure or 
ann improvement of wellbeing need to be taken into account Many clients are often 
disappointedd about their experiences with modern health care. Several studies have 
shownn that people in East- and Central Africa are not happy with modern health care 
(Katzz and Kimani 1982, Ojanuga 1981 and Leshari 1984). Some of the most com-
monn reasons for dissatisfaction are: 

>> Hospitals are too far away in case of urgent treatment 
>> Long waiting time in urban hospitals or rural clinics. 
>> Short appointments with doctors or hospital staff 
>> Feelings of confusion and being alone in an unfamiliar environment 
>> Having IMe opportunity to express one's own concerns or fears. 
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>>  Little or no concern for psycho-social context of disease. 
>> Misunderstandings between medical staff and patients about disease concepts. 
>> To obtain medicine without any explanation as to the cause of the illness and without a 

prescriptionn of the drug. 
>> To leave without the proper medicine due to a lack of provision. 

Thee factors as outlined suggest that after independence traditional health care has re-
mainedd very important in Tanzania It is practiced extensively and has tacit recognition 
off  the Tanzanian government. Estimations are that Tanzania has currently about 75.000 
traditionall  health care practitioners, exemplifying a ratio of practitioners/peoples popu-
lationn of 1 to 400 (cf. Mhame 2003).29 Given mat only a part of the practitioners are 
nationallyy registered, there is reason to assume that many more traditional healers are 
active.. In a country with a population of an estimated 34 million (2002 census), 80% of 
whomm live in rural areas, access to traditional healers is thus fairly easy. Problems may 
arise,, however, when a specialist healer is needed. In sum, the justifiable claim that 
modernn medicine has been socially and politically adopted and accepted should be un-
derstoodd in reference to the use of its therapeutic resources and not necessarily to the 
acceptancee of its cognitive principles (see Foster and Anderson 1978, Kleinman 1980, 
Helmann 1984). Mesaki and a number of African scholars state further that indigenous 
healingg practices urgently need to be judged for their merits, since modern medicine 
cannott sufficiently compete with the incidences of illness in Africa.30 What is the role 
andd status of traditional health care in Tanzania today and how are promotion, organi-
zation,, and policy-making arranged? 

2.55 The promotion and organization of 'uganga' 

2.5.12.5.1 Political incentives 

Thee World Health Organization has been engaged in programs to integrate the bio-
medicall  with the indigenous health system, in order to provide more realistic, efficient, 
andd cheaper health care for developing countries. This integration is considered crucial, 
sincee nearly 80% of the population live in rural areas and depend on the facilities of 
indigenouss healers. In 1978, a report came out from the World Health Organization 
(WHO)) based on a conference held in 1977 in Geneva, called 'On the promotion and 
developmentt of traditional medicine*  (1978a). Participants had formulated that tradi-
tionall  health care is an affair of the traditional healers and those who officially repre-
sentt them. For reasons of efficiency, it was considered best that the present potential be 
addressed. . 

II  refer to a document distributed on the Pbytomedïca Network on Apri l 24,2003 by Dr. P. Mhame of die 
Nationall  Institut e for  Medical Research in Dar  es Salaam. 

II  also refer to a paper  by Debie LeBeau, Lecturer  in Sociology at the U m v a ^ o f N a m t e at Windhoek, 
distalwtedOTthePhytomedicaNe*WMkonN̂ ^  11,2002 
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Thee 1978 Alma Ata Declaration on Primary Health Care (of Health for  all by the 
yearr  2000) in the nineteen eighties became an important impetus in Tanzania to ad-
dresss the failur e of the socialist government to set up a Primary Health Care scheme 
inn the seventies (2.4). Participants of 134 nations, including some of the heads of Af-
ricanrican states, recognized the relevance of traditional and indigenous health care pro-
viderss in public health (cf. v.d. Wolputte 1997:48-68). Since the Alma Ata Declara-
tion,, the WHO (1978b) has slowly pushed for  the promotion, incorporation and 
modernizationn of African medicine and healing giving it an official place in the cul-
turall  heritage within national health care (Akarele 1987). The mentioned attempt 
stemmedd from the collaboration of western and traditional medicine in China and in 
reactionn to the narrow approach of western medicine with its technological and dis-
easee orientation (cf. Mesaki 1998). Attempts have been made in African countries to 
betterr  evaluate indigenous medicine and healing. The IDRC (International Develop-
mentt  Research Centre of Canada) and the World Bank have funded research in some 
cases.. New research institutes were created throughout Africa , though some were 
alreadyy in existence. Their  focus, however, was not so much on enlarging the under-
standingg of traditional health care, nor  did they actively collaborate with itss represen-
tatives.. Much along the line of Western scientific thought, their  main research focus 
wass on botanical knowledge and medicinal plants. I wil l return to this feature later. 

Enn Tanzania, as in many countries in the South, there has always been some form of 
resistancee (bureaucratically or  sociologically) to actively involve traditional healers 
inn the national health care system (see Pillsbury 1982, Velimirovi c 1984). According 
too Bichman (1979:178), progatns of 'integration' of traditional and modern medicine 
weree introduced; but merely established the superiority of modern medicine by su-
pervisingg the activities of traditional practitioners.31 Not many healers were prepared 
too accept this situation, as the social status of the healer  within his/her  given culture 
wass often higher  than achieving recognition by a public health administration, that 
regardd the traditional healer  as an auxiliary to national health care (see Van der  Geest 
1985,1987,, Ventevogel 1996, v.d Wolputte 1997). Whenever  Governments in Af-
ricaa would utilize indigenous specialists, these often concerned midwives who par-
ticipatedticipated in health and family planning programs. Up until today, few African coun-
triess have done systematic research on the varied indigenous practices. How has the 
mentionedd process taken effect on the organization of uganga in Tanzania? 

Ann example comes from Ghana in 1979 with a program called the Primary Healm Trainin g for Indigenous 
Healerss (PRHETTH). In general Ihe heakra were willin g to cooperate, yet the western trained bealfb staff 
hadc^^ecticastoparaapateaslheyregarcfedtte e 
66). . 
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2.5.22.5.2 Registration and the quest of legislation 
Followingg the 1978 attempt to facilitate the evaluation of traditional health care in Af-
rica,, two important factors ought to be mentioned with regard to Tanzania. First of all, 
traditionall  healing practices had been placed under the authority of the Ministry of 
Arts,, Education and Culture in Tanzania. This meant mat registration took place at cul-
turall  offices throughout the country providing the waganga with official permits, 
knownn as vibali (sing. Jdbali)?2 The waganga were not prohibited from practicing un-
derr Tanzanian laws, but they did practice under legislation that dates back to British 
rulee (2.3). There was a lack of legal foundations for local medical and healing prac-
tices.. Various attempts to organize the waganga had been met with difficulty (Janzen 
1992:: 170). In 1971, for instance, the National Union of Traditional Healers (Umoja 
wawa Waganga Tanzania - UWATA) was formed. Semali (1986: 87) cites that the union 
hadd a brief and troubled life, which according to Mesaki (1998), was due to lack of 
effectivee leadership. In the eighties, a centralized organization came into being in Tan-
zaniaa by the name of Shirika la Madawa ya Kiasili or The Organization of Traditional 
Medicine,, which was the first body to receive official recognition by the Ministry of 
Arts,, Education and Culture. Yet, this organization also did not last very long. 

Thee second factor - with regard to the position of traditional practices in Tanzania - is 
thee role played by the Muhimbili Traditional Medicine Unit (MTMU) in Dar es Sa-
laam.. This unit was erected in 1974 by the Faculty of Medicine and incorporated in 
thee College for Health Sciences, a national hospital and the nucleus of the Muhimbili 
Universityy College for Health Sciences (MUCHS). The unit changed its name in The 
Institutee of Traditional Medicine (TTM) and, up till today, is considered the only offi-
ciall  body of recognition for traditional healers. To my knowledge, and that of Me-
saki'ss (1998), many waganga have been disappointed with the input of the Institute. 
Thee waganga in and around Dar es Salaam had hoped that the Institute would col-
laboratee in the crusade for legal authorization, but in reality the people at the Institute 
dedicatee themselves mainly to research on the botanical, pharmacological and clini-
call  evaluation of local medicines.33 For this purpose, employees garnered information 
andd plant material from waganga in various parts of the country. They also grew me-
dicinall  and aromatic plants on experimental farms to test them for commercial use.34 

AA herbarium was erected in the course of mis process. 

Thiss measure sprung from fee Ujamaa period in the seventies. 
333 Ever  since the seventies, the Institut e of Traditional Medicine has published a good number  of articks on 

eoKophannacologyy andemnobotany. See also the Proceeding? of'the Intemationci Conference on on Tradh 
/K*ufMedto^P&v«tiiattookpla»inAnishaml990 . . 

344 These were mainly well known (European) plants on ̂ shich many lecccds were already available. 
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Inn 1980, after the WHO bad recommended that African countries bring traditional 
medicinee under the authority of the Ministry of Health, the National Health Care pol-
icyy of the government of Tanzania formally recognized the role played by traditional 
healerss in the delivery' of health care to people. The Minister of Health in Tanzania 
madee clear statements about the status and importance of Traditional Health Care 
Practicee (THCP) and announced to take appropriate steps to regulate and formalize 
THCP.. In some neighbouring countries, like Zimbabwe, the formation of the 'Zim-
babwee National Traditional Healers Association' (ZINATHA) and the passage of die 
19811 Traditional Medical Practitioners Council Act were already significant steps 
forwardd toward the professionalisation of traditional medicine (Last & Chavunduka 
1986;; Chavunduka 1994). In 1986, an International Conference was held in Arusha, 
Tanzania,, to consider how traditional medicine be incorporated in the delivery of 
primaryy health care. A follow up took place in 1990 with the International conference 
onn Traditional Medicinal Plants, also held in Arusha. In between bom conferences, 
Tanzaniaa prepared for a National Traditional Health Care Policy and carried out stud-
iess to determine the attitude and knowledge of traditional healers and birth attendants 
onn modern health care and to check on the utilization patterns of traditional medicine 
byy the rural population of Tanzania. This study was carried out in 1985/86 by institu-
tionss of Dar es Salaam University and received funding from IDRC. (see 2.5.1). In 
thee meantime in Malawi the International Traditional Medicines Council (ITMCM) 
wass formed in 1995, and in 1996, launched its activities including the establishment 
off  a medicinal botanic garden and the industrial cultivation of medicinal and aro-
maticc plants.33 The organizations in Zimbabwe and Malawi are founding members of 
thee International Organization of Traditional and Medical Practitioners and Re-
searcherss that currently has its secretariat in Bulawayo, Zimbabwe. The international 
organizationn develops and promotes African traditional medicine by the regulation, 
productionn and standardization of herbal remedies, but also, by upholding culture and 
traditionn in the context of change and modernization (see LeBeau 2002, Mudida 
20022 and Kambewankako 2002). 

Byy 1990, a minor department at the Ministry of Health was erected in Dar es Salaam 
forr which only two persons were appointed to formulate the new policy of Traditional 
Healthh Care, which was to be officially announced in 1991. In order to formulate the 
policy,, coordination and organization was needed with respect to the activities of tradi-
tionaltional healers. At the request of the Ministry of Health, the current organization of 
healerss formed in 1994 under the name The Nationall  Organization of Traditional heal-
erss and Midwives in Tanzania (Chama cha Waganga na Wahmga wa Tiba ya Asili 

Seee Yesetsari Kambewankako, director  of the TIMC M in Blatfyre, Malawi in a paper  distributed on 
Octoberr  28,2002 by die Pbytomedica Network (pbytoniedia@yaboogroups.oom> 
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TanzaniaTanzania - CHAWATIATA). This organization became registered under the Societies 
Ordinance,, another remnant of colonial laws, through the Ministry of Home Affairs. 

2.5.32.5.3 'Ngoma' and a centralized organization 
Inn the eighties, when Janzen (1992) was in Tanzania to conduct his research on 
ngomangoma (see 1.4), he wondered why traditional and indigenous medicine and healing, 
notablyy therapeutic rituals of music and dancing were controlled under the Ministry 
off  Arts, Education and Culture and not under the Ministry of Health. He found that 
ngomangoma was a predominant factor in coastal areas of Tanzania, encompassing 
entertainmentt as well as healing: 

[Inn Dar es Salaam] the term ngoma is widely recognized as connoting performance, drum-
ming,, dancing, celebration, and ritual therapy. This understanding of ngoma means mat the 
performancess are independent of the healing functions, leading to the distinction between 
ngomangoma of entertainment and of heating (1992:21). 

Janzenn refers to the first type of ngoma as 'secular ngoma' to distinguish from so-
calledd 'real*  healing ngoma's. Some of these 'secular' or popular ngoma were organ-
izedd by the National Service in an effort to connect the state to the powerful symbol-
ismm of socially focused song-dance. The various forms of therapeutic ngoma were 
seenn as adjacent According to Janzen, the Shirika la Madawa ya Kiasili (The Or-
ganizationn of Traditional Medicine) that was formed in the eighties, functioned as an 
umbrellaa organization of therapeutic ngoma, dealing with some of the same issues as 
thee entertainment ngoma All forms of ngoma involved individuals and families who 
madee their living from these performances. Since ngoma was so commonly in use in 
healingg practices along the Swahili coast, it was considered a typical cultural feature 
off  all traditional and indigenous health care practices in the country. Subsequently, 
alll  forms of uganga were given in the care of the Ministry of Arts, Education and 
Culture.. The concept of ngoma therapeutics not only unwillingly created a stereotype 
vieww on uganga practices it also made government representatives address mainly its 
culturall  properties. Medical or therapeutic dimensions of divination, ritual therapy, 
andd musical sessions, were largely ignored. Since both healing ngoma'& and spirit 
afflictionss were seen by government officials and scientists as a sign of backward-
nesss - identified with life in the rural areas - Utile attention went to its role in Tanza-
niann society. With increasing numbers of urban Tanzanians dismissing ngoma-
healingg methods, the healers also began to reduce their ritual and musical activities. 

Today,, whenever a ngoma is held, mis happens either in a small backyard or room of 
thee house where the healer lived. Because quite a number of people normally partici-
patee in a healing ngoma, the urban conditions render less success than in rural areas. 
Furthermore,, the musicians and assistants who make up part of the «gowo-healing ses-
sionss need to bee warned some time ahead and are paid for their contribution. In other 
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words,, ngoma in urban areas means a more difficul t and costly intervention mat can 
onlyy occasionally be carried out, whereas in rural areas, it can take place outside at any 
givenn time and free of charge. As a consequence, a good number  of urban practitioners 
havee moved to the outskirts of the city where they find more space as well as support 
fromfrom  locals. Here also spontaneous (daily) sessions are possible, provided mat the heal-
erss dispose of a large compound. These are still very few. The changes to have taken 
placee in ngoma therapeutics over  the past decennia do certainly not imply that urban 
coastall  people suffer  less spirit afflictions or  disorders than do rural people. Though 
modernn education reduces some traditional beliefs and practices, the rise of urbaniza-
tionn has not stopped the presence of spiritual afflictions. In feet, people increasingly 
seemm troubled by 'modern and foreign spirits'  mat demand expensive objects and ex-
cessivee rituals. Many of those clients will seek treatment with healers outside the urban 
center.. The different developments between the urban and rural areas also have reper-
cussionss in the organization of the traditional healers. 

2.5.42.5.4 The national healer's organization CHA WATIATA 
Betweenn 1994 and 2001,1 have been in contact with two popular  spirit healers in Dar 
ess Salaam, both much involved in the struggle for  recognition of traditional health 
care.. One is a male healer  called N'hombar  Ijamasallah, a Sukuma healer  of around 
477 years old with ancestral, Arab and Swahili spirits. He has been the initiator  of the 
Zanzibarr  Traditional Healers Organization. Upon request of the Zanzibar  Ministr y of 
Health,, he has also set up the organization for  the Tanzania mainland. In 1994 
N'hombarr  Ijamasallah introduced me to a female healer, a relative of him, called 
Nuruu Nhanga'challo. Nuru Nhang'achallo. She is Nyamwezi, about 42 years old and 
aa renowned spirit healer  in Dar  es Salaam (see preface). After  N'hombar  left the or-
ganization,, Nuru became a representative of the mainland healers organization called 
ChamaChama cha Waganga na Wakunga wa Jadi za Taifa Tanzania (The National Asso-
ciationn for  Traditional Healers and Midwives), briefly know as CHAWATJATA. She 
alsoo introduced me to various members of the Association who practice in Dar  es 
Salaam,, which allowed me to observe how the healers in urban settings operated. 

Thee initiator s and representatives of the CHAWATJATA, whose seat is in Dar  es Sa-
laam,, are in regular  contact with the Ministr y of Health in seeking improvement of 
thee status of THCP. Ever  since the activities of this organization started in 1994 until 
2000,11 have followed their  moves. Until today, the compulsory registration of the 
organizationn with the Ministr y of Home Affair s stands in the way of an official rec-
ognitionn by the Ministr y of Health. This is a matter  of great frustratio n to the mem-
berss of the organization. Nonetheless, CHAWATIATA is considered to be the only 
regulativee body under  which the waganga (healers) and wakunga (midwives) are 
allowedd to practice. Each member pays a small annual fee and is given a membership 
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cardd after having given proof of his or her skills. Travelling waganga who render 
servicess away from home, or waganga who wish to start an indigenous clinic, need 
too ask permission from CHAWATIATA. The main goals of the organization are:36 

>> To coordinate all traditional healers using traditional means to improve the well being of 
thee people. 

>> To protect, promote, maintain and increase the general knowledge of services provided 
inn traditional health care. 

>> To ensure that regulations in traditional healing and medicine are maintained. 
>> To ensure that every member fulfil s his duties and activities with openness, freedom and 

inn the interest of social wellbeing in public health. 
>> To reunite traditional healers and to bring mem in contact wroi modem doctors through 

meetingss and discourses and to enhance die exchange of views and knowledge to clear 
anyy misunderstandings between them. 

>>  To protect the rights and gains of the members as well as tiiat of the clients who should 
bee informed of the merits and advantages of traditional medicine and healing. 

>> To enhance research in cooperation with the government and omer organizations so as 
too promote traditional medicine and healing. 

>> To protect and recognize the rights of origin of the medicines on which research is done 
andd to check on any misuse out of greediness or dishonesty. 

>>  To control all activities concerning traditional medicine and healing and expose all its 
activitiess to the government 

>> To improve the usage of traditional medicine and healing and coordinate activities in-
volvingg storage, cultivation and preparation of herbal medicines. 

Unfortunately,, the aims of CHAWATIATA are endangered due to a number of reasons. 
Lett me mention three of them. First, it is said that there is inadequate leadership.37 The 
chairmann of CHAWATIATA is a salesman of herbal medicine and has no hearing skills. 
Hee was, however, the only person who was ready to accept the voluntary position of 
chairman.. Secondly, there is a disparate representation of practitioners, both in terms of 
skilll  and gender. Most members of the organization are males working in urban areas. 
Too meet with the demands of the urban clientele, most of them work primarily as herb-
alists.. The fact that a majority of representatives of CHAWATIATA are men does not 
reflectt the reality, as many practitioners of traditional medicine and/or healing are fe-
males.. Furthermore, the role of herbalists (waganga wa mti shambaa), spirit healers 
(waganga(waganga wa pepo) and midwives (wakunga) differs considerably. CHAWATIATA 
incorporatess a broad range of traditional practices that brings together various practi-
tionerstioners who may appeal to clientele, each with their own wishes and needs (see 2.7). m 
rurall  areas, some traditional health representatives assemble the various roles in one. 
Thesee are often reputed healers who run traditional healing camps, and work for littl e 
orr no fee. CHAWATIATA members are, however, mainly those who work for a fee in 

II  was asked to translate the official registration of CHAWATIATA for a wider usage. 
Thiss is a shared opinion of several healers and scientific scholars. 
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mbann areas. Practitioners who work for free or on the bases of exchange in rural areas 
stilll  have little dealings with the organization. 

Inn other words, to make CHAWATLiTA a successful organisation, the different inter-
ests,, circumstances as well as working methods of urban and rural practices ought to 
bee properly addressed. Also the fact that very few women are (willing to be) part of 
thee organization needs to be an issue of consideration. That women can play an im-
portantt role in the organisation is demonstrated by Nuru N'hangachallo, who acts as 
thee local representative of the organization of Dar es Salaam. She has struggled hard 
toto obtain, and subsequently maintain her position within the organisation. Actually, 
shee is the only one in the organisation, who is seriously engaged to represent the in-
terestss of the organisation. As an official channel ofCHAWATIATA she is constantly 
inn contact with people of the press, radio and television. On account of her contacts 
withh the press and the government officials, not only does her reputation grow, Nuru 
alsoo receives more clients for consultation and treatment 

Anotherr closely interrelated aspect is that apart from urban centres, most of the re-
gionall  or district offices continue to register traditional health care providers with 
culturall  affairs. Li my last research period (1998/99), very few government represen-
tativess in the interior (rural) areas were informed about the recent initiatives of the 
Ministryy of Health or the CHAWATIATA organisation. During my research in 1999, 
theree was only one district cultural officer (rural hinga) who organized gatherings so 
ass to inform registered healers about the goals of the Ministry of Health Care and 
CHAWATIATACHAWATIATA to organize Traditional Health Care Practitioners (THCP). Even if 
suchh gatherings would be organized on a large scale, many healers would not dare to 
come.. According to the district cultural officers, perhaps 50% of all healers in the 
countryy are presently registered. This implies that the other 50% works without a 
permitt (kibali) from the district cultural office, which could lead to a fine. In sum, 
regardlesss of the good intentions of the organization CHAWATIATA, instability, divi-
sionn and difficulties cross their pathways. It will take many years before it can oper-
atee as a national body representing both the interests of the various healers and the 
variouss needs of the public. 

2.66 Studies about 'uganga' in Tanzania 

Besidess the role of the state, the national healers' organizations and the moderniza-
tionn process in Tanzania, what have scholarly studies contributed to the discussion of 
uganga?uganga? Apart from Janzen (1992), Feierman (1986) and Mesaki (1998) whom I 
havee mentioned so far, there is Lloyd Swantz, a Lutheran priest from Finland, who 
conductedd research among the Zaramo population of Dar es Salaam between 1965 
andd 1970. Swantz (1990) wanted to know the problems thatt the urban Zaramo faced 
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andd to understand the forces they used to preserve traditional values and culture. In-
steadd of writin g a book about die subject of witchcraft , as many authors did, Swantz 
focusedd on die role of die medicine man among the Zaramo by conducting interviews 
withh them over  a time span of five years. He identified various types of persons in-
volvedd in providing medicines and/or  healing in Dar  es Salaam: herbalists, Muslim 
sheiks,, Koran teachers, witch-finders, shrine-keepers, street sellers of herbs, tradi-
tionall  circumcisers and midwives. Though some of these persons were not consid-
eredd in any sense as true healers or  waganga, they nonetheless dispensed medicines 
orr  performed a religious function. Swantz' (ibid.) study established that about 700 
practitionerss provided essential medicinal and healing services to between 8.000 and 
10.0000 city dwellers a day, leading him to conclude that these practitioners were the 
mostt  important figures in cultural life of the average urban Zaramo. However, most 
peoplee did not have explicit concepts about the profession or  the dimensions of the 
practitioners''  activities and roles s/he played in society. 

Thee study by Swantz became a unique contribution to the literatur e on Tanzanian tradi-
tionall  medicine and healing until mis day. In the meantime, more elaborate studies of 
ethnicc healing roles in Swahili populated areas have appeared (1.3), but other  parts of 
Tanzaniaa remain largely devoid of such scholarly attention (1.5). An exception is the 
studyy made in the northwest of Tanzania by Mariene Reid which has resulted in an 
articlee on the patient/healer  interactions among the Sukuma of Tanzania. The author 
mentionss (1982:112-158) that three types of traditional waganga exist among me Su-
kumaa to expose the cause of a disease: die prophets, the dreamers and the chicken-bone 
readers.. Though each of these waganga could have knowledge over  preventive and 
curativee measures, according to Reid (ibid: 156-157), their  authentic role was to re-
storee disturbed relationships. She further  mentions that modem health care practitioners 
expectedd traditional health perspectives to change once people had become formally 
educatedd and converted to die beliefs in modern health concepts. In other  words, mod-
ernn trained staff hoped that the deep-rooted beliefs of traditional ideologies in tradi-
tionaltional  health care would disappear. The traditional Sukuma waganga reacted to clients' 
increasedd search for  curative medicines by adapting their  practices. Though in case of 
mpgirall  or  spiritual afflictions, treatments were as before aimed at restoring disturbed 
relationships.. From the study it appeared, that a high degree of consensus was found 
amongg Sukuma clients, who felt fliat  both traditional and modem practitioners were 
neededd for  complete health care. Important in this respect is, mat die Sukuma show a 
resilientt  attachment to traditional social and religious values. This also goes for  me 
oness who have converted to Islam or  Christianit y (Varkevisser  1973, Mesaki 1994). 
Anotherr  more ethno-medical study by Harjul a (1980) gives insights about the practice 
off  a wellknown herbalist among the Mem people in the Kilimanjar o area of Northern 
Tanzania.. At the time of my study in 1990/91 it was the only in-depth study of a 
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healingg practice in Tanzania Because of the ethno-medical nature of this study the 
authorr has, however, directed Utile attention to the cultural and historical background 
off  the healer or to the interaction with his patients. 

Whatt studies have been madee on southern Tanzanian healing practices and on what 
aspectss have they focused? Some in depth ethnographic information about the effi-
cacyy of treating mental disease has come from Edgerton (1971) who studied the prac-
ticee of a Hehe traditional psycho-pharmacologist in Iringa region in the Southwest of 
Tanzania.. In this study, Edgerton emphasizes the pragmatic nature of the healer's 
approachh mat appeared to have a historical antecedent among the Hehe. The study by 
Edgertonn showed me once again the importance of writing down the healer's per-
sonall  history as a means to understand skills and competences. Even if notions of 
spirits,, afflictions or mental disorders concur among healers of the same ethnic 
group,, the approach of treatment can differ considerably. I realized this after con-
ductingg my research with a Hehe spirit healer (see chapter 11). Another study of 
southernn Tanzania has come from Gessler, a Swiss biologist, who published a disser-
tationn in 1995 on the anti-malarial potential of medicinal plants used mainly by spirit 
healerss in Morogoro region. Gesslers' research was bom ethnobotanical and ethno-
pharmacological,, complemented by interviews and questionnaires. From her find-
ings,, Gessler (ibid.: 165) realized mat healers administrated different types of plants, 
accordingg to the patient's condition. This, she said, would make standardization in 
thee production of plant remedies on a large scale very difficult The use of plant 
remediess for specific diseases has to be carefully considered, as several medicinal 
plantss may need to be combined in one prescription. As in Chinese traditional and in 
Ayurvedicc medicine, it is believed mat a mixture of ingredients serves to provide the 
overalll  activity, and that clinical efficacy cannot be attributed to a single pharmacol-
ogicall  compound. Gessler (ibid.: 169) cautions about the complexity of western bio-
medicall  approaches in the evaluation of traditional plant remedies. 

Withh respect to Gessler's remark, I wish to add that the most important and only 
validd criteria are clinical data from the field, next to accounts of the experiences from 
variouss patients. Anthropological studies may provide the foundations for a critical 
evaluationn to decide where, when and how clinical trials should be held. This should 
nott be limited to the usage of plant remedies. Also, other types of remedies in use 
couldd be considered for clinical trials, even when they are preventive or placebo 
remedies.. For instance, it is known mat many Africans suffer from hypertension, for 
whichh large amounts of modern drugs are in use. How local therapeutics, other than 
plantt remedies, may affect hypertension is scarcely studied Much the same applies 
forr remedies to improve mental health care. Apart from Edgerton (1971,1977,1980) 
onlyy a few studies have been concerned with traditional healers who specialize in 
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mentall  health care. Diseases of psychosocial stress, especially depression, neuroses, 
andd psychoses are, however, widespread Not only are these diseases greatly underes-
timatedd among Tanzanian's urban and rural populations, also the philosophy and 
structuree of biomedical services are poorly equipped to identify and cope with mental 
andd psychosomatic ill health. This is especially the case when spirit afflictions and 
magicall  or witchcraft attacks are involved. During my visits to Dar es Salaam I often 
spokee about mis with a psychiatrist of Muhimbili Hospital, Professor Kilonzo, who 
wass much in favor of collaboration between indigenous or traditional and modern 
healthh care on a more formal basis. Kilonzo (1994) thought, however, that the wa-
gangaganga could bring improvement to mental patients with 'minor' complaints of anxi-
etyy and adjustment disorders. Based on my own findings, this appears to me an un-
derstatementt of what certain indigenous specialists seem to achieve. Even when spirit 
afflictionn and/or mental disorders are considered in the light of violations of taboos, 
witchcraftt or sorcery, the complaints need to be dealt with properly. Traditional 
treatmentt can achieve this by restoring the harmony in body, mind and even in the 
sociall  group. I will substantiate this by means of the findings in my study. Here I 
merelyy wish to underline that this aspect merits the attention from mental health care 
workerss and researchers (see £. Green 1980). 

Thee pharmacological and emno-botanical studies of the Institute of Traditional 
Medicinee of the University of Dar es Salaam deal with a very different scope of 
ugangauganga (see 2.5.2). Most of the studies have been concerned with finding and testing 
plantt remedies for diabetics, cancer and H.I. V. The resources came from waganga on 
thee mainland as well as from coastal areas and comprised herbalists and spirit heal-
ers.388 Mshiu and Chabra (1982) of the Institute of Traditional Medicine have stressed 
thatt different types of healers exist in Tanzania who use various cultural approaches. 
Yet,, research has hardly ever been directed to the context and cultural basis from 
whichh the waganga practice. Also the role of religion and spiritual guidance has 
largelyy been ignored391 am not saying mat because traditional medicine and healing 
iss culturally based, patient and healer must necessarily come from the same ethnic 
groupp for the treatment to succeed Nor am I saying that all forms of traditional or 
indigenouss medicine and healing are based on religious and magical beliefs. The ef-
ficacyficacy outside of a belief system may be just as valid What I am saying is mat re-

inn 19961 did research for  F.U.O.S., a foundation of the University of Amsterdam, to check if a joint pro-
jectt  about the knowledge and usage of plait remedies in Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzania could be submitted 
forfor  funding by the European Union. I had lengthy discussions with people of the Institut e of Traditional 
Medicinee about das proposal and found out mat some staff membere have peiscoally instigated studies on 
thee three prevalent issues for which they have sought external funds. Local healers provided them with me 
mfhrmarin nn of the specific plants. 

Whenn I  repotted to the Institut e about my research in 1990 nobody had ever  reniained vvim a mtgor^  for 
moree man two days. 
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searchh in traditional medicine and healing should go well beyond the efficacy of bo-
tanical,, pharmacological and clinical evaluation, as still many other questions are left 
unanswered.. To some extent, the Public Health Care Department at the Muhimbili 
Universityy of Dar es Salaam has been concerned with such questions. In 1990 the 
departmentt carried out studies with herbalists and spirit healers in die Northeastern 
coastt about local illness concepts as they sought to improve preventive measures in 
thee fight against malaria40 Concerning the studies that have been made on spirit heal-
ingg guüd m̂ Tanzania I refer the reader to the next charter. 

2.77 The present constraints for  evaluating 'uganga' 

Ass a consequence of unprecedented social change and the formal constraints to regu-
latee the waganga, they are still seen as a controversial group of health care providers 
evenn if many people consult them and an apparent number find a cure or a relief by 
theirr interventions. In Tanzania, this controversy has arisen from stereotypical preju-
dicess and biases in favour of modern, scientific medical practice, even when mere is 
alsoo evidence of the efficacy of indigenous healing methods (see Mesaki 1998). As a 
resultt of the existing controversy, traditional healers are easily underestimated, albeit 
byy scientist or government representatives. What are the constraints in Tanzania to 
properlyy evaluate uganga? 

2.2.7.7.11 Lack of transparency and coordination 
Thee fact mat there is little incentive to study the waganga in Tanzania is as much due 
too this attitude as it is to a delay in policy making. In his report about the changing 
rolee of traditional medicine and healing in Dar es Salaam between the 1970s and the 
1990s,, Mesaki (1998) sketches in general a pretty dim situation of the present. He 
deploress the absence of regulation in which the relationship of the waganga to mod-
ernn medicine is clearly stipulated. The Tanzanian government supports a philosophy 
too integrate traditional and modern medicine, but does not seem to know how, espe-
ciallyy as most modern doctors perceive the waganga with contempt According to 
Mesakii  (1998:32), effective communication is much needed to bridge the gap be-
tweenn modern and traditional medicine. 

Togetherr with Mesaki (ibid.) and Koumare & Coppo (1983), I am of the opinion mat 
moree in-depth studies may help to lif t suspicion and facilitate the provision of legisla-
tiontion under the authority of the Minister of Public Health. For research to be conducted 
effectively,, it should be directed to a public health goal for which muitidisciplinary 
researchh is needed. Presently, all researches are registered with die Commission of Sci-

400 lliese mainly concern unprótishedpep̂  
partment.. SeeMakembaetal 1994. 
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encee and Technology (COSTECH) in Dar  es Salaam. Still, there is littl e transparency 
andd coordination lacks at boni the individual and institutional level to document tradi-
tionall  medicine and healing. During my research in the Southern regions, I noticed 
severall  times the effects of the absence of a coherent policy. For  instance, healers 
wouldd be penalized for  their  failures but would rarely be recommended for  their  suc-
cesss by the district and regional cultural or  medical officers. Healers could also com-
plainn to me about the role of staff members of the Institut e of Traditional Medicine 
(TIM )) who had collected medicinal plants and requested data about their  usage. They 
weree promised an official statement based on the analysis of the plant material, but 
thereafterr  the healers had no news from the ITM Many of the healers held the scien-
tistss in contempt, afraid that they were misusing their  knowledge of plants. 

Inn spite of the current political and operational problems, traditional healers as well 
ass traditional birt h attendants are accorded great respect in rural Tanzania. Many 
peoplee visit them even before turning to conventional medical practices and institu-
tions.tions. I f the way indigenous healers operate is still largely invisible, more attention 
shouldd be given to research on inspired healers who form a large group. Conse-
quently,, the negative attitude towards the traditional healers in national health care 
mayy change. According to Feierman (1984:28,1985:108), African traditional medi-
cinee does not lack therapeutic efficacy. What it does lack is recognition and under-
standing,, and mis in turn leads to a lack of transparency and coordination. The broad 
spectrumm of persons and practices of waganga in rural and urban areas does compli-
catee the evaluation of the potential of indigenous and traditional medicine and heal-
ingg in general. Proposals of how incorporation, cooperation and integration of tradi-
tionall  healers and their  practices can be integrated into the formal or  official health 
sectorr  are therefore postponed (Young 1983, Barmerman et al.1983, Last &  Chavun-
dukaa 1982, Akarele 1987). On account of the struggle of how to classify indigenous 
andd traditional healers, conflicting terminologies are in use in Africa. Terminologies 
inn use are: herbalist, medicine-(wo)man, witchdoctor, diviner, priest, prophet and 
ritua ll  specialist to mention just a few of the profuse nomenclature used to describe 
practitionerss whose work is grounded on a traditional approach to illness (Mesaki 
1998).. In other  words, no standard or  basic norms exist by which an outsider  can 
clearlyy separate one indigenous or  traditional healer  from another. 

2.7.22.7.2 Definitions for the 'waganga' 
Inn Kiswahili there are many definitions to refer  to the skills and the specializations of 
thee waganga. Whenever  the waganga draw on inspirational sources to perform their 
healingg arts, the characteristics of spirits are reflected in the behavior, the magical or 
powerr  objects as well as the skills performed by the wagowga. It is useful to present the 
mostt  commonly used terms for  indigenous healers because identifying one mganga 
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fromm another  is fraught with  difficulties. The list wil l demonstrate that, in fact, most 
healerss have associations with spirit s (see 1.3). Besides the general term for  spirit 
healerr  (mganga wapepo), I have identified 23 terms that reflect the specialization of 
eachh healer. In a list I present the terms for  Bantu healers, the terms for  Swahili healers 
andd the terms of a miscellaneous group, making up part of bom groups of healers. The 
termss should not be taken very strictly , however, since many waganga wa pepo 
combinee various healing skills or  healing terms in one practice. This does often indi-
catee that more than one healing spirit guides the healer. 

MgangaMganga ya miti shambaa 
MgangaMganga ya kienyeji 
MgangaMganga wa mkoba 
MgangaMganga wajadi 
MgangaMganga ya asUi 
MgangaMganga ya uchawi 

MgangaMganga mhm 
MgangaMganga wajadi nchhni 

MgangaMganga wa kuagua 
MgangaMganga wa müaya desturi 

MgangaMganga wa mzimuya ukoo 

MgangaMganga wa mkimuya kale 

MgangaMganga wa ramJi or  dua 
MgangaMganga wajinni 
MgangaMganga wa sheitani 

MgangaMganga ya Ruhani 
MgangaMganga wa dundo 
MgangaMganga wa Korani (wa kitabu) 

MgangaMganga wa imani 
MgangaMganga wakioo 
MgangaMganga wa bokaio 
MgangaMganga wa kiboko 

RANTUHEALERS RANTUHEALERS 
Herbalistt  (li t a healer  using plants from the field) 
Locall  or  indigenous healer 
Healerr  of the basket (refers to the herbalist) 
Traditiona ll  healer 
Customaryy healer 
Healerr  counter-acting sorcery or  witchcraft or  witch-
doctor r 
Seniorr  healer  often tutor  of a number  of novice healers 
Traditiona ll  healer  sent or  inspired by God or  prophet 
healer r 
Divinerr  gaming insight directly from spirit forces 
Healerr  according habitual customs or  a specialist of 
traditiona ll  customs (fundi zajadi) 
Healerr  inspired by ancestors of the lineage or  ances-
trall  lineage healer 
Healerr  inspired by ancient ancestral forces 

SWAHILISWAHILI  HEALERS 
Divinerr  using sacred objects as oracles 
Healerr  guided by coastal spirits of Swahui or  Arab origin 
Healerr  with special knowledge of devilish spirit s 
thatt  play around with people to fool them 
Healerr  with coastal or  inland divine Arab spirit 
Healerr  of the drum 
Healerr  who works with magic formulas and hymns 
fromm the Koran (also healer  of the book) 

MISCELLANEOUS MISCELLANEOUS 
Healerr  who holds faith in (divine) spirit forces 
Healerr  who owns a mirror  to see past or  present events 
Healerr  who bought me skills from another  healer 
Healerr  who trick s people and exploits them 

Thee problem to define the waganga in national health care has much to do with the 
dichotomouss meaning of 'health care' and 'medical care'. In health care, emphasis is 
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onn providing means to improve general wellbeing, whereas in medical care, empha-
siss is on bringing relief or cure of biological or neurological symptoms. Traditional 
healerss may provide both. Some authors have also referred to a traditional medical 
'system'' (Good 1979,1987; Feierman 1979,1985). To my mind one should be care-
full  to speak of a 'system' because indigenous or traditional healers are very hetero-
geneouss and above all, too little is known about these healers. This does not mean, 
thatt Africa has never had a unique system of traditional medicine, but only a vast 
varietyy of different beliefs and practices (cf. Velimirovic 1984:64). In a WHOreader 
onn traditional medicine and health care coverage, Koumare and Coppo (1983:25-29) 
mentionn mat indigenous healers who practice traditional medicine, are persons rec-
ognizedd by the community in which they live, as competent to engage in medical and 
non-medicall  activities. The all-embracing nature of African traditional medicine is 
seenn to be the reason for the wide variety of practices encountered. To be able to bet-
terr categorize traditional healing practices, Koumare (ibid.: 27) proposes to distin-
guishh three types of practices: 

>> Practitioners using medicinal substances. 
>> Practitioners concerned with 'intangible forces' and rites. 
>>  Practitioners that combine the two previous groups. 

II  assume that the third category represents the biggest group of traditional health care 
providers.. This is precisely why it is practically impossible to narrow them down into 
clearr groups or categories. Even the healers do not always make strict differentia-
tions.. A specialist in herbal remedies, for instance, may also use divination or receive 
guidancee from a helpful spirit Partly through this spiritual guidance, a healer learns 
whichh specific medicine to use for a particular therapy and person, where to find the 
ingredients,, and how to prepare and administer the medicine. Spiritual guidance may 
alsoo influence the choice of rituals, offerings or musical and/or group sessions. In 
somee cases, indigenous healers have a healing heritage from ancestral kin, whereas 
otherss learn the skills from a variety of spirits. Some healers are highly skilled in the 
treatmentt of physical complaints such as infertility, impotence and sexual problems, 
orr bone-fractures and internal infections, whereas others have a good reputation in 
thee treatment of mental illness. 

Thee Ministries of Health and National Medical Associations may define who is or is 
nott a legitimate physician, but they are at a loss with regard to traditional healers. At 
thee same time, traditional healers themselves lack authority to exclude practitioners 
whoo are incompetent greedy or not trustworthy. To some extent healers may con-
tributee to feelings of distrust because they do not wish to reveal their knowledge, but 
oftenn this has to do with fear mat their knowledge will be abused. Some healers may 
alsoo suggest treatment for complaints they are not able to remedy, just to obtain 
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money.. Devoted healers may work for free or ask only to be compensated for ex-
penses,, but others may ask relatively high compensations. The specific abilities and 
competencess of the healers may only be known to relatives of the healers and to their 
(ex)) patients. For others it may be hard to discern their qualities and competences. 
Patients,, or those whom take decisions for them, may thus have a hard time deciding 
wheree to find the most appropriate healer. Good (1987) who studied patterns of tradi-
tionall  medicine in Kenya, rightly points out that the search for therapy may be con-
ductedd over a period of weeks, months, and even years. He further mentions (ibid.: 
155)) mat specific cases imply an endless search for a cure. In cases of chronic and 
terminall  illness, the sufferers, or their therapy management groups, may become so 
desperatee that they will try anything. Such people, as in western society, are prone to 
falll  into the hands of money gougers or fake healers. 

2.7.32.7.3 Negative attitude and publicity 
Itt has been shown mat the changed situation of the urban areas has influenced both 
thee organization and me status of uganga on a national level (see 2.5). One of the 
consequencess is mat rural spirit practitioners, who work under quite different local 
andd cultural circumstances, are insufficiently addressed in the organization of 
uganga.uganga. The reason is simply that little is known about them and their work. From 
myy own study, I noticed that the district and regional cultural officers hardly knew 
thosee healers who worked with an official permit (kibali) from the district cultural 
office.. In my search for renowned spirit healers, I sometimes received help from the 
districtt cultural officers, but they could be at a loss as to where to start41. Their 
goodwilll  to accompany me, or introduce me to healers, did not always render 
success.. Some healers would be reluctant to answer the questions of cultural officers, 
afraidd to be fined for illegal actions. For instance, as mentioned in their permit, it is 
illegall  to use divination as a means to diagnose or establish treatment. Practically 
everybodyy knows, however, that divination and dreams are the main source of 
inspirationn and information for the majority of traditional spirit healers. Without this 
capacityy there is no spirit (pepo) healer. Other man the lack of legal foundations, 
whatt else is behind mis lack of trust between these traditional healers and 
governmentt officials? 

Negativee publicity concerning fraudulence, exploitation, incompetence, and even 
fiendishfiendish and diabolical acts of healers tends to outnumber the positive publicity of the 
respectablee and popular waganga Subsequently a lot of mistrust has evolved around 
thee person and the role of the waganga in Dar es Salaam. The negative publicity of 

Itt  was compulsoiy for me to report at regional and d^ctcdtu^oflBce s and infonndbout my presence. 
AA letter  of introduction from me Commission of Science atri Technology stated that I was penmtted to 
conductt  research. The officers were requested to facilitate me as much as possible. 
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thee last twenty years has also come from the numerous witch-killings often directed 
att older people, especially women. Ever since 1970, witch-related incidents have 
beenn reported to the police in Tanzania, which resulted in the death of 3.693 people, 
1.4077 were males and 2.286 were females (see 1.3). According to Mesaki (2002), 
thesee killings represent a crisis embedded in poor educational, health, and development 
servicess in certain rural areas; yet a crisis-management operation has not been set in 
motionn by the government The highest incidents of killings take place in the 
northwesternn regions, specifically among the Sukuma in Mwanza, Tabora, Shinyanga 
andd Singida. Major incentives to the killings appear to be quarrels and conflicts over 
land,, properties, and, above all inheritance. The fact that local authorities take bribes 
too keep silent about the murderers, does not simplify the situation. Community 
leaderss are calling on the government to take strong measures to prevent the killings 
and,, in many cases they point to the waganga as the ones who instigate the killings. I 
willl  return to this aspect in 3.3. 

Thee diviners (bqfumu sing, nfumu) of the Sukuma, seem to be highly involved with 
offeringg illegitimate services. Mesaki (ibid.) states that, though divination used to be 
ann honorable profession of a relatively small number of learned practitioners, many 
quackss and charlatans focused on money have now invaded the sacred profession. 
Duee to the abolition of traditional leadership in 1963, the control by local chiefs to 
takee measures in case of incompetent or dishonest healing practices in a community, 
hass disappeared (see 2.4). This changed with the installment of modem bureaucracy, 
whichh created a vacuum with regard as to how to deal with witchcraft fears and 
attacks.. As a consequence, fake healers could obtain official permits (vibali singl. 
kibali)kibali) from the cultural department and operate with the tacit acknowledgement of 
thee government (see 2.5). In the course of presenting this study I hope to provide 
somee answers on how to distinguish real traditional (spirit) healers from fake ones. 

2.88 Prospects for  development 

Recently,, some new developments are taking place. For instance, the OAU (Organi-
zationn of African Unity) has attempted to bring some unity in policies on traditional 
healthh care. This followed from a resolution of a meeting in Togo of African heads of 
Statess in 2000, in which all African countries agreed that this would be the decade of 
traditionall  medicine in Africa (2002-2010).42 The WHO Regional Committee for 
Africaa has adopted the resolution in 2000 in a declaration called Promoting the Role 
ofof Traditional Medicine in Health Systems; A Strategy for the African Region 2001-

422 The information has come to me from cottegues in Tanzania and from organizers of the Conference GO 
Traditiona ll  Medico and coinmunrty health care held m N a i ^ 
wass further  discussed in a conference on traditional medicine and benefit sharing m Morocco in May 
2002. . 
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2010.2010. The declaration recognizes the importance and potential of Traditional Medi-
cinee for  the achievement of "Healt h for  All "  in the African Region, and recommends 
acceleratedd development of local production of traditional medicines. The declaration 
furtherr  urges Member States to translate the strategy into realistic Traditional Medi-
cinee policies, backed up with appropriate legislation and plans for  specific interven-
tionss at national and local levels, and to collaborate actively with all partners in its 
implementationn and evaluation. Concrete results are now beginning to appear, 
includingg legal frameworks for  traditional medicine in 16 African countries. By Janu-
aryy 2002, a plan has been drawn up in Arusha, Tanzania, on how to operationalize 
thee declaration in Africa. It seems that the World Bank, the TDRC and UNIDO are 
amongg the potential flinders.43 In October  2002, the Parliament of the United Repub-
licc of Tanzania introduced a bil l for  an act to make provisions for  the promotion, con-
trol ,, and regulation of traditional and alternative medicine practice. The enactment 
wil ll  lead to the establishment of the Traditional and Alternativ e Health Practice 
Councill  and provide for  related matters to reach the goals of the OAU declaration. 

Too mis date I have no information of what the declaration has outlined with regard to 
Tanzania.. I do know mat on a local level, a remarkable development is going on in 
Tangaa region. The region has over  670 registered traditional healers. Out of an initia-
tivee of physicians and local healers, an experiment evolved in the nineties to jointl y 
fightt  against HTV/AIDS . A promising program was implemented by the name of 
Tangaa Aids Workin g Group (TAWG). TAWG was officiall y registered with the 
Ministr yy of Home Affair s in 1994 as an innovative non-governmental organization 
(NGO).. TAWG not only linked together  traditional healers, physicians, health work-
erss and people living with AIDS, also botanists and social scientists were actively 
involvedd Its primary goal was, and still is, to bridge the gap between traditional and 
westernn biomedicine by treating AID S patients with traditional plant medicines at me 
governmentt  hospital of Tanga. The treatment generally lengthens and improves the 
qualityy of lif e of a patient Not only is appetite increased, but people also gain weight 
ass diarrhoea stops and fever  is reduced Furthermore, the treatment resolves skin 
rashess and infections, and remedies herpes zoster  and ulcers. The earlier  treatment is 
started,, the better  the results. Since TAWG began in 1990 around 2000 patients have 
beenn treated. Currentl y TAWG treats about 400 patients in Tanga, Pangani, and Mu-
hezaa district free of charge. TAWG works closely with the government, runs semi-
narss for  traditional healers and has an effective education and HIV/AID S prevention 
program.444 Support has been obtained by OXFAM , The World Bank and USAID. 

444 In 19961 visited TAWG and continue to have contact with its fixa^  David Sdionmana TAWG' s ac-
tivitiestivities have been reported on-line by BBC NEWS (September  2002) and by the on-line magazme&wnce 
inin  Africa (November  2002). 
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2.99 Conclusive remarks 

Traditiona ll  healers interpret and treat illness within the broader  context of life forces in 
whichh emotional or  traumatic experiences, social relations, but also magic and witch-
craftt  may play an inextricable part hi Tanzania these healers continue to have a strong 
appeall  to users. Legal support of traditional medicine and healing by the government of 
Tanzaniaa is, however, still absent and an atmosphere reigns that lacks trust by the vari-
ouss parties concerned. Many changes have taken place in the past two centuries, nota-
blyy caused by tribal - and colonial wars, Christianit y and modernity. Today syncretism 
hass become part and parcel of healing or  uganga, be it in terms of skills, spirits, work-
ingg habits- or  ethics. This diversity goes hand in hand with an increase in the number  of 
practitioners.. The many changes that have occurred in uganga tend to make the activi-
tiess of the waganga more restricted to problems of individuals instead of also involving 
thee family groups. Many waganga still use divination or  dreaming to find the cause of 
illnesss or  misfortune and advise about a cure or  solution; which they themselves may 
providee be it with the help of herbal treatments, or  by conducting rituals to influence 
thee spirit world. Depending on the skills, interventions, power  and authority, the wa-
gowgfll  wil l be accorded prestige by clients, family and community members. 

Thee waganga depend on creative and metaphysical skills and are much concerned 
withh the psychological or  psychosocial aspects in illness, in this respect, the defini-
tionn of 'health' by the WHO (1998) - that health is a state of complete physical, men-
tall  and social wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or  infirmit y - should 
bee given its proper  consideration. As more diseases occur  as a result of increasing 
complexitiess of life, African governments should be well aware of the role that tradi-
tionall  health care plays for  the wellbeing of people. Nowadays, African governments 
aree striving to define what licensing, legislation, and quality of control means in the 
facee of medical pluralism, but only few countries have as yet resolved the issues at 
stake.. The best way to do tins is not merely to regulate traditional health care, but 
alsoo to stimulate it and explore its merits. The TAWG initiativ e serves as a good ex-
amplee of how positive results can be achieved in the fight against AIDS by combin-
ingg forces from local expertise and resources of indigenous knowledge with modern 
healthh care, providing effective low cost treatment Other  diseases and recurrent 
mentall  problems too could well be met in mis fashion. 

Providedd that the lessons learned from the past ten to twenty years are given proper 
attention,, there are sparkles of hope for  positive developments. Janzen (1985: 68) is 
confidentt  about the future when he says: "...as research continues, more and more 
segmentss of African medicine will be brought under  the banner  of scientific legislation, 
andd wil l be accepted as an official part of the national trust"  On the one hand, I hope 
Janzenn is right but, on the other  hand, I fear  the implications of industrialization and 
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commercialisationn of traditional medicines. With an increased interest in the produc-
tionn of natural ingredients, the emphasis of research-projects and studies is on the bio-
chemicall  components of medicinal plants. Gradually, mis development may place the 
rolee and skill of the individual healer in the background, as is happening with Ay-
urvedicc practitioners in urban centres of India (see chapter l).45 The ongoing develop-
mentt process, geared towards increasing profits and economic improvements, also 
tendss to undermine traditional knowledge and skills incorporating holistic approaches 
towardstowards human life and its resources. These are in particular essential in religious 
formss of healing. 

Orall  information obtained from ihe arthropdogist Maarten Bode (Univa^ofAmsterdam> He has doiK 
riahnrateriahnrate  research into flus mie nf JnAiririfliigatin n in AytmtMc. me^jtjn^  m ftytta  PnHicarinn of his, dis-
sertationn is expected in 2004. 
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Thee healer Nuru N'hangachallo during a consultation in her clinic in Dar es 
Salaam m 

Nuruu N'hangachallo in front of an ancestral Cwezi hut in her home region 
Tabora a 
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Chapterr  3 

Thee Self, the Social and the Spiritual 

Sincee this anthropological study finds itself at the junction of sociology, theology, 
history,, philosophy and psychology, I wish to examine in this chapter  the main fac-
torss that contribute to notions of the self and the social in relationship to the spiritual 
world.. Two major  factors mat have had profound influence on the concept of the self 
andd the social to the inhabitants of Tanzania are religion and colonialism. There is 
hardlyy an area of lif e mat has not been affected by these two aspects, the most perva-
sivee being Western/Roman law and social values. Current notions and dealings with 
thee self, the social, and the spiritual world have their  roots in historical events and the 
presencee of institutionalized religions. The 'self of Tanzanian people can be divided 
intoo two interrelated categories: the inner  or  individual , and the outer  or  collective. 
Thee individual self develops under  culturall y comprehensible and integrated ele-
mentss mat are, to a certain degree, understandable to the indigenous self Deeper 
knowledgee of a particular  element of the self may lie with a religious specialist 

Accordingg to Topan (1992: 56-57), the collective self functions at the highest all-
embracingg level of a given unit- be that of society, nation or  culture - with its own 
sett  of values, customs, practices and sanctions. Differences of the collective self are 
off  degree, not of kind. In other  words, the collective self provides an individual with 
ann umbrella of familiar  interactions covering a spectrum of human emotions and re-
sponses,, both positive and negative. Topan (ibid.) speaks in this respect about the 
collectivee self mat constitutes a super  structure within which the coastal people of 
Tanzaniaa express their  'Swahiliness'.46 It seems to me that the super  structure of the 
Swahilii  has a lot in common with the various Bantu populations throughout East-
andd Central Africa. 

Whatt  are the main components of the social structure of Tanzanians and in what 
mannerr  do these connect to East- and Central African epistemologies and philoso-
phiess about the spiritual world? And, what are the religious expressions as mani-

Aboutt  experiences of the self and the other*  in African cultures I  refer to Jackson and Karp (1990} 
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festedd by the Bantu and Swahili peoples in Tanzania over  the past two centuries 
whenn to restore or  improve the balance between the inner  and outer  self? By intro-
ducingg some of the (gender) elements encompassed in popular  traditional , Christian 
andd Islamic healing (guilds), I familiariz e the reader  with the various aspects in-
volvedd in spirit healing. Personal inquiries from a number  of scholars and students 
familiarr  with traditional or  mental health care in Central- and East Africa, have aided 
mee in complementing some of my own insights.47 

3.11 Social structure and ancestral ties 

Amongg the Southern patrilineal Bantu tribes, the spiritual tie with forefathers is of great 
importance;;  reflected in the characteristic organization of social relations. On one hand, 
theree are interactions among individuals and groups that are carried out in an idiom of 
patrilineall  descent, with an ethic of sharing and unity (cf. Harwood 1990). On the other 
hand,, interactions are based on exchange and reciprocity between kinsman and non-
kinsman.. The first kind of social relations are conceived in terms of the mystical pro-
tectionn and assistance of named patrilineal ancestors (see WiUoughby 1928). This spiri-
tuall  unity is demonstrated in ancestor  rites, constitutes the expression of incorporation 
inn Bantu society. Various economic rights and obligations may be encompassed in this 
spirituall  tie with the ancestors, and can become endangered when social disharmony 
existss in the kinship group (ukoo). The word ukoo may refer  to four  categories of kin-
ship.. Firstly there is the clan, the largest kinship group composed by persons of bom 
sexes,, membership of which is determinedd by unilineal descent, putative or  actual, with 
ipsoo facto obligations (see Seligman 1951, Seymour-Smith 1987). To put it otherwise, 
thee clan is a descent group that traces ancestry to a common ancestor  or  ancestress 
fromm a long time back, but the precise link to mis ancestry is not known. A descent 
groupp counted through the female line is also termed as a 'matriclan' ; when counted 
throughh the male line, it is termed a 'patrician' . Membership in a Bantu clan can be 
acquiredd by birth , by fusion, by marriage but also by adoption, as happened with slaves 
(v.. Pelt 1977).48 Secondly, there is the lineage. The lineage consists of all the descen-
dantss in one line of a particular  person through a determinate number  of generations 
(betweenn three to ten). The difference with the clan is mat these generations can still 
tracee their  common ancestor. Thirdly , mere is the extended family mat traces descent 
fromfrom  a known common ancestor  up to three generations beyond the confines of the 
elementaryy family. In the extended families exogamy is practiced on account of the 

477 Since the mid 1990s, I have been in contact wifl i «vocal sdxiars, wt» have studied healing aspects in 
Tanzaniaa Among others I mention: John Janzen, Roy Willis , Man^Usa Swantz, linda Giles, Thomas 
Moore,, Pat Caplan and Barbara Thompson. The last one I met in 1996 in Lushoto, Tanga region. 

488 Next to kinship, van Pelt (1971) distinguishes in Bantu society, associalwns of nc»4ansbip groups w«m a 
commonn aim, interest, or  age, and residence or  locality. 
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members'' blood relationships. Lastly is the elementary family mat comprises a man 
withh one or more wives and their respective children. 

Inn Tanzania, the wider groups (lineage or clan) are composed of several elementary 
familiess who may form a 'unity' or ujamaa (pi. Jamaa) mat falls under me supervi-
sionn of one head. These larger kinship groups are the basic structure of Bantu social 
lif ee and, therefore, the most important group in the social environment (ibid.). Tradi-
tionally,, members of a clan live together in the same place in a kijiji  (a small village) 
orr mji (a village) and compose a basic social and economic unit In practice, how-
ever,, one sees families of different clans living together in one village. When various 
familiess of different clans live together in a village forming a basic social and eco-
nomicc unit one may speak of a 'clan-village community' (Haule 1969). The four 
mentionedd categories should be considered with regard to the role of the tribe (kabila 
plurall  makabila). According to Father van Pelt (1971:176-177) in his book on Bantu 
customs,, a tribe is a group of people with a common name who all speak a single 
language.. Each tribe is made up of several clans and would be headed by a para-
mountt chief. Actually, this is rather a simplified meaning of a tribe. According to 
Seymour-Smithh (1987: 281), 'tribe' has been largely a colonial creation attributed to 
thee pre-existing characteristics of African populations. The concept has been the sub-
jectt of considerable debate and disagreement and it even has stood in the way of in-
dependencee and self-government Tribal divisions and tribal consciousness have 
beenn largely created to impose order and unity upon previously autonomous local 
communitiess where there was once a loose sense of ethnic identity. Anthropological 
studiess of African peoples have shown, however, mat the colonial concept of the 
tribee as an ethnically, linguistically, culturally and politically autonomous and self-
consciouss unit has been a gross oversimplification of the complex panorama of inter-
ethnicc and regional social relations of pre-colonial Africa. In view of this study, I 
considerr therefore the role of ethnicity - a concept preferred in anthropology over the 
conceptt of tribalism - of far greater meaning within the social structures in Tanzania. 
Thiss ethnicity is strongly intertwined with the social ties and structure which in turn 
shapee religious beliefs and practices of die people. 

3.22 African philosophy and reasoning 

Conceptss of spirits address basic beliefs concerning life, good and evil, and the etiol-
ogyy of illness. The concepts are means of gaining a better understanding of the spiri-
tuall  world. The way Africans think and reason has been the subject of many studies, 
mm the field of religious and historical studies, African scholars and students re-
spondedd with vigorous condemnation and rejection of the claims of Western scholar-
shipp that presented their peoples as 'primitive pagans' (P'Bitek 1970: 54-58). As na-
tionalistt forces began to challenge the assumptions by the West, Christian churches 
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andd missionaries had to review and change their philosophy. Not only were magical 
beliefss and practices condemned outright by Christian faith as heathen expressions, 
theyy were also viewed as attributing to man's immense powers over things beyond 
whatt was generally accepted to be the limits of reason by Western scholars. Theo-
logically,, attribution of such powers to humans meant, for Christian faith, mat man 
hadd access to Godly powers - a presupposition opposed to the foundations of Chris-
tiann theology, which can be argued to be based on human culpability and powerless-
ness.. According to P'Bitek's (ibid: 49) African religion and western scholarship, the 
importantt contributions of anthropological scholars like Evans-Pritchard (1940, 
1956,1976),, Parrinder (1963,1969) and Lienhardt (1961) were to brush away earlier 
speculativee writings of African religions. These scholars carried out systematic re-
searchh using the languages of the peoples they studied However, they still had done 
researchh in terms of the Christian God they believed in. 

Inn East-Africa Christian beliefs and practices, God, Mungu, or Mulungu in old Bantu, 
aree referred to by the concept of religion or dim. The interpretation of the Christian 
Godd or religion does, however, not help to understand the nature or ideas about Afri -
cann deities or spirits as conceived of by the people. In order to extricate Christianity 
fromfrom its past historical association with Western political, economic and cultural ag-
gression,, a profound conversation was envisaged between the Christian and the 'na-
tive""  mind, known as the 'Dialogue with Animism'. The definition of 'animism' was 
derivedd from a Belgian father by the name of Placide Tempels (1959) who main-
tainedd in his book Bantu Philosophy, mat Bantu beliefs were based on a High God49 

Accordingg to Tempels, everything in Bantu life was infested with a life force.50 In 
fact,, Tempels distinguished two levels in the concept of life force among the Bantu. 
First,, he defined force as that which signifies being, in the sense of thing or matter. 
Second,, he distinguished only mat which was perceived by the senses of an individ-
uall  being. This spirit or power, ntu (meaning person or being in Bantu), was seen to 
bee the essence of every living creature, deceased ancestors, inanimate objects and 
naturall  events, such as whirlwinds and lightning. The theological interpretation of 
ntuntu implied that illness or misfortune could be caused by unseen forces, like ances-
torss and nature spirits, but also by seen forces, like relatives and neighbors. Yet other 
forcess of nature too could play a role. Tempels characterized the system of life forces 
ass a peculiarity in the thought of the Bantu and of Africans in general. In other 
words,, Bantu ontology was a product of the imagination of the Bantu, a subjective 
ideaa which did not at all correspond to reality. Subsequently Tempels said it was un-

Tïx<xiffnsiVTa^vasoaisI^PhilosophiebarÉoue(l946). Tïx<xiffnsiVTa^vasoaisI^PhilosophiebarÉoue(l946). 

Seee for  discusaans about Tempels' book Mbit i (1969,1992), Houtoodp (1983), v. Pdt (1977), Wiiedu 
(1980XX Ebousa-Boulaga(1968), Bemanï (1989) andMasolo (1995). 
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acceptablee from the point of view of reason, objectivity, and scientific notions of 
whatt  is real (cf. Masolol995: 56). The Bantu ontology implied to Tempels that the 
Westernn mind was scientific and the African intuitiv e and magical. 

Africann philosophers and theologists took Tempels' speculations about Bantu con-
ceptss of lif e forces as an example of African religious thought and practice. Accord-
ingg to social anthropologist P'Bitek (1970.: 46), African students reacted by claiming 
thatt  African peoples knew the Christian God long before the missionaries told them 
aboutt  i t Yet none of these scholars attempted to carry out systematic research about 
traditiona ll  beliefs and practices mat could oppose Tempels findings. It did not occur 
too them to represent their  own peoples and give examples of how religious beliefs 
andd practices were practiced. Today this situation is changing, but still a majorit y of 
scholarss who take an interest in the study of African beliefs and practices are West-
emm scholars. Some of these scholars study African religion with die aim to under-
standd the Christian God in Africa, whereas others look beyond that P'Bitek (ibid: 
57)) further  states that the belief in a High or  Christian God, but also animism and 
fetishism,, are all products of the Western mind. Can the same be said about the be-
liefss in spirits? The scholars I spoke with in Tanzania appeared to be littl e concerned 
withh these beliefs and its practices until they were personally confronted with their 
impactt  Being well educated may increase people's rationality , thereby reducing the 
belieff  and the fear  for  spiritual entities. On a subconscious level, however, this may 
nott  be totally the case. A strikin g example comes from an academic who published a 
booklett  called Satanic Tortures (1998). The author  named Samia Mmasi, writes how 
att  some stage in life, he suddenly began to suffer  from the influences of an angry 
spirit .. The upheaval caused the author's lif e serious quarrels within the family, loss 
off  property, job and wealth and, worse still , it brought illness and death. Having con-
queredd this devastating misfortune after  several years, Samia Mmasi wanted a large 
publicc to know about it so as to warn them mat there is Littl e point to deny the exis-
tencee of spiritual entities. By facing such spiritual agents with the help of a discrete 
specialistt  these forces can be averted. 

II  suppose it is less urgent to examine whether  traditional thought is philosophical or 
too what extent people are intuitive, rational or  emotional. The function of philosophy 
everywheree is to examine the intellectual foundations of our  life, using the best avail-
ablee modes of knowledge and reflection for  human wellbeing (Wiredu 1980: 62). 
Whatt  counts is that people are creative and spiritual beings; they may apply, and also 
encounter,, their  beliefs, for  good or  bad. To African people, the total environment in 
whichh they live and their  intellectual and spiritual education, urge them never  to stop 
att  appearances, but to see in everything a sign or  a symbol which should be examined 
thoroughlyy in order  to discover  its meaning, its hidden reality, or  its surreality (see 
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Ernyy 1981: 158). I agree therefore with Masolo (1995: 130) in his book African phi-
losophylosophy in search of identity, that traditional thought in Africa remains fairly intact 
despitee new experiences. The simple reason is that in comparison with (Western) 
scientificc thought, traditional thought is not formulated along theoretical lines, nor is 
itt founded on accepted theoretical frameworks. 

333 Notions of ritual and time 

Thee waganga may function as herbalists, but also as protectors against evil forces, as 
diviners,, judges, arbitrators or peacemakers. Some are considered as makers of suc-
cesss (Swantz 1990:144-145), whereas others are makers of peace and harmony with 
thee help of traditional rituals. Up until today the Bantu and Swahili of Tanzania may 
requestt the help of the ancestors because they feel that moral obligations need to be 
fulfilledd A few specialist healers may help with these requests that may involve per-
sonal,, clan or community problems. Among these specialists, some function primar-
ilyy for their own lineage(s) or clan(s), whereas others extend their services to those 
whoo are not part of them. Without the specialist waganga people may have a hard 
timetime sorting out their conflicts. This factor is linked to the norm that clan members or 
communityy members should live in peace and harmony and fulfil l duties and obliga-
tionstions to each other. Traditionally, the Bantu have been confident that prosperity 
wouldd be controlled directly by their ancestors. Prayers as well as offerings would be 
directedd to them to prevent or avert any offence by their descendants (see 3.2). 

Traditionall  rituals or other religious activities in Tanzania are generally referred to as 
milamila ya desturi The word müa is interwoven with mwiko or taboo and each tribe or 
lineagee has a set of rules to be respected.31 Rules, however, have the habit of being 
broken.. Broken traditional taboos (kuvunja mwiko ya milaya desturi) need religious 
actss to be mended. This is literally referred to as 'to heal a taboo1 or kukanga mwiko. 
Whenn persons are afraid of having broken a taboo, but do not speak about it, this may 
givee rise to accusations of witchcraft or sorcery and the manifestation of spirits. A 
keyy in explaining beliefs, attitudes and practices in coping with the complexities of 
lifee in a changing society, are notions of time and ritual in African religion. Among 
Africann scholars who made a pioneering attempt to discuss the issue of time was the 
Kenyann theologist John Mbiti (1969). In doing so, he hoped that further research and 
discussionn would evolve around the topic (see 1.2). In so far as I know, the topic has 
nott received much attention by African scholars. This is regrettable because time fac-
torss are very important in religious thought, influencing and effecting also the various 
actionss in traditional health care. According to Mbiti (ibid.: 15-28), Africans consider 

Samee of Ihese nies are shared oriy by Bantu tribes, whereas others are commoriy lmmwi in traditional 
religiouss practices all over  the Afncan continent 
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existencee as a religious phenomenon. This ontological orientation, says Mbiti , is consti-
tutedd around five modes of existence. One mode of existence presupposes all others, 
andd a balance must be maintained so mat these modes neither  drif t too far  apart nor 
gett  too close to one another. These five modes are: 

>> God, the ultimate explanation of die genesis and sustenance of bom man and all things. 
>> Spirits made up of superhuman beings and the spirits of men who died a long time ago. 
>> Human beings alive as well as mose about to be bom. 
>> Animals and plants, or  the remainder  of biological life. 
>> Phenomena and objects without biological life. 

mm addition to the five modes, there seems to be a force, power  or  energy permeating 
thee whole universe. God (Mungu) is the Source and ultimate controller  of this force; 
butt  the spirits have access to some of it. A few human beings have the knowledge 
andd ability to tap, manipulate and use it, like spirit healers, diviners, witches, witch-
doctorss and rainmakers. To avoid the associations with the English words past, present 
andd future, Mbit i (ibid.) proposes to use two Kiswahili words, sasa or  that with a 
sensee of nearness, and zamani or  unlimited past In African thought sasa swallows up 
thee linear  or  western concept of future. People traditionall y set their  eyes on zamani, 
sincee for  mem there is no world to come, such as is found in Judaism and Christian-
ity.. With history moving backwards, Mbit i (ibid.: 24-25) reasons mat human lif e too 
movess from the present (sasa) to the past (zamani). Birt h is a slow process that final-
izess long after  the person has been physically born. In many societies, a person is not 
consideredd a full human until he or  she has gone through the whole process of physi-
call  birth , naming ceremonies, puberty and initiatio n rites, and finally marriage. Only 
thenn is one full y born; e.g. a complete person. Similarly , death removes a person 
graduallyy from the living. Important is that as long as one is remembered, one may 
appearr  to people. Mostly these appearances happen to older  members of the surviv-
ingg family, rarely to children. Recognition happens by name. The appearance of the 
departed,, and his/her  being recognized by name, may continue for  up to four  or  five 
generations.. When, however, the last person who knew me departed also dies, men 
thee former  passes out of the horizon of the sasa period. Only men is s/he completely 
deadd as far  as family ties are concerned. S/he has sunk into me zamani period 

Thee departed who is still remembered by name is not really dead. Rather, s/he is 
alivee or  better, in a state of personal immortalit y and therefore a 'living-dead'. S/he is 
physicallyy dead but alive in the memory of mose who knew him/her  in lif e as well as 
alivee in the world of the spirits. This immortalit y is manifested in the physical con-
tinuationtinuation  of the individual through procreation, so mat the children bear  the trait e of 
theirr  parents or  progenitors. From the point of view of the survivors, personal immor-
talit yy is expressed or  externalized in acts like respecting the departed, giving bits of 
foodd to them, pouring out libation and carrying out instructions given by them either 
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whilee they lived or when they appear. The acts of pouring out libation (of beer or 
water),, or giving portions of food, are symbols of communion, fellowship and re-
membrance.. The acts, performed within the family, are the mystical ties that bind the 
living-deadd to their surviving relatives. It is therefore a duty, religious and ontologi-
cal,, for everyone to get married. Procreation is the absolute way of ensuring that a 
personn is not cut off from personal immortality. 

Whenn looking into the concept of time as stipulated by Mbiti (ibid.), the living dead 
falll  into the category of 'actual' time, whereas their impact as spirits falls in the cate-
goryy of inevitable or 'potential' time. This time orientation, Mbiti says, is governed 
byy the two main dimensions of the present and the past dominating the African un-
derstandingg of the individual, the community, and the universe. Essentially, time has 
too be experienced to make sense or to become real. A person experiences time partly 
inn his own individual life, and partly through the society which goes back many gen-
erationss before his own birth (see 3.1). In other words, if the future cannot be experi-
encedd it makes no sense and thus it cannot constitute time. There are people who feel 
forcedd into rapid changes as both experiences of time increasingly meet with the fu-
turee dimension of time. This is the reason why I mentioned mat for some people a 
greatt amount of assimilative skills is needed to become familiar with me new time 
framee (see 1.2). How this feature interacts with illness, healing and vocation will be 
discussedd in the remainders of this chapter and it will amply be represented in the 
ethnographiess of the Southern healers. 

3.44 Witchcraft , sorcery and magic 

Havingg brought up the dimension of ritual and time in traditional religion, it is useful 
too look further into the role of witchcraft, sorcery and magic within the realm of tra-
ditionall  healing. Generally, the waganga (healers) perform their services in the spirit 
off  helpfulness i.e. they do not force themselves onto anyone. The same applies for 
thee specialist witchdoctors whose main skill is to counter-act, oppose and clear all 
formss of witchcraft (uchawi) and sorcery (tdowa). Both practices may commonly be 
referredd to as uchawi (see 2.3). Sorcery concerns the practice of black magic, prac-
ticedd by sorcerers and witches alike with the intention to harm members of the (im-
mediate)) society. To ward off, to protect, or to remedy those inflictions caused by 
sorcererss or witches, people seek the help of a specialist healer, like the witchdoctor 
(1.6).. The witchdoctor can neutralize black magic and reveal if immorality has led to 
punishmentt by the spirits. I refer in this respect to the Kihami healers who are pre-
sentedd in chapter eleven of this thesis. 

Mesakii  (1998) mentions that a common aphorism in Africa is "how can s/he cure 
witchcraftt is s/he if not an expert in witchcraft?" Actually, there is a general tendency 
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nowadayss to place the power of healers in the same continuum with witches; and so 
thee rationale behind the belief in the powers of healers is the same as behind the fear 
off  witchcraft (see Feierman & Janzen 1992; Marwick 1990; Mullings 1984). The 
similaritiess that exist on the conceptual and practical level have made it so that the 
wagangawaganga in Tanzania are treated with a mixture of respect, caution and fear (see 
Beckk 1970). Mesaki (1998) believes that me positive view of the waganga, as repre-
sentativess of traditional medicine and healing in community health care, has eroded 
throughh contact with European languages and cultures (see 2.4 and 2.5). The 17* 
centuryy English words 'witchdoctor' entered the popular idiom in the West and was 
laterr applied indiscriminately to all types of traditional healers in Africa and other 
continents.. Swantz (1990: 7) puts it in this way: 

Ova-- the past one hundred years the medicine-men and their  work have been grossly misrep-
resentedd and misunderstood Western sensationalism has attached to him the name witchdoc-
tor,, which calls up visions of bizarre stereotypes of Africans that are bom inaccurate and of-
fensive. . 

Thee concept of witchdoctor, however, is firmly rooted in the hearts of the Tanzanian 
peoplee today. Any person who has the power to protect and to harm is suspicious. 
Whyy is mis notion about the witchdoctor persisting? To answer this I bring forward 
somee of the theories on the meaning and purpose of witchcraft, magic and sorcery in 
East-Africa. . 

Accordingg to Okello Ayot (1976) witches are considered as members of the commu-
nityy who act secretly to hurt other people by means of superhuman powers. The im-
mediatee source of mis power is not regarded as an important issue by most East-
Africans.. When trouble is identified as the work of a witch, it is important to expose 
thatt person, and this is the task of the inspired healer. Commonly, Tanzanians refer to 
witchess whenever a person deviates from common standards. This may be consid-
eredd anti-social, but sometimes it is to refer to someone who has a puzzling nature. It 
cann refer to a person who shows more creativeness or inventiveness man others. I 
knoww of a man in a small village, for instance, who had great success in growing 
vegetables.. He hadd spent years installing an irrigation system on his land that held a 
waterr source. Many villagers disliked him and suspected him of witchcraft, merely 
becausee of his intelligence and vigor. In the same way, white people are considered 
too have a lot of witchcraft (due to their technological skills). In other words, the risk 
off  being accused of witchcraft is always there when people express their individual-
ityy in too ostensive a manner. 

Thiss raises the question why some societies maintain the belief in witchcraft, sorcery 
andd magic? From his study among me Safwa in southwestern Tanzania, Harwood 
(1982:: 129) draws the preliminary conclusion mat witchcraft and sorcery beliefs may 
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bee utilized in a single society to express conflicts between kinsmen and non-kinsmen. 
Fartherr Haule (1969: 11), a theologist from the southwest of Tanzania who studied 
Bantuu witchcraft and its relation to Christian morality, states that the cause of prevalent 
witchcraftt beliefs are due to the absence of the clan-leader who functioned as a super-
visorr among elders to take measures of reconciliation among conflicting parties. Ap-
parently,, there is a livery awareness of the fragility of social ties between individuals 
withinn the kinship-group (ukoo) and constant efforts are made to hold people together. 
Thiss is in line with the observations of Zahan (1979: 32) who mentions that the reli-
giouss powers of chiefs were numerous and complex. Theoretically and schematically, 
hee alone was responsible for addressing prayers, offerings and sacrifices to the spirits 
orr divinities. In reality, however, various wagcmga could be entrusted to hold the reli-
giouss and ritual performances. These waganga fulfilled an active (religious) role to 
maintainn peace in the community, who ensured prosperity and dealt with problems 
emanatingg from resentment, malice or evil spirits (see 2.3). With regard to the magical 
rolee of the waganga, I mention four specific tasks. Firstly, there can be the practice of 
naturall  magic, dealing with the weather, plagues, crops, and so forth, carried out by 
rainmakerss and certain healers. Secondly, there might be the practice of ceremonial 
magic,, where the infraction of some ancient observance or prohibitions has entailed the 
incidencee of a curse which can only be removed by a suitable intermediary. Thirdly, 
meree can be a kind of magic related to the spiritual competences of the healer so as to 
givee answers to questions or unravel the reason for hardship or pain of people. The 
subsequentt advice for a solution may also be magically derived. Fourthly, mere are 
thosee practices involving the making of numerous charms, which confer immunity 
fromfrom disease, accident or calamity. Al l these tasks form part of white magic. 

hii  1963, Middleton and Winter published a large volume on witchcraft and sorcery in 
East-Africa,, in which they wrote that beliefs in witchcraft and sorcery not only func-
tionedd as an explanation of misfortune, but also as an aid to action in the face of uncer-
taintyy (1963:8). These observations are in agreement with a more recent 1996 publica-
tionn on witchcraft in contemporary Tanzania edited by Abrahams. The articles offer 
severall  explanations on the dynamics in society mat refer to various uncertain situa-
tions,, like the controversies mat have arisen between Christian and traditional beliefs 
andd the constraints resorting from modernity and economic problems (see chapter 2). 
Withinn mis context, the absence of local regulative parties and the incapacity of the 
statee to control witchcraft and sorcery (itchawi) play an important role. One contributor 
too Abrahams' book is M. Green (see 1.6). She mentions (1994: 23-45) how the gov-
ernmentss and the Church of Tanzania have taken a similar position concerning uchawi 
ass being anti-witch, rather than anti-witchcraft. This position is interpreted by Tanzani-
anss to be a moral condemnation of those practicing witchcraft, but does not cast doubt 
onn the validity of witchcraft. M. Green further states, that the Church and the State both 
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perpetuatee the belief in nchawi by refusing to involve themselves in witchcraft dis-
putes,, either through the use of the law, or through the use of the mystical resources of 
thee church. la sum, the logic of uchawi thus goes unchallenged, and therefore, the prac-
ticess of so-called witchdoctors thrive in Tanzania. 

Evenn when the specialist roles have often have been unjust interpreted by Europeans, 
thee fact remains that witchdoctors make part and parcel of African folk theology and 
medicine.. Despite its indigenous clergy, the Church, as a European tradition, is un-
ablee to understand the cultural elements in African uchawi and has no way of dealing 
withh it (cf. M Green 1994). This is understandable because the witchdoctor and the 
practicess aimed to suppress uchawi have a long history in African society. To M. 
Green'ss opinion, the tendency of anthropologists to explain witchcraft eradication 
practicess in East Central Africa to modernity and social change is therefore not fully 
justified.. Presently, the situation is quite different Very few witches are being exe-
cutedd by the state because there is often no proof. People in local communities nor-
mallyy refrain from witch-killings because of the widespread fear of official prosecu-
tionss for murder against the instigators of a witch-killing (Okello Ayot 1976: 203). 
Thee witch-killings mat are becoming recurrent in some Normwestern regions of Tan-
zaniaa (see 2.8) seem to break with this general tendency. 

3.55 The rise of spirit healing guilds 

Ass I mentioned in chapter two, the main consequences of the social and cultural 
changess in the 19* and 20* century were: 1) tribal and colonial wars; 2) the increase of 
foreignn presence; 3) the abolition of traditional leadership in 1963. During the time of 
Europeann presence, traditional religion was generally scorned as a form of idolatry. 
Thee value of religious traditions also began to lessen among aspiring new African elites 
(seee Waite 1992). Long before the Europeans began to introduce their Christian values 
too the Tanzanian people, the Arabs had exerted their culture and religion for many cen-
turies.. Christianity and Islam, as institution affected indigenous cultures 
inn many ways, including traditional religious healing (see Ranger and Kimambo 1972). 
Criticall  features of Christianity and Islam need to be considered so as to place the pre-
sentt role of inland and coastal spirit healing in Tanzania in a proper perspective. With 
thee help of records I found about spirit healing guilds in East- and Central Africa, I 
lookk into several critical aspects, beginning with the origin and primary function of 
spiritt healing guilds. In line with the social and cultural changes in the later 19*  and 
earlierr 20*  century, religious possession guilds appear to have emerged; a time many 
historianss associate with disruptions in African societies (see chapter 2). Yet, according 
too Berger and Buchanan (1976: 43-78) me famous kubandwa guilds of the Cwezi date 
backk as far as the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century. 
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3.5.13.5.1 Inland spirit guilds and the role of Christianity 

AA widely-distributed cluster of religious patterns and terminology suggests that all 
spiritt guilds originally developed in the context of a religious life centered on the belief 
inn a creator God, family spirits, and other non-related spirits. According to Berger and 
Buchanann (1976), who wrote about the Cwezi guilds of Western Uganda, possession or 
spiritt mediumship guilds formed a central element of religious life throughout a large 
partt of East Africa. The worship of Cwezi spirits - especially spirits of deceased rulers -
firstt served close relatives and followers of the rulers and later spread throughout the 
Cwezii  guilds. The guilds revolved around formally trained mediums qualified as in-
termediariess between non-initiates and the spirits. The mediums were consulted regu-
larlyy as a precautionary measure, and in time of difficulty for which spirits were 
deemedd to be responsible. When properly conciliated, Cwezi spirits (mbandwa), as 
spiritt guardians of particular clans, would insure health, fertility, prosperity, and suc-
cesss in war. The Cwezi guilds, called the kubandwa, gradually changed from an elitist 
religiouss system directed to the family of rulers and priests, into a 'guild of affliction*. 
InIn the kubandwa, priests and permanent shrines have largely disappeared, though some 
tribess still have shrines as testimonies to the existence of former priests and mediums 
(ibid:: 64-65). Since priests and temples formed closely linked institutions, the disap-
pearancee of one could likely parallel the demise of the other. In other words, spirit me-
diumss or diviners became substitute powerful spiritual figures to anyone who would 
agreee to undergo initiation (ibid.: 67). The initiation ceremony originally emphasized 
thee bond between members through the use of kinship terms and through symbolic 
gesturess of the parent/child relationship, such as feeding each other food or sitting on 
one'ss lap. Up until today such symbolic features can still be found in customary ritual 
practicess and some examples wil l be given later in chapter ten. 

Oncee functioning as a popular or democratic healing guild, large numbers of men and 
womenn would be initiated into relatively independent groups, unaffiliated with kinship 
ties.. Eventually, the kubandwa became an integral part of indigenous healing and relig-
ionn in vast areas in East- and Central Africa. In the new guilds, the development of 
groupp sentiment among initiates corresponded with a decline in ancestral spirits 
(mizimu(mizimu or bazimu) and of family elders, who formerly controlled their kinship guilds. 
Alongg with the widened access to the bandwa spirits, went the development of a new 
divisionn of religious functions. First of all, a hierarchy of initiates developed, followed 
byy the categorical verbal distinctions between believers- and non-believers, with a cor-
respondingg division between different sorts of spirits. Lineage spirits, who formerly 
weree represented by the male family elder, were now represented by a lineage medium, 
oftenn a kinswoman. This offered new prestige and responsibilities to women. Spirits 
weree divided into 'black' and 'white' spirits, the first associated with ancestors and the 
latterr associated with spiritss of great purity (ibid.: 68). 
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Withh the arrival of the Europeans, the wind of change began to blow even stronger. 
Europeann and American missionaries introduced an alternative to ancestral spirit ven-
erationn in the form of Christianity, a religion that transcended me spirits of families, 
lineages,, villages or kingdoms (Waite 1992: 105). The new spirit houses were now the 
churchess introducing Christian spirits. People who turned to the churches for their sav-
iour,, were no longer supposed to consider propitiation of ancestral spirits a significant 
activity.. Those who were possessed by spirits or had visions claimed a direct authority 
fromm God, including the Holy Ghost or Pentecostal prophet hi other words, elders or 
ancestorss were not referred to anymore (see Dillon-Malone 1988 and Van Dijk et al. 
2000).. Following the demise of traditional religion, 20th century healing churches 
emergedd in some Central and East-African countries. Among them were the lion 
VamuzimuVamuzimu churches in eastern Zambia Unorthodox Christian Zionists introduced the 
oldd Bantu term for ancestors, mizimu, to acknowledge their existence (see 2.2). The 
mizimumizimu churches possessed a healing component in them that was absent in the mission 
andd orthodox churches, for the African Christian faith healers added Christian saints to 
theirr repertoire of traditional and local spirits. Some of these healers dreamt about de-
partedd femirymembere and feh to recerve direction to passages mm^ 
redd these passages, they became possessed by biblical spirits who indicated to them 
whatt treatments to administer (Waite 1992: 106). Mizimu churches and Christian heal-
erss became alternatives to traditional shrines and healing methods that relied solely 
uponn ancestral spirits for inspiration (SchofTeleers 1991:1-25). Nevertheless, ancestral 
spiritss remained part of traditional religion, and in addition, came alien spirits from 
Arab,, Swahili or European origin (see 3.6). Actually, people began to feel increasingly 
troubledd by ancestral, but also by 'foreign' and 'modern' spirits (see Lewis 1966,1971, 
Beattiee and Nfiddleton 1969, Blakely, van Beek and Thomson 1994). As the ethno-
graphicc information of this thesis emphasizes the role of Christian spirit healers and 
theirr dealings with spirits, I will not comment on this issue here. 

Thee developments of spirit possession guilds and Christian healing churches in East 
andd Central Africa is seen to be due to a general 'enlargement of scale' during the 19* 
andd 20th centuries, hi this respect, SchofTeleers (1966) mentions that the realm of the 
spirituall  actually got out of hand in modern times. Still a number of other factors, I 
believe,, should be taken into account Actually, certain parallels exist between the rise 
off  spirit healing practices in early days of written history and the rise of guilds in East-
andd Central Africa. Let me attempt to give an explanation as to why a rise in spirit 
guildss of affliction took place, hi Africa, a major turnover started when family elders 
begann to loose control over kinship guilds as a consequence of tribal and colonist wars. 
Representedd by kinswomen as ritual specialists and spirit mediums, lineage spirits of 
rulerss and priests were increasingly invoked to bring back stability and harmony in the 
familyy and/or the community. The kinswomen were held in high esteem for their ca-
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paritiess and ritual  purity , and became powerful substitutes for  former  kinship guilds 
andd ancestral shrines. The mediums received guidance primaril y from male spirits, 
oncee healers, chiefs or  lineage elders. Many of these tutelary spirits functioned on be-
halff  of other  ancestral spirits to preserve a cultural and religious heritage among tribal 
members.. In part, mis situation arose in answer  to foreign presence and cultures, but 
alsoo to the deportation of males as slaves during the slave trade period. As women were 
increasinglyy on their  own to work the fields and sort out family obligations, they took 
overr  various religious roles. Foreign presence, however, largely disregarded women as 
religiouss or  cultural representatives, just as women were disregarded as traders or  la-
borerss (see 2.4). These drastic changes for  both men and women also laid the founda-
tionss for  changes in the religious sphere, as this had once happened in Europe. 

Accordingg to Karen Armstrong (1994), women in early Christianit y were said to be 
forceful,, and saw themselves as equals to men. In traditional religion, the status of 
women,, as well as their  female and ritual roles represented in deities and spirit 
guilds,, was strongly emphasized (see 1.3). With the rise of cities, more masculine 
qualitiess of martial, physical strength were exalted over  female characteristics. As a 
consequence,, female guilds were suppressed. This cultural change did not happen 
peacefully,, and the male war  deity Yahweh was created to fight and to subjugate ex-
pressionss of female gender. Armstrong (ibid: 50) refers to the Axial Age when the 
majorit yy of peoples stood up against the conception and creation of Yahweh until 
womenn were marginalized and became second-class citizens in thee new civilizations, 
somethingg that was first  demonstrated by the patriarchal attitudes of the Orient Cul-
turall  changes in Afric a have happened to a great extent, under  the influence of Islam 
andd later, Christianity . Though most Africans took from Islam and Christianit y only 
thosee aspects that met their  needs, women were increasingly marginalized by the pa-
triarchall  attitudes of Arabs and Europeans. Furthermore, (orthodox) Christian and 
Islamicc religion did not acknowledge ancestral spirits, and therefore, adaptation was 
needed.. In the process of adaptation, various aspects of indigenous, Christian and 
Islamicc features became interwoven in traditional healing practices. This syncretism 
formedd the premise for  the formation of popular  or  democratic possession guilds. 
Thee guilds addressed among other  things, the need of suppressed feelings in women 
andd the woes of (male) ancestral spirits mat were left in oblivion. Formerly, the regu-
lar,, communal worship of chiefs, elders and people would be sufficient to maintain 
harmonyy between spirit , man and nature (see Mbit i 1969. 

3.5.23.5.2 Islam and the diffusion ofSwahili heeding guilds 

Longg before the 19*  century, medical practitioners in Muslim societies had by and 
largee performed their  profession in the spirit of religion. Disease would largely be 
interpreted,, diagnosed and cured spiritually . It was this type of magic-scientific 
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medicall  thought and practice mat crossed the desert of Afric a and eventually flour-
ishedd among African Muslim communities. According to du Toit (1985) clinical sci-
entificc Islamic medicine failed to take root in most West-African countries, because 
off  a lack of developed urban centers. Until the 19th century, official representatives of 
Islamicc medicine in West-Africa, who esteemed the regulations set by Islamic law, 
weree set out to deliberately destroy the power  of all pre-Islamic practitioners. Similar 
forcess will no doubt have affected traditional and spiritual health care in East-Africa, 
butt  I have no information on this. What I do know is mat Christian spirit healers, 
bomm males and females, may convert to Islam upon the wishes of specific spirit 
guides.. Islam, however, does not allow conversion to Christianity . 

Inn Tanzania, Swahili Muslims consider  the treatment of spirit affliction either  as 
permittedd or  lawful (halali), or  forbidden or  unlawful (haramu), under  Islamic law 
(seee Caplan 1997: 163). Much in line with Caplan's (ibid.) observations in Zanzibar, 
II  became familiar  with the four  'lawful *  Islamic interventions in coastal healing. Two 
off  these interventions - the act of cautery and cupping - are also part of Galenic-
Islamicc medicine mat attributes disease solely to natural causes. In cauterization (ku-
choma),choma), rings of hot iron are lightl y placed on the painful spot which taking away the 
immediatee pain.32 Mainly elderly people who abstain from 'unlawful '  practices make 
usee of this old intervention that is performed by certain men in the community. Cup-
pingg (kutia chuku) is an ancient intervention among the Bantu performed at home or 
byy female or  male spirit healers. The intervention implies the use of a glass, a cup, or 
aa horn mat is heated and placed on one or  more parts of the body to stimulate the 
bloodd flow. The two other  interventions that are lawful are 'to be encircled by the 
Koran' ,, also kuzingua kwa Korani, realized with the help of Islamic books, hymns, 
prayerss or  songs; and the preparation of amulets or  the writin g of charms, called 
hirizi.hirizi.  The interventions are performed either  by a Koranic healer, also called healer 
off  the book (mganga wa kitabu), or  by the coastal spirit healer  (mganga wapepo). 
Thee charms or  amulets are used to protect people from evil spirits. Nearly all chil-
dren,, and also many adults, wear  an amulet tied around the neck. The amulet con-
tainss a passage from the Koran written on a piece of paper  and sewed up in a littl e 
leatherr  pouch. The other  principal method of using the Koran is to writ e a verse on a 
platee with saffron ink and then wash the ink off into a cup. This fluid is thought to 
containn the essence of the written passage which communicates with the spirit world. 
Thee fluid may be drunk as a medicine or  sprinkled on a person who is endangered or 
possessedd by an evil or  malevolent spirit (see 3.6). 

Thee practice of cautery is mentioned also by Gallagher  vAovmto Medicim and Power in Ttrtaia: 1780-
7900(1983::  10) She ieftis to vacious Isla^c iMitoigs, also Aadïefe, that mention how fr e draws out the 
poisonn of Ihe naves. Infections are treated weü with ihis method Ofcr  bodüy mipunties are also t 
inn tins way. 
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'Unlawful ''  interventions under  Islamic law are mainly those mat are part of prophetic 
mediciness in which disease is ascribed to divine powers or  the actions of spirits, usually 
referredd to by the Arab term mqjini (smgjini), but also to natural causes such as cold 
andd wind. Those who know of prophetic medicines in Arab culture are blessed with 
luckk or  baraka which can be inherited by certain descendants of the Prophet, or  pos-
sessedd by marabouts (in Norm Africa, holy men or  women, also saints).33 There are 
fivefive unlawful Islamic practices. The first  concerns the use plants, be it roots, leaves or 
bark,, dawa ya mitt shambaa The second concerns a visit to a spirit shrine, kuenda 
pangam.pangam. The third concerns the slaughtering of cows, kutambikwa n'gombe. The fourth 
concernss the use of lighted coals for  fumigation, kutia buhuri, and me firm  concerns the 
performancee of divination inspired by spirit forces, kupiga ramli. This is particularl y 
condemnedd because it can reveal information about the cause of spirits that are behind 
death,, hi this sense, the divine work of God (kaziyaMungu) is not given credit 

Inn 1972, Ranger  and Kimambo wrote that historians had only recently become inter-
estedd in guilds (cults) of affliction in which very large numbers of men and women 
weree held to be possessed by the spirits of 'alien' men, or  of divinities or  animals; in 
whichh the idea of possessions and the reality of the trance state was used to 'cure' dis-
easess and neuroses by means of initiatio n into a spirit guild. These popular  or  so-called 
'democratic''  spirit possession guilds were thought of as a peripheral phenomenon, nei-
therr  requirin g nor  lending themselves to historical investigation (ibid.: 11). Lewis 
(1971),, who wrote about the phenomena of mass possession in various parts of me 
world,, said that all is about census with specific groups of spiritual forces. He cited the 
Swahilii  sheitani guild as an example of peripheral possession, but did not give it much 
scholarlyy attention. In 3.91 wil l come back to the discourse that has evolved around the 
risee of popular  spirit possession guilds in Africa. The first  author  to have reported on 
thee Tanzanian sheitani guild form was Koritschoner, better  known in English by the 
namee Cory. In 1936, Cory published an article about a healing guild among the Su-
kumaa in Northwest Tanzania (see 1.3).54 He wrote mat the guild sessions functioned 
muchh like the Islamic guild with similar  spirits and also reported a high number  of 
spiritt  afflictions, even epidemics, in Islamic regions of Tanzania (1936:209-219). Ever 
sincee Cory (1936) wrote about spirit healing guilds in Tanzania, a standard notion be-
gann to circulate in anthropological literatur e about sheitani arpepo guilds. Bom spirit 
concepts,, sheitani and pepo, became a stereotype for  spirit guilds in which various cul-
turall  influences come together (see Lewis 1971 and Giles 1987,1989). Til l today the 
sheitanisheitani or  pepo spirits are seen as an elaboration of malevolent spirits found in the 
Korann and the Bible causing a variety of illnesses and misfortunes, in particular , psy-

SeealsoGdlagber(1983)andBakker(1993> > 

Thee Nyakyusa and the Nyiba. in the Southwest of Tanzania are closely related to tbeSulama. 
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chicall  and sexual abnormality (see 3.6). It is found throughout the Islamic world but in 
particularr  Islamic Sub-Sahara. Other  well-known examples include me zar guilds in 
Ethiopia,, Eritrea, Somalia and the Sudan. In West-Africa there is the Hausa bori guild, 
thee Songhay holey guild and the Mossi kinkirsi  guild (ibid). The pepo or  sheitani guild 
hass received some scholarly attention. Because of its connotation with Swahili culture, 
thee information about spirit healing covers mainly the coastal regions of East-Africa. 

Til ll  today, in Kenya and Tanzania, the religious pepo or  sheitani guilds are popular 
movementss among the Islamic Swahili peoples living in the interior  and the coastal 
regionss of East Africa. The healing guilds have spread far  into Central, Western and 
Southernn Tanzania. In coastal and other  Islamic areas, they are mainly known as 
sheitanisheitani guilds whereas in Christian areas inland, the guilds are foremost known as 
pepopepo guilds. The changes in types of spirits as well as the terminologies for  spirits have 
alsoo come to affect the various individual spirit healing practices in the country. As a 
resultt  'foreign' spirits may be treated' together  with territoria l or  family spirits. As I 
wil ll  bring up in part four  of mis thesis, Islam does not give recognition to ancestors 
(mizimu),(mizimu), yet some Islamic spirit healers and guilds do include them in their  practices. 
Popularr  sheitani at pepo healing guilds exists of one or  more healers who give support 
too members with a specific kind of spirit affliction. The spirits may entail deceased, 
naturee or  foreign spirits with various cultural backgrounds. People join the guild on the 
recommendationn of a spirit healer. The members of a guild return services to the healer, 
byy participatin g in group-sessions to invoke spirit forces for  other  members or  new 
patientss of die guild. The pepo or  sheitani diviner  of a guild employs various tech-
niquess for  inducing a state of trance in a patient who suffers the consequences of a 
spiritt  affliction. Foremost among them is the use of songs, inhalants, vapors and in-
cense.. During a trance, the patient's gestures as well as his or  her  words, are interpreted 
ass messages from the spirit hi Islamic areas, initiates who become members of spirit 
healingg guilds in coastal regions and the islands are called wateja (sing. mteja\ 
whereass the healing compound is called kilinge. The guild members receive support 
fromfrom  the healer  who is called teacher  (mwalimu). Some Islamic waganga wapepo or-
ganizee weekly gatherings for  their  regular  clients and may combine a number  of cul-
tural ,, spiritual , magical and medicinal interventions as part of their  practice. To identify 
withh each spirit guide, the healers may use ethnic songs, artifacts, outfits and remedies, 
resultingg in a very colorful range of assets to decorate a healing practice.55 Of course 
HieHie pepo or  sheitani guild has also been strongly influenced by local traditions of spirit 
possession,, as far  as techniques are concerned,, and where cultural influences come to-
gether.. What kind of spirits today reign in spirit healing activities among the coastal 

Seee also Batata Thompson (1999) in Kiuza mpheho. The arts of healing among the Shambaa peoples of 
Tanzania. . 
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Swahilii  and how are traditional and Islamic aspects reflected in the healer» the cliënte 
andd die spirits? I pose this question, because insights of this wil l facilitate the discus-
sionn of die ethnographic findings of this study. 

3.66 Spirit s in Swahili society 

Generally,, there is a great deal of variation in the East African Bantu use of terms that 
referr to spirit Littl e is known, however, about the characteristics and nature of the 
variouss spirit sources as written records are practically lacking (see chapter 1). In Tan-
zania,, spirit categories are classified by tribal names and distinguished as groups by 
theirr traits, like status, gender, behavior and needs. Some spirits are said to bring spe-
cificc complaints. Distinction in the characteristics of the various spirits demands special 
knowledgee from spirit healers. In 2.71 have shown that terms for spirit healers denote 
thee skills and the kind of spirits mat guide them, subsequently I have grouped them 
underr healers of coastal (Swahili) and inland (Bantu) origin. But there is more. Spirit 
groupss can also be distinguished in higher and lower spirits, male and female spirits, 
andd healing and non-healing spirits. Below I describe the most essential concepts of 
spiritss in Swahili society and define what the basic differences are between them. 

Amongg die Swahili a spirit of a non-human invisible being isjini (pL mqjini). The 
wordd is derived from me Arab djirm or gone.56 Ajini is believed to cover large dis-
tancess in an instant and, though usually invisible, it is able to assume human or animal 
form,, and frequent people's homes. Gazes and bad odors are seen as manifestations of 
ajini.ajini. The 7'mz' is thought to be especially active during the cool evening hours. A dif-
ferentiationn is made between a Swahili spirit Qua Mswahili) and an Arab spirit (jim 
Mwarabu).Mwarabu). A malevolent or possessive spirit is jim mbaya (a bad spirit), but alsoyïw 
yaya sheitani (the spirit of a demon). The Kiswahili word sheitani (plural masheitam) is 
derivedd from the Arab shaytan (demon spirit) or al—Shaytan (Devil). Notions about 
thee devil or Satan in the Koran appear to be strongly influenced by conceptualizations 
fromm Arab paganism, but also from Hebrew notions (cf. Sengers 2000: 32). The 
masheitammasheitam are an elaboration of malevolent spirits found in the Koran that bring tem-
poraryy nuisance by frightening people with sudden appearances or acte, sometimes 
withh clowning characteristics.57 Usually it suffices to chase them away by wearing an 
amulett containing a charm and/or certain medicine. Arab booklets on sheitani, or pos-
sessivee jim's, are available to anyone who wants to know about their characteristics, 

566 Siimlar to the Engh^'germ'whic h 
off  an individual or  a place. Figuratively meaning 'one who exercises a po\Mcfi]t influence over  anodier  for 
goodd or  bad'. 

577 See also M. Swantz (1986:205) who mentions that the Arab word Shqykm corresponds with Misi 
Amongg coastal Swahili bom words are used interchangeably. To cmp1iasi« the 'downing' ways in the 
ngomayasheitani,ibiS\^i^tt^tt6a1ongomayaa>ihsi ngomayasheitani,ibiS\^i^tt^tt6a1ongomayaa>ihsi 
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indicatingg how to prevent them, to avert them, but also how to appeal to them for the 
usee of bad magic. Never will a sheitani function as guiding spirit Instead, me sheiiani 
mayy be used for the purpose of bad magic (see Caplan 1975 and Giles 1989). To reflect 
thee low rank of evil spirits, the Swahili also say wadudu (sing, mduetu), literally mean-
ingg insect or crawling creature. 

Too refer to spirits of the mainland, the Swahili may employ mapepo (sing. pepo). The 
wordd pepo is derived from kupepea, meaning to wave or to fan and, from upepo 
meaningg wind or unseen felt force, also called 'spiritwind'. The term is specifically 
usedd in Christian-oriented areas where it may be said mat a person has a spirit (ana 
pepo),pepo), is possessed by a spirit (ameruhva or amepata pepo), suffers from spirit ill -
nesss (ugonjwa ya pepo) or has a spirit exorcized (kupunga pepo). A positive inland 
spiritt is pepo nzuri (a good spirit) ox pepo maJaika (the spirit of an angel) from the 
Arabb mala'ika. Pepo can also be associated with a nature spirit, like a bush, tree, 
rock,, lake and sea spirit m coastall  areas and Arab influenced areas on the mainland, 
thee term pepo is freely mixed with the term jini  and sheitanL The widespread use of 
pepopepo sake jini seems to overtake the indigenous term for ancestor (mzimu pi. mizimu) 
(seee 2.2 and 3.3). In prayers the mizimu are still addressed, especially the mizimu za 
kalekale (ancient ancestors) are pivotal; the divine nature and connectedness to God 
makess them the highest in rank among all spirits. Mzimu can be manifested indi-
rectlyy through illness, confusion, bad luck, impotence and barrenness. They rarely, 
however,, manifest themselves directly by possessing a person so that the patient's 
bodyy becomes their vehicle, or speak through him or her. According to M Swantz 
(1986:: 203), the Swahili consider the mzimu to be the essence of a person, roho, 
whichh joins God upon death. The shadow of a person, kivuti, remains nearby for 
fortyy days after death before it is ready to separate itself from the world of the living. 

Typicall  for coastal regions is that spirit forces are easily inherited, or may simply like 
aa person and want them as their associate or as a partner. Often, Arab and Swahili 
spiritss tend to be of male gender and have a special appeal to women. Some of the 
reasonss for this preference are discussed in the course of this chapter. In the last de-
cenniaa a number of inland spirits (mapepo ya bora) and coastal spirits (mapepo ya 
pwani)pwani) mark the setting of spirit possession and healing in Swahili society. Not sur-
prisingly,, me first group is more recurrent in Christians, whereas the second group is 
inn Muslims. A famous coastal spirit group is Subiani and a famous inland spirit 
groupp is Kinyamkera These nature spirits reside in natural settings. The coastal spirit 
'lives'' in the sea or in seashore bushes or trees. The inland Subiani spirit lives in 
trees,, rivers, pools or lakes of the mainland. Subiana is a male spirit group mat 
mainlyy possesses women. A woman who is possessed by Subiani can be dangerous 
too children; upon looking into the eyes of a possessed woman or upon touching her 
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theyy can experience an electric shock. Kinyamkera concerns a female spirit group 
thatt needs appropriation at crossways. The Kinyamkera can manifest as a whirlwind 
andd afflict those who it meets on its way, which reminds again of the abstract mean-
ingg of pepo as spiritwind (see 2.2). Another popular spirit group is Kibwengo resid-
ingg in seashore as well as mainland settings. I do not know what its gender is. 

Somee old spirits too are still popular, like the male and female spirit groups Kmyam-
wezi.wezi. Although the Nyamwezi homeland is far in the interior, these inland (bara) 
spiritss are found throughout the Tanzania coast The Kmyamwezi spirits are histori-
callyy associated with the involvement of the Nyamwezi in the slave trade, with their 
powerfull  chiefdoms, which controlled the interior, and with fear due to their wild 
bandss of warriors at the close of the eighteenth century (cf. Giles 1989:162). Nowa-
days,, the Nyamwezi have settlements on the mainland coast and the islands. People 
mayy encounter the Kmyamwezi spirits in all areas where the Nyamwezi have settled. 
Generally,, the Kmyamwezi are portrayed as uncivilized and uncooperative spirits, yet 
theyy are not as difficult to control as Maasai spirits. The pagan and uncivilized nature 
off  Kmyamwezi spirits is apparent in many coastal and Islamic guild practices (ibid). 
Whatt all these strong spirits have in common is that, as with malevolent spirits, they 
throww down the persons as they take possession of them. I have often seen this 
happeningg in coastal or Islamic spirit healing practices, mostly with the clients, but 
sometimess also with the healers. More commonly, however, symptoms of sickness or 
mentall  deviance appear together with emergencies or misfortunes. 

Inn a majority of all cases, coastal spirits are Muslim spirit groups of male gender. 
Yet,, in Tanga region, a number of alien coastal spirits are associated with male Ger-
mann colonists (mqjini ya Ujermam). Such spirits behave in the way white people 
tendedd to do during colonization. They use to request large cigars, green outfits, al-
coholicc drinks and rifles as offerings. In her dissertation about artistic traite and ob-
jectss of spirit healers in Tanga region, Thompson (1999) mentions that alien spirit 
groupss may be trans-ethnic (like the Maasai spirit) or transnational (the German 
spirit).. These spirit groups possess members of the community to warn them about 
culturall  conflicts and differences. By possessing a community member, says Thomp-
sonn (ibid.), the foreign spirits cause affliction and insist on the adoption and redefini-
tionn of alien notions, objects, images, and technologies as a pivotal part of returning 
Shambaaa society to a desired state of health, harmony, and wellbeing. The unfamiliar 
andd alien spirits are allowed entry or incorporation into Shambaa group identity, an 
attemptt to resolve the cultural differences that can cause affliction. Alien spirits make 
moree often part of urban (coastal) healing settings, than of rural (coastal) ones. 
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Inn contrast to most Swahili, some pastoralists like the Maasai, me Samburu, the 
Rendillee and the Turkana, do not have any defined ancestral or  nature spirits (Giles 
1989::  193) According to Fratki n (1996: 67), the pastoralists believe in the protective 
powerss of a distant female creator, also en gai. The Maasai and the Samburu have 
strongg beliefs in the power  of curses from living elders, and they have a traditio n of 
divination,, prophesy, beliefs in sorcery and the healing powers of herbal medicines 
(seee Lagerwerf 1985). The Luo of Kenya hold the belief in jok which is a reference 
too spirits (ancestors) and objects, as well as to occurrences of spirit phenomena 
(P'Bitekk 1970,1971). Just like the Nuer  in the Sudan, the Luo only pay attention to 
thee ancestors when they are directly concerned with what is happening and their  rela-
tionshipp with the living has to be emphasized, as in case of a funeral or  settlements of 
bloodd feuds on account of violent deaths (ibid. 1970: 78). Because the ancestors are 
nott  considered to have powers to grant requests, they are not commonly addressed in 
prayers.. Fratki n (1996) and Janzen (1992) further  mention that pastoralists generally 
doo not make use of Bantu healing techniques or  ngoma therapeutics, characterized by 
ritess of passage and/or  musical therapy (see 1.4). In short, some concepts of spirits 
aree shared among the Eastern Bantu speakers due to a fusion in several healing tradi-
tions,, but in other  ways differences also exist East African religions have been, and 
aree in constant change and adaptation and so is the organization and manifestation of 
spiritt  possession and healing in Tanzania. 

3.77 Interaction of spirit s in a Swahili healing practice 

Howw do inland (bara) and coastal (pwan) spirits intercede in me life and practice of a 
Swahilii  spirit healer? Here I would like to use information from the practice of my 
goodd friend Nuru N'hangachallo (see preface and 2.5) to serve as an example. Nuru is 
aa Nyamwezi by origin and bom in Tabora region (Northwest of Tanzania). The last ten 
yearss she is running a popular  practice in Dar  es Salaam. The various guiding spirits of 
Nuruu have come in a particular  order  in her  life. First came the inland spirits and much 
laterr  came the coastal spirits. I give a short outline about the way that inland and 
coastall  spirits have come to be part of Nuru' s life and work. Some characteristic differ-
encess in terms of origin, function and ritual procedure are also mentioned 

Ass a child, ancestral spirits exerted their  influence on Nuru as they wanted her to restore 
breachess in conduct in the extended family. Much later, when Nuru was able to perform 
thee necessary rites and vows, she was initiated as a healer. Besides the ancestral spirits, 
Nuruu felt to be inspired by the inland Kinyamkera and Kmyamwezi spirits (see above). 
Thenn came the spirits Kibisa and Kimanyema to which special guilds are dedicated in 
Taboraa in the Normwest and the Kflw a area of Southeast Tanzania (Giles 1989: 168). 
Accordingg to Nuru, me Kibisa spirits are aligned with me Wabisa people of Eastern Zaire 
andd northern Zimbabwe, whereas the Kimanyema are aligned to the Wamanyema of 
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easternn Zaire. The Wamanyema area has been one of the last and most intensive areas of 
exploitationn by Arab/Swahili ivory and slave traders (cf. Giles 1989). Whenever  Nuru 
appropriatess inland Kinyamkera spirits to help her  patients, she uses millet, corn meal 
porridge,, greens, roast chicken, and fermented com meal beer. A ritual offering, also 
calledd kef ara, may include certain objects to be blessed by the popular  inland Kinyam-
kerakera spirits. The Kibisa and the Kimanyema spirits are colorfully displayed with then-
facess of white chalk and traditional outfit Where the Kibisa spirits are fairl y introvert in 
theirr  expression wearing simple black loin cloths, the Kimanyema are very extravert and 
dresss in a beautiful red outfit with a large feathered garment on the head while dancing 
passionatelyy carrying an old hatchet around, m other  words, these inland spirits contrib-
utee to a very entertaining healing session, which actually adds to the popularity of coastal 
ngomangoma (see 1.4 and 2.5) 

Afterr  several years of practicing with inland spirits, Nuru felt guidance coming from 
coastall  spirits. Among them was me spirit Ruhani Qim' Ruhani), the most esteemed 
healingg spirit of Arab origin. According to Giles (ibid: 276) not much is said about the 
RuhaniRuhani spirits in the available literatur e on Swahili spirit beliefs, apart that Ruhani 
(Rowhan(Rowhan in Arabic) is the name of a spirit group mat is derived from buruhani mean-
ingg divine force. The word "ru"  means 'heart' , 'mind' , 'soul'  in Arabic, whereas rih  is 
'spirit ''  or  'wind' . The connotations are often cited in Arabic books or  booklets about 
spells,, astrology and magic. These magical books are widely used by Koranic waganga 
alongg the Swahili coast The Ruhani spirits are positive and pure spirits, which is sym-
bolizedd by wearing a white dress and a Unban. Another  Arab spirit group that may 
guidee Nuru is Sharifu. Its ancient wisdom is much respected and so is its knowhow of 
thee Koran. Sharifu is said to be a divine force that originated millions of years ago, be-
foree humanity existed. Once I was able to register  a sound of the Sharifu during a heal-
ingg rite in Dar  es Salaam which was indeed like a force that came from eternity (see 
4.5).. The Ruhani spirits appear  to live in rocky areas in the sea, which is characteristic 
forr  most coastal Arab spirits (see Gray 1979, Swantz 1986). As many coastal spirits 
originatee from and around the sea (mqjini ya bahari), they know mainly about the 
powerss of plants growing in the sea and along the ashore, thereby limitin g their  capaci-
tiess to the usage of sea ingredients and coastal vegetation. These ingredients - together 
withh Koranic magic that makes use of the power  of written and verbal text from the 
Korann - are used as a means to deal appropriately with symptoms caused by Arab and 
Swahilii  spirits (see 3.7). In case lower  or  bad spirit forces are intentionally used by sor-
cererss by means of a spell, Nuru wil l have to know the ethnic backgrounds of the sor-
cerer,, for  sorcery varies among ethnic groups. Recognition of the type of sorcery helps 
herr  to decide how to oppose or  counter-act the spell. For  instance, in Arab magic, spe-
cificc charms are invoked mat appeal to specific spirits. 
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Ass in many Bantu practices, a tri-color  scheme of white, red and black is used in 
coastall  practices with similar  meanings attached to them reflecting the type or  char-
acterr  of a spirit group (see Jacobson-Widding 1979). I have seen that other  colors, 
namelyy yellow and pink, have also become popular  in coastal practices. I f the Ruhani 
andd other  Arab spirits seek the attention of a Muslim spirit healer  they impose con-
versionn to Islam, as in the case of Num. In case of Arab spirits, incense of rose water 
andd Arabic gum (ubani) or  aromatic aloe wood (udi) may be used for  fumigation. 
Thee purpose can be to call the spirits or  to offer  mem the smoke. Typical offerings to 
aa Ruhani spirit and other  good Arab spirits are food, oranges or  the juice of an unripe 
coconutt  that the healer  or  the afflicted wil l have to distribut e to all participants. In 
casee of a novice healer, the Ruhani spirits expect gifts or  items that can be blessed so 
ass to give power  for  healing, as is also the case with mzimu spirits of the interior . The 
foodd may consist of a loaf of bread or  porridge made of cereals. Whenever  attention 
needss to be given to the inferior  spirits of coastal or  inland origin, Nuru calls mem by 
songss and drumming (ngoma). A cloth to cover  the afflicted patients helps to invoke 
thesee spirits. Not only does thee use of a cloth hasten the sense of oneness of the spirit 
withh the afflicted, it also prevents the spirit from looking through the eyes of the af-
flicted.. If it does the afflicted may loose total control of the body. 

Nuruu may organize a special musical garnering or  ngoma once a week. Every now 
andd then, she also holds a ritual  celebration known as maulidi in which songs are 
markedd by Koranic recitations to praise the prophet Mohammed.58 These celebrations 
aree usually organized by Koranic healers (waganga wa Korani), also referred to as 
healerss of the book {(waganga wa Jdtabu). Because of the many responsibilities Nuru 
has,, she does not entertain an active healing guild. Those coastal spirit healers who 
do,, perform ngoma gatherings more frequently and are known as 'healers of the 
drum''  (waganga wa dundo). Patients (wagonja) and members (wateja) who make 
partt  a healing guild receive support from the healer  but they also have certain obliga-
tions.tions. First in line is to attend the guild rituals. Secondly, they have to make an initia l 
offeringg or  celebration for  one or  more spirits and bear  the expense of an occasional 
ritualritual  If the afflicted (patient) wants to travel, s/he has to request me healer  to inform 
thee spirits. If these regulations are disregarded the member may mil il l or  become 
distressed.. Generally, men are not so willin g to join a guild because of the associa-
tionn with women, who are known to facilitate spirits more willingl y man men. This 
givess the impression mat women dominate, as clients, in coastal healing practices 
andd guilds being an accepted arena to express anxiety of spirits and afflicted patients. 

Thiss art of singing involves thylhmical recttaliom o f t e various names of ADah or  of Koran veraes aid is 
derivedd fiom die mystical Sufi brotherhood (see Body 1989, Bakker  1993 and Senge» 2000} 
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Butt there is more to what meets the eye. From personal experiences I know mat men 
tendd to consult the healers secretly to seek relief from spirit symptoms. 

Whatt has further drawn my attention in Nuru's practice and that of other Swahili heal-
erss is, that spirits from the coast have a preference to seek wateja of the opposite gen-
derr (see Cory 1936 and Giles 1989). In as far as I know, only in Swahili society are 
womenn requested to appropriate male spirits by 'marrying' them. To do so consent is 
neededd of the woman's husband. Males who are afflicted by female spirits may also 
'marry'' them. Yet, these 'marriages' do not happen frequently. As with female spirits 
inlands,, those from the coast are less demanding then male spirits. Subsequently they 
givee less problems and complaints (see preface). As with female patients, men too suf-
ferr mostly from male Muslim spirits. How I place the various features of spirit healing 
inn Swahili society within the framework of this study is discussed below. 

3.88 Discussion and conclusions 

Inn this chapter I have sought to outline some of the main features about the self, the 
sociall  and the spiritual in Tanzanian society. First I wrote of the various elements mat 
needd to be considered in traditional religion in Bantu society. Secondly, I wrote of 
thee rise and role of spirit guilds and spirits in Swahili society. Some personal obser-
vationss on Swahili spirit notions and healing practice have been added to accentuate 
thee interrelationship between both. In the literature dealing with African Muslim pos-
sessionn guilds, emphasis is often on the positive attraction for all those who are ex-
cludedd from full participation in the public realms and rituals of orthodox Islam 
(Lewiss 1966, Giles 1987, 1989 and Boddy 1989). The attraction to those who seek 
relieff  from afflictions, which the orthodox rituals and prophylactics of Islam fail to 
remedy,, has led to the assumption mat people with conditions of anxiety often turn to 
thesee guilds. The guilds are said to be especially popular to women. The official 
viewpointt - endorsed by men - is mat such cults are a means to cure women from 
amorall  or evil spirits. Since they are subject to regular discriinination, the guilds offer 
somee sort of compensation. This forms a picture of possessed individuals who are 
nott 'really' sick, but use 'mystical pressure' against their relatives who employ pos-
sessionn to 'gain attention' from people (Lewis 1971 and Crapanzano & Garrison 
1977).. In other words, the central argument that dominates explanatory theories of 
possessionn guilds in Africa is mat spirit affliction guilds function as therapeutic out-
letss for psychological frustrations and socio-religious exclusion suffered by so-called 
marginall  people in a society (Lewis 1971). Though there is much truth in the central 
argument,, I do not believe that possession guilds function mainly for marginal people 
off  a society. Nor do women dominate in all types of possession guilds. If they do, 
thesee women are members in Muslim guilds using religious ecstasy as much as a 
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positivee assertion of female value than as a protest against male domination. I will 
comee back to this in the last part of this thesis. 

Closelyy tied to the discussion about the function and the appeal of people to posses-
sionn guilds is the official view in anthropology of African personhood are being 
socio-centric.. Consequently African disease etiologies are defined mainly in terms of 
'sociall  conflict' or 'disturbed relationships'. Warranted as mis view may be, I believe 
thatt a more refined analysis is needed of personhood in possession. Jacobson-
Widdingg and Westerlund (1989) state that the behavioral rules connected to personal 
integrityy reveal that people cherish an egocentric view of personhood too. This is 
demonstratedd foremost on the level of self-expression in face-to-face relationships. 
Thee occasions for self-expression are, however, fewer and more circumscribed in a 
rurall  African village than in western society. In this perspective, the phenomena of 
spiritt possession and spirit illness may be seen as one of the few accepted outlets for 
frustrationss connected with this double definition of personhood. In spirit possession 
andd spirit illness, psychological, sociological and physical factors are strongly entan-
gledd and deserve equal scientific attention. This involves also an examination into the 
processs of possession illness- and healing as well as the reality and expression of the 
variouss spirits (see 1.3). Giles (1987, 1989) who did a study on the Swahili pepo or 
sheitanisheitani guilds along the coast of Kenya and Tanzania asserts in her study that the 
guildss are not peripheral but rather central to Swahili coastal society. In fact, she 
statess that the guilds are one of the most illuminating expressions of spirit possession. 
Thee smdy of Giles (1989), and also Thompson (1999), show that various categories 
andd groups of spirits (mapepo) may be interdependent, and have various identities. 
Eachh of these spirit groups may be the focus of a particular healing practice. When 
thesee categories coincide with human ethnic groups, like the Maasai or groups of 
Arabb origin, they are considered as spirits of deceased people. Ethnic designations, 
however,, do not imply that the peoples affected by these spirits borrowed them from 
thee spiritual cosmology of the group. As Giles (1989:68) also states, a Maasai spirit 
possessingg a Swahili woman of the coast is said to act like a Maasai, though the 
Maasaii  themselves have no tradition of possessive spirits (see 3.2). The ethnicity of 
thee spirits is thus a conceptualization of the host group providing a commentary on 
culturall  expressions of 'the other'. Though inland and coastal types of spirit forces 
cann possess people anywhere in the country, they primarily possess persons who 
sharee their historical and ethnic backgrounds. 

Inn my opinion, the whole complex of spirit healing concerns emotional experience as 
welll  as cultural stereotypes thus deserving more than being regarded merely as a socio-
structurall  problem. Though personal and emotional aspects are part and parcel of being 
aa member of a specific society with its particular cultural values and means to (re-) es-
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tablisfaa harmonious social relationships, this does not necessarily happen without 
clashess felt by individuals, who are in need of self-expression. Self-expression is par-
ticularlyy favored within the setting of the traditional healer (see Jackson and Karp 
1990)) and needs to be viewed from the side of informants or actors, rather man only 
focusingg on the outer features, like symptoms, treatment and effectiveness. Another 
aspectt I wish to clarify with my study of Southern healers is the differences mat exist 
betweenn inland (Christian) and coastal (Muslim) practices. For one thing, inland heal-
erss deal foremost with their ethnic spirits. In other respects too, inland practices may 
differr from coastal ones. Apart from holding different interventions, the inland practi-
tionerss may not be organized in healing guilds and their musical rites may not be called 
ngomangoma (see 1.4). Important in mis context is the remark of Cory (1936, 1960) mat 
inlandd tribes, like the native Sukuma of northwest Tanzania, do not perform the type of 
coastall  or Islamic ngoma except when imported by coastal people. Cory explicitly 
mentionedd mat inland tribes have different ideas and approaches towards spirits in 
whichh the mizimu (ancestral spirits) play an intrinsic role. He also said mat certain 
coastall  spirits afflict a person in order to become a medium, but he did not identify 
thesee spirits. Overall, Cory showed littl e insights into the role of ancestral spirits in 
spirituall  afflictions. One important aspect namely is, that mizimu (ancestors) do not 
possesss people directry but need intermediate forces for communication. While search-
ingg for more literature anpepo, I found an elaborated Kiswahili-Frencn dictionary by 
Sacleuxx (1939: 655), in which is mentioned mat in Swahili society mizimu are easily 
confoundedd with possessive/^po spirits. 

Accordingg to M Swantz (1986:201), who wrote about the role of ritual and healing 
off  the Zaramo in Tanzania, it is difficult to adequately study the more traditional 
spiritt concepts in studies of coastal peoples. The reason is mat they have incorporated 
featuress from the spirit world of Islamic teaching and adapted it to their own spirit 
worldd The Zaramo, for instance, use the foreign (Islamic) expression of sheitani for 
almostt all types of spirits, even when the original word for spirit is beho (Kizaramo 
forpepo).forpepo). Similar observations have come from Parkin (1991), who studied the Giri-
amaa people of Kenya and Farouk Topan (1992), who studied the role of spirit songs 
alongg the coast of Kenya.59 Gray (1969: 171-187), who wrote about the role of the 
pepopepo or sheitani guilds among the Segeju of Tanga region, mentions mat spirits 
withoutt Islamic traits are quite distinct from ancestral spirits who are not presented in 
thesee guilds. Gray assumes that the healing guilds existed before the Segeju con-
vertedd to Islam. In former times, the guilds mainly served wealthier families who 
couldd afford the more elaborated rituals in which special dances were performed. 
Grayy explicitly mentions that the guild was marked by the use of exorcist rites. 

IMartunatefylhavebeenin&etogetholdofTo^ ^ 
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Overall,, the scholars who studied coastal forms of spirit healing tend to associate the 
healingg guilds with exorcist rites. The reason is that thev have translated the freaueotlv 
usedd terminology kupunga pepo by 'to exorcize a spirit' (see 3.6). Yet, a more appro-
priatee translation is 'to reduce a spirit' to describe when a spirit temporarily becomes 
onee with the initiate or patient. This 'oneness' allows for a satisfactory condition so that 
thee afflicted can resume everyday life (see Allen 1981: 283). It seems to me that spirit 
conceptss and practices are not always served well by using generalizations. In Tanza-
nia,, as elsewhere in Central- or East Africa, different worldviews and practices co-exist 
inn the realm of spirit healing and guild forms. Met with new spirits and spirit phenom-
ena,, each practice tries to cope with the change of tides requiring from people to con-
stantlyy question their own world Where in the old days illness arose on account of the 
punishingg powers of ancestors in reaction to offences or violations of taboos, nowadays 
theree is an increasing tendency in Tanzanian society to connect illbeing with suspicions 
orr accusations of witchcraft and sorcery. The persistence of spiritual afflictions and the 
developmentt of spirit healing (guilds) should be seen in the light of the tendency of 
peoplee who feel squeezed between traditional and modem life, creating a sense of dis-
cordd in the self and the society. It would be wrong, however, to attribute the appeal to 
thesee indigenous practices to mere social changes. The manipulation and skills of ap-
propriatee healing and ritual arts and/or cultural artifacts merit just as much attention. 

Thee preparation of medicinal and magical Coastal healer in Mtwara writes incanta-
plantss in Tabora region after collecting tion from the Koran with saffron ink. 
thesee in the area Afterwards he dilutes the ink with water to 

servee as a remedy to set off a coastal spirit 
forr a troubled patient 
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Afterr drying, cutting and grinding the plants, collected in Tabora 
region,, are placed in bags for transportation to Dar es Salaam 
byy Nuru N 'hangachallo 

Musicianss play the drums and sing for the 
initiatess and the patients during a healing 
ngomangoma in Dar es Salaam 

Femalee healer in Mtawa region is dressed 
ass an Arab sheikh whose spirit inspires her 
duringg a divination session. 
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Initiatess of coastal healing guild are joined in a healing ngoma. 
Theyy sing special songs to invoke the presence of several sea-
spiritss that possess the women one by one. 

Femalee initiate of a coastal healing 
guildd is covered with a white cloth 
too favor temporary possession 
fromm the Ruhani spirit 
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Chapterr  4 

Fromm Exploration to Ethnography 

Havingg presented some of the essential background information on uganga wajadi 
(traditiona ll  healing) in Tanzania, I wish to address how the actual field data has 
evolvedd from an explorative study to an in-depth ethnography of spirit healing prac-
tices.. I intend to provide an integrative account of the way I gained acceptance from 
participantss and how I, as an investigator, have faced these experiences. Furthermore, I 
wishh to explain the methodologies employed and how these have been adapted during 
thee course of the research. The key for  giving a fairl y accurate ethnographic presenta-
tionn is reflexivity - a critical assessment of one's own position bom in the field and in 
thee academic field (Schrijvers 1991). This implies that the reader  has to know about the 
relationss and experiences during the fieldwork  so as to understand the interpretations of 
thee author, and me way this has affected the presentation (see 1.3). 

Thee process by which I gained acceptance from participants and also an understand-
ingg of events and beliefs, foremost through healers and their  clientele, entails a care-
full  analysis of three interrelated research components. In the first  place, I had to test 
thee preconceived research design with respect to usefulness and appropriateness for 
eachh research setting. Secondly, I had to identify ways to gain access to the life, work, 
problems,, perspectives and feelings of participants. Thirdly , I wanted to develop re-
searchh methods to enhance the understanding of religious and spiritual experiences. 
Thee spiritual , the personal and the social identity of a person are all expressed 
throughh bodily experiences mat form a link between inner  and outer  reality (Blacking 
1992).. To get access to these realities I would have to learn to trust all my senses, 
incorporatee time, and follow the sequences of experiences and reactions of the par-
ticipantss in each healing practice. Unfolding how I came to terms with these three 
components,, wil l not only furnish useful insights into the research, but also into the 
settingg where the research was done and how a grounded theory approach took root 
Thiss approach formed die basis of establishing trustworth y relationships that were 
markedd by learning and sharing. What follows are the various steps, phases, and per-
sonall  experiences in the research process between 1994 and 1999.1 start with the 
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circumstancess of my stay with the healer  Nambela in 1990/91, as the methodology 
andd approach I developed at that time largely shaped the rest of this study. 

4.11 The initia l research 

Whenn I first  arrived at Nambela's compound (in November  1990), I was in the 
companyy of a head-nurse from Mbozi Mission Hospital who knew Nambela per-
sonally.. The hospital provided us with transport. The road took us along intensively 
cultivatedd areas with dispersed villages. After  some forty minutes, we took a small 
dir tt  road that brought us up to a hilltop . From as far  as the eye could see from there, 
thee land belonged to Nambela and her  family, with Nambela's compound at the far 
endd of the track. I had written to the head-nurse in advance to ask if she could be an 
intermediaryy for  me and ask Nambela for  her  permission to study her  practice. 
Nambelaa had agreed but she was nonetheless much astonished to see me. As she 
shookk her  head in disdain, she said that there were no special provisions for  me and 
thatt  there were no shops around. Through the head-nurse, I explained that I had no 
objectionss to that I had taken seeds along to grow my own vegetables and would 
findfind  my way to shops on foot if necessary. The next moment Nambela took up my 
luggagee and placed it in a separate room of her  house. In her  home I would be safe. 

Whenn the nurse left, I felt confused and wondered what I had gotten myself into. I 
hardlyy spoke the national language, Kiswahili , let alone Nambela's vernacular, 
Kinyiha .. Fortunately, the same day Nambela appointed a patient, called Patterson, 
too assist me. Patterson spoke some English and had just arrived himself for  consul-
tation.. He already knew Nambela from an earlier  visit and had come back for  fur-
therr  treatment. He suffered from what Nambela called a bad spirit or  pepo mbaya. 
Ass a consequence, Patterson was absent-minded and confused, had lost weight, and 
sufferedd from stabbing pains in the chest (see chapter  7). 

Duringg the first  period of my stay, I lived in Nambela's house, which gave me a good 
opportunityy to familiariz e myself with some of the emotional turmoil in her  life, be it 
off  a spiritual or  a social nature. For  example, Nambela would hardly sleep at night 
Everr  so often, she would run out under  the influence of her  spirit forces, speaking 
aboutt  events that had happened or  were about to happen, hi other  instances, patients 
wouldd consult her  privately, or  family members came to discuss certain matters. 
Apartt  from Nambela's 'strange' behavior, I was confronted with patiënte hovering 
aroundd the compound day and night in a state of trance. These initia l experiences 
weree quite overwhelming to me, the more so since people were apparently able to 
improvee their  condition by manifesting these trances. Al l the time I remained at the 
compound.. This allowed me to have informal talks with the in-patients of Nambela, 
butt  also with people who arrived for  walk-in (ambulatory) consults, and to follow the 
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divinationn and musical healing sessions. Often, I participated in these healing ses-
sionss in which patients would sing for each other until spirit forces were manifested. 
II  usually participated as a singer, but sometimes I sat passively on the ground so as to 
alloww myself to experience what others did. During trances, patients would have their 
eyess turning inwards, their breathing would accelerate, and they would loose control 
overr their bodies. This would be accompanied by crying, yelling, and also, shivering. 
Whenn verbal reactions followed, the patients were often difficult to understand, as 
speechh or talking took place in long intervals, with loud shrieks, or belching. 

Ass the daily musical sessions were a major therapeutic intervention, I regularly re-
cordedd them, to transcribe the texts but also to test the reaction of the healer Nambela 
andd the patients. Their comments and reactions helped me to re-interpret my under-
standingg of tilings so far. This made me realize that the singing gatherings were a 
cruciall  mode of spiritual and emotional expression. The various physical sensations I 
personallyy felt became clues to an inner reality that I otherwise would not have 
grasped.. I did not have the intense experience of being in a trance, but these sessions 
definitelyy affected me. Furthermore, I also made recordings of divination sessions. 
Butt as many divinations were made for ambulatory clients who left shortly after, I 
usedd these recordings mainly for the purpose of transcription. Much of mis was real-
izedd with die assistance of Patterson who gradually became a good friend of mine. 

Apartt from spending much time on the compound, I studied the national language, 
Kiswahili,, and familiarized myself with local concepts concerning illness and health. 
Att the same time, I spent time fetching water from wells or streams nearby, where I 
alsoo washed and bathed, or I attended to my vegetable garden. Once in a while, I 
walkedd to the nearest town to buy some essentials (about 10 miles away). After two 
months,, I was allowed to repair a mud brick house, separated by a coffee field from 
thee compound of Nambela, so as to live on my own. From that moment onwards, I 
startedd to structure my research and made serious efforts to adapt my methodology to 
thee circumstances. I had regular interviews with Nambela's assistants and (ex) pa-
tients,tients, or documented the use and knowledge of plants. With patiënte who came for 
thee first time, I had a short formal interview to register their particularities on forms I 
hadd prepared The primary records contained information about where they lived, 
theirr family status, age, tribe, work, religion, symptoms and illness history. Later I 
hadd more informal talks with the patients. 

Inn the process of creating knowledge with Nambela and her relatives, I sometimes 
encounteredd difficulties. First of all, Nambela, her assistants, and relatives were 
oftenn away from home during the day. Nambela would go out collecting plant in-
gredientss to serve as medicines (madawa), or she would be in the fields where she 
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greww her own specific food. Whenever Nambela, and also close relatives of hers, 
specificallyy invited me over the next day to discuss certain aspects of my research 
withh them, this tended to be forgotten. A second constraint was that many close 
relativess of Nambela had little idea of what I was doing there or what my study 
implied.. As long as I could not speak to them in their language, they did not take 
properr notice of me. All in all, it took me several months to realize that my meth-
odss of research did not help to create the knowledge I was hoping to gain. Fortu-
nately,, the close collaboration with Patterson enabled me to gain vital information 
aboutt the meaning of pepo illness and treatment. Whenever he felt good enough, he 
wouldd come by to see me. In the course of working together, we started talking 
moree intensively about his personal experiences with spirit affliction, providing 
insightt into his own situation. Gradually, more persons became concerned with me 
andd wanted to know more about the aim of my stay. In particular, there were two 
womenn who lived nearby with whom I shared a lot of time together. Both women 
providedd me with valuable insights about their experiences with pepo and also with 
Nambelaa whom they knew very well. 

Itt took me nearly six months before I established a good relationship with Nambela, 
somee of her children, and other close relatives. By men, I was able to converse a little 
bitt in Kiswahili, which had encouraged me to visit them at irregular intervals to get 
too know each other better. From that moment onwards the various pieces of the puz-
zlee about Nambela's career and practice fell slowly in its place. I had learned the 
mostt important lesson of fieldwork, i.e. to have patience and to live according to the 
pacee and rhythm of the life of the healer, her relatives, and those clients who re-
mainedd in her healing compound. After eight months, I was finally able to consider 
certainn findings from different angles, slowly bringing the material to the level of a 
theoreticall  analysis. 

4.22 The re-orientation phase 

Afterr my initial study with the healer Nambela, which ended in September 1991,1 
graduallyy prepared for a new research period. I took extra courses in tropical plants 
andd visual anthropology to support the next phases of fieldwork, which I financed 
myselff  together with my partner. In 1994 and 1995, I traveled for four months 
throughh Tanzania to check the possibilities of studying other respected spirit heal-
ers.. During these trips, I was accompanied by a Tanzanian friend, whose name is 
Mohammed.600 He is a Myao from an Islamic family living in Mtwara region 
(Southeastt Tanzania). I had met Mohammed in 1994 during a visit to some Tanza-

Nott  to be confounded with the field assistant Mohammed of Caplan (1997) on Mafia Island in 
AfricanAfrican Voices, African Lives. 
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niann Mends in Dar es Salaam. He showed great interest in my research and soon 
offeredd his assistance to me. Mohammed had personal experiences with spirit heal-
erss and also had a sister who was a member of a healing guild in Mtwara. As a 
child,, he was troubled by witches whose presence he could observe at night, 
whereass others could not. His mother took him to a healer to stop seeing the 
witches.. According to Mohammed, witches are persons who lead a normal life dur-
ingg the day, but at night they may gather in secret meetings. For this purpose, they 
makee themselves invisible by rubbing a mixture composed of plant, animal and 
minerall  ingredients on their skin. Only people who have spiritual forces can see 
them.. The spirit healer explained that Mohammed had family spirits that allowed 
himm to see these witches. Mohammed needed a treatment to reduce the influence of 
hiss family spirits. He was given a concoction of plants to be administered orally 
andd corporally for bathing. Also, some rituals were held. Mohammed had to return 
aa number of times during a period of two years to repeat the treatment with the 
healer.. These experiences impressed him so much that he began to make drawings 
aboutt it when he was still a boy. Today he is a good drawing artist. 

Myy collaboration with Mohammed started in Dar es Salaam where we consulted 
variouss people to know where respected healers operated in the country. While 
Mohammedd would check with friends, relatives and others, I checked district and 
regionall  officers who kept records of registered healers. I also met a number of re-
searcherss (see chapter 1). Most of the time, my visits resulted in enthusiastic con-
versationss about how to study spirit healers and what their role is in Tanzanian so-
ciety.. In other words, my interest was met with a lot of curiosity often leading to 
manyy questions about my findings with the healer Nambela. Discovering that peo-
plee from various backgrounds and statuses were personally concerned with my re-
searchh project assured me that the aims I set were useful. 

Inn 1994, Mohammed and I established contacts with healers in the cities of Dar es 
Salaam,, Tanga and Bagamoyo. A majority of healers registered in these coastal set-
tingstings were males (see 2.5). None of mem had facilities for in-patients and the flow of 
ambulatoryy patients was quite irregular. The healers explained to me how they had to 
adaptt to a 'modern' clientele who requested take-away remedies for protective, pre-
ventivee or curative means. If I were to find more authentic spirit healers, I was to go 
too more isolated or interior regions. Larger clinics with in-patiënte operated mainly in 
rurall  areas where there were male and female healers who specialized in particular 
problemss and applied traditional treatments. In nearby Korogwe district, there was 
onee such Mamie healer by the name of Mandondo who we subsequently visited. I 
alsoo remained in Mtwara, Mohammed's home area, to meet local spirit healers. By 
then,, his elderly sister was suffering from spirit affliction and had joined a healing 
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guildd in Mtwara lead by a female Islamic healer. On one occasion, I was able to par-
ticipatee in a healing session of this healer with whom I kept in contact for a while. 
Thee healer treated primarily spirit afflictions in which coastal spirits were involved 
(seee 3.6 and 3.7).. On another occasion, I visited the representative of the local healers 
organizationn who kept me records of all registered healers for the cultural district 
officee of Mtwara. From this representative and others in the country, I obtained cop-
iess of lists of registered healers, a majority being waganga wapepo. 

Inn 1995,1 traveled without the company of Mohammed to visit the interior of the 
country.. I went to meet various prominent healers, some of whom received up to 
2000 clients weekly, such as the healer Kalembwana, who I will present in chapter 
eleven.. Some of these healers kept formal records of the patients, or created their 
ownn handbooks in which they wrote down how certain diseases were best treated 
throughh ritual and/or medicines. In a few cases, the healers were in contact with 
stafff  from the local hospitals. Other healers had assistants to help with die formal 
preparationss upon arrival of new clients and keeping patient-records. From the 
visitss to all these healers, I was able to obtain quite a good impression on how they 
operatedd and how they had begun their healing career. In some cases, I recorded 
theirr illness histories and was requested to come back for a longer stay. Due to lack 
off  communication means, I visited the healers without prior notice and was thus 
neverr sure I would meet them at home. On two occasions, the healer was absent 
uponn my arrival. In one case, I lingered around for a while hoping to get an impres-
sionn of the location. Suddenly the healer returned from his journey. He had inter-
ruptedd his trip after experiencing a strong signal to return home without knowing 
why.. In a few cases, healers knew of my arrival ahead of time, either through 
dreamss or a trance state. 

Below,, I wish to describe some of the proceedings of my follow-up research be-
tweenn 1996 and 1999.1 explain how I experienced the first stage of the research in 
thee company of my field-assistant Mohammed and my partner. I then present a pro-
filefile  of the sequences in the second stage of the follow-up research that took place 
withoutt the assistance of Mohammed. Even though I do not present die ethno-
graphiess in the study from the first stage in this study, die experiences helped me to 
decidee what aspects in uganga wa pepo needed attention within the setting of the 
Southernn healers (see 1.5). Without them, I would have been less equipped to de-
cidee what features needed clarification for a comparative perspective and how to 
differentiatee the various types of waganga wa pepo with respect to their roles, 
skills,, spirits and practices in Tanzanian society. 
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4343 The follow-up research 

4.3.14.3.1 Stage one: 1996-1997 

Inn 19%, I arrived in Dar  es Salaam together  with my partner  Daniel and we were soon 
facedd with a long period of uncertainty with respect to obtaining a residence permit for 
Daniel.. By appointing Daniel officially as my research assistant the problem was over-
come.. I did not feel like drivin g around on my own on roads that are often unpredict-
able,, so I claimed that I needed his help to realize the research project61 The second 
handd car, a small four-wheel drive, not only enabled us to reach distant areas, but also 
toto obtain provisions. After  three restless months we finally  headed out for  Mtwar a re-
gionn and met with Mohammed, my artist friend from earlier  travels (4.2). Mohammed 
hadd introduced me to a healer  in 1994 with whom we now planned to stay. The healer 
wass a distant relative of Mohammed and was pleased to facilitate me in my study. 
Fromm now on, I will refer  to this healer  as Rachid. He ran a small practice with some 
in-patientss as well as ambulatory patients who came mainly from Lindi and Mtwara. 
Rachidd was around 30 years, a Mwaraba62, and worked with Arab, Swahili and tribal 
ancestrall  spirits. With the voluntary assistance of the healer  we managed to rent a mud 
housee next to to his healing compound The house had the company of a cat and some 
duckss and we were happy to take care of them. Mohammed was happy to remain with 
uss and help me with the research. Very soon he, my partner, and I felt much at home. 

Beingg related, Mohammed and the healer  Rachid were much at ease with each other 
whichh allowed me to obtain a number  of insights in a relatively short time (three 
months).. Mohammed was very pleased to be with us and eager  to help me in any 
wayy he could. We were well tuned into each other  and enjoyed talking until late at 
nightt  about the role of Rachid's work as a healer, his activities, and his clients. Still, I 
missedd the intense participator y interaction during information processing mat I had 
feltt  during my stay with Nambela. But, there was more then the lack of personal in-
volvementt  Each of us looked with different eyes at the patients and the healer's ac-
tivities.. While Mohammed could best identify with problems and procedures regard-
ingg witchcraft and magic (see 3.4), I was interested in the stories and experiences of 
people,, be it the healer, his/her  family, or  his patients. From this perspective I had 
widenedd the scope to whatever  encompassed the healing practice. My partner, on the 
otherr  hand, was particularl y interested in the role of plants and the way they were 
collectedd and applied. By virtu e of our  collective interests, various ideas and visions 
blendedd together, strongly influencing the way my research developed at mat time. 

611 The permit bad to be granted fay foe Commission fcr Science and Technology. 
6262 TbeWamarabaareaBa^tribewifiamatriliaea^ 

Mozambiquee and Southeastern Malawi They are related to the Wayao, Wamakua, Wamakonde and die 
Wamwcra(Wembab-Rachidd 1995). 
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Too put it otherwise, an inter-subjective creation of knowledge took place constantly 
betweenn the healer, the patients, Mohammed, my partner and myself. 

Afterr I finalized my study with Rachid in December 1996, we stayed with a female 
healerr I call Rokia at Ndanda in Masasi district (Mtwara region). Rokia was highly 
recommendedd by Rachid and several other healers. As a mganga mkuu (senior 
healer),, she had trained quite a number of novice healers who were formerly pepo 
patients.. Rokia, a Makonde, ran a small practice for in-patients not far from the 
Benedictt Mission of Ndanda. Rokia was fifty  years old and also known by the name 
off  her dominant spirit guide, a male Muslim sheikh. She received guidance from 
Swahilii  and ancestral (lineage) spirits. The research period with Rokia was marked 
byy ups and downs. First of all, she was quite reluctant to expose information to Mo-
hammed.. After having been so successful as informant and assistant with the healer 
Rachid,, he had hoped me same would happen with Rokia. It did not take me long to 
understandd mat her secretive behavior had to do with Mohammed being too close, 
i.e.. he was an insider. She considered that he could expose her work for personal 
benefits,, a practice quite commonly known to everyone. Besides, the exposure of 
certainn rites or acts could be dangerous to him as he still had some sensitivity to spiri-
tuall  energies. Would he break any social or moral rule or taboo mis could have seri-
ouss consequences for him, but also for the healer. In other words, with Mohammed 
aroundd there were several constraints, so we decided mat I continue the research 
withoutt him. Rokia had no objections to me; I was an outsider and my questions and 
impressionss of her healing sessions did not form a threat to her. 

Off  course Rokia, nor any other healer, would expose those sacred elements that they 
neededd to keep secret; only the aura of mystery around Rokia was stronger man with 
otherr healers. By the time I started to come to grips with the way Rokia functioned in 
herr daily practice, I had contracted a vicious infection in my foot and needed urgent 
treatmentt I was immediately hospitalized in me nearby mission hospital (Ndanda) to 
combatt the infection mat lasted over six weeks. From my bed, where I had to rest my 
legg constantly, I attempted to do some alternative research by having informal talks 
withh the physicians about their perspectives on traditional health care. I even made a 
smalll  inquiry on this.63 By the time I could walk again, Rokia was often away attend-
ingg to her fields as the rainy season had begun (end of April 1997). Daniel and I de-
cidedd to return to Dar es Salaam. During the duration of our stay in the city (6 weeks) 

Dwingg the fitst month of my slay with Rokia, I was invited to join a staff meeting of physicians at Ihe 
Benedictann Hospital of Ndanda, to explain the purpose of my research. This reunion facilitated mat the 
physicianss par&ipatedm the i n q ^ 
cianss were open for  a dialogue wim traditional healers. They also stated, mat such an approach does not 
havee me approval of me Mission Hospital 
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II  sorted out my findings with the healer Rachid and Rokia, while entertaining my 
contactss with the various urban healers in Dar es Salaam who often invited me to 
witnesss and also record healing activities (see 1.5 and 3.7). 

4.3.24.3.2 Stage two: 1998-1999 
Afterr our arrival back in Tanzania, in July 1998, Daniel and I soon obtained the 
necessaryy permits. We had left our car in 1997 in Mtwara where we had it prepared 
forr the long trip to the interior. In that same period, we were invited to celebrate 
Mohammed'ss wedding. Soon after the wedding, Daniel and I left for Ruvuma region. 
Mohammedd had wanted to accompany me on this trip again but eventually decided 
too remain with his newly wed wife in Mtwara. Given the fact that I had begun to 
questionn the way the research collaboration with Mohammed developed I was in a 
wayy relieved. My intention had been to study a famous healer in Songea district 
whomm I had visited with Mohammed in 1995. At that time, the healer had a huge 
healingg compound with a great number of people in treatment. He had invited me for 
ann in-depth study of his practice and we agreed that I would come to stay with him in 
thee course of my follow up research. When I arrived in August 1997, however, I 
foundd the practice totally abandoned. It appeared that the healer had recently died. I 
tracedd his wife who was still trying to come to grips with what had happened. 
Apparentlyy her husband had suddenly died of an unknown cause as his healing spirits 
hadd turned against him. I will come back to mis event in part four (chapter 11). 

Whilee checking on the possibilities of studying other spirit healers in Ruvuma region 
II  learned of two respected healers, a male and a female. One healer was called Joram 
Rupia,, whom I found with the help of a local catholic priest who had connections 
withh the Benedict Mission at Peramiho in Songea district The priest knew of several 
clergy-menn and women in a village called Mgazini, who were under treatment with 
thee healer Joram Rupia. One of them, a woman, allowed me to accompany her as she 
wentt to consult the healer. The practice of Joram Rupia was temporarily based in a 
village,, ten miles from Mgazini. The healer agreed to participate in my study and to 
givee me his cooperation. I studied his practice for two months (August/September 
1998).. The same priest that had offered help earlier, now offered to shelter us nearby 
inn an annex building of the local church. 

Thee next stage I spent with the healer Asia Fusi whom I traced with the help of the 
districtt cultural officer of Songea. I studied Asia Fusfs practice in Msindo for one 
monthh (October/November 1998) while driving up andd down daily for ten miles from 
thee nearest mission guesthouse. Living closer to her compound was not possible. 
Fromm Songea, Daniel and I went to Njombe, Iringa region. With directions given by 
thee district cultural officer of Njombe, I soon found Jeremana Livifile , a female 
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healerr practicing outside the rural village Igwachanya. We remained with her about 
fourr months (December 1998/February 1999). During that time, I left for one week 
too visit the healer Nambela (Mbeya region). The Iriiiga district cultural officer helped 
mee to locate Alberto Kalovela. We spent two months with him in the outskirts of his 
villagee Ihimbo (Iringa region). This became the last research period (March/April 
1999).6411 entertained close contacts with the various cultural officers throughout my 
stayy in each district 

Inn the meantime, I had sufficiently mastered the national language, Kiswahili, to 
studyy the above healers without assistance. Being on my own had intensified my ef-
fortss to understand the language better. Of course, my knowledge was not always 
adequatee to detect certain nuances. I tried to compensate for this by asking the same 
questionss in different manners until I was sure of me meaning of their answers. Not 
relyingg anymore on Mohammed made me more alert than ever before, while the 
sharedd experiences I had gained already with former healers, reduced my 'whiteness' 
orr 'otherness' substantially. The healers and the other people around soon called me 
Mamaa Jeska, which was a respectful way to address me. They could refer to me as a 
locall  or mwenyeji since I lived much like them. Let me summarize certain experi-
encess I had with the healers during the two periods of my follow-up research. 

4.44 The healers, the clients, the spirits and me 

Beforee each healer consented to my study, they consulted their guiding forces or re-
questedd me to speak to their spirit forces directly. Whenever important decisions 
concerningg life and work were to be made, the spirits were consulted. To invoke their 
spirits,, the healers would gather some people (relatives, assistants and/or patients) 
andd sing one or more songs. These songs were meant to please the guiding spirits and 
too thank them for having brought me to them. The spirits were asked to 'screen' my 
sincerityy and to check on the possibility of doing research with the healer. In other 
words,, the healer did not decide alone whether I could do research. Usually, the spir-
itss and the healers welcomed the research. 

Byy the time I began to perform the research, the healer could decide that I offer a 
chickenn or a hen to receive the blessings of the spirits to positively enhance the de-
velopmentt of the research. At other times the healers 'invoked' my spirits during 
divinationn to know more about the wellbeing of my close relatives or about the 
coursee of the research. As I remained in the healing compounds I familiarized myself 
withh the healer, die patients, the medicines, the spirits, the singing, the words, the 
spiritt objects and the ritual paraphernalia as part of the ritual performances. Besides 

Durmgg tins time spaa my supervisor  Prof Dr. Joke SchrijvaspatdusaAwodangvisiL 
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thee musical healing sessions, I would regularly witness the daily divination sessions, 
andd the ritual and medicinal treatments. 

Ass I wanted to use all my senses to register  bodily and emotional manifestations (see 
1.3),, I would often join the dairy singing sessions in which patients sing for  each 
otherr  until spirit forces are manifested I would participate as a singer  or  be passively 
sittingg on the ground so as to allow me to experience what others did to discover  cer-
tainn patterns. These patterns often resembled to the ones I had experienced in the mu-
sicall  sessions performed in Nambela's compound (4.1). The verbal reactions that 
sometimess followed the behavioural changes during trances were difficul t to perceive 
ass speech or  talking took place with long intervals, loud shrieks or  belching. I regu-
larl yy registered such reactions on tape or  video to know what was said Time and 
againn I also followed sensations that would anticipate trance patterns. Even when I 
didd not have such intense experiences or  fell into a deep trance state, I had certain 
corporall  sensations. I could also 'feel'  some of the personal experiences that others 
hadd at moments marked by an intense atmosphere. Al l mis made me much aware of 
thee fact mat music can be a crucial mode of spiritual expression. Being touched by 
thee music as well as the reactions of the people around me, made me discover  clues 
off  an inner  reality that I would otherwise have found difficul t to grasp (see chapter 
7).. At times, I could feel the presence of spirit forces in myself or  in certain clients. 
Forr  instance, during divination sessions I could be seated next to the healer  and ex-
periencee how some force prevented the clients and me to get up. The healer  would 
laughh and say that this was just one of the ways in which invisible energies show 
themselvess in persons. 

Whenn one is first confronted with people under  the influence of spirits, one sees 
mainlyy those expressions and reactions that make spirit possession so impressive. It 
iss the expression of a force taking over  the control of the mind and the body. Some 
people,, however, like experienced persons or  healers, may not show any evident 
tracess of spirit intrusion. To them, the presence of a spirit force is more like a source 
off  information to which they tune into, like what happens with a radio frequency. 
Theyy may listen to it, speak to it, or  they may just 'know' mat information comes to 
them.. The healer  who is used to these phenomena has his/her  own antenna to rely on. 
Hee or  she would mus also detect and distinguish the kind of forces at work in others. 
Apartt  from these bodily experiences in the healer, the clients or  myself; I was guided 
byy the expressions in people's faces as indicators of their  emotional or  spiritual 
responses.. In sum, even without access or  means to verify emotional or  spiritual ex-
periencess from within, there were severall  ways to detect spiritual presence. Though I 
neverr  'saw' a spirit manifestation, I did sometimes 'hear' spirits speak. Here I wish 
toto refer  to Edith Turner  (1992) and her  restudy of the Ihamba ritual  (see 1.3). At one 
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occasion,, she actually 'saw' how a spirit materialized, a rare phenomenon to be 
registeredd by a researcher. A similar  thing happened to me during a spirit healing 
sessionn in Dar  es Salaam, assisted by several people from around the neighborhood. I 
wass recording the session on tape when suddenly we heard an unnatural sound 
comingg from the mouth of a male client It was a highly strange noise for  a human to 
produce,, like a voice coming from deep below the earth that gave me as well as by-
standerss strong shivers. The experience was very impressive to all of us even when 
thee healers considered it a common phenomenon. 

Anotherr  feature worth mentioning is the way healers in this study could affect the 
coursee of the research. For  instance, most healers would be curious about my find-
ingss with other  healers. I would show mem photographs or  play tapes of sessions, 
songss or  stories. At other  times, the healers specifically asked me to show the sam-
pless of plants from other  healers I had studied. The comments and reactions of the 
healerss became a helpful tool that enabled me to adjust my personal interpretations, 
andd see the mutual and divergent aspects of each practice. 

4.55 Turmoi l in the field 

Normallyy upon arrival in a village, I would see the village representatives to whom I 
gavee official letters from the regional and district office. This is one of the rules by 
whichh research is allowed among the communities, as village representatives have 
thee responsibility to protect me and explain my presence to the population. Some-
timess the introduction went hand in hand with a thorough interrogation on the why 
andd how of my research. At each level of society, I was to inform of my presence. 

Whenn gossip or  distrust occurred within the community it was often presupposed mat 
thee healer  was well paid for  his/her  cooperation in my study. We returned the ser-
vicess of the healers in goods that were not too obvious for  others to see. Emotional 
turmoi ll  could happen as persons in the vicinit y tried to benefit from our  presence. 
Sincee money is hardly available to a large part of the rural population, people would 
seekk our  attention hoping to gain a littl e bit Whenever  we agreed on some form of 
exchange,, only a few people would meet their  promises. As a number  of people would 
tryy to benefit from our  presence, conflicts could arise among mem out of jealousy. 
Sincee we lived near  or  at the compound of the healer, we found that jealousy, but 
alsoo greed could be directed towards the healer  on account of our  presence. The heal-
erss and their  relatives would say that this was typical of village life and mat things 
wouldd soon calm down. Nevertheless, I still had mixed feelings about being there 
andd afraid of placing a burden on the healer  and his/her  family. 
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Anotherr  aspect closely related to our  presence with the healers, was the impact of 
witchcraftt  in village society. As gossip went on about us, this implicitl y meant mat 
witchcraftt  attempts were made on us. At times, healers would tell me mat some peo-
plee tried to test us, but mat this had no effect on us as we were under  their  protection. 
Too ma partner  Daniel, this was a lot of nonsense, but not to me. As an outsider, it is 
off  course strange to be part of a social climate, where witchcraft is a social idiom of 
stresss and discontent In facing these experiences, Z often tried to assimilate two sides 
off  patterns of thought It was much what Evans-Pritchard (1976: 244) described 
aboutt  his stay with the Azande in Southern Sudan. He said, that you have to accept the 
ideass about witchcraft if you wish to achieve mutual understanding and sympathy. But, 
oncee you act as a believer, you also end in believing. If I do not mink that the psychic 
assumptionss on which witchcraft but also spirit phenomena are possible, I cannot even 
comee close to understand what is common sense to others. Entering into the thought 
off  other  people means that one way or  the other  it affects you (see Huizer  1991). 

Onn some occasions, turmoi l could alsoo happen when I sought help from (ex) patients 
too translate or  interpret tapes of stories, sessions or  songs in use by me healer. Usually 
thee healer  had littl e time to personally assist me. Sometimes the healer  appointed a 
personn to help me, like in the case of Patterson during my stay with the healer  Nam-
belaa (see 4.1). I knew from this experience that it is unwise to disclose tapes contain-
ingg personal information of the healer  to patients. It could take a while before the 
healerr  appointed me a person s/he trusted with the information. Preferably, mis was a 
closee member of the healer's family. Texts from divinations or  musical sessions posed 
lesserr  problems. I could find assistance from patients but they would not always know 
thee proper  meaning of words or  reactions by me healer. In mat case, I had to check the 
resultss with the healer  afterwards and clearly there were often misinterpretations. It was 
menn that the healer  began to realize mat her/his own involvement delivered scrutiny. 
Sometimes,, the healer  scorned the patient for  his/her  poor  understanding of things. Not 
onlyy would the patient be disappointed in the face of the healer, s/he could also regret 
thee distraction it brought from the dairy routine at the compound. Apart from the agi-
tationn mat could arise between a healer  and a patient under  these circumstances, the 
examplee showed me mat in-patients do not always have proper  understanding of the 
meaningg of ritual s or  songs, even when they thought they did. 

Beingg in the company of my partner  Daniel had also its merite and its problems. 
Daniell  is French and speaks only a few words of English. Wherever  he went, I had to 
joinn him to translate for  him. Other  constraints came from the fact that Daniel had no 
anthropologicall  background and had never  been in Afric a before. He did not always 
acceptt  the customs and habits of the people and this gave rise to clashes between us. 
Thesee clashes worsened with my tendency to explain the conduct of people and to 
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choosee their  side, reckoning that I knew more about the structures of oppression and 
authority .. To Daniel this was no excuse to explain die behaviour  of some people; to his 
opinionn they were either  good or  bad. So, in an effort to be respected by bom sides I 
couldd sometimes feel tensed. As the research transformed me, this had its repercus-
sionn on my partner  Daniel. That our  experiences were often so different can be ac-
countedd for  by the fact that Daniel had less personal involvement with people, even 
thoughh he had several children as friends. So, our  participation in society was very 
different,, and this tested our  relationship. In spite of the problems, Daniel always 
keptt  on helping and supporting me. 

4.66 The presentation of the Southern healers 

Thee main ethnographies, about the female healers Nambela and Jeremana Livifil e 
(seee 1.5), wil l be presented in the form of a series of texts, mainly personal narratives 
inn the form of monologues and some dialogues, descriptions and personal interpreta-
tionss and reflections. The two presentations will more or  less follow the chronologi-
call  development of my fieldwork  in line with the way my knowledge and under-
standingg of things developed. I have taken the life stories of the healers as a point of 
departuree from where I turn to describe the practice of the healer. The ethnographic 
informationn about the four  Kihami healers in chapter  eleven serves mainly to broaden 
thee scope of inspired health care practices in Southern Tanzania and is complemented 
withh an on-line audiovisual presentation to show what kind of events trigger  spirit 
expressionss in healers and patients and the atmosphere mis conveys (see 1.6). 

4.6.14.6.1 Texts, data gathering and transcription 
Thee data of the daily practices are presented, as much as possible, in accordance with 
thee structure of the healer's main activities and interventions to which I have incorpo-
ratedd the voice of several patients to serve as specific case studies. In other  words, I 
havee tried to focus mainly on those aspects or  topics mat the healer  or  the patients 
foundd of major  importance. This could concern their  illness story, the sequence of a 
ritualritual  event, the personal experiences of healers and patiënte with rituals, and the dia-
loguess between healer  and patients. In remaining close to my first  impressions, I lit -
erallyy quote texts of what people said to clarify a topic. Such texts are written in the 
presentt  tense, while my comments are written in the past tense. In this manner, I 
hopee to have reduced the chance of misinterpretations. At the same time, I realize 
thatt  there is not always a clear  distinction between 'data gathering' and 'interpreta-
tion* .. In fact, several problems could arise in the course of data garnering that af-
fectedd interpretation. The confusion in patients and the time lapse of events could 
easilyy give cause for  misinterpretations by the participants in the research. Or, pa-
tientss could be too confused or  in too much pain to speak with me. This forced me to 
addresss a close relative, who would take care of the patient On other  occasions, peo-
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piee were reluctant to speak. My own presence, but also that of the healer or an assis-
tantt could be the reason. Often, I noticed that att first the use of a tape recorder made 
peoplee feel uncomfortable. Also, writing during our conversation could easily dis-
tractt people. 

Besidess the primary records mat I wrote down with the help of prepared registration 
forms,, I talked with most persons informally. We talked about why they were in 
treatment,, how they responded to the treatment, what their opinion was about the 
healer,, etc. In total I have registered information on about 120 patients divided over 
fivee Southern healers. Some extended case studies resulted from these data. The data 
andd the transcriptions from interviews and sessions, like those of divinations and 
songs,, have been noted in separate books. Next to that, I was dairy a faithful con-
tributorr to my diary with fresh impressions, experiences and puzzles, which to some 
extentt are incorporated in this study. The diary has helped me to reflect on the pace 
andd pattern in which the research evolved and the background of the organization 
withinn each practice. 

Nott fully understanding the internal logic of each practice could imply that some 
cruciall  experiences and data came when I least expected it At such moments I could 
bee busy at home (cooking or writing out the data) or resting. At other times, I would 
hurryy back home to write down all my impressions or work out my notes, to find that 
somethingg else came up that needed my attention. All this was largely compensated 
forr by being allowed to be there and by people's tolerance for my questions, that I 
oftenn repeated or rephrased to check my understanding of things. This shows that the 
meaningg of texts is not stable or fixed, but that mere is a continuing flow of informa-
tionn in the process of the research. As a result answers often become clear at later 
stages.. Especially with recorded information this happens, as transcription can take 
quitee some time. Upon the wish of all healers, I make use of their original names as 
theyy sought recognition and considered that this could only be achieved by exposing 
themselves.. The names in use, like mat of Nambela, are those by which the healers 
aree known to the clients. To show respect, cliënte would personally address them as 
motherr {ma or mama) or father (ba or baba) or more politely, as adult woman (bi or 
bibi)bibi) or adult man (mzee). The names of patients in this study are mostly pseudo-
nyms. . 

4.6.24.6.2 Using audiovisual means 
Apartt from using some recordings for a presentation on-line at htto^Avww.askmedia.org, 
thee audio-visual recordings have played a role in various stages of the research. Next 
too over 15 hours of rough video-recordings, I have about 30 audio-recordings about 
thee various ritual sessions and songs in use by the healers. Other tapes contain inter-
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viewss with healers or their patients. The audio-visual recordings helped me in a 
numberr of ways. In die first place, I used it so as to look in more detail at certain 
eventss even when I was back home in Europe. At the same time the recordings were 
aa good reminder of the atmosphere in which events took place, helping me whenever 
II  started to loose touch wim my data. Secondly, me recordings were useful to pro-
vokee reactions from the informants upon watching their own and others' moves and 
actions.. This immediate feedback from the healers and the patients, who viewed 
themselvess from a distance, created in them either a critical or a nervous response 
withh feelings of shame accompanied by laughter. Thirdly, I wanted to check upon the 
possibilitiess of using audiovisual recordings of healing practices for educational or 
documentaryy purposes in the near future. Generally, the healers and the patiënte had 
noo objections to the various recordings, provided that I was accepted and acquainted 
withh the compound. The recordings were done after I had familiarized myself enough 
wimm the meaning of certain indigenous concepts and/or the order of events. This was 
aa good basis from which I could formulate new questions and fil l in the gaps. 

Overall,, the audiovisual tools could thus favor active participation based on mutual 
trustt and understanding. Once the healers and the clients could observe the re-
cordings,, my relationship with them intensified It made them better realize that I was 
sharingg some of their intense experiences, which for the time being, made me con-
siderr more of an insider. As a result, some clients came to me voluntarily with de-
tailedd accounts of their experiences with their illness or other problems, but also with 
theirr experiences of other healers and/or modern health care treatments. Discussions 
withh several patients could arise from these meetings. 

4.6.34.6.3 Documenting information about plants 
Thee substantial data I gathered concerning the Southern healers also covers the 
knowledgee and usage of plants. In the course of writing mis thesis I realized, how-
ever,, that in order to do justice, to the historical, psycho-social and religious aspects, 
II  had to minimize the records on plants even when these play an important role in all 
practices.. In the practice of Nambela (part two) I shall give a fair amount of attention 
too the topic, as I show how certain dysfunctions are met with plant remedies. Nam-
bela'ss extensive knowledge on plants and disease etiologies stands on itself, but also 
thee other healers in mis study were much engaged with plant remedies to treat a 
rangee of dysfunctions. In total, I documented more man 200 plants, many of which I 
storedd for norther identification. I had prepared forms for the registration of the plants 
andd made a number of photographs of these plants. 

Too obtain information about plant knowledge was not always easy. It needed pa-
tiencee in order to get full cooperation: to be allowed to walk with the healers and 
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graduallyy register  and document data on their  usage and application. As I could pro-
videe transport, mis was in some cases used to the advantage of the healer  in search of 
largee amounts of plant material or  specific plants mat had to be found far  away. 
Sometimess I was able to test certain plant remedies myself, whenever  I had specific 
physicall  complaints. A strikin g example of this is given later  in chapter  eleven, part 
four,, about a Kihami healer  who cured me from a persistent parasitic intestinal dis-
easee known as 'giardia lamblia' that did not respond to biomedical treatment As I 
collectedd and registered samples given to me by the healers at irregular  intervals, I 
facedd a number  of problems. First of all, only the local names of plants (flowers and 
trees)) were known. The second problem was mat certain vernacular  or  Swahili names 
off  diseases or  complaints had no equivalent in English; whereas in other  cases, Nam-
belaa only knew the Swahili or  English terminology of a disease. I was therefore not 
alwayss certain of the right interpretation. Sometimes, I checked these local names 
withh medical staff or  trainees from the nearby mission hospital and district hospital 
Thee third difficult y I encountered was the multi-functional use of the plants. This 
furtherr  complicated registration, for  it was easy to confuse symptoms and remedies 
ass one and the same plant could be used for  different symptoms, while for  one symp-
tomm more than one plant could be used. 

Inn view of the comparative nature of mis study, I can say that more man half of the 
plantss I documented were in use for  similar  treatments, even if different parts of the 
plantss could be used and dosages could vary. In an appendix I give a list of the plants 
thatt  were commonly in use by the healers. Some general patterns that I discerned in 
thee rapport and interaction of the healers with plants are presented in part four, chap-
terr  twelve. Later  I hope to publish a separate article to deal more in depth with the 
usagee and knowledge of plants by the healers in this study. 

4.77 Final remarks 

Thee healers who participated in this study showed much willingness to facilitate the 
research.. To spend time with me and discuss matters of a personal, secretive or  inti -
matee nature felt to me like a huge gift. On account of this, I gained not only accep-
tancee by all members on the healing compound, but what is more, I learned to share a 
littl ee bit of their  world, be it spiritual or  material. The healers would say that I too had 
healingg spirits, but thesee had the task to guide me so as to be an intermediary for  the 
healers.. From mat perspective, they justified that I would be a trustworth y person 
whoo could properly represent mem. At times, the healers with whom I stayed have 
providedd me with practical assistance. Sometimes this was with lodging, other  times 
withh help of water  and food or  hands to help repair  a local hut At other  occasions, I 
functionedd as an ambulance for  patiënte who were in pain or  needed fast attention at 
thee hospital To put it otherwise, the healer, his/her  family or  his/her  patients could 
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alsoo benefit from my presence. Apart from that, I returned their favors with gifts. In 
brief,, the various studies took place on the bases of reciprocity and none of the heal-
erss ever negotiated a price for my stay. 

Evenn when the healers would not always grasp my intentions in the beginning, they 
weree always very willing to speak with me about all aspects of their work. Some 
healerss became personally much concerned with my research and checked regularly 
too see if I got the total picture. I was always given full access to all procedures and 
activitiess on the compound.. Whenever a ritual had a secretive dimension, the healers 
wouldd tell me so. They did so by explaining mat the effect of the ritual depended on 
itss secretive nature to the patient as part of his/her community, as only initiates could 
participate.. As long as I did not expose this information directly to members in the 
community,, mere was no problem. Under the same terms, I could join and even as-
sistt in private rituals to clear a house or a graveyard from evil spirits. 
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Thee prophet healer Nambela in Mbeya region 



Chapterr  5 

Thee Healer  Nambela 

Ass a reputed pepo-specialist and midwife, Marit a Nakaponda, also known as Nam-
bela,, manages a large traditional health care practice in Wasa, Mbozi district This is 
aa vast rural area situated south of Mbeya town, around twenty miles from the border 
withh Zambia. Mbozi district counts some 330.000 inhabitants (1988) spread over  150 
villagess and 25 wards. Nambela's healing compound lies two miles away from the 
smalll  village of Wasa that is inhabited by roughly 4000 inhabitants living primaril y 
fromfrom  agriculture. Leaving Wasa village, one has to climb a hilltop mat is surrounded 
byy forest and agricultural land, some 3000 feet above sea level, and follow a rocky 
pathwayy alongside the compounds of relatives and some ex-patient of Nambela. The 
areaa is very fertile, but in the past few years the region suffered from extreme condi-
tions.. The heavy rains from El Nino in 1997/98 were followed by extreme drought 
Thiss brought hunger  to many people in the region, including Nambela and her  fam-
ily .. Normally, however, an abundance of food is available from the fields cultivated 
byy Nambela's children, relatives and ex-patients who live with her  on the hills. Their 
staplee foods are maize, beans and peanuts. 

Thee healer  Nambela belongs to the Bantu speaking Nyflta ethnic group which forms 
partt  of a cluster  of closely related peoples sharing similar  languages. Their  tribal 
neighbourss are the Namwanga, the Wanda, the Iwa, the Safwa and the Mambwe (see 
Willi ss 1966). They are historically and culturall y interrelated to many of the peoples 
off  the Tanganyika Nyasa Corridor  area, whose relationships extend beyond this im-
mediatee region (see chapter  2). Among them are die Nyakyusa, who together  with 
thee closely related Sukuma form the largest and most influential ethnic group of Tan-
zaniaa (over  2 million) . Hence, traditional Nyiha culture has not evolved in isolation, 
butt  affected, and in turn was affected by, other  peoples and ideas. In recent decades, 
changee has been accelerated as the Nyiha have been exposed to completely foreign 
culturess and ideas. Yet, traditional social norms and attitudes, even though being 
modified,, have remained potent factors in the contemporary situation (see Knight 
1974).. Traditionally , the Mbozi Nyiha were ruled by several unrelated lines of inde-
pendentt  petty chiefs, some of Southwestern and some of Northeastern origin. The 
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warss and raids of the nineteenth century led to much population movement to and 
fromm surrounding areas as people sought refuge from famine and raiders (see 2.1). 
Fromm these diverse origins, a common social structure, culture and language emerged, 
butt  no political unity. As such, the Nyiha cannot be called a 'tribe ' if mat term is taken 
too mean a clearly definable group distinct from its neighbours. The Nyiha are divided 
intoo exogamously dispersed patrilineal clans (see 3.1), called uluho. Throughout then-
life,, women continue to use the clan name of their  father, preceded by 'Na' , as is the 
casee with Marit a Na-kaponda. In her  role as a healer, she prefers, however, to be ad-
dressedd as Na-mbela, the name of her  paternal grandmother. Males of her  clan have 
thee prefix of 'Si' , becoming Si-kaponda. 

Inn 1990 Mbozi district counted 320 officially registered healers.65 Some of the healers 
aree waganga wajadi nchimi (traditional healers sent by God, also prophet healers), 
Nambelaa being the most prominent. Nambela started her  practice in 1965 when she 
wass about 37 years old. A good number  of the waganga wajaaH nchimi in and around 
Mbozii  district have been in treatment for  pepo illness or  ugonjwa wa pepo with the 
healerr  Nambela. Her  success as a healer  and a tutor  is reflected in the meaning and 
expressionn of her  Godly powers in spirit (pepo ya Mungu) which she considers as the 
sourcee of all healing. Although a network of state supported health facilities exists, 
thee -waganga wajaaH nchimi have a profound influence all over  Mbeya region. In 
19900 Mbozi district had 2 hospitals, 2 primar y health centres and 36 dispensaries.66 

Duringg my stay with Nambela, around forty people were constantly present as in-
patients,, of whom a majorit y were Christians who had been to primary school (stan-
dardd six). Most of them lived in rural areas cultivating their  fields. Others lived and/or 
workedd in urban centers. Often agricultur e would be combined with petty trade or 
regularr  jobs. Forty huts, built by former  patients who had been in treatment for  a 
numberr  of months, offered sleeping and cooking facilities to temporary and in-
patients.. The compound had two latrines. Close relatives would be around to assist 
thee very sick. 

5.11 Religious practices of die Nyiha 

Inn the twentieth century many Nyiha have come to accept Christianity , mcorporating 
somee of the traditional religious customs. Belief in the power  of ancestors (in Kiswa-
hilii  mizimu and in Kinyih a muzimu sing, mzimu) is strong and so is the belief in God 
(Midtmgu).(Midtmgu). Before colonial powers and Christianit y began to have an impact on the 

Thiss number  does not reflect the real number  of practitioners mine district since inar^wsreiictiegistered. 
Inn 1990, Ihe cultural office ofme goverrment charged TSH. 1.000,- (US$2,-) for  an annual o3stn\*penmt 
Thiss mas not a recognized license accordmg rjatkmal standards, bovrcver. It concerned only a temporary 
approvall  by the district cultural office (see chapter  2> 

666 foliiwwrm7fe#eaftfc&»ato 
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Nyiha,, customary religious practice demanded periodic sacrificial worship to de-
ceasedd paramount chiefs (see 2.2 and 3.3). In case of severe droughts, human sacri-
ficesfices could be made to procure the yearly rains. Usually, those who were sacrificed 
belongedd to a priestly family who maintained relations with the departed chiefs. The 
spirit ss of dead chiefs were thought to reincarnate as pythons, and it was forbidden to 
kil ll  them. Certain mountains or  trees were associated with the spirit s of former 
chiefs.. In general, men made prayers and sacrificial offerings (matambiko sing. 
tambiko)tambiko) to the patrilineal ancestors or  mababu The spirits of each family were as-
sociatedd with a particular  grove of trees in the vicinit y of the home of their  living de-
scendants,, where they were thought to live in the shade of these trees. A man (never 
aa woman) would consecrate a fowl, a goat or  a sheep to the spirit of a forefather. 
Shriness that resembled miniatur e huts were in use, and offerings (usually of millet 
beerr  or  flour)  were placed inside mem. 

Beforee independence (1961), some Nyiha chiefs or  Muwene (sing. Mwene), who 
weree Christian, would hold repentance days to get the sympathy of the mizimu and 
assuree a good crop. A good chief would address bis ancestors by name, male and 
femalee alike. After  the prayer, a fire would be made while everybody gathered and 
sangg with excitement At that occasion, all present would 'clear  their  throats' and 
''  spit out1 whatever  they had against each other. The Nyiha believed mat the ancestors 
couldd not do anything for  them as long as forgiveness was not achieved. When ill -
nesss or  disaster  struck, a diviner  would be consulted to reveal whether  a broken 
taboo,, or  witchcraft , was involved. I f ancestral spirit s were held responsible, the 
divinerss would find out what offence had been made and what was needed to make 
upp for  i t Often the offence had to do with the failur e to carry out certain kinship ob-
ligations.. In mat case, the head of the family had to organize a tambiko. I f many peo-
plee of the lineage or  sub-clan were affected, they would gather  at the sacred burial 
placee of their  predecessors, called the hntimbano, for  prayers to the mizimu and to 
MulungiLMulungiL  Other  families would direct themselves to the leaders of a divining and 
healingg guild, called the watu wa mizimu or  'the ancestor  people', to to hold prayers to 
iheihe mizimu md to Afulungu. The members of mis cult divined in a state of trance, and 
wouldd be caught by the spirit of an ancestor  to facilitate communication. This guild 
hadd become a new form of coping with increasing acts of sorcery (see 3.4). The de-
structivee activities of sorcery were called uvulazi, and the persons who practice sor-
ceryy were called avalazi. Traditionally , the Nyiha held a poison ordeal, called mwavi, 
too test the innocence or  guilt of an accused person (see 2.3)/"  The ordeal became 
prohibitedd by the German and later  the British administration. Among the Nyiha, mis 
prohibitio nn gave rise to an alleged increase in uvulazi (Willi s 1966, Brock 1966). 

677 This ordeal bears similarit y with the Azaode poison ordeal as written by Evans-Pritchard (1976). 
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Inn this and the following two chapters, I will discuss the various ways in which 
Nambela,, as a prophet healer  and a specialist in pepo illness, has incorporated tradi-
tionall  features of Nyiha culture and religion into her  practice. As most Nyiha, Nam-
belaa too has been affected by changes in the society. How this is reflected in her  lif e 
andd spiritual vocation is what I hope to demonstrate with the help of Nambela's 
story.. This in turn wil l lay the foundation to comprehend her  approach towards spirit 
orpepoorpepo in illness and healing. 

5.22 Nambela's story 

Severall  months after  my arrival I was able to tape the initia l version of the history of 
Nambela'ss healing vocation. It was a Sunday morning on March 24, 1991 when the 
firstfirst  gathering took place. Nambela and I were seated in front of Nambela's house in 
thee company of her  husband, her  son Abraham, and my field assistant Patterson (see 
4.1).. Nambela spoke in vernacular. Later, with the help of Patterson and Nambela's 
sonn Abraham, I translated the text into Kiswahili , and from Kiswahili I  transcribed it 
intoo English, hi the process of the translations and transcriptions, I realized that cer-
tainn aspects were still missing for  a proper  understanding of the way Nambela 
learnedd the art of healing. Though she had agreed to help me and adjust her  story 
wheree necessary, my attempts to meet with her  failed She was either  too busy or  too 
restlesss to sit with me for  a while. Later  she told me that the unrest is caused by her 
capriciouss moods of pepo, over  which she admitted to not always have control 
Sometimess mis became apparent in her  behaviour, marked by running or  staggering 
whilee uttering loud shrieks or  uncontrolled speech. 

Thee handicap of not speaking me vernacular  (Kinyiha) proved to be an obstacle be-
tweenn Nambela and me. In fact, our  communication was problematic during my en-
tir ee stay. This urged me to find other  solutions towards gaining knowledge and I di-
rectedd myself more and more to people close to her  who spoke Kiswahil i It turned 
outt  that her  son Nelson and my assistant Patterson were unaware of certain events 
inn her  lif e of which she had spoken initially . Nelson was the eldest child of Nam-
belaa and had witnessed the distress and pains foreshadowing her  career  as a healer. 
Too sort out what was missing, I had long talks with Nelson at his home. He was 
veryy motivated to help me because he hoped mat a larger  audience could help gain 
respectt  for  his mother's work. As he was the ward representative (balozi) for  Wasa 
village,, all pepo patients had to see htm personally to receive information about the 
regulationss during treatment Also, they had to report to him upon departure. Later  I 
learned,, that Nambela had not been willin g to talk about certain details in the com-
panyy of Patterson, who was a patient Had I come with Nelson, I would have suc-
ceededd much sooner. I had not realized then that certain features were not to be spo-
kenn off in front of outsiders of the family. Personally, I came to have high esteem for 
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Nelson.. Our collaboration strengthened me whenever I had doubts about my study, 
andd he helped greatly to pursue my goals. Without him it would have been impossi-
blee to verify the most crucial events in his mother's illness history or gain further 
insightss about her life. Next to Nelson, I also had talks about Nambela's life with her 
childrenn and her younger brother.68 

Bornn with an angel (Kuzalhva na maltdka) 
Nambelaa was born around 1928, not far from the compound where she is now living 
andd working. Her father was a Sikaponda and her mother was a Nakamanga. Nam-
bela'ss childhood caused her parents many worries. Ever since she can remember, 
theyy had to deal with health complaints and with the fact that she did not behave like 
otherr children. This she thinks had everything to do with her future life and work as a 
specialistt of pepo illness. In her ownn words: 

II  was bom wtihpepo illness (ugorywayapepo). While I was growing up, I did not want to eat 
anyy maize porridge [the staple diet]. Luce many other  foodstufife, it made me vomit, so I stayed 
skinnyy and weak. I was often on my own and did not like to play wim other  children. Some-
timess I stayed with my father  who owned a small store. He was much concerned about me. As 
aa Christian, he got into a lot of trouble with me, since in those days very few people were will -
ingg to recognize /«po Alness. First he took me to the hospital. I remember how frightened I 
wass thinkin g I would die there if they kept me. After  being hospitalized I became indeed se-
verelyy il l as if suffering from an infectious disease. This remained the case until my father 
heardd of the outcome of the various tests they had done on me. The d«aore had found nothing 
wrongg wim me, not even malaria I was taken to friends ofmy fan» who hvedrjear  the hospi-
taLL  As soon as I left the hospital I felt much better. My father, however, was still very puzzled 
andd wondered what to do with me next My condition remained weak and my joints were ex-
tremelyy painful Also my mind was easily confused When I was about ten years old a strange 
eventt  happened to me. At home I heard a voice that told me about magical objects bidden in a 
boxx in the ground. I was directed towards die spot and found an old honey box that contained 
severall  bottles, all filled with witchcraft medicine (dawa za uchawi). I  took the box home and 
showedd it to my parents who then decided to consult traditional healers about my strange be-
havior.. Many visits were made from that moment onwards and often my father  had to pay 
withh a cow for  their  advice and their  medicine. Different medicines (madawa) were pre-
scribedd but I did not respond well to them and eventually my condition worsened During a 
periodd of two years I did not speak to the healers or  to anyone else. I felt that the ability to 
"hear11 and' see' things had something to do wim my syrnptoms.lt was as if clues were given to 
mee upon which I had an intensive urge to react To me, these dues were important messages. 

Throughoutt  the period of visits to several healers I was easily agitated and often indifferent or 
reluctantt  to help my mother. I was very unpredictable and showed littl e interest in the things 
childrenn usually like to do. Because of this peculiar  behavior  and my recurrmgconiplamts, my 
motherr  considered me to be mentally il l and began to neglect me. Fortunately my father  con-
tinuedd to be concerned for  me. He feh that something else was the matter. Once, I wanted to 
goo to a feast wim music and dancing. I dressed myself nicely and went along wim the other 
children,, but soon I resented to be mixed up with boys and so I ran off I stayed away all night 
inn confusion and slept somewhere in the bushes. When I came back the next day my father 
wass very upset In despair  he took me to another  healer  again. Shortly after  this, I stayed away 

II  could not request the cooperation ofNambda's husbandd Jason Mpooa, since he was ut 
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forr  three days and nights. Again a voice told me to go to a place in the bushes and bide mete. 
Fromm there I could 'see' my father  and mother  at our  compound. I also saw mat people were 
lookingg for  me. I decided to return home in order  to relieve me fears of my parents. I was con-
vincedd however, that I was to tell nobody of my experience. I cannot explain to you what had 
happenedd to me out mere, only that I came back with messages of pepo. At my return, my 
motherr  was crying but I did not say a word. Though I had not eaten for  three days I refused 
everythingg she gave to me. Only my Either  knew it was best for  me to be left in peace and so 
hee took me with him to his shop. There I slept the rest of the day. While I was asleep many 
moree messages came to me. I cannot tell anyone about these either. Do you know why I keep 
alll  these messages to myself and why I do not play around with them? There is something that 
'sees'.. Whatever  you hide, this pepo will 'see' it Now, can you tell me what this is? How can 
youu tell that this is an illness? 

Nambelaa ended by asking us what it was that made pepo so mysterious, giving ill -
nesss while enabling a person to have visionary sight. She was aware of mis intrinsic 
relationn as a child, but at the same time, she was filled with awe, leaving her in con-
fusion.. As Nambela grew up, the emotional pressures got worse and so did her con-
dition.. By 1940, when she was twelve years old, her father had given away all his 
cowss and did not know what to do any more. On one occasion, however, Nambela 
experiencedd a temporarily relief as new light was shed on her illness by a female 
healerr by the name of Namonje. She came from another part of Tanzania, Iringa re-
gion,, and was visiting the area. Nambela's father sought her advice and was told that 
Nambelaa was suffering from pepo symptoms. In fact, she was born with an angel, 
implyingg that she had a healing spirit. Her father had given away all his cows in vain 
sincee this spiritual illness was not to be treated with medicinal plants. Nambela, who 
att the time was coughing a lot and bringing up blood, was recommended to follow 
treatmentt with Namonje in Iringa region.69 The healer Namonja, who was guided by 
coastall  spirits (mqjirri  wa pwatri), used typical odours and vapours combined with 
speciall  spirit songs to call upon Nambela's spirit (pepo). The session was held in-
doors,, which is a rather typical feature for practitioners with coastal spirits (see 2.5 
andd 3.5). Nambela explains: 

Whenn we arrived at the healers place there was a lot of singing. At one point a bell rang. All 
thee people who were staying for  treatment had to meet at the public house. I still remember 
thatt  the house was full of people. They made some people sit down, including myself Then 
theyy started singing. One of the songs I remember went lik e mis: Jongo ta chiso chingwe kai-
roterote or  'the cock is about to cry'. After  a while they all called out 'Come down illness of 
yours,, come down!' As I was sitting on the ground I felt something new happening to me. I 
startedd to shiver  intensely while loosing total control of myself This experience felt very 
pleasantt  as if my heart calmed down and all the pain and trouble disappeared for  a moment 
Whenn the bell rang again, they took me and me other  patients for a deansing ritual  with water 
andd herbs. From this moment onwards I got my appetite back. It astonished me mat the food 
didd not make me throw up, as would usually happen During my stay of two months, 1 regu-
larl yy joined the singing sessions until I  felt strong again and was able to return home. 

69 9 Lookingg like symptoms ofTB, but this was not the case. 
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AA new series of complaints came when Nambela was married around 1942 at four-
teenn years, much against her  own wishes. According to contemporary custom she 
wass 'captured' by the family of her  future husband, called Tindj a Mpona, a man 
muchh older  than her. The family had already obtained permission from her  father  and 
byy seizing her  it became suddenly clear  that she would have to leave her  own family 
shortly.. She had to move to the family of her  husband who already had a wife but 
wass still without children. Nambela became his second wife (mke mdogo) and was 
expectedd to bear  him children. In the meantime, her  parents moved to a nearby vil-
lage.. Nambela's weak condition at the time would affect the course of her  mother-
hoodd She did not get pregnant easily and when she finally  did, she gave birt h to 
stillbornn children two times. After  1950, her  condition stabilized for  a while. She had 
becomee a member of the Monrovian Church at Mbozi Mission and regularly joined 
thee Church gatherings. Her  faith in God was an attempt to find relief for  her  com-
plaints,, after  having failed to find a definite cure with so many traditional healers. 
Eventuallyy she gave birth to three healthy children, Nelson, Melina and Muhopadje. 
Inn 1954, when Nambela was twenty-six years old, she was pregnant with another 
child.. The pregnancy lasted far  too long and intervention was needed Nambela's fa-
therr  wanted her  to go to the hospital and have an operation (a caesarian), but Nam-
belaa resented the idea. Instead, shee went to see a spirit healer, who said again that she 
wass 'bom with an anger. She was fortunate to be born like mis and did not need to 
worryy about her  delivery. The healer  knew that Nambela had vomited upon taking 
mediciness from a local healer  (mgangaya kienyeji). The medicines had been far  too 
strongg and endangered her  foetus. Though the medicines he gave to her  would also 
havee a purgatory effect, these would not harm her  or  the fetus. Upon her  return home, 
shee indeed gave birt h to a healthy child, a boy called Ephraim. Nambela asks: 

Well,, what to you mate ofmisffiiess? Do you underĉ  
madee me vomit again and yet on mat occasion they brought me the cure? You see once more 
whatt  makes ttrisflmess so peculiar! 

Peoplee of the ancestors (Watu wa nastmu) 
Whenn Nambela's father  died in 1956 her pepo started to react more sensitively. She 
wouldd suddenly feel the pain of others or  experience a strong emotion when some-
bodyy was dying. Occasionally she would feint Whenever  she heard people sing the 
particularr  pepo songs, she would react with intensive shivering. As a member of the 
Monroviann Church she refused, however, to take part in these singing sessions. In 
1958,, she became seriously il l and this went on until 1959, when she was troubled by 
highh fevers. She had lost more weight than ever  before and was so weak that shee lost 
consciousness.. Everybody feared that this time she was going to die. A man who 
camee to see Nambela talked with her  husband and told him to look for  healers who 
weree familiar  vnihpepo. In those days, such people were called watu wa mizimu (an-
cestorr  people) and were initiates of a healing guild (see 3.5 and 3.6). At the time, it 
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wass generally assumed that this kind of spiritual affliction was due to attacks by evil 
spirit ss sent by means of witchcraft Here Nambela describes her  experience with the 
watuwatu wa mizimu: 

Thee treatment by the watu wa mthnu consisted of special songs, to which the mizimu would 
readd My husband agreed to look for  such people, since there was nothing else left to do. My 
eldestt  living son Nelson, about ten years old and afraid to lose me, went out to find the mcimu 
peoplee in the company of my younger  brother  Anderson. They returned with three healers 
fromm nearby villages, and each had taken along some people. Shortly before their  arrival , a 
womann came to visit me. She was the Amghtw of the local chief, and had recently experi-
encedd a similar  attack [unconscious due to a spiritual crisis]. To prove I would berjeift from the 
singing,, she shook the flywhisk [a tail ofac»walsom/tw>ön'gom^]nearmybodytowbich 
II  reacted by shaking and shivering intensively. Ttt s proved trM I had iga^a^mcrö»tf[an r 
cestrall  illness]. 

Ass soon as the three groups of people had arrived, they gathered around the still un-
consciouss Nambela and started singing. They sang day and night, only pausing for 
foodd or  a short rest Soon, Nambela reacted to the singing by shivering and rollin g 
overr  the ground intensely while losing consciousness for  a long time. In fact, she 
wouldd lay down immobile for  hours with her  eyes wide open. Occasionally, she re-
gainedd consciousness allowing her  to eat a little . After  a few days, Nambela suddenly 
gott  up with enormous power. Initially , she was staggering and hovering, but soon she 
startedd to run under  influence of her pepo looking for  plants (madawa) and hidden 
magicall  objects, like the vipembe. The vipembe are animal horns filled with certain 
ingredients.. At this stage, all those present were relieved, for  mis marked the crucial 
moment::  her  spirit-energy was awakened and manifested the power  of the ancestors. 
Ass Nambela had ran off, she stayed away for  quite some time, surprising everybody 
withh her  great energy and strength, considering her  bad physical condition. Her 
motherr  was very worried, however, thinkin g mat Nambela had become mad (lachaa). 
Whenn Nambela returned, she had fetched medicine (madawa) for  the first  time in her 
life.. She came back with a great deal of plant ingredients, of which she knew the 
namess and for  which symptoms they would be effective. It was highly exceptional to 
seee somebody react in this manner, given her  weak physical condition. Only a person 
withh very strong ancestral forces 'vapepo could release mis. 

Afterr  this event, Nambela would run off several more times during the singing ses-
sions.. She stayed away for  many hours, no matter  if it was day or  night. After  a week 
off  singing, Nambela's violent reactions had reduced considerably. The healers and 
theirr  initiates decided, however, mat the sessions be continued weekly until the pains 
andd fevers full y disappeared. And so, every Sunday they came to sing for  Nambela, 
unti ll  she felt much better, about two months later. Often it occurred that Nambela 
followedd the group back home in a state of trance. This indicated that there was still 
somee unrest in Nambela's pepo. The groups said that it could be that the type of 
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songss had not been totally appropriate for her pepo. Yet, for the time being the par-
ticipationn in these therapeutic healing sessions enabled Nambela to establish a more 
'normal'' life again. 

Findingg a cure by becoming a healer  (Kupona kwa kuwa mganga) 
Inn 1961, Nambela's husband Tindja Mpona died. After a period of mourning, Jason 
Mponaa replaced the role of his elderly deceased brother as a husband to Nambela.70 

Jasonn was not only much younger than his deceased brother he was also younger 
mann Nambela. Coincidently, he too had pepo forces with healing capacities and was 
ablee to show more concern for Nambela's sufferings. At that time, her sensitivity 
withwith pepo was stronger than his. For instance, she felt the pain of others to the point 
thatt she would actually manifest the symptoms or pains of people. When somebody 
died,, she could simultaneously drop on the ground in a coma and stay there as a 
corpse,, stiff and silent Only with the help of special pepo songs could she regain 
consciousness,, hi 1963, her new husband had already been helping some people with 
hiss pepo forces, but he could not help Nambela sufficiently. That same year, when 
Nambelaa was thirty-five, she dreamt about a famous female healer and pepo special-
istt called Namumba from the neighbouring Mambwe tribe. She was instructed in the 
dreamm to visit Namumba together with her husband Jason. Hie practice of this healer 
wass situated north of Mbozi district, bordering Sumbawanga region and Zambia. 
Nambelaa describes the event as follows: 

Duringg a short stay with this female healer, I experienced a vay different outcome of the 
songs.. They calmed me down mote than the other  songs had ever  done. When I went to visit 
her jj  was at a very critical stage and hardry able to walk. Others, including my husband, had 
toto help me to get there. When we arrived, the healer  used divination to'see'what was the mat-
terr  with me. She told me that I was bom with a special illness, which was a creation of God 
(A^w^)a ix ll  that I would soon iiecoverlnm She explained mat the right 
thingg to do for  me was to use my gift of 'seeing' things to help others. I had to become a 
healer,, just lik e her. Once I started working with my healing spirit , I would never  leave my 
compoundd until I  died. I would always be there to attend to the many people who were seek-
ingg help. She could 'see' the many cars mat would come with people from all parts of die 
country.. Other  healers would try to get in my way, out of jealousy, but it would not harm me. I 
wouldd give birt h to iror e cbfldren. You knew, I had coly three cfaflcken left frcm my f ^ 
band,, while my sister  had already given bum to thirteen children! She told me exactly how 
manyy children I was still to give birt h to and what names they would have. Two gids and two 
boyss were to be bom. In fact all tins came true! Together  with my husband and some 
friendss I stayed at the healer's place for  one week. From that moment on my lif e took a new 
course.. Namumba told me that by offering the awakened pewer  of ̂ epo to others in need, I 
wouldd regulate at the same time my own physical and mental condition. With the divine 
powerr  continuously liberated, tensions would be reduced in my body and mind. Progres-
sivdy,, this increased my divine pepo forces and my ability to'see'. Yet, I was not the only 

AA Nyiha woman is, in law, always under  the care of a man - nerfatirc,broirt f or  busbarri (Brock 1966) 
Thee marriage ties are continued through the brother  m law who takes over  fne respcusibi^^ 
ceasedd to mis sense, the widow remains married to the deceased This is known as'levinre'(see Keesing 
19811 andMacNfflanDictionaryofAnthropolog y 1987): 
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onee with this capacity. In fact, many people there could 'see' much in the same way as my 
husbandd and I did 

Afterr a week my pepo had become so active that I had fully recovered from all my symptoms. 
Onn one occasion, my pepo showed me images of my late son Muhopadje together with my 
brotherr SamsooL Muhopadje suffered from a hunchback and died at ttie age of ten by drown-
ingg in the nearby river. At first I interpreted the vision as an indication mat his death was not 
accidental.. In fact, many relatives of mine had suddenly died in mis period. I had attributed 
thesee deaths to my brother Samsoni, thinking mat his image meant mat he was responsible for 
thee death of my son and close relatives. Among mem, was also my brother Naisoni who 
drowned.. Later, it appeared that the image pointed at my eldest livimj brother. For some time I 
consideredd mat it was my long ignorance in using my gift of healing mat had triggered the 
suddenn deaths in the extended Êsnily (ukoö). It could have been me ancestors'way of showing 
theirr discontent But gradually, with the help of Namumba, I came to understand mat the im-
agess I had of my son indicated mat his spirit was not 'closed' according traditional customs 
(htfunga(htfunga kiparcci kwa milaya desturi). He had died an accidental death, and my eldest brother 
hadd failed to take proper care of his passage into the spirit world by withholding him the tradi-
tionaltional customary burial procedures. This created a trap*  (tego) and caused similar deaths to 
closee relatives. Something had to be done to end tins trap, which had caused so many years of 
conflictt and uncertainty in our extended family. I took the decision to 'close' once and for all 
thee family spirits who had died since my son's death using special medicine that I placed on 
theirr graves (madawa za kabuli). This I did under the directions of my ovmpepo. 

Followingg this initiation period, Nambela visited Namumba regularly, telling her 
aboutt what had happened during pepo events at home. She related the knowledge she 
acquiredd of plants as preventive, protective or curative medicine: about the problems 
orr pains of people, and the revelations she had regarding exposure of hidden magical 
objects.. Namumba told Nambela that her special gift and the behaviour she mani-
festedd in a state of hypnotic trance, was typical for a nchimi, a person inspired or sent 
byy God. Nambela had used relatives and friends to test her nchimi capacities. Na-
mumbaa had been impressed by Nambela's capacity to 'see' and taught her how to 
distinguishh and interpret visionary insight mat could come to her in fragments, serving 
likee clues as in the case of Muhopadje's image. After a couple of months, Nambela 
startedd to assist Namumba with divinations of patients and together they collected 
medicine.. Nambela became familiar with all the pepo songs and the prayers of the 
Sundayy afternoon religious gatherings. 

Thee weekly visits to Namumba lasted for about one year, after which Nambela was 
consideredd capable of working on her own as a prophet healer. The intense contacts 
withh Namumba, however, continued for many more years. Namumba's support and 
advicee in difficult matters, especially concerning witchcraft, were indispensable. 
Severall  times Namumba would remain with Nambela to lend her a hand. Namumba, 
whoo was much older than Nambela, considered her as her successor with even a 
strongerr pepo man she, or any other trained novice ever had. Once Nambela was 
capablee of dealing with everything, Namumba retired from her own work as a healer. 
Beingg a very pious woman and a devout Christian, she became an active member of 
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thee African 'Last Church*. This lasted about two years. Eventually, Namumba had 
too break with the church community, for  her  pepo resented further  participation, 
causingg her  to suffer  from a range of pepo complaints. As Namumba resumed her 
workk as a healer  the complaints disappeared. 

Beginningg a healing career  (Knanzisha kuganga) 

Inn 1964, a year  before Nambela started her  own practice, an enlightening experience 
happenedd to her. As she was at home, she had suddenly run off in a hypnotic trance 
inn the way a nchimi does. To Nambela, mis was a special event mat made a life-long 
impressionn on her. She told me about it during a walk we had in June 1991, which 
broughtt  back several memories to her. She remembered how she was harvesting mil-
lett  on a field not far  from home, when she was suddenly seized by pepo. The force 
hadd made her  run up the hilL  (Even today, without her  having pepo, she would climb 
upp with enormous energy. Patterson and I were unable to keep up with her). On the 
topp of the hill , many large rocks tower  above the compound of Nambela and its sur-
roundings.. On this particular  day in 1964, she had been driven to these rocks, where 
shee was to 'receive' many instructions (messages). For  five days and nights she 
stayedd out there, completely overwhelmed. She was 'tuned in' as never  before and I 
understoodd it to be an enlightening experience for  her. She describes the event as fol-
lows: : 

II  came bade as if I had been M y initiated. Everything that bad bappened to me so far, my Al-
nesss and ihe messages I had received ever  sincx I was a c tö^ 
dayy on I knew I was ready to be a healer. 

Thee instructions (maagizo) deah with her  entire lif e and future work as a healer. 
Also,, clues were given about locations where hidden magical objects could be found 
Nambelaa refers to these instructions as 'Things of God'  (Mambo ya Mungu). Nobody 
beforee her  had dared to go up the hill . It was believed that the rocks on top were in-
habitedd by die spirits of former  chiefs and guarded by snakes. So, the hill was sacred 
raisingg fear  in many people. As we reached the highest point of the hilL  she called 
out::  'thi s is my house!'  (in vernacular  Kunyumba pana hapa). She stood there 
dancingg of joy, for  that spot meant so much to her. Today she still goes there to 
spendd some time on her  own. 

Inn 1965, when Nambela was around 37 years of age, she began her  healing practice 
onn a small compound not far  from the present one. Before Nambela started her 
practicee as a healer, she cleared the whole area of dangerous magical objects. This 
expressedd the good wil l of ha pepo towards the community and it was the begin-
ningg of her  reputation as a very competent pepo specialist Only a few prophet 
healerss had proven to possess clairvoyant capacities to this extent Upon hearing 
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aboutt  Nambela's powers, people came to consult with her  and to join the healing 
sessions.. In her  own words: 

Peoplee stated to come from all over  die area. They all sat on die ground while we started sing-
ing,, una! practically everybody reacted vnfapepo by ndling over  the grorad M this way they 
madee it clear to me that they agreed with my wodt as a healer. Yes, they all supported me! 

Thee magical items that Nambela exposed consisted of horns, bottles, pots or  bags 
filledfilled  with a mixtur e of 'bad' medicine. Nambela stored the objects in bags at her 
ownn compound, and continues to do this today, after  tracing them with the help of 
divinationn (see 6.1). Whenever  people needed help through the intervention of sing-
ing,, her  eldest son and her  husband assisted her. Her  husband Jason, who had started 
aa small practice in 1963, was not capable of dealing with his healing role. A depres-
sivee state and an asthmatic condition made that he often drank a lot of local beer 
(pombe)(pombe) after  which he would hit Nambela. Ancestral spirits were believed to have 
causedd his bad condition. There were various problems within Jason's extended fam-
ilyy (itkoo) as a result of conflicts concerning his father, who had died without a cus-
tomaryy funeral. Yet, he and his family refused to settle the matter  correctly, which 
resultedd in him being continuously troubled with problems of. pepo. Due to this situa-
tion,, Jason's healing powers gradually decreased. 

Takingg full charge of the practice, Nambela would sometimes make use of hallu-
cinogenicc plants to reinforce her  pepo powers dealing with complex cases. But, 
graduallyy she abandoned the use of such plants, convinced of receiving all the inspi-
rationn and guidance she needed through her  divine or  Godly sent pepo forces (in 
Kinyih aa impepo wa Mulungii).  In 1973, Nambela, aged forty-five , moved to the pre-
sentt  location to create more possibilities for  the increasing number  of patients who 
neededd daily participation in the musical sessions or  a regular  intake of fresh herbal 
medicines.. This enabled her  to check upon her  patients through successive divinations. 
Inn the same year  (1973), Nambela registered as a healer  at the District Council of 
Mbozi.. Representatives of the regional cultural office in Mbeya town came to see 
Nambelaa and tested her  clairvoyant capacities by hiding an object in the river . After 
this,, the application procedure took another  two years, resulting in a official permit in 
1975.. In 1982, a local representative of the government came to check on her  practice 
andd to arrange a new license for  her.71 hi 1991, Nambela obtained national approval 
(bbali(bbali dm kitaifa) from the Research Institut e of Traditional Medicine in Dar  es Sa-
laam,, after  having given the plant ingredients of thirt y vitall y important plants so as 

Ass soon as healers obtain a national approval from the Institut e of Traditional Medicine, registration at 
districtt  level becomes unnecessary. This implies mat such healers do not have to pay an annual fee any-
moree to the District Cultural Office. As a coDsequcnx^uwoAlce loses s^^  on wheflier  such healers are 
stalll  active. 
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too test for  any toxic dangers (see chapter  2).12 From mat moment onwards, Nambela 
couldd abstain from the yearly permits at the district cultural office of Mbozi. 

Today,, at the age of about seventy, Nambela still is active as mganga wajadi nchimi 
manifestingg her pepo dairy in diagnosing and helping people. Most patients arriv e on 
foot,, whereas others come by bike, car  or  public transport (during the dry season, a 
buss from the district village passes close to her  compound). Though Nambela's au-
thorit yy still stands, at present she receives far  less patients. One of the reasons is mat 
manyy former  novice healers have installed themselves as healers in the area, I wil l 
comee back to this aspect in chapter  seven. 

5353 The course of events 

Inn her  biography, Nambela explains a number  of crucial events that have played a 
rolee in finding a cure of pepo illness (ugonjwa ya pepo). As a child, she had psychic 
experiencess mat confused and puzzled her. Of the various healers who had tried to 
helpp Nambela, three of mem related Nambela's problems with 'being born with an 
angeP,, which referred to having a spiritual capacity mat could enable her  to become 
aa healer. At that time, Nambela was twelve years old. She found temporary relief for 
herr  complaints with the help of the healer  Namonje, who used musical sessions and 
incensess to invoke Nambela's spirit and to express its power. 

Manyy years later, at twenty-six years old, Nambela suffered from/^po-complaints dur-
ingg a pregnancy. As she consulted a spirit healer, she was reminded that she had special 
powerss mat were left unattended. Nambela, however, resisted a possible calling as a 
healer.. She had sought rescue from her  increasing complaints through Christian relig-
ionn and had become a member of the Monrovian Church. Nonetheless, her  condition 
aggravated.. When Nambela was thirty-one, she had become skinny and weak, troubled 
byy high fevers. Knowing that her  problems were related to spirit forces, her  husband 
soughtt  the help of the watu wa mizimu, the ancestor  people. These people were part of 
aa guild in which a leader, aided by a strong pepo, would monotonously sing rhythmi c 
songss to induce a state of trance in participants (see 5.1). It was thought that ancestral 
forcess gave protection and guidance to those who became initiates. As a result, the ini-
tiatess were liberated from evil spirits (mapepo mabaya). Guidance from the ancestors 
(waunguzi(waunguzi wa mizimu) was manifested in a state of hypnotic trance, which allowed 
initiatess to find magical objects. These objects were hidden in houses or  fields causing 
illnesss or  misfortune, like crop failure. Initiates could also bring in leaves or  roots, 

722 Sine» 1974, representatives cf the Research Institute have periodically visited regkxK of TaozanacxiUect-
ingg plant material to test plant toxicity. Occasionally, studies have been directed to specific active com-
poundss in medicinal plants. More recently dinicd studies arc perforated at the com 
putedd healers (see chapter 11) 
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whichh was said to be valuable medicine against witchcraft {uchawi in Kiswahili and 
uvuloziuvulozi in Kinyiha). Initiates with this capacity were known as wachimi (persons in-
spiredd or sent by God). Participation in the musical healing sessions allowed Nambela 
too express her strong spiritual forces. No other commitments were expected of her, like 
becomingg a member of the healing guild. 

Twoo years later, Nambela had a dream in which she was directed to the healer 
Namumba,, who lived near the Tanzanian border with Zambia. Namumba explained 
too Nambela that she had a 'special' illness, which was inflicted on her by God 
(Mungu(Mungu in Kiswahili and Multmgu in Kinyiha) so as to help others. Nambela could 
regulatee her own condition if she accepted Namumba to be her tutor and exercise her 
spirituall  skills. In a number of ways, Nambela took after Namumba. Both were pious 
womenn who had long resisted using their divine powers and their calling to heal. Yet, 
bothh had positively reacted to treatment in a local ancestral healing guild found in me 
surroundingg areas, extending into the bordering countries of Malawi and Zambia. 
Oncee these pious women started to practice as healers, they interpreted their special 
powerss to come from God rather than from the ancestors, hi fact, they considered 
themselvess 'traditional healers sent by God' (waganga wajadi nchimi). As Nambela 
acceptedd her calling, she began to realize, that in the past years, serious offences had 
beenn made to her paternal ancestors. This had resulted in a range of sudden deaths in 
herr extended family, including a son and a brother. Nambela's guiding forces helped 
findfind out how to end mis offensive reaction so as to bring safety and stabilityy again in 
herr extended family. At thirty-six years old, Nambela started her own practice, as-
sistedd by her new husband Jason Mpona. He too had healing powers but due to inter-
nall  conflicts within his family he was unable to develop these powers properly. To 
gainn recognition of the community as a healer, Nambela cleared the whole area of 
harmfull  objects of sorcery. 

5.44 Discussion 

5.4.11 The role and meaning of 'nchimi' 
Too a certain extent, the concepts nchimi and pepo have been influenced by the reli-
giouss mizimu or ancestor guild. Initiates of the guild would regularly hold prayers to 
God,, while ancestors would be sought to facilitate the communication with God. In 
thee ancient mizimu guild, the initiates would help afflicted patients by means of mu-
sicall  sessions to achieve a hypnotic trance state. Generally, me guild initiates would 
usee their inspiration to the benefit of their own extended family. To show respect to 
thee tutor of the guild, annual celebrations would be performed in which all initiates 
participated.. Other commitments did not seem to exist A much similar pattern is 
reflectedd in Nambela's practice. According to Nambela, however, me watu wa 
mizimumizimu guild is outdated, which is in line with the general disapproval of the guild by 
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Christiann followers. In the sixties the guild was met with official resistance and ac-
cordingg to Brock (1966), it subsequently crumbled. It was seen as venerating ances-
trall  spirits and it reminded them constantly of the fear for one's fellowmen who 
committedd witchcraft and sorcery. The belief in and commitment to God would pro-
tectt mem from these practices; and mis added to the tendency of regarding ancestral 
spiritss as part of superstitious beliefs. 

Afterr my return in 1991,1 began to identify the relationship between Nambela and 
herr tutor Namumba; the decline of the watu wa mizimu guild; and the medico-
religiouss movement called the 'Afutwmva Nchimi Movement' active both in Zambia 
andd Malawi (Dillon-Malone 1988). This movement originates from the Isoka district 
off  Northeastern Zambia in the early 1930s. Its founder is Aram Rabson Chinyamu 
Sikaonga,, a Tumbuka by tribe and a former member of the Free Church of Scotland. 
Afterr undergoing a death resurrection experience so common among founders of 
neww religious movements influenced by die Bible, the founder believed he was called 
too bring healing to his own people. This in particular took the form of identifying and 
destroyingg the power of witchcraft or magic. In Kitumbuka, mutumwa nchimi means 
'onee who is sent by God', but simultaneously nchimi refers to witchfmder (ibid). 
Thiss places the traditional role of the witchfmder in a Biblical framework. In the 
Tumbukaa Bible, tile word nchimi is glossed as 'prophet', implying that nchimi heal-
erss continue the tradition of the Old Testament prophets (Friedson 1996: 25). The 
verbb kuchima means so much as 'to react with Godly sent powers'. 

Thee Witchcraft Ordinance (Section 8) introduced by the British in 1912, made the 
professionn of witchfmder or witchdoctor illegal. Practitioners faced imprisonment for 
life.. This ordinance continues up till  today (see chapter 2). Over die years, the gov-
ernmentt began to impose control on the ordinance by the district and regional offi-
cials.. From the seventies onward, this started to take affect with the official registra-
tionn of traditional healers in each district, which later resulted in having a compulsory 
permitt (Jabali) provided by the government cultural offices. Those healers who did 
nott register were taken to be of a dubious nature and could be easily prone to the ac-
cusationn of witchcraft. It appears to me that this situation has influenced the role of 
tiletile waganga wajadi nchimi who have increasingly adapted their spirit powers to-
wardss die purpose of healing. 

5.4.25.4.2 The role and meaning of 'pepo' 
Thee equivalent in Kiswahili for pepo as Nambela perceives it is nguvu: power, en-
ergyy or force. It is considered as vital as moyo: heart or feelings; or as damu: blood. 
PepoPepo illness (empongo impepo in Kinyiha) actually signifies the weakening or with-
drawall  of life, or vital force, from a spiritual being. The concept of pepo closely ad-
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heress to the concept of muntu allied by the Belgian Franciscan missionary Placide 
Tempelss (1946) who ascribed it to all Bantu tribes. His study on Bantu philosophy 
wass one of the earliest efforts to understand African (Bantu) cosmology (see 3.2)." 
Thee word pepo stems from the Swahili verb kupepea (to wave or to make a current 
off  air); while upepo refers to something that is felt without seeing, or a soft breeze; 
whichh is also the abstract meaning of the v/ordpepo (see 3.6). 

AA few authors, particularly Giles (1987) and Thompson (1999), have referred to 
thee importance of the concept pepo in coastal regions of Tanzania (see chapter 
3).. The abstract meaning of pepo relates to spiritual energy, with its connota-
tionss of wind, air and spirit. Given Nambela's close association with the Tumbuka 
prophett healers in Malawi and Zambia, what meaning do the Tumbuka give to 
thiss concept? According to Friedson (1996), the vernacular word for spirit in 
Kitumbukaa is mphepo, whereas the meaning of 'spiritwind' imparts the mul-
tivocall  nature of the spirit concept for the Tumbuka. Friedson (ibid) mentions a 
speciall  kind of spirit category, called the vimbuza that are part of mphepo. The 
majorityy of vimbuza spirits are tiaose of foreign peoples and sometimes of ani-
mals.. They are not the spirits of individual persons or animals but rather, the 
spirituall  energy of entire groups of peoples or animals (ibid: 66-67). In Zambia 
thee nchimi healers refer to 'wind' as imyela. According to Dillon-Malone 
(1988),, the term imyela is used in a generic sense to cover a wide range of un-
familiarr spirits. It is not known where these spirits come from: and they are 
consideredd to be both impersonal and individually oriented in their form of ex-
pression.. These spirits are newcomers to Central African societies and are 
commonlyy associated with anxiety states suffered by an increasing number of 
Africanss since the beginning of the 20th century (see chapter 3). The imyela 
spiritss are an etiological category reflecting the tensions experienced by urban 
dwellerss in the face of new problems. Patients are frequently told by nchimi 
healerss to be suffering from bom imyela and buloshi, meaning wizardry or sor-
ceryy (ibid.). The psychotherapy required in cases of imyela takes the form of an 
exorcismm ritual. Exorcism is not a prominent feature of nchimi practice in Tum-
bukaa practices in Malawi (see Friedson 1996), nor is it in Nyiha practices in 
Tanzania.. The reason is that the meaning and role of pepo in illness and healing 
iss diverse, even when the concept is used in a generic sense to imply unseen 
forcess like that of the wind. 

733 I also refer  to die Standard Swahüi-English dictionary (1989) and Sadeux's dictionary Swahfli-Francais 
(1939). . 
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Too clarify what Nambela means by the universal principl e of pepo in illness and 
healing,, I quote from an interview with Nambela on the 24th of Apri l 1991. Nambela 
alwayss recommended mat I pose significant questions about her  work in a divination 
session.. In mis way» she was assured that inner  guiding forces provided her  with the 
properr  answers. Such a divination session was the best and most peaceful situation 
forr  me also, to have a dialogue with her  about her  work. At these occasions I would 
bee seated a few yards from her, in the way clients sit for  a diagnosis, usually for  the 
durationn of fifteen to twenty minutes. Nambela would answer  in her  state of pepo, 
whichh means mat she spoke with frequent interruption s and giving way to regular 
shivers.. Additional information mat is given comes from informal conversations I 
hadd afterwards with her  and some assistants. 

J::  'WbA is pepo Sbatssl(Jt,vgor^aya pepo raninff) 
N::  Has is an illness of God (m ugonjwaya Mtmgu). It does not come from other  people. In 
manyy countries all over  die world people are suffering from it Pepo illness consists of many 
symptoms;;  it is an illness dot manifests itself in many ways. For  mstaue through chest infec-
tions,tions, which can result in long lasting coughs or  bronchitis. Also it can be thnxigh weight loss, 
painn mfr e head, confusion, heart-palpitatica 
alsoo attracts accidents. Eventually it may result in madness Another  ümess, catted kifqfa 
(epilepticc fits or  convulsions), is also set in motion by pepo. When any of these mental 
illnessess occur, they can be healed here. 
J::  Can anyone have pepo illness? (Jè,inawwa*analn1amtuaoaugoojwayapepo?) 
N::  Yes, because we are all bom with/»cpo. At times people suffer  fiom/)^  mote than other 
times.. Therefore you can say that each person has a fluctastingpepo. In Europe, mere are a lot 
off  people who commit suicide because of pepo. This is caused by the influence of departed 
familyy members who have suddenly died under  bad circumstances, also called bad deaths 
(viparazivibaya).(viparazivibaya). m our  society pepo illness can be triggered by unhappy aoceston (mtinm) 
butt  also by evil spirits (masheitarri). Each may have a negative influence on people's inner 
spintt  or pepo. In mat case pepo suffers from a bad or  Ü1 component msphit also/N^mkgwi 
J::  How can people recover  from pepo illness? (Je, aina gam watu wanaweza kupona kwa 
ugonjwayaa pepo?) 
N::  Tbnsewhogotothefasph^witiitheiroofnplainte 
varietyy of medicine over  a long period, without any lasting results. These medicines do not 
curee them! The result of the treatment here is much better  by using songs and plants. Many 
yearss ago many people came here skinny and weak; some of mem were very ül. Once when I 
feUiinconsdcrawMesuffiringftomjie^ feUiinconsdcrawMesuffiringftomjie^ 
II  was msuueted about how to cure tins illness. It was as if I experienced tiie words of God fift -
kuwetkuwet ktmn ktmn souti!sa Kftatgu). Afler  tins event I knew mat I was gomg to end me suffering of 
manyy omen with the same illness. By doing so I would also cure myself 

Nambelaa typifies an 'ft.  pepo as a spirit force in disharmony. Pepo can be vulnerable to 
diseasess of God if out of balance within the physical world. From this perspective, the 
pepopepo paradigm mainly refers to the spirit of the Irving . Nambela emphasizes its univer-
sall  character, for  it refers to a morally neutral, regulative power  in people mat can be 
disturbedd Illness emerges as a reaction of one's pepo to the environment, conscious or 
unconscious.. When suffering from a 'bad' or  'ill '  pepo, people lack divine protection 
thatt  in turn may appeal to 'negative' or  'bad' forces, among mem are departed, but also 
non-humann spirit forces. According to Nambela, people in Europe suffer  equally from 
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pepopepo illness. Sudden or  bad deaths of relatives (viparazi vibqya sing, kiparazi kibaya) 
mayy be tied to it (see 5.2). Nambela emphasizes further  how her  own sufferings served 
thee purpose of helping others wiihpepo illness. If untreated or  incorrectly treated, the 
anxietyy symptoms of ugonjwa ya pepo may set in motion unfortunate or  strange 
events,, like attacks of madness, epileptic fits but also appearances and voices of other-
wisee unseen forces. Nambela further  emphasizes that no pill s can treat pepo illness 
successfully.. The symptoms of pepo might be seen as psychosomatic in the Western 
medicall  system and may result in chronic diseases that can only be suppressed or  tem-
poraril yy controlled. Drugs offer  no real cure. A Western patient would be able to con-
sultt  a psychologist or  psychiatrist who uses a range of psycho-therapies to discover  the 
reall  cause of the problem. Instead, Nambela encourages pepo patients (or  anyone else 
whoo is in pain) to participate in dairy musical sessions. Herbal medicines are important 
too support the healing process of ugonjwayapepo. 

5.4.35.4.3 Dreams, ancestors and God 
Fromm the very beginning of Nambela's career, dreams have played an important role. 
Dreamss revealed to her  medicines, songs and also how to divine (5.2). The choice of 
thee healer  under  whom Nambela was to serve her  apprenticeship was also revealed in 
aa dream. According to Nambela, dreams are a token of the reality of the ancestors 
(mizimu).(mizimu). God, however, is ultimately responsible for  who becomes a healer, which 
iss tied to her  belief that a nchimi healer  carries on the traditio n of the Old Testament 
prophetss (5.4). To Nambela a belief in Jesus Christ as messenger  of God with divine 
healingg capacities goes hand in hand with the acknowledgement of an invisible world 
off  spirits who live close to the living (see Mbit i 1969,1975). 

Thatt  the departed (mizimu) remain in the neighbourhood of their  human homestead 
andd thus stay part of the family is reflected also in Nambela's account of bad deaths 
(viparazi(viparazi vibaya) in her  family, m her  story, Nambela mentions how she feared an-
cestrall  wrath due to her  resistance to accept the spiritual calling. Nambela also ex-
plainss mat the successive deaths in her  family needed t o be closed'  (kufunga kiparazi) 
soo as to stop the deceased relatives from lingering around the living. With traditional 
buriall  rites being ignored, a 'trap ' mechanism had come into existence. Gifted by her 
divinee powers of pepo, she learned how to make special 'graveyard medicines' and 
holdd a special ritual 'to close' the spirit' s influence. As mganga wajadi nchimi, 
Nambelaa mus incorporates Christian with ancestral beliefs and practices. How does 
shee account for  this syncretism and what does mis entail in daily life and practice? 
Duringg two consequent visits to Nambela, in 1996 and 1999,1 was able to ask Nam-
belaa more specifically how ritual tradition s and hereditary aspects relate to divine and 
ancestrall  forms of energy: 
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J::  What do the Godly powers mean to you? (Je, uwezo za Mungu ma maanagani?) 
N::  Whra/*/ w is active mme I see this as a agnal of God fnoonai 

anakuja).anakuja). Without pepo, I cannot 'see' anything or  do this Christian work (nqfanya kazi küaristo 
kwakwa jilt  ya pepo tu, basi). That is why I can do this work without any other  means (tango pepo 
zimeingiazimeingia kwa Afungu sihmrie tatu chochote). If this capacity ceases, I wil l have to stop my wort 
Whetherr  you have a hereditary call or  not all depends on the powers of the individual pepo (ma-
JuataJuata napepo zake zipo nguvu gam). I f you are willin g to accept the work , God will help your 
pepopepo to succeed (Mungu atakwaidia napepo). 

J::  What means Christianit y to you when you are not a Christian yourself? (Je, kwa Kikristo ma 
maanamaana garri wakati wewe siyo Mkristo mwenyewe?) 

N::  I do mis work with the power  of God and the holy spirit of Christ I fed mat I was chosen to do 
somethingg good for humanity. My religious believes coincide with Christian beliefs. Lik e Chris-
tians,, I despise witchcraft or  any other  means of harming others (nakataazwa wachawi au kuvum-
banishubanishu watu). I also despise healers who work for  personal gain. When working with forces of 
pepopepo one is not to ask for  any moaey (sikubali kwa kuchukuapesazawatu). Prayers are die means 
too be close to God and without prayers no improvement can be made no matter  what illness (bila 
kusahkusah siwezi kusakHa mgonjwa). 

J::  What role do ancestors play in your  healing career? (Je, mababu wana uwezo gam' katika kazi 
yako?) yako?) 

N::  There are healers who work primaril y with ancestral forces. Their  work is to make offerings and 
holdd rituals with the help of ancestral powers. My abilities come primaril y through my spirit as it 
receivess God's power  (ramepata uwezo ya Mungu tu kwa pepo). Even though I incorporate certain 
traditiona ll  Nyiha rites, I am not a traditional specialist (fundi zajadi). Ancestors play an important 
rolee in our  lives, and as for  all Bantu, pepo problems are often related to a breach in traditional 
customs.. I wil l always instruct people to go home to perform customary rituals after  participatin g 
inn the singing sessions so that their  pepo wil l guide them better  (ukifanyamüa sa kwenu mapepo 
yatasaidie).yatasaidie). StilL  each lineage or  dan (ukoo) pays respect according to their  customs. I f serious 
troublee arises in our  own lineage or  dan we make a settlement with the ancestors. In accordance 
too the grief or  breach made, we may compensate with a sacrificial offering (tambiko). When an 
animall  sacrifice is needed we may use a fowl, a sheep, a goat or  a cow. As we perform die tam-
biko,biko, we fed guided by divine powers in oar pepo. 

J::  What is die function of placing ritual medicines on the graveof a departed relative? fife, two nnri 
mnawekamnaweka madawa kwenye kaburiya mwenzako wakati wakati anqfalUa?) 

N::  The Nyiha, as do many other  Africans, have mis problem witi i traitioria l aistonis fiis7'/wno mato-
tbotbo kama haya, mamboya mila). As long as no medicines are placed on the graves of relatives 
whoo have suddenly died, other  relatives are prone to die in die same way. Protective medicines of 
thee grave (madawa za kuzmdikwa kabuli) can prevent this from happening. 

Thee preceding text seems to indicate that Namteh's calling is not hereditary, or  at least 
shee is unaware of any healers among her  forefathers. Nambela claims mat she has de-
velopedd her  healing powers solely by divine intermediary in her pepo, also a Godly 
spiritt  or  pepo ya Mungu (in Kinyih a impepo ya Mulungu). Based on mis, I consider 
Nambela,, and also her  novices, as prophet healers who show respect to their  paternal 
ancestorss (mababu) of the lineage (ukoo). The traditional ritual to close spirits that had 
aa bad death, kufunga kiparazi, and the traditional medicines to protect the offspring 
fromm spiritual attacks, madawa za kabuli, are interventions mat authentically belong to 
thee responsibility of the traditional lineage specialist (fundi wajadi ya ukoo). Among 
mee Nyiha, who are primaril y Christian nowadays, such specialists are not easily found 
anymore,, nor  are ancestral shrines (see 5.1). The implications are mat whenever  serious 
consequencess follow from me infringements of certain taboos, Nambela or  her  novice 
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prophett healers have limited means to restore the harmony that follows from social 
disruptionss in the family group. The next two chapters dealing with me therapeutic in-
terventionss in Nambela's practice should be considered in the light of this information. 

5.55 Conclusive remarks 

Forr many years, Nambela has been able to test her personal experiences vAthpepo as a 
patientt and afterwards as a practitioner. She holds a view on pepo, which somewhat 
differss from the coastal Swahili and the Tumbuka in Zambia and Malawi, who con-
siderr spirit affliction to be primarily caused by (wandering) spiritual agents. To Nam-
belaa spiritual agents may have an impact on the internal forces in pepo or the inner 
spiritt of man (pepo ya mtu), but basically, pepo is a neutral spiritual force, which forms 
ann interrelated part of the individual. All humans are born with pepo and as it fluctu-
ates,, it may be die cause of illness as well as a means to cure. In short, the state of 
balancee with respect to pepo is essential to personal wellbeing. By considering pepo as 
aa inner force, Nambela employs a paradigm of disease and heating that falls under a 
'naturalistic'' disease category that has strong traits of a 'personalistic' one; in the 
sensee mat spirit illness (ugonjwa ya pepo) results from a disturbed equilibrium of 
thee individual in his natural and social environment, which may release the active, 
purposefull  intervention of a 'sensate' agent who may be a supernatural being, a 
nonhumann being, or a humann being (see Foster and Anderson 1978: 53). Though 
thee causality concepts of non-Western and Western people may vary, when it 
comess to pepo Nambela sees no essential difference. From this frame of mind 
Nambelaa approaches her healing gift; directs attention to her clients; and makes 
decisionss about the course of treatment. More elaborated information about Nam-
bela'ss pepo paradigm is given in the next chapter. 
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Divination,, Revelation and Remedy 

Onn March 10,1991 a man arrives in Nambela's compound around forty years of age. 
Hiss name is Joni Komba and he is Nyamwanga by tribe. His worries concern the 
conditionn of his daughter, called Riana, who herself is not present at mis occasion. As 
itt  turns out, the problems are tied to the extended family. 

Nambda::  This child has been taken to other healers (wagangaj ? 
Joni:: Yes, she has. 
Nambda::  What illness they told you it was? 
Joni:: That witchcraft is concerned. 
Nambda::  What is your name? 
Joni:: My name is Joni Komba 
Nambda::  Who is the one among your relatives considered as a sorcerer (mchawi) of whom 

youryour family often speaks? 
Joni:: That is my father. 
Nambda::  Do you know of any black magic (uchawi) among your relatives? What I see here 

areare things aroundyou that have been carried out in secret. Do you know of anyone 
amongamong your relatives who is a healer? Why did you not take the child with you, so I 
cancan see her too? Yes, this child shows mental problems fmatatizo ya kichaaj and a 
fastfast beating heart (mayo inapiga haraka). Her whole mind has 'stopped' 
functioningfunctioning (Idchwa ndani imestmama) and her belly is troubling her (tumbo 
inamsumbua).. Sometimes she says her head hurts... she also feels cold all over her 
body...herbody...her blood is obstructed from running normally through her veins (nrihsipa 
zimefuDgaa damu). They say that your father is a sorcerer... this child, bring her to 
me.me. There is no witchcraft involvedat all!  The reasonfor her illness is a case of an 
accidentalaccidental death (kifo cha ghafula) in your extended family (ukoo). Also there are 
somesome matters concerning mental disturbances (ugonjwa ya ldchaa> Where in fact 
didahousegoupmfamies?Isee,theyblameyouforbemgathief,butthisis didahousegoupmfamies?Isee,theyblameyouforbemgathief,butthisis 
true.true. [Nambda turns back to what she has been saying before, sensing mat Joni is 
nott willing to tell everything] Is there witchcraft among your relatives? There is a 
casecase of an accidental death in the family as well as a robbery case. If you want to 
knowknow more, you will have to bring the child with you. 

Nambelaa already knows Joni, yet she specifically asks for  his name as if to make the 
publicc aware of his identity. After  exposing the doings of certain relatives of Joni, 
Nambelaa focuses on his daughter  and states that Riana has pepo illness. Nambela 
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clearlyy stresses that the practice of black magic (uchmvi) is not the cause of Riana's 
complaints;; rather it concerns the accidental or sudden death of a relative. Witchcraft 
practicess within the family do, however, exist Nambela furthermore indicates that 
simultaneouslyy with Riana's complaints, mere is a relative suffering from mental 
illness,, while also a robbery and a fire have taken place in me family. I will continue 
Riana'ss case in 6.1 (case four). 

Thee above example exposes some of the characteristic features that may be involved in 
thee onset of pepo illness. In this chapter, I will focus on the ideas and actions regarding 
diagnosticss and revelations that Nambela exposes in divination and in religious prayers 
andd the way mis interrelates with daily practice. About ten to twenty people come for 
divinationn or walk-in treatment every day. A few times a week, people arrive in the 
companyy of one or more relatives to remain for in-treatment, taking along essential 
householdd items and food. Whatever the motive, clients often need to travel for one or 
moree days to reach Nambela's compound. When people arrive at the compound, they 
aree usually welcomed by one of the patients (appointed as an assistant of Nambela). 
Thosee who come from far are allocated a hut to rest in, or to cook a meal. As a rule, 
Nambelaa does not charge clients for divination, treatment or other interventions. She 
does,, however, accept gifts in kind after patients are cured. Some clients stay for 
onee or more days, while others come to stay for a prolonged treatment (see 4.1). 
Patientss who stay for a long period contribute by participating in the dairy duties, 
eitherr by cultivating, harvesting or fetching water or medicinal plants for Nambela. 

Nambela'ss reputation as a diviner and a healer has a lot to do with her skills to draw 
uponn knowledge of six interrelated aspects concerning illbeing: 1) cultural and social 
beliefs;; 2) powers mat affect the state of pepo; 3) the consequences of an ill state of 
pepo;pepo; 4) the psychotherapeutic aspects of pepo; 5) the interaction of body and mind 
andd 6) the importance of plants as herbal remedies. These six aspects are essential 
ingredientss in the healing process, discerned by the psychological, social and be-
haviourall  processes at work. Since a broad range of symptoms may occur when pepo 
afflictionss are concerned, this chapter will demonstrate that Nambela is concerned 
withh various complaints, be it of a mental, social or physical nature. A majority of 
thesee complaints are presented in the second part of mis chapter to reflect what Nam-
bela'ss knowledge entails, construed after many years of visionary insights. Next to 
thee etiologies that Nambela has on diseases and misfortune, I hope to reveal the way 
Nambelaa experiences spirit forces and the way these affect her. 

6.11 The divination sessions 

Inn general Nambela's divination sessions are held dairy. Usually this begins in the 
morning,, between 08.00 ajn. and 11.00 a.m. If necessary, Nambela also makes 
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herselff  available late in the afternoon or  in the evening, depending on the number  of 
clientss present, and time pressure due to seasonal cultivating activities and personal 
familyy duties. Many clients, who seek advice or  treatment with Nambela, do not 
speakk her  vernacular  language. Assistants are needed to intermediate and translate 
Kinyiha ,, the vernacular  of Nambela, into Kiswahili . 

6.1.16.1.1 Procedures of the sessions 

Oncee Nambela is ready for  a diagnostic session she informs her  assistants, who are 
experiencedd in-patients. Being familiar  with the daily concerns of Nambela's work, 
theyy gather  the clients who have recently arrived and make them sit down one at a 
timee for  consultation. This is done in the middle of the compound in between 
Nambela'ss house and the patient's huts. Nambela takes her  seat at a fixed spot on the 
groundd near  her  house, often with legs crossed. The client is seated a few yards in 
frontt  of her  and has to face Nambela with the legs pointing straight forward. She told 
mee that mis is the best way to receive 'information ' about the person. Since the 
diagnosticc session is a public affair , other  clients, patients or  visitors, may be 
watching.. In divination, Nambela's knowledge of the human body is based on what 
shee perceives clairvoyantry (kuagua). Simultaneously, Nambela may prophesize 
(httabiri).(httabiri). Nambela often confines sensory perceptions in her  utterances lik e 'to feel' 
(htsiJaa)(htsiJaa) or  'to see'  (kuona). This can also occur  when she describes the (internal) 
conditionn of the client or  expresses her  perceptions in connection with the cause and 
thee solution. Much is depending on what the 'heart'  or  emotional state of a client 
exposess to Nambela, whose strong pepo enables her  to receive clues about the matter 
whilee she sits quietly at some distance of the patients. Whatever  impressions or 
sensationss she has, are transformed into a meaningful explanation of illness, distress 
orr  misfortune. Nambela uses no singing or  dancing in divination, though she uses 
Christiann hymns in the Sunday ceremonial session (see 6.2). 

Beforee entering a trance by the typical shivering of pepo, Nambela wil l ask a client 
wheree s/he is coming from and from which trib e s/he is. Then Nambela concentrates 
onn the client (and his/her  family) to discover  the various aspects of the problem 
involved.. As she experiences (feels, hears, sees) the information mat comes to her 
andd expresses this instantly, she may mention things that are directly but also 
indirectl yy related to the client's present situation or  state. If Nambela notices mat the 
clientt  is not aware of certain facte or  not willin g to admit them, she may repeat what 
shee said more emotionally or  ask related questions. For  as long as the client refuses 
too see the point, Nambela may feel obstructed to continue. Normally, however, 
Nambelaa reports the physical complaints or  pain of the clients). Also, when a client 
comescomes to consult Nambela for  a material or  social problem, she will report physical 
orr  spiritual problems if these are prevalent As details or  negative features that 
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concernn the client are gradually unfolded, like a death due to a family feud, a murder 
orr witchcraft, Nambela may react very dramatically to the pain or problems of 
clients.. The kind of strong vibrations Nambela perceives induces this reaction. 
Fortunately,, my field assistant Patterson was well used to Nambela's speech under 
influencee of pepo. In such instances, Nambela uttered words and sentences in a 
slightlyy dissociated state. Patterson, who had his own pepo experiences to rely on, 
becamee a crucial means for me to come to properly understand the meaning of the 
sessions.. In many instances I recorded the divination sessions so that we could make 
aa fair transcription and translation afterwards (see chapter 4). 

6.1.26.1.2 Case studies of divinations 
Whatt follows are ten case studies of divinations. I analyse each case to illuminate the 
variouss factors Nambela exposes by means of her clairvoyant perceptions. As Nambela 
revealss the etiology of pepo in relation to various symptoms and misfortunes, she may 
alsoo suggest treatment to her clients. I present the ethnographic texts with explanations 
'inn real time' using the present tense, (see 4.6). The comments I have added to each 
dialoguee are based on discussions I had with Nambela, the clients), or in-patients 
afterr the sessions. Additional information about the various concepts of disease and 
thee subsequent treatment can be found in 6.3. The ten examples concern people who 
eitherr lived as (subsistence) farmers in Mbeya region, or had a job in a district or 
regionall  town. Most were Christians and had been to primary school 

Casee 1 - A dirt y wound (kidonda kichafu) 
Onn the evening of December 16, 1990 Nambela divines a family by the name of 
Mwasengaa living around Mbozi area. A man, a woman and a child, Nyiha by tribe, 
aree seated together in the middle of me compound, waiting patiently for Nambela to 
takee the initiative. Darkness does not pose a problem for Nambela, since she does not 
needd to see somebody physically in order to find out what is wrong. 

Nambela::  You three people, who is the one making the bad beer? Your beer, mama, they 
havehave spoüt it by witchcraft up to the times that you prepared it for setting. No 
mattermatter what you cook, they will  spoil it all. There is a woman who is responsible 
forfor doing this. Mama, I feel your body has no strength when you wake up! I feel 
therethere are things creeping in your body (vitu vinatembea ndani ya mwilini). For 
quitequite some time now, your feet and legs are very painful. I heard that you have 
beenbeen running around with divine powers of pepo (kuchima). 

Wife::  Yes, I have, while remaining with another healer. 
Nambela::  Your legs hurt just as your betty and head does. 

[Suddenlyy seized by pepo, Nambela looses control and starts to 'travel' and 'visit' 
chiefss in surrounding regions in order to 'look' into the matter more closely. The 
divinationn intensifies by this sudden interference and Nambela utters:] I refuse, I 
refuse,refuse, I do not want to see this! [Nambela's divine pepo is hurt to see the destiny 
off  the child] Have mercy on me... I refuse to hear more of this! [Nambela reacts 
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withh loud cries and shakes her  head in a rejecting manner. Then she hits herself a 
couplee of times on the head as if she wants to get the impressions or  feelings out 
off  mere. For  a short while she comes back to her  'normal'  senses after  which she 
involvess us in her  'travel' ] We were at the chiefdom of... [three names are 
mentioned]]  You Jehova! We were at... [three more chiefs are mentioned, all of 
memm deceased spirits who were once active in the area and now give guidance to 
Nambela]]  We have returned, after we have jumped to all chiefdoms and all 
chiefs.chiefs. Enough, we have listened! It [pepo] has gone to chief... Father, Jesus 
Christ,Christ, we have become tired. I have become tired, have pity on me, Jesus Christ, 
II  am suffering in this land We [she and her pepo] absolutely refuse anymore! 
OnlyOnly by opening the boy's body after his death, the parents may find out that he 
dieddied from an ulcer (kidonda kichafu). [She turns back in full consciousness to the 
parentss and proceeds:] Someone has been suffering from mental illness; who is 
thisthis among your relatives? 

Wife::  That is my aunt. 
Nambela::  Something burns badly around the armpit of the boy. 

Inn this session Nambela spots more than one aspect. First, she reports the witchcraft 
thatt  is practiced on the mother. A woman is responsible for  doing so and Nambela 
leavess it up to the client to figure out who this is (most likely jealousy is involved; 
thee brewing and selling of beer  is a source of income for  many women). Whether  or 
nott  Nambela knows, she wil l never  expose the identity of a guilty person if the 
clients''  aim is to take revenge. If she can, however, Nambela wil l indicate the reason 
whyy and the way it is done, only to make the client aware of the cause of the 
complaints.. Nambela also mentions that the mother  suffers from an il l pepo, but does 
nott  explain why. Perhaps the woman was emotionally troubled by her  son's 
conditionn or  unconsciously, she felt troubled by the witchcraft practiced on her. From 
thee text it also becomes clear  that ninning is a typical behaviour  for  those who are 
inspiredd by divine forces in pepo. Also in the bordering regions it is a familiar 
phenomenonn in the practice of prophet healers (see 5.4). 

Att  one point Nambela is tuned into the destiny of the child and this takes hst pepo on 
tourr  to former  chiefdoms in the area. Somehow this contributes to her  insight into the 
boy'ss destiny. It hurts her  to 'see' mat he will die, which is why she repeats that she 
refusess (nakataa) to obtain mis information (as she always does when a painful 
matterr  presents itself). Nambela's reactions momentarily reveal her  emotional 
involvement,, as if she is suffering from the pain and the sorrow of the people 
involved.. However, this stops immediately after  the temporary seizure. When I asked 
ifif  the pain and sorrow of others affected her  own condition, she answered me rather 
humorouslyy 'the pain stops as quickly as when turnin g to another  frequency on the 
radio,, not to return again.'  The way she laughed while telling this indicated that to 
herr  the switohing was part of a routine. 
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Att the end of the divination, after exposing the natural cause of the boy's disease, 
Nambelaa stresses that they wil l find the ulcer upon opening the boy's body after his 
death.. The parents who feared witchcraft are told that no humans are trying to harm 
them.. This is followed by a sudden report of a mental illness within the family. 
Nambelaa gives no further comment on this so no connections can be made here. 
Finallyy she picks up the burning pain in the armpit of the boy, which seems to be the 
spott where the ulcer is located. After this dialogue, medicine is provided to relieve 
thee pain of the child, to ease the complaints of pepo for the mother and to protect the 
familyy against witchcraft Because of the seriousness of the boy's ulcer Nambela 
advisess the mother to consult the hospital. I have no news of the outcome of this. 

Casee 2 - The first  wife (mke mkubwa) 

Onn February 9, 1991 at eight o'clock in the morning an educated businessman con-
sultss Nambela. He has arrived by car the evening before and comes from Mbeya 
townn where he lives with relatives. He is a Bena by tribe, aged around forty, single 
andd called Julias Mboko. In contrast to most people present, he is neatly dressed. 
Nambelaa is sitting on the pavement beneath the roof of a hut, as she often does, in-
structingg women about beans that have just been collected from the fields. At the 
samee time, she instructs an assistant about the preparation of a certain medicine for 
onee of the clients. Then she focuses on Julias. 

Nambela::  She is spoiling her husband's business... she is bringing spittle to hint She is no 
good...good... we refuse this woman's witchcraft. She is fighting over you! [She speaks in 
aa jerking fashion while the verbal speed is increasing and continuously she re-
peatss the words or the sentences. At a certain moment she says] I refuse to hear 
moremore about it!  But it was your first wife (mke mkubwa li t big wife). This mama 
ofof yours fought about Nambela in vain. What does she want? She does not want 
thethe children back... she has given birth to many already. She has taken your foot-
print...toprint...to enable her to do black magic fuchawij. We [she and her pepo] refuse 
thisthis mama... she is no good She is a lot of witchcraft! Fighting over medicine 
fromfrom God and me... this pepo of hers is sick, all over her body. This man has two 
houseshouses and one wife... 

Nambelaa slaps her hands from emotional involvement and ends the session with a 
loudd cry. She goes off to mingle with other activities, while somebody else takes 
theirr place on the ground, patiently waiting until she returns. The divination reveals 
thatt Julias had consulted Nambela before. Apparently his first wife, who consulted a 
witchdoctorr without his knowledge, had taken action against him to prevent Nambela 
fromfrom helping him successfully. I draw this conclusion from Nambela's words that 
'thiss mama has fought about Nambela in vain', meaning that by means of black 
magic,, the first wife is making improper use of medicine from God which is there 
too serve the good cause. Nambela also mentions that Julias has 'two houses' 
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referringg to his involvement with two women, the former and the present one with 
whomm he has a relationship. 

Thee example shows Nambela's fairly strong involvement in the case and 
demonstratess her social support for the client's hardship. More man once, I noticed 
thatt she showed her authority by the approval or disapproval to certain acts on the 
partt of people, mostly reflecting Nambela's traditional morals and values. While 
stronglyy condemning the action by Julias' wife, Nambela explains how she used 
contagiouss magic on Julias by taking his footprint from the earth. The earth that 
containss the footprint of her husband is used under the assumption that the earth still 
containss the energy of the man regardless of the time lapse. This kind of magic can 
bee done by practically anyone who bears a grudge against someone else, though to 
guaranteee success, a specialist should be consulted. This may be a witchdoctor who, 
withh the promise of being rewarded, makes his or her magical know-how available. 
Inn other words, clients who seek revenge or a settlement can consult special 
intermediaries.. Some of them will make sure, by means of divination, that the client 
hass a real case against the person involved. Other means of contagious magic are the 
usee of bodily elements such as fingernails, blood, skin or hair. Whatever contains a 
blueprintt or energy of the victim may be used. Further, a spell or a curse can be 
placedd on the victim, for example through the help of magical objects or medicines 
hiddenn in a house. Usually this is placed under the doorstep. Jealousy, 
disappointment,, or hatred may form the roots of these magical attacks (see 3.4). To 
remedyy the case of Julias, Nambela gives him protective medicines, called dawa za 
krnga,krnga, consisting of certain plant ingredients to be worn around the waist or the arm. 
Ann extract of plants is sprinkled over his body or rubbed into incisions made by a 
razorr blade. Many of these plants are selected on sympathetic magical concepts, 
followingg the idea that like influences like. Spirit healers like Nambela discover during 
divinationn what kind of uchawi has been practiced in order to know what counter-
medicinee is needed. For this purpose, plants are not always the only ingredients in use. 
TT wil t m m hark »n NamtvOa'c v i w w anH Amlwigg xuiih yrhtWI m ft * 

Casee 3 - Witchcraft medicine (dawa za uchawi) 
Thiss case of March 10, 1991 concerns a young woman of 16 years old, called 
Huruma,, who is accompanied by her aunt Hawonga. They are Nyamwanga by tribe 
andd have come in the company of a novice healer whose name is Nankala. Together 
withh a few other patiënte, they arrived on foot from Itaka, a town north of Mbozi, 
aboutt one day's walk from Nambela (10 hours). Nankala is a novice of Nambela who 
recentlyy began practicing as a pepo healer. Still depending on Nambela's help, 
Nankalaa consults Nambela in difficult matters, taking along those patients she cannot 
propertyy diagnose or treat Several other novice healers do this too, when Hbsapepo 
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forcess are not sufficiently strong or  stable to throw light on certain cases. Nankala, 
whoo attends the sessions of her  own patients, discusses at length with Nambela about 
eachh person in question. In this case, Nambela already knows the elderly woman as 
shee addresses her  instantly by her  name. 

Nambela::  Hawonga, are you the one who has taken along this girl? Does she have a hus-
band?band? You child, J feel your belly is hurting. Your husband has carried away your 
clothes,clothes, in order to use them some day to practice magic on you with the help of 
witchcraftwitchcraft medicine fdawa za uchawi). Your husband does not want you to leave 
himhim and to have an intimate affair with another man. He wants to interfere with 
youryour monthly period by placing a spell on you, so your bleedings will  not stop. 
AlsoAlso I foresee that you will  suffer from mental illness in the future. You will  have 
anan obstructed belly (tumbo imefunga or a closed belly) that willpreventyou from 
defecatingdefecating fhaendi choo). A moment will come when your face will  look darker... 
alsoalso J hear your heart will beat very fast by then. 1 see that there is a man who 
wantswants to marry you. Bring the girl to my house so we can sped in private! 

Inn contrast to case 2, this is an example of witchcraft practised by an elderly husband 
outt  of fear  of loosing his young wife Huruma who was given to him in marriage by 
herr  parents. By making Huruma have irregular  and strong menses, he hopes to 
preventt  her  from having an intimate affair  with a younger  man. Traditionally , it is 
forbiddenn for  a man and a woman to have sexual contact during menses (see 6.3). 
Likel yy a close relative, probably a woman, has facilitated me husband with the blood 
comingg from a piece of cloth that women use during their  menses. Eventually 
Nambelaa mentions the symptoms Huruma wil l develop due to the witchcraft. I think 
thatt  Nambela would not have stated all mis unless it was to make Huruma aware mat 
shee should not (yet) leave her  husband. Huruma appeared sensitive and afraid as 
Nambela'ss words confronted her  with her  own doubts and she did not dare to say 
anythingg in me company of so many people. Therefore Nambela takes Huruma aside 
too speak with her  in private. Besides this, Nambela is opposed to discuss female 
matterss so openly. Afterwards, Nambela said to me that witchcraft existed in every 
familyy and nobody could ever  trust one's closest relatives! With mis, she indicated 
matt  maybe the mother  or  a sister  had been involved. People, she added, are the ones 
too manipulate divine forces for  their  own benefits, thereby emphasizing mat all 
witchcraftt  comes initiall y from God. God is the greatest magician as well as the 
greatestt  healer  (see 6.2). 

Casee 4 - A bad death (kiparaa, kibaya) 

Inn the beginning of this chapter, I introduced Joni Komba. He had also come along 
withh the young female healer  Nankala who requested Nambela to give a second 
opinion.. After  the divination, Joni is advised to bring his daughter  Riana to find out 
moree about her  problems. Two months later  on May 26, 1991 not Joni, but his 
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brotherr Samson arrives in the company of Riana and her sister Ruth. They had made 
aa long journey on foot. Together they sit down in front of Nambela. Riana appears to 
bee totally indifferent to the situation, absent-minded in fact Unable to comprehend 
anything,, Riana's sister Rum answers. 

Nambela::  This child's head is wasted! She has an illness that is spoiling her hearing. If you 
shoutshout to her she does not even hear it. Her brains are not working and her heart 
isis asleep. This child needs to be locked up all the time! Her father needs to lock 
herher up, because she wants to sleep elsewhere. She does so in the woods, where 
sheshe wanders around empty headed She will  die lüce this, without seeing her 
grave...grave... she will  die in the bushes. Has she been to school? 

Ruth:: Yes. 
Nambela::  She leaves school because she resents going there. Even if you hit her it would 

notnot make her change her mind She makes a mess of everything! This illness of 
hershers has been initiated by her grandfather who died a long time ago... he did not 
havehave a normal state of mind when he died. The cause of this girl's state is an 
accidentalaccidental death. 

Rianaa appears to be troubled by the spirit of her grandfather who himself died in a 
derangedd mental state. If nothing is done to stop his influence, Riana wil l likely die 
thee same way as he did. Nambela describes the far-developed features of pepo illness 
inn Riana this has resulted in serious mental confusion {kichaa\ which has also 
affectedd Riana's sense of hearing. To clear all bad elements, Riana is instructed to 
takee a ritual bam in the river. Also she is given protective and curative medicine. The 
latterr is to calm down her mental state. Nambela said nothing, however, about a 
sacrificee or graveyard-medicines. This was discussed in private at a later stage of the 
day.. Since Riana left the next day with her sister and her uncle, I havee no information 
aboutt the outcome of the treatment According to Nambela, the grandfather of Riana 
hadd died in much the same condition as Riana is now. Sudden deaths, including 
murderr and suicide, may re-occur in forthcoming generations if not 'closed' 
properly.. Especially 'sensitive' relatives prone to pepo illness are victims. 
Traditionally,, local people 'close' the spirit of those who have died suddenly Qdfo 
chacha ghqfula) to prevent the consequences of a bad death Qdfo or kiparazi kibaya). 
Thee 'closure' is done by means of a ritual sacrifice and by placing special herbs in 
andd around the house for protection while graveyard medicines are placed on the 
gravee of the deceased (see 5.4). 

Casee 5 - Suicide in the family (Kujiua kaiikafamilia) 

Thee last case of March 10, 1991 concerns a housewife holding a small child. Her 
namee is Sofia and she is around 30 years old Sofia also has come along with the 
novicee healer Nankala from Itaka. As soon as she sits down, Nambela reveals the 
involvementt of pepo due to a bad death: 
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Nambda::  Among your relatives someone has been running with pepo (kuchima) and at 
youryour home ground there is a case of sudden death (kifo cha ghafula)? 

Sofia:: Yes, my father hanged himself. 
Nambda::  You will  also die by accident, if you do not 'close' the spirit of your father. I see 

twotwo women and a man will  die! CMd [addressing the woman], take your place on 
thethe ground [to wake up the spirit]. You will  need to experience pepo at least three 
times,times, in order to reduce the trouble of the blood that surrounds her mind ever 
sincesince the death of her father. God will  help you! Did you close his spirit? 

Sofia::  No, we did not. 
Nankala::  This woman reacted with a very strong pepo at my place in the way people do 

whenwhen they suffer severely from mental illness (ugonj wa ya kichaa). 
Nambela::  Here too it will  work for her, for if she does not run here with pepo, she may 

wanderwander off in the woods and get lost. When you close your father's spirit, you will 
closeclose it for all the elders and all children. If she runs off with divine forces in 
pepopepo (kuchima) // will  be fortunate, as it will  help her to get strength again. 

Noo description is given this time about the symptoms of Sofia. Nambela mentions 
insteadd someone who is 'running' with pepo. What seems important is the fact that 
Sofiaa 'sees' blood in her mind ever since her father hanged himself. The connection 
iss made that mere is a need to 'close' his spirit to prevent her death, and mat of two 
otherr women and a man. In mis case, it appears, that by 'closing' her father's spirit 
Sofiaa contributes to the protection of the whole family. For this purpose, Sofia is 
instructedd to bring a sheep for sacrifice upon her next visit The decision of making a 
sacrificiall  offering is related to the severity of the matter and not always necessary. 
Thee location for offering the sheep is linked to whether the deceased spirit comes 
fromfrom the maternal or paternal side, respectively a place in the woods or at the river. 
Sofiaa is further given protective medicine and is invited to stay in the compound in 
orderr to fully activate her pepo. As I spoke with Nambela later on, she said that Sofia 
wouldd have to experience a pepo release at least three times to reduce the trouble in 
herr mind. Nankala, the novice healer, added to mis that Sofia had a very 'strong' 
pepopepo at her place and ran off into the woods. 

Casee 6 - Pepo regulations (sheria zapepo) 

Inn the following case of March 24, 1991 a young businesswoman of 35 years old 
fromfrom the district town of Vwawa comes for consultation. Her name is Elizabeth and 
shee is Ngoni. Since Nambela knows her from former treatment, she immediately 
focusess on Elizabeth and senses what is wrong. 

Nambda::  Is there another person in your extended family (vkoo) who died an accidental 
deathdeath (kifo cha ghafula,)? / feel' that the belly is painful and the heart is beating 
fast.fast. Which healer have you consulted? Did he say that you are bewitched? 

Elizabeth::  I have not seen another healer. 
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Nambela::  I see your mother quarrel with your father, here around the navel (indicating 
withh her hand at her own belly). I see there is a lot of water,., 1 feel your arms and 
handshands are very painful... how many wives does your father have? 

Elizabeth::  He has two wives, but one has left him. 
Nambela::  Has your father problems with coughing (kukohoa)? 
Elizabeth::  Yes, he has. 
Nambela::  Your father is also HI. He suspects your mother of using witchcraft on him. 
Elizabeth::  Yes, that is true. 
Nambela::  Every day he says to her that she is bewitching him, but this is an illness that 

comescomes from your extended family (vkoo). At your homestead, someone has 
actuallyactually died from coughing. Another person died from the illness of the river 
(kwashiorkor̂^ and became very skinny... you can stand up now. Have your hair 
shavedshaved off and then we will  take you to roll  on the ground (kugaragara) with 
pepo. pepo. 

Nambelaa starts the session by saying that there is a renewed case of an accidental 
deathh in the family. Earlier  this year, Elizabeth had been in treatment with pepo 
symptomss due to the accidental death of a close relative. To remedy this, she had 
beenn advised to 'liberate'  pepo by joining the singing sessions and to sacrifice a 
sheepp for  the hparazi ritual  (case 4 and 5). hi mis divination, Nambela relates 
Elizabeth'ss complaints of pepo to the sudden death of a relative and to tensions 
betweenn her  parents. Nambela mentions further  mat Elizabeth has consulted another 
healer,, but she denies mat she has. Clearly, Nambela interrogates her  client for  she 
stronglyy disapproves of healers who unjustly divine problems of her  clients by 
relatingg mem to witchcraft , thereby causing unnecessary fears and worries. Finally, 
Nambelaa recommends Elizabeth to have her  hair  shaved off and to manifest pepo 
thatt  wil l calm down her  state of being, m addition, she is given protective medicines to 
preventt  further  strains due to the second sudden death in the family, while a special 
liquidd is given to drink from a seashell to calm her  nerves. The haircut is to neutralize a 
possiblee influence on the woman after  the second suddenn death in the family. 

Casee 7 - Stealing habits (kuzoea kuiba) 

Thee next case, also of March 24, 1991 introduces us to yet another  aspect of 
Nambela'ss knowledge and role as a diviner. It concerns Amos, who is a hard working 
farmerr  aged around SO. He is Mdali (Tukuya area) and lives in a neighbouring 
villagee together  with his four  wives. Nambela exposes his problems in relation to 
variouss matters. 

Nambela::  / see a child who is a thief. This is not a child from your family, but from your 
uncle's.uncle's. He is a big thief, very hard to deal with. Really tins boy, they will  kUl him 
oneone day (out of revenge). He will  come during the night and break into people's 
houses.houses. Sometimes he takes away a chicken. His father could never pay back 
whatwhat his son has stolen. The boy is a big thief! Look for a chameleon, which you 
willwill  cut in pieces. Bring it here, so we can mix it with medicine. He is capable of 
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killingkilling his own father unless preventive measures are taken. We will  see to it, that 
hehe gets some of this mixture... the medicine will  calm down his heart. Your wife is 
fine,fine, she has been seeing a healer, but there is nothing wrong with her. You will 
looklook for an illness in vain. What troubles her is the condition of your own child 
whowho is bewitched by people in your village. They have set a trap (tego) and this is 
whatwhat made him ill.  Now if you think that fas illness has come to an end, then you 
areare wrong. He will  wake up once more feeling very sick and troubled. One day he 
willwill  faint a couple of times... You tell me, now that you have come out here, what 
isis troubling you? 

Amos::  I am worried about my son's illness. 
Nambela::  Do not worry, everything will  turn out all right. Now you, yourself, you suffer 

frompepofrompepo illness and an illness that you have inherited from your parents. The 
lastlast illness has not been caused by witchcraft (uchawi). I refer to the coughing 
thatthat cannot be stopped by closing somebody's spirit (kufunga kiparazi), for it has 
nothingnothing to do with that. No medicine can take proper care of your illness. At 
somesome stage all your children may be bothered by the same coughing symptoms 
thatthat is characterized by throwing up blood This illness has its origin in your 
familyfamily and it is passed on from one generation to another. If you visit other 
healershealers about this, they will  say that it is caused by witchcraft, but really this is 
notnot the reason... 

Amoss is confronted with the reason for  his troubles. He seems to know about me 
thieff  in the family otherwise Nambela would not have mentioned it so explicitly. She 
confirmss for  him what he consciously or  unconsciously knows and wil l provide him 
withh a medicine to stop the young thief from stealing. To proceed, Nambela mentions 
thatt  one of the man's children is bewitched, which gives emotional strains to his wife. 
Nambelaa indicates that the child suffers the consequences of witchcraft caused by a 
trap.. Whether  the nephew, who is a thief, has given rise to the witchcraft trap in an 
actt  of revenge, remains uncertain. At the end of the session, Nambela mentions that 
thee client himself suffers frompepo illness and asthma, which is hereditary. Amos is 
toldd that not much can bee done about the asthma complaints. He is further  told that 
ann accidental death or  witchcraft has nothing to do with his asthmatic condition. 

Amos,, who provided his nephew with shelter, started to suffer  from pepo complaints 
afterr  a number  of people had accused the boy of robbery. As Nambela confronted 
Amoss with the implications of his nephew's social deviant behaviour, she urged him 
too bring the boy to her  so as to apply counteractive medicine to stop the stealing. 
Togetherr  with his uncle Amos, the boy came to see Nambela a few weeks later. 
Nambelaa treated him with a remedy made of pieces from a chameleon mixed with 
certainn herbs. The mixtur e was rubbed into small incisions in the skin all over  the 
body,, particularl y the arms. The chameleon is seen to be a 'messenger' to the spirit 
worldd to help discourage the boy from further  stealing. The rubbing of the medicine 
intoo incisions in the skin springs from the assumr^onlhat the bad habit of stealing is in 
thee blood. Through the medicine, the blood wil l be purified and cleansed from the bad 
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orr negative elements that influence the behaviour of the thief. There are other 
situations,, like in cases of bad luck, when Nambela uses similar symbolic ingredients. 

Somee time later, I learned from Amos mat his nephew had admitted his bad 
behaviourr to all parties and promised to repay the victims. Apparently, the 
comfortingg words of Nambelaa had made him regain trust in himself. For a while, he 
workedd hard to keep his promises, but upon my return in 1996, his uncle Amos told 
mee that the boy was in prison on account of various major thefts. Amos said that the 
boyy had gone back to his old habits on account of using soft drugs, also called 
bangibangi11**  The use of soft drugs is widely seen to have become a problem. Many young 
menn are in national prisons or in psychiatry wards of major hospitals on account of 
thee use of drugs.75 It is one of the ways by which the constraints of modem life have 
becomee apparent in Tanzania. 

Casee 8 - Multipl e illnesses (magonpva mengi) 
Onn Sunday May 26, 1991 many people come to seek Nambela's advice in divination; 
amongg mem are several men from Mbyea town who arrived by car me day before. 
Somee are working at the state prison as guards. As they wait for Nambela to start the 
diagnosticc session, I get the impression that they are desperately looking for help. The 
firstfirst consultation is for Justin, who is about 35 years old and married with children. 
Nambela::  This illness has started a long time ago? 
Justin::  Yes, it did 
Nambela::  Did you go to the hospital? 
Justin::  Yes, I did 
Nambela::  What has been done? 
Justin::  Nothing, they failed to help me. 
Nambela::  Have you been making mistakes (makosa) with other people? 
Justin:: I am not aware of that. 
Nambela::  But I see people who have taken your urine and hair. They want to practice black 

magicmagic on you. Your pain is seated in your belly that is where it hurts. At times 
youryour belly is boiling and you feel the need to go to toilet or you feel like vomiting. 
II  see you have much pain in your ribs, while your heart is beating fast. This 
makesmakes your back very painful... this man ...his pain is from long ego... You will 
wastewaste all your money in vain, if you go and see other healers...this would be an 
unwiseunwise thing to do... it will  only bring more trouble to your illness. The first 
illness,illness, the pain, is seated in your belly. The second one that you are suffering 
fromfrom is pepo. The third illness is called malila. The fourth illness is already 
knownknown to you and related to you being a driver (meaning venereal disease). You 
willwill  not be able to Junction as a man for another six years. This can now be 

74""  Tbwinay concern toe leaves from the quatrta 
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preventedprevented if you get good medicine. But this illness is causing many illnesses in 
thethe whole body! Whenever you get money, it will  not last for more than two days. 
ItIt  will  slip away... he has bad luck with his body! 

Thee complaints Nambela exposes to Justin are twofold. First, there is malila that 
referss to poisoning of the vital organism caused by the intrusion of bad magic. 
Secondly,, there are the particular anxiety symptoms inherent to pepo illness. During 
thee divination, Nambela sees images of people who have taken Justin's urine and hair 
too practice black magic on him. Nambela makes this remark as if saying this is a 
justifiedd means to make him pay for his mistakes (makosa). She wants Justin to 
speakk about these mistakes, but he appears to be reluctant to say anything. Further 
Nambelaa mentions that he has multiple illnesses and mat he suffers from a sexually 
transmittedd disease. After the session, Nambela provides Julias with pieces of the 
strongestt roots that are placed in several bottles by her assistants so as to help Justin 
too clear his body from internal infections. By taking the bottles home, he can add 
waterr to the pieces of roots to serve as an oral medicine. Justin is advised, however, 
too return for more fresh medicine if he wants to have any lasting benefit Also, he is 
recommendedd to take a poison treatment for malila The role and treatment of malila 
wil ll  be further explained in 6.3. The next month, Justin returns back for further 
treatment.. At this occasion he visits a colleague who remains with Nambela for 
treatmentt of HIV-virus. During his stay, Justin participates in the musical sessions to 
awakenn his pepo. 

II  should add that in-patients and myself knew of Nambela's descriptive manner to 
referr to symptoms of STD's. She never diagnosed STD's or AJDS (IMmwi) in 
publicc because of the emotional impact to the client Nambela would describe the 
symptomss by saying it was "an illness that brings along many other illnesses" or 
"youu are a driver, so you know why you are ill" . The people in this area of Tanzania 
weree well aware that drivers are an important source of spreading AIDS, in 
particular,, those who crossed the highway with trucks going up and down to Zambia. 
Withinn Tanzania, the Mbeya region reported the highest rates of AIDS cases (see 6.3). 

Casee 9 - Unsettled accounts (kuwa na madai) 
Thee last case is also of May 26,1991 and deals with a man who came together with 
thee prison guards from Mbeya. He is Edwin Mwakanjamale, a Nyakyusa from 
Chunya.. He is a businessman, married and around 40 years of age. Nambela reveals 
thee serious nature of Edwin's problems in her ownn special manner: 

Nambela::  What tribe are you from? 
Edwin::  I am a Munyakyusa, 
Nambela::  I see three deaths in your family? 
Edwin::  Yes, this is correct. It is my father's younger brother, my wife and my sister. 
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[Al ll  three seem to have died recently and Nambela reacts strongly to what she 
perceivess by shivering and uttering intensive cries a couple of times, moved by 
whatt  she feels]. 

Nambela::  Soon others will  follow... they will  all die! There are mistakes involved, 
concerningconcerning the death of the three that have died. They all had a case against them 
duedue to unsettled matters. Do you know what your case is? 

Edwin:: Yes, I have chased away my wife. 
Nambela::  / see that you have killed your wife. Her sister is trying to find out what caused 

herher death. She has seen several witchdoctors and healers about this. In the 
meantimemeantime she knows that you are the one responsible for her death and she has 
medicinemedicine to return her sister's death She will  Ml you too, if you do not show 
repentancerepentance in time. You have done wrong and you will  have to repent your 
mistake!mistake! The illness will  start in one arm... that is how it will  manifest itself. Until 
youyou settle this matter, nothing can be done. The same goes for the medicine... it 
willwill  be in vain as long as you have not paid back your mistake. 

Edwinn has lost three relatives and one is his wife. According to Nambela, he has killed 
her.. He does not deny it when Nambela says so. His sister-in-law has consulted 
witchdoctorss and healers to find out about his wife's death and is presently seeking 
wayss to avenge her  sister  (see case 2). Nambela already knows that harm will come to 
Edwin.. No medicine will be effective, however, as long as he does not show repentance 
throughh a payment (malipio), be it a sacrificial offering or  otherwise. Nambela cannot do 
anythingg for  Edwin. Therefore, she later  advises him to consult a traditional specialist 
(fiaidiwajadi)(fiaidiwajadi) athome. Such a specialist can advise about payments that are needed to 
compensatee for  unsettled accounts existing in the family (see 5.4). 

Casee 10 - News from Europe 
Below,, I give an example of a divination Nambela once held for  me in Apri l 1999. 
Thee purpose was to see if she could give me insights about the wellbeing of my fam-
ilyy of whom I had received no news in the past four  months: 

Nambela::  Ready it is coming! Jesus Christ has arrived... wire with God... yes we have 
returned!returned! We have arrived at Europe... tell us the news from Holland (\Jhdlaim)... 
lookforlookfor inness in herfomify...Your mama s belly is very pain/ul... also her legs are 
painful...painful... Your husband is anxious to come... money troubles him... a woman wiH 
come...Income...In your country many people suffer from mental illness...This month you 
willwill  receive news from home... 

Me:: Can you be more precise about my mother's condition? 
Nambela::  Here we say it is pepo illness... her soul is very hot... 

HerHer legs, belly and chest are affected... to us this is a small matter... 
Me:: Is there reason for me to be worried? 
Nambela::  No, you will meet her upon your return... 

Clearly,, Nambela senses my disappointment about my partner  who cannot come to 
visitt  me. He has no means to pay for  the trip . Nambela knows, however, from earlier 
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conversationss with me mat the chances for him to come are slim. Interestingly, 
Nambelaa links the state of my mother to an ill pepo, which makes sense to me. Ever 
sincee the death of my father in 1971, my mother has developed various symptoms, 
onee of which is asthma. Another symptom that repeatedly occurs is blatter-infection. 
Nambelaa does not speak of either of these two specific symptoms. She further reports 
too me the visit of a woman whom I was in fact awaiting. 

Laterr I requested Nambela to gain further insights into my mother and she told me 
thatt she would be fine. At another occasion, Nambela held a divination to verify how 
myy pepo was doing. She said its power tended 'to get stuck' in my lower abdomen. 
Thiss sounded familiar to me because a couple of years ago my yoga teacher had told 
mee mat my nervous energy was blocked around the waist. Many years of digestive 
problemss were the physical proof of this blockage. Intensive yoga exercises had 
reducedd these problems drastically, yet it remained a sensitive area of my body. I will 
comee back to this in chapter seven. 

6.1.36.1.3 Comments on pepo and divination 
Generally,, Nambela identifies pepo (impepo in Kinyiha) as the principle cause of a 
problem,, be it organic, mental or material. Pepo complaints typically appear as 
anxietyy symptoms in reaction to social conflicts, witchcraft, theft and murder in the 
family.. The cases point to two principal agencies causing disturbances of pepo; first 
iss witchcraft and sorcery and second is the sudden death of close relatives. If illness 
resultss from offensive behaviour within the extended family', negative forces bring 
aboutt more 'evil'. This is especially true when negligence of customary rituals is at 
thee basis of pepo illness (case 4,5 and 9). All sources of evil have to be faced be it by 
meanss of confession, repentance and/or 'payment'. Besides the cases mat have been 
presented,, matters of work, sexual problems, marriage conflicts, disappearances or 
badd luck are brought to Nambela. People even consult Nambela about where to build 
theirr house or start a shop. This demonstrates how divination sessions mirror the 
sociall  space and character of relationships by clients, m fact, whatever the burden for 
thee client might be, it is taken for divination. 

Sharedd morals, beliefs and convictions are expressed in the words of the healer 
Nambela;; working much as a shock therapy. To consult Nambela and be confronted 
inn public with various aspects of one's problem is not always easy. Out in the middle 
off  the compound, where everybody can see and hear everything, the clients all face a 
kindd of personal trial The majority of clients are rather embarrassed or afraid to 
speakk up. Nambela confronts them so suddenly with emotional and social matters 
otherwisee not easily spoken of in public, that it seems to cut off their tongue. In some 
cases,, assistants or relatives have to break the ice or answer the questions instead. 
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Duringg my observations, this was most common among women and younger men 
whoo traditionally do not oppose the words of a senior or important person. Women 
andd youngsters from large villages or cities were often more self-confident in the 
wayy they reacted to Nambela's revelations. Men would either be frank with her or 
totallyy deny the facts that compromised mem. No matter their origin, sex, age or 
education,, all people showed respect to the diagnoses as Nambela unravelled 
personal,, social, spiritual or biological facts. 

Fromm my own observations, the divinations work extraordinariry well, functioning 
firstfirst at a personal level, relieving doubt and anxiety. Characterized by verbal therapy, 
thee divination sessions allow for clients to communicate either actively or passively 
withh the healer. This too serves a psychotherapeutic aim. For is it not most 
convincingg to be mirrored by someone who was at the same time considered a judge? 
Inn contrast to the Western medical approach, where the client informs the doctor 
aboutt his or her complaints, here the diviner explains to the client what is wrong. If 
thee diviner is not able to assess the emotional and social implications of what s/he 
iss saying, considerable damage could be caused. These crucial moments in 
divinationn are what Turner calls part of the divinatory drama, marked by moments 
off  liminal reflexivity (1980: 17). Here, the visionary capacities are constantly in 
exchangee with reflections to reveal the cause and context of the problem(s) that 
subsequentlyy call for a decision that cannot easily be taken by the client alone. I 
agreee with Devisch (1985) and Peek (1991) who state that divination serves a 
specificc therapeutic goal, demonstrating a therapeutic reality constructed from the 
interactionn between patients and the healer producing a plausible (meaningful) 
vieww of the causes of disorder and determination of appropriate action. 

Withinn the context of the divination sessions I should mention mat at times clients 
kneww more than they were willing to admit Also, Nambela could know or perceive 
moree details, which she did not expose for some reason. Patterson told me over and 
overr again that this makes up part of her personal strategy in divination. I assumed 
hiss admiration for her was somewhat exaggerated, but at other times I figured that 
thiss rightly remains a secret domain of Nambela. One way or another, the various 
constraintss during divination sessions limits outsiders, like myself, of making refined 
judgements. . 

63,63, Revelations, prayers and prophecies 

6.2.16.2.1 The religious ceremonies 
Nambela'ss intermediary role with the spirit world prevails in her role as priestess and 
prophetesss in Sunday ceremonial sessions. In the middle of the compound - serving 
ass a sacred and ritual space for the healer and her patiënte - Nambela requests support 
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fromfrom God to sustain her work and to empower the healing process of the patients 
(kusali(kusali na kuomba nguvu kwa Mungu). Text of some prayers will reveal, that pepo 
clientss cannot expect positive changes from any intervention, as long as grudges re-
main.. Therefore, clients are to 'clear their hearts' and rid themselves of worries or ill 
feelingss (kutoa mawazo kwa mayo) before the sessions begin. Everyone in the com-
poundd accepts this as part of Nambela's intervention strategies. These strategies 
stronglyy reflect the ancient religious authority of Nyiha chiefs who once served as 
intermediariess between the community, God and the ancestral forces (see 5.1). 

Inn my eagerness to understand Nambela's revelations and prophecies, I had origi-
nallyy in mind to record each ceremonial session. Soon, however, I realized mat I 
wouldd never be able to capture nor translate most of mis information. I had to accept 
thatt these events were part of Nambela's daily life and practice. Some of the texts of 
Nambela'ss speeches or utterances that were recorded during ceremonial gatherings 
weree transcribed and translated with the help of Patterson, my field assistant A small 
partt of these texts serves to set an example of the kind of insights Nambela obtains in 
pepopepo trance. These insights, as in divinations, clairvoyance or dreams, do not contain 
cognitivee thoughts, but rather impressions, feelings or sensations of inner percep-
tions.. Therefore, it is difficult to be completely certain of their meaning. Nambela 
doess not recollect what she utters during these/^po trances and strongly depends on 
whatt others convey to her afterwards. Whenever I asked Nambela to listen to these 
recordings,, she would laugh upon hearing herself and make fun about it to others. 
Whatt follows, are some descriptions of the way Nambela reveals her pepo forces, 
andd the messages she conveys in a series of texts. Patterson, who was often an impor-
tantt witness of Nambela's subsequent spontaneous pepo trances, would also convey 
too me what these insights were. This enabled me to verify the consistency of some of 
herr messages. 

6.2.26.2.2 Performance artd speech 
Onn Sunday's, but also during festivities, some patiënte sweep the compound clean. 
Betweenn 11 a.m. and 1 p.m. everybody gamers and drinks a purifying herbal concoc-
tionn that is sprinkled afterwards over the ground to enhance communication with the 
spirituall  world. As everybody sits together in half a circle, the ceremony is initiated 
byy one or more assistants who begin by singing specific songs while waiting for 
Nambelaa to join. When Nambela arrives, she sits down on her knees with her back to 
thee patients who are seated at some distance from her. Nambela reacts with strong 
sensationss by giving an intense shiver or uttering of a loud cry, after which she bends 
down.. Soon she begins to speak under the influence of her pepo. Nambela then opens 
thee religious ceremony with call-and-response singing followed by one or more 
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prayers.. The songs show to be related to the speech event in which Nambela utters 
herr  concern about her  intermediary role as a healer. 

Nambelaa calls: 
UktdilüaUktdilüa chane wee tata 
Whatt  do youu cry about Father? 
UkulililaUkulilila  chane wee Nambela 
Whatt  do you cry about Nambela? 
UzenzüeUzenzüe chane wee 
Whatt  have you brought to Nambela? 

Patientss respond: 
KtdililaKtdilila  Jesu, zenzüe matezo 
Cryingg about Jesus, I have brought my trouble 

Nambelaa calls: 
WejtytdaWejtytda umwezo wako 
II  open my heart for  you 
JesuJesu aliyima akulole 
Jesus,, come and see us 
SowelaSowela Jesu ndagayeye 
Jesuss we are grateful for  your  help 
MolopiyaMolopiya musinachimwi 
Noo money can help us 

Patientss respond 
Natonta,Natonta, tonta nanUimo nenga kasunga 
Youu have become tired, tired to do the work on your  own 

Byy now, Nambela has sensory perceptions about the doings, but also dreams of cer-
tainn patients. Sometimes she accuses a person of being lazy or  ignorant, causing ill -
nesss and bad luck. When a woman fails to be a good mother  and partner, Nambela 
wil ll  react furiously. Also, patients who exhibit immoral behaviour  in the compound, 
lik ee extra marital sexual relationships, are not excluded from exposure. Discussions 
mayy arise as a consequence. Nambela can also convey the dream(s) of a patient and 
explainn its meaning. Or, she can react to dreams mat she considers as warnings to 
herself,, her  family or  the community. Al l this helps to clear  the compound of possi-
blee negative vibrations. Once the air  is clear, the prayers are directed to Jesus Christ 
andd God to evoke a cure for  all. The texts I present below are from a recording on the 
17**  of March 1991. 

Youu Faöw of power, your  children bend down for Jesus Christ as we kneel down at his feet., 
youu respect the earth below and the heaven above and so I beg for your  strength, dear  God.. 
yess you have power for you take away the burdens of all your  creatures, all by yourself... God 
Almighty ,, as ever  we out here are all part ofyou, creator  of each and everything... you father! 
Yourr  illnesses are here at our  home-ground and they need your  healing power... you are the 
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onlyy healer and no other healer excels your power... They may use witchcraft-medicine or 
boastt about their work, but all this is fake... it is you who is the big healer and nobody else be-
sidess you... you are the one who sees everything, below and above... 

Interruptionn by another song called: 
KiditetesyaKiditetesya kumwanya, JaJitetesya (In heaven mere is peace, peace) 

Youu also see to it, mat you lead the people at the hospital [district mission hospital]... You Je-
suss Christ and the healer Almighty God who watches over those who are operated there... But 
youu are concerned with all people and you shall point out the way to me as well... Indicate the 
waytomeforlamyourmotheriesscMdandtogemerwewilldomework.... Look once more 
forr your cup of medicine [symbolically], Almighty God, and do your work... For with your 
strengthh you look after all medicine, yes you father! Only in your hands can it be used as 
medicine,, yes, only a cup of your medicine is powerful... I beg you to come to our homestead, 
forr if illness is taken away it is by your doing so only! You wipe out all the rubbish fromm the 
earth...youandme.... Yehova is you God so show me the way to Jesus Christ [who has the 
powertoo heal through God]... I beg you to go to Muvasankonje who also does work of God 
[beingg a healer]... Also go to Namumba and Muvasi Mueto [both also healers]... Please go 
nearr them also...go near all our pools and do your work... Muvasi Mueto together with Va-
namonjee and Kanchule are all doing the work of God... 
Lett all of us sent by God to do this work, enter through the help of Jesus Christ! Do not die 
withh a bad feeling for mis is not to the benefit of the world... You father, I beg thee we are here 
beloww your feet... Do not doubt about what happens in the world, for each one will be left 
withh his garbage... 
II  do not know how I will die God, but I beg fox one person to meet me when I die... Perhaps 
somee people will carry me to the hospital or take me to healers when I am about to die... From 
miss place I beg you, Almighty God and Jesus Christ, to have me send back to your creation 
God.. Carry out your job by protecting those who are travelling on foot or by car... shed your 
powerr on the roads in order to protect the people from having accidents... Those who do the 
workk of God watch over mem and give them strength in head, hands and feet... Father, you 
testt us day after day... Let mem (the healers) remember you day and night... As the snake has 
beenn given marks on his head, so do I receive marks in my dreams... you say not to forget 
thesee marks even for one day for they contain a message... but I am just an orphan in this 
countryy while you are always everywhere Father... I leave all the burdens to you and ask for 
yourr power, oh Father... if we askk you to come close to where we are now, this is also meant 
forr the girls of Nakavala... Last night you have asked me about your sheep [two girls mat are 
ill].. .. what am I to do about mis, Almighty God... 
Youu know what to do about these problems father and Jesus Christ... I am sorry, I will not re-
turnn to you again today just mink of all of us. Amen Thank you. 

Thee messages of Nambela's prayer clearly reflect her respect for God (Mulimgu), 
Fatherr (Utata) and Jesus Christ (Jesu Cristu). God 'the only healer' is asked to give e 
Nambelaa and the patients a strong pepo to help them in their healing process. Nam-
belaa strongly judges healers who mink they can outwit or manipulate divine powers 
forr their own benefits. The gift and competence to heal is only to be used for helping 
otherss with good intent She mentions, among others, Namumba, who helped and 
trainedd her (see 5.2). Next to the work of the novice healers, Nambela shows her con-
cernn for other people, in the community and beyond. In reaction to Nambela's 
speech,, patients react with a sudden fit or feint, while others manifest sudden spirit 
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seizuress as they give loud cries and shivers. Subsequently, these patients may roll 
overr  the ground or  feel the urge to sway or  hover  around while Nambela runs around 
thee compound 'mpepo trance, prophesying local and national events. Often, she utters 
thee same information for  weeks or  months afterwards, adding recent developments. 
Oncee back in her  'normal'  consciousness these messages are usually forgotten. 

Whil ee running and prophesying, Nambela comes to the stage of taking her  hatchet 
andd basket and run off into the woods in search of plants. At that moment, everybody 
movess away to the other  side of the compound to sit and start singing. One to two 
hourss later, Nambela wil l return breathing heavily and carrying the basket filled with 
rootss or  other  parts of plants. Upon Nambela's return in the compound, she may find 
thatt  a 'charged* atmosphere has evolved as a result of the group singing session (see 
chapterr  7). This again can trigger  a reaction in hex pepo and make her  run, while ut-
teringg her  concern for  certain matters. In the text below I present some of the utter-
ancess Nambela makes as she returns to the compound while the singing is going on. 
Shee is perspiring profusely as she has run for  nearly two hours in the vicinit y in a 
pepopepo trance. It is Sunday March 24,1991. 

Tonightt  I have dreamt that Majenda [representative of the party CCM and viflagc-chairman] 
wentt  to look fijr  medicine [punts] around the area (m/x?w-ti?Dce)...aner  fmcfangthem 
cmee he dreamt that he prepared mem after  which he gave it to others to drink.. . it seemed to 
bee bad [dangerous] medicine for  it made the people ill...he had committed witchcraft without 
knowingg it and was afraid that people would die because of it... Today ray pepo has taken a 
lott  of medicine for  me many il l here... God sees to it together with my pgx> that I wil l take the 
correctt  medicines... God gives me power  to have a strong spirit... vvim this strong spirit I can 
heall  the bad spirits (mapepo mabqya) of the various people here so they become well 
again...alsoo the people from Kilimanjar o region [Chagga tribe] wül receive help from 
God... God has given his help to me for  a long time which is why I can do this work and con-
tinuetinue to do so for  many years moire to come...I  beg to God to show those who fear  to come 
heree that they make a big mistake... my knowledge of medicmeaigltt not to be feared by any-
onee for  I am protected and assisted by God., why should il l people have fear  for  me, when I 
amm doing work of God? There are many people who suffer  from belly- infections but those 
whoo went to hospitals have died.. the hospitals do not dispose of the appropriate medicine to 
treatt  the disease [epidemic] mat is being spread by peode from the coast v ^  are travcUing to 
thee interior  of the country... the people who have con*  here are aU cured and this pleases me 
veryy much... Why is it that men and women argue so much? Why do parents fight so often at 
home?? It is bad to quarrel in a family, for  it can make bom p«ents and chfldreniU... but mere 
aree no medicines against anger  and hatred..for  those who are il l and return to their  homes 
amidstt  problems or  fights medicines have no use... it is for  this reason that I ask you upon re-
turnn here to dear  all that has occurred at home before giving you new medicines...only on 
thesee terms can they be of help to you... so first  clear  your  heart wim me, m order  to prevent 
worseningg of your  pepo [at this point Nambela hits herself on the head wrm bom hands]... 
thosee who do not want to listen wil l first  have to wake up and come to understand what is the 
meaningg of their  iDness... only men God can help them! Patterson [my fidd-assistant] is in-
fUctedd by witchcraft... he is m the imdst of a feud wr^ 
hass been practised on him... if he stays there he runs the risk to die... it is merefbre riecessary 
thatt  he remains here under  my protection and recovers firm  his symptoms. 
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Nambelaa first mentions something about the village chairman of the national party 
CCMM (Chama cha Mapinduzi). He was once a patient and a novice of Nambela, and 
forr two years he had his own small healing practice until he began to devote himself 
too politics. Up until today, Majenda shows attention to his pepo by regularly joining 
thee Sunday gatherings at Nambela's compound on which occasion he runs around as 
aa nchimi (a person 'sent by God' - exposing witchcraft 'mpepo trance). Regularly, he 
alsoo brings clients to Nambela, either for divination or treatment He is not known to 
doo evil in any way and it seems that somebody in the community is using black 
magicc to upset his dreams. 

Furthermore,, Nambela reports about a virus that has spread in the country causing 
thee death of many people. She utters that divine powers will help her to find good 
mediciness for each and everyone, no matter where they come from. She stresses mat 
herr knowledge and success with medicinal plants is very effective, unless people 
continuee to argue so much at home. Clients have to clear their minds and hearts first 
iff  pepo is to react positively to the treatment m the end, Nambela deplores that some 
peoplee fear her work, even when this is without reason for she never abuses her 
magicall  powers [black magic]. Her last utterance is about witchcraft that is practised 
onn Patterson. I will come back to mis in the next chapter (7.2). When Nambela has 
comee back to her normal senses again she goes to her home, changes her clothes [as 
everybodyy does on Sunday] and watches the activities on the compound. Friends and 
memberss of the family come by to greet her or to join the musical sessions that have 
startedd afterwards. The Sunday garnering results in an explosive afternoon, in which 
mostt of the people manifest the liberation of pepo. With a short interval around 5 
p.m.,, the singing continues until late at night. 

Thatt same evening of March 24,1991,1 am seated in front of Nambela's house when 
shee suddenly runs off from the house 'mpepo trance. I quickly fetch my recorder and 
capturee a part of the text she utters. It is a very strong manifestation of her spirit 
forces,, which as yet I have not been able to witness. It is impossible for me to follow 
herr as she hovers far around the compound. I also know that she does not appreciate 
beingg followed in this state of mind. Though part of the speech is lost as Nambela 
runss away in her trance-state, I have captured the following sentences: 

He,, he, he, heya ...that man is bewitched maybe it is a deceased spirit... mere are people who 
seekk otter  things... there are people who try to disturb my work ... I direct myself to God... 
meree are people who want to destroy my work the coming years... I pray to God to let the 
seedss grow into flowers... now you wil l hear  about me diseases, these have two eyes (magon-
JwaJwa wa macho mawüi)... you know, God is helping us, but we do not care... God helps his 
seedss to grow... 1^  the healers not mmköiatüiey do meirwoA on their  own... God is help-
ingg us bitt we do rert  listen to his messages... leave bim alone who does not want to listen... 
Hee wül find out by himself... we do not agree... we will only listen to God... he,he,beya,we 
havee heard it ...he, he, heya (3xX now we [spirits] have come from Europe, from Hofland, 
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fiwntheareasofdriefeKalai^),ChiwilaandMwatuka....fiwntheareasofdriefeKalai^),ChiwilaandMwatuka....  he,he,heya (2x) we have head it 
.... there ate bad things... they will come out... ye, ye,yeha (2x) death will be seen... there 
wüll  be many deaths... ye, ye, yeha...it hurts me Nambela... we hear, we hear... we do not 
agreee [to hear  more]... we are far  away... what is it? Nothing here... there are diseases... we 
doo not want them... thank you... we do not want the words of liars... we do not want those 
badd things... mat child [the destiny of a child]... we do not want it . . . mis is not what we 
need.,, we obriot want those bad t n ^  to nappmarotmd here... about this child... we do not 
wantt  bad things of his father... you, young boy, do not complain... what shall I do...I, Nam-
bela.... about this boy ...he does not have good examples... mis young boy needs to team about 
thee ways of God (2x)... I am sad about him... bad things (2x)... let him [father] stop these bad 
things.... mat make his son vomit... Look for  a sheep... let us dose it.. . the witchcraft... the way 
hee gets these pioblems... ft  bas something to do wim his fati ^  he does not have anything... 
wee do not agree (2x>... sometimes he [the father] minks of killin g him [the boy]... with an axe 
[outofdespair?]..... Let us be o îiet... let us be silent.. What is needed is mat we close it... We 
doo not agree... my heart feels pain for  mis chüd.. He is in big trouble... I fed sorry... I fed 
sorryy formey [?] want to throw away a human life... This child gets into trouble because of bis 
mother.... she is dangerous for  him ... There is much quarrelling...there are big fights ... mis 
motherr  has bad things... Let us look for  a sheep... let us dose it.. . 

Thoughh the text is incomplete, the speech turns out to be quite revealing, showing 
Nambela'ss immense sensitivity to conceive what may go wrong. After having said 
somethingg about a man who is bewitched, Nambela utters how her work will be dis-
turbedd in the coming two years. Nambela goes on about the spread of the vims that 
alreadyy has been her concern earlier in this afternoon. For some reason Nambela utters 
alsoo something about spirits from 'Holland' which no doubt is related to my presence. 
Thesee and other spirits, like tribal chiefs (mwene m Kinyiha), are apparently communi-
catingg with Nambela on mis matter. Eventually, Nambela refers to the trouble around a 
boyy mat has to do with bewitchment UruVjiovvingly, me father poses a threat to the boy 
ass he is under the influence of a restless family spirit (see 6.3). The man does not know 
thatt a sacrificial offering with a sheep can 'close' the spirit thereby also ending the 
bewitchmentt on the boy. Apart from that, Nambela mentions that the mother has a bad 
influencee on the boy. 

Withh regard to Nambela's remark about the disturbance in her work I can confirm 
thatt mis actually happened shortly after I left the compound in September 1991. The 
reasonn was that a younger son of hers sought to benefit from her achievements. An-
otherr factor was mat a nephew of hers began to practice as a healer right beside her 
healingg compound. I will come back to this specific development in a discussion of 
thee findings in chapter twelve. The utterance of Nambela about 'blood in the air' has 
too do with the many people that have unexpectedly died from the virus mat spread 
fromm the coast to the interior. Nambela refers to this virus as 'a disease that has two 
eyes'.. With this she means that the virus has two implications. Apart from those who 
immediatelyy die from it, the virus brings about repercussions to the living. The many 
wanderingg dead create a spiritual disharmony and affect the whole environment, giv-
ingg rise to extreme droughts that would lead to crop failure over a vast area of Tan-
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zania.. As a consequence, Nambela expects that hunger  will be among many people. 
Forr  a while I reckoned that she referred to the spread of the AIDS virus, but this was 
nott  the case. Had it concerned AIDS, she would not have stated mat cure could easily 
bee found What Nambela refers to here is a virus that causes a severe belly-infection 
whichh she has been able to cure in a number  of persons, hi the afternoon prophecies, 
shee has uttered that hospitals failed to succed in this. In cases of AIDS, Nambela 
wouldd never  make such proclamations, even though some patients responded well to 
herr  treatment with medicinal plants. 

6363 The realm of plants and the fight against illbeing 

Kwelaa miti mama, yeyeye (2x), 
Climbb the trees mama 
Ozomelanii  nchimi wee 
Youu who can see fetch us medicines 

Thiss song is popular  in Nambela's practice and sung whenever  Nambela runs off in 
trancee in search of special plants that are not known to anyone. The song not only 
referss to her  skill in finding proper  medicines, it also reflects the expectations that 
patientss have. 

6.3.16.3.1 Collection of plants 
Oncee in June 1991,1 had a proper  chance to join Nambela on a tour collecting plants. 
Withh great enthusiasm, Nambela showed me plants and told me about their  beneficial 
properties.. At this occasion, Nambela plucked the leaves, dug out the roots, or 
scrapedd the bark of about fifty  plants [shrubs and trees]. Later  on, Nambela took me 
upp a hill . As we arrived at the top made up of large rocks, she started singing and 
dancingg a favourite pepo song: Aliyee mama wee meaning 'Be silent mama'. It was 
onn this spot that she had once come to realize the reason for  her  pepo symptoms and 
thee task she had to accomplish as a healer  (see 5.2). Here she had received the 
'messagess from God'  (maagizo wa Mungu). Apart from mis one occasion, Nambela 
preferredd to collect the various plants alone. During the wet season, when Nambela 
cultivatedd the fields for  hours, she returned with parts of plants by the end of the day. 
Uponn instruction by Nambela, assistants (trained in-patients) could fetch commonly 
usedd plants and prepare these for  distributio n and/or  application to various patients. 

Nambela'ss ethno-botanical repertoire is very extensive and largely surpasses the 115 
plantss that I have documented. My primary research focus was, however, not 
ethno-botanicaLL  Al l I wanted was to understand the context in which plants play a 
rolee in her  dairy practice (see 4.6). As they played such an important role, I decided 
toto document the main plants in use. Nambela's capricious moods with pepo and the 
manyy responsibilities she had, made it difficul t for  me to document her  knowledge 
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andd dealings with important plants. The information came when I was least expecting 
itt (see 4.1 and 5.2). At times, Nambela would suddenly drop by with some plants or 
handd them to my field assistant Patterson who would pass on the information to me. 
Nambelaa had appointed Patterson to assist me in the documentation and collection of 
plantss specimens. Patterson also checked the names of the plants mat I had often 
writtenn phonetically in Kinyiha. Nambela checked and commented on this data 
afterwards.. The dried specimens I had collected, mainly leaves and pieces of roots, 
supportedd with photographs or slides, were taken along for further identification. For 
moree general findings regarding the intake and usage of plants, I refer to chapter 
twelvee and the appendix containing a list of commonly used plants by all the healers 
inn this study. 

6.3.26.3.2 Dysfunctions and respective treatments 
Duringg the time of my stay with Nambela, I have kept records of 64 patients - 34 
womenn and 30 men - of whom a majority were in prolonged treatment Among them 
566 were diagnosed to have serious complaints due to pepo illness. Fifteen of these 
patientss were said to have pepo illness due to a sudden death in the family (kiparazi); 
188 to a spell of witchcraft (uchawi); and 20 to a state of coldness (lupalala). Besides 
aa broad range of pepo symptoms (see later), 3 patients suffered from partial paralysis, 
whilee 8 others had various infections: chest infections (4), infection of the 
reproductivee organs (2) and eye-and skin disease (2). All patients were said to suffer 
fromm homo, which literally means fever. They would use this term to refer to pain or 
badd feeling, without any sign of fever. The subjective feeling of pain would be 
relatedd to the sensation of heat in the body, whenever pain or tension was involved. 
Aboutt naif of the pepo patients also received treatment for problems of infertility or 
impotence.. Some pepo patients, who were less troubled by their pepo symptoms, 
weree treated as ambulatory patients. Sometimes this concerned women with 
complaintss of menses and pregnancy. 

Thee major dysfunctions mat Nambela would deal with in her daily practice, together 
withh respective treatments, are discussed here in accordance with underlying 
etiology.. The information will not only reveal the ideas mat are behind pepo illness, 
itt will also explain the various remedies, be it phyto-merapeutic, psycho-therapeutic 
orr ritualistic. With practically all dysfunctions, Nambela would recommend patients 
toto participate in the daily musical sessions to bring relief of emotional and spiritual 
strains,, and to speed the natural healing process. I will deal with the role of musical 
sessionss extensively in the next chapter. Below, I present three groups of 
dysfunctions.. Firstly, these are the dysfunctions and problems interrelated with pepo 
illness,, including fits or convulsions, paralysis, sudden deaths and breaches in 
conduct,, bad luck and witchcraft and sorcery. Secondly, there are the dysfunctions of 
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thee reproductive organs, which include impotence and infertility, difficulties 
regardingg childbirth, menses and lactation and venereal disease. Thirdly, mere are the 
dysfunctionss of the internal organs. This includes digestive complaints, HIV-virus, 
andd chest complaints. Whenever relevant, I will refer to the cases in 6.1. 

PEPOO DYSFUNCTIONS 
AA spirit in harmony is a healthy or 'good' spirit (pepo nzuri) that has an appeal to 
positivee forces of a protective or healing nature. When a disharmony occurs, these 
positivee forces are strongly reduced or even withdrawn. In that case, a person has an 
il ll  or 'bad' spirit (pepo mbqya). Tins pepo mbaya has an appeal to negative energies, 
whichh facilitates the success of witchcraft and sorcery. A pepo mbqya leads to pepo 
illnesss (empongo impepo in Kinyiha). The various forces in pepo can fluctuate and 
aree distinguished by Nambela in the following manner. The inner spirit of a person, 
calledd pepo wa mtu, has a component that can separate itself from the body and per-
manentlyy does so upon death. This is the component that intercedes with other spirit 
forcess of dead, non-human or divine origin. A lower force is pepo ya sheitani, a dev-
ilishh or teasing spirit An intermediate force is pepo ya bora, an inland nature spirit or 
pepoyapepoya mzimu, a spirit of a departed person. A high spirit force is close to God, like 
thee pepo ya mzimu cha kale, spirits of ancient ancestors or pepoya Mungu, divine 
spiritss of God. 

Accordingg to Nambela, the characteristic dysfunctions of pepo illness are heartburn, 
heartt palpitations, restlessness, weakness, weight loss and also, depression, confu-
sion,, aggression and withdrawal. Often pepo illness starts with physical complaints 
feltt as oppression in various parts of the body. The oppression can result in specific 
painss referred to as fever (homo). Many clients experience severe strains in the legs 
makingg walking difficult as the joints are stuck. Other clients experience food getting 
trappedd in the stomach, causing a burning sensation in the throat, resulting in belch-
ingg or vomiting. The nervous tension in the stomach and heart area expands to the 
head,, the chest and the neck. With the loss of appetite and consequent loss of weight 
thee defence system is reduced, thereby developing more complaints. By now, a per-
sonn will feel *sick all over the body. Gradually, people experience chronic com-
plaints,, like headaches, whooping cough, bronchitis, digestive or reproductive prob-
lems.. Also, problems of the heart (matatizo wa moyó) are an indication that some-
thingg is wrong with pepo. Heartburn, palpitations, restlessness, weight loss and 
weakness,, are more immediate physiological reactions coming from me heart A sen-
sitivee person can faint in some cases, without knowing what kind of influence has 
disturbedd his or her pepo. Other persons can have an epileptic fit  after feeling a burn-
ingg sensation in the belly. If nothing is done about pepo complaints, depression or 
confusionn can occur (see 6.1 case 4 and 5). Signs of madness (ugonjwaya Jdchaa) in 
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pepopepo patients are: 1) not being aware who they are, what they do or  what they say; 2) 
havingg moments of sudden aggression towards relatives; 3) feeling an urge to with-
draww or  to live in isolation; 4) refusal of food, help, or  any kind of medical interven-
tion;;  and 5) running away into the woods, disoriented with 'negative' influences in 
pepo.pepo. Out in the woods, patients either  fall asleep from fatigue or  hide out of fear  of 
theirr  hallucinations. Sometimes they tie themselves to a tree and hurt themselves. 
Fromm the histories of patients it appears that the symptoms of insanity become mani-
festt  in what are believed to be a completely sane and 'normal'  persons. Such patients 
receivee special attention from the assistants in the compound. Otherwise, nobody is 
everr  worried when those 'naming'  vnihpepo disappear  from the premises. Even af-
terr  being away for  one or  two hours, they always return safely (see 7.3). 

Remedy Remedy 

Nextt  to intensive participation in the musical sessions, Nambela gives patients a 
smalll  pouch filled with certain plant ingredients or  madawa, to wear  around the neck. 
Thee pouches are used for  prevention and protection of negative influences on the 
patients.. Pouches calm down the heart mat beats fast {mayo imepiga haraka) when 
pepopepo is sensitive to all kinds of danger. I f children are staying with die patient, they 
tooo are to wear  these pouches. Other  preventive medicine is a mixtur e of plant 
ingredientss (unknown), some sheep's hair, and powdered elephant tusk (obtained 
fromm a national reserve). Water  is added to this mixtur e and Nambela keeps it in a 
special,, large seasheLL Whenever  somebody is having heartburn or  heart palpitations, 
Nambelaa gives some of the liquid to drink or  to rub into various parts of the body to 
protectt  a person from evil. To calm down the physical reaction, a drink is made from 
thee leaves of the Uruvumbe and Ikuwanmatete (both not identified). In cases of 
severee mental confusion, medicine is given to calm down the mind. The roots of the 
ImbanduImbandu (Ficus sp./Moraceae) and Unantandale (Rubiaceae, species unknown) are 
effectivee as a sedative. 

Inn general, pepo patients have a poor  appetite, because of the tensions in their  body, 
mostlyy in the belly and chest m such cases, Nambela tells mem 'to listen1 well to the 
needss of their  pepo. Some patients follow a very strict diet, abstaining from food in 
generall  for  two or  more days. Nambela does not force food restrictions on them, 
exceptt  in severe cases of pepo involving fits and convulsions. In those cases, she 
advisess people to abstain from catfish (kambale), pork (rryama ya nguruwe), and 
goat'ss meat (rryama ya mbtci). According to Nambela, these foods contain fat that 
increasess blood pressure which in turn gives a strain on the heart. Nambela too 
respectss food restrictions. For  instance, she does not eat any meat other  than pigeon 
orr  chicken, which she rears herself. It occurs that she hardly eats for  a month, living 
mainlyy on tea with sugar. Nambela remains incredibly strong under  these 
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circumstances,, without losing her normal vitality, enabling her to work as usual. To 
restoree the physical condition and encourage a normal appetite, the roots of nutritious 
plantss are in use: Umitnyazia {Euphorbia spJEuphorbiaceae), Umunkqyo (Crotalaria 
sp./Papilionaceae),sp./Papilionaceae), Unameketeka (not identified) and Ahela-avahoi (Biophytwn 
sensitivum/Oxalidaceae). sensitivum/Oxalidaceae). 

Convulsionss or epileptic fits {degedege or kifafa) 
Convulsionss in children are called degedege ya mtoto, literally 'when a bird has 
frightenedd a child4. The convulsions of degedege, which occur in children, are 
weakerr than convulsions or (epileptic) fits in adults, kifafa, which are to be placed in 
thee range of more severe pepo symptoms (see 5.4). The convulsions involve heart 
palpitationss and uncontrolled body movements. Often, convulsions happen at night 
duringg a restless sleep, after which the person suddenly awakes from a frightening 
dreamm hearing sounds or voices. Another indication of convulsions in children, 
especiallyy younger ones, is the palpitation in the child's soft fontanel. Pepo patients 
frequentlyy experience nightly fits before manifesting other pepo symptoms. 
Accordingg to Nambela, the attacks are a signal of pepo in distress. Left untreated, a 
personn can have sudden seizures at any time of day while other strange feelings and 
symptomss may be experienced: a strange sensation in the belly or head or a loss of 
controll  and contracting muscles. This is usually followed by falling down 
unconsciouslyy or by shaking violently. Such a seizure takes away all the subject's 
energy.. A seizure can also be experienced in reaction to therapeutic treatment, in 
particularr the musical sessions. In that case it concerns the expression of suppressed 
feelingss in mind and body (see chapter 7). Without the guidance of the musical 
sessions,, people usually faint Regular attacks, without the use of the singing, can 
resultt in madness. 

Remedy Remedy 
Convulsionss and fits are first and foremost treated during the therapeutic singing 
sessionss (apart from the attacks in small children). The symptoms are to some extent 
evokedd during the singing, as a means of therapy to reduce further attacks. The plants 
inn use to treat convulsions and fits are Ipangala (Tamarmdus indica/Ceasalpirüaceaé) 
forr children and Umwalantete (Entada sp./Mimosaceae) for adults. The roots are 
boiledd in water and the drink is taken daily, usually three times a day. This helps to 
calmm down the state of nerves. 

Paralysiss (kipooza) 
Paralysiss is placed here in the context of emotional disturbance, but it can also be a 
resultt of poisoning. In bom cases, the central nervous system is affected. Paralysis 
cann be partial or total Paralysis both in children and adults can be a symptom of 
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pepopepo illness caused by an emotional shock. Witchcraft too may be involved In such 
cases,, a person may have been given a certain poison unknowingly. Nambela stresses 
thee fact that she does not refer to paralysis caused by an accident or a fall. 

Remedy Remedy 
Inn case of paralysis, nine different plants can treat the state of nerves, the joints, and 
thee blood. Mostly the roots are mixed and boiled with water and two cups a day are 
takenn orally. Small pieces of the roots of Chiboko (not identified) and UshUembo 
{Uapaca{Uapaca kirkianal Euphorbiaceae) are first boiled in water. When still hot, they are 
pressedd on the paralysed parts of the body. This is also repeated dairy. Boiled roots of 
thee Ufita (Mimosops denseflora/Mimosaceae) are mixed with the saliva by chewing 
andd spat carefully over the body and into the nostrils, mouth, and ears. 

Suddenn and bad deaths {kiparazi and lupapala) 
Byy divination, Nambela will discover whether a sudden death like a stroke, a car ac-
cident,, or death by a lightning flash has a natural or a spiritual cause. When pepo ill -
nesss is related to sudden deaths among relatives, Nambela refers generally to an ac-
cidentall  death (kifo cha ghqfida in Kiswahili and kiparazi in Kinyiha). Accidental or 
badd deaths occur mainly when serious breaches are made in social norms or conduct 
inn the family, including negligence of burial rites, hi these cases, Nambela also 
speakss of 'a state of coldness' (lupcdala) in the family (see 6.1 case 3, 4, 5 and 9). 
Thee concepts kiparazi and lupcdala are common among many regional tribes. Peo-
ple,, especially those who fail to honour their closest relatives, are very afraid mat 
spirituall  problems will occur in the family. Kiparazi and Ivpalala are often inter-
twinedd with each other. For a person who has suddenly died, a proper traditional bur-
iall  needs to be held Specific medicines and rites during burials favor the passage to 
thee spirit world; so as to prevent the spirit of the departed to wander around the liv-
ing.. Wandering family spirits may exert influence on their closest relatives, but also 
distantt relatives may feel their presence, hi the worst scenario, the person affected 
wil ll  die under similar circumstances as long as the wandering spirit has not been fa-
cilitatedd to make the passage to the spirit world Those spirits that have died a sudden 
orr bad death can be the cause of severe mental disturbances in their offspring accom-
paniedd by violent behavior or suicide attempts. 

Remedy Remedy 
Inn the first place, ritual bathing, with the use of certain plants, is performed by Nam-
belaa to end the negative influences of a deceased on the living offspring. Tradition-
ally,, ritual bathing is a cleansing ritual, be it for the living or the recently deceased, 
andd makes part of the traditional burial rites. For the ritual bathing, parts of plants 
(unknown)) are mixed with water and poured over the head and body of the person, 
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deadd or alive, serving as a protective shield. This 'shield' (kigao) prevents negative 
influencess to come to one or more offspring. In the second place, a sacrifice of a 
sheepp may be needed. In accordance with Nyiha tradition, female clients make the 
offeringg in the woods, whereas male clients perform the offering at the river. The 
restlesss spirit for whom the offering is made can be male or female; usually a de-
ceasedd next of kin, like a parent or a brother or sister. Whenever the ritual entails 
ktrfungaktrfunga kiparazi (to close a bad or sudden death) entails a sacrificial offering, not 
Nambela,, but male assistants help perform the ritual acts. The reason seems to be that 
thee Nyiha traditionally do not allow women to perform offerings (see 5.1). If a sheep 
iss offered, the blood is collected in an earthenware pot to which small pieces of the 
heart,, the kidney and the liver are added. This mixture is boiled on a fire together 
withh some leaves of the Ipangala {Jamcaindus indica/Ceasalpiniaceae), some water 
andd maize flower. The person for whose benefit the ritual is performed has to kill the 
sheepp him or herself, though assistance is given to prevent the animal from suffering. 
Thee patient, man or woman, has to light a fire and stir the mixture. When all the ingre-
dientss have been boiled, s/he has to drink (eat) some of the mixture, looking towards 
thee place where the deceased spirit has been buried. What is left of the mixture has to 
bee taken home and given to other members of the extended family. This too contributes 
too the effectiveness of the ritual No one is allowed to look back after leaving the sacri-
ficialficial  spot If one does, the power of the ritual will fade, requiring a new sacrifice. 

Thirdly,, Nambela recommends a ceremonial offering (tambiko) at the ancestral 
graveyardd to appease the ancestors. In tins case sudden death are interwoven with 
lupcdcüalupcdcüa entailing serious breaches in conduct (failure to perform traditional burial 
rites,rites, violent behaviour or sexual abuse). As in the past (see 5.1), flour is used or 
homemadee beer, or a chicken, while requesting family ancestors to intermediate with 
thee (wandering) spirits that are offended. In addition, Nambela sometimes advises a 
speciall  offering serving as a 'payment' (malipio) to the wandering spirit(s). Fourthly, 
Nambelaa provides her clients with graveyard medicines. This exists of a mixture of 
sheepp blood and plants mat is buried at tile feet and the head of the grave of the wan-
deringg spirits). This brings the departed to rest and protects the living from further 
spirituall  intrusion by the departed (see 5.4). The plants in use are considered magical 
inn that the plants carry a message to the spirit world. If none of these interventions 
bringg the desired solution, Nambela advises clients to consult a traditional specialist 
(fundi(fundi zajadi) at home who can arrange more specific rituals that align with the cus-
tomss of the lineage- or clan spirits. 

Badd luck (mkosi or nuksi) 
Material,, social, emotional and physical problems occur when bad luck is involved. 
Inn most cases, money is an important item within this context, either as a cause or a 
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resultresult of bad luck. Nambela recognizes six different types of bad luck, each causing 
differentt problems. The names (in Kinyiha) are exclusively in use by Nambela The 
firstt one, Ipangazia, is always related to the fact that money is finished sooner man 
expected;; the second one is Inoro and concerns money lost or disappeared by the 
timee one wants to use it; the third one, Urovolela, means all types of bad luck, be it in 
money,, love, business or health; the fourth, Mfita, relates to people blinded by 
money,, which changes their personality in a negative way; and fifth, Mkanda, is 
aboutt a person attracted to all types of bad luck. Nothing s/he does, says or touches 
hass the desired outcome. Social relations are bad and people avoid him or her. Sixth 
iss Burwe or fyalawe, meaning that a person is born with bad luck, resulting either in 
failuress or illnesses. 

Remedy Remedy 
Forr the treatment of all the bad hick cases, me roots of Ivoia (Scleria sp./Cyperaceae\ 
UmleveUmleve (Protea sp./Proteaceae) and Ufita (Mimosops denseflora/Mimosaceae) were 
poundedd together. The resulting powder is given via incisions in the skin, in order to 
clearr the blood of the bad luck. Various other ingredients (mixtures) are available to 
improvee luck in business or in making money, but I did not find out what they were 
composedd of. There is no doubt mat the symbolic meaning of such mixtures worked 
ass a placebo and satisfied the needs of the desperate customer. Whenever I asked 
Nambelaa to explain more about these remedies, she would answer with a big smile or 
aa shrug as if saying that I would not be able to understand 

Witchcraf tt  and sorcery (uchawi and uloga or  uvolozi) 
Witchcraftt and sorcery (uchawi and idoga) in Nambela's vernacular are both called 
uvidozi.uvidozi. Both practices can easily harm persons with a sensitive or disturbed pepo 
(seee 6.1 case 2, 3, 8 and 9). If uvolozi is inherent to a person and s/he is born with a 
substancee or force in the belly for doing malice (see 3.4) this substance is called 
imbunguluimbungulu However, not all those who possess imbungulu will become practicing 
witches.. In fact, some are not even aware of having inherited the substance from 
eitherr parent. The implication is mat such a person cannot be blamed or held 
responsiblee for the latent capacity. S/he can be blamed for activation of the latent 
force.766 Another type of uvidozi is the bewitchment of a person by placing a spell or 
charm:: referring to sorcery by manipulation of natural and spiritual forces. The 
powerr to understand and perform 'hidden things' is known to Nambela as itonga 
Whenn Nambela speaks of imbombo itonga she means mat certain tasks are 
performedd in secret so as to influence others. Persons who do itonga are called 

Inn other  areas of Tanzania (Southeast and Northwest) tins kind of udiawi is more common than in die area 
wheree Nambela lives. 
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abitongaabitonga (sing, omwitonga). Those persons who do good secret things are itonga 
lima,lima, and those who do bad secret things are itonga libibi  In the first case, the act is 
too the benefit of the social unit, whereas in the last case it is against i t If the reason is 
jealousyy or greed, it is an anti-social act. When traditional customs have been 
seriouslyy violated within the family or the lineage, or a social disharmony exists, 
itongaitonga serves a social purpose. In mis case, ancestral powers of the lineage in 
disharmonyy may be invoked. In other instances too, consent of the ancestors may 
playy a crucial role in the success of itonga.71 Nambela will distinguish what type of 
uvtdoziuvtdozi affects a person, for each kind causes a different range of pepo symptoms, 
typifiedd by predominantly mental or physical distortions. In some cases, both forms 
off  uvtdozi are practiced on one person. In case of sorcery, a major question is 
whetherr contagious or sympathetic magic has been used and, if a curse has been 
created.. A spell or a curse may imply the use of magical objects, like horns 
(vipembe)(vipembe) filled with magical medicine (dawa za uchawi) that are hidden or placed 
onn the doorstep, afifecting the cursed person passing it Also, a 'bad' spirit may be 
invoked,, sent in disguise of a bird or an animal to bewitch the person. While sorcery 
involvess the manipulation of medicines or other substances placed in close proximity 
too the victim, mere is one form, called ununago that deals with very powerful 
medicines.. Ununago can transform inanimate things and people into animals and 
backk again. Nowadays, according to Nambela and her relatives, it is rare to find 
peoplee who have these skills. Stories still circulate about powerful persons who had 
thiss power in former generations. Nambela stresses that she never takes part in the 
practicee of revenge nor does she expose persons mtentionaüy to help a patient who 
seekss revenge. Nambela's task is to restore pepo and not to disturb it Those 
wagangawaganga wapepo who are specialized witchdoctors assist victims after making sure, 
byy means of divination, that the client has a real case against the person. Some of 
thesee waganga feel that in so doing, they contribute to a just society (see chapter 11), 
whereass others mainly counteract witchcraft for money (see 3.4). Nambela's role in 
witchcraftt and sorcery is to discover and expose what type of practice has been used 
andd how to neutralize i t 

Peoplee who suffer from the intrusion of uvtdozi often feel creeping sensations in the 
bloodd to indicate that something alien is inside mem. Also, poisoning (malüa) may 
affectt the vital organs. Malüa is achieved by secretly mixing poisonous ingredients 
(oftenn plants) with foods or drinks (6.1 case 8). Certain (grinded) animal, human or 
minerall  ingredients may be used, like tiny fragments of bone, tissue or stone. Once 
thee mixture dissolves in the body, it becomes poisonous or harmful causing a 

777 About witehaaft and sora^ in ( ^ ) A f i i c » 
Tanzaniaa inparticuiar  I  refer to Haule (1969) and Abrahams (1994> 
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creepingg sensation or  stabbing pains. The symptoms of maJila can also produce lack 
off  strength, nightmares and confusion. More serious signs are paralysis or 
dysfunctionn of the kidney and the liver. People suffering from malila suffer  from 
swollenn bodily parte. At first  this appears in one foot, leg or  arm, but eventually the 
liverr  wil l be contaminated. Whooping cough and loss of hair  are manifestations of 
thee body's failing defence system. The internal infection can lead also to infertilit y or 
miscarriages.. Once too far  progressed, Nambela is unable to save people's life. 
Besidess this type of poisoning of the body and/or  the mind, Nambela states that 
certainn foodstuffs can contain poisonous or  toxic ingredients. 

Remedy Remedy 

Whatt  is important is to detect what has set witchcraft or  sorcery in motion. If 
appropriate,, Nambela will receive instructions during her  dreams or  divinations 
aboutt  the location of a hidden magical object An assistant may collect it upon 
instructionn of Nambela and give it to her  for  safekeeping and neutralization. There is 
aa yearly ceremony near  to Nambela's compound to neutralize those material objects 
matt  she or  patients have exposed. During die first  days of my stay, Nambela proudly 
showedd me the storage place of the various magical objects. The storage lay just 
behindd the compound and consisted of an open shack with large bags hanging from 
thee rooftop. With the help of her  pepo, Nambela finds plants that enable 
neutralizationn of the danger  attached to these objects. Around Christmas time, the 
variouss objects are taken out to an open spot in the woods near  the compound, where 
theyy are burnt following the instructions of her pepo. During the event, a number  of 
people,, including Nambela, react very strongly with pepo. Many fetch medicine 
(leaves)) and throw these into the fir e so as to neutralize die negative components. 
Somee patients or  novices fall down close to die fire as if to clear  the spot with then-
presence,, while others look for  magical objects that are still hidden. The whole event 
triggerss people one by one, as their  pepo is liberated in an atmosphere that fills the air 
withh a kind of charged energy. 

Symptomss of witchcraft involving poisonous or  magical substances are treated as in 
malila.malila. In bom cases, Nambela wil l perform a poison proof. This is done with the 
helpp of a steam bath that helps extract poisonous elements via the skin. The liquid 
containss the fine roots of the fragile flower Isyansa (Kppocrateaceae/ Hippocratea 
buchananii).. The roots are boiled for  twenty minutes ina large quantity of water. The 
patientt  has to steam die head and die chest for  ten minutes above me cooking pot 
coveringg him/herself with a cloth. The perspired drops that mil into me water  become 
compactt  when containing poisonous elements. This is seen in the water  about half an 
hourr  afterwards as wax-like ingredients coloured red, green, yellow or  blue. In this 
way,, the patient has visible proof of die physical complaints that are extracted from 
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thee body. This treatment is repeated several times until no more signs of toxic or 
dangerouss elements are found in the water. After detoxifying the body of a patient, 
Nambelaa applies a medicine to purify me blood. For mis purpose, she makes an oral 
drinkk based of water and pounded leaves and/or fruits of the Aloe Vera or Ivata. The 
plantt is known for its antiseptic activity, purifying the blood. The same function 
iss derived from the roots of Uluveva (Conoraceae/Byrocarpus), Uvutupa (not 
identified)) and Umohogo (Ampelidaceae/Rhocissus sp. family of the cassava plant). 
Al ll  plants are cut in small pieces and water is added Curative as well as protective 
mediciness are made from a mixture of the bark from Uosio (Hypericaceae/ 
Psorospermumm bebrifugum) and Itami (Euphorbiaceae/ Bridelia micranyha) either for 
orall  use or to wear in a small pouch together with other (unknown) substances, or to be 
usedd for bathing. Other protective medicines (madawa za kinga), mainly consisting of 
herbs,, are placed in the house for protection and are called 'medicines to protect the 
house'' (madawa za kuzindika nyumba). This remedy is in use whenever Nambela 
suspectss sorcery, as in case two of 6.1. Nambela never goes to people's homes 
herselff  to place it there, as many other pepo healers do. The same applies to 
'cleansingg a house' (kusqfisha nyumba) from hidden magical objects. The reason for 
Nambela'ss remote involvement in both cases is her enormous workload. 

DYSFUNCTIONSS OF THE REPRODUCTIV E ORGANS 

Impotencee and infertilit y (udhaifii and hazai) 
Dysfunctionn of the reproductive system can be subdivided into three ailments: 

1)) impotence or infertility (mwanaume cat mwanamke hazm)\ 
2)2) painful or irregular menstruation (kukasa kizazi); and 
3)) infected ovaria or scratam (kkfondakichqfuchannvanamkemm^ 

Manyy people consult Nambela about sexual problems. She may identify whether the 
causee is spiritual or purely biological. Nambela always stresses the great impact of 
thesee problems on a marriage. For the local men and women, this topic is very 
sensitivee as it arouses fears and concerns. This is especially true in cases of male 
impotence.. According to Nambela, impotence is a sexual disturbance mat she 
describess with the words of 'having lack of power' (hana nguvu). Nguvu is attached 
too the condition of pepo and expresses the subjective experience of a weak physical 
conditionn caused by biological (hormonal) disturbances. Fatigue and pains in 
differentt parts of the body can result from i t Often, the complaints are intertwined 
withh ancestral wrath invoked by misconduct in the family. With females, Nambela 
emphasizess moreover the biological impact of either a temporary or a persistent 
barrenness.. A woman who cannot conceive children may be told "her eggs do not 
move""  (mayai hayatembei). When a woman has failed to conceive for a very long 
period,, Nambela says that "the womb is closed" or "the eggs cannot get out of the 
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womb""  {mayai yamefungwa). The presumed cause for bom types of barrenness is 
matt the percentage of fluid in the body has been reduced. This reduction obstructs the 
normall  functioning of the body and hinders the transport of the blood to the internal 
organs.. Therefore, medicine is needed to increase the bodily fluid. Once the woman 
cann conceive, Nambela refers to "the opening the womb" (kufimgua uzazi). 

Remedy Remedy 
Thee complaints are all treated with the same range of plants, which indicates their 
commonn aim. Purification of the womb and activation of blood circulation is the 
majorr goal. In women, this can regulate conception and ovulation (thus also 
stabilizingg irregular periods). With impotence and infection of the scrotum, the plants 
servee to vitalise (stimulate) and purify the internal organs so as to regain (increase) 
strengthh (kuangeza nguvu). Some of the plants Ishihololo (Canthium sp./Rubiaceae) 
andd Unasagara {Aster spJCompositae) have very symbolic features of the sexual 
organs.. They resemble the shape of the womb or the scrotum. In practically all cases, 
mee roots are pounded and boiled in water. 

Difficultie ss of menses, childbirt h and lactation {maiatizo ya nwezi, ya uzazi na 
kunyonyeshakunyonyesha mazhva) 
Frequently,, clients come with problems concerning irregular menses, a miscarriage 
(kuhariba(kuhariba mimba), a bad position of the fetus (mimba amegeuka), an unstable 
conditionn of die womb and fetus (mimba na uzazi hawakaa vizuri), infection of the 
wombb (kindondaya uzazi), a delayed birth (kuchelewa kuzaa) or insufficient milk for 
breastfeedingg (hayatoshi maziwa). Whenever women consult Nambela because of 
troubless or fears about pregnancy, delivery, or menstruation problems, Nambela will 
describee the condition of the female organs. Nambela can explain very vividly that 
shee can 'see' the condition of a woman's womb to the extent that it can tell also about 
pastt or future events. Nambela also claims mat she can 'see' the number of eggs that 
willl  lead to pregnancy or if the condition of the eggs will lead to a delivery or a 
miscarriagee (sometimes it could mean an unhealthy child who could die in the womb 
orr soon after delivery). In order to have a smooth pregnancy, Nambela considers that 
aa good general condition, especially of the womb (ujamzito or uzazi), is vital. This 
preventss complications or pain, as well as abortion. The cause of miscarriages is 
oftenn the presence of germs in the woman's body. The germs influence the condition 
off  the food to the fetus and infect i t The body rejects the fetus because of its 
unhealthyy condition. If the woman does not first purify her body of the germs, she 
willl  never succeed in delivering a healthy child. 
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Remedy Remedy 
Nambelaa is reputed as a midwife and this explains her impressive knowledge of the 
usee of effective plants. For pregnant women with problems in the womb or the fetus, 
plantss are used either to relax the belly organs (muscles) or to strengthen the womb. 
Thee roots of several plants are mixed with water and teken orally during the 
pregnancy.. If pain is felt in the womb, the roots of Unamimvwa (not identified) are 
crushedd and rubbed into me skin of the belly, as an ointment. This relieves the 
tensionss inside. Women, who loose the fetus easily because the womb is not strong 
enoughh to hold it, are advised to take Nambela's medicines from the second month 
onwardss to sustain the condition of me womb. Normally, Nambela recommends the 
intakee of medicines from the sixth month onwards to ensure mat no complications 
wil ll  arise. To clean the body of germs that infected the fetus, Nambela gives a 
mixturee of roots to clear the blood circulation of all bad elements, also 'to clean the 
womb'' kusqfisha mimba. The roots of Ihando (Strychnas sp./Loganiaceae) and 
IsovcyoIsovcyo (Allophyllus sp./Sapindaceae) that are used for menstruation problems, also 
favorr a healthy or good womb (mimba mzvri). 

Nambelaa knows of one particular plant that can encourage delivery most effectively 
andd prevent women from having a caesarian section. To encourage abortion or 
delivery,, me wires of weed, leaves and flowers of Lsova-ihonti (hemi-epiphytic plant 
nott identified) are pounded and boiled in water. This results in a slimy substance that 
hass to be teken orally two or three times a day until the fetus reacts. Usually it does 
nott take long since the plant is very active in softening the condition of the womb. 
Thiss plant curls itself high up around other plants and is very difficult to obtain. 
Nambelaa has to go to great pains to get it. If the fetus is in the wrong position, the 
samee medicines are used. To activate milk production, Nambela uses the leaves, stem 
andd roots of Intavu (not identified) and Ikunyu (Euphorbiaceae, species unknown). 
Thee plants are crushed until a milky substance is achieved. Mixed with water, this is 
takenn orally. Even if another woman suddenly takes charge of a child (mother absent 
orr dead), these plants will help to activate the production of milk. For reasons of 
hygiene,, usually the mother or a sister of the woman are placed in charge of this. 
Also,, in case of mamourishment, it happens that the mother seeks another woman to 
nourishh the baby. Several women have confirmed to me the efficiency óf the 
mediciness to support both the pregnancy and the delivery. During my stay, the 
pregnanciess and deliveries of women in the compound always passed without 
complications.. When a child is born, Nambela will give him or her the second name 
withh a small ritual to prevent any harm coming to the child. Both husband and wife 
wil ll  be present as a token of respect 
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Venereall  diseases (ugonjwaya uzinzi) 
Thee venereal diseases dealt with here are Syphilis {kaswende) and Gonnorrhea 
(kisononó).(kisononó). Nambela always uses two terms to indicate venereal disease. The first 
onee is ugonjwa ya siri, meaning secret illness, and the second one is ugonjwa 
malaya,malaya, meaning an illness of prostitutes. With these words, Nambela clearly 
indicatess the venereal nature of these diseases. The features involved in venereal 
diseasee are difficulties and pain in urinating, with pus and small quantities of blood in 
thee urine. The disease can spread through the body and affect the head Wounds 
graduallyy develop on the sexual organ of the patient. The cause for venereal disease 
iss seen to be germs that are spread during sexual intercourse. Clients, especially 
women,, find it too shameful to talk about during a public divination session. 
Nambelaa takes these clients aside after divination to deal with the matter. At times, 
duringg divination, Nambela seems eager to disclose the disease relating it to the 'bad' 
conductt of the client, mostly men. hi such instances, she would say it was an illness 
thatt comes from sexual affairs with prostitutes. This might be the reason why she 
alsoo calls it a 'secret' disease (see 6.1 case 8). 

Remedy Remedy 
Nambelaa never examines patients physically. A wide range of plants can deal with 
thee symptoms of venereal disease. Mainly the roots of antiseptic plants are used and 
boiledd with water to serve as an oral mixture. The antiseptic plants combat an 
infectionn by cleaning the kidney and bladder. Roots of Umkalia (Securidaga 
spJPotygalaceae)spJPotygalaceae) may be chewed in addition, after which they are spat at the genitals 
too reduce the wounds. The remedies are almost identical for men and women. 

DYSFUNCTIONSS OF THE INTERNAL ORGANS 
Thee digestive system (uwezo wa kubadili chakula kifae mwilini) 
Stomachh and belly complaints (Jadonda na Umbo) are indications of dysfunction of 
thee digestive system. During my stay, it happened a couple of times mat a child quite 
suddenlyy died from a severe attack of dysentery. I wish to mention that these 
complaintss are often connected to witchcraft or sorcery. For instance, a father who 
failedd to pay his debts to somebody was liable to risk an attack of dysentery among 
hiss children. It was considered obvious that ultimately, revenge was taken and 
thereforee this type of wrongdoing was not condemned. Often, this wrongdoing was 
exercisedd through a form of contagious magic mat affected the weakest of the family. 
Withoutt prompt action, like seeing Nambela to obtain counter-magical medicine to 
reinforcee protection, nothing or nobody could end the complaints. Otherwise, purely 
biologicall  factors are at the bases of digestive malfunction. Dirt and waste-substances 
enteringg the stomach through food are seen as the common causes for the complaints. 
Parasiticc worms (inchororo) are known to be easily transmittable through water as 
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welll  as food. In case of an infection of the digestive system, there could be 
abdominall  pains accompanied by hard or  soft stool. When constipation (ivalala) and 
flatulenceflatulence are involved, the stools can contain blood when the patient tries to 
evacuatee the bowels by force. Another  reaction is the opposite, diarrhoea (ukudolola) 
orr  dysentery with blood (kuharisha damu) that is often accompanied by a general 
feelingg of weakness. There may also be an oveiproduction of bile mat causes 
stomach-acidd felt in the mouth and the throat When the pancreas (bandama) is 
infected,, this can be due to stress or  fear, too much (greasy) food, or  too much 
cigarettee smoking. 

Remedy Remedy 
Thee remedies for  stomach and belly complaints or  pains are extensive (35), as 
variouss plants are known for  their  efficiency in cleansing internal infections. The aim 
off  all remedies is to cleanse me digestive system of all toxic elements. Some plants 
causee vomiting, while most plants act as a purgative. Apart from boiling the roots 
withh water, the leaves are sometimes used, in the case of malfunction of the 
pancreas,, Nambela uses the roots of the Unyongwe (Dolichos spJPapilionaceae). 
Afterr  pounding them, cold water  is added for  the oral remedy. 

AID SS virus (Ukirmvi) 
HIVV infection is discussed here under  this category of dysfunctions of internal 
organs,, because it affects the whole organism. Whenever  Nambela divines a person 
withh AIDS symptoms, she refers to the illness as ugonjwa wemr. our  illness (in 
Africa) ,, or  ugonjwa nyingi: it is a multipl e illness (see 6.1. case 8). She may also tell 
thee patient that it concerns a severe belly infection. Or, Nambela emphasizes the 
lastingg effects of an infectious illness or  ugonjwa sugu. On no account did Nambela 
wantt  to shock or  frighten a patient by using the word Ukimwi. Quite a number  of 
peoplee are said to take poison (sumu) to commit suicide once they are told they have 
AIDS.. Clients arrivin g at the compound in an advanced stage of AIDS mostly come 
too Nambela after  they have been turned down at the hospital for  treatment The 
symptomss are manifold, for  all the vital organs can be affected by the virus. Nambela 
believess that AIDS is passed on primaril y by sexual contact with pains and 
complaintss concentrated in the belly. 

Interestingly,, some pepo patiënte in treatment with Nambela had been diagnosed as 
HIVV positive at the hospital after  a blood test was made. Yet, once they come for 
consultationn whh Nambela they are told mat they are suffering from pepo illness. A 
numberr  of such patients did indeed regain strength after  a relatively long treatment 
Sincee I did not make a specific saury of AIDS patients, I cannot tell if they totally 
recovered.. From a medical assistant at the nearby mission hospital, I learned that 
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eachh hospital was supposed to have a team of specially trained counselors, concerned 
withh the social and psychological impact of the illness on HIV-positive patients. The 
missionn hospital team would only work with these patients after an extra blood test 
wass taken at the laboratory of the major regional hospital, since there were so many 
misleadingg indications for HIV infection (diarrhoea, dysentery, weight loss, poor 
generall  condition). The counselors had to inform the sero-positive patient and the 
familyy that nothing could be done and that they had to prepare for a difficult period 
backk home. Only in exception cases was a patient admitted to the hospital. Therefore, 
itt was not surprising, that many people turned to traditional healers as a last resort. 

Remedy Remedy 
Nambelaa claims that herbal treatment can only succeed when a person comes at an 
earlyy stage of the illness. To treat AIDS, Nambela makes use of a wide range of 'big' 
medicinee known to be effective in cleansing the whole body of toxic elements. Many 
off  these plants are also used in cases of belly infections, infertility and venereal 
disease.. Small pieces of a variety of plants are put together in a large bottle to 
whichh cold water is added. After one day, the drink serves as an oral medicine. The 
rootss can be used for ten days, each time adding clean boiled water. After these ten 
days,, a fresh mixture needs to be used and the treatment is to be repeated for as 
longg as the symptoms occur. There is also a 'magical' composition in use by 
Nambela.. The preparation entails a mixture of a tiny piece of a dog's tail, a bit of 
coww dung and earth boiled together with the roots of the Impumtngu (Hound's tongue 
orr Gynnoglossum officinde/Boraginaceae), Ukangala and Ichoio (bom not identified). 
Thiss concoction is administered occasionally next to the other treatment 

Chestt infections (kifuakikuu) 
Chestt infections concern asthma/bronchitiü/tuberculosis (pwnu/kikohozi kikuu/kifua 
tikuu);tikuu); cold/coughing/flu (kifua/kikohozi/kifua na homo); and hiccups (kwikwi). The 
curess that Nambela prescribes for various colds and coughs are used frequently. 
Duringg the rainy and me dry season, it is either the humidity or the cold mat brings 
aboutt the complaints. This is not surprising since most people walk barefoot and 
havee little warm doming. Concerning asthma, bronchitis or tuberculosis, Nambela 
recognizess saliva in chest, throat, nose or head, sometimes accompanied by fever. 
Thee cause is mainly cold weather, rains or a neglected cold or flu. With colds, 
coughing,, and flu, the symptoms were less severe, with no fever. Dust could also 
causee the coughing. Chest infections are also typical symptoms of stress with pepo 
patientss when pepo is stuck or obstructed in the chest, giving symptoms of whooping 
cough.. Quite often I saw pepo patients suffering from complaints of the lungs that 
couldd indicate tuberculosis, but mis was said not to be the case. Rather, a weak 
conditionn had brought forth chronic pepo symptoms; as was the case with Nambela 
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ass a child when she threw up blood (see 5.2). In cases of severe coughing, Nambela 
couldd also divine a genetic cause, like asthma. 

Remedy Remedy 
Ann important function of most plants is to reduce or resolve the saliva, in order to 
clearr the chest, Ihroat and/or head. Other plants are used to relieve the respiratory 
problemss or the tight feeling in the chest and the stomach. Hie roots of the Umkalia 
{Securidaga{Securidaga sp./Polygalaceae) smelled like menthol eucalyptus and are either 
crushedd or pounded and rubbed into the skin of the chest or inhaled. Ufita (Mimosops 
deseflora/Mimosaceae)deseflora/Mimosaceae) is also considered a very strong medicine to relieve the lungs 
fromm infectious elements. Like most of the plants, the roots are boiled in water and 
administeredd as a drink. Itumbuzya (Flacourtia indica/Flacowtiaceae) is mainly 
usedd to treat throat infections. After being dried, the roots are pounded and ground. 
Thee paste is then applied on the back of the mouth with the help of a stem, to make it 
activee in the throat. For hiccups, Nambela uses the roots of the Ituvu (Ficus sp./ 
Moraceae)Moraceae) that are boiled with water and serve an oral extract If someone has regular 
attackss of hiccups, he or she receives a medicine to relieve the tension in the chest t 

6.44 Conclusive remarks 

Duringg divination, prayers, or revelations, Nambela often stresses mat medicine can 
onlyy be effective if people have cleared their problems or faults in line with tradi-
tionall  Nyiha preconceptions on community healing (see 5.1). Only then can God 
helpp (Mungu atasaidia). Often, however, the concept of pepo illness serves as an in-
dicatorr of disrupted social relationships. In this respect, Nambela's emphasis differs 
fromm those spirit healers who consider pepo illness to be primarily caused by witch-
craft,, curses, demons or ancestors. Since everybody is in Gods' hands, Nambela 
neverr refuses to help anyone, even when the physical symptoms are serious. Nor-
mally,, however, Nambela advises clients with severe contagious or life-threatening 
diseasess to obtain medical treatment at the nearby mission hospital, hi such instances, 
herr son Nelson writes a note for the patient that states Nambela's diagnosis. 

Inn general I found that patients responded well to phyto-therapeutic treatment Not only 
didd I learn this from the patients, I was also able to observe positive changes in people. 
Nambelaa had made mem believe that herbal medicines or daw a ya miti shamba (li t 
plantt medicines from the field) have a divine quality and mediate between God and the 
people.. The fact mat Nambela would regularly diagnose patients during their stay, to 
'see'' whether the plants were bringing the required positive change, was much appre-
ciated.. Either the comforting words that things were going better, or mat better results 
wouldd be achieved by using a different plant, contributed to this. Rarely however, did I 
seee Nambela visiting the patients on the compound. Mostly this was a responsibility of 
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malee assistants who were long-term patients themselves, sometimes in training to be 
novicee healers. They were accepted as intermediaries. Nobody complained about mis, 
forr it was obvious mat Nambela had a lot of work. 

Withh regard to Nambela's visionary role in divination and revelation, I have found 
thee following aspect to be of major importance: that Nambela exposes what she 
'sees',, 'feels', 'hears' or simply 'knows' instantly. At times Nambela may, however, 
makee judgements as she takes certain morals into account Generally, patients would 
bee very impressed by Nambela's exact descriptions of the internal body. Nambela 
mayy perceive the interior body in either light (healthy) or dark (ill ) substances. In the 
latterr case, she may experience a short but intense feeling of pain. These clues also 
providee Nambela with an indication to know what herbal remedies are needed. As 
Nambelaa is able to determine the nature of the complaint without prompting or 
accesss to any visual cues, she does not make use of techniques that involve 
mechanicall  procedures such as throwing bones, shells, or sticks (see Peek 1991). 
Nambelaa has the gift to 'see things' consciously or semi-consciously, which I have 
referredd to as pepo trance. During such a trance, Nambela does not experience a loss 
off  the self, as often happens in divination trance, but, an expansion of self. So 
Nambelaa speaks to cheats as herself. This is a self that has been transformed through 
contactt with the realm of spirits. The involvement of psychical incorporation of spirit 
intoo the body entails a doubling of spirit type. Friedson (1996: 30) calls this 
'consciousnesss doubling' in which the healer is in communication with the spirit 
forces,, rather than being possessed. This communication can also take place in 
dreamss and visions. 

Thee foregoing implies that Nambela, a mganga wajadi nchimi, is not a medium in 
thee sense of being merely a vehicle for the spirits who use her as a mouthpiece, a 
characteristicc that is typical for many spirit healers who are guided primarily by 
naturee spirits (see 3.5 and 3.6). I refer back to chapter five, in which I stated that 
Nambelaa developed her experiential training and learning over the years to form a 
cultural-historicall  lens on illness and health. Local people and patients of Nambela 
toldtold me that me inspiration by superior (divine) forces was a very typical phenomenon 
amongg spirit healers in the Mbeya region. I was able to observe this myself as I 
attendedd a district meeting of traditional healers in Tunduma (on the border with 
Zambia)) in the final stage of my fieldwork period. Indeed, I noticed how many 
healerss in the meeting resembled Nambela demonstrating die typical behaviour of a 
prophett healer. Among them were many ex-patients of Nambela, a majority of whom 
weree women. I will come back to the healing career of (female) novices in the next 
chapterr that deals with the experiences of clients in musical and ritual therapy. 
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Patientt in a state of pepo-trance on Nambela's compound 
duringg a musical healing session. 
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Chapterr  7 

Thee Musical Quest for  Healing 

Singingg is medicine. The songs I was taught are not only of great help in manifesting the ill 
pepo,pepo, they also help to become strong and healthy again. Because you are composed of two in 
onee spirit , the healing power  is able to wake up [in reaction to the singing]. The moment you 
receivee the power, you know it wil l do you good, hi the beginning it makes you roll over  the 
groundd being an indication that you receive help from God! When you roll over  the ground 
youu may 'see' medicines, divine ümess or  begin to *see* in your  dreams. Under  normal condi-
tionstions ycu also see, but you do not know bow to recognize it If you ha^vth^ 
seeingg things, your pepo wil l attract many people. God will then help you to do mis work 
[fromm an interview with Nambda on Apri l 24,1991]. 

Nextt  to phyto-therapeutic treatment and the weekly religious ceremonies, patients 
havee to participate dairy in musical sessions. The musical sessions are used as a 
directt  instrument to gain relief from anxiety symptoms resulting from a disharmony 
inin  pepo. In the text above, Nambela points out mat she learned specific songs in order 
too help the il l become strong again. For  convenience sake, I wil l call them pepo 
songs.. Nambela refers to the fact mat all people are composed of two parts in one 
spiritt  (see 6.3). As long as the patient does not achieve a state of 'awakening', s/he 
cannott  expect to become aware of this 'other' component of spirit The aim of the 
singingg sessions is to 'awaken' and 'liberate' this component of pepo in a patient, 
whichh becomes manifest in behavioural reactions, like the rollin g over  the ground. In 
thee process of transformation, visionary sights may be enhanced that allow a patient 
too see plants that may serve as medicine for  him/herself or  others. In other  words, the 
singingg sessions may 'spur' unknown forces in a patient for  individual as well as 
communall  healing. I f strong visionary skills develop in a patient, s/he may follow a 
careerr  of a prophet healer. 

Manyy patients of Nambela have sought treatment with both biomedical and indige-
nouss health care before they came to see her. In fact, most patients had been seeking 
helpp for  quite some time. This implies that next to the many disappointments, they 
alsoo spent quite a bit of money in vain, m some cases, Nambela advises patients to 
havee their  family come over  for  a visit to sort out social constraints by means of a 
familyy group session. In those cases, each member of the family confronts the accu-
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sationss of one and another  in public, with one or  more assistants of Nambela acting 
ass a witness. Otherwise, family members do not actively participate in the therapeutic 
interventionss performed in the healing compound. In this chapter  focusing primaril y 
onn the musical interventions of Nambela, I wil l present the cases of eight (ex) pa-
tients,, who are all Christians. The aim is to illustrat e the interrelationship between the 
onsett  of pepo illness, the response to musical therapy and the healing factor. In par-
ticularr  I try to answer, whether  it are the songs, the vibration of the voices or  the vi-
brantt  atmosphere that set in motion spiritual healing. 

7.11 The musical sessions 

Fromm the beginning of my stay, the musical sessions captured my interest As I wit-
nessedd the physiological and psychological responses of patients to the musical ses-
sions,, my attention was drawn to the feelings and transformations in patients. I was 
attractedd to the dairy gatherings and by and large, could find out under  which condi-
tionss they would take place. As I lived only a few yards away from the compound, I 
couldd hear  the calling for  a gathering a few times a day, as someone shouted: 
'Wimbo,'Wimbo, Wimbo' (Songs, Songs). The daily sessions would be held between 4 p.m. 
andd 7 p.m., and from 8 p.m. until midnight On Sundays, the sessions would begin 
afterr  the religious ceremony (see 6.2). Below I describe the main context in which 
theyy are performed. 

7.1.17.1.1 The context of the performances 

Thee daily sessions are performed in the middle of the healing compound, instigated 
andd conducted by one or  more experienced patients (assistants), while one or  more 
patients)) are seated on the ground. The sessions are repeated two or  three times a 
dayy to facilitate the process of 'spirit-awakening'  (kuamka pepo). This awakening 
hass to arouse the inner  dormant spirit and culminate in a 'sprat-liberation '  (kutolewa 
nana pepo). Experienced patients in die compound may invite others to sit down, 
wheneverr  they hesitate to do so. Everybody wil l finall y join the sessions that are 
markedd by call-and-response singing. This allows patients to take the lead in turns so 
ass to help each other  in achieving the desired state in pepo. New patients wil l usually 
bee invited to speak what was on their  mind at the beginning of a session. If they are 
nott  willin g to do so at once, this is repeated after  a few songs and, if silence still pre-
vails,, a new attempt is made on another  occasion. Family members who accompany 
thee patient wil l be requested to remain at a distance, since they can disturb the proc-
esss of 'awakening'  pepo. Money is to be left behind, because this too can have a 
negativee impact Usually people wil l need several days or  even weeks to open up to 
thee songs. They are considered to have a pepo that is still 'asleep'. Normally patients 
takee turns in sitting down, so as to favour  the process of awakening pepo. It can also 
happenn that three or  four  patiënte sit together  while the others are singing. A quick or 
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sloww reaction to awaken and release pepo depends on personal factors. Nambela 
sometimess joins the singing from a distance, either by humming along with the songs 
orr by watching the reactions of the patients. Sometimes, she halts the proceedings to 
givee an instruction. This happens for instance, to let another patient take his or her 
turnn awakening pepo, or to stop a long session because the participants need a rest If 
Nambelaa is worried about a patient, she could call for an immediate gathering. Dur-
ingg mis session, everybody will pay attention to this one patient To certain patients, 
thee clearing process of expressing grudges or worries strongly facilitates the awaken-
ingg process. Generally, however, patients stay for a while in the compound in order 
too give pepo time to 'wake up' (kumwamsha pepo). Little by little, their pepo will 
becomee more sensitive to the songs, even by just being present or singing along. 
Rarelyy ever does the onset of pepo awakening occur during the first session. 

Inn the evenings, the gatherings usually start in the singing hut. Everybody tries to 
spendd some time mere after supper. It is a moment to meet and talk about events mat 
needd attention, but the singing is the major activity. Those present are seated around 
aa fire, which is prepared by some of the men. Gradually more people enter the hut 
and,, if the atmosphere permits, some singers have a pepo release and run off into the 
night.. Sometimes people will shuffle around the fire while singing or dance a little. If 
moree people are in a. pepo trance, or when a certain person needs extra attention, the 
wholee group moves to the middle of the compound to intensify me singing and the 
handclapping.. The singing always continues (outside or in the hut) until everybody 
hass returned from running with pepo. Though only a few people can remain singing, 
theyy continue until late at night to see that the last person returns back safely. This 
demonstratess that people are much devoted to these sessions. 

Nextt to the dairy sessions, it can occur mat a musical garnering is held upon arrival or 
departuree of a visiting pepo healer who is accompanied by a group of patients and 
initiates.. Often mis concerns an annual celebration to honour Nambela. During my 
stayy the annual celebration took place in Jury 1991.1 could hear a large group of 
peoplee approaching from a distance. They had re-united in Wasa village where they 
begann to sing una pepo songs they had learned during their stay with Nambela. To all 
thosee who participated, the journey meant a sacred pilgrimage. To make the visitors 
feell  welcome, the patients in treatment responded with singing as they reached the 
healingg compound. The call-and-response singing continued for a while until Nam-
belaa became the centre of attention and reacted by running with her pepo forces. 
Uponn departure, there was a more modest singing exchange. 
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7.1.27.1.2 The songs and the singers 
Patients»» assistants, or  relatives of Nambela familiar  with the vernacular  of the songs, 
initiat ee the singing. The songs are principall y a mixtur e of Kinyih a and Kinyam-
wanga.. They often evolve out of dreams or  during trance experiences. Some songs 
aree transmitted from or  to other  pepo healers in me region, through mediation of the 
patientss or  novices. The influences of so many people, who come to sing these songs, 
greatlyy affect their  form and content, and wil l probably continue to do so in the fu-
ture.. It may therefore occur, that the songs are mixed with bordering tribal languages 
fromfrom  Zambia and Malawi. Those who do not share the knowledge of these languages 
wil ll  just sing the regularly repeated chorus lines. For  them, the songs have no spe-
cificc meaning in the beginning. Only out of curiosity they will find out the meaning 
off  the songs, just like I did. 

Att  the start of a gathering, only a few people wil l participate. It is only after  a few 
songss that more and more people join in. As new patients are explicitly invited to 
joinn the sessions, everybody soon gets acquainted with the songs. To obtain full 
benefitt  of the songs at the beginning, people have to take their  place on a particular 
spott  in the middle of the compound with their  legs straight ahead of them and their 
handss relaxed on their  thighs. When the right atmosphere cannot be reached, no mat-
terr  how many people are around, it often has to do with the devotion of the solo sing-
ers.. They too are patients and do not always feel strong or  well enough to take the 
lead.. If the solo singer  is not replaced, the singing session just ends. The reason is, 
thatt  the singing is based on the call-and-response formula that demands a lead singer 
andd a chorus. The more people join in, the more dedication and attention by the 
group.. The atmosphere is good when one can feel that the air  is filled with a kind of 
'charged''  energy, inducing more and more patients to participate. Generally, the 
songss are composed of only a few lines that are repeated constantly. Those with the 
bestt  voices, often one of the major  assistants of Nambela, will take the lead and sing 
thee solo parts. They have more lines to sing and often they improvise these on the 
spott  Others wil l take over  in the course of the session, to enable the lead singer  to 
havee a break. Instruments are never  used, simply because Nambela does not admit 
them.. She feels that her  pepo does not have a positive reaction to instruments. As 
otherr  pepo healers in the district did not use them either, I thought mis to be a cul-
ture-specificc feature. The songs I recorded and translated contain a host of informa-
tionn about emotional, social and religious aspects of pepo. With the help of Patterson, 
II  have translated thirty-tw o songs, of which three frequently used songs are given 
beloww as examples. Certain songs used to begin a session can be referred to as 'open-
ingg songs'. A popular  opening song is: 
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YeyeyeyeleYeyeyeyele mama (Kinyiha) 
lead::  Mwaka tow takulima umwoyo wane wamalanda. 

Thiss year  I cannot ferm for  my heart is in distress 
UmwoyoUmwoyo wane beleleye talilqfe wee 
Myy heart has become accustomed to Ais and keeps on crying 
KumzimuKumzimu kusinsom, hanzimu chiliuli 
Ar ee you not afraid? How do you see with spirit forces? 
InfwayaneInfwayane tayimanya 
II  wonder  if I am to join the kingdom of God 
PolePole pole kwa mungelo 
Pleasee guiding angels of God, help me 

chorus::  Yeyeyeyele mama 
Itt  is alright mama do not worry 
InktdavaInktdava kwa mwenechuo kamsolo katemweka 
Begg to God when your  head is in pain 
WanambomboWanambombo chiliuli 
Youu who work with these forces, how do you succeed to see? 

Besidess the opening songs, most songs are sung in response to the emotional state or 
trancee behaviour  of one or  more patients. Other  songs are specifically sung to pay 
respectt  to Nambela, stating her  capacities with pepo and her  knowledge of medicine. 
Songss can also reflect the arriva l of a new patient» whose pepo is still asleep, posing 
manyy problems to the patient Indeed, many of the songs are related to the worries, 
thee fears, and me pains mat seem to reinforce the 'ill '  state of pepo. Or  songs reflect 
howhow pepo can be set free by the singing and take control of the body and the mind. 
Generally,, the songs provide backing and support to achieve a positive outcome of 
thee manifestation of pepo, but also to help maintain and guide pepo trance. When 
negativee feelings lik e emotional discontent, pain or  restlessness exist in patients, mis 
iss reflected in the song text to indicate that the pepo is still surrounded by thoughts 
andd worries. At other  occasions, song texts stress positive feelings, with emphasis on 
thee increase of energy, a feeling of lightness, and visionary abilities as a consequence 
off  pepo manifestations. As such, the texts readily demonstrate the psychotherapeutic 
rol ee off the musical sessions. A nephew of Nambela, called Zawadi, would often 
spendd his free time in the healing compound (see preface). He had mis metaphoric 
descriptionn of a patient suffering from pepo illness to stress the benefits of the musi-
call  sessions: 

Iff  you are suffering from pepo Alness, it is like the maize in toe fields lacking vital resources, 
becausee of the amount of weeds surrounding it With the help of the songs one's pepo blos-
soms,, since all the ^«gM» and worries are cleared from the ground. The liberation of pepo 
thenn has a healing outcome. This is what the awakerirng of p̂ po is aU about [from February S, 
1991]. . 
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Inn general, oncepepo is felt to 'free' itself this is accompanied by a shivering and/or 
shakingg of the body. As the shivering or shaking continues the person wil l slowly He 
down.. The surrounding group immediately clears the way, still directing all their at-
tentionn to the person concerned, until he or she starts to roll over the ground. Then 
thee circle of people opens. Once the purpose of the songs is achieved, the circle 
closess again to direct attention to other patients who are seated in the middle. Signifi-
cantly,, though many people do not know the meaning of the songs, they nonetheless 
reactt to them or achieve a release or liberation of their pepo. Those who are singing 
wil ll  explain briefly the purpose of the songs and all those involved wil l repeatedly 
remindd them not to think about home or their pain. What is needed is a total opening 
upp to the songs by just concentrating on the singing. That also explains why the sing-
erss would come near the patient on the ground, with one or two of mem singing 
aloudd next to the patient's ear. I myself noticed how easy it was to stop thinking, as 
thee strong vibrations of the voices would completely take over. It was like my whole 
bodyy acted as an antenna. I perceived every note, every sound intensively. It was 
easyy to understand that together with the emotional attention, this singing could have 
aa hypnotizing effect on the involved. As I would daily participate in these sessions, I 
wass often surprised at the beauty and strength of the voices. Some singers are able to 
continuee for hours at a stretch. The following song text provides another example of 
thee rewards of group therapy as it describes how upon pepo awakening, another 
powerr takes over while pain, worries and sorrow go away. 

UmwcyoUmwcyo mwayo kumbawa (Kiyiha) 
Lead:: Wee sogoraga wee 

Goo off running with pepo 
WeeWee kumungelo wee 
Followw the angel leading you 
WeeWee gar agar a wee 
Rolll  over the ground after pepo is set free 
WelaWela na wela wee 
Return,, return afterwards with guidance of pepo 
WeeWee chamdanda wee 
Youu are suffering from pepo illness 
Weezizyalewee Weezizyalewee 
YourYour pepo will not stay behind [not fail to experience the beneficial changes] 
WeeWee ktdungana wee 
Youu lose consciousness v/beapepo awakes 
WeeWee twontituzyaii wee 
Youu have to forget everything and clear the mind 

Chorus:: Umwoyo mwoyo kumbawa 
Myy heart is in pain 
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Thatt songs are closely intertwined with die healer, the location, and the atmosphere 
inn the healing compound is also demonstrated by the following case. Melina, aged 
43,, is a Msangu from Chunya. She has been to primary school, is married, but with-
outt children. She first consulted a biomedical health staff for her biological and men-
tall  problems. When Melina's mental state aggravated and biomedical staff was un-
ablee to improve her condition, she began to consult traditional healers in Mbeya re-
gion.. A stay with a prophet healer in Tunduma rendered no success. When Melina 
startedd treatment with Nambela, she reacted vigorously to the musical healing ses-
sions.. Below I give Melina's description of her illness story and the reactions she 
experiencedd to the songs: 

Ass a petty trader, I was selling fruits  and vegetables on die market I was married with a civil 
servantt  and lived in Chunya [north of Mbeya]. Two times I became pregnant, but in both cases 
II  had a miscarriage. The last time was in 1978, leading to an internal infection of the womb. 
Ass I remained with relatives in Dar  es Salaam, I went for  a surgical intervention at Muhimbui 
[governmentt  hospital of Tanzania in Dar  es Salaam]. After  this operation, I was given hor-
moness to improve my fertilit y and injections to strengthen the uterus, but I did not succeed to 
becomee pregnant anymore. Gradually, I began to distance myself from my husband I could 
nott  bear  the thought to have sex with him and this maóe him very angry. By 1983,1 had de-
velopedd several physical complaints like heart palpitations, weight loss, pamm the l i i ^ 
seaa and shortage of bream. My mental state delerioratednistasldidnotkriowarrvmorewhol 
wass or  what I was doing. My husband reckoned I had become mad and wimtensiccs increas-
ingg between us, I decided to leave him At that time, I began to seek help at various hospitals 
inn the country, yet examinations did not lead to a clear  diagnosis In 1989,1 remained for 
treatmentt  at the mental clinic of Rufa Hospital in Mbeya After  dismissal, I felt drowsy from 
thee drugs, otherwise nothing much had changed Relatives advised me to consult with indige-
nouss practitioners in Mbeya region. I consulted three indigenous healers (wagangaya Jden-
yeji).yeji). None of their  herbal remedies brought any relief Someone then advised me to consult a 
prophett  healer  in Tunduma [border  town with Zambia 30 miles from Mbozi]. After  two 
monthss of treatment, I felt that the interventions were mefïècrive. W i m ^ 
moneyy in vain, I decided to consult with the healer  Nambela, of whom I had heard a lot in the 
rneantime.. Since I am in treatment with Nambda I realize that this healer  is losing his power. 
Really,, he violates pepo laws (anavwya sheria zapepo). Not only does he ask quite a lot of 
moneyy from patients, he is also often away from the ccmrxnind, dnnkmg and chasing women. 
Al ll  mis has a bad influence on his healing force. That is why I could never  experience the 
presencee of divine forces in my body during the sessions. Though the songs were much the 
samee as with Nambela, all I  did was to shiver  from time to time. 

Indeed,, soon after Melina came to stay with Nambela, she succeeded in exposing a 
veryy powerful and demanding pepo what Nambela calls a 'mean' pepo or pepo kali. 
Afterr mis experience, Melina reacted spontaneously to the sessions every day. 
Whetherr or not she joined the singing, she could be seized slowly or quickly and 
wouldd start staggering, shaking violently sometimes, followed by dancing or running 
aroundd for a long time. Sometimes, she fell to the ground to stay immobile for quite a 
whilee in the way Nambela had done during her encounter with musical sessions by 
thee people of the ancestral shades (see 4.2). I could always tell by the expression on 
herr face when Melina was to have a severe attack like this; as her consciousness took 
ann inward turn. Afterwards, Melina was always soon on her feet again, feeling more 
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energetic.. The beneficial outcome made Melina very confident about having found 
thee proper treatment. As she explained: 

Itt was only during my stay with Nambda that I encountered how a concentration of energy 
(heat)) climbed up from my belly. Now I know this is as a sign ofpepo awaking. After a few of 
thesee experiences, I felt how this feeling intensified as it started to rise into my head, resulting 
inn a distortion of the normal things around me. Subsequently, I felt a strange increase of en-
ergyy mat I had never ever felt before [narrative of March 28,1991]. 

Byy the time I left, in September 1991, Melina was regularly fetching medicine 
thoughh she could not remember what happened to her at the time. All she 'knew' for 
certainn was the location where she could find the plants, as well as their names and 
meanss for usage. Upon advice of Nambela, Melina had decided she would stay for 
somee time and build her own hut in order to calm down her severe pepo reactions, 
onlyy men would she be able to gain full balance again. The many years in discom-
fort,, sadness and confusion had been hard on her. It would take time to regain trust in 
herselff  and her body. 

Thee example of Melina shows that following treatment with another pepo healer 
doess not necessarily bring a beneficial outcome, indicating something more than par-
ticipationn in the musical sessions; and the use of herbal remedies may influence the 
outcomee of treatment One reason, as Melina pointed out to me, is the attitude to-
wardss pepo by the healer. While looking into other cases of pepo patients and their 
reactionss to the sessions, it appeared that the outcome of subsequent trance states 
couldd vary a lot Personal differences played a role, as did the atmosphere of the ses-
sions.. To better understand how both factors interacted with each other, I describe 
somee of the experiences that people who participated encountered in the process of 
awakeningg and liberation. 

7J22 The awakening and liberation process 

Thee release of pepo actually stands for a suite of trance in which a person achieves a 
situationn where his or her willpower is taken over by another power. This situation is 
reachedd through a series of general patterns that are seen as essential preceding 
stages.. In the course of my trials with, pepo (both my own and that of others), I dis-
coveredd mat an intensified feeling is sensed in the belly as pepo starts to react to the 
songs.. There were also people, however, who felt this sensation first of all in their 
feett or tegs. These people suffered from pressure in their legs, so the tension had first 
too free itself mere. This was considered the most difficult situation in which to 
achievee the liberation of pepo, as it had to climb first to the belly and the chest to 
makee its way to the head. 
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Ass I tried to figure out the reactions of the participants, I tested myself numerous times 
byy taking place on the ground during the sessions, It soon started to affect me as the 
vibrationss entered my body and consciousness. Nambela told me mat my pepo was 
concentratedd in my belly. If it were to 'wake up' from mere, it would be possible for 
mee also to liberate pepo (see 6.1 case 10). These complaints have gradually lessened 
duee to my yoga activities and I noticed that a relaxation of the nervous system caused 
miss improvement So, it did not come as a surprise to me that in reaction to the songs, I 
feltt an intense reaction in the main nervous centre that is located around the navel But, 
II  only got as far as to notice a sensation in my neck; it never went any further. Maybe I 
hadd some internal resistance to letting it go, but more so I think that I did not have the 
properr incentive for an awakening of pepo. I was fairly healthy and happy and thus had 
littl ee worries on my mind. In other words, that part of the inner spirit that can benefit of 
'beingg awakened' or 'liberated' was not sufficiently under tension. 

Inn general, when the particular sensations I described fail to reach the head, the 
awakeningg cannot be completed. The necessary condition can only be achieved when 
aa person feels that the sensation leaves the head via die crown. The shivering, set in 
motionn by a kind of electric shock that flashes through the spinal cord, indicates mat 
somebodyy is about to set free the internal force of pepo. Everybody soon became 
familiarr with these characteristics and there was no doubt at all as to who had suc-
ceededd and who had not. All the participants watch these stages in the people on the 
groundd and synchronize the intensity of the songs accordingly. The signs of pepo are 
familiarr as are the words attached to them: 

Kutelemka Kutelemka 
Kuzunguzungu Kuzunguzungu 
kutetemeka kutetemeka 
kusunguka kusunguka 
kupepesuka kupepesuka 
kuanguka kuanguka 
kugaragara kugaragara 
kuchhna kuchhna 
kuchemka kuchemka 
kutulia kutulia 

too descend (the illness) 
too see hazy, to become dizzy 
too shiver 
too turn around 
too stagger 
too fall down on die ground 
too roll over  die ground 
too run with the force of pepo 
too boil with die heat of pepo force 
too calm down 

Iff  no sign of pepo awakening is noticed, then the person is asked what s/he feels. If 
certainn feelings are sensed, such as a slight shivering within the legs, arms or the 
belly,, the person is encouraged to remain seated on the ground. If after thirty minutes 
nothingg else happens, then it is not expected to come to a liberation of pepo. Pepo 
liberationn is considered as a reaction mat comes from the source of pepo. At this 
pointt the shivering in the body becomes more intense. The total opening to forces of 
pepopepo is felt like a bundle of heat (energy) either in the belly or the chest, marking that 
pepopepo 'climbs up from its source'. When the source comes to a boil, an explosive bodily 
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reactionn takes place (like severe shaking, or rolling and running). Whenever pepo 
liberationn happens as a person is seated on the ground, the rolling is a typical bodily 
reactionn that happens mainly to inexperienced patients who are afraid to loose con-
trol.. During a pepo trance, people may be staggering or swaying, sometimes uttering 
loudd shrieks or words. More experienced patients, whose control is easily 'taken 
over',, express energetic movements as they run, dance or perform animal postures, 
likee mat of a cat or a dog mat stretches out its back, or by standing on the head and 
rollingg over a couple of times. 

Thoughh it had remained a mystery to me for some time, I finally understood why 
participantss were often shouting: chemka, chemka, chemka (boil, boil, boil). As the 
wordss would be shouted in relation to utterances like kutelemka pepo (meaning 
'comee down spirit of yours'); mis meant that what had become a part of the mind 
(thinking)) and the heart (feelings) of the person, had to sink into the source of pepo 
beforee a boil was achieved. Whenever I witnessed the manifestations of pepo libera-
tions,, I never saw any traces of evil or aggression. No harm was ever felt either by 
peoplee who fell down or who crashed into something or somebody. In fact, they did 
nott feel anything during their attacks nor pain, fatigue, cold or humidity. Whenever 
peoplee reacted wtihpepo in the public singing hut, they soon left to find the space to 
expresss this energy. Pepo reactions of this kind, it was said, would not occur in peo-
plee sitting in a narrow space, like a car or a train, m other words, the forces were best 
exposedd outside where there was plenty of space. 

Musicall  healing sessions are not exceptional to Nambela's practice, or that of other 
pepopepo healers. African healing churches also make use of them. A short account of my 
fieldfield assistant Patterson illustrates this. Patterson, age 45, is a Nyiha from Mbozi dis-
trict.. He went to primary school, is divorced and a father of three children. While 
livingg in Zimbabwe, he tried to find relief of his pepo complaints by means of musi-
call  healing sessions at a Pentecostal church. Yet the outcome was not satisfying, 
whichh further indicates that the expression of pepo alone is not adequate enough to 
achievee a cure. Sometimes the awakening process has need for better guidance in 
orderr to reach a total exposure of the power mpepo. In the words of Patterson: 

Myprobleimstartedatthelmielwaswodringasawaiterfo o 
livedd there with my wife and three children I had a good idationship with the manager  of the 
hotel,, but this caused a lot of il l feeling among my colleagues. Gradually my mental state be-
camee instable, accompanied by chest complaints and coughing. I suspected witchcraft and 
wentt  to see local heaters in Zimbabwe who used drums and songs m musical healing sessions. 
Withoutt  knowing much about the concept and msatmert of pepo J Dartidpated in the musical 
gatheringss without any reaction whatsoever. Some time later, I participated in the musical ses-
sionss at the Pentecostal church. The church members explained to me mat pepo is as an evil 
forcee to be expelled from the body at all cost People reacted by rollin g over  the ground and 
running,, even fetching medicine. I fell into a trance state and shivered for  a long time while I 
hadd the strangest sensations. After  mis experience, I became afraid for  not knowing what had 
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happenedd to me, yet me ortcome of the experience was positive. Yet, this did not last Fearing 
thee same ordeal, I avoided farther  participation in the sessions. The idea ofbeing possessed by 
ann evil spirit that takes over  control of your  mind and body did not encourage me either. Be-
sides,, there was no guidance during the healing ceremonies at the church, a feature I have no-
ticedd to be common at other  healing churches too. My coii&aon deteriorated fast and my wife 
didd not want to live with me any longer. Since I had also lost my job, I decided to return to my 
homee ground of Mbozi district This was in 1988.1 settled down with my brother  and started 
toto help him cultivate some land. During my stay with m ^ my problems were less ccmpeUing, 
soo I was reluctant to give them any further  attention. However, in the course of the next two 
years,, my complaints became more severe. My brother  and I bad success in cultivating the 
landd Having an abundant maize harvest aroused jealousy among certain relarives. I decided to 
consultt  Nambela to learn what I could do about my complaints, After  the first consultation, I 
remainedd for three weeks to join the musical sessions. HcNvev», I did not respond to these ses-
sions.. Nambela had told me that it would be difficult , because mypepo was stuck in my tegs 
andd lower  back which makes pepo liberation hard to achieve. Orr e I did the/lejw liberations 
broughtt  me a beneficial outcome. In Zambia I did not succeed to fully express the power  of 
pepo.pepo. I  now believe mat the power  of the healer, the intensity of the sessions and a proper 
guidancee from assistants or  experienced patients add to the way an individual physically ex-
periencess pepo. This is particularl y so for those who are uiicertam or  inexperienced [narrativ e 
fromfrom  January 20,1991]. 

Inn July 1990» Nambela had diagnosed Patterson saying that he not only had pepo ill -
ness,, but also his pepo was powerful and very sensitive. She advised him to stay for  a 
while,, attending the singing sessions to awaken his pepo. Patterson stayed for  three 
weekss without any response to the musical sessions. He went back home to harvest 
thee maize after  which he returned for  prolonged treatment This was in November 
1990,, two days before my arrival . At this occasion Nambela told him that his pepo 
wass much alarmed because sorcery was practised on him and his brother. In the 
coursee of the next two months, Patterson achieved a total liberation of pepo. In fact 
hee became the most active of all the patients, fetching medicine and divining others 
ass well. Patterson knew a lot about medicinal plants long before he started to have 
pepopepo complaints. His knowledge of medicinal plants even surprised Nambela. I was 
thereforee very fortunate to have him bom as an assistant and an interpreter. 

Beforee I left in September  1991, Pattersons'  pepo seizures were substantially reduced 
andd the state of his nerves had adequately calmed down. Since he started to feel 
muchh better, he wanted to return home. Still, Nambela advised him not to go because 
thee situation with his family still posed a threat to him. Because of his sensitivity to 
pepo,pepo, he was still reacting to the practices back home with regular  feelings of oppres-
sionn and confusion, ft was better  for  him not to return to mat environment, but what 
wass he to do? This means that even with a strong pepo force, a person cannot with-
standd social unrest within me family. This is in line with 6.2 where Nambela states 
thatt  no medicine is effective as long as people live in disagreement and have bad 
feelings. . 
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Experiencedd patients, like Patterson, wil l release pepo very quick or  sudden. As the 
forcee is already fully 'awakened', they are gradually becoming more sensitive. For 
them,, there is littl e or  no need to sit on the ground and have others sing for  them. Just 
uponn joining or  hearing the singing, their pepo can suddenly be set free. This sudden 
releasee sometimes causes reactions mat resemble an epileptic fit  At first  you would 
seee participants yawning or  belching as if too much air  was taken in, like the first 
signss of hyperventilation. They would shiver  intensively, as if an electric shock was 
goingg through mem. Next, there could be a violent shaking of the head after  which it 
seemedd as if an invisible power  pulled them by the head, resulting in dropping down 
onn the ground instantly. In those cases they did not roll over  the ground. When pepo 
iss affected by great emotional disturbance, patients remain lying on me ground for  a 
while,, sometimes shaking their  body violently. Due to the sudden liberation of the 
forcee setting itself free via the crown of the head, the body immediately reacts ener-
getically.. Eventually mis wil l lead to running, which is an important demonstration 
ofof pepo liberation. At this stage, patients are in a state of dissociation, with eyes 
rolledd upwards. Although often still conscious of what goes on around them, they are 
unablee to react to mis. These situations mostly occur  when (ex) patients join the sing-
ing,, but sometimes it also occurs when there is no singing going on. This can be at 
anyy moment of the day or  night. 

Amongg relatives of Nambela, it is quite common to have pepo experiences and they 
aree seen as a positive contribution to the family or  the community. To them, the 
clairvoyantt  abilities are serving a functional purpose, as they do for  Nambela and 
otherr  prophet healers in the area. Occasionally, one of Nambela's sons would join the 
singingg and could be seized by a sudden release of pepo force. Their  susceptibility to 
pepopepo varied (as with many people who are not having pepo illness), but important is 
thatt  in all those years, they had developed a degree of sensitivity to the musical ses-
sions.. The boys were not at all eager  to demonstrate mis sensitivity. Al l they wanted 
wass to enjoy the singing every now and then. When I asked them what they felt dur-
ingg the pepo trance, they said it was like dreaming. They did not remember what had 
happenedd to mem at all. Nambela's nephew, Zawadi, was among one of the relatives 
whoo had sudden seizures of pepo without suffering from pepo illness. He was only 
177 years old and could experience sudden seizures in the absence of singing sessions 
(seee preface and 7.1). Whenever  I saw Zawadi active with pepo (he often joined the 
singingg sessions since he was an excellent solo singer) he would run for  hours to 
fetchh hidden magical objects or  medicinal plants. As also happened to some patiënte, 
thee force and insight that Zawadi showed during sudden pepo liberation was most 
impressive.. He would perspire profusely, his body seemingly wracked with the in-
tensee energy he used. There was always an assistant guiding Zawadi or  anyone else 
forr  mat matter, who came back with an object or  parts of plants in their  hands. The 
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assistantt (an ex-patient or one of the experienced patients) would keep an eye on 
thosee who had left with a hatchet to dig out plants. When they came back, they would 
graduallyy approach this person, who would be sitting in a particular spot. He or she 
wouldd be informed what the plant was for, what it was called, and how it was to be 
preparedd and used. Whenever a person came back with a magical object, he or she 
wouldd say where it had been hidden and what it was meant for. These were usually 
peoplee with a lot of pepo force, as they often continued their searches for hours, like 
Zawadii  did. People showing mis ability were closely watched, because their force 
wass not easy to calm down (kututia). Intervention was often necessary. These events 
usuallyy took place during the day. 

AA 'strong' pepo force may be released immediately, yet it may be feared. Eventually, 
however,, it brings a person comfort and newly gained awareness. In the following 
case,, my good Med Maria speaks of a past experience when she was taken to Nam-
belaa as a child. Maria, age 42, was a Nyiha from Mbozi district She had primary 
education,, was married, and had seven children. Upon arrival at Nambela's com-
poundd she was advised to sit on the ground and direct her attention to the singing. 
Thiss turned out to be an overwhelmingg experience to her. 

Oncee at the age of sixteen I had complaints of confusion, nightmares and bodily tensions. At 
thatt  time I lived alone with my mother, brother  and sister. I was taken to Nambela who de-
tectedd during a divination that I was troubled by my pepo, resulting from the death of my fa-
ther.. His sudden death had upset my pepo and I was advised by Nambela to participate so as to 
findfind  a relief from my worries. While participatin g in the musical sessions, I soon lost my will -
powerr  and showed a lot of force with my pepo. I felt something in my belly rising upwards. 
Fromm inside I shivered and then I started to tremble. I realized what was happening, but I bad 
noo control over  myself anymore. A force made me run far  away to fetch certain medicine. I 
actedd upon an impulse while I looked and listened what happened inside the body of another 
personn in pain. It was as if I had a stethoscope to see what was wrong inside. I felt a lot of en-
ergyy as if I  could never  become tired, no matter  how far  or  how long I went on nmnmg. After  I 
camee back it took a whue for  me to regain my control. Then I felt tired and hungry. This 
overwhelmingg experience refrained me from going back. Nambela had asked my mother  to 
returnreturn  with paternal elders to discuss ihe sudden deaths m the faniüy. But nobody m the famuy 
wantedd to discuss these deaths with Nambela The reason was mat they were suspicious about 
thee ideas and interventions of Nambela whose reputation they feared [narrativ e from Apri l IS, 
1991]. . 

Mariaa had once been working as a village health worker and takes the stethoscope as 
ann example of how to see what goes on in the interior of a person's body. The over-
whelmingg experience with pepo trance made her afraid and prevented further treat-
mentt Her fears were nourished by her Christian values about spirit possession in 
whichh spirits are regarded as products of the Devil. Furthermore, Maria did not want to 
loosee control over her self anymore. Maria explained to me, however, mat a number of 
eventss had marked her life. As a child, Maria suddenly lost several close relatives and 
nobodyy knew why. Maria began to suffer from pepo illness following the various 
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deathss in her family. Since her Christian family had broken with traditional religious 
rites,, they did not seek to answer the cause for the sudden deaths, nor for Maria's com-
plaints.. Nambela, who knew Maria well, respected their decision but insisted that it 
wass dangerous for Maria to repress strong pepo forces as these have a negative effect 
onn mind and body. Regretfully, Maria died in 1999 from cancer of the womb. 

733 Initiates and novice healers 

Accordingg to Nambela, a strong and sensitive pepo, like that of Maria in the previous 
case,, wil l continue to trouble the patient if it remains insufficiently exposed. Suffi-
cientlyy exposed, pepo wil l give support to the patient and at some point it may even 
makee the patient act like a nchimi (a person sent by God) exposing evil influences, 
likee witches and witchcraft objects (see 5.4). The song below mirrors the experience 
off  a highly sensitive pepo felt through lightness, as a person is in a state of trance. 

ChoraChora chakideta nchimi wee (Kinyiha) 
Lead:: Aliwela wee waJola ilelo wee 

Youu will see today it will return to you 
AliwelaAliwela tepepuka kuwanda wilelo nchimi wee 
Itt will return as a feeling of lightness when you have a divine pepo today 
AliwelaAliwela zomelard kuwanda wilelo Nambela wee 
Itt will return today with the approval of Nambela 
NgalilemaNgalilema sikapanda ngalihoma kqfipitwe mwee 
Too get hold of the sorcerer, once I get hold of him, I will hit him on the head 

Chorus:: Aliwela wee walola ilelo wee 
Youu will see today it will return to you 
ChoniChoni chaktdeta nchimi wee 
Whatt is it that has made me run like mis with divine forces in pepo? 

Sometimess Nambela wil l encourage a person to develop the visionary abilities like 
shee did, and use this gift for healing. Nambela may already tell a patient about this 
possibilityy during the first diagnostic session, but sometimes she mentions it in the 
coursee of treatment Those with strong abilities are considered as 'spirit children' 
(watoto(watoto wapepo) or initiates of pepo and are recommended to become a healer and 
upgradee their spiritual potentials. A number of initiates, who had already become 
usedd to the expression of strong pepo forces during treatment, would explain to me 
thatt once they had recovered, they became very sensitive to the pain of others or to bad 
influencess of people around them. Those initiates, who agreed to become novices, re-
ceivedd guidance from Nambela to develop a career as a healer. Others with strong 
potentialss were advised to find a good healing compound near their home and con-
tinuetinue to participate in musical sessions, whenever the need was there, hi this manner, 
initiatesinitiates not only prevented having renewed pepo complaints, they could also con-
tinuetinue to benefit from intuitive directions during pepo trance. This enabled them to 
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protectt  themselves and their  family from bad influences or  to find appropriate meas-
uress whenever  illness occurs. 

Somee initiates chose to remain in the vicinity of Nambela. They were given a plot by 
Nambela'ss family for  building a hut and cultivate food. Sometimes, initiates feared to 
returnn home because of the bad relationship with their  relatives. Those initiates too 
couldd be given a place nearby to settle down, some of them even became wives of 
Nambela'ss sons. One person, who was an initiat e of pepo and lived around Nambela, 
wass my neighbour  and good friend Esta, She had been in treatment with Nambela for 
twoo years and had developed strong visionary capacities. Esta was aHehe from hinga, 
agedd 36, who had two years of secondary school. As in the case of Mari a before, she 
hadd an arranged marriage at sixteen and a husband who abused her. As Esta divorced 
herr  husband she had two som, me eldest now remaining with her  parents. She explains: 

II  lived for  many years in Dar  es Salaam with the father  of my child Because my husband used 
too drink excessively, he would often beat me badly. Feeling desperate with him, I decided to 
gett  away from him. This happened in 1977. From men onwards I started to suffer  from vari-
ouss complaints First, mere were temporary high fevers with regular  attacks of heart palpita-
tions.. Gradually I lost my appetite, began to loose weight and became contused In the area of 
hingaa town, I visited several hospitals, where my complaints were identified as malaria 
Treatmentss did not result in any progress. Eventually, I went to see traditional heaters who 
saidd that my symptoms were caused by sorcery. Their  medicines brought no relief Someone 
whoo knew of Nambela's success in treating/wpo illness encouraged me to cortsult with her. In 
thee summer of 19871 took the train from Iring a to Mbeya mm inyddest son Frcratii e near-
estt  station mVwawa, I walked to Nambela for 
too walk, I experienced a sudden flow of energy, which I had not felt before [narrativ e from 
Februaryy 5,1991]. 

Afterr  two years of intensive treatment with Nambela, Esta had recovered from her 
pepopepo symptoms. Soon afterwards, she was expecting a child from Nambela's younger 
brother.. Esta decided to stay around for  she felt more secure here then being far  away 
inn hinga. She gave birt h to another  son. Occasionally, when she felt that her  pepo 
wass somewhat restless, she would join the musical sessions. During these times, it 
happenedd mat she took off suddenly with pepo in the midst of singing still carrying 
herr  baby on her  back. Others would react instantly to take the baby away from her  as 
Estaa went off running in a state of trance. Upon return Esta was perspiring a lot A 
numberr  of times I saw her  holding the leaves of one or  more plants in both hands. 
Estaa crushed and rubbed the leaves onto the painful parts of a patients' body or  she 
poundedd the leaves to serve an oral drink . At times, Esta gave the patient a massage 
andd manipulated the position of the back, neck and head. During such events, she felt 
strongg and in balance, while being conscious of what she was doing, though she still 
wass in a pepo trance. This strong expression of her pepo not only gave her  a lot of 
energyy afterwards, she also gained more confidence in herself. When I talked to Esta 
duringg her pepo trance she could hear  me, but she could not respond to me. The only 
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wayy to find out what people like Esta went through was to ask them afterwards. Esta 
andd I went through the stages several times, right after she regained her control 
(will) .. The following text indicates a kind of structural order in the manner by which 
Estaa came to develop her inner forces of pepo: 

Thee exposures may be more powerful at one time than me other. But, the more often pepo is 
liberated,, the easier it becomes to do so. This is felt straight away when the force leaves my 
headd The more ill I am, the TOOK pepo liberation serves a personal purpose. This is the proc-
esss in which a weak pepo developss its strength, while having a powerful pepo gives way to it 
Thee healthier I am, the stronger my pepo, the max pepo liberation serves the purposee to heal 
andd help others. Due to a strong pepo I remain aware of what goes on while I may obtain pre-
cisee indications of what is wrong with myself or someone else. It also warns me when danger 
iss around The shivering is a sign for a coming pepo awakening or a strong pepo reaction and 
iss felt as an intensive electric shock, whereas the skin is felt intensely. Besides that inner forces 
inin pepo bring about a great deal ofenergythey also take away feelings of pain. Once this force 
iss released I can do nothing to cease it as it urges me to act upon the power. When it urges me 
too seek medicinal plants (madawa) I know it takes me to the right place. If I intend to cut or 
digg out the wrong plant the force in pepo obstructs my limbs and I know that I am mistaken. 
Too me, this concerns a natural force, and so is the ability of visionary sights as a means to do 
welll  to others. 

Thatt an 'ill ' pepo needs the help of a strong pepo to fully recover is in line with 
Nambela'ss description in the beginning of mis chapter. Development of pepo powers 
facilitatess the healing process. These creative healing forces seem to be part of the 
deeperr layers of consciousness that are also part of the 'other' component in spirit 
Thiss other component is normally weak at first, but can develop into a strong com-
ponent.. Instead of the words 'weak' and 'strong', Nambela, Esta and others some-
timess referred to having a 'cold' (baridi) or 'hot' (joto)pepo. This should not be con-
fusedd with the calling of 'let pepo come to a boil' (chemka, chemka) during the sing-
ingg sessions, which is to encourage pepo to 'wake up' in body and mind (see 7.2). 
However,, the more 'hot' pepo is at this stage, the quicker the recovery will be. 

Nambelaa stimulated quite a number of ex-patients to apply their 'hot' powers for the 
usee of the community. As they possessed a powerful healing force, these patients had 
recoveredd in a few weeks time. After treatment, novice healers would remain with 
Nambelaa to familiarize with the role of a healer. At a certain stage, Nambela would tell 
thee novice healers to return home and try their capacities on people in their community. 
Theyy were to report their findings regularly to Nambela and follow certain instructions 
soo as to improve their abilities. By the time they were considered ready, Nambela 
choosee a proper place for mem to work back home. Mostly mis was somewhere in 
Mbeyaa region. If the novice healer lived further away, Nambela would propose settling 
nearbyy so as to maintain in regular contact for support hi mis manner, Nambela could 
bee consulted in complex matters, like in cases of 'closing' the influence of a deceased 
relative.. In general, the novice healers would start with a small practice providing shel-
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terter  for  one or  two in-patients. If their  powers developed well and there were no major 
constraints,, they could expand their  practice and become fulltim e healers. 

Duringg my stay I met eight novice healers, of whom five were women. Among them, 
onlyy one had someone in the family who had been a healer, hi other  words, a healing 
vocationn was not necessarily inherited by bloodline. Strikingly , these novice healers 
hadd initiall y resisted the newly acquired powers and did not want to become a healer. 
Theyy were either  afraid of the responsibility, did not want to work for  free, or  did not 
wantt  to be tied to rules. To develop and maintain a successful healing practice, it was 
essentiall  for  the novice healers to receive respect and cooperation from close rela-
tives.. A positive setting was needed to care for  the patients and contribute to people's 
health.. Sometimes, however, female novices encountered problems at home because 
off  unwillingness by their  husbands to accept the responsibilities of a healing voca-
tion.. The constraints involved to become a healer, made that novice healers could 
feell  unhappy with their  special abilities. At the same time, they feared that by refus-
ingg to develop their  healing gift, pepo problems would return again. These ambiva-
lentt  feelings made it difficul t for  them to integrate their  spiritual forces sufficiently in 
theirr  body, soul and mind. As a consequence, they became uncertain, which in turn 
madee them more dependent on Nambela's help. 

Generally,, when novice healers complied with their  strong pepo, they would soon 
developp a clientele around them. The strength of pepo would be a crucial sign for 
outsiderss to establish if die novice healer  had sufficient capacity. If mis was not the 
case,, word soon got around that the healer  had weak spirits or  mat s/he was not fit  for 
thee task. These novice healers would never  built up a reputation or  create special fa-
cultiess to accommodate patients. Though strong spirits could soon contribute to the 
popularityy of a healer, this could just as soon decline when die healer  did not respect 
regulationss or  suggestions made by the tutor  or  his/her  pepo. At the time of my study, 
thirt yy ex-patients of Nambela had started a career  as a healer, men and women alike. 
Yet,, not all of mem had become successful. Nambela often complained of those nov-
icess who disrespected the rules by which to apply their  healing forces. In general, the 
ruless are as follows: 1) not to make business vAUxpepo forces; 2) not to abuse the 
powerss for  bad purposes; 3) not to satisfy the need for  alcohol; 4) not to have sex 
withh other  women/men other  than the partner; and 5) in accordance with one's indi-
viduall  force, not to eat certain foods (see 6.3). In her  role as a tutor, Nambela con-
finedfined these rules to each novice healer, hi addition, each novice received personal 
instructionss from  pepo. For  men the various rules could pose more difficultie s than 
forr  women, and subsequently I found mat more novice women continued training. 
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Whatt puzzled me during my stay with Nambela was mat Esta was never told by 
Nambelaa to develop her 'hot' healing forces for the purpose of becoming a healer. 
Nambelaa told her that her pepo was not meant for this purpose and Esta herself was 
relievedd not having to take up the responsibility. Once she was cured she would oc-
casionallyy join the sessions, only when she felt slight turbulences in her head or 
heartt Usually mis occurred when she was very tired from working the land or when 
shee had had words with someone close to her, like Nambela or her brother, of whom 
shee had two children. I nonetheless wondered if Nambela had discouraged her from 
usingg her powers to heal others because of competition. She already found herself 
facingg a cousin next to her compound who started to prepare as a healer. This she did 
nott approve of and tensions were clearly going on. 

Inn Nambela's prime time as a healer, she could sometimes appeal to active healers 
whoo were instructed by their spirit forces to consult with her. Often this was tied to 
thee wish of the forces to incorporate other methods of practicing. Let me provide one 
suchh example to place the role of pepo and a healing career in a broader perspective. 
Simultaneously,, the example will form a bridge to the female healer, who will be pre-
sentedd in the next part of this thesis. Below follows a short account of Atuwonyeje, 
familyy name Wilangali, a Hehe of 55, practicing as a healer in Iringa region. She had 
beenn to primary school, was married with children. 

Sincee 1978,1 have been practicing as zpepo healer  in Soliwaya, a small village near  Makum-
bakoo in Iring a region. I worked under  the inqjrratio n of paternal ancestral spirits. Among the^ 
weree healers, both males and females, of Hehe origin. In my practice I used to ask a & e for  my 
services.. A majorit y of patients came with problems of 'bad' spirits and witchcraft . I would 
performm musical sessions to set bad spirits free and suprxvledtrealrnentwim herbal inedicines 
andd ritual  cleansing. In 19831 had several dreams in which I was instructed to visit Nambela I 
followedd this advice out of fear  to get into difficulties, so as I had already heard much about 
Nambela,, I left to find her. Upon arrival at the compound, Nambela explained to me the pur-
posee of my dream during a drvmatioa Sheirrvrtedmelostay wimherforsomennieandbê  
comee her  assistant The reason for  my stay was to inuxove my own practice and incorporate 
Nyihaa rituals. The instructions I had received in nry dreams also had oomefrcmNyiha mater-
nall  ancestors, who were once lineage healers (waganga wa mthnuya ukoo). Nambela also 
taughtt  me that it was essential to respect Nyiha spirit ie&ialiori s and not to work for  personal 
gain.. The ritual s I had to team from Nambela were those to remedy kjpcmci and hqxpala 
Manyy of my clients were suffering from hparcci [wandering spirits in the family who had a 
badd or  sudden dead] and in several cases this happened together  with lupcpala, in Kihehe 
luiekoluieko [breaches of conduct leading to a state of coldneas]. Before I carrte to Nambda I already 
kneww of certain Hehe rituals to deal with these problems. For  six months I remained with 
Nambelaa so as to honour  the wishes of my Nyiha ancestors. After  that I was allowed to return 
homee and proceed with my healing career  in which I now incorporated Nyiha rituab  and regu-
lationss [narrativ e from February 1999]. 

Backk home at 150 miles distance from Nambela, Atuwoneyeje had begun to incorpo-
ratee the Nyiha rituals to remedy kiparazi and lupcdcda. She also incorporated other 
elementss from Nambela's practice, like Use pepo songs. Musical sessions were, how-
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ever,, already part of Atuwoneyeje's practice. During two years following her stay 
withh Nambela, Atuwoneyeje revisited her a number of times to show gratitude for 
Nambela'ss tutorship. At one of these occasions, she paid a sum of money for services 
renderedd Apparently, she did so upon instruction of her ancestral spirits to test her 
sincerityy with respect to the new rules set by them. By consenting to her new task, 
shee not only gained more strength through the protection of the Nyiha spirits, she 
alsoo gained more prestige and power. From this background Atuwoneyeje thus began 
too perform traditional Nyiha and Hehe lineage rituals for clients suffering from baridi 
orr 'a state of coldness' (in Kiniyha lupdtda). Clients who consulted Atuwoneyeje 
weree mainly people of Nyiha, Hehe and Bena descent In chapter eight, I come back 
too Atuwoneyeje's role in the life of the ancestral lineage healer Jeremana. 

7.44 Seriously disturbed pepo patients 

Positivee developments in musical therapy were not always achieved. Especially 
whenn the patients suffered severe mental complaints and had a weak condition, other 
factorss too needed consideration. In such cases, bad or sudden deaths (kiparazi) 
couldd play a role with the influence of wandering spirits or problems existing in the 
paternall  family, known as in 'a state of coldness' (lupapala). Denial of customary 
buriall  rituals could give cause for ancestor spirits (pepo ya mizimu) to wander among 
thee living in the family. These wandering spirits tried to catch the attention of the 
victim'ss parental family, especially the male elders. This created an unfortunate con-
ditionn that prevented the victim (patient) from access to divine healing powers of 
pepo.pepo. In serious instances, a kinship agreement with the ancestors could be required 
too solve a crisis in interpersonal relationships within a family group. In that case, 
Nambelaa instructed the clients to perform customary rituals at home (see chapters 5 
andd 6). 

7.4.17.4.1 Three case studies 
Beloww I present three cases to demonstrate why and when pepo can be seriously dis-
turbedd and how (or how not) mis intercedes with musical therapy. 

Case-1 1 
Thiss first case concerns Agnes, aged 35, is a Mbongo from Chunya. She had spent 
twoo years at primary school, was married young and had nine children. She explains: 

II  arrived at Nambela's practice around die beginning of February 1991 together  with my 
youngestt  chfld My other  children were in the care of the family whue my husband worked his 
tobaccoo fields in Tabora [normwest of Tanzania]. I had suffered from a miscarriage and was 
pregnantt  again Pepo complaints had started way back, in 1983, shordy after  me death of my 
father.. I regulady lost consciousness and had strong fits of fear. At such moments I feh like 
myy heart and soul were torn from me. Confusion gradually increased while my physical 
conditionn had become weak. I went for  consultation to various hospitals, mostly psychiatric 
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wards,, where I was given sedatives. They did not know what else to do forme. I had become 
depressed,, had difficulty in sleeping, and as a consequence I had a hard time to raise my chil-
drenn of whom three were regularly ill . When looking for help with traditional healers, I was 
regularlyy given treatments to counteract witchcraft, but mis did not change my condition ei-
ther.. When I had lost my baby and became pregnant again I was in a state of total panic. My 
husoandd took me to Nambela v ^ i o u K i out that fe 
too my father's spirit Before he died, he was suffering from a range of mental and physical com-
plaints.. Being buried in a Christian fashion made mat no sacrificial offering was held to ease bis 
spiritt and somehow mis took effect on me. Nambela advised me to buy a sheep for sacrificial of-
feringinordertoendd the influence of my tamer's spirit [narrative from June 5,1991] 

Untill  the sacrifice took place, in April 1991, Agnes was recommended to join the sing-
ingg sessions so as to free herself of the 'negative' influence of her Either that had af-
fectedd her pepo. Plant remedies were given to calm her down and to improve her con-
dition.. In pepo trances, during the musical sessions, Agnes began to experience strong 
impressionss about her father, but also about her grandfather. Also she began to have 
veryy clear dreams, which she reported dairy to Nambela. Each time, she would see the 
sufferingss of her father and the way he died. She also discovered that his death came 
aboutt under the influence of her paternal grandfather, who had died under similar cir-
cumstances.. In other words, both men had died insane and were buried without tradi-
tionall  ceremony. Nambela, who proposed to make a sacrificial offering of a sheep to 
bringg the soul of the father and the grandfather to rest, also told Agnes to place grave-
yardd medicines on the graves of both men and, to take ritual baths in the compound so 
ass to purify herself from spiritual influences but also create a protective shield around 
herr (see 6.3). hi May, I learned mat Agnes was recovering, which was shown by her 
cheerfulnesss and confidence in the treatment By June, Nambela established in divina-
tionn that die influences of both her father and grandfather had ceased. Agnes remained 
withh Nambela, however, to bring her pregnancy to a good end. hi her role as midwife 
andd specialist of reproductive problems, Nambela saw her safely through the preg-
nancy.. On August 2,1991 Agnes delivered a healthy girl on the compound and by the 
endd of August she returned home, feeling better than ever. 

Case-2 2 

Thee second case is about Irene, aged 34 and a Mmanda from Tukuyu [close to Lake 
Malawi].. She had finished secondary school, after which she was trained a secretary. 
Irenee was married and had two children and worked as a secretary for the F.A.O. of-
ficefice in Dar es Salaam. On March 30, 1991 she arrived together with her mother at 
Nambela'ss compound, after a journey of nearly 15 hours by car from Dar es Salaam. 
Irene'ss father held an important position at the Ministry of Dar es Salaam and had 
sentt his driver with a government car to bring them. Upon arrival at the compound 
Irenee appeared frightened and confusedd Ten days after their arrival, I had a talk with 
Irene'ss mother who spoke well English. She explained the situation of her daughter 
too me as follows: 
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Irenee was always very cheerful and bright Now she sleeps most of the time, is melancholic 
andd isolated herself not speaking to anyone. We took Irene to Muhimbil i psychiatric dime of 
thee government hospital in Dar  es Salaam. Irene stayed there for  one mcam but her  psychotic 
behaviourr  continued during drug treatment NambeU revealed this aspect during divination as 
shee said mat the doctors did not know what else to do with her. Afiert e Mur e of me hospi-
tal,, we took Irene to three different traditional healers in the city. All the healers said that she 
wass troubled by sheikmi [a 'devilish' spirit ] that was sent on purpose to harm her. Their  remedy 
waswas dawa za kombe, existing of saffron ink diluted with watier  used as a remedy, commonly in 
usee by coastal or  Muslim healers. The use of Koranic text, considered as magical words from 
Allah,, were given as an oral remedy assuming that they send away the spirits (sheittmi).7* 
Irenee had refused, however, to drink mis remedy. None of the interventions m fact hehxd her. 
Whenn Nambda held the divination, she revealed mat bene bad recently started a new job to 
replacee a woman, who bad been transferred for  some unknown reasoa She also knew mat my 
husbandd and I were afraid mat this woman had used black magic to get rid of Irene. Yet, 
Nambdaa pointed out to us, that mis was not me reason for  Irene's mental problems, [narrativ e 
fromApri ll  10,1991] 

Inn the divination session, held the day after  their  arrival , Nambela actually revealed that 
Irene'ss complaints started back two years ago, long before she got the job at the F.A.O. 
Thee first  changes in Irene's condition began with confusion and bad dreams. Gradu-
ally,, she also became depressed. Much later, she began to develop aggressive behav-
iour.. She would take her  anger  out on her  mother  and eventually she even attempted to 
stranglee her. This became the incentive of her  parents to take her  for  mental treatment 
att  the government hospital in Dar  es Salaam. According to Nambela, the mental state 
off  Irene pointed to a severe form of pepo ilmess. This condition had come forth under 
thee influence of paternal ancestors of Irene's hither. Apparently, there had been cases 
off  bad deaths (viparazi vibaya) among mem. Nambela recommended mat a sheep be 
givenn in ritual offering to 'close' the spirit of the deceased giandfather, who had died 
withoutt  receiving a traditional burial. Considering the seriousness of Irene's condition, 
Nambelaa suggested that her  father  also performed a sacrificial offering to be held at his 
father'ss grave to appease his spirit Without mis intervention, Nambela said, the ances-
trall  forces would remain discontent and this in turn would refrain Irene from respond-
ingg to treatment Nambela nevertheless recommended Irene to participate in the dairy 
musicall  sessions to help reduce the negative forces in berpepo. 

Onee month after  Irene had arrived, she responded with a strong pepo trance during a 
session.. Irene ran a long way from the compound without returnin g and people had 
toto go and look for  her. After  a few hours, they found her  totally confused hidden 
somewheree in the bushes (see 63). A few weeks later, Irene expressed a cathartic 
manifestationn of emotions while crying out loud. At mis occasion she spoke about 
herr  father's reluctance to bring a ritual offering as if she spoke with the voices of the 
ancestors.. This was followed by an immense impulse to run. The following three 

78 8 
Seee chapter  three. 
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nights,, Irene disappeared and tied herself at her feet and hands in the surrounding 
bush.. When they found her she had calmed down considerably. Once back in the 
compound,, it was even possible to communicate with her a little bit At that occa-
sion,, I tried to talk to her and noticed how she repeatedly spoke of her dreams of men 
whoo insisted on her helping them. During the conversation, Irene also spoke of her 
dislikee to treatment, especially to take pills or herbal medicines. As bene refused the 
intakee of herbal remedies, her mother mixed the herbs secretly into her food. How-
ever,, Irene would always know and subsequently refuse to eat. A similar thing had 
happenedd during psychiatric care. Nurses had to force Irene to take drugs. Eventually 
theyy succeeded by giving her injections to calm her down. 

Once,, as her mother had left for a few weeks to Dar es Salaam, Irene announced to 
Nambelaa she wanted to live with me in my house. She did not want to be left in the 
caree of other women in the compound. Nambela and I told her that this was not a 
goodd idea because I was not able to take proper care of her. Throughout her mother's 
absence,, Irene remained rather quiet, but as soon as her mother returned, Irene began 
too be aggressive again. This happened in reaction to the photographs that her mother 
proudlyy showed of the marriage of Irene's younger sister, Elizabeth, whose wedding 
shee had attended. Among the pictures were also shots of Irene's children. The chil-
drenn had been in the care of her parents ever since she became seriously ill . Irene's 
husbandd appeared to be absent in the pictures. Irene's mother complained to me, that 
hee had never once come to see his children, nor had he ever visited Irene. The same 
countedd for her own husband who had given up all hopes for Irene. Irene's mother 
confidedd in me that her marriage to him was an unhappy one. The marriage had been 
arrangedd for economic reasons and there had never been any love between them. Her 
husbandd was, however, very fond of Irene. Though she was not sure, she suspected 
themm to have had some form of intimacy. When Irene grew up and started to frequent 
youngg men, her father became extremely jealous giving cause for a tensed relation-
ship.. Their relationship broke up when Irene decided to get married. 

Byy the end of June 1991, Irene's mother prepared to leave the compound, as further 
treatmentt seemed pointless for her daughter. The mother had become melancholic and 
complainedd of painful limbs. It was she who participated mostly in the singing sessions 
toto gain relief from her worries, not her daughter. As Irene's mother asked Nambela 
permissionn to go home, she was recommended to find out more about the circum-
stancess in which the grandfather had died. Nambela mentioned to her once more, that 
ass long as her husband remained reluctant to actively participate in Irene's health and 
refusedd to attend to the troubled paternal ancestors, Irene would not recover. An uncle 
inn Mbeya region came to collect them a few days later, never to be heard of again. 
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Case-3 3 
Ass the third and last case, I wish to present two men, Bashir and Hadji, who were 
bothh around 30 years of age. One is Bashir, an Indian with a good Indian education, 
andd the other is Hadji, a Nyiha who only had secondary school. Both lived in Mbeya 
townn where they worked in a timber shop owned by Bashir's fattier. In November 
1990,, the two young men came to consult Nambela about problems concerning 
Hadji.. During divination Nambela told Hadji he was under the influence of his de-
ceasedd mother who had committed suicide some time ago. Hadji had started to be-
comee depressed some months later and a number of times he had attempted to com-
mitt suicide. Nambela advised Hadji to perform the Jdparazi intervention to stop the 
influencee on him of his mother's wandering spirit After seeing Hadji, Nambela ad-
dressedd herself to Bashir saying that he too had difficulties. 

Itt was not uncommon for Nambela to warn bystanders when she noticed that they 
facedd dramatic events in their lives. Reluctant of Bashir's ethnic background, Nam-
belaa exposed a number of 'mistakes' in his family. The various problems were tied to 
thee suicide of bis brother, who strangled himself about a year ago. Nambela men-
tionedd a recent accident of Bashir and connected this to the sudden death of his 
brother.. Furthermore, Nambela 'saw' that he had bram damage as a result of the ac-
cidentt Bashir, who had never consulted a traditional Tanzanian healer before, was 
astonishedd by Nambela's revelations and had to admit mat she was right He had in-
deedd been in treatment at a hospital in Mbeya and Dar es Salaam, hi both cases, he 
wass advised to seek neurological treatment in the United States. To Nambela, the 
influencee of his deceased brother appeared to be of greater concern as she stated that 
hee needed protection against the influence of his wandering spirit She proposed to 
arrangee a sheep for him to be offered upon a next visit so as to sacrifice the animal to 
hiss deceased brother as in hparazL Bashir did not oppose as he figured it was worth 
trying.. This time, Nambela gave him medicines to protect his body and medicines to 
reducee the pain from the fracture in his back, contracted from the accident For the 
brainn damage, she had no medicine. 

Whenn I met with Bashir a few months later, the pain in his back was gone. However, 
hee had become very absent-minded and showed aggressiveness. In feet he began to 
showw similar behaviour as Hadji did before. Following the ritual intervention to end the 
situationn of laparazi, Hadji had come back to his normal senses again. When I met him, 
hee was very cheerful and blessed Nambela for her concern and good advice. Bashir, on 
thee other hand, had decidedd not to return for the laparazi ritual He and his father could 
nott believe that the performance of mis ritual could help in any way. 
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7.4.27.4.2 Reconsidering the cases 
Inn the first case of Agnes and her relatives, a disturbed pepo reaction had happened 
onn account of the influence of her father's spirit. Agnes lived in moderate conditions 
inn a rural area and had little education. The suggestions to pursue certain rituals, 
givenn by Nambela, were met without feelings of dislike or resistance. They were 
thereforee not against the performance of traditional funerary rites. Commonry Chris-
tianss do not respect these traditional rites anymore. Yet, the barrier for less educated 
peoplee to re-appreciate these rites seems smaller man with (modern) educated fami-
lies.. Subsequently, modern clients will tend to refuse participation in ritual or musi-
call  activities. What they expect from Nambela is to take action by means of ambula-
toryy treatment, preferably with the help of herbal remedies. Yet, this does not suffice 
inn cases of grieving ancestors, of wandering souls, or family conflicts. 

mm the case of Irene it became clear mat she was afraid of her father, her marriage, 
andd herself. Probably her father had abused her as a child, though this remained hy-
pothetic.. Irene took her frustrations and anger out on her mother by regularly hitting 
her.. Not surprisingly, Irene's mother began to suffer from complaints of pepo illness. 
Itt should be noted that by the time Irene finally arrived at Nambela's, she was al-
readyy in a poor state of health. From the beginning of her treatment, she had denied 
foodd and medicines. At the psychiatric ward, the staff had to force drugs into her 
throughh inoculation, A similar problem had to be dealt with in the compound Irene 
alsoo resisted taking part in the musical sessions. On the rare occasions that Irene did 
joinn the musical sessions, she showed a lot of anxiety in her trance behaviour. Yet, 
wass this the emotional pain of a departed relative; a sign of the ancestors who were 
cross;; or was it the emotional distress of Irene that prevailed? In Nambela's opinion, 
itt was a combination (fusion) of all three components. 

Whatt about the case of Bashir? He belonged to the Indian community, who live a fairly 
modernn life. In his case, it was difficult for me to estimate if his mental problems were 
thee consequence of his brain damage or the influence of his deceased brother. As I 
camee to know Bashir more personally, I learned from his father that he wanted Bashir 
too go to India for treatment He could not imagine mat the suicide of his other son had 
anythingg to do with the condition of Bashir. What is more, Bashir nor his father had 
anyy faith in Nambela's ritual treatment Nambela had explained that the effectiveness 
off  the phyto-therapeutic treatment would increase with a sacrificial offering dedicated 
too the spirit of Bashir's brother. Nambela saw no other definite solution and merely 
hopedd mat it would work for him, as it often did to others. What alerted me was that 
Nambelaa never mentioned the concept of pepo illness to Bashir, nor did she recom-
mendd him or Hadji to participate in the musical sessions. Though Hadji and Bashir 
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weree both advised to join in a sacrificial ceremony, only Hadji did, leading to a recov-
eryy of his normal senses. 

Thee cases of Agnes, Irene, Bashir and Hadji demonstrate that the meaning of pepo 
andd the concept of 'sudden' or 'bad deaths' are encountered according to the living 
standardss of the cliënte. Modern educated Tanzanians tend to look with contempt 
uponn traditional norms, values and the implicit measures to deal with wandering spir-
itss and broken taboos. The disagreement between Irene's mother and father are in-
dicativee of clashes that occur between moral Christian and traditional religious val-
ues.. Such clients take their victimized relatives first for psychiatric care. Only when 
thee situation has alreadyy progressed may they consult a traditional healer. What I no-
ticedd overall is that whenever Nambela had such clients, including those from a very 
differentt culture, she never imposed her morals and values on to them. Nambela fur-
therr reckoned mat such cliënte had no desire to remain in her compound and live un-
derr simple conditions. A majority of these clients indeed came for ambulatory 
(herball  or ritual) treatment. It was also a general feature that more men than women 
chosee ambulatory treatment In the same way, men sometimes hesitated to join the 
musicall  sessions at first. This initial reaction was altered after being impressed by the 
improvementss of other patients with similar problems. 

7.55 Outcome of the musical sessions 

Generally,, I noticed that patients with pepo illness responded well to musical 
interventionss as mis allowed the release of 'ill ' or 'bad' components in pepo with the 
helpp of inner healing forces. These were considered as positive energies mat would 
normallyy lay 'dormant'. Only when negative forces of pepo hindered persons, would 
theyy become aware of potentially positive or divine healing forces. The awareness 
wouldd spring from participation in musical sessions as a major intervention to 
'awaken'' pepo, allowing a 'release' of spirit energies from mind and body. During 
thee interventions, the will would be temporarily taken over by pepo forces. The 
variouss sensations that were experienced during these musical sessions could bring 
relieff  from physical and psychological disharmony, initially felt as tensions in body 
andd mind. In the process of gaining harmony again, a person could develop 
clairvoyantt perceptions. In some cases, the spiritual energies could develop into 
abilitiess that allowed the patients to help other members of the family or even the 
community,, pointing also to the possibility of the initiate as a future spirit healer. 

Accordingg to Nambela, the musical sessions help the patient to strengthen/>^pa This 
iss achieved with the help of divine healing forces so as to enable a renewed balance 
inin pepo. Stating mis during the diagnostic sessions, Nambela already offered some 
sortt of assurance to those clients who remained for treatment The psychotherapeutic 
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rolee of the musical sessions, i.e. the exposure of suppressed feelings and the access to 
naturall  and spiritual healing powers, did not come as a surprise to me. Scheff (1979: 
13-14),, an American psychotherapist who did counselling on how to achieve emo-
tionall  discharge with mentally ill patients, has also stated that catharsis is a necessary 
experiencee for therapeutic change. Scheff believes mat the formula for a successful 
rituall  is the same as that for successful drama: the emotional distress that remains 
unresolvedd in everyday life must be re-awakened in a socially acceptable form. This 
re-awakeningg must occur in a context sufficiently safe so that the distress is not ex-
periencedd as ovenvhelming. The transformations that are involved in the process of 
re-awakeningg can be such mat visionary and healing abilities in clients are initiated. 

Inn sum, it seems that the musical sessions contribute to a transformation in patients 
onn account of emotional arousal that is achieved by the intentions of the singers, the 
textss of the songs, and the vibration of the voices. This in total creates a charged at-
mospheree mat sets spiritual healing in motion. In fact, the musical rituals provide an 
emotionall  outlet or catharsis for a conflict situation that exists between individuals 
andd the society. Being instrumental to reduce painful symptoms and tensed feelings 
off  anxiety, the musical sessions function much like a life-crisis ritual It is important 
too place rituals of affliction against the background of a society to differentiate the 
culturall  norms and values that lie behind illness and misfortune. This is brought to 
lightt at first in the divinatory process. As Turner (1975: 30) also states, all rituals are 
momentss in the unending stream of developing and declining relationships between 
individualss and groups. In the situation of the musical sessions, as performed in 
Nambela'ss practice, calamity is addressed with the help of the healer and other pa-
tientss who, at that time, form a close social group. The family of the individual does 
nott interfere.79 The personal transformations that are involved in the process of the 
lifee crisis bring about an emotional and spiritual emergency that enhances a process 
off  growth and change (Grof and Grof 1989).80 As these emergencies can be quite 
overwhelming,, musical group interventions provide ample expert support for each 
individual.. At the same time, the group activity accommodates the process of growth 
andd change as it gives energy to spiritual awareness. 

7.66 Conclusions of part two 
Itt has been my concern to show how divine forces of pepo enabled Nambela to 
developp a career as a spirit healer. From this experience sprang also her empirical 
knowledgee and intuition to deal with a number of problems or pains of people. In 

Inn contrast to Janzen (1978) who referred in this context to the kinship managing groups who cany the 
responsibilityresponsibility for bolh the afflicted and the dose relatives. 

Thiss concerns a publication written by two psychiatrists. The toc& is about umversal trait s in people who 
encounterr  spirit s emergencies. 
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fact,, Nambela reacts with her pepo to any situation that calls for a solution. As her 
pepopepo powers have increased, her therapeutic interventions, he it phyto-therapeutic or 
psycho/sociall  therapeutic, have evolved simultaneously. The prayers, the revelations, 
thee usage of plants, the patient's personal involvement in the cure and the musical 
sessions,, are all visible acts so as to promote in patients a psychological acceptance 
off  being in harmony again. Important is that pepo illness is a holistic disease etiology 
wheree illbeing is placed in a continuum with wellbeing (5.4 and 6.3). Nambela's 
interventionss try to accelerate mis continuum in patients by using interventions that 
favorr passage from a state of illbeing, labeled a 'bad' spirit (pepo mbaya), to a state 
off  wellbeing, labeled a 'good' spirit (pepo nzuri). Nambela's frame of reference, in 
whichh pepo illness is the result of a disharmony in ones inner force, deviates from the 
moree common etiology of pepo illness as an affliction of external or alien spirits mat 
seekk contest or attention (see 3.6). 

Accordingg to Nambela, humans and spirit forces work closely together. Within the 
socio-cosmicc framework, the ancestors are recognized and respected but not 
worshippedd in prayers. Ancestral spirits, like those from former chiefs or healers in 
Nyihaa territory, can guide humans through pepo, as they do with Nambela. These 
territoriall  spirits are serving as intermediaries between the divine or impersonal and 
thee human or personal forces. From this point of view, Nambela states she can 
determinee nothing without the guidance of good and divine spirit forces. In this 
respect,, I remind the reader of Nambela's biography (5.2) in which she maintains 
thatt healing, dreams and visions come from divine energies in pepo (li t Holy Spirit, 
pepopepo wa Mungu in Kiswahili or impepo wa Mtdungu in Kinyiha). Nambela would 
jokee aboutt these divine energies saying that she has a direct telephone line with God. 
Too her, the divine energies are also found in the signature of plants. Besides visual 
signss to identify plants, Nambela uses her spiritual eye to identify those signs that are 
lesss apparent in plants (see 6.3). As with shaman healers in many parts of the world, 
Nambela'ss authority developed after many years of practice.81 In case of crisis, illness 
andd disaster in Nambela's extended family, male elders would have principal authority 
evenn when they sought advice from Nambela to know the reason behind a problem. To 
remedyy a serious family crisis customary rituals, involving prayers and ceremonial 
offeringss (matambiko) directed to family ancestors, were usually needed (see 5.1). 

Mostt of Nambela's clients were familiar with pepo symptoms and considered these 
too be the result of an affliction by external spirits. Commonly, medicines or songs 
weree known to be applied by spirit healers in order 'to send away' or 'reduce' the 
impactt of bad spirits (kupunga pepo). Another popular term the patients were familiar 

811 I refer iso to Hjade( 1968) and Vileteky( 1995). 
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withh was 'to let the spirit mount into the head'  (kupandisha pepo kichwani). Once a 
pactt  was made with the help of gifts to personified spirits, they could turn into 
positivee spirits. In Nambela's practice, however, such notions or  approaches were not 
shared,, nor  were they supported. When I asked Nambela's clients in what respect she 
differss from other  healers or  why they chose to consult with her, they often replied 
thatt  she was more authentic than other  spirit healers. To them, her  simplicity was an 
indicationn of her  'Godly sent'  powers. For  mis reason too, Nambela had no need for 
magicall  devices, power  objects or  special colors and clothes to identify with 
particularr  spirit forces, so common in coastal or  Islamic pepo healing practices (see 
3.77 and 3.8). Clients referred to these spirit healers as adorned healers or  waganga wa 
kupamba.kupamba. To many of the clients, the changes in behavior  during pepo trance, 
typifiedd by 'rollin g over  the ground'  (htgaragara) followed by 'staggering' and 
'running ''  in the direction of plants and hidden magical objects, was a sign of divine 
inspiration.. Especially those clients who were from Mbeya region, had seen this 
behaviorr  commonly demonstrated in the practices of traditional healers sent by God, 
wagangawaganga wajadi nchimi (see 5.4). The terminologies in use in Nambela's practice 
compliedd with the characteristic stages that a nchimi (a person sent by God) goes 
through,, like kuamka pepo (to awake pepo), kuchemka na pepo (to bring pepo to a 
boil)) and finally  kuchima (to react by divine intermediary of God). Those patients 
whoo became nchimi were initiates of pepo. If they did not develop their  skills for  the 
purposee of their  family or  to become novice healers, they needed spiritual and 
physicall  maintenance after  treatment, similar  to what happens in a guild of affliction 
(seee 3.5 and 3.7). 

Often,, Nambela's clients did not believe that their  problems, whether  emotional, 
sociall  or  physical, were the result of a disharmony in their  spirit Having been 
disappointedd about hospital treatment or  herbal treatment, they often feared 
witchcraftt  or  poisoning. In a number  of cases, serious poisoning had indeed affected 
thee state of the kidney and liver. Whether  this was the result of the intake of 
poisonouss food or  drinks, of witchcraft , or  of a bad hygiene is difficul t for  me to 
judge.. What I do know is, mat whenever  clients had an infectious disease that needed 
urgentt  treatment, Nambela would immediately refer  them to the hospital Other  kinds 
off  viral diseases, including AID S and AIDS-related symptoms, were treated in so far 
ass these were not too far  developed. About half of all the clients came from nearby 
regions,, whereas other  half came from various parts of the country after  having fatted 
too find a solution to their  problems. A majorit y of all clients had been searching for  a 
curee since a long time. 

Fromm all the clients I have followed during their  treatment with Nambela, a majorit y 
foundd a cure or  a relief of their  symptoms. To a minorit y of patients, Nambela's 
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remediess were of littl e or no effectiveness. Usually, these were clients who had 
complexx problems within their (extended) family. These cases would need the 
attentionn of an ancestral lineage healer who takes ancestral heritage and history into 
account.. Such a healer is presented in the next part of this thesis. At my departure in 
Septemberr 1991, a few pepo patients of Nambela were still in treatment since my 
arrivall  in November 1990. Four reasons for prolonged treatment were: 1) difficulty 
too awaken and strengthen pepo; 2) fear of renewed difficulties and sufferings back 
home;; 3) no prospects for a better life; 4) relatives were reluctant to address the 
problemss of the patient in the family or/and they failed to give support to the patient. 

Patientss and caretakers gather for the musical After pepo is awakened the patient to 
healingg session in the middle of Nambela's whom the singing has been directed, 
compoundd feels a sudden increase of energies in me 

body. . 
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Severall  patients are running in pepo trance around 
thee compound as they give way to their spirit 
energiess that may be accompanied by visionary 
insights. . 

Whilee in a state of trance, an initiate 
off  pepo prepares a herbal remedy for 
anotherr patient. 

Thee initiate treats the other patient during the 
musicall  healing with the herbal remedy he 
justt prepared. 

Thee annual burning of magical objects in 
thee woods in the presence of novices, 
initiatess and patients not far from Nambela's 
compound d 
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Thee healer Jeremana Livefile in Iringa region. 
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Chapterr  8 

Thee Healer  Jeremana 

Jeremanaa Livifile , barn in 1935 in Hembula, Njombe district (Iringa region) is the first 
wifee of Edward Chove, and together they have ten children. Their home is situated one 
milee from the village of Igwachanya (Mdandu division), which has a population of 
aboutt 2000 people. A dirt road takes one from the village over the top of a hillside into 
aa quiet area where Jeremana lives and runs her practice. From there, you look over the 
hillss at the Rift Mountains of Mbeya region. The healer Jeremana is also known by her 
workingg name, Mfulahenja, which is the name of her paternal grandfather (babu). Mtu-
lahenjaa renders his services to Jeremana as a medium for the family ancestors (ntizimu 
orr mababuya tikoo). hi only a few years time, Jeremana has become a very popular 
healer,, mostly attracting people of Bena origin. As a mganga wa ntizimu ya ukoo, an 
ancestrall  lineage healer, she combines healing with customary rituals to settle wrong-
doingss among Bena (interrelated) patrilineages. 

Whenn I reported to me cultural office at Njombe town in November 1998,1 was told 
thatt two women were well-known spirit or pepo healers. One was Atuwoneyeje 
Wilangalii  (see 7.3) and the other was Jeremana Livifile . Though I intended to visit both 
off  them, I went to see Jeremana Livifil e first At the time of my arrival, Jeremana was 
awayy visiting her daughter awaiting the birth of twins at me Lutheran Mission Hospital 
att Tiembula, about 20 miles from Igwachanya Her husband Edward Chove welcomed 
uss kindly. One of the first things Edward Chove told me was mat Jeremana had been in 
treatmentt with Atuwoneyeje Wilangali for more than two years and had developed her 
spirituall  skills under her tutorship. Nowadays, he said, his wife Jeremana receives pa-
tientss who cannot be cured by Atuwoneyeje. These concern, in particular, patients of 
Benaa origin. I told Edward Chove that I had remained with the healer Nambela in 
Mbozii  district some years ago. To my surprise his wife, Jeremana, had once visited 
Nambelaa in the company of her tutor Atuwonyeje Wilangali. The meeting had lead to a 
seriouss dispute between Nambela, Atuwoneyeje and Jeremana concerning ancestral 
spiritss and ways to intervene in cases of a 'bad death' (Hparazi kibaya in Kinyiha 
andd Kibena). This information aroused my interest right away. If I could remain 
withh Jeremana, a Bena healer, I could complement my findings from Nambela, a Ny-
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ihaa heal»*  and, verify the relationship between the healers Jeremana, Atuwoneyeje, and 
Nambela.. Furthermore, I could learn what major differences exist regarding views and 
wayss of practising. Especially I wass interested to know if the cultural meaning of bad 
orr sudden deaths 'mpepo illness differed among them and to what extent this was in-
terwovenn with types of spirit forces and ritual interventions. 

Immediatelyy after my visit to Jeremana's compound, I went to look for Jeremana in 
TJembula.. After some searching, I succeeded in finding Jeremana who was just carry-
ingg food to her daughter at the hospital. I was immediately impressed by her kind 
appearance.. She looked puzzled by me when I told her about the goal of my search 
forr her. Once I had briefly explained about my experiences with other healers and 
showedd her the official papers from the government that allowed me to study tradi-
tionall  healers, Jeremana willingly invited me to stay with her. A house next to her, 
builtt by her first son, would provide us with accommodation. Pleased with this op-
portunity,, my partner and I came to settle in the house overlooking Jeremana's com-
poundd by the end of November 1998. We would remain four months in Igwachanya. 

Thee village and, with it Mdandu division, are foremost inhabited by Bena. Through 
cross-ethnicc marriages and the arrival of new settlers, Hehe, Pangwa, Sovi, Kinga, 
Sanguu and Ngoni people now live among them (see chapter two). The bedrock of 
economicc activity for the Bena and assimilated tribes is agriculture, though the Sangu 
weree initially pastoralists.82 Their staple food is maize, rice, potatoes and beans. Over 
thee last twenty years or so, significant migration has taken place in Jiinga between 
rurall  and (semi) urban areas, as people search for better agricultural land. On top of 
that,, people from neighbouring regions are in search of new land due to constraints 
causedd by droughts. As a consequence, Njombe district, including Mdandu division, 
havee become densely populated. This, in turn has repercussions on the environment, 
ass the land is intensely used, thus diminishing rains. The Hehe are the largest ethic 
groupp in Iringa region, constituting almost 90% of the population. 

Sincee Jeremana's role as an ancestral lineage healer - a specialist who combines tra-
ditionall  healing and ceremonial rites - is rare among the Bena, she has become one of 
thee five most reputed healers in Njombe district Overall, the district counts approxi-
matelyy 180 registered traditional healers (1994 census) who hold an annual permit 
(kibaii)(kibaii) from the cultural office. In 1998, at the time of my stay, the price for such a 

Okdloo Ayotin Topics in East-African History, East African Li t Buro, 1976, p. 5 states that between 1000 
andd 1300 the Bena, together  with the Hehe and the Ngmdo, made up part of the agricultural soulhwestem 
Bantuu group. 
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permitt  was 18.000 TSH (about 28 US$).83 In Njombe district there are 3 hospitals, 3 
primar yy health centers, and 45 dispensaries.84 

8.18.1 Tribal religion of the Bena 
Thee Bena clan system used to be an exogamous, unilateral group of people who 
tracedd their  descent from a common ancestor. Descent and inheritance among mem 
weree patrilineal and members of small lineages of three or  four  generations collabo-
ratedd in ritual  activities marked by ancestor-worship. Traditionally , the chief (mutwa) 
wass the living descendant of the most powerful spirits. As with many Bantu tribes, he 
wass the temporal religious head of the tribe, binding religion and law into a firmly 
unitedd whole. The chief lived in close contact with the spirits; the wisdom of the 
greatestt  of his ancestors (masoka or  mizimu) was his if he would listen to the 
thoughtss they put into his waking mind or  the dreams they brought while sleeping. 

Aroundd 1935, when Jeremana was bom, the Bena were governed by a paramount 
chief,, called Towegale, assisted by an aristocracy (see Ciüwick 1935 and Berry 
1944).. Towegale thought and dreamt particularl y of his father, Kiwanga I, to whom 
hee attributed the watchful care and personal guidance of his ancestral spirits. The 
ancestrall  spirits occupied the most important position in the lives of the Bena who 
havee strong ancestral ties with the Kinga, Pangwa and SovL They were considered to 
bee the source of all law, the givers of all prosperity, and the senders of all misfortune. 
Followingg tribal customs out of fear  of the spirits'  anger  was, however, not enough to 
keepp people from Ubena (the land of the Bena) going astray. For  mis purpose, the 
Benaa had a kind of tribal code tying the belief in sanctions from the supernatural to 
sanctionss that governed Bena existence. Out of economic necessity, fundamental 
principless had to be followed and these were reflected in their  traditional support sys-
tem.tem. At the time, people were part of a network of rights and duties, help and 
counter-help,, and services. They would be paid in some concrete medium like food 
orr  in exchange for  privileges. In mis way, they could meet with the complicated sys-
temtem of mutual obligations with corresponding rights, binding each member of the 
trib ee to his fellows. This implied mat dislocation of die system in one part could up-
sett  the other, even though there was no immediatee connection to i t 

Thee characteristics of Bena society were altered by three major  influences. One was 
thatt  the partilineal Bena clans had migrated around seventy years earlier  to highlands 
furtherr  west of Ulanga Valley (area south of Morogoro bordering Iringa) and ab-
sorbedd various lowland clans, which were at the time, matrilineaL Second, is that the 

Thee currency in Tanzania is the Turanian Shilling. In 1998 die approximate rate was 1TJSS=6S0 TSH 
844 In tinewim the Health Statistics Abstract 1996 by me MmstrytfHeatm , Dares Salaam. 
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Benaa educational system tended to weaken clan-loyalty. In each generation, hun-
dredss of children of both sexes were taken away from their homes at about four or 
fivee years of age, and brought up by the chief. This included children from all classes 
off  society and clans, as well as slaves. The boys were first and foremost servants of 
thee chief and members of a warrior brotherhood, which cut right across the clan sys-
tem.. The girls were being trained to become fitted wives for the warriors. The tribal 
historyy they were taught dealt with the noble people of clans bearing great names. 
Thiss implies mat they did not learn to respect clan ties of their pedigrees beyond the 
twoo generations who were kept in mind by the sacrifices at family graves. A third 
aspectt is that the clan system tended to be upset by the absorption into the tribe of 
smalll  bands of Ngoni and others immigrants, like slaves, during tribal wars (see 2.1). 
Thesee people, though often adapting Bena customs, remained strangers in Ubena 
land.. In later generations, these people tended to forget their own tribal name and 
customss (Culwick 1935). 

Alongg with economic decay, the slave trade and tribal wars brought decay in the social 
andd religious ties mat existed among the Bena. In part, this was due to the feet mat 
manyy of the Bena tribes assimilated with the larger Hehe tribe, evolving into cultural 
andd economic affinities among them. The Bena tribes were driven by strong traditional 
customs.. Deprived of male elders, however, the wives and children of the Bena tribes 
hadd been left without the means of performing the necessary religious acts mat were 
neededd to maintain a peaceful balance between the living and the deceased offspring of 
thee lineage. Gradually, the religious customs were lost and forgotten, and so were the 
sociall  bonds that existed among the Bena tribes and their ancestors of Kinga, Pangwa, 
Sanguu or Sovi descent Next to the fusion into Hehe tribe and custom, the Bena experi-
encedd powerful integration into Christianity. The various dynamics not only alienated 
thee Bena from their ancestral traditions, they also altered their belief in the supernatu-
rall  The different ideas mat were formed took their effect on individuals who had been 
submergedd into new groups and felt clashes as a response. Most Bena were living at 
subsistencee level and depended on others for help and support For them, the economic 
andd social bonds that once existed still had some meaning and purpose. Other Bena, 
whoo wanted economic independence, moved away to live in larger towns, thereby 
separatingg themselves physically from me group they had once been a part of. 

8.22 The healing compound and the patients 

Thee land around Jeremana's house is owned by her ramify and covers about five hec-
tares.. Nearly half of me land serves the purpose of agriculture, while the other half is 
meantt for ritual activities and the collection of plants. As one walks into Jeremana's 
healingg compound, one sees several white and black cloths hanging to the left from a 
largee tree as tokens of recognition to ancestors, given by earlier patients. Various items 
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standd around the tree, such as spears, hatchets, tissues and sticks. These are all power 
objectss of ancestral spirits, which identify themselves with these objects during trance 
statess by their  host (afflicted patient). When patients return home, they leave the ob-
jectss behind as a token of appreciation to the spirits. To me right  of the compound, with 
aa small passage of twenty meters in between, fifteen small mud- and brick houses ap-
pear,, providing shelter  for  patients. Each family is accommodated in a separate part of 
aa house. Here, they sleep and cook provided that they bring a stove along. Otherwise, a 
simplee fire of collected wood is made outside the house. Four  latrines are available for 
thee whole compound. There are several small offering sights for  patients. Here they 
makee requests to the ancestors (maombi kwa mababu), with cassava or  maize flour, or 
theyy may make an offering of a chicken, hi the midst of this sheltering space, there are 
twoo huts made of straw. They are built in the fashion of the ancestors, very basic, and 
servee their  purpose for  a brief period of time. Whenever  a patient is in the phase of 
makingg a settlement with me ancestors, this is often the place to live for  a while. 

Thee number  of village or  district people who consult Jeremana for  ambulatory treat-
mentt  is limited due to me presence of a public health center  at the Roman Catholic 
Missionn in Igwachanya. This is fine with Jeremana, who has enough to do for  her  own 
clientele,, mother  words, Jeremana has the skills to treat regular  physical complaints as 
welll  Plants are used for  a variety of symptoms albeit of spiritual or  natural origin. In 
fact,, in-patients use plant medicine dairy in order  to improve their  condition, and also 
specificc complaints are treated with plants. In the area, Jeremana is widely known for 
herr  treatment of kipapi. This concerns an itching growth around the genitals, under  the 
tonguee or  under  the armpit85 She treats this by cutting away the growth, after  which 
shee applies plant medicine. In general, Jeremana refers clients to the hospital when se-
riousrious physical afflictions or  contagious diseases are suspected. Jeremana and her  rela-
tivess also go to the hospital when they suspect having a contagious disease. Whenever 
pepopepo symptoms are concerned, Jeremana recommends clients to remain for  treatment 
Al ll  interventions, mainly divination, herbal treatment, musical therapy and lineage 
ritual ss are free of charge. Only small expenses for  rituals need to be returned. Rituals 
offeringss always have to be bought by the clients themselves (see chapter  10). Nor-
mally,, after  successful treatment, gifts are given to Jeremana. 

Att  the time of my research, nearly thirt y patients were present, most ofthem being in a 
particularr  stage of ritual intervention. These patients were accompanied by someone to 
assistt  them be it a spouse or  a blood relative. Ju some cases the patients received treat-
mentt  together  with their  children. Therefore, the total number  of people on the com-
poundd could amount to fifty.  During my presence, it was the short rainy season. Some 

Inn the standard Swahili dictionary tma bsuhmri means s/he has a growth on Ibe clitori s or  Ihe peas. 
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patientss asked permission to return home for  a while to cultivate their  fields, as also 
happenedd in March and Apri l when heavier  rains occurred. Among the clients who 
remainedd in the compound, some were very sick or  confused, unable to function at 
home.. They would be following treatment while other  clients were awaiting participa-
tionn in the lineage rituals. Those patients who remained for  a long time were allotted 
smalll  plots of land by Jeremana to grow maize or  beans. The number  of in-patients 
increasedd during the month of Jury, after  harvest time, which marks the end of the rit -
uall  year. In mat month, more man two hundred people can be around sleeping all over 
thee place, including Jeremana's private house. I will come back to this in chapter  ten. 

Beingg with Jeremana during the short rainy season meant mat quite a number  of pa-
tientss returned to their  homes. As a consequence, Jeremana had more time to spend 
withh me than she would have had otherwise. In the beginning, however, she was of-
tenn away visiting her  daughter  at the hospital and then later  at her  home. The daugh-
terr  suffered from complications due to delivering twins. Both eventually died, one 
afterr  the other. Jeremana would send assistants over  to me, who informed me when-
everr  activities took place for  patients. The assistants were initiates or  novice healers. 
Importantt  decisions were not made in her  absence and certain performances too were 
postponedd In fact, all were anxiously waiting for  Jeremana's return. Once she did, 
shee made it her  concern to personally explain to me the most important features of 
herr  lif e and work. As the fieldwork progressed, we started to have more intimate dis-
cussionss and exchanges, which eventually resulted in a close friendship. At all times, 
Jeremanaa was very collaborative and the information she provided to me allowed 
regularr  verification of the data. 

833 Jeremana's story 

Everr  since my arrival , Jeremana had told me about the major  events mat lead to her 
healingg career  but the story still lacked specific details. I had asked her  to try and 
recollectt  all the events that were of significance to a proper  understanding of her  ill -
nesss history. On December  26, 1998 nearly one month after  my arrival , Jeremana 
wass ready to tell me her  story. We were seated outside the pavement of my house in 
orderr  not to be disturbed by her  patients, assistants, or  visitors. From mis resulted a 
recordingg of nearly ninety minutes. As always, we were communicating in Kiswahili . 
Jeremana'ss account was a flow of words and expressions, which clearly showed mat 
thee story had great meaning to her. Afterwards, I had posed her  a few more ques-
tions.. Once I had transcribed the text, I checked the information with her  and some of 
herr  relatives, while remaining questions were discussed in the course of my stay. For 
thee sake of continuation, I have interwoven the information that was derived from 
successivee gatherings into the original narrative. 
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Jeremanaa explains what happened to her  before she became a specialist healer  of 
baridibaridi (a state of coldness) and how her  lif e was affected by baridi. In the account, 
shee sketches how the various events in her  extended family and the lineage group are 
intertwinedd with the dynamic changes that occurred in a relatively short period 
(1850-1950),, marked by triba l wars, colonialism and Christianity . In her  story, Jere-
manaa quotes several texts from occasions that she had spoken in a state of trance, 
occurringg mainly in crisis periods. Persons who had been present at such occasions 
toldd her  afterwards, what she had said and, took mis to come from her  spirits. 

Hi tt  by the ancestors (Wakenga watyonipiga) 
II  was bom in 1935 in a small village called Lugalo (Chalowe district in Iring a re-
gion).. My father  was bom a Livifil e (Mutandalike) and my mother  is a Nyamtiko 
(Hilawa).. Bom had Upangwa, Ukmga and Usovi origins, which nowadays all 
makee up part of the Ubena trib e fromm Njombe. Until I  was ten years old, I lived a 
normall  lif e spending my time helping my mother  or  watching the herd together 
withh my brothers. At some stage, in the year  1945,1 started to suffer  from stab-
bingg pains (vichomi) around the neck and the head As a result, I was not able to 
turnn or  bend down my head Shortly after  that I felt similar  pains in my chest 
Graduallyy more symptoms appeared and along wim it a strange event happened to 
me.. One day I accompanied my brothers to attend the herd (cows and goats) when 
II  found myself under  the attack of a wild goat (nyamayaporim: nyarusi). I ran as 
fastt  as I could but to no avail. With his horns, he swept me off my feet and started d 
toto trample me. He butted his horns at my neck while I screamed for help. My 
brotherss came and chased the animal away wim our  dogs. I was badly hurt and 
coveredd with bruises. Various parts of my body started to swell. At that time, no 
hospitalss were nearby. My father  attended me by using the old ways, treating me 
withh traditional medicines (akaama na mambo ya zamara). The whole family 
wentt  to look for  the leaves of the castor  oil plant (dawaya kuchomelea - mqjarn 
yaya nyortyo), which were dried and burnt The black powdered leaves were mixed 
withh some boiled water  and rubbed onto the painful parts of my body to reduce 
thee swellings. 

Att  sixteen, I had fallen in love with Edward Chove, my present husband My parents 
weree much opposed to our  marriage plans and so we had to wait until I  reached 
uiee age of eighteen. Then we could many without my father's consent Before we 
didd in 1952, a strange event occurred to me once more. I was helping my grand-
motherr  (father's side) to plant cassava and noticed how a swarm of bees was pass-
ingg high above me. It appeared mat they were looking for  a place to settle down. 
Unfortunatelyy they chose me. Withi n no time I was covered wim hundreds of 
bees.. I fell down filled with fear. I thought I would die! My grandmother  who kept 
herr  distance yelled at me to run back to the house immediately. The bees kept fol-
lowingg and stinging me but when I reached the house I had lost them. My body 
wass covered wim darts and it turned white from the stings. The next thing I knew 
myy body was swollen all over. People helped to bring me to my parents. They 
triedd to calm the swellings and the pain by applying cooled boiled water. This did 
nott  work. Instead the pain increased and I got a strong fever. My father  decided I 
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shouldd be carried to the hospital in Kidogala district . Several people helped to 
carryy me on a kind of stretcher  made of tree material. It was a long walk before we 
arrivedd at the hospital There I was given injections and slowly recovered. 

mm 1953,1 married Edward. My parents resented mis but knew that we were de-
termined.. The dowry was settled at five cows and two goats plus an extra small 
summ of money, 100 TSH. We settled in Lugalo, close to my parents. Two years 
later,, in 1954, I was pregnant with my first child. The regular  stabbing pains, 
whichh had continued all these years, started to worsen during the eight month of 
thee pregnancy. My left shoulder  felt terribl y oppressed. As a result I could barely 
movee my arm to drink , to fetch water, or  to prepare food Fearing a miscarriage 
duee to a lack of fluids (mimba imeJambia imekaukana), I went to consult tradi-
tionall  healers. I went to a male healer  who told me I was bewitched. He prepared 
medicinee for  me and made me drink i t I had to put my mourn to a calabash and 
throww up. A piece of needle came out simultaneously and this he said had caused 
thee stabbing pains. It had penetrated my body through an act of witchcraft . At that 
timee I accepted the possibility (iditupiwa na mchawi) and experienced some relief 
Yet,, upon return home, the stabbing pains were back again. I went to see another 
(male)) healer  who diagnosed exactly the same thing. A magical object had been 
sentt  to me by means of witchcraft Apparently somebody wanted to harm me but 
hee could not say who it was. He helped me by applying medicine on the painful 
area.. He rubbed it into cuts around my shoulder. Next he used the force of his 
mouthh to suck the object out, which looked like a piece of a needle. Again I felt 
somee relief When you see an obvious cause for your  pains, wouldn't you! But the 
painss returned. When I went to consult a thir d healer  I was more successful. No 
magicall  interventions this time, just some plant medicines to use orally. He said 
nothingg about witchcraft intrusions. At least his medicine worked and for  some 
timee it relieved me from my pains. Soon after  that, in Apri l 1955,1 delivered 
Olica,, a girl . In 1957, when I was pregnant for  me second time, the stabbing pains 
returned.. Again I went to consult several traditional healers (mkahangaika sana 
kwakwa waganga, vichomi tena). According to one healer, my pains were due to the 
presencee of ancestral spirits, who had bit me for  some reason! He told me mat it had 
toto do with my father. Apparently he had not been instructed properly about tradt-
uonall  family customs as a chüd (baba amekosea kufanya müa huko, usikutakiwa). 
Alsoo he mentioned mat invisible people were around me dressed in white, which 
couldd indicate a futur e as a healer. I was recommended to make temporary offer-
ingss as to appease the ancestral spirits. After  I did this, my pains were totally gone 
(kwa(kwa mora hfyo mtipona) and I had no more trouble for  several years. As a result, 
II  forgot about the observations of mis healer. In June 1958, our  second daughter 
Margarethh was bom. This was followed in 1960 with Rehema and, in 1963, Ve-
nancee was bom, our  first son. Al l these pregnancies went well. Problems returned 
inn 1967 when I was pregnant with our  second son, Patrick. Mostly I suffered from 
severee stabbing pains in my head. It was as if a spear  went right  through one side 
off  my face. It was so painful that my parents took me home and nursed me. I was 
inn bad shape, sleeping most of the time or  otherwise coughing and complaining of 
ann oppressed chest My parents did not understand what was happening to me. 
Neverr  had they sought the advice of traditional healers. I f they would have, they 
couldd have learned that ancestral forces were at work (haelewi habariya mtzimu 
mm homaya aina fni wa mizimu), which do not respond to herbal or  modem treat-
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mentt Finally, my father decided mat the matter needed to be settled once and for 
all.. Upon recommendation he went to see a respected healer in Ibumila, who isme 
fatherr of a novice of mine today. The healer said the following to my ramen 

AA state of coldness in the family (Baridiya ukoo) 

Soonn afterward the visit to the healer, Jeremana's parents went to see aunt Magdelena. 
Nonee of them had ever heard of a state of coldness or baridiya ukoo to exist in the 
family,, which is set in motion by offended ancestors. The reason for them being of-
fendedd is complex. One is that many of Jeremana's ancestral relatives died during the 
triball  wars between 1850 and 1890. Additionally, her grandparents suffered the conse-
quencess of me Maji-Maji revolt (1905-1907). For a long period of time, people died far 
fromfrom home and men disappeared from the lineages (see 2.3). On top of that, other tribal 
customss integrated into Bena lineage customs. Together, these factors caused a rather 
rapidd degradation of Bena traditions and, as a consequence, traditional practices were 
abandonedd or misinterpreted, like the lineage fertility rites and burial rites. Further con-
straintss in practicing traditional religious customs originated from the introduction of 
Christianityy by the colonists. These processes were at the bases of baridi and nobody in 
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thee family seemed conscious of this. Jeremana's father  and aunt had not thought much 
off  the specific family objects since they had never  witnessed any of the rituals in which 
theyy were used. 

Thee fertilit y ritual s were traditionall y only held for  the males of the lineage as a means 
toto keep the family productive and thus procurin g the existence of the lineage. The fact 
thatt  the lineage rites were not executed anymore implied that the families were under 
stress,, or  worse, that they were in a state of degradation. Fathers who died during the 
warss failed to instruct their  sons, and from mat moment on, next generations of boys 
didd not receive the instructions either. Female relatives who stayed behind could not 
continuee them alone. As a rule, girl s were not allowed to participate in fertilit y ritual s 
off  their  own lineage. As soon as they married, they were to be initiated in the fertilit y 
ritess of their  husbands' lineage. The stool and the n gao or  n 'gambilo (Kibena), which 
consistedd of a chain with a metal clip, were important symbolic objects serving the 
lineagee fertilit y ceremonies to prevent baridi from penetrating a person (see 10.2). The 
consequencee of baridi is that the lineage slowly exterminates. Men become infertil e 
andd children die unexpectedly or  suffer  from symptoms that cannot be treated easily, 
muss leaving relatives unaware of the initia l cause. A solution is to follow the advice 
andd treatment of lineage diviners or  specialists. Yet, due to the alienation process and 
Christianity ,, this is not a regular  practice anymore. Here Jeremana takes over  the 
storyy again. 

Afterr  learning about all this, my aunt handed over  the stool at once. As a devout 
Christian,, she resented making an offering to the lineage ancestors. This being the 
case,, my parents took the stool mdn'gao along with them. They decided that the 
bestt  they could do was to implore the ancestors to accept a chicken from them in-
steadd of the two large hens from aunt Magdalena. Since both objects had returned 
too the family, they expected things to ease down. Surprisingly, I recovered soon 
andd all went well until I  delivered our  son Patrick late in 1967. That year  we 
movedd to the other  side of the valley to live at Igwacnanya, which is Mdandu dis-
tric tt  At the time, we were the first ones to go and live mere. It was a fertil e area 
withh a lot of different trees. Al l mis changed rapidly when more people settled 
around.. Nowadays, the rains are so short mat we can barely survive on our  crops. 
Inn 1969 my husband took a second wife, who settled next to our  house. The op-
pressedd feelings returned without the stabbing pains. This was followed by some 
weirdd events at home with snakes, which were unusual to us. For  instance, one 
dayy while I was cooking a snake crawled into the house. Just as we went to eat a 
largee bowl filled with maize porridge, the snake crawled on top of my bowl! We 
didd not know what to do and ran off. By the time we came back the snake was 
gone.. More snakes came and mis went on for some time. I am telling you mis to 
indicatee that we were still not startled enough to consult a traditional healer  about 
thee reason for the snakes. This has a lot to do with the fact mat I was a member of 
thee church committee and had become a representative of the Roman Parish of me 
villagee (Igwachanya). I thought that by doing mis I would clear  myself from 
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whateverr  bad influences were affecting me. Yet, the church had no answers to all 
thatt  happened to me so far, and eventually nothing changed. 

Ass good Christians I, lik e other  relatives, wanted to deny die existence of witchcraft and spirit 
intrusions.. Yet it was common for  all of us to be superstitious and to blame all serious prob-
lemss on witchcraft in the family. Take the case of my husband's son from his second wife, 
whoo suddenly took ill . The boy had just found himself a livelihoodmDares Salaam Wititi n a 
shortt  time he became skinny and weak. My husband was already much upset about my condi-
tionn and dis news made him even more suspicious. He wondered why relatives bad bad inten-
tionstions with us. Much against his belief, he consulted a known witchcraft specialist m the coun-
try ,, Kalembwana She ran a large practice in Morogoro region and was reputed in handling se-
riousrious cases of witchcraft 86 During a divination she told Edward mat our  problems were not 
duee to witchcraft , instead they were linked to the ruptur e of die lineage customs by our  ex-
tendedd family (vkoo na nalayadestiri). She coddnrtbdpm herself since she follows differ-
entt  customs. The matter  was to be settled at our  own homes with our  own specialists. Again 
wee did not take mis advice seriously given our  Christian beliefs. As a result, tilings became 
worsee for  me, and on top of that, Edward's son died His second wife blamed me for  tins, say-
ingg I was the witch! It was only when I became a hed 
diedd Bom in die lineage of my husband and mat of his second wife, fcruf  existed Edwards' 
relativess had abandoned die lineage customs and several of mem died of strange symptoms, 
lik ee swollen bodily parts or  paralysis tint  cannot be diagnosed or  treated at die hospftaL Once 
ourr  daughter  Sofia became temporarily conmsed and was lost a few days. When we found her, 
shee began to talk as if possessed by spirits, saying mere was a message from Edward's pater-
nall  ancestors. She explained to us what was wrong in the family and what had to be done to 
restoree the ties with die ancestors. At die time we did not take Sofia seriously. It is only after 
myy husband saw die outcome of my own affliction diat he began to accept die old customary 
ritesrites again Nowadays he follows diem as do all our  sons and for  them die troubles have been 
muchh reduced. Otter  relatives who still refuse to abide by die old beliefs continue to suffer 
fromficrkf c c 

Madnesss of the ancestors (Kichaaya mababu) 
Inn 1972 Jeremana's father suddenly died. It was believed that her father died from 
witchcraftt He had been drinking beer at a reunion when a quarrel with someone 
brokee out On his way home, he became very sick and went straight to the mission 
hospitall  in flembula He learned that he was badly poisoned and after a few hours he 
died.. Here Jeremana takes over again: 

Myy faith in God Al l mighty prevented me from a visit to tradmonat healers, wUch was etiier-
wisee a normal dang to do after  a sudden death in die faa^y. Actually I was afraid to face the 
trumm about die meaning and implications of Hxst evats (sitaki hgwJiza). So I held onto my 
beliefss (marayargu mmeendelea 7 »^ wbde life wem on widiout any serious personal com-
plaints.. This changed totally when Emmanuel was bom in 1981. He was our  tenth and last 
childd During die last stage of lactation (die boy was two and a half years) my mind became 
troubledd and confused I even refused to feed Emmanuel at nigm and became reluctant to take 
caree of him I realized I was doing wrong and tiiat  I placed his lif e in jeopardy. The confusion 
wass accompanied by an increased tension in my whole body. Clearly die presence of die an-
cestorss had taken hold of me again (imernbana M mtimu). I had sudden pains, especially a 
squeezedd feeling around my neck. I finally  went to see a healer. He was of die type diat I had 
encounteredd before using the trick with die needle. I know now diat it is a popular  interven-

86 6 Inn chapter  eleven I further  elaborate on her  role as a reputed AJftomi healer. 
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tion.tion. Instead of admitting that they cannot deal with certain problems, they prefer  to use such 
trick ss to make easy money! I went to see other  healers and found that only very few were able 
too detect the relationship with ancestral influences. It was not surprismg that most did ix>t bring 
anyy solution to my condition The forces had come with more intensity men ever  before and 
graduallyy this resulted in a terribl e fever (ikqjakasasakwa ngwu kumpa homa kali saw). My 
bodyy felt very cold most of the time and a feeling of bitterness came over  me. It was the onset 
off  my madness to evolve later  mat year. In the beginning I went to the hospital for  treatment of 
myy complaints. This happened during Easter  1984. They gave me an injection for  malaria fe-
verr  after  which I returned home. The next morning, Easter  Sunday, I insisted on going to the 
Parishh church to test my faith during prayers. As the prayers began I lost consciousness and 
neededd help to get me home. From that moment onwards I would fall asleep all the time only 
too wake up and vomit a lot (mkaanzahticpikasam, said)! After  a couple of days, my rela-
tivess advised me to go to the mission hospital next to the church. Seeing what a restless state I 
wass in, the medical assistant gave me a sleeping drug (dawaya (dawaya «ró£Êe/When I woke up late 
thee next morning, all was dark in front of my eyes while the sun was shining brightl y (wakati 
juahiawakasana)!juahiawakasana)! As my daughter  Sofia accompanied me back tome hospital I was puzzled 
too see me sun being dark as the moon! I also saw a long shade next to me while the sun was 
stilll  high above us! The color  of the sandd had turned red and the grass was yellow. Didlloose 
myy mind (chanjo sasa cha kuchanganyika)? My daughter  looked into my eyes and said to me 
thatt  all she saw was the white of the clouds. I was driftin g away and felt as if my lif e was com-
ingg to an end (kweli niïUma rri  hahya kufa kdbisa). What would happen to my children? As I 
driftedd away (mko mbalisasa) at the hospital, the acting drxtor  told me that aU this was surely 
duee to another  pregnancy. For  what reason otherwise would I have been vomiting so much? I 
toldtold  him that I could not be pregnant since I had my periods, at the moment He gave me an-
otherr  drug to prevent me from vomiting. No sooner  had I swallowed it man I started to throw 
upp again! Then he instructed me to eat something to make me fed stronger. As I tried to eat 
myy arm suddenly twisted, preventing me from bringmg rm/band to my moutkWi m these two 
dayss at the hospital a long period of darkness lay ahead of me. My vision was so blurred that I 
saww everything and everyone in a deformed state. 

Laterr  that year, in 1984, my condition worsened and the first  signs of madness appeared Des-
perately,, my husoawlEdNvard went to consult several healers again mp 
hiss visit to the healer  Mkamil e in Mbeya region. This was around November  that same year. 
Thee healer  told Edward that our  house was 'duty ' from witchcraft (wamechqfua wachawi). He 
camee to our  house three times to clean it from bad spirit forces that to his cfiinion were sent by 
blackk magic. Upon his last visit, he buried some bottles in the ground around the house for 
protection,, which we call hcindika nyumba. I remember him using a medicine from roots 
makingg the water  bubbly without boiling it This magical niixhir e he poured into three bottles. 
Forr  his intervention he demanded a payment of 60.000 TSH (about 90 US$)! Since we did not 
havee so much money my husband paid htm with a cow, which at the tmie, was a fortune to us. 
Thee medicines this man used are mainly derived from a plant that contains soap and mere is 
nothingg magic about it! Today I know mis is a way to frame people just as they cheated me 
withh those needles before (walikwenda kunitibu kudanganya)! Of course the intervention did 
nott  change anything for  me. Then came the day that I announced to my husband to visit a 
competentt  healer  in Soliwaya Because of my state of confusion, he did not take me seriously. 
Thee next day, however, I ran out to the healer's place under  the influence of a power  that 
directedd me. It was a couple of hours away from home and I had never  been mere before. I 
remainedd several days until my husband found me there. Out offear  to face metrum, my hus-
bandd brought me home without consulting the healer. This happened in February 1985. Soon 
afterr  this event I became totally mad and began to harm myself Whenever  I got the chance I 
wouldd hit whoever  tried to come near  me or  I would walk around naked refusing to wear 
doths.. To prevent me from doing mis, my husband and chüdren tied me to a tree. It is the same 
behaviorr  I now encounter  with several of my patients. Lik e tiiem, I was singmg or  talldng the 
wholee day seeking solitude and refusing to eat How well do I recognize ihese symptoms now! 
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Thiss is what I call ancestral madness (kkhaaya mababu). Because my family did not know 
whatt  to do with my anymore, they took me to Rufa Psychiatric Hospital in Mbey a. 

Grandfather' ss voice giving directions (Sautiya babu kwa kutoa maagizo) 
Thee sleeping drugs at the hospital helped Jeremana to calm down somewhat. After 
threee weeks, Jeremana returned home continuing the intake of the drugs.87 Subse-
quentlyy she slept most of the time. 

Durin gg a year  of so I kept calm on account of the sleeping drugs. Tras was highly unfavorable 
forr  the spirits who wanted to communicate something through me on behalf of my ancestors. 
Finallyy came a day when I was more awake than usual giving the spirits a chance to protest 
againstt  my condition. I remember I was at home after  a control visit at Rufa Hospital on Sep-
tembertember the 3"11986 where I was prescribed to continue the same drugs. It was 10p.m. when I 
wokee up after  three days of continuous sleeping. Just as I was about to take the drugs from the 
hospitall  again, a voice took over  and started to speak to my husband saying if I would con-
tinuee taking the tablets, I would die. I had to seek help with the healer  AtuwoneyeWüangak in 
Sciiwayaa if I was to find a solution. This warning scared Edward so much that he threw all my 
puiss in the latrine. This was me first  day the forces spoke through me. As this happened I had 
ann internal struggle of which others were not aware. I insisted to combat these forces for  I did 
nott  want them to be part of my life! My husband took it that as usual, I was not accountable 
tortor  what I was saying and ignored the instruction to bring ine to Soliwaya A few days later, my 
voicee was taken over  again This time it made me speak in the language of me Kinga(Kikinga) , 
whichh I hardly know. The voices appeared to be coming from my ancestors of whom one was 
grandfatherr  Mhiahenja (wakati huo sasa hm ranaparca mina kuongea hh sauti ya babu 
yangu).yangu). Stunned, I uttered the following words in the presence of my family: 

II  have seen the registration card with me dismissal on 25/2/85. She was given antinkpressiva (50 mgm of 
amiuipliyhnee and 50 mgm. ofchupumazine). On 3/9/86 she came for  a check up and was given the same 
drugss to continue at home. 
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Thee six uncles died after the stool had been given to my aunt Magdalena. After the 
deathh of these elder brothers, only my father and his (older) brother Rema remained. 
Myy grandfather Mtulahenja told my husband that uncle Rema should be brought to 
me.. When he arrived he was told the following: 
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Thee ancestors that Jeremana mentions here all mark her paternal offspring (chanja 
chacha hmyonya ziwa ya ukoo, kkazi cha hvanza). Her great grandfather (mtengula) 
wass Meudusi, her grandfather (mhenga) was Mtulahenja and her own father (baba) 
wass Mutandalike. All died from baridi and so did most of Jeremana's paternal un-
cles.. Her great grandfather Meudusi lived during the time that the customary rituals 
begann to disrupt. To deal with the matter at hand, Jeremana was instructed to offer 
somee millet flour (sembe) as a token of agreement to the ancestral spirits. While 
makingg the offering, she addressed her grandfather about her worries and doubts. She 
toldd him that she did not oppose setting things straight for the whole fami ly (ukoo) as 
longg as she would get cured. From mat moment onwards she became more confident 
aboutt her situation. To continue her story: 

Whenn Rema, the only uncle (baba mkubwa) alive learned about the news, he conveyed the 
messagee to a daughter  of Elia. She was bom before he disappeared The gul came right  away 
too see me. She did not believe what I had said about her  father  being stfll alive and made a 
scene.. To prove to her  that I did not make it all up, my grandfather  spoke to her  saying: 

Thee village of Malangawino is one day's walk away from here. Throughout his journey my 
brotherr  Thomas experienced a sense of lightness in his legs until he fmmri mir  imdft ffKjt  Flia 
listenedd carefully to what Thomas had to say and without hesitation he and two of his children 
returnedd with Thomas to see me. Upon their  arrival , however  J had already left for  the healer 
inn Soliwaya in the company of my husband, my mother  and brother  Caspar. This was by the 
endd of September  1986. We began to realize that the healer, Atuwoneyeje Wüangati, is a lead-
ingg pepo healer  (mganga mkuu wa pepo). That is why she runs a very large practice in 
Wa'gtn'gombee district , dose to Makumbako. Because the healer  herself was not present mat 
dayy a trainee (mganga msakhzi) took the initiativ e to divine me (kuniagua). As soon as we sat 
downn my grandfather  took control over  me again and told the trainee about himself The 
traineee was confused and interrupted the session abrupfly. He told m this was a serious matter 
matt  needed to be addressed by the healer  Atuwoneyeje. He funlier  said that it would involve a 
longg treatment. He recommended that I join the singing session later  that day, hoping to find 
outt  if the voice was really from my grandfather  or  that of a troublesome spirit (pepo mbaya). 
Withh the help of specific songs, he and some patients tried to invoke the spirit in me. This 
failedd to happen. The next day, the healer  Atuwoneyeje examined my situation by means of 
divination.. As we all sat opposite of her, I became afraid of what she would say and went into 
hiding.. Without having obtained any details from OK trainee or  nry famiry, Atuwoneyeje cor> 
cisdyy outlined to the others what had happened to me so far. For  one thing, she knew that my 
familyy had tied me with ropes several times, to prevent me from harming myself m the oegifr 
rangg of my mental ilmess. Also, Atuwoneyeje tam that I bad bemm treatment at RufaHos-
pitall  for  mental treatment She confirmed mat my rrienM illness was pimiarüy a sign from my 
grandfatherr  Mtulahenja, who wanted me to restore the peace in our  family and become a 
healerr  under  his guidance. I would treat many people and digoutlotsofmedicmal/ifaraïfftu)' » 
roro  mganga; ncimuyake raza Hganga na na atat&u watu wengi na dawa nyingi atachanba). My 
motherr  said mat I had already gathered plants at several occasions taldng roots and leaves home 
withh me. Atuwoneyeje told as mat I did tint suffer  fmm «nmml m«W« rartwr  T was. iwW rtw 
influencee of ancestral spirits. In the first  place, these spm^sto^gledfhrwwr^pinVinfawaiwgafii / 
inamgombana)inamgombana) and secondly, there was a healing traditio n in my father's lineage (lamia mHaya 
desttfijadtyenuipandewababa,desttfijadtyenuipandewababa, itahjahgielezq). Atuwonyejefiïther  mentioned that an old 
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scoree had to be settled with my mother. SI» mstructed her  to brmg a writ e chicken for  sacrifi-
ciall  offering that would show the ancestors of her  honest intend to settle Die affair. Later  that 
afternoon,, I participated in the dauy singing session CTK« more. I sat down in the middle of the 
groupp of patients arid trainees. Soon my head was stirred and my grandfather  spoke through 
mee and after  mat my grandmother 

Lett  me briefly reconsider  the situation at mis stage. Her  grandfather  Mtulahenja died 
duringg the Maji Maji war  (1904-1908). His wife died later  in this same period. Then-
sonn Mutandalike, who is Jeremana's father, was not yet initiated into the lineage fertil -
ityy rituals and as such» he had not made the proper  offerings. Jeremana told me later 
matt  her  father  had been very confused after  the death of grandfather  Mtulahenja. Dur-
ingg mis time, his elder  brothers died one after  the other, except for  Rema. His sister 
startedd to take care of him when his mother  died. In his live, grandfather  Mtulahenja 
wass a healer  and a lineage chief for  the Kinga tribe. His healing gift and, with it, his 
inspirationn came from ancestral Kinga spirits. He was, however, of a mixed origin with 
Kingaa and Pangwa ancestry. The prime power  object to Mtulahenja was a drum 
(ndunda)(ndunda) and he always carried it with him. Mtulahenja, who had an extensive 
knowledgee of plants, stored his medicines in a medicine bag (mkoba). Everybody in 
thee lineage depended on his help and he was much admired for  his divination skills. 
Afterr  Mtulahenja' s had died suddenly, his wife Paulina was left with his drum and 
medicinee bag. There was no telling yet if one of his children would inherit the two 
itemss as mis would be left to the spirits to decide. Due to his sudden death, Mtulahenja 
didd not leave any instructions for  his wife on what to do with the two healing objects 
(mcdiya(mcdiya babuyanguya uganga). His wife and some relatives decided to place the ob-
jectss in a broken earthenware pot (chtmgu) and a flat basket (ungo). They tied these to 
thee Mtowe tree (well-known frui t tree) next to a white ant-hill (kisuguu) mat were 
thoughtt  to be messengers of the spirits. In mis way they figured the objects to be safe. 
Yet,, this was the wrong thing to do and subsequently another  stage of baridi emerged. 

Inn the past four  generations, five major  mechanisms triggered the onset of baridi in 
thee extended family of Jeremana. First was that Meudusi, her  great grandfather, 
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failedd to give his son Mtulahenja the proper lineage teachings. Second, Mtulahenja 
wass unaware of the mistake by his Either and failed to give the instructions to his 
ownn son Mutandalike. Third, due to the sudden death of Mtulahenja, his son Mutan-
dalikee was taught customs from another tribe. Fourth, there was the mistake with the 
medicinee bag by Mtulahenja's wife Paulina and fifth aunt Magdalena kept the sacred 
objectss in her husband's possession and refused to compensate for her mistake. 
Jeremanaa as the fourth offspring of Meudusi (mhenguzi wa me) was chosen to make 
thingss right for the whole family once and for all, starting with failures mat occurred 
fourr generations ago. 

Becomingg a healer  (Kuandaa kuwa mganga) 
Inn September 1986, Jeremana went to stay for two years with the healer Atuwoneyeje 
WilangalLL During this time she regained her strength and prepared for the task to be a 
healerr in becoming a novice. When I asked her how she experienced this preparatory 
period,, she told me the following: 

Yes,, once I got there I was soon much more at ease (nmettdia). The bad forces (mqpepo ma- ma-
baya)baya) mat had driven me mad were soon gone. It took time however  before I fully manifested 
mee ancestral spirit forces. At mat point Elia showed up wim his chüdren I told him about my 
trial ss and the message of my grandfather to lemstaB me feroTity riles fl^  needed special offer-
ingss (haekresamatatabiko). The healer  Wflangab could not assist I B because sbe is not famil-
iarr  with my lineage customs. Her  tribal background is Hehe and Nyiha. Therefore, my grand-
fatherr  suggested that we consult another  specialist, called (Mzee) Daudi Kiswaga. He is a 
Kingaa customary specialist (finaH wajahzamfayadestm)vtoh\tsm<mccÊBanxafy. 
Laterr  in 19861 returned home for  some time. Soon after  my arrival , Mtulahenja spoke again 
andd said to have instructions for  my aunt Magdalena who is his daughter. When she arrived 
myy grandfather  spoke these words to her 

888 PrefoSi^ifrvikiefer s to her  paternal d 
namhanjee trib e is irirrrdatr d with the Poseni tribe. As the Poseni fused into the Angoni or  Ngoni trib e 
fromm Songea during tribal wars, they share a different a f tud background. 
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Thee instructions to my aunt for  the customary rituals were the following. She had to cany 
alongg a coin of two Tanzaman shilling as a gift (sadaka) to the ancestors. Whenever  it con-
cernss a gift of money, we speak of bebeo which involves offerings of children to the ancestors 
(matambikoya(matambikoya watoto). In this case I was the 'child* . My aunt was also instructed to bring 
alongg her  trice, who began to suffer  from the influence ofbaridi. My aunt knew that the girl 
hadd already been taken to several healers. This had been in vain and now the girls*  lif e seemed 
inn danger. Also my aunt's eldest brother-in-law started to have complaints on account of 
band.band. He too had consulted various healers. One healer  had stated that iant f happened m re-
actionn to the possession of a 'n'gao' (ritual dip) mat belonged to another  tribe.89 Mtoiahenja 
toldtold  my aunt to take mis 'n&ao'away from the famfly and bring it to Kiswagâ  
he-goatt  (mbtci beberu), a hen (hAuu) and, a piece of black cloth (hmüa). 

Kiswagaa was appointed to substitute the deceased elder  of Jeremana's family to help 
Eliaa familiariz e with the lineage ritual s (mnammua kwa kuomba ukoo kama kufanya 
kuwakuwa mkubwa wako). He could do so because he was a Kinga traditional specialist 
andd a stranger  to Jeremana's lineage (mgeni ya ukoo). In tact, his competence was 
boughtt  for  the occasion. As a male, he could perform the ritual s for  his own lineage 
ass well as for  others (of Kinga, Sovi or  Pangwa descent). Jeremana's mother, Haliwa, 
wass a traditional specialist too. Yet, as a woman, she was not allowed to perform 
ritual ss for  her  paternal lineage, or  to keep sacred objects belonging to mis family. 
Subsequently,, the ritual power  objects from her  grandfather, among which were the 
stooll  and the n 'gao, were kept by male elders for  safekeeping. Jeremana was told that t 
ann elder, Elia, had to assist her  during the performance of the ritual s in which these 
objectss were essential It was a taboo (mwiko) to use these lineage objects for  any 
otherr  lineage then her  own. 

Jnn 1987, Jeremana began to experience the presence and guidance of the ancestral spir-
itss on a regular  basis. She would often take the lead with the singing sessions and act 
onn me ancestral powers. On such occasions, she would run under  their  guidance to col-

Qnryy the lineage elder  or  ritual  specialist is allowed to keep one for  tt e purpose ofinffiatmgomersm the 
customaryy ceremonies (mqfwco za mSa). 

Thee purpose of mese items is further  explained in chapter  ten. 
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lectt plants or express matters that related to her own situation or that of others. This she 
referss to as being the period of a nchimi.91 At this stage, she had the ancestral powers 
sufficientlyy integrated in her body and mind to conduct ndeko rituals for fellow patients 
att the compound of the healer Atuwoneyeje Wilangali. It happened mat Jeremana 
wouldd spontaneously divine people and give mem helpful instructions. During mis pe-
riod,, in 1988, die ancestors indicated that she could start to divine people who came for 
consultation.. How Jeremana experienced mis skill is described below: 

Whflee I was a trainee with Atuwoneyeje Wuangali I gradually learned to integrate these f«xes 
untill  I  could apply them to divine patients. The manifestations I had under  the influence of an-
cestrall  spirit forces needed guidance in order  to ripen properly (h&omaa mzimu). After  one 
year,, I could sufficiently follow the instructions of my spirits and treat persons with medicines 
(madawa).(madawa). I usually fetched medicines around my home area I would cut pieces of the plants 
too show them first to Atuwoneyeje. At several occask>m I had to arrange a car  to transport the 
largee bags mat were filled with plants. Atuwoneyeje would check these and usuaUy confirmed 
theirr  usage and application. Some plants I brought along were for  the treatment of regular 
complaints,, like diarrhea and wound infections, while others were specifically to be used in 
ritualsrituals  (vitendo). One day upon a visit home, I learned mat my aunt still refused to settle the 
matterr  with the ancestors. Subsequently, she had not made the offerings. This delay kept the 
lineagee fertilit y objects, the stool and the ritual  dip, from being officially returned to the line-
age.. The ancestral forces hit back (mzimu ilirudi  kwa kurdpiga na nguvu) as aunt Magdalena 
suddenlyy started to suffer  from severe fits. At one point, the fits were so strong mat she did not 
wakee up anymore. For  neady a year  she was most of the time unconscious. Since she could 
hardlyy eat under  this condition, she became very skinrry ! Tbesprn^ refused triat I visit her  and 
eventuallyy she died. The spirit forces men moved (imzirnu walihama) to another  member of 
thee family. It was my nephew Rafael Mwalukenda, who had kept the ritual  cÛ  
hiss mother  died He was 'hit *  so badly that he became paralyzed from bis middle to bis feet 
Familyy members bad to see to it that he did not he around m his own drrt (Woo wonasaa mo» 
yoke).yoke). In a last attempt to find a solution, his parentss took him to the Lutheran flembula mis-
sionn hospital. Nothing could be done. Upon return from Ilembula, they came to see me and 
askedd if I could help. 
Myy grandfather  spoke to them: 

Thiss time the irstrucnons were dealt with immediately and the stool and the n 'goo "were fi-
nallyy returned to our  lineage. At Kiswaga's place, the offering ofa butt, a he-goat, aid a black 
domm (ka/aki) took place mat showed our  goodwill to the ancestor  This was m anticipation of 
otherr  rites to be held for  those who had died in the family due to barkt. Either  they had not 
compensatedd serious mistakes or  they had not received a proper  burial. In the meantime, my 
nepheww Rafael recovered and started to walk again, for  which he came to thank me. At this 
occasion,, he admitted mat he had not believed in the active irrvolvemert of tfje ancestors. He 
becamee convinced mat my madness eventually saved the lineage from extinction. 

AA WAOT» is a person'sent by God'as in 5.4. 
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Afterr having shown Atuwoneyeje Wilangali sufficient competence, Jeremana's trial 
periodd had come to an end. In 1989, she was ready to return back home definitively. 
Jeremanaa remembers how this moment was marked with feelings of strength and 
immensee peace. In her own words: 

Evenn when I walked through heavy sand I felt as light as a feather (mahnva kama natembea 
mwenyemwenye mfono). It was as if I was lifted from the ground and swayed in the air  (nqpepea to)! It 
seemedd that all parts of my body fell back in place. It was also a great relief to see things in a 
normall  perspective again. Before, when a person was in front of me, I saw several faces at the 
samee time. That was a weird experience! So me madness of die ancestor (kkhaayamababu) 
hadd come to an end by performing and reintegrating the customary rituals  (kutekrezajadi) in 
ourr  lineage! Shortly after  my recovery, Mtulahenja stated once mme his wish to heal through 
mee according the traditional vvsrys(kt4gangamjadihvanriJayadestvri). I did not have to fear 
forr  he would explain clients how traditional customs interceded with their  lives. In this way I 
couldd make things clear  (mtapeniboa wote) wote) to many people. He emphasized that he would be 
concernedd with our  lineage as well as with people of other  Bena lineages. This is how I be-
camee a healer  in 1989. Fortunately some assistants from the healer  Atuwoneyeje came over  to 
helpp me in the beginning. At that time my young son Patrick was suffering from spirit intru -
sion.. Severe pains in the head made him unable to prepare for  his exams at primary school 
[standardd six]. Every afternoon we would sing for  him until the ancestors spoke through him 
Theyy wanted me to make a sacrifice of a chicken so as to officially announce their  commit-
mentt  to me. From mat day onwards, I would say a brief prayer  whenever  I needed guidance. 
Inn the prayer  I address first of all my grandfather, just as I do te«fey. After  the prayer  under  nie 
largee [epiphyte] tree Mlwtgidungu (in Kibena) next to my house, I sit down and fed sulky 
(mktimbani(mktimbani pale). Soon after  mat I experience his spirit from within me (inaansa mzimu 
mwenyewemwenyewe kmdcmi kumtokeza). He uses my voice to speak to the one(s) in front of me. The 
firstt  time I did mis at my own place, I trembled all ctverfifomnervo«ness. I just codd not be-
lievee doing mis on my own without saying nonsense (mkasema itakuwa m wongo)! At Atu-
woneyeje'ss compound I was always in me company of other  (novice) healers and related my 
visionaryy capacity to Atuwoneyeje's healing powers. Whenever  mis happened to me, I had 
strangee sensations. [To make a point Jeremana says to me:] Imagine your  head gets stirred and 
youu hear  your  voice speaking unfamiliar  things mat apparently make sense to others! In the 
beginningg I verified afterwards if I really rnade sense to Ihc^ who were listening. Appaently 
alll  what I said was true. This made me convinced mat my heating powers came from the an-
cestorss (ngwu inatokana na mzimu ya uganga). 

Too be more explicit, Jeremana repeats to me [in bold to stress the importance]: 
Thi ss power  had to develop and floarish at my own compoud (itakomea kapa hapa) 
andd aot wit t «mother  healer! This means to me that each healer  hat to fallow bt-
stracttauu amd guidance from his or  her  personal spiri t glides. 
Inn 1989, me healer  Atuwoneyeje had given me a letter  to state that I was cured and had devel-
opedd skills to heal. This is necessary to obtain an official permit to practice. We went together 
too see the responsible person at the government office in Njombe [district level]. I paid 5000 
TSH.. [8 US$] and obtained an annual permit People started to care and see me even though 
II  had done nothing to advertise myself I found mis quite astonishing. Many of mem had been 
instructedd in dreams to seek help with me. The first  people came all the way from Upangwa 
andd Usango area in Iring a district In 1990 people also came from Rnjewa and Imalilo , in 
Njombee district Among them was Mnkonanza, who became my first  novice healer. In the be-
ginning,, I had no special space to shelter  mem, so tfiey all stayed in my house. Women slept in 
mee kitchen and men in my living room. All mat was left to my husband arid me was the bed-
room.. It surprised me mat me confrontation wim me problems of others h ^ 
emotionss (iJawa unamtcana mtu, nam mnakuta roho ycrtgu hama wasiwasi). I  was able to 
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reactt  calmly and intuitivel y without giving it a second thought, whatever  happened Take for 
instancee the case of a client from Usangwa, who came for  a divination. Suddenly he fell into a 
fitfit  (anaanguka palepale uwanjam). In the middle of die compound he started to shout and to 
rolee over  the ground, while making a lot of noise. I spontaneously started to sing all alone and 
too beg to his spirits to wake upp and relieve me man from his attack. At me tune my husband 
wass working in the field next to the house. He heard me making serious efforts to sing and 
saww me lying down next to the man My husband did not understand what I was doing mere 
andd thought mat I was loosing my mind again (akceema itdu wangu sasa tmerudi mgorgwa). 
Inn reality I was doing much like what I do in divinations (niJikuwanakaziyaramli), I  merely 
followedd the instructions of my spirit I  placed my head against me patient's head and lay with 
myy face downwards on the ground. By uniting our  heads at the crown, I took away the bad 
spiritt  force mat had risen suddenly into his head (nimeshikana vichwa, ranantoa mdudu au 
jimjim Uhnpanda). Fortunately my husband realized the seriousness of the matter  and took over 
thee singing, while I encouraged family members of the client to join in (taHweata heema jet-
mammam sogea tiambe). Soon after  mis, the man calmed down and stayed for  a few days until he 
wass feeling well again. Actually, the singing sessions are part of a larger  healing process, in 
whichh the lineage rites play an important role to appease the ancestors. This patient had 
learnedd the rites incorrectly as a young boy, as do most of the clients sharing my origins. As 
soonn as this man had executed merites, he fuuy recovered Gradually people carre to me from 
alll  comers (pembe zote) of the country and from then onwards me camrwund became crowded 
(mkahaabaadc^ewatuwancgaa).(mkahaabaadc^ewatuwancgaa). Today I am the only healer  who is allowed to organize the 
performancee of customary lineage rituals for  the Bena, Kinga, Pangwa and SovL Because I 
combinee the work of a ritual  lineage specialist 0wKhzaviterdDyaukoo)voihib&c£maaaesr 
trall  healer, I call myself an ancestral lineage healer  (mgangawamtmuyatéoo). 

Everr since Jeremana started her practice in 1989, her grandfather Mtulahenja instructed 
herr to take a number of measures. First, Jeremana had to move to another part of the 
villagee with enough space to perform her practice. Once settled there with her family, 
shee had to restore the natural flora nearby so she could use it as a reservoir of medicinal 
andd magical ingredients. A part of the land had to be made available to function as 
symbolicc burial site for patients and as space to perform sacrificial killings and offer-
ingss to the ancestors. Further, a ritual space had to be created to settle 'payments' and 
agreementss with die ancestors, known as ndeko rites. Two more spaces had to serve for 
instructivee rites dealing with fertility. All these rites would contribute to remove blem-
ishess and sufferings in the extended family (see chapter 10). Next to Jeremana's house, 
ann open space was created to perform diagnostic and singing sessions. Besides this 
house,, Jeremana had to construct two mud houses. One would serve as a storage space 
forr medicinal and magical plants, where mixtures would be prepared and protective 
ritualss would be held. The other hut would serve for informal gatherings with patients. 

8.44 Implications of Jeremana's calling 

Whatt were the consequences of Jeremana's calling in terms of the effect on her fam-
ily,, in particular her children or her close relatives? According to Jeremana, her 
youngerr sister and brother had been troubled by the influence of the spirits before 
her.. As the spirits did not find mem suited to 'work' through, literally 'a bad seat' 
(kiti(kiti  kibqya), they 'moved' to Jeremana. The major complaints - stabbing pains and 
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confusionn - remained until Jeremana started to set matters right in the family. Before 
and,, also during the illness process some of her children were affected by spirit 
forces.. This is what shee told me about it: 

Theree are four  children who bad spirit manifestations, two of them with more serious com-
plaints.. One is our  girl Margareth. She had a weak condition aixl as resdt she bad difficult y to 
bearr  children. In a period of fourteen years, Margareth became pregnartmree times. Cvechüd 
diedd inside her, which was discovered one month later  at the hospital when Margareth nearly 
diedd of an internal infection. The other  child was bom premature and was deformed; it had no 
boness in head and neck. It died soon afterwards. Finally a healthy child was bom, in 1983. 
Spiritt  problems, however, continued to trouble her. Soon after  I began to practice as a healer  in 
1989,, Margareth experienced a miraculous improvement of her  conofron Fixm men onwards 
shee had no more problems. Is this not proof mat the negative influence of the spirits ceased? 
Margarethh can still fed the presence of spirits, yet now the experience is positive. She may 
suddenlyy run away in trance to fetch medicinal plants or  to help someone in the family who 
fallss sick or  has an accident Two other  children, Sophia and Emmanuel, occasionally do so 
tooo without ever  suffering from complaints. Our  younger  son Patrick experienced some spirit 
problemss at the very beginning of my healing career. At the time, he was preparing his school 
examss and complained to me about feelings of confusion and depression. He was unable to 
studyy and wanted to quit school. I made him participate in the musical sessions to which he re-
actedd much in the way Margareth does; he ran away in trance to come back with medicinal 
plants.. Eventually, the ancestors spoke through him and explained, mat Patrick would replace 
mee if I would denounce my healing career. They justly feared that I was not full y prepared to 
committ  myself to the task of a healer. I took Patrick along to consult me traditional specialist 
(fundi(fundi  wajacb) Kiswaga, who had already assisted us. WimKiswaga as a witness, we brought 
aa sacrificial offer  to the ancestors and I made a solemn prornise to accept my task as ancestral 
lineagee healer. The next day Patrick' s crisis came to an end He had missed two months of 
schooll  and exams had begun. Patrick was scared to fail and refused to do his exams. The spir-
itss spoke through me and instructed Patrick to go back to school and not to worry about bis 
exams.. He went and had excellent results. 

Whenn I asked Jeremana if any of her children would be likely to inherit her healing 
vocation,, she was affirmative. Less certain, however, was if the same ancestral sprits 
wouldd guide them. Another matter I asked about was Jeremana's relationship with 
tutorr Atuwoneyeje Wilangali. How did Atuwoneyeje look upon Jeremana's role of 
ann ancestral lineage healer? And what about their tie with the prophet healer Nam-
belaa (see 7.3)? This is what Jeremana told me: 

Afterr  Atuwoneyeje returned from Nambela in 1983, she began to expand her  practice under 
diee spiritual guidance of Nyiha paternal ancestors, who had been healers. These ancestors 
weree also the ones who gave her  the instructions to consult Nambela for they wanted 
Atuwoneyejee to follow the example of Nambda's practice. During die three years I stayed 
wimm Atuwoneyeje [from 1986-1988], she encouraged me to embrace my own ancestor  forces 
fromm Bena descent Once, in 1986, Atuwoneyeje advised me and ctteriicwces to jcm the an-
nuall  celebration for Nambela mMbeya region, to show our  goodwill towards her  [7.1]. Dur-
ingg me musical sessions we sought to communicate whn ancestral forces and this greatly upset 
Nambela,, who considered mis as a denial to the powers of God and Jesus Christ Nambela in-
sultedd us by saying that we were witches. We tried to reason wim her  but she would not hear 
off  it and mis disrupted me relation between us. Now mat I am experienced as a healer, I see 
thatt  Nambela has not reached foil access to her  beaû  powers because she lives m denial of 
herr  own lineage ancestors (mtimuya ukoo). Because she does not place sufficient farm in 
them,, she cannot always control herself and so her  pep? remains restless. I have never  met 
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Nambdaa again after  our  encounter  in 1986. In 1987, Atuwoneyeje received instructions from 
Hehee maternal quit s to incorporate Hehe burial rituals m her  healing pnröce. Even when she 
receivedd a good number  of Hebe clients and managed to become a reputed spirit healer, 
Atuwoneyejee was troubled by me met mat her  healing compoiind was situated in Bena terri -
tory,, which means mat she had many Bena clients, hi the course of time, quite a number  of 
Atuwoneyeje'ss clients of Bena descent, came to me for  help. Also, I received clients who 
failedd to find a solution at Nambela*s practice. I refer  to Bena clients with baridi problems, 
whoo would be suggested to perform lineage rituals at home. This has littl e purpose for  those 
whoo do not know how. In 1996, Atuwoneyeje requested me to teach the Bena rites to her. I 
couldd not do so without the consent of her  grandfather  Mtulahenja (see 8.4). My grandfather 
Mtulahenjaa said she was only permuted to perform the Bena burial rites. The Bena lineage 
ritesrites were to remain my exclusive responsibility. This situation brought tensions between us. 
Inn 1998, Atuwoneyeje sought my help for  her  husband, who is Pangwa, because his family 
sufferedd from baridi. At mat occasion, she also formally requested pemrission from M t u ^ ^ 
toto perform burial rites for  her  Bena clients, which was granted after  a ceremony. From then 
onwardss our  relationship was restored 

laa January 1999,1 have met with Atuwoneyeje Wilangali while I was in the company 
off  Jeremana Livifile . Atuwoneyeje is about the same age as Jeremana and started to 
practicee in 1978. After she remained with Nambela in 1983, she began to expand her 
healingg compound. Atuwoneyeje's compound is most impressive with over 50 mud-
brickk houses with gardens and pathways like that of a small village. In the center it 
hass a large compound for divination and singing sessions. A large hut to store herbal 
mediciness stands in the midst of the compound. It is an impressive compound, the 
largestt I have ever seen in Southern Tanzania. 

8.55 Discussion and conclusions 

Jeremana'ss story points out a number of specific characteristics as part of her spiritual 
calling.. At first, Jeremana was suffering from stabbing pains in various parts of the 
bodyy during childhood, followed by a number of strange events. Some time after Jere-
manaa got married, she became a devout Christian. In 1985, when she was an active 
memberr of the Catholic Church in Igwachanya she began to suffer from mental com-
plaints.. Jeremana found help from the healer Atuwoneyeje Wilangali and soon devel-
opedd visionary skills whilst in treatment Upon instruction of her grandfather Mtula-
henja,, Jeremana had to perform tribal ancestral rituals with an elder, called Elia, after 
whichh the peace in her family was gradually restored. In 1989, when Jeremena started 
herr own practice, she appealed to many people from her ethnic descent, respectively 
thee Kinga, Sovi, Pangwa and Sangu who are interrelated with the Bena According to 
Jeremana,, her sufferings came forth from paternal ancestors. They wanted her to help 
restoree the peace in the lineage and end the suffering from physical, mental and social 
problemss on account of 'a state of coldness' (baridi). More precisely this state refers to 
aa disharmony among next of kin, therefore a kinship disease. 
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AA few crucial elements from Jeremana's story have to be discussed before I can pro-
ceedd with a presentation of her  practice. According to Jeremana, the transformations 
resultingg from tribal wars, colonial rule, modernity and Christianit y are principl e 
agenciess in causing disharmony in the lives of the Bena peoples. Ever  since four  to 
fivefive generations, traditional ceremonial practices have been abandoned or  misinter-
preted.. The church considered the traditional religious rites of initiation , purification , 
fertilit yy and settlement as magical rites and condemned mem. Prayers for  pardon or 
protectionn that were generally directed to the ancestors were now addressed to God. 
Inn this fashion, magic, including witchcraft , became detached from the protective 
frameframe of traditional religion. As people started to question their  spiritual and cultural 
values,, they not only changed their  attitudes towards religion, they also alienated 
themselvess from their  identity. 

Traditionall yy the Bena assimilated peoples executed appropriate ritual s to prevent the 
occurrencee of a state of coldness or  baridl With these rites largely abandoned or 
ignored,, the Bena have lost the means of communication with the ancestors who used 
themm as a way to show remorse of mistakes or  to show consideration to ancestral 
spirits.. Subsequently, an increasing sphere of negative influences came from restless 
wanderingg souls after  they died a sudden or  a bad death. These souls would seek com-
municationn with their  offspring. As a consequence of the tribal and colonial wars, 
manyy people came under  the influence of baridl The word baridi in Kibena is luleko 
whichh is synonym to Ivpapda in Kinyih a (see 6.3 and 7.6). Baridi used to be averted 
withh the help of customary burial rites and by means of special ritual s for  relatives and 
pedigrees.. Without these rituals, the ancestral forces could exert their  superhuman 
powerss through negative forces. Negative or  positive forces would be felt by the living 
offspringg who passed these forces on at birt h via the bloodline, spoken of by Jeremana 
ass 'the ancestors walk along in the blood'  (mizimu wanatembea katika damu). The off-
springg would experience magical afflictions or  events, or  die a 'bad death', anticipated 
byy a series of dramatic experiences. As long as the generational curse was not lifted by 
meanss of repair  or  repayment, negative spirit forces would have an appeal to all kinds 
off  bad spirits or  mapepo mabaya Under  the circumstances, families and even lineages 
couldd be at the brink of extinction. The various lineage rites were originally part of the 
Benaa traditional education system (8.1). Its disruption was seen as a major  offencee to 
mee ancestors. Next to the long periods of war, there was also the influence of modern 
andd Christian values. Families or  lineages that continued the rites began to make mis-
takess in the way of execution, which was apparently even worse than not performing 
thee rites at all. The most essential were the lineage fertilit y rites. Before the wars broke 
out,, fathers and elders would instruct their  sons in an official gathering. If fathers or 
elderss were absent, a traditional clan specialist could instruct mem (see 8.1). Until to-
day,, it is the belief that males are responsible for  healthy reproduction of the lineage. 
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Accordingg to Jeremana, baridi is therefore passed onto next generations via the semen 
off  the men. This also explains the incorporation of the stool as the seat of fertility and 
strengthh of the paternal lineage. By undergoing the rites, men feel ensured mat ances-
torss give them protection and baridi is prevented, hi other words, women cannot 
transmitt baridi to their offspring. Yet, they can trigger baridi by a breach in conduct, or 
byy breaking a taboo and they can similarly suffer its consequences. 

Anotherr important traditional custom that was largely abandoned by the Bena, includ-
ingg Jeremana's family, was the lineage burial rite. Many people in the past had sud-
denlyy died away from home and lacked a proper customary burial to have them re-
membered.. The abandonment of this religious custom offended the ancestors also a 
greatt deal Jeremana mentioned that a number of her relatives suddenly died as a con-
sequence.. Next to these more formal offences, there were also personal mistakes and 
wrongdoingss that triggered offensive reactions by the ancestors. According to Jere-
mana'ss story, aunt Magdalena and her ownn mother reinforced 'an ancestral trap1, also a 
trapp of coldness (tego ya baridi). Aunt Magdalena had two ritual power objects in her 
possessionn without knowing what their role was. As a good Christian, she did not want 
too have anything to do with traditional customary beliefs. Her husband, a Poseni who 
followedd Ngoni customs, respected the customary rites of his lineage and passed them 
onn to Magdalena's young brother Mutandalike, Jeremana's father. The alien lineage 
ritesrites he was taught set another 'trap' in Jeremana's extended family. Had Jeremana's 
fatherr received the teachings from an elderly male member of his own lineage, no di-
rectt harm would have been caused. Later, Jeremana's father and mother disgraced 
Bintii  Fundi Nyamtiko, Jeremana's maternal grandmother. This too was considered as a 
seriouss mistake. Overall, the various 'mistakes' in the family contributed to a number 
off  (sudden) deaths in the lineage over the past five generations and eventually lead to 
Jeremana'ss spirit affliction. To relief her from this state, a long series of rites were 
neededd to compensate for all the mistakes that facilitated the return of harmony in the 
extendedd family. Since Jeremana was chosen to restore all damage from the past in the 
paternall  lineage, she was instructed by the spMts to perform several redressrve rites for r 
herr paternal family members. The performance of these rites needed the presence of 
Elia,, the second born son of grandfather Mtulahenja and the only child still alive of the 
paternall  family. His specific task was to instruct the male relatives. Jeremana further 
receivedd instructions from the spirits how to perform the burial and sacrificial offering 
rites.rites. The burial rites included a short purüying cei^mony mat had to be carried out for 
deceasedd relatives from the last five generations. Sacrificial offerings, held at symbolic 
graves,graves, were made to remember each relative. Jeremana had to finance whatever was 
neededd for the offerings. This costly enterprise took her several years and continued 
afterr she started to practice in 1989. 
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AA special feature worth clarifyin g here is that Jeremana distinguishes herself from other 
spiritt  healers in the region, including her  tutor  Atuwoneyeje Wilangali. Apparently, it 
usedd to be a regular  feature for  women to be ancestral lineage specialists, but rarely 
wouldd they be healers. The role of the women was that of traditional guardians (walinzi 
wajadi)wajadi) of the customary rites of the patrilineages. The ritual roles of women used to 
bee the key to the survival of the fertilit y rites. With a strong decline of such female 
specialists,, Jeremana feels mat she has a huge task to perform. She is the only one 
amongg Bena tribes, who combines the work of a healer  with that of a traditional line-
agee specialist (fundi wajadiya ukoo). Normally women would be chosen as traditional 
specialistss through inheritance, like Jeremana's mother  Hilawa Nyamtiko and her  grand-
motherr  Bind Fundi Nyamtiko (see 8.3). Hilawa Nyamtiko, a Kinga, is now nearly eighty 
yearss old and still assists Jeremana in the offerings and ceremonies for  the Kinga lineages 
(mababu(mababu walimelemisha tambiko - milaya Wakinga). Jeremana's maternal family has 
neverr  suffered from baridi, simply because her  mother  Hilawa and her  grandmother 
Bintii  Fundi have been traditional specialists. The female ritual  specialists return each 
otherr  favors by assisting in the rites they perform (see chapter  10). In her  work as a 
ritualritual  specialist for  the Kinga, Hilawa tried to incorporate the teachings of her 
husbands''  tribe, the Pangwa, several years ago. She was warned by her  ancestors in a 
dreamm to refrain from mis since it was strictly taboo (mwiko). Al l female specialists are 
forbiddenn to perform the rites of their  husband's lineage. If they partake, they ought to 
doo so in a submissive way. 

Inn brief, Jeremana's healing process forced her  back in an order  with the cultural and 
spirituall  world in which personal, social, and communal events of the past and the 
presentt  became interrelated. The ancestral forces that spoke through her  were in fact 
herr  departed relatives. They were the 'livin g dead' who were remembered by their 
offspringg back up to five generations (see 3.3). Jeremana not only recovered com-
pletely,, she became an intermediary between two spheres - of lif e and death - which 
gainedd her  a new identity that brought her  respect and authority. In the role of spirit 
mediumm or  spirit healer  (mganga wapepo), Jeremana mainly treats Bena people who 
sufferr  from baridi. She does so by using a series of traditional and ritual  interventions 
thatt  help to form a bridge between the living and the departed relatives. In so doing, 
herr  practice contributes to a revival of old ethnic customs, making use of constructive 
powerss to restore harmony in the individual , the family and to some extent also the 
lineage.. As part of the ritual interventions, Jeremana incorporates musical therapy so 
ass to liberate patients from negative spirit energies after  which a more immediate 
communicationn between the living and the departed can be established. I wil l return 
too this treatment in the next chapter. 
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Ancestors::  A Spell or  a Blessing? 

Itt  is the spirit of my grandfather 
Myy illness is madness of the ancestors 
Myy illness is due to coldness mother 
Thee spirit' s heart is in pain 
II  will have to help our  grandfather 

Inn this chapter  I address the incentives for  die complaints and problems of clients who 
sufferr  from baridi (a state of coldness), and the main solution mat Jeremana provides 
mem,, to reach a pact of harmony with me ancestors. The above text (in Kibena) of a 
popularr  song in use by Jeremana resonates me core message ofher  approach to remedy 
baridibaridi (see 9.3) Songs in use by Jeremana are fundamental to address departed family 
spirit ss and may be part of prayers, offerings and symbolic rites but primaril y they play 
aa role in the daily musical sessions. 

Humann relationships with spirits vary from society to society. It is, however, a real, 
activee and powerful relationship, especially with the spirits of those who have recently 
diedd or  those Mbit i call the living dead (see 3.3). Jn fact, for  as long as the ancestors are 
remembered,, they remain spirituall y and physically attached to their  offspring. In the 
casee of the healer  Jeremana, who is a specialist of rituals for  lineage ancestors from 
Bena-affiliatedd tribes, clients consult her  to learn if their  problems come from failur e to 
performm symbolic acts for  the family spirits. These acts entertain contact with the spirits 
andd may involve the placing of food and other  articles, or  the pouring of beer, milk or 
water.. Failure to observe these acts means that human beings have completely broken 
offf  their  links with the departed, and have therefore forgotten the spirits. Mbit i (1969: 
82)) states mat this is regarded as extremely dangerous and disturbing to the social and 
individuall  conscience; as people are likely to feel that any misfortune that befalls them 
iss the logical result of their  neglect of the spirits, if not caused by magic or  witchcraft 

Traditionally ,, the Bena hold small offerings (matambiko) and prayers (maombf) to 
thee family spirits at shrines around the house or  in the woods, whereas burials are 
heldd at one's home ground. With traditional religious practices being disrupted under 
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thee influence of various dynamics, protective influences from ancestors diminished 
(seee 8.5). According to Jeremana, Bena ancestors do not have claims without a good 
reason.. The claims of the departed grandparents are referred to by Jeremana as madcd 
yaya mababu. Given the unhappy or  dissatisfied state of the departed, the offspring ex-
periencee mis in the form of spirit illness (ugonjwa ya pepo). Actually, the departed 
havee two reasons to seek the attention of me living family members. First, they want 
too make an end to their  own wandering or  suffering, and secondly, they want to pre-
ventt  baridi from spreading in the lineage. 

Too Jeremana, ancestral spirits are protective (idinzi) by their  very nature and can be 
addressedd as living persons. According to her, ancestors can be the cause of great dis-
mayy when grievances exist among them but they may also be the cause of luck and 
happiness,, provided mat they are being remembered. Once the ancestors have sunk into 
people'ss memory, after  five generations in general, they loose their  human names and 
becomee strangers, foreigners or  outsiders (wageni). The ontological mode of the ances-
torstors thus becomes a depersonalization of the individual . As the personality evaporates, 
mee name disappears and s/he becomes a thing instead of a human (see 3.3). To empha-
sizee the impersonal nature of spirits, especially when they are bad or  annoying, Jere-
manaa speaks of bugs, wadudu (sing, mdudu) or  creatures, viwnbe (sing, kiumbe). When 
Jeremanaa refers to spirits that have no historical ties with the afflicted client she wil l 
calll  them 'strangers to the family'  (wageni ya ukoo), which fall under  the general 
notionn of nature or  inland spirits (mapepo). When bad spirit forces (mapepo mabaya) 
aree involved, Jeremana wil l establish by means of divination if baridi exists in the 
familyy of the client If this iss the case she wil l try to discover  what has caused baridi, 
likee serious blemishes or  breaches of conduct, and how the past and the present relate 
too h. Once the cause for  baradi is defined, treatment in the form of ritual,  magical and 
herball  interventions will be proposed so as to overcome the problems involved. If the 
patientt  and his family accept treatment they can contribute in bringing back health 
andd harmony for  the self as well as the family group. In other  words, what is a spell at 
firstfirst  can turn into a blessing. 

Thee way Jeremana confronts her  clients during divination sessions, and the revela-
tionstions and propositions she has, forms the basis of this chapter. As in the case of 
Nambela,, I dairy observed and registered the divination sessions of Jeremana. These 
couldd take place at any hour  of the day and occurred from one to five times dairy, 
takingg between ten to fifty  minutes. I was always invited to sit next to Jeremana or  an 
assistentt  and witnessed about thirt y consultations during my stay. Usually the ses-
sionss started off in vernacular  (Kibena or  Kikinga) , but every so often Jeremana or 
thee assistant would switch to Kiswahili to facilitate my understanding. If not, they 
wouldd explain the case to me afterwards. In total, I have recorded fifteen sessions on 
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tapee and five on video. In other instances I made notes (see chapter 4). I did not have 
too dress in a special way to be part of the sessions, but I did have to take off my shoes 
ass a token of respect to ancestral presence. In contrast to Nambela, who is an allround 
spiritt healer and not a traditional specialist, two examples are sufficient to show in 
whatt manner Bena traditional religious concepts are tied to baridi. At the same time, 
itt will demonstrate that baridi is in essence an expression of a personal struggle for 
identityy and recognition in the departed spirit as well as the patient. As they are bom 
suffering,, they form a united ill spirit (pepo mbqya). 

Thee diagnostic sessions are followed by an in-depth case study of one client and his 
familyy to show what stages may be involved to remedy baridi, also considered as an 
ancestrall  affliction (ugonjwaya mzimu). Against this background, I will explain the 
rolee and performance of musical sessions, which are an essential component in the 
treatmentt of baridL The mode and frequency by which these sessions are performed 
showw a number of similarities with Nambela's practice. Some of the songs are even 
sharedd by both healers. Nambela's songs have been passed on to Jeremana by her 
tutorr Atuwoneyeje Wilangali (see 7.3 and 8.4). Instead of emphasis on the imper-
sonall  (divine) spirits in pepo, the songs and actions in use by Jeremana stress the 
communicationn and interaction with spirits mat intermediate or speak for the ancestors. 
Thiss different approach leads to a number of alternating terms to express notions about 
spiritt forces. Another feature is that Jeremana plays an active role as intermediary in 
thee musical sessions in contrast to Nambela who does not partake in the sessions. 

9.11 The divination sessions 

Whenn people come for a divination, they have to take off their shoes and leave their 
moneyy behind (as with all ceremonies). According to the situation, clients are invited 
too rest and receive something to eat and drink, especially after a long journey. Occa-
sionally,, Jeremana anticipates the arrival of certain people with die help of her spirit 
guides.. Clients whom she already knows usually have a private talk with her ahead. 
Otherwisee nobody speaks about the reason for coming beforehand. The diagnostic 
sessionss are repeated in between interventions or whenever a person wishes to return 
homee (temporary of permanently). On such occasions, Jeremana finds out if the an-
cestorss agree, so as to prevent anomalies from happening. The location to perform 
diagnosticc sessions is in me midst of the compound in front of a huge tree. Usually 
Jeremanaa dresses in white and black, which is according to the preference of the 
guidingg ancestors.92 Yet tins is not a rale and has much to do with the need to appeal 
toto other ancestral spirits of hers for specific matters. Before and after the session she 
holdss a short prayer in front of the tree so as to address the ancestors, in particular 

Inn general while stands for heating forces, Hack for  ancestral forces, and red for  fixeign spirils. 
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Mtulahenja,, her grandfather. This helps her to properly receive and end the com-
municationn with Mtulahenja or other spirits. If she forgets to do this, she tends to 
experiencee their presence during the day, resulting in dizziness or restlessness. 

Jeremanaa refers to a divination as kipimo (taking a measurement) or kupiga ramli (to 
pickk up omens). Exposure of psychic abilities or picking up clues given by ancestral 
spiritss is very distinct from communication with the ancestral spirits during posses-
sionn trance. Most of the trainees are in great difficulty to obtain the clues, hi difficult 
cases,, the revelations need to come from Jeremana herself, as in the two examples 
givenn below from two Christian males. The insights go hand in hand with the reac-
tionss given by the clients. As does Nambela, Jeremana expresses spiritual omens in a 
subtlyy conscious way and exchanges these with the client, who is requested to give 
feedback.. During all divinations Jeremana, as well as assistants, express now and 
thenn the presence of spiritual forces by shivering, uttering cries, sighing or yawning. 

Case-1 1 

Thee first case concerns four men who come to see Jeremana for divination on De-
cemberr 17, 1998. They are brothers, all farmers, between the age of forty and fifty 
comingg from Chalowe, an area mat borders Mdandu division. One of the men is 
muchh in pain. He is very weak which is reflected in his fragile appearance. For mis 
reasonn he is taken aside immediately to rest from the journey. Together they have 
comee on foot, a few hours walking. The three men take their place on the ground and 
waitt for Jeremana to speak first Alternately, the men respond to her revelations. 

Jeremana::  This problem is from long ago and has affected the whole body... the complaints 
ofof your brother may vary and occur in the feet, the chest, the belly, the head or 
thethe arms... regularly he suffers from diarrhea or he feels very sick... at times he is 
veryvery confused and speaks in riddles... he often experiences how his soul moves 
elsewhereelsewhere (roho inahamahama)... the same problem occurred before with other 
membersmembers in the family... do you see the relevance... a voice tells me that some-
bodybody left the lineage and moved to another area..it has to do with numerous 
deathsdeaths in the family... correct? 

Men::  Yes other members have died one after the other, but they live elsewhere. 
Jeremana::  It is a 'trap' that goes on for some time now... at each occasion family members 

diedie for the same reason... this continues for the 'trap' was never closed., now 
youryour brother is a victim... he is punished... until today nobody has ever made an 
offeringoffering when someone died in the family... the ancestors regret this very much 
andand would like to see this compensated with the offering of a cow... 

Men::  You are probably right, as far as we know no offerings have ever been made after 
thethe various relatives died 

Jeremana::  It is a 'trap' that goes on for some time now... at each occasion family members 
diedie for the same reason., it has to do with the traditional burial customs... since a 
longlong time these customs have been completely ignored in your lineage... the an-
cestorscestors have tried to signal this to you... eventually all died a bad death., they 
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wantedwanted you to become aware of their grievances... they tried to make you see a 
traditionaltraditional healer to explain this to you... they wanted to end the trap... nobody in 
youryour family understood that the burial customs need to be restored to end the 
trap...trap... this is a clear case of coldness in the family... 

Men:: It is true that ever since the time of our great grandmother these customs were 
abandoned abandoned 

Jeremana::  Now you have the answer to your problems. 

Thee revelations bring along a number  of implications for  the three men, who were 
seekingg agreement among each other  before answering Jeremana. If the men are to 
endd the sufferings of their  brother, they have to request other  family members to par-
ticipatee in the offering of a cow and to reinstall the burial rites. This implies that they 
havee to contact close relatives, of whom some live far  away whereas others are diffi -
cultt  to trace, due to losing contact A message to each of them will have to state the 
dangerr  presently posed to the brothers. What is needed, according to Jeremana, is the 
participationn in so-called ndeko ndeko rituals can further  help trace back the circumstances 
off  the former  paternal ancestors and seek agreement with mem. All mis can avert the 
fatee of baridi to the extended family. From each generation still alive, a representa-
tivee wil l be needed declaring willingness to compensate for  serious mistakes or  viola-
tions,, or  from abstaining or  erroneously performing traditional rites. The claims may 
demandd a payment (li t to pay a debt or  hdipa madcd) to satisfy the ancestors. The next 
stepp is to perform the symbolic burials taking place in me presence of various relatives. 
Thiss wil l have to be done in combination with prayers and sacrificial offerings. 

Forr  the four  men, the various objectives place a great burden to them, implicating a 
longg research to unfold the process in which ancestors had died by a renewed gather-
ingg of the social relationships among their  next of kin. The question is if the brothers 
aree sufficiently motivated to take up this responsibility. Jeremana has often told me 
thatt  relatives are reluctant as long as they have not experienced the effect of baridi. 
Sincee baridi works as a 'trap ' mechanism (tego), other  lives are constantly at risk. 
Jeremanaa further  explains to the brothers that temporarily relief can be found with the 
helpp of the singings sessions in which the afflicted daily participates to open the way 
forr  the spirits to speak. Before this occurs, the ancestral spirits have to be communi-
catedd with through requests in a daily prayer  (maombi), accompanied byy small offer-
ingss of flour  (sembe). In this way, the ancestors are informed that something is going 
too be done about the matter. Next to the prayers, medicinal plants will be given to 
regainn the bodily strength of the afflicted, next to reducing his tense pains. As the 
brotherss return home to consider  their  options, they leave their  sick brother  behind 
forr  immediate treatment Jeremana places a trainee in charge of him until someone 
fromm his family returns with news and extra food supply. The rest depends on the 
willingnesss of the extended family. 
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C a s e -2 2 

Thee second case from January 8,1999 deals with a trader. He is well-educated and 
well-dressed,, around thirty-fiv e years old coming from Mbeya region (Usango). 
Hi ss name is James and he is a brother-in-la w of Jeremana's daughter  who lives 
nearr  to him in Mbeya region. The daughter  had suggested James to consult Jere-
manaa after  having failed to find help from a number  of indigenous healers in 
Mbeyaa region. Jeremana receives him in the company of a male initiat e and 
trainee,, called Lucas. Before the session started, Jeremana spoke shortly in privat e 
wit hh James, only to hear  about the news he brought from her  daughter. 

Jeremana::  Your condition changes au the time pit inahama or 'it moves']... This pain 
(homa)933 makes that you have no energy... it affects your sexual desires and ca-
pacitiespacities (hana nguvu)... your waist often feels tight (lit. feel closed) resulting in an 
oppressedoppressed belly...other times you feel like carrying a heavy load onyour shoulder 
makingmaking your neck and chest feel tensed.. You have not been able to produce chil-
drendren for some time... you would like to have them... tensions exist over this with 
youryour wife... at times your heart is palpitating (roho inatekemeka) as if you had a 
suddensudden fright (kama kustuka).. .You feel depressed (hana raha) as if your death is 
approachingapproaching (kusDria kama utakufaj... this results in having bad thoughts 
(mawazoo mabaya)../̂ other times you feel so sick that you want to throw up... 

James::  Yes this is all true. 
Jeremana::  Your brother and your mother have been suffering for quite some time of similar 

complaints...complaints... especially your mother is much in pain though she cannot explain 
wellwell what the problem really is... did you try to find help for her... 

James::  You are right about my mother and brother. We did not see anyone for her trou-
bles. bles. 

Jeremana::  Do you remember the appearance of an owl that took you by surprise one day? 
James::  Yes, that was a long time ago however. 
Jeremana::  In the past it occurred that a lot of your money was lost... this happened around 

thethe time of a loss in the family... is it true that your father was killed... yet you 
wantedwanted to think that his sudden death was natural pit a death by God or'kifocha 
Mungu'].. . . 

James::  Yes, this is correct. I never quite understood what killed him. 
Jeremana::  Am I right to say that at times you want to remember him with a special gift(sa-

daka)daka) but yet you never actually acted on that... a voice tells me / l i t it starts to 
sayy or "maanza kusema'] that your complaints originate from the day of your fa-
thersthers burial when you were much upset... you had become suspicious of rela-
tives...tives... your feelings about his death affected the whole family /l i t it is the begin-
ningg of this condition to walk around in the family or  'ni chanjo za kutembea 
kwaho'].... it was the first time you felt that a death in the family was due to some-
thingthing other than bad luck (bahati mbaya)... 

HomaHoma can mean both pain and fever (see 6.3> 
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James::  Yes this is right. My suspicious feeling became stronger once all sorts of bad 
thingsthings happened to me. Starting in 1994 a lot of money disappeared regularly. 
ThisThis was followed in 1995 by the loss of my car, which caught fire. In 19961 had 
anan accident with a bus, which resulted in the loss of my luggage. In 19971 lost a 
bigbig sum of money, around 80.000 TSH. (equivalent of about 120 US$). Before my 
fatherfather died I had been working hard on the land to enable me to study and make 
aa good living. 

Jeremana::  But you have never respected any of the old traditions... you lived in prosperity, 
butbut never once did you make an offering to your ancestors... now I 'hear a lot of 
noise'noise' when your car was on fire... people were shouting.... you were not around 
...... you were never aware that your ancestors protected you... the fact, that you 
workedworked hard to get money to study was achieved by working the fields... these 
werewere the fields of your ancestors and they brought you luck and paid your ef-
forts...forts... but you never showed any thanks to them... your father was a devoted 
ChristianChristian and never told you or other children to respect the old customs... it is 
timetime that you all do this... starting with the offering of two goats and two chickens 
youyou thank your paternal ancestors... a father (brother of his father) will  have to 
executeexecute this offering in order to stop the ancestral influence... if you do it yourself 
youyou will  pass the influence on to another member of the family (mizimu wo-
tahama)...tahama)... I see your grandmother is still alive (father's side)... 

James::  Yes she is still alive. My fathers 'parents moved to Tukuyu (Mbeya region) when 
hehe was still very young and there he was raised a Christian. They were told by 
thethe government to abstain from traditional customs and so my father was never 
instructedinstructed about them. 

Jeremana::  All your problems come from the ancestral spirits... via your father, all ties with the 
pastpast are broken... he is the one in whose name the first offer will have to be made... 
WhenWhen the owl came close to you it was a sign of the ancestors (walipiga hodi) as to 
rememberremember them (walipiga hodi)... before your father died he was in pain for some 
time...time... another son of fas was in pain also and died in a fire...his pain too was 
meantmeant as a warning to make you see a traditional healer and learn of the ancestral 
presence...presence... but nobody paid any attention... all the lineage ancestors (wahenga) 
wantwant is belief (imam) in them! They are crying (mizimu wanalia) because they are 
denied!denied! [By now die man has his head bent down in deep drought as he tries to 
figurefigure out his situation]. Now if you want to end the difficulties (matatizo) I see 
onlyonly one solution... offerings (matambiko) need to be made to the ancestors in the 
presencepresence of an elder... this is the only way you can heal from ancestral illness 
(mgonjwaa ya mizimu).,. know that bad spirits (pepo mbaya) walk side by side with 
thethe ancestors (wanatembea pamoja na mizimu) when bringing upon you baridi... 
thosethose bad spirits must be chased away first of all... they are attracted to you be-
causecause of your worries about your father's death... show your repentance and you 
wülwül recover... they always protected you before... that is why you were so success-
ful...ful... give them what they demand (wanadai) by making the offerings of two goats 
andand chickens... do this in the presence of two more elderly fanuty members... bout 
fromfrom your mothers' and fathers' side... they also want you to make offerings in the 
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futurefuture whenever a child is born... for they are family (ukoo) and remainpart of your 
Jives...Jives... at the time your father lived in Tukuyu he was raised among the Nyakyusa 
tribe...tribe... it is true that they installed a law by the government that prohibited offerings 
toto the ancestors... your father and his relatives began to ignore their Pangwa 
origins...origins... this also changed the way they performed the burial rites... things will 
havehave to be set straight for all deceased who are Pangwa... starting with the generation 
ofof your grandfather (mhenga) as he was the first one to be hit by the ancestors... 
hehe suffered from various complaints for years and died unknowingly under their 
influence...influence... through him a state of coldness was triggered in your family... 

James::  Yes, I see what you mean. Ever since my father was a child many of his family 
membersmembers had come to live around Tukuyu area Most had become Christians and 
abandonedabandoned their traditional customs. 

Jeremana::  Do not wait too long to make the first offering... I foresee that you will  be seri-
ouslyously troubled by their influence in case of delay... now you know what is the 
causecause of your problems and I leave it to you to solve the matter within the whole 
family...anyonefamily...anyone of them can address the ancestors (kuombea miziinu) just by sit-
tingting next to a tree... they can hear you really... after the offering they demand that 
youyou execute the cleansing rites (wanadai kutekresa lyogo) as part of their burial... 
thisthis too was denied to them... all this can be done over a longer period and needs 
notnot to be rushed.. God will  make your work lighter (Mungu atalainika kazi yako) 
onceonce you show your good intentions... so go back and ask your close relatives to 
assistassist you with the offering in order to stop your complaints (homa yako)... the 
lossloss of your possessions (mali yako) will  end then... you have no customs any-
moremore at all (hana jacK yoyote)... it is the very reason for all your problems... did 
youyou never wonder where you came from... now do you realize what is going on? 

James::  Yes, I have understood 
Jeremana::  I see that your grandfathers' motive to abandon the customs was linked to his pov-

erty'...erty'... he tended to delay the yearly offerings to the ancestors at harvest time until 
hehe gave them up entirely... but even if you have little you can remember them... they 
dodo not demand much., but if you have the means to make offerings it seems to them 
moremore apparent that you remember them... so they took it from you by force to make 
youyou see their healer (kuona mganga wake)... if you cannot give them an offering 
youyou must tell them why... this is the nature of our ancestral spirits... understand me 
wellwell Ida not personally demand anything from you and I do not commit you to do 
anythinganything It is up to you to decide... I see that your wife is Nyakyusa.. she appears 
toto have various symptoms for similar reasons... her parents too abandoned their 
originaloriginal customs and now she is suffering from the consequences... she is often 
shortshort of breath, feels pain in her head and belly, hears voices in her sleep and regu-
larlylarly  she is in a state of confusion... the voices she hears come from her grandfather 
andand grandmother... also it appears that three children of your brother have died 
mysteriously...mysteriously... this too is linked to baridi... the ancestors have placed claims on all 
ofof you (hiyo ni mambo ya mizimu ya madai)... upon return home I suggest you in-
structstruct an elder to place a small offering of flour (sembe) to show your regrets... if 
not,not, bad spirits will  spoil the lives of many more people (pepo mbaya anaharibika 
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maisfaaa ya watu)... now people around are saying that you sacrificed the children of 
youryour brother in order to get a lot of money... this is what happens if people do know 
aboutabout the ancestral influences... once the door has been opened to the ancestors this 
invitesinvites ail kinds ofevÜ to come along through the same door... witchcraft too 
evolvesevolves in this manner.... but now you are the prime suspect! 

Jeremana::  For now we have closed this case (tumefunga case hapa). 

Inn the beginning of this session, Jeremana reveals that James is suffering from typical 
symptomss of spirit affliction, which have been experienced by the client's mother  and 
brotherr  as well. Besides, three children of his brother  have died mysteriously. Jeremana 
relatess these sufferings, and the emotional strain of James, to strange events that have 
occurredd in the famiry after  the burial day of his father. Several relatives of James have 
diedd or  suffered from hardship. None of them knew why. Under  die given circum-
stances,, James has gotten under  suspicion of witchcraft within die family. He has been 
accusedd of the murder  of three of his nephews, to secure his wealth. Yet, Jeremana tells 
himm that his wealth comes from having worked the ancestral fields. He did so without 
everr  thanking the ancestors, literall y paraphrased as "you ate the sweat of the ancestors 
withoutt  thanking mem ever"  (wenzake walihdajasho wa mizimu büa kuwashukuru). 
James''  grandfather  was the one to completely break off the family ties with the de-
partedd and this initiall y gave cause for  an ancestral 'trap (tegoya mizimu). The trapped 
conditionn enabled witches and other  evil forces to assert their  powers on relatives 
(mapepo(mapepo mabaya na wachawi wanamgia kwa mizimu hizo). The negative occult pow-
erss that brought harm in the extended family refers to intra-lineage witchcraft (uchawi 
yaya ukoo). In other  words, when ancestral claims exist (madm ya mizimu), ancestral 
spirit ss are the biggest magicians or  wachawi 

Whil ee I saw James reflecting on his personal problems and die history of his family, 
Lucas,, die novice healer  spoke to him of similar  problems that once existed in his ex-
tendedd family. Lucas, also a Christian, could not believe tiiat  ancestral spirits had so 
muchh impact, but tins conviction changed after  he was taken seriously ill . He too 
foughtt  long against the idea of bariaH, but when he had finally  accepted its existence 
andd took ritual measures, his troubles came to an end. Whether  or  not Lucas' words 
weree comforting to the client was hard to telL  For  now, he had to come to terms with 
thee demand of two goats and two chickens to be offered to his ancestors in me com-
panyy of an elder  of die family. This was die way of die spirits to do something soon 
aboutt  die pmhlems in his family fiwm which James' personal «nmplatnte alsn derived. 

Fromm this and the first  case, and also other  cases I have witnessed, it appears that 
bariaHbariaH brings a lot of damage to a family and sometimes affects die whole lineage. 
Thee way bariaH is set in motion can differ, but the overall message about me implica-
tionstions of baridi, are almost identical That die bariaH phenomenon is not only limited 
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too Bena-related tribes became clear from the remark mat Jeremana made in the first 
casee about the wife of the clients who also suffered from baridi. The question is, 
however,, why s/he experienced mis sudden spiritual intrusion. Did other relatives too 
sufferr its consequences? This feature puzzled me throughout the research as it had 
duringg my stay with Nambela on the affliction of pepo. Does emotional disdain or 
distresss of the afflicted set in motion baridi because of pepo illness? Is mere a fun-
damentall  relationship between the spirits who impose themselves on humans and 
thosee persons who become afflicted? With the help of an extended case study I try to 
lookk into this interrelationship further. Simultaneously, this will expose what a client 
andd his family go through and their reaction to Jeremana's solutions. 

9.22 Gotfried and his family 

Thee extended case concerns a man called Gotfried who made up part of the thirty pa-
tiëntee following intensive treatment at the time of my presence. Gotfried, a Bena of 
thirty-eightt years old, lives with four children in Rugenge (Njombe) mainly working 
hiss fields. On the first day of my stay with Jeremana, December 1,1998 she showed d 
mee around the compound introducing me to all the patients. I was acquainted with 
Gotfriedd who appeared to be in great agony, hardly able to stand up. He looked skinny 
andd pale as if suffering a major disease. He had just arrived in the company of three 
malee relatives and lay down to rest Upon seeing Gotfried, Jeremana spontaneously 
startedd to help him. She took some water and directed loud prayers to the ancestors, 
whilee spitting the water around and on top of him as a token of purification and well 
intentt She repeatedly implored spirit forces to leave him in peace and not to blame him 
forr the death of his father. He had to be excused for having sought help at healers who 
treatedd him against witchcraft intrusion. This had insulted the ancestral spirits and as a 
resultt he experienced how their spirit forces (energies) got stuck inside his body 
(mizimu(mizimu wanabana mwilini) giving severe stabbing pains. In order to reduce the pain, 
Jeremanaa firmly stretched his limbs so as to make the forces move away and prevent 
themm from getting stuck in his limbs. All this took around twenty minutes. 

9.2.19.2.1 The current state of affairs 
Thee intervention for Gotfried would only temporarily relieve him of the worst pains. A 
moree definite solution was to be found by himself and his relatives, who had ignored 
Jeremana'ss advice in 1996 to participate in various lineage rites. This had to do with 
thee fact that, as devout Christians, the family opposed traditional customs and interven-
tionss that recognized spirit forces. Jeremana would summon his elders and brothers to 
comee and speak about the seriousness of the situation. When I asked her if his condi-
tionn could also be due to a seriouss disease other than baridi, she answered affirmative, 
sayingg that she would find out more by means of divination. A few hours later, this 
tookk place in the presence of the three relatives and myself while the patient was left to 
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restt  The day after  his arrival in December  1998, Jeremana performed a new diagnosis 
forr  Gotfried. It was held in my presence, after  a short prayer  by Jeremana at the com-
poundd tree. In his absence Jeremana disclosed his problems to the three male relatives, 
alll  seated in front of her. Jeremana began by saying mat Gotfried experienced strong 
stabbingg pains in his belly (vichomi ndartiya tumbo inavuta sana), next to having pain-
full  shoulders and a stiff back (mbega mzito na mgongo inasimama). His right side was 
totallyy numb (upande kwa kulia umehrfa garni) and his joint s were stiff. To mis, she 
addedd mat he felt as if he was dying (anasikia kama anakufa). Jeremana related his 
peculiarr  condition to a combination of events. First of all, she mentioned how the end 
off  a relationship with a quarrelsome woman affected him. Secondly, severe disputes 
wentt  on in his family over  money owed by Gotfried and his father. Relatives had 
soughtt  to avenge themselves and killed his father  even though Gotfried had tried to 
settlee the matter  by paying a cow. Thirdly , Gotfried and his family had ignored settling 
certainn 'claims' with the deceased so far. The spirit attack from which Gotfried suf-
feredd this time was, according to Jeremana, to remind him and his family of the initia l 
promisess made by the family in 1996. 

Inn brief; the initia l claims came from deceased paternal grandparents who were not 
shownn the customary respects at their  funeral. On top of mis, his father  was not hon-
oredd either  and was denied a sacrificial offering. Gotfried' s mistake was that he had 
nott  abided by the traditional rule of performing a celebration for  his father  at his 
homee forty days after  the funeral (siku arobami). At mis occasion homemade beer 
(pombe)(pombe) should be brewed and offered to friends and family to end the mourning 
period.. The ceremonial day was kept at the house of a younger  brother  and a lot of 
badd talk went on about Gotfried and his father. Bad gossip and disputes had resulted 
inn littl e sympathy when asked to share in the cost of the father's funeral, which oth-
erwisee is a normal thing to do. Local beer  parties and cattle slaughtering are normally 
eventss designed to bring the family and lineage together, but under  these circum-
stancess this was not the case. Later, in the course of his treatment with Jeremana, 
Gotfriedd had been reluctant to settle the problems that existed among the departed. 
Gotfriedd had made an initia l promise to do so when he and some male relatives had 
participatedd in the annual instructive ritual s in September  1998. At mis occasion, he 
promisedd to see to the execution of a sacrificial offering for  his father. Gotfried, 
however,, found littl e support from his family and gradually felt how his energy 
drainedd away from him. Jeremana said that it was as if he experienced a bad spirit 
matt  sucked out his life force (inavuta nguvu kama Jdpepo Jabaya). 

Thee following day, the thir d of December  1998, mostly male family members came 
toto visit Jeremana. All were invited in her  house. After  the formal greetings she intro-
ducedd me to them and pursued her  concern about Gotfried In great length she started 
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too explain what was wrong with him and related this to her  own illness history. The 
relativess clearly did not feel comfortable as they whispered among each other  regu-
larly .. Then one spokesman said, mat they had always been opposed to her  interven-
tions.. Ever  since 1996, they had discouraged Gotfried from following her  advice and 
too abstain from traditional religious rites. As good Christians, they considered mat 
ancestrall  forces could not affect them anymore. The matter  was not to be discussed 
inn the family and the methods of Jeremana were seen to be no better  than mat of a 
witchh (mchawi). In the meantime, however, they had come to realize the seriousness 
off  me matter. Their  denial to listen to the ancestral claims started to have its reper-
cussionn on the whole family. Many of them, mainly men, started to suffer  from simi-
larr  symptoms as Gotfried. With this in mind, they had finall y come to the decision 
thatt  they should collaborate in the ritual treatments that Jeremana had suggested ear-
lier.. Now they came to implore her  to help and save them all. 

Jeremanaa did not appear  to be offended by their  frankness. Rather  she seemed relieved 
aboutt  their  decision and proposed that they make an offering of a rooster  (jogoya ku-
chinja)chinja) as a preliminary gift (sadaka) to Gotfried' s father. His sudden and revengeful 
deathh needed to be settled soon to prevent more victims. To this she added, mat her 
healingg powers were not like those of some other  healers who used arbitrar y omens 
fromm unknown forces (waganga wa ranüi). Instead, she was guided by good powers of 
faithh (mganga wa kutabiri na imam), which she showed yesterday by directing prayers 
too the ancestors resulting in a relief of Gotfrieds' pains. That very same evening, Got-
friedd was able to walk and make his own request (maombi) to the ancestors by means 
off  a test with millet flour  (vipimo za ulezi). The next morning, they found that the flour 
hadd been untouched by animals or  insects, indicating consent of the ancestors. Jere-
manaa ended the meeting by saying that a good healer  wil l never  compel clients to do 
somethingg (mganga hakubali hdazimisha watu). 

Whenn I went to see Gotfried later  the same day, he said to have indeed experienced a 
relieff  soon after  Jeremana had spoken to the ancestors yesterday. The pain had re-
ducedd and he could even stand up a bit This occurred before he took the tablets from 
thee mission hospital to ease the pain. He was willin g to do anything to end his agony 
andd was happy to learn that his family finall y would support him. He admitted mat a 
strongg case of lineage coldness (baridiya uko)o had existed over  the last few years 
andd confirmed that several close (male) relatives were suffering from the influence. 
Also,, a number  of distant lineage members had shown to be in trouble. Two had al-
readyy been in treatment but failed to execute the requested settlements. Presently, 
threee others were under  treatment, one of them was Lucas (see 9.1). He had been in 
treatmentt  with Jeremana over  the last two years and so far  was the only one to have 
receivedd a calling to heal. During my stay, he was preparing to start his own practice 
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nearr  Njombe town. It was during this time mat Gotfried and his family decided to 
meett  with the claims of the ancestors and awaited further  instructions from Jeremana. 

9.2.29.2.2 The illness history 

Uponn checking the whole situation with Gotfried in the midst of December, I learned 
thatt  his brother  had come to see Jeremana in 1990 with identical complaints. This 
happenedd some time after  the father  had died. As a result, a ritual of agreement 
(ndeko(ndeko za mapatano) had been performed in the presence of Gotfried and several of 
hiss close relatives (see later  9.3). On mat occasion, all present were informed about 
whatt  was wrong and what was needed to settle the matter  correctly. The most press-
ingg issue was the murder  of the rather, who had been killed by a family member with 
aa chopping-knife. His troubled lif e and the consequent violent death (or  sudden death 
ass in kifo cha ghafvla) left its marks on his offspring (see 6.3). During the garnering, 
thee family learned that the rather had been under  the influence of various deceased 
relatives.. Both male and female ancestors from the paternal line were involved. The 
grieff  that existed in the past and which manifested itself in the present had evolved 
fromfrom  an ancestral struggle for  recognition, literall y homaya magombanoya mizimu. 
But,, the matter  was left unattended and Gotfried' s brother  died. 

Thee complaints of Gotfried started shortly after  the death of his brother  in 1995. At the 
time,, Gotfried did not go straight to see Jeremana, instead he sought treatment at the 
hospitall  They diagnosed malaria and he was given chloroquine. Nothing changed. Af-
terr  this, he went to other  hospitals but nothing was found to be wrong. Later  mat year 
hee consulted local healers who practiced in Jiinga region. In total, Gotfried followed 
treatmentt  often different healers, who claimed that he suffered from an internal infec-
tionn (tambazi), caused by intra-lineage witchcraft (itchawi ya ukoo). They applied 
herball  medicines via incisions on the painful areas of the body. For  this intervention 
Gotfriedd had to pay between 2000 and 5000 TSH (3 to 8 US$). One of the local healers 
hadd a large modem traditional hospital with a dispensary in Njombe district He used 
divinationn of the gourd (ramliya kibuyu), which entails a small calabash meant to re-
ceivee omens from spirit guides. For  this, he charged a small sum of money 400 TSH 
(lesss than 1 US$). He, too, diagnosed witchcraft as the cause of his pains and gave him 
medicinee to counter-act mis for  which he charged 5000 TSH (8 US$). All this did not 
helpp Gotfried, instead his symptoms only worsened 

Inn 1996, Gotfried came to consult Jeremana. She told him during divination that his 
initia ll  symptoms were stabbing pains (vichomi) in his neck, arms and hands together 
withh palpitations felt throughout the body as if his blood ran too rast The symptoms 
hadd worsenedd in reaction to the interventions of healers using counter-active remedies 
againstt  witchcraft In this way, Gotfried had insulted the ancestral spirits, for  he had 
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defiedd their signals. Gotfried remained for treatment and admitted his personal mis-
takess by making several small offerings to the ancestral spirits. He also promised to 
sacrificee a cow to his father and to consider participation in the yearly rituals with other 
malee relatives. Next to the offerings, Gotfiied participated in the singing sessions to rid 
himselff  of bad forces or mapepo mabaya. After a few weeks of treatment, Gotfried's 
conditionn improved a lot. He soon returned home in good shape and with great confi-
dence.. But the next year (1997), soon after his wife died, his complaints returned with 
evenn greater consequences. The concern for his children and the family problems made 
himm ignore the 'claim' of the ancestors, thereby breaking his promise. On top of that, 
malee relatives still opposed participation in the rituals that were directed to repair the 
disharmonyy in the family. Desperately Gotfried went to see other healers again, who 
oncee more treated him with counter-active medicines against witchcraft By November 
19988 his symptoms had become so severe that a few relatives decided to bring him to 
Jeremana.. It is at this point that I started the case of Gotfried. 

9.2.39.2.3 Prospects and interventions 

Uponn arrival of Gotfried and his three relatives, Jeremana had taken up the task to 
informm the ancestors and prepare Gotfried protective medicine or dawa za kinga or 
kuzmdika.kuzmdika. The word kinga stems from the verb kukinga, meaning 'to ward off evil' 
orr 'to shield against evil' (see 6.3). Zindiko is a shield to protect a person. The plant 
ingredientss of mis remedy were prepared in an earthware cooking-pot called the 
medicinee from the pot' or dawa za chungu. Besides this remedy, Gotfried, like all 
baridibaridi patients, had to follow a series of ritual interventions to become an initiate of 
mee ancestors. In general, Jeremana refers to ritual interventions as vitendo, literally 
meaningg acts or performances. In line of priority, these are: 

>> The musical sessions to help express'ill' spirits and/or ancestral spirits. 
>> The rites of agreement to reach a settlement with offended ancestral spirits. 
>> The fertility rites mat needed to be restored or re-mrroducedmthefainiry. 
>> The armw* t«arhtng rites, tn taarn h«w haridi can be prevented and resolved. 
>>  The burial and cleansing rites for departed relatives who have been deprived of this. 
>>  The ceremonial (offering) rites to communicate messages and gifts to the ancestors. 

Apartt from the musical sessions, I wil l present the other rites mdepm mme next chap-
ter.. The common aim of all these rites is to bring reconciliation between the spirit of 
thee afflicted, the living, and the departed relatives. In other words, the rites are a means 
too redress the situation in the lineage felt in one or more families who experience a loss 
off  harmony in the way mat Jeremana also had experienced before she became a healer. 
Too give an idea what the rites entail, I briefly outline mem while linking them to the 
casee of Gotfriend and his family. The first rites involved were the ndeko rites that aim 
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att an agreement between the living and die departed to settle payments for the wrong-
doingss of the paternal relatives, in the past and in the present 

Inn the casee of Gotfiied, the death of his brother in 1990 needed to be addressed by the 
family.. Certain agreements were made but not fulfilled by the family, which conse-
quentlyy gave rise for a new series of severe complaints for Gotfiied Only many years 
later,, in 1999, three more ndeko sessions were held to establish if the payments were 
stilll  in line with the wishes of 1990, recorded in so-called ndeko booklets. In the book-
lett it said that a he-goat (beberu) had to be offered to the brother who died in 1990. 
Secondly,, two sheep (kondoo) had to be offered to compensate for the lasting tensions 
betweenn his father and other family members. Thirdly, a sheep and a he-goat had to be 
offeredd for the general wellbeing of Gotfiied's whole family. Fourthly, Gotfried's fo-
therr had to be compensated with a cow for a bad death (foparazikibaya). 

Afterr the solemn promise of Gotfiied and his family members to attend to these of-
feringss he made a miraculous improvement It was at this point mat the ancestral 
forcess finally spoke through him during the musical sessions. Within three weeks his 
bodyy color became normal again and he was soon putting on some weight By now it 
wass December 27, 1999 and Gotfiied looked in good shape. He had finally suc-
ceededd in becoming the 'lineage seat' of the ancestral forces (kitiya ukoo). Happily, 
hee explained to me that he had made the offering of a black and a white cloth (nguo 
nyeusinyeusi na neupe) and a traditional necklace of beads (ushanga) as a personal gift to 
thee ancestors for receiving their help and advice. These were to be left behind on the 
speciall  tree at the compound. With this token, he accepted to take good care of family 
interestss as a medium. He was allowed to go home so as to prepare for the offerings, 
whichh he promised to execute in January 1999. By February 1999,1 learned that the 
firstt offerings had taken place. After a series of burial- and cleansing rites (kuogesha 
tyogo),tyogo), Gotfiied and his brothers would return for the performance of the sacrificial 
offeringg of a cow to honor his father. After ten years of denial in his lineage, the suf-
feringss finally seemed to come to an end. Gotfiied's recovery became stable and al-
lowedd him to return home. 

9.2.49.2.4 Discussion 
Gotfiied'ss case shows mat ever since 1995 onwards he went through various tor-
ments.. The year 1995 marks the time of the loss of his father, his brother, and his 
wife.. The emotional torment of Gotfiied was met by a fraction of remorse within the 
extendedd family. This fraction was tied to the many debts that his father had left to 
relatives.. Gotfiied and another brother, who were the oldest sons and responsible for 
theirr father debts, could not repay these. His father was killed on account of his 
debts.. Gotfried's older brother was the first one to suffer fiom spirit affliction after 
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hiss father's death and went to seek help with Jeremana. To remedy his problems, 
severall  male relatives including Gotfried, joined in a ritual gathering to straighten out 
thee murder of the father. This did not resolve in a satisfactory outcome, however. A 
seriess of ancestral claims were brought to the surface for which more relatives 
neededd to participate. Yet, these relatives were opposed to joining the rites. The 
wholee matter was left unresolved and Gotfried's brother died. Gotfried already owed 
severall  people money, and now he had also his father's debts to carry on his back. 
Obviously,, he started to fear for his life. He also feared ancestral wrath due to the 
strongg opposition in the family to reconcile with the departed. Several other members 
off  the family who had sought treatment with Jeremana earlier had already gone 
throughh various agonies. And so, Gotfried knew what to expect Not only had he and 
aa number of relatives become familiar with the etiology of baridi, they had devel-
opedd a lot of fear. Without the dedication of the whole family, there was little pros-
pectt for a lasting cure for Gotfried. The trap caused by baridi was met with ever in-
creasingg difficulties within the extended family. 

Inn brief, the opposition in the family created a situation in which the bad spirits or 
mapepomapepo mabaya could continue to bother the afflicted relatives. As with Gotfried, 
theyy suffered from confusion, stabbing pains and stress related symptoms. These 
symptomss could not be remedied by staff at hospitals or by herbalists. As long as the 
ancestrall  forces could not express themselves and find a proper medium for the fam-
ilyy (also kiti, 'seat' or 'chair') to sort out the mistakes made in the family, the agony 
wentt on. What they wanted, according to Jeremana, was to have an official lineage 
mediatorr to end baridi from spreading itself among the paternal family. Gotfried's 
dailyy participation in the musical sessions did at first not bring any benefits, but this 
changedd when a series of rites were held in which he and male relatives recollected 
alll  serious wrongdoings by them, by their father, and grandfather. In the next chapter 
II  will come back to Gotfried's case and the various redressive rituals. 

99 .3 Interaction with spirits in musical therapy 

Inn general, Jeremana detects during divination what kind of spirit forces are involved. 
Inn her opinion, spirit forces of various spirit groups can afflict people in a family that 
hass baridi. In other words, baridi goes hand in hand with bad forces (mapepo mabaya) 
thatt cause patients to experience feelings of oppression and dismay. The stronger the 
claimm of the ancestors, the stronger is the impact of the bad spirits on patients so as to 
compell  the victims to consult a traditional healer. In Jeremana's practice, musical heal-
ingg sessions are an important means of gaming access to bad spirits mat afflict persons 
whoo are trapped by baridi To a large degree the sessions resemble those held in Nam-
bela'ss practice. I will therefore mainly focus on the differences that exist, be it in inter-
actionn between patients, novices and Jeremana; in spirit experiences and expressions; 
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orr  in songs and ways of speech. The various aspects and patterns are best explained in 
lightt  of Jeremana's notions and concepts of spirit forces. 

Ass was briefly mentioned in 9.1, 'foreign' or  'alien' spirits to the lineage or  wagon ya 
ukoo,ukoo, are mainly Bantu (mapepo ya Bantu) and thus inland spirits (mapepo ya bora). 
Too Jeremana, all inland spirits are nature spirits as they can reside in caves, in trees or 
inn rivers, just as coastal spirits reside in the sea or  in trees or  caves along the shores. 
Coastall  spirits (mapepo yapwani) are rarely involved in baridi as these make up part 
off  Islamic religion and customs. In contrast to inland and coastal spirit groups, the an-
cestrall  spirit forces identify themselves by individual names instead of groups. Accord-
ingg to Jeremana, a majorit y of spirit healers identify, remedy, or  expel 'alien' spirits, 
butt  when it concerns deceased relatives or  inner  forces, they do not know what to do. 
Too healers who work predominantly with coastal spirits, the concept of pepo is a syno-
nymm fotjim, the Arab word for  nature or  alien spirits. Bad spirits are called either 
mapepomapepo or  mqjmi mabaya. Some coastal spirit s are 'sent'  with the help of Arab or 
Islamicc magic. For  this purpose, a curse may be used, but also an object may be trans-
formedd into a bird or  an animal that may be sent to the victim. If a client of Jeremana 
sufferss from a coastal spirit , Jeremana wil l recommend treatment with a coastal spirit 
healer,, for  only s/he knows what countermeasures are needed. Often herbs, minerals 
and/orr  bones are part of the countermeasures. Specific Swahili songs can invoke the 
coastall  spirits. Often these songs are used in combination with specific odors and 
vaporss either  to appeal or to chase the spirit away (see chapter  3). 

Thee major  goal of the musical sessions with Jeremana is to favor  communication with 
thee ancestral spirit forces (mapepo ya mizimu) that can both 'send' and 'combat' evil 
spiritt  forces (mapepo mabaya). The condition in which the ancestral forces express 
wooss and wishes during the musical sessions is of primar y concern here. When 
Jeremanaa states that 'inner' forces (pepo ya mtu as in 63) are troublin g a person due to 
worriess (mawazo mengi), she will soon connect this to troubled ancestors who are try-
ingg to make a person realize something. One way or  the other, when pepo is felt as a 
negativee energy, mis needs expression through the body and the spiri t How are 
Jeremana'ss notions and beliefs in spirits manifested in the songs and the musical ses-
sions?? The sessions with Jeremana are held in the open, just as with Nambela. Mostly, 
thee sessions are held once a day, usually in the late afternoon continuing until late in 
thee evening. On Saturday, mere are two sessions, one in the morning and one in the 
evening.. On Sunday, after  Jeremana holds a general prayer  for  all those present, sing-
ingg takes place in the way that it happened at Nambela's. Al l patients are supposed to 
joinn these gatherings and attention is given to those who are most in pain or  confused 
duee to spiritual intrusion. On most occasions, Jeremana participates in the group ses-
sions.. She or  a novice healer  wil l initiat e the songs and guide clients who loose control 
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ass they fall in a state of trance. In practice, this means that she or a novice healer will 
encouragee and support the participants throughout the sessions. Rattles (chekechea) 
madee of tin cans with dry maize corns inside accompany the singing. 

Songss in use by Jeremana originate from grandfather Mtulahenja. Other songs 
originatee from Nambela or from the Church and are sung in Bena language. The songs 
emphasizee the mababu (grandfathers) or mizimu (ancestral spirits) instead of pepo (in-
nerr or inland spirit) or Mungu (God). To express the interrelationship of baruH symp-
tomss with the pain of ancestors, the song of the beginning of the chapter is used. 

Lead::  Amalilie ndUisoka babu wee 
Itt is the spirit of my grandfather 

Chorus::  Uwutamwa wangulivalilukwale wee 
Myy illness is madness of the ancestors 
UwutamwaUwutamwa maJeko mama unene wee 
Myy illness is due to coldness mother 
AmalileAmalile hanbawa kumwoyo wee 
Thee heart of the spirit [grandfather] is in pain 
UwutamwaUwutamwa uvange babu wangu wee 
II  will have to help our grandfather 

Neww songs are usually communicated through dreams or temporary possession and 
aree said to come from the spirits. Few songs are in use to appeal to Swahili or Arab 
spiritt forces. These are 'foreign' songs to Jeremana that are introduced by patients 
withh Swahili ancestral ties during a state of trance. Transmission can also come from 
patientss who have learned the songs during treatment with coastal spirit healers. In 
thiss way, Jeremana began to familiarize herself with the various coastal songs and 
spirits.. Basically, Jeremana approaches clients in musical sessions from the idea that 
badd or negative forces (mapepo or mqjini mabaya) manifest themselves under the 
influencee of ancestral forces, as is reflected in the following song in Kiswahili: 

Lead::  Wela mayo wane njini  wee 
Too get well you have to free your heart of the spirit 
WelaWela kwa waganga wee. 
Goo to the healer who knows what to do 
KweliKweli saidie njini  wee 
Goo and help the spirit 

Chorus::  Wela kwa uwanja wee 
Goo to the compound of the healer 
WelaWela inamaliza matatizo wee 
Goo so as to end me problems 
WelaWela na bibi wee 
Goo with the guidance of your grandmother 
KwaKwa imam njini  wee 
Goo in faith to meet your spirit 
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Accordingg to Jeremana, the ancestral forces actually push or drive out the bad pepo 
forcess from the body via the head (mizimu wanamsukuma juu kwa kupanda ki-
chwani).chwani). They do so if the patient, being their 'seat' or kiti, has consented to recog-
nizee and respect them, giving them the opportunity to speak about their identity and 
theirr grievances. To appeal to the family ancestral spirits, participants shout: chema, 
chemachema mababu or 'get heated grandfathers' or amka, amka mababu meaning 'wake 
upp grandfathers', and karibu mizimu or 'welcome ancestral spirits'. The songs may 
expresss similar notions like in the following song in Kiswahili/Kibena: 

Lead:: Chetnka na mababu 
Lett me grandfathers get heated 
Amkanamabubu Amkanamabubu 
Lett the grandfathers wake up 
ChimaChima na mababu 
Lett me be inspired by my grandfather 
Furam'Furam' na mababu 
Lett the grandfathers be happy 

Chorus:: Longoiawabdbuwee 
Followw the wishes of the grandfathers 

Otherr songs in use by Jeremana give expression to the appreciation for the ancestors, 
likee the song Kuwevilonga kuwewüolele that says 'When the ancestors come they will 
showw me what is wrong, thanks for opening my eyes for as a child I was alienated from 
youu and incapable of feeling your protection.' Or, the song Hongera mamafbaba that 
sayss 'Honor is to our mother and father, but when madness happens I have to address 
thee ancestors'. There are also songs to refer to the sadness that is experienced due to a 
rupturee with the ancestors, like in Ndmg'ulang'ula ndivemba that says 'As long as I do 
nott dress like the ancestors, I merely cry'. The general wish of the ancestors) for a tradi-
tionall  cloak has to do with the fact that this was once their indigenous garment Some-
timess a cloak is offered and hung on the tree in the compound (see 8.2), but inn mis song 
itt is the initiate who has to wear the cloak to identify with the ancestors. Once the initi-
atee has done so, the feelings of sadness disappear. In sum, the songs convey the prob-
lemss that patients have and how these are resolved with the help of the ancestral spirits. 

Ass soon as a patient manifests the negative spirit force s/he may shiver, cry aloud and 
falll  down on the ground in a trance. In some cases, the patient will roll over to the side 
(kugaragara)(kugaragara) after which s/he lays down with arms open wide, sometimes shaking the 
wholee body. Upon seeing a patient in mis state, Jeremana or another experienced per-
son,, mostly assistants, wil l react by fetching water that has been placed on the com-
pound.. Often the event triggers a dissociation state in mem as mey experience guidance 
byy their ancestral spirits). This becomes apparent by the way Jeremana or the assis-
tantss stagger toward the patient hying on ü^giXHmd,untilmeycarrv'water ma calabash 
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spoonn and spit the contents over the face and body of the patient Then, they pour some 
waterr besides the head and the feet of the patient on the ground as token of consent to 
thee positive forces driving out the negative forces. This is followed by lying down flat 
onn the belly, putting the crown (fontanel) of the head on to the crown of the patient, 
whilee firmly pressing their hands on those of the patient The moment the 'bad' force is 
expelledd from the head, Jeremana or the assistant experiences an electric shock. The 
patientt consequently feels a relief of bodily tensions and pains. Remarkably each pa-
tientt reacts immediately to this intervention by opening their eyes and rolling over the 
ground.. After a while they stand up and sway over the compound. Sometimes they 
dancee or climb in a tree. In many ways, this behavior resembles that of Nambela's 
clientss when they are in apepo trance. 

Occasionally,, one of Jeremana's initiates runs away to find medicines to help another 
patientt I saw this occur only to initiates who were chosen to become healers. At these 
occasionss the initiates were said to react with a strong guiding spirit that compelled 
themm to take a hatchet from the medicine-hut and dig out certain plants. Generally, 
inlandd or coastal nature forces did not bring about such an incentive. Whenever persons 
remainn silent for some time, sitting or laying on the ground, they did so to incorporate 
thee presence of the ancestral forces. Once a fusion emerges between the ancestor and 
thee patient, shouting or weeping follows. At this stage, a dialogue can start, allowing 
thee ancestral force(s) finally to express their anguish and identity though intermediate 
spirits.. As these speak, they do so softly, with a sheer of sadness transmitted in jolts. 
Thee ancestral forces are addressed as: Who are you? What is your name? Are you 
family?family? Welcome here, and make yourself known to us. hi general, it takes more than 
onee session in order to achieve this stage of communication and for some clients it can 
takee months. Amazingly, those who speak out clearly the needss of the ancestors, soon 
experiencee a recovery. Unless other spirite and/or ancestors need to be heard, participa-
tionn in the singing sessions is abandoned as soon as the client has become an initiate 
andd medium for the ancestors. 

9.44 Discussion and conclusions 

Variouss components of Jeremana's story align with the problems clients bring to her. 
Thosee suffering under 'state of coldness' (baridi) would have physical complaints as 
shee did. Besides emaciation due to a loss of appetite, stabbing pains and confusion, 
theree would be the feeling of a heavy load on the shoulders, bad dreams, and hearing 
voices.. Culminating in a loss of energy, resistance would be lowered, triggering res-
piratoryy or organic dysfunctions. Severe symptoms would lead to paralysis, epileptic 
fitss and madness, being an advanced form of pepo illness (see 6.3). During divination 
sessions,, Jeremana would explain to her clients that baridi springs from the interrup-
tionn of various customary lineage rites. Traditionally these rites transmitted codes of 
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behaviorr  to keep unity and safety in the extended family and the lineage. The disrup-
tionn of these religious rites, as a consequence of wars, colonialism, Christianit y and 
modernization,, alienated people from their  indigenous means to deal with social cri-
siss and conflict Not only has the abandonment of rites given cause for  spiritual intru -
sionss in the families of the lineage, rites mat are incorrectly performed also produce a 
similarr  effect (see 8.5). 

Accordingg to Jeremana, personal and social dismay as mis happens in baridi, impli -
catess that a person suffers from 'an ancestral illness'  (ugonjwa ya mzimu) or  'pain 
causedd by ancestral claims'  (homa ya madai ya mababu) mat originates from the 
paternall  lineage. The cause is often an accumulation of 'sins' or  'mistakes' by mem-
berss of the paternal lineage that have not been given proper  consideration during lif e in 
ceremoniall  rites. Subsequently, the departed wander  among paternal offspring who 
havee inherited baridL In line with Jeremana's story (8.3), this is marked by sequences 
off  sudden deaths in this and/or  previous generations. A particular  characteristic in 
baridibaridi appears to be mat complaints of pepo illness are passed through paternal rela-
tives.tives. Men complain of problems of impotence and loss of sexual desire and women 
appearr  to have problems of infertility , hi either  case, their  condition endangers the sur-
vivall  of the extended family. Furthermore, baridi brings misfortune on a social and 
materiall  level Next to conflicts in the family, there are continues breaches in conduct, 
butt  also debts of money and loss of business. In turn, this situation can lead to failures 
inn reciprocity among the (extended) family. In the course of this situation, more and 
moree family members suffer  from this ancestral illness, while accusations of witchcraft 
orr  sorcery increase and relatives suddenly die. In other  words, a range of events can 
upsett  the livelihood of a family, and with it, that of others close to mem. 

Fromm the example of Gotfried (9.2) it appears that persons, who are emotionally 
instablee or  have a spirit in disharmony, are prone to feeling the influence of baridi 
Jeremana'ss opinion shares a lot in common with Nambela with regard to how pepo 
cann fluctuate and attract positive and also negative spirit forces (see 5.4 and 6.3). 
Thee practice and success of witchcraft occurs mainly when positive forces are di-
minishedd and negative forces dominate. This is precisely the state of being in 
whichh baridi becomes manifest Since ancestral forces are intrinsicall y bound to 
thee state of pepo, Jeremana feels that they are accountable for  much in dairy life, 
whetherr  good or  evil, including the practice of intra-Iineage witchcraft . As vengeance 
byy the ancestors is directed to the whole kinship group, its negative forces can be 
usedd to manipulate each other. This had happened to Jeremana's paternal family as 
itt  did in the paternal family of her  husband Edward Chove (see 8.3). In practically 
alll  families of her  clients, a number  of personal losses had been experienced, often 
consideredd to have a magical origin. 
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Overall,, Jeremena's clients face baridi in much the same manner  that she and her 
familyy once did On the one hand, they are made aware that baridi carries the danger 
off  a genealogical inheritance and functions much like a family spell. On the other  hand, 
baridibaridi serves as a warning about a state of disharmony that endangers the extended 
family.. Signals from the ancestors to their  offspring are meant to catch their  attention, 
butt  are often ignored or  misunderstood. Indications of a lengthy dismay in departed 
spirit ss can be reflected in illness, but also in the practice of ultra-lineage witchcraft 
(uchawiya(uchawiya ukoo) and/or  a series of sudden deaths (kifo cha ghqfida). Proper  ceremo-
niall  attention, in which spirits of relatives are purified from the negative conditions in 
whichh they died, can prevent but also end the negative energy they exert on the living. 
Inn other  words, provided that proper  measures are taken, a process of healing in the 
elementaryy family may contribute to restore the harmony m the extended family. Being 
oncee more under  the safe protection of the family spirits wil l be a blessing to all 

Withh respect to the above, what can be said about the purpose of the musical sessions 
ass performed in Jeremana's practice? I have shown mat musical sessions are used as 
aa psychotherapeutic tool in Jeremana's practice to express suppressed emotions of 
internalizedd spirit forces; while more immediate physical complaints are met by the 
intakee of plants. Emphasis is placed on the actual speech event of ancestors who 
themselvess are considered patients mat seek rescue from emotional distress. In fact 
thee concern here is die lif e crisis of the spirits) that stress the need for  ritual  acts, like 
thatt  of initiation , fertilit y or  burial rituals. Both the songs and the dialogues during 
thee musical sessions in Jeremana's practice concentrate around communication with 
thee spirits) in question. To some extent, however, these musical sessions can be seen 
ass both redressive and lirnina l rites. Redressive in the sense that they help create re-
flexivit yy in the psyche of the individual as s/he gains access to the subconscious state. 
Lirnina ll  in the sense that they accentuate the lirnina l period which is so important in a 
riterite  of passage. This is marked by the separation from the previous position as pa-
tient,, to the incorporation of being an initiat e or  intermediary (also 'seat'  or  fdti) of 
thee troubled spirits). 

Thee experience of a loss of the self allows for  the incorporation of intermediate 
spirits)) to whom a voice temporarily serves to express the pain or  anguish of the an-
cestors).. At mis lirnina l moment the emotional and physical pain of the afflicted and 
thee spirits) merge together, also part of the 'comrnunitas' that Turner  has spoken of 
(1968:25,1974::  20-60). Indirectly , the songs propel suppressed emotions to come to 
thee surface, giving an opportunity for  bom the afflicted and the ancestral forces to 
communicatee their  grievances. From the same subconscious level, the afflicted or 
'seat''  (kiti)  is provided with the solution that allows him/her  to live in harmony again 
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withh the family group (ukoo). The drastic changes that can be experienced during or 
afterr  the session would soon convince the clients of the beneficial spiritual powers 
thatt  come from the ancestors. Once a transition in the patient has taken place, s/he 
becomess an initiate, also referred to as 'the child of the ancestors'  (moto wa mizimu) 
orr  'pupil of the ancestors'  (mwanqfunzi wa mizimu). In mis phase, one or  more spirits 
havee expressed the wish of the ancestors to become an intermediate for  the family 
group.. The main task of the initiates is to pay respect to the ancestors by means of 
ceremoniall  offering (mizimu za kutambikwa). By uniting the self with the intermedi-
atee forces of the ancestor  spirits, positive forces in her/his pepo return and recovery 
takess place. The primar y purpose of becoming initiates is to restore the relationship 
betweenn the family and the ancestors. 

Exceptionallyy initiates have healers among their  ancestors. I f they do have a healing 
ancestorr  (mzimu za kuganga), they become novices and remain with Jeremana for  a 
longerr  period. By assisting in divination sessions, these novices exercise their  healing 
capacitiess by using visionary and sensory skills. They wil l sit next to Jeremana on the 
ground,, wearing white or  black cloths (kitambaa rryupe or  kanih), according to the 
preferencee of their  ancestral guide(s) to indicate their  willingness to receive clues or 
messages.. Novices await instructions from their  lineage spirit guides (wauguzi wa 
mizimu)mizimu) about when and how to begin a practice. In 1999, Jeremana was tutor  to two 
menn and a woman who each had started their  own healing practice. Another  man and 
aa woman were in the process of preparation while still finalizing settlements with the 
ancestrall  spirits. 
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Chalowee ritual area for the annual instructive fertility rites performed by 
thee healer Jeremana Livefile. 
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Chapterr  10 

Thee Bena Redressive Rites 

Badd repercussions in the life of a client take place when baridi is among members of 
thee family (see 9.1). In mat case, according to Jeremana, a state of masikitiko (grief 
orr regret) exists giving emotional repercussions in the living offspring, who die a 
'badd death' (kiparazi kibaya). A bad death creates a wandering soul who lingers in 
thee world of the living. Each soul must be given a chance for settlement so as to end 
thee influence of baridi on the next offspring (see 3.3). Whether or not baridi is the 
resultt of actions or problems in the past, present ritual actions can give redirection to 
thee future. With the help of symbolic rites, blemishes are removed (literally 'to take 
awayy mistakes' or kutoa makosa). With the restoration of the blemishes, spirits gain 
backk the reputation of their former positions in the family, while the initiate and his 
relativess receive the prospects of health, peace and wellbeing. Overall, the rituals 
rehabilitatee the spirits through redefinition of cultural identity. 

Whenn Jeremana addresses redressive rituals, she speaks of acts or performances 
(vitendo).(vitendo). These acte as rituals, do not involve only the mindscape, but also the land-
scape.. Under the influence of baridi, persons are said to likely harm the natural envi-
ronmentt In other words, traditional rituals incorporate psychological, sociological, as 
welll  as environmental components, bringing into focus the role of indigenous relig-
ionn to the preservation of nature. I refer in this respect to Turner (1969: 6) who stated 
thatt the study of rituals hold the key to an understanding of the essential constitution 
off  human societies. The meaning of the acte as rituals, correspond to three classes of 
symbols;; those behind which we can see, those behind which we think we can see, 
andd those behind which we cannot see. Certain aspects may be manifest because the 
subjectt is fully conscious of the explicit aims of the ritual, whereas other aspects of 
ritualritual may be hidden. In that case, the subject is unconscious of the sense or the pur-
posee of the acts involved (ibid.). The circumstances that give rise to dramatic healing 
ritesrites as proposed by Jeremana, are largely determined by the divinatory sessions 
functioningg as a switchpoint between social crisis and performances of redressive 
rituals.rituals. As Turner (1968:25) also stated, divination and redressive ritual are stages in 
aa single process that is peculiarly sensitive to changes, especially breakages, in the 
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networkk of existing social relations. Divination has certain affinities with the judicial 
process,, being concerned with the customs and interests of persons in complex social 
situations.. In the divinatory drama, moments of liminal reflexivity take place in 
whichh experiential knowledge is communicated. Yet, a more formal stage of liminal 
reflexivityy is realized by means of redressive actions so as to change the prospects of 
aa crisis that exists in the social group. Redressive rites are part of a more rigidly stan-
dardizedd process as a means to cope with the model of social drama (Turner 1957, 
1975),, marked by four stages: 1) a fraction between social relations; 2) an outbreak 
off  a social crisis; 3) intervention based on redressive action; and 4) the final solution 
too the conflict. 

Turner,, who looked mainly at the aspect of symbolism and performance, showed that 
thee third and fourth stage mark a crucial moment in social drama. The ritual actions 
symbolicallyy reproduce and re-arrange the traditional social system for the sake of 
preventingg further dramas from occurring. Turner was interested in giving an expla-
nationn of the meaning of ritual symbols and distinguished symbolism in divination 
fromfrom symbolism in rituals of life-crisis and affliction.*4 Where symbolism in divina-
tionn functions as an exploratory creative activity to objectify and externalize the 
problemm according to collective values and norms, symbolism in redressive rituals 
helpp internalize feelings of solidarity so as to repair a social rupture93. 

Inn Jeremana's practice, the redressive rites incorporate the ancestors as historical per-
sonalitiess with whom communication is established through symbolic acts. The per-
formancess or acts (vitendo sing, tendo) help to settle blemishes or mistakes in the fam-
ilyy by an agreement between the living and the dead. The rituals contain symbols with 
aa structure or a set of classifications that serve as amodel for thinking and talking about 
naturee and social life (see Levi-Strauss 1966: 1-33). The redressive rites are more re-
sponsivee to social pressures than are life-crisis rituals that focus entirely on the individ-
uall  client, like the musical sessions. The reason is, as I will demonstrate in mis chapter, 
matt complex cases of social pressure need reconciliation in the face of the lineage an-
cestors.. The way this is done and how notions of conflict, illness and disruption in-
teractt with the individual patient and his/her family is what I am most concerned with. 
Particularlyy the manner by which words and symbolic gestures address emotions 
comess to tight 

9494 See also a discussion abort intopretation of symholism in an article of de Boeck (1993:208-226} 
955 I also refer to Mulling s who mentioned that the social order  in die bneage is being rationalized by the exis-

tencee of gods and ancestors (1994: p. 127). 
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Firstt  in line of the viiendo are the ndeko acts to face the 'trap of coldness' that exists 
inn die lineage and to reach an agreement between the living and the dead Together 
withh the musical sessions, the ndeko rites greatly contribute to a favorable develop-
mentt  in the course of the treatment. The ndeko rites also form a bridge between the 
instructivee fertilit y rites and the burial and purificatio n rites that are the other  main 
viiendo.viiendo. The fertilit y rites take place between mid-September  through the end of Oc-
tober.. The rites are mainly directed to the paternal males, yet their  mother  and wives 
aree requested to join so as to receive instructions to further  avoid and/or  counter-act 
baridibaridi in the paternal family. The burial and purificatio n rites can take place at any 
givenn moment of the year. To provide a livery description of the circumstances in 
whichh the various rituals are performed, this chapter  incorporates four  extended case 
studiess of patients and their  families. 

10.11 The ndeko rituals 

10.1.110.1.1 The role and the performance 

Thee ndeko rites, traditionall y performed by Jeremana's grandfather  Mtulahenja, used 
too be a means to prevent broken taboos among the living in the Bena lineages. The 
ndekondeko rituals were a means to settle il l feelings within the family before any offences 
wouldd happen among the ancestors. The rites would address various types of broken 
taboos.. There were those dealing with harsh words (matusi), with expulsion from 
one'ss homestead (ufukuza), with a clash or  a fight (pigano or  ugombano), with a 
separationn (utengano) or  with a murder  (uwa). Subsequently, the rituals were called 
ndekondeko za matusi, za ufukuza, za pigano or  ugombano, za utengano and za kuuwa 
Withh the old traditio n largely abandoned, settlements began to occur  under  much 
moree pressure, felt by the offensive reactions of the ancestors through baridi. 

Today,, Jeremana applies the same ndeko ritual s as a means to repair  mistakes (kutoa 
makosa)makosa) or  broken taboos (wiko zimevunja) in the paternal or  maternal family. The 
agreementt  that is sought with the ancestors is referred to as lideko ya mpatano in 
Kibena.. The Kibena word Meko (plural maleko) is a synonym to the Kinyih a lupa-
palapala (see 6.3), meaning the condition of coldness that arises in a lineage after  a seri-
ouss misconduct or  breaking of a taboo (mwiko), whether  originating from the past or 
thee present A person suffering from its consequences is said to have homayamadm, 
orr  pain deriving from a 'claim' by the ancestors. By exposing the mistakes or  of-
fenses,, the disharmony can be remedied and the complaints of spirit affliction (ugon-
jwayapepo)jwayapepo) can be healed. Literally , the ritual  chases away a state of coldness com-
ingg from grievances (ndeko ni dawa za kufukuza baridi na masikitiko) and heals 
wrongdoingss (kuganga makosa). The offenses are settled by means of repentance 
(masikitiko)(masikitiko) and/or  payment (malipio). 
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Manyy old repairs are involved in ndeko rites and can count back up to four genera-
tionss within an extended family. The agreement is symbolized in a certain plant 
boiledd in water, consequently called dawaya mapatano. The use of a rooster and a 
chickenn are a means for the ancestors to indicate to the healer what is needed as a 
'payment'.. The sex and age of the birds correspond with the age period of the client 
whoo they represent Upon consent, the chicken or rooster drinks the dawa ya ma-
patano.patano. If the deal is refused they do not drink from the mixture.96 In mat case, a new 
agreementt must be found, instigating a follow-up session. This session will prefera-
blyy be held with other relatives so as to obtain more details about historical events, 
afterr which more precise rites can be held, like in cases of killing or chasing away a 
closee relative. Another purpose of the ritual is to verify the reason for discontent from 
onee or more ancestors in case this failed to be communicated during the musical ses-
sions.. Eventually, the ritual is used as a means to discover which grandparent received 
aa traditional burial and offering. 

Recordss are being kept by assistants on each ndeko performance stating the findings 
off  the rituals for each family. The record-books I checked dated back as far as 1991. 
Thee records allow remembering for which ancestor reconciliation has been sought, 
whatt claims (madad) have been traced, and what settlements have been agreed upon. 
Oncee agreement is found, the clients purchase what is needed with personal means so 
ass to show honest concern to the spirits. The payment (malipio) may vary from the 
sacrificee of a chicken to, more exceptionally, a cow. The sex and age of the sacrifi-
ciall  animal is linked to the status and sex of the departed relative. In the following 
accountt on ndeko rites, some characteristic features in the onset of baridi are ex-
posed.. Also the physical and emotional implications and the way that Jeremena re-
actss to these implications are brought to the attention. 

10.1.210.1.2 The case ofElia and his parents 
Thiss case is based on two sessions dealing with a young man called Elia of 20 years 
old,, and his parents, Rose and Joshua, respectively 35 and 45 years old.. Elia has been 
workingg at times as a driver in Njombe area. Most of the time, however, he would be 
helpingg his mother cultivating and maintaining the fields in Mdandu division, 
Njombee district Elia's problems started after his mother Rose suddenly left in 1997 
afterr various struggles with her husband, Joshua, who often spent the little money 
theyy had on women and drinking. As Rose left, she was in the company of another 
mann and her newborn baby. Rose remained for nearly a year in Tanga without con-
veyingg any news to her children and husband Joshua. Soon afterwards, Joshua placed 

Thee medicine is diluted with water  for  the chickens since the platte are dangerous to tbem. It can damage 
men::  intestines and cause mem to die. 
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Eliaa and his sister Mary in the care of his two brothers who lived in a village some 
distancee away. In April 1998, Rose returned from Tanga. Upon seeing her children 
shee found bom of mem in poor condition. Mary and Elia were absentminded and 
skinny.. Furthermore Elia suffered from three large sores on his leg that did not heal. 
Hee was unable to walk and in great pain. Rose consulted Jeremana, who came over 
too treat him with plant remedies. After six weeks, he recovered from his sores. After-
wards,, Jeremana advised Rose to come with her husband and children for a divination. 

Whenn they came, they learned that various claims had been set in motion by Elia's 
emotionall  suffering mat started during his mother's absence. Jeremena then said that 
thee conflict situation needed to be addressed by means of ndeko. At first Elia's par-
entss were reluctant to partake in this ritual. They did not support the idea of admitting 
theirr mistakes or promising better conduct Elia took their refusal as a demonstration 
off  their disinterest in him and was much disappointed. Elia had always shown love 
forr his mother by helping her when his father failed to do so. Around June, Elia left 
Jeremana'ss compound to try and work again but soon he developed new symptoms. 
Inn October 1998, his mother came to see Jeremana telling her that Elia was terribly 
emaciated,, unable to retain food or liquids. Also he appeared to be very depressed. 
Jeremanaa gave Rose some plant remedies to purify Elia's blood so his condition 
wouldd strengthen. Jeremana urged Rose to bring Elia for treatment and participate 
withh her husband in the ndeko rituals to help Elia. It was by the end of November 
19988 that Elia arrived with his parents. 

Onn December 3, 1998 Jeremana proposed to perform the first rite with the aim to 
settlee the damage caused by the separation of Elia's parents, called ndeko za vten-
ganogano (lit. a rite of separation). At 11.00 a.m. the family garnered at the ndeko hut 
wheree Jeremana installed herself together with two chickens and a rooster, represent-
ingg the mother, the son and the father. She briefly explained to the family the proce-
duress and the function of the ritual. First the father, Joshua, would have a chance to 
speak,, giving his version of the situation, followed by the version of his wife Rose, 
andd their son Elia. The actual speech event of this ndeko ritual took over three hours. 
Muchh of the actual text was repeated a number of times, each time in a slightly dif-
ferentt way. The texts below are a curtailed version of the actual speech event and are 
accompaniedd by my comments. 

Thee first  session 
Ass Jeremana starts to pluck some feathers from the rooster, she asks the attention of 
thee paternal and maternal ancestors of Joshua and Rose, while softly blowing at each 
feather.. Jeremana then places the feathers in a metal cooking pan in which some wa-
terr with roots of plants are heated on a fire. Next Jeremana uses a piece of bamboo 
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servingg as a whistle to invoke extra attention from the ancestors followed by the use of 
aa small metal bar to tap on the cooking pan. Bom sounds are made repeatedly during 
thee session as the three family members utter their grievances. As Jeremana initiates 
thee ritual she loudly speaks the following: 

Badd deaths (Japa-azi labqya) have brought a state of coldness (baridi), let the ancestors come 
forwardd and speak through the chickens, really they [the parents] have left your  [the ancestors] 
chfldd behind, they [the parents] made him leave his home. We ask each of them today to ex-
plainn themselves! 

Jeremanaa then gives a short version of the general situation so as to announce the es-
sencee of the problem. Simultaneously she implores the paternal and maternal ancestors 
off  the husband to forgive the parents for the mistakes they have made. She says: 

Withh this ndeko we ask mat the bad spirit get chased away 
Itt  came in response to the existing state of coldness 
Theyy penetrated the boy via his blood giving him pain (via the sores) 
Thee bad spirits came in through his wounds 
Hee went to various hospitals for  treatment but all failed to help him 
Att  one time they gave him an injection to stop the infection but again to no avail 
Thee wounds got worse and so he went to see traditional healers 
Theyy tried plant medicine to which he did not respond 
Hospital-stafff  nor  healers understood why he did not respond 
Thee reason is that he was very sad about his mother  leaving him behind 
Knoww now that it is due to the presence of a bad spirit 
Thee spirit came in from the husband's side where tiieyhvedm denial of each other 
Whoo got separated as a consequence and died with a bad conscience 
Al ll  this hardship and pain was present in the blood of the father 
II  implore to reconcile through the Hood for  this spoils lives 
Sincee Wood continues to be dispersed through each lif e 
Returnn life back to them by clearing me condition of the blood 
I ff  the mistakes are the reason for  being upset today we will hear  them 
Leavee the chfld [Hia] in peace with the medicine I have here 
Andd baridi'will  be moved to the small ponds and the great river 
Itt  will penetrate the dry shrubs and trees which we need to make fir e with 
Itt  will fall into the sprouts of plants below and chase away the bad spirit 
Todayy they wil l drink the medicine to close the trap, being a large trap 
ItisatrapmwmchchildkenfaUeasu>arri i 
Wee ask to reunite today with all the grandparents 
Wee give thanks to the recovery of me sores 
Theyy were treated with plants mat my grandfather  used to dig Oiitwhm he was a healer 
Thosee were strong remedies in which I have learned to put my faith 
Lett  us end all the troubles, be reunited and give each other  a hand 

Afterr this introduction Jeremana invites the father, Joshua, to express his grief and 
accusations.. Jeremana reproduces the account in her own words to inform the ances-
torss while tapping on the cooking pot 

Att  night she would return home after  sleeping with the other  man 
Thiss is how baridi started to affect me children 

Shee mixed his Mood with the Wood of her  husband 
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Shee prepared food for the children who were contaminated 
Thee dungs she touched at home contracted her  state of being dirt y 
Thee kids started to become ill 
Firstt  they bad fits of coughing followed by digestive problems 
Theyy vomited and suffered from diarrhoea 
Thiss mother  caused mem a lot of hardship 
BarittBaritt  spoiled their  healthy state 
Thenn she left her  husband and fled to Tanga with a man 
Leavingg her  children behmd without saying anything 
Shee will have to pay mis mistake won a he-goat 
HerrusbarKlwulofkrthehe^c^asasetdementtDhisaiKXstois s 
Too reunite the ancestors of the husband and the mother 
Al ll  spit on me ground to show mat you agree. 

Joshuaa explains how bis wife had offended him. Several times, upon coming home 
(drunk)) late at night, Rose had refused to let him in the house. At other  occasions, she 
hadd lied to him. Once she had told him mat she was pregnant and needed a check at 
thee hospital Rose left without aiming back. Several days later, Joshua went to look 
forr  her  and found that Rose had not registered at the hospital. As he returned home 
hee learned from villagers mat Rose was staying with another  man, whom she had 
alreadyy been seeing for  some time. When Joshua went to fetch Rose she refused to 
comee with him. On top of this, Rose had taken all their  possessions with her, being 
fivefive cows and two goats. Al l this had greatly evoked his anger. Having transmitted 
thee version of Joshua, Jeremana addresses his wife, Rose, to speak out her  grievances 
andd accusations. These too are conveyed to the ancestors while tapping: 

Whenn she gave birt h to her  children the relation wim her  lusband was bad 
Herr  husband did not want to work the fields instead be went oU drinkin g 
Hee spent money from home on beer  and women 
Hiss wife refused to let him in one day and made him sleep in the stable 
Ass a wife she ought to have kept the door  open for  him 
Menn like to impress on other  women, mis is the way they are 
Wee have rot the right to send a man away 
Al ll  this has brought sorrow on your  children and spoiled mem 
Thee daughter  started to see boys and became pregnant 
Shee contracted syphilis and had to go to the hospital fer treatment 
Thee mother  had given them a bad example 
Badd talk (matusi) went on as a consequence 
Todayy we want to end mfcfo'and make it go fir  away 
Todayy we close the trap and we wQl break barkS 
TheywiQaUdrmkthemedkinetoobtamthesmaigrh h 
Too end ndeko today with the help of mis medicine 
Theyy win stand at the intersection (nfiapanda) 
Thee water  of me rains wil l take away all the bad influence 
Wee wul bathe the boy with me medicine and the water  wfll take it along 
Naturee wfll work as a shield against doing further  harm to him 
AUU [the family] spit on the ground to show that you agree. 

Rosee explains among other  things that she made up the story of the hospital as an 
excusee to get away from Joshua. She was fed up with his drinkin g behaviour  and had 
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refusedd to let him in one night. Besides, Rose had met another man who wanted to 
marryy her. When Rose told Joshua about this he became outraged and tried to kill 
her,, but did not succeed. Rose reported the assault to a government official. After this 
event,, she was afraid to return home. Her husband started to talk badly about her in 
thee community and so she decided to leave for Tanga in the company of her male 
friend.. Throughout her stay in Tanga she felt guilty about her children and finally she 
decidedd to return and face the problems at home. At this point, Jeremana reacts by 
sayingg that Rose has done wrong not to tell her children where she went The least 
shee could have done was to leave them with her mother. This was a big mistake that 
createdd rage in her husband and bitterness in her two grown up children. Being the 
strongestt of the couple, she should have judged the situation better. If a woman is 
smarterr than her husband, Jeremana said, this makes him feel a failure and discour-
agedd to take up his responsibilities. That is why relatives of Joshua spoke badly about 
Rosee saying that she had stolen her husbands' wits away. These ill feelings alarmed 
thee ancestral spirits (hmyoza mawazo inaita mizimu) and consequently had set in 
motionn baridi. Eventually Elia is enabled to speak about his grieves and accusations. 
Withh a weak voice, Elia explains about his sufferings ever since his mother left in 
1997.. Jeremana transmits the following: 

Thiss boy has suffered a lot and cried for  his momer 
Hiss parents did not take good care of him and raised him with a lot of trouble 
Thenn his mother  left for  Tanga and he did not know where she was 
Hiss father  was unable to tell him and placed him in charge of a brother 
Hee ran away from his uncle who made him sleep in me latrin e 
Whoo beat him several times with a stick 
Whoo did not feed him or  show any compassion 
Soo he went into hiding and slept among the trees 
Hee scratched his legs on me thorny trees 
Hee could not eat anymore for  his feelings were too confused 
Hee was so depressed that he wanted to commit suicide 
I ff  God had not taken pity on him he would have died 
Thee ancestors decided to save him but gave him the sores 
Soo that the parents would reunite again by taking care of him 
Todayy his sufferings wil l come to an end and his health wil l come back 
Hiss worries wil l be taken away and all bad wil l be lifted 
Wee ask God to be together with us and pardon our  children for  their  mistakes 
Wee spit on the ground again to show our  support to the ancestors. 

Eliaa mentions that his stay with his uncles was terrible. He had run away repeatedly 
too sleep alone in the bush. At several occasions he had hurt his legs on thorny bushes 
andd eventually he contracted an infection. Nobody bothered about this or cared for 
him.. Untreated the wounds became more severe. Finally, he was taken to thee hospi-
tal,, but to no avail Herbal treatment from a herbalist did not help either. In 1998, 
Elia'ss problems worsened. He started to feel sick on account of the ongoing infec-
tion,, but also he was more and more confused, withdrawing from food and unable to 
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sleep.. Ella, who had marriage plans, had to renounce these given his condition and 
thee absence of a dowry. As Jeremana ends the tapping, she asks if anything has been 
leftt unspoken. This is not the case and so she prepares the next stage of the ritual to 
determinee the agreement with the ancestors. She gives Joshua, Rose and Elia some of 
thee cooled medicine to drink, which they receive in their hands while saying: 

Thiss medicine will help to mal» your  worries disappear  and not to see it again 
Sprtittotberi^tandtoÖieleflonlhcgnxjiKJtoshowyourdesiretoendaUbad d 
Nextt  you drink die medicine yourself and you proceed to go outside. 

Jeremana,, who feels die presence of her grandfather, suddenly gives a loud shriek as 
thee family walks out of the hut In an open space in front of the hut at the crossing of 
aa pathway, she instructs them to sit on their knees facing each other. She places some 
medicinee on a plate on the ground diluting it with extra water for the chickens and 
thee rooster. Then, she puts the birds in front of the plate on the ground. She instructs 
thee family to listen well while she walks around them stating the kinds of offers that 
mayy be needed for the settlement. For this purpose, Jeremana repeatedly whistles on 
thee bamboo flute and requests the ancestors to show their preference through the 
chickenss and the rooster. As soon as Jeremana mentions the right offer, the birds are 
expectedd to drink from the medicine concoction on the plate. She proceeds: 

Thiss is medidre for  agreement f&Hv j^m^ ^ 
I ff  you agree me chicken wil l drink from it three times 
Showw us that the child will be healed 
[Shee turned to me saying: Jessica we will test if they agree with the mother  paying a he-goat 
(mbuzi(mbuzi beberu) to the ancestors of her  husband, if so the boy wÜI  recover. We also try to get 
thee attention of me wife's ancestors for  they too can help in the settlement]. 

II  see Jeremana bartering with unseen forces until she says that a cow has to be paid 
byy the wife as a settlement to her husband. She has to buy this cow from her own 
moneyy and so Jeremena asks if she can afford that with two small children to nour-
ish.. Rose answers that she has 200.000 TSH (around 300 US$) in her saving-account 
andd a cow cost half of that. Jeremana reacts by saying that the old traditions are very 
strongg and mat it will pay off to regain the health of her child. Then she whistles her 
flutee again and proceeds by stating that compensation is also needed for the damage 
Rosee has caused to her son Elia. She proposes the payment of a he-goat to be offered 
byy Joshua to his ancestors. Jeremana raises her voice stating that Rose has agreed and 
wantss to show repentance to her husband and her son. The ancestors are now re-
questedd to show their agreement 

Todayy we reconcile so you become part of one family again 
W ee ask the rhidat n tn agrw ifrorb. hag spoken hpfystly 

I ff  their  words have come straight from their  heart (rohom)91 

I ff  this is so chicken drink the medicine (3x). 

97 7 
Thee Kiswahfli[wor d rohom also means 'soul'. 
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Thee chickens of Rose and Elia drink immediately from the plate, but the rooster rep-
resentingg Joshua, does not Jeremana double-checks the situation by having another 
roosterr be brought to her by an assistant. This rooster also refuses to drink from the 
plate.. Jeremana now barters with Joshua's ancestors, saying mat they should agree to 
Roses'' payment of a cow. Seeing no sign of the rooster drinking, she raises the pay-
mentt with two extra goats. At that point the rooster starts to drink which concludes 
thee settlement for Rose. Had none of the birds drunk at all, the ritual would have to 
bee repeated. Later, the remark of a novice healer placed a shadow of doubt over the 
wholee event as he said to me, mat chickens do not drink on an empty stomach. I 
wonderedd how he or Jeremena knew whether or not the birds had eaten, for they had 
walkedd freely on the compound beforehand. The next moment Jeremana implores 
Joshuaa to change his behaviour and work the fields for his family. Now that an 
agreementt is reached with the ancestors of Joshua, the family has to drink from the 
medicinee and spit this in the faces of each other while saying out loud: 

Herewithh we chase the state of coldness away Qiiekoya mjuhcano)\ 

Eliaa is instructed to drink the medicine during three consecutive days and after the 
sessionn he is bathed with the remaining of the medicine concoction. Jeremana then 
placess three bamboo sticks on the ground in front of the hut and hangs a cloth (ki-
tambaa)tambaa) at the entrance. The hut is to resemble their home with the cloth functioning 
ass the door. The parents are told to walk over the sticks and go into the hut 'closing 
thee door'. The boy has to break the last bamboo stick so as to symbolically break the 
influencee of baridi. Before going into the hut he has to ask if they are home (hupiga 
hodi)hodi) which is a common thing to do, followed by awaiting an answer of his parents 
sayingg please come in (karibu). This act of theatre is to show the ancestors that the 
parentss have honest intentions to reconcile. In fact, hope is created that the ancestors 
willl  be at peace again thereby returning their protection over their offspring, which 
concludess the ritual. 

Thee second session 
AA few days later, on the firm of December, a ritual of agreement (ndeko za ma-
patano)patano) is performed in the presence of Joshua and Elia The mother's presence is 
nott needed for this occasion as it deals with mistakes in Joshua's family. At 2.00 
p.ntt the performance starts under the direction of a novice healer, called Mkonanza 
[thee name of his ancestral guide]. The same procedure is followed as before. The 
messagess being tapped are directed to the paternal as well as the maternal ancestors 
off  Joshua, hi part, it is a repetition of what Jeremana has already conveyed in the first 
session.. In view of the reconciliation that is needed to compensate for the behaviour 
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off  the father, the emphasis is a littl e different Here follows a summary of the text of 
Mkonanzaa after he has consulted with Elia and Joshua: 

Parentss and grandparents you are called upon to approach us so as to explain about your  off-
spring g 
Bee concerned about this child (the father) who suffers from mistakes made by his own parents 
Hiss father  and mother  chased him away when he was stQl young 
Soo he went to look for  a wife and found one with whom he married 
Lif ee was fine for  mem until his parents died whom he had tried hard to forget 
Hee buried them in fhe bush instead of following the burial rites of his lineage 
Hee should have bought them a piece of family land to give them the last respect 
Thiss mistake made his hands dirt y for  he violated a traditional custom 
Fromm that moment onwards he became a different man 
OnedaycanietrjatheÜTCwasr«arathiswtfetokülherinvam m 
Wee ask that all problems come to an end at mis customary garnering 
Lett  us know what other  causes of'baridi '  are among you 
I ff  traditional procedures have to be followed then make it known 
Ass the medicine for  reconciliation will be drunk at fhecrossway 
Forr  mis purpose we request you to give us your  signals through the birds 
Soo as to hear  what we are to do to achieve a definite reconciliation 
Thiss child needs compensation for  having been chased away by bis parents 
Eachh parent will have to pay a goat to be offered with the help of mis child 
Wee implore his parents to show their  responsibility for  him and to reunite with him 
Too reconcile and liberate the son, the father  and all ancestors of ill feelings 
Wee ask you to make it known who among you died first  as to attend to your  burial ceremony 
Inn order to chase away fhe bad spirits and have only the good ones to remain 
Andd bring harmony again in the whole lineage of mis child 

Fromm the ritual gathering it becomes clear that Elia's father has suffered as a child on 
accountt of tensions between him and his parents. As Joshua left his parents and his 
homestead,, he felt compelled to look for a wife who would take care of him. He met 
withh Rose and soon married her. Years later, when his father and mother died, his 
brotherss and sisters had notified him to arrange and assist in the burials. As the eldest 
sonn of the family, Joshua was expected to abide by the lineage traditions and buy a 
piecee of land to bury his parents properly (he did not own land himself). However, 
Joshuaa and his brothers had buried both parents away from home in the bushes without 
anyy ceremony, which comprises a ritual bathing and wrapping the deceased in a burial-
cloth.. The fact that both parents had been denied a formal burial was bad enough, but 
havingg buried the father in the bushes had 'made his hands dirty'. This is what trig-
geredd baridi. From that time onwards, Joshua's life became troubled as he came under 
aa bad influence that affected him with repercussions felt m tos own family. Joshua not 
onlyy became more and more aggressive, he also became reluctant to take up responsi-
bilitiess in his family. Eventually came the day that Rose announced her affair with an-
otherr man. At that point, Joshua took a spear and tried to kil l her. 

Ass a result of this second ndeko ritual, it was decided that compensation had to be 
madee for the bad conduct of Joshua's parents towards him. Since they had died, 
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Joshuaa himself needed to provide two goats (one male and one female) and offer 
themm in the name of his father and mother at their newly made burial sight At the 
endd of mis ceremony, it was concluded that the lineage fertility rites had been per-
formedd for all generations, which limited the chance of other ancestral grievances. 
Alll  this information was written down in the ndeko record-book. Later a new series 
off  ndeko rites would be held to establish what the claims were of the paternal and 
maternall  ancestors of Joshua, especially those who had been deprived of a traditional 
burial.. Since such matters are traced back to the fourth generation, there is need for 
(elderly)) members in the extended family to participate, both male and female. Since 
baridibaridi had been established in Joshua's lineage only, there was no need to address 
thee paternal or maternal ancestors of Rose. Jf that had been the case, Rose would 
havee had to come with members of her extended family. 

10.1.310.1.3 Reconsiderations 
Elia'ss sorrow and sufferings had initially offended the ancestral spirits of his father. 
Thee ndeko rites served to define the mistake in the conduct of the father and the 
mother.. This information is loudly 'transmitted' to the ancestral spirits by the healer, 
thuss strongly erophpsiring the individual involvement of the father, and to some ex-
tent,, also the mother. Certain visual stimuli, like the spitting on the ground and the 
drinkingg of the medicine by the clients, are meant to convince the spirit world of the 
personall  commitments to correct the mistakes made. This is followed by a pact of 
agreement,, symbolically construed through consent via the chickens that drink from 
ihee medicine. Besides the 'repair' that is facilitated among the paternal and maternal 
ancestorss of Joshua, has any 'repair' been done to me state of feelings in Eüa, Rose 
andd Joshua? 

Withh the help of the ritual, Elia's parents were made aware of the damage they had 
caused,, culminating in a symbolic reconciliation, even if they were not to stay to-
getherr anymore. By acting to receive their son home together, they showed willing-
nesss to care for him as one family. Elia who broke the bamboo before entering the 
house,, metaphorically broke his resentments and those of the ancestors. By doing so, 
hee was given new hope and the prospect that ancestral guidance would turn to his 
benefitt In that case his father would have to settle his mistakes, or any other mis-
takes,, within the paternal family. Elia's mother had to 'pay' with a he-goat for having 
abandonedd her son. The he-goat had to be offered by her husband to his paternal an-
cestors.. Next, Rose had to 'pay' a cow and two goats, offered to his paternal ances-
torss to settle their broken marriage. 

Elia'ss rather, who had drifted apart from his family and lost his self-respect, was also 
givenn new hope. la the last ndeko gathering, a situation was sought to increase con-
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sciousnesss about the role of Elia's father  in recent family history. By placing his own 
conductt  in the framework of baridi he was given a tool to solve the problems for 
himselff  and his children. Hearing about the emotional impact mat Joshua had experi-
encedd as a child, Elia was shown how all things are interrelated. His father  eventually 
agreedd to settle the mistakes, and this implied to Elia and the ancestors a prospect of 
changee in conduct. Provided Joshua accepted his family responsibilities and obtained 
somee money by working to pay for  the settlements, he would be able to win back the 
protectionn of the ancestors. As such, die ritual helped Joshua to be aware of his iden-
tit yy within his own lineage. By paying two goats, earned with his own sweat, Joshua 
couldd overcome the mistake of his parents in the face of me ancestors. Being the eld-
estt  son, he was also to settle proper  burial honors for  his parents. If he did not, he 
wouldd be held responsible for  the consequences. I f he did, he could bring salvation to 
thee extended family by becoming a medium or  chair  flati) of the ancestors. 

Onn December  18, 1998 Joshua returned home in a state of depression. He said to 
Jeremanaa that he could not possibly obtain money to buy me sacrificial animals. He 
foundd mat a big burden was placed on him. The littl e hope mat kept Elia on his feet 
seemedd to be swept away. His condition soon worsened and Jeremana did not know 
whatt  to do anymore. She had told Elia's parents repeatedly to bring Elia to me hospi-
tall  for  an infusion of liquids, but they had no money at alL  Finally, Jeremana gave 
Rosee the equivalent of 5 US$ to extend Elia's chances momentarily. Rose immedi-
atelyy left with Elia to the nearest hospital By January 15, 1999 she came to visit 
Jeremanaa telling mat Elia had responded well to the treatment in the hospital He was 
regainingg some strength. His father  had come to Jeremana and promised his ances-
torss to do all he could to purchase the two goats to give in sacrifice. Maybe there was 
aa happy end after  all. If not so, according to the principles of baridi, more relatives 
wouldd be victimized until the matter  was attended to. 

Thee case of Elia and his parents is a comparatively simple one. Often, however, the 
ndekondeko rites are more complex, as quite a number  of grievances need to be addressed 
withh reference to departed relatives. Usually, certain aspects remain misunderstood, 
duee to absence of specific relatives, m mat case, other  rites are delayed and so is the 
opportunityy to avert baridi. The reason for  me absence of relatives could be: 1) Irvin g 
tootoo for apart; 2) no means to travel; 3) broken family ties; 4) refusal to participate; or 
5)) crucial relatives had died. This became apparent once during the divination of a 
youngg man. He had gradually lost his whole family and hardly knew other  relatives. 
Hee had to remain with friends and was at a loss what had come over  the family. One 
afterr  the other  his father, mother, brothers and sisters had died. Without close rela-
tives,, the ndeko ritual s had littl e purpose. Al l he could do was to pray to the ancestors 
forr  their  guidance while searching for  other  members of his extended family. 
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AA specific feature in the case of Elia is that Jeremana made her  judgements according 
too traditional principles. Personally, however, she could disagree with these princi -
ples.. This seemingly contradictory attitude became apparent when Jeremana spoke 
withh strong disapproval about the mother  for  having offended her  husband and hav-
ingg abandoned her  responsibility as a mother. The mother's suffering was hardly 
broughtt  up in mis ritual . In so doing, I reckoned mat Jeremena's words favored the 
authorit yy of males according to traditional conservative views. Yet mis was not in 
linee with the sorrowful tone I noticed in Jeremana's voice as she spoke about the 
situationn of the woman. It appeared that this was a common reaction in Jeremana and 
herr  novices. Eventually, I asked Jeremana about this. She explained to me that during 
thee ritual s she and her  novices should abide by traditional ideology. Only in mis way 
wouldd consent and cooperation by the ancestral spirits be achieved. As a matter  of 
fact,, Jeremana often had disputes with her  husband or  her  family about the role and 
responsibilitiess of women. As a young girl , Jeremana had taken hold of her  own af-
fairs.. This was reflected in her  illness history where she explained about her  marriage 
too Edward against the wil l of her  parents. In her  position as a healer, her  authority 
increasedd together  with her  responsibilities, allowing her  privileges that other  women 
weree not likely to have. 

Thee following example of Jeremana illustrates the difficult y to break with certain 
traditions.. One day Jeremana told me about a rather  intimate concern. Much to her 
regrett  sexual lif e had come to an end for  her. Among Bena peoples mere is a belief 
thatt  sexual intercourse is dangerous for  a woman once she has entered her  meno-
pause.. The sperm would pile up in the belly of the woman, having no way to be ex-
creted.. This causes swelling of the belly and severe pains due to an internal infection. 
Bomm husbands and wives refrain from intercourse out of fear  of mis happening. As a 
consequence,, men are allowed to take another  wife.981 told Jeremana what I knew of 
hormonall  changes in women in western countries, and mat we see no danger  for 
womenn to continue intercourse after  menopause. I suggested her  to consult with a 
medicall  doctor  to ask advice. First Jeremana took this into consideration, but by the 
timee I departed, she told me mat she, nor  her  husband, were able to break with this 
custom.. To them, it would always be a taboo and part of the cultural codes they 
sharedd with other  relatives.. Jeremana and her  husband accepted, however, that their 
educatedd children had broken with this taboo and also with polygamy. 

Onee year  after  my departure, Joemana's husband Edward Owve took a young giri as histoid wife. This 
waswas told to me by mei- eldest son upon a visit to his house in Dar  es Salaam in 2000. 
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103.. The annual instructive fertilit y rites 

Onn December 12,19981 accompanied Jeremana for an informal visit to Chalowe, the 
areaa where she was bom." Chalowe is situated in me countryside two miles from 
Jeremana'ss compound serving as a location to perform the annual instructive fertility 
rites.. The area is dry and rivers are distant No people are settled mere. During the one 
andd a half hour walk out there, Jeremana explained to me about the plants that grow 
aroundd and are used in her practice. Upon arrival, Jeremana dressed in a special black 
outfitt as a sign of her traditional role as a ritual specialist She showed me around the 
rituall  compound mat covers about one hectare and is filled with huts made of straw. 
Jeremanaa and her family installed the huts in 1990. The straw for maintenance would 
bee bought far away as it was hard to come by around Chalowe nowadays. The huts 
providee shelter for the clients during the instructive fertility rites. There are separate 
spacess for men and women, while cooking is done outside. A natural well provides 
water.. While I made a picture of Jeremana in the midst of the compound, she suddenly 
raisedd her voice shouting: "here a big event takes place, it is a secret event, it are the 
teachingss of taboos'' (hapa ni kitu kikubwa, ni mambo za siri, mqfundisho ya 
mwiko).mwiko). mme next pages I describe what me event entails. 

10.2.110.2.1 Function, organization and preparation 
Thee teachings in the rites concern taboos that deal with fertility and reproduction. 
Theyy are referred to as traditional instructions (mqfunzo wajadi) or ancestral teach-
ingss (mqfundisho ya mizimu) that help to end the customary 'trap' (kufunga tego wa 
milamila ya desturi). During the instructive rites, patients and their families are ritually 
andd verbally made aware of the importance of the taboos. According to Jeremana, 
thosee who have violated taboos and suffer under baridi may harm the flora and fauna 
byy touching it, making objects wither and die. For this reason, for the duration of the 
rituall  year, the clients become apprentices who have to abide by certain regulations 
soo as to reduce damaging their environment Besides the teachings, the rites an-
nouncee the various settlements for each family following the ndeko rituals, while 
futuree (symbolic) burials are announced. The beginning of die annual ritual year 
startss halfway into September, which is also the beginning of the dry season. In this 
period,, new leaves grow on the trees following the rainy season that ends around 
Jury,, showing an intrinsic relationship with fertility and reproduction. The dry period 
normallyy ends by the end of October, but sometimes extends up until December. 

Att  that time Igwachanya made up part of Chalowe. Now Igwachanya fells under  a separate divi-
sionn of Njombe district , respectively Mdandu division. Historicall y the area of Chalowe, and with 
itt  Igwachanya, is ground of the Bena, Sovi and Pangwa. The Kinga occupied an area west of 
Chalowe. . 
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Forr nine days, people stay in a group of about twenty persons from one or two fami-
lies,, being mainly the male descendants, their wives and their parents. The men have 
too learn the old teachings and pass them on to the next generations as a means to 
avertt baridi to happen in future. Children are not allowed to witness the rituals until 
theyy are fifteen years of age. Small kids who accompany their mothers [wives of par-
ticipants]]  are left in a separate section in the care of a female relative. On the last day, 
thee children may join in. Jeremana emphasized to me that the rituals should never to 
takee place in the rainy season. The consequences are dangerous, as droughts or other 
naturall  disasters may occur in the presence of negative spirit forces. By the endd of the 
longg rainy season, in Jury of the following year, the ritual year and treatment of 
baridibaridi comes to an end during a 'final offering ceremony' (tambiko za mwisho). Only 
thosee who have participated in the first phase of the annual ritual and have started to 
executee the various ritual settlements, join the second phase of the annual rites. At 
thiss occasion, also female relatives of the client are invited to participate. 

Thee annual rites, which have been instructed by Jeremana's grandfather Mtulahenja, 
aree held in Chalowe for two reasons. One is, die secretive character of the rites. No-
bodyy is allowed to witness the rituals other than those invited, including those who 
comee to assist in the rites. Usually these are relatives of Jeremana and other ritual 
specialistss from the area. The other reason is of a more practical nature. As the ritual 
startss with the preparation of local beer by the wives of the clients, a number of fires 
havee to be li t Also a big fire is made to invoke the spirits to join. This fire continues 
throughoutt the proceedings of the last three days, thus demanding a lot of wood. 
Jeremanaa showed me a special permit from the district office allowing her to cut sick 
treess in the area for the annual rituals. Just before my arrival in October 1998, an of-
ficialficial  representative nonetheless fined her and made her pay the amount of 80.000 
TSHH (around 120 US$) for cutting a large dead tree. Jeremana filed a complaint 
againstt the man stating she had a legal permit to cut wood, and demanded that the 
moneyy be returned. Officials denied having received the money from the representa-
tive,, for he had suddenly resigned.100 Seven months later, in May 1999, the represen-
tativee showed up at Jeremana's compound. He apologized to her saying he had been 
unfairr and promised to return her the money. According to Jeremana, the man be-
lievedd that she was a wealthy person having so many patients in treatment He, as 
manyy district and regional officials, were unaware of the fact that she demands no fee 
forr her services. 

Inn 1998, the annual rites were held late - in the beginning of November - a few weeks 
beforee I arrived. While at first it appeared that I would not be able to witness the ritu-

II  learned about Oris through Jeremana's son in June 2000. 
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als,, this changed a week after my short visit with Jeremana to Chalowe. A pressing 
issuee hadd come up dealing with a family in great distress. Jeremana decided to hold a 
speciall  garnering at this late date. No rain had feilen yet so mere were no restraints. 
Becausee of the urgency of the matter, Jeremana reduced the number of ritual days 
fromm nine to three, leaving out the initial six days of beer preparation and family uni-
fication.. Instead, the beer was bought and taken along, to serve the last stage of the 
ritualritual treatment Jeremana announced this sudden event to me as if the spirits did me 
aa favor. She wantod me to observe the rites because they are such an essential phase 
inn baridi treatment. On December 23, 1998 a Wednesday, we left with an assistant 
whoo took along the sacrificial he-goat of the male client. He, his mother, and his two 
wivess came later. They would carry with them the beer and some food. Another male 
client,, who was in problems of baridi, was able to benefit from the opportunity and 
joinedd with his wife,, brother, and nephew. Below I give an account of the family for 
whomm mis event was originally organized so as to place the performances of the an-
nuall  rites in a proper context 

10.2.210.2.2 The case of Jacob and Edigala 
Jacobb is a married 45 year-old former Bible teacher who lives in Mbeya region. 
Jacob'ss sister Edigala is 28 years old, married with one child. She used to be a suc-
cessfull  commercial trader who lived with her husband and son in Morogoro town. 
Onn December 17, 1998 Jacob was on his way to Jeremana with a sacrificial goat. 
Hee came directly from his mother in Makumbako, which is approximately 15 miles 
awayy from Igwachanya. As he approached Igwachanya, he lost control over himself 
andd ran into the bushes, leaving the goat behind. Three days later he was found lying 
nextt to a pool in the bushes, hurt from the thorny branches. Jeremana was warned 
andd assistants came to fetch him. They found Jacob confused. Jacob explained to 
themm how he had felt the influence of spirit forces that tore him apart He made at-
temptss to drown himself, but in time he had regained his senses. Jeremana later ex-
plainedd to me mat conflicting ancestors had fought over him. They were in disagree-
mentt with each other over the destiny of Jacob (magombano ya mizimu). hi fact, his 
familyy had been homered by baridi for along time. 

Backk in 1969, when Jacob was a bible teacher and member of an orthodox Christian 
Church,, he attended a religious seminar. During the seminar, Jacob suddenly displayed 
deviantt behavior. In a state of trance, he ran away and uttered words that did not make 
sensee to anyone. From then onwards, Jacob suffered from madness. His family brought 
himm to a mental institution in Mbeya where he remained in treatment for two years. He 
hadd calmed down from the drugs but continued feeling depressed, unable to perform at 
hiss job. Many years passed, until in 1995 his father suddenly died of poisoning. It was 
suspectedd that somebody had done mis on purpose. At mat time his mother suffered 
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fromm severe backache and tensed feelings in Ine legs, discouraging her to walk. Jacob's 
parentss lived in Makumbako, an important economic town in Njombe district. They 
weree a well-to-do family prospering from transport business. They owned shops, had 
carss and possessed a good number of cows. Following the death of his father, Jacob 
begann to have symptoms of madness again. As a good Christian, he strictly refused 
traditionall  treatment and was hospitalized in a psychiatric ward in Dodoma. After three 
months,, he returned home heavily sedated by drugs. 

Juu the beginning of 1997, Jacob's sister Edigala began to complain of confusion. Be-
foree her father died in 1995, she sometimes experienced the influence of spiritual 
forces,, but was never troubled by them. In her state of confusion, she regularly spoke 
inn a state of trance that traditional religious customs needed to be re-introduced to 
savee the family. Her relatives did not give her utterances any considerations. After 
somee attempts of Edigala to bring the matter under the attention of the elders in the 
family,, tensions began to occur among mem. During mat time, Edigala sensed that 
herr twin sister was in danger. She warned the family that her sister's life was at risk 
ass long as the family continued to bee negligent. Instead of showing any understand-
ing,, tensions merely increased in the family. In April 1997 her twin sister drowned in 
ann accident. Immediately after this event Edigala's behavior got worse. She walked 
aroundd naked, refusing to dress herself. She was violent, refused the intake of food 
andd was unable to fall asleep. 

Byy the end of 1997, Edigala's husband left her and placed their son in a boarding 
schooll  in Kenya. Her family tried to find help for Edigala at the psychiatric ward in 
Dodomaa Hospital. She calmed down with the help of the sedative drugs. In contrast 
too her brother Jacob, she insisted on treatment by a traditional healer. For some time 
herr family opposed, but eventually they gave in. A long search began in order to find 
thee proper healer who could help her and the family. The first healer ran a modern 
traditionall  clinic (see 9.2) not far from Makumbako, where Edigala remained for one 
month.. She refused, however, to be treated with medicinal or herbal compounds. 
Apparently,, Edigala's spirit forces disapproved of this. When the healer tried to hold 
aa ritual to counter-act witchcraft in Edigala, she strongly resisted and in trance she 
saidd that he used ritual tricks to impress her. The healer got scared and stopped the 
ritual,, afraid mat ancestral wrath would come over him. As nothing substantial could 
bee done about the core of the matter, Edigala left the healer without any payments. 
Edigalaa and her mother went to see a female healer in the same village. Since she 
wass not a Bena, the spirits of Edigala again refused treatment Next they consulted a 
healerr who was a specialist in mental illness. He used, however, a severe type of 
treatmentt In order to break the influence of the spirits and drive them out of Edigala, 
hee tied her with ropes and placed her in a hole in the ground for days without any 
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interruption .. The treatment was only interrupted to eat or  to go to toilet. Otherwise 
shee remained in the hole night and day, even during the rains. Edigala was totally 
exhaustedd when her  uncle came to visit her  ten days later. Edigala thought she was 
dyingg and pleaded to be taken to the compound of Jeremana who was pointed out to 
herr  in dreams. Her  family ignored her  wish and brought her  to a number  of other 
healerss in Iring a region. 

Twoo of the healers had diagnosed baridi and treated her  with specific medicines. They 
alsoo instructed Edigala's family to perform a sacrificial offering. During treatment at 
bomm healers, Edigala had shown a lot of spirit power, seeking medicinal plants under 
theirr  guidance, indicating that she had healing spirits. Though Edigala had reacted posi-
tivelyy to the treatments, these did not bring a definite solution. What remained to be 
done,, were the traditional religious Bena ceremonies to reunite the family with the an-
cestors.. Edigala returned to her  parents' home and for  a while her  condition was stable. 
Inn January 1998, Edigala had another  fit  of madness. Edigala's uncle, who was in 
chargee of the family, took her  to Ilembula Mission Hospital situated between Makam-
bakoo and Igwachanya. As mere were no psychiatric facilities, Edigala was merely 
givenn sedatives. A nurse who heard of Edigala's problems recommended mat they 
consultt  with Jeremana in Igwachanya. Finally they went to see Jeremana whose loca-
tionn had been mentioned so often by Edigala's spirits. There she was in good hands. In 
thee meantime, however, her  family had spent nearly. 800.000 TSH (around 1.200 
US$)) on me treatment with other  healers. Of the ten healers, eight had diagnosed 
witchcraftt  and the presence of bad spirits, while only two had diagnosed öaróft 

Byy February 1998, Edigala was finally  in treatment with Jeremana. Shortly after  this, 
herr  brother  Jacob joined her  but was uneasy with the therapeutic sessions and left the 
compoundd around March. The mother  of Edigala and Jacob was urged to return with 
thee uncle, Jacob, and other  male relatives to participate in a ndeko ritual  In June 1998 
thiss was executed but nobody dared to speak. Being unsuccessful, the ritual was re-
peatedd in August 1998. Edigala was still in treatment and reacted strongly with her 
spiritt  forces during the singing sessions. On several occasions she spoke in trance about 
aa compensation needed for  the bad marriage of her  paternal grandparents. Old griev-
ancess among ancestors had first  become manifest in her  grandfather  who, as the first 
onee of his generation, had abandoned the traditional lineage customs. Edigala said that 
aa he-goat would suffice as a settlement This time the advice from her  spirits was taken 
seriouslyy and the he-goat was offered to the ancestors. At that occasion male relatives 
promisedd to attend to the old customs and participate in the annual instructive rites at 
Chalowee in September  or  October  1998. They returned home until that time. 
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Edigala'ss first  improvements had taken effect as of August 1998 after  the second 
ndekondeko ritual , which rendered more than the first  attempt A month later, in Septem-
ber,, a sacrificial offering was made of the he-goat. Soon afterwards, Edigala felt to-
tallyy recovered. This was not the case for  Jacob, however, due to resistance to follow-
ingg traditional treatment hi October  1998, the uncle of the family decided that the 
familyy should denounce participation in the annual rituals at Chalowe. A few days 
later,, five cows of the parents suddenly died. Around this time Jacob was in a state of 
melancholyy and attempted suicide. He had experienced voices in his head and was 
unablee to sleep or  eat His uncle took him to me hospital, again to no avail. In No-
vember,, while Edigala and Jacob were at home, Edigala spoke in a state of trance 
sayingg that somebody would die because the family had delayed fulfillin g their 
promisee to the ancestors. By the end of November  1998 the uncle, who had refrained 
fromm joining the annual rites, suddenly died. By now the family realized mat some-
thingg had to be done quickly, fearing that Jacob would be the next victim. 

Muchh against his own free will , Jacob left on December  17, 1998 for  Igwachanya 
withh the sacrificial goat for  die (emergency) performance of the annual rites. The last 
feww miles he walked, he experienced a spiritual attack as mentioned in the beginning 
off  the account The reason was that he strongly resisted participation in the rites, but 
alsoo because he had refused to take his sister  Edigala along. She came a few days 
afterwardss to stay with her  ramify  during the rites. It was in mis period that Edigala 
spentt  a lot of time with me eager  to speak about her  illness story. Jacob on the other 
hand,, did not speak to anyone, including me. Once the rites were performed, this 
soonn changed. The account below will explain how the rites were performed and 
howw this took affect on Edigala, Jacob, and the rest of the ramify. 

10.2.310.2.3 The performance of the rites 
Underr  die given circumstances of above, Jeremana prepared quickly to go to 
Chalowe.. Several people were warned in a rush to come and assist Jeremana. Among 
memm was the ritual  specialist Daudi Kiswaga, who had been called upon when Jere-
manaa herself was suffering from baridi (see 8.3). Omers who assisted were female 
ritualritual  specialists (including her  mother), her  husband, some male relatives and ex-
patientss of Jeremana. The first  participants arrived in the afternoon at Chalowe. This 
includedd the other  male client in the company of a wife, brother  and nephew. Jacob 
camee in the company of a brother, his mother  and his two wives. 

Jeremanaa allowed me to make photos while assistants were around to explain die 
variouss events. The secrecy of the ritual,  she said, would not be damaged if I were to 
exposee it in a book. She did tell me not to speak about the event with locals. Jere-
manaa was surprised to hear  that stories were told in the district as a result of the se-
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cretivee nature of the rituals. Yet, next to saving the secretive character, Jeremana also 
wantedd respect for her work. This was a dilemma, especially since gossip in Njombe 
townn had spread of sexual orgies and witch gatherings held at Chalowe. She hoped 
thatt my presence would contribute to convincing representatives of the regional and 
nationall  government that the rituals had quite another purpose. As the description 
wil ll  show, some sexual gestures are contained in the ritual but these are symbolic 
actee to re-unite participants and departed relatives with each other. I mainly write 
aboutt what happens during the last three days of the annual rites in which clients be-
comee apprentices to learn how baridi is averted and prevented. The event is pre-
sentedd in the present tense and concerns two stages; one the fertility initiation teach-
ingss and second the symbolic acts of fertility and unification. 

Thee fertility initiation teachings 

Justt before nightfall, around 19.00 hours, Jeremana bends down at the sight of the big 
treee behind the compound used for prayers and offers to her ancestors. Jeremana is in 
thee company of her husband, her mother, her clients and two ritual assistants. Together 
theyy sing a song of welcome to the ancestors after which they request their cooperation 
soo as to make mis ritual gathering successful Jeremana offers some local beer and 
pourss mis in a hole until it is totally filled. The clients make a small offering with a 
chickenn and a rooster. The feathers and blood of the birds are offered with some flour 
off  maize announcing the next stage of the rites. During the next three days, offerings 
aree repeated to mark each new stage in the event, either with beer, flour or a chicken. 

Aroundd 20.00 hours, the ritual teachings take place in a shallow place covered with tree 
branchess alongside the ritual compound The unyago, as part of the traditional lineage 
teachingsteachings of the Bena (mafundishi ya ukoo kwa müaya Kibena), is held for baby boys 
whenn they reach six months. In Tanzanian society the word unyago is usually referred 
too in the context of circumcision and rites of passage from childhood to adulthood It is 
illegall  nowadays to circumcise girls, and as a consequence, also the ritual teachings are 
abandonedd For boys, this is less the case. In mis unyago, however, no circumcision or 
riterite of passage takes place. Rather, it deals with an act to generate the infant's future 
fertility.. According to Jeremana, the sooner the ritual is held after the birth of a boy, the 
lesss chance mere is to trigger tniridi  in his family. Ideally, the mothers are required to 
repeatt mis exercise until the infant reaches walking age. m mat case, the boy may count 
onn ancestral protection during his lifetime, which in turn helps to prevent a state of 
baridi,baridi, provided he passes the ritual on to his own sons. If the ritual is not performed 
beforee me third year, it is considered likely that me boy wil l experience sexual prob-
lemss such as loss of libido, resulting in a failure to reproduce. 
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Thee unyago is performed at a quiet and shallow place on Jeremana's compound, 
muchh in the way it has traditionally been done at the homes of families. The wife, her 
husbandd and a close male relative of the husband take part in the event They have to 
stripp off their cloths remaining in their knickers and wear a short piece of cloth below 
thee waste as this was done traditionally. The mother sits down while the baby rests 
onn her thighs and the two men sit in front of her. She squeezes milk from each breast 
intoo the foreskin of the baby boy and rubs the milk into the urethra. The more power 
thee mother can achieve in spraying the milk on the foreskin of the penis, the stronger 
willl  be the ancestral forces that are passed on to the baby. After the milk is squeezed 
forr about five minutes from both nipples, a concoction is used from the soft leaves of 
aa plant mixed in water. This is rubbed gently over the whole body of the child. The 
childd is taken over by the father while the mother has to rub herself with the plant 
mixturee in a very specific way so as to purify her body. This is done with the hands 
flatt in one direction. After this the husband and the male witness do the same to their 
armss and lower legs. If a traditional specialist assists she too will do the same, before 
everyonee gets dressed again. To conclude the ritual, some sand or earth is taken from 
thee ground where the mother 'treated' the baby. This needs to be placed in an earth-
enwaree pot or shell and kept in a safe place around the home until the next child is 
initiated.. In case the woman has difficulties in the near future of getting pregnant or 
inn labor, the sand can be used to invoke the ancestral spirits to help her. As the ritual 
iss performed, specific traditional songs are sung that express the wellbeing of the boy 
whoo helps to continue life in his family with the blessings of the ancestors. 

Att Chalowe, the unyago ritual is first taught to the participants of the present genera-
tion.. During the instruction, mothers and mother's milk are symbolically accorded 
theirr rightful importance, but emphasis still remains on male reproductiveness.101 All 
clientss sit on the ground stripped of their cloths, only covered with an old cloth below 
thee waist They sit with their legs ahead facing the assistant, who is to instruct them 
aboutt the power of this fertility ritual and the taboos involved. Various gestures and 
sentencess are taught to the clients, who must learn to speak aloud to the ancestors. 
Afterwards,, each of them has to perform the rite symbolically four times addressing 
thee departed male forefathers of the past four generations who were withheld this 
unyagounyago ritual. Also for those who unjustly performed the ritual during their lives, 
theree is a need to perform it again. In contrast to the 'live' session I have witnessed in 
Jeremana'ss compound, no reall  baby boy is involved here, although the gestures im-
plyy there is. Sticks are laid down on the ground to represent the departed relatives, 
eachh of whom is to be addressed by the clients; the male offspring with their mother 

Mombeshoraa (1994:70-86) is the only author  I have found meiflkming the practice ofthü fatuit y rite. 
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andd wife (wives). The assistant repeats the purpose of Ine rite and the taboos that are 
concernedd for each generation. 

Laterr on, I asked Jeremana why girls are not given the same treatment She humorously 
respondedd mat mis would turn girls into nymphomaniacs. Women have no need for 
thiss treatment, not for a safe reproduction, not for a healthy sex life and not to prevent 
baidLbaidL If a woman is infertile, it is due to an internal infection or to poor quality and 
quantityy of the husband's sperm. Jeremana explains to me mat the sperm of the males 
iss traditionally seen as vital for a prosperous continuation of the lineage. The sperm 
needss sanctification by the mother by means of the ritual. By means of the breast-milk, 
shee can bless the boy and fortify the condition of the boy's sperm. As a result, the boy 
iss expected to have strong sexual desires and procure a healthy offspring. 

Thee symbolic acts of fertility and unification 
Thee initiation acts are finalized around 22.00 hours and the clients proceed to another 
partt of the compound. By now huge clouds of smoke arise above us as we join others 
aroundd the big fireplace in the midst of the compound. We are about fifty  people, a 
majorityy of who have been requested by Jeremana to assist in the ceremony. Jere-
menaa proceeds once more to the sacred tree to announce the next ritual stage to the 
ancestors,, while giving small offerings. Afterwards she proceeds to the middle of the 
compound.. Jeremana makes sixteen holes in the ground, representing the paternal 
parentss of four generations of the two families and pours some of the beer they have 
takenn along. When the holes are filled two male assistants embrace each other to 
symbolizee unification between the four generations of each family. Under loud ap-
plausee the two men hug each other and roll over the ground to express joy. Two fe-
malee assistants men perform the same act The hugging gesture between persons of 
thee same sex is to express the mending of relationships between departed males and 
departedd females. As with all acts they are repeated four times to address the four 
generationss that have grievances. The cliënte are seated half naked on the ground and 
watchh the acts. The sticks that represent the departed relatives are once more placed 
onn the ground as if the departed are watching too. 

Aroundd midnight, assistants who contribute to the ritual ceremony shuffle around the 
firefire and speak out the problems and worries of the departed relatives of the clients. 
Speciall  songs express the situation of the departed, but also of the clients who are 
presentt They are an essential means of meta-communication to end the customary 
'traps'' from the past (kitfunga tego wa mtia ya desturi). By midnight, people are 
walkingg around the fire singing about the lineage or kings' stool or throne (kiti mkuu 
orr kiti cha mfalme). The stool has a simple appearance, but it has played an important 
rolee in Jeremana's illness history as grandfather Mtulahenja used it when he was in-
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stalledd as lineage chief. Therefore the stool is an important symbol of lineage sur-
vivall  and strength. Subsequently, it plays a role in conjunction with the unyago rite. 
AA small calabash that represents the baby boy, who was 'initiated' with the mother 
milk,, is namely placed on the 'throne'. Jeremana ties the stool with a rope to the 
earthenwaree pot that contains some of the sand on which the mother was seated dur-
ingg the unyago ritual. The sand is seen to contain the positive energy of the mother 
whoo sanctified her baby with her fertility. 

Thee stool is decorated with two wooden spoons mat are used for different purposes in 
cooking,, representing the different roles of husband and wife. Branches and leaves of 
twelvee different fruit bearing trees are stuck behind the rope around the stool to sym-
bolizee fertility in the family of the clients in treatment Two millet corns are placed 
onn top to emphasize good harvests if a state of harmony in the lineage exists. In addi-
tionn to this symbolic display, the clients receive regulations they have to abide by 
untill  the end of the ritual year (e.g. June next year). The main regulations are not to 
hitt children or cows, not to pluck any fruits from the twelve trees that are bound to 
thee stool, or cut them for firewood. The negative energy that persons with baridi can 
exertt by their touch can result in death by emaciation or in fruit trees withering. 

Thee following moment women carry the decorated stool - representing the lineage 
thronee - around the fire as they walk. No man is to touch it! They sing songs that em-
phasizee the role of the stool representing fertility and prosperity in the lineage. In the 
meantime,, the locally brewed beer has found its way to the mouths of the partici-
pants.. The clients sit next to each other on the ground and are not allowed to drink 
fromfrom the beer. They are seated practically naked among the rest of the people and 
havee to remain silent, only to receive the teachings with a gesture of approval. To 
consentt to each act they have to unite their hands in front of them. The whole event 
clearlyy makes Jacob and his mother feel very uncomfortable. 

Thenn two elderly women act as man and wife who have sex together. Two other 
womenn shake some maize com in a cup next to the ears of the clients. The women 
clearlyy enjoy the game and exaggerate their gestures. The act symbolizes, however, 
prosperityy in the reproduction of the paternal lineage. Without women this cannot be 
achievedd The maize corns further represent the role of women in providing for a 
meanss of living, e.g. the survival of the family by working the land.102 A cloth is then 
placedd on the ground representing a sheepskin that traditionally has been used to 
carryy a baby for protection, referring to the times of war when mothers had to find a 

Accordingg to Jeremana, maize has traditionall y been a meare of payment in society. Yet in former times, 
womenn and men worked the fields together. Bom bad access arid corfliolo^ ^  market mechanisms. Today 
womenn do much of the work on the fields and men control the money. 
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hidingg place to protect themselves and the baby. A calabash in the shape of a male 
sexuall  organ is perforated symbolizing the great amount of sperm in the scrotum of 
thee baby boy. This calabash is placed next to the cloth on the ground, after which 
eachh client (and the departed relatives represented by the sticks) walk over it, softly 
touchingg the calabash (the fallus) with a foot to give credit to its importance. Eventu-
ally,, an elder of each generation has to crush the calabash (fallus). In so doing, the 
elderr symbolically ends the state of baridi in the family. 

Fromm here the ritual proceeds with a largee earthenware pot filled with water mat is used 
forr two purposes. The first one serves the purpose of a baptism as 'sacred' water is 
pouredd over the head of each client Good and pure forces that dwell in the water are 
saidd to enable ancestral forces to touch their offspring. According to Jeremana, the Al-
mightyy God can only reach the living with the help of the ancestral forces. The sacred 
functionn of water, as means of purification, is part of traditional beliefs of the Bena, as 
iss also the case with many other tribes. Furthermore, the water serves to personally 
'kill '' the influence of baridi by each participant Using a bow and arrow, s/he points at 
thee bottom of the earthenware pot in which two sacred objects lie that symbolize 
baridibaridi In Jeremana's illness history I have mentioned these power objects (see 8.3). 
Onee is the rigao or n'gambilo, being a metal clip and the other a kakakuona, or the 
shelll  of a beetle. After the 'killing' gesture of baridi, the n 'goo is brought into contact 
withh the openings of the body (starting from the mouth, the ears, to me belly-button). 

Thee n 'gao/n 'gambiio is a clip that does not easily allow to be penetrated and the ges-
turee therefore visualizes that the body is now armed against spirit forces. It is be-
lievedd that baridi enters a person by means of negative spirits who come via the vari-
ouss body openings. Often the spirits enter via the mouth giving pain in the teeth, the 
headd and the throat Gradually, the spirit forces will spread throughout the body, of-
tenn felt to concentrate around the belly button. From the belly button, feelings of op-
pressionn are radiated in the lower parts of the body, including the reproductive or-
gans.. I will come back to this feature in chapter twelve as I speak of the relation with 
'tandalmi'' in yoga. The clients are told that the shell of the kakakuona insect sym-
bolizess fertility. The insects are plentiful when the big rains start hi fact, they sud-
denlyy fall out of the sky. The insects are not only connected to rains implying fertility 
off  the land, they are also symbolic for the semen of men implying fertility of the 
lineage.. Bom are a means of reproducing life, whereas baridi stops this process. 

Byy ten the next morning, day two, the redressive performances (vitendo) have come 
toto an end. The clients can stretch their legs, wash, eat and rest That same evening, 
Jeremanaa makes two piles of maize flour around the sacred tree and requests the an-
cestorss to accept the offerings of each family as a hallmark of future settlements. If 
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thee next day the maize flower is (partly) gone, this means the ancestors have ac-
cepted.. In the case of Jacob's family, the pile is not touched at all. On day three in the 
evening,, a new request is made and on day four the answer is positive. It appears mat 
Jacobb first has to promise the ancestors mat he will continue treatment with Jere-
mana.. After doing so, consent of the ancestors is established This is followed by an 
offeringg of a he-goat (beberu) and by beer mat is left Before the clients can return 
homee they are shown the trees that are a taboo to them until the last celebration rite in 
Juryy next year. These are the fruit bearing trees that have also played a role in the acts 
concerningg the lineage stool. Trie next year, they will all return for a joint offering at 
Chalowee to announce what settlements have been made and, what remains to be set-
tledd in the near future. In general, men offer a he-goat and women a female goat. The 
wivess contribute by offering the beer. All clients participate in mis ceremony and so 
itt happens that by June two hundred people or more gather at Jeremana's compound. 
Menn in treatment, who have had to wear a cap from the beginning of the rituals, can 
noww take this off. In covering the head, one is better protected against the influence 
off  bad spirits. In case of female clients [sisters and mothers], a cloth (kitambaa) is 
usedd for the same purpose. 

10.2.410.2.4 Final remarks 
Thee annual rites can be seen as a means to unify paternal lineage members; be it 
thosee who suffer from a state of coldness or baridi, those who died in mis state, or 
thosee who are part of a family that inherited baridi. In the fertility initiation teach-
ings,, the participation of the mother is essential, whereas in the symbolic acts of fer-
tilitytility  and unification she is not In the fertility teachings, the milk of the mother is 
neededd to reinforce the sexual wellbeing of the son, which ultimately procures con-
tinuationn of the paternal lineage. Both elements, the semen and the milk, are needed 
forr reproduction. Without these fertility rites men are at risk in passing on or inherit-
ingg baridi through the semen. During the rites, wives receive instructions about the 
fertilityy rite together with their husbands to prevent baridi from spreading further in 
thee paternal family. The wives who participated in the instructive rituals at Chalowe 
weree over forty years old and maybe would not personally have to perform the ritual 
anymore.. In case they forgot certain proceedings in the future, they could always ask 
aa ritual specialist to help them, or anybody else who had been at Chalowe in their 
family.. In the second part of the annual rituals, the subsequent acte or symbolic per-
formancess of fertility are a means to bond patrilineal descendants. Yet, the acts also 
bondd males with the wives who are the carrier of their semen. The visual perform-
ancess impress on me clients so as to make them remember the meaning of the rites. 
Simultaneously,, blemishes or mistakes are dealt with while gestures and objects are 
usedd to symbolize repair. The clients remain silent as they watch the symbolic acts 
withoutt any expression in their faces. This turning inwards seemed recurrent in this 
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ritual.. Unification of the paternal family is particularly symbolized in the lineage 
chair.. Again, the role of women is clearly stated Paternal males own the chair, but 
thee women protect it, and are allowed to touch it for the purpose of healing. Together 
withh the stool, the women use other objects that symbolize fertility, like fruit trees 
andd seeds of maize, expressing the interrelationship between the environment in 
whichh they live, and the way people relate to each other. Since women play an im-
portantt role in providing food and taking care of children, they are mainly the ones to 
demonstratee this in the various acts. 

Inn sum, the role of fertility, that always has been central for survival, is expressed 
throughh the teachings of moral obligations in the paternal lineage. To break with 
thesee obligations, means to risk a state of baridi, bringing eventually death to an ex-
tendedd family. Victims of baridi in turn, may bring death to trees and animals that 
aree part of the food chain. The power objects, like the lineage stool, the ritual clip or 
n'gaon'gao and the insect shell or kakakuona, visually express the wish to end baridi. The 
objectss belong to Jeremana 1s paternal grandfather and may be used only for the pur-
posee of the annual rituals (see 8.3). Jeremana awaits instructions from her grandfa-
therr when she is to possess her own power objects. In that case, she will have to find 
aa specialist outside her lineage (fundi) to prepare them. Two goats will have to be 
offeredd to bless the objects by the ancestors. Jeremana exceptionally demands a 
paymentt for mis ritual intervention. In this case, each family had to pay 7000 TSH 
(aroundd 11 US$) and a goat The meat and the money are distributed among the peo-
plee who have assisted in the event 

Followingg the event I witnessed, Jacob and Edigala remained with Jeremana in the 
compound.. A ndeko ritual still had to be held for their paternal grandmother who was 
rudelyy treated by her husband and demanded compensation for this. It was agreed 
thatt a cow settled this matter, paid and offered in the name of her husband. Jacob was 
moree talkative now and less reluctant to join the interventions. Li fact, his attitude 
changedd shortly after the ceremony mat made him experience a relief from all his 
worries.. He was even willing to talk to me and give his version of the story. In fact, 
hee told me that mis event had made him change his mind about traditional religious 
customs.. He would not walk away from them anymore. Anyway he, Edigala, and his 
familyy had little choice. They had lost all their possessions and were forced to start 
fromfrom scratch. They needed a miracle to overcome this and nothing earthly would 
providee that By January 1999, Jacob and Edigala were both feeling quite well In 
February,, they returned home with the promise to bring a cow in March and settle the 
matterr for the grandmother. Then they would also start the burials for those paternal 
relativess who had died without proper ceremony. 
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1033 The burial and cleansing rites 

10.3.110.3.1 The cultural and the emotional 
Traditionallyy the Bena and interrelated tribes follow elaborate traditional funeral 
rites.rites. Dead relatives are buried next to their ancestors on ancestral ground. This 
meanss that those who die away from home must be transferred out there. The finan-
ciall  burden to meet this obligation is not the only worry for many families. A sacrifi-
ciall  offer needs to be performed at the grave and, local beer and food is offered to all 
relativess and close friends who may stay for several days of mourning, as a token of 
respectt to the deceased. After forty days, a celebration will be held to end the period 
off  mourning. Commonly, money is gathered among relatives and community mem-
berss to compensate for the various expenses related to the funeral If a bad relation-
shipp exists with the deceased and only a few persons make a contribution, the funeral 
becomess a costly event. Though the rationale behind the gradual abandonment of 
traditionall  funeral rites seems obvious, the failure to meet traditional burial obliga-
tionss is a concern of many Bantu people out of fear of ancestral wrath. 

Apartt from the instructive purpose and the role to redress the burial of a formerly 
deceasedd relative, the symbolic rites are a traditional way to repair or reset feelings of 
emotionall  disdain among the persons who remain behind. Death, and the sudden 
separation,, puts the living in a state of emotional debt, loss and disorientation. Grief 
deliverss to the dead that which they need to travel to the realm of the dead - a release 
off  emotional energy that also provides a sense of completion or closure. This 'clo-
sure'' is also needed for the griever who has to let go of the person who has died. For 
Africann people, it is a duty to grieve, like any other duty in life (see Malidoma 1996). 
Grieff  is needed to maintain a healthy balance and a funeral ritual gives relatives the 
opportunityy to achieve this. Without grief, the separation between the living and the 
deadd never actually shifts into that stage in which the living accepts that a loved one 
hass become a spirit The departed loved one consequently never arrives where death 
commandss him/her to go and therefore becomes 'angry' with the living. In other 
words,, without the performance of the funeral rites, the dead may despair and pose a 
dangerr to their offspring. To notify their offspring the ancestors seek spectacular 
wayss to alert the family, hoping that this makes them realize that a departed is in 
troublee (see chapter 8). 

Aboutt two hectares of Jeremana's field around her house serve as a symbolic grave-
yardd for her relatives and for her clients. Though mere are no real dead bodies, the 
proceduress of customary burial rites are acted out as if they are. Bodies are repre-
sentedd by small pieces of wood, thus demanding only small graves. Yet, the large 
numberr of small graves nearly covers half of Jeremana's territory. All over the place, 
smalll  piles of earth next to each other can be seen interrupted by a special burial sight 
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forr twin children. These are covered with a roof made of branches and leaves to give 
speciall  honor. Up to four generations of deceased relatives are remembered. Each 
couplee from the paternal and maternal side form a unit or house, thus resulting in a 
minimumm of eight houses for each descent To this, the children, the brothers, and the 
sisterss may be added. As a result most of the clients have between ten to twenty 
gravess to attend to in accordance with the claims for compensation. 

Off  importance in the funeral rites is the bathing referred to as kuogesha fyogo (to 
bathee the dead) or kuogea mtoni (to bathe at the river). Traditionally the deceased is 
takenn to the river by close relatives to be bathed in the water in a specific way. After 
thiss a fire is burnt at a crossway for which certain plants are used. The power of the 
rituall  lies in the role of purification. Through the natural assets of water and smoke, 
thee ancestors are able to remove bad invisible influences mat may have affected the 
departed.. An essential tool in the process of the funeral rites is the ndeko record 
book.. The book is consulted upon each visit of those clients who come to perform a 
neww series of rites (see 10.1). If in the past cleansing rites were not held or were in-
correctlyy executed during the burial ceremony, these too are symbolically redressed 
inn Jeremana's compound. 

10.3.210.3.2 The case ofAugustino and Mary 
Inn this case study I present Augustino and his wife Mary. Augustino and Mary are 
bothh around 35 years of age, Christian, with five children. They live in a village close 
too Njombe town. During my stay with Jeremana, I ran into Augustino and Mary as 
theyy were in the midst of sorting out the family obligations. Their case reflects the 
fourr aspects I have discussed above. One is the way that ancestral forces may alarm 
clients,, second is the role of emotional debts when these are not cleared before death, 
thirdd is how symbolic burial rites relate to the clients, and fourth is the way the sym-
bolicc burials are performed. 

Everr since 1997, problems started to take place in the lives ofAugustino and Mary. 
Maryy began to have sudden possession trances for the first time. Augustino began to 
loosee appetite and feel tensions in his legs mat made walking difficult Shortly after 
mis,, they began to experience strange events at home. For some time they heard knock-
ingg on the roof during the night At other times, the house was crowded with rats or a 
largee army of ants, forcing them to go out Progressively, Augustino and his wife be-
camee emaciated and rumors in the village were they suffered from AIDS. For quite 
somee time Augustino did indeed suffer from diarrhoea and a poor physical condition so 
hee had a thorough examination at Uwemba Mission Hospital. To make sure, he went 
forr another examination at a major hospital in Njombe town. At both hospitals, an 
analysiss was made of his blood but no signs were found of the AIDS virus. 
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Inn Augustino's family, tensions had existed for  a long time and more recently 
Augustinoo became the center  of attention. An aunt accused him of theft. She filed a 
complaintt  with the police after  which Augustino was taken into custody. Even when 
theree was no proof of his guilt, they locked him in for  several weeks and let him go 
afterwardss without a trial . Upon return home, Augustino noticed how relatives kept 
theirr  distance or  showed distrust in him. Yet, he had done nothing wrong. He decided 
too consult local healers. All diagnosed spirit intrusion brought by black magic and for 
thiss he followed various treatments. His wife was going through the same ordeal. In 
Marchh 1997, Augustino and Mary consulted Jeremana who told them that a state of 
bariSbariS had existed for  a long time in (heir  lineages. Several generations had lived to-
getherr  in denial This had brought many personal strains and a great number  of bad 
deathss (fafo kibqya). Most deceased had never  settled their  disagreements and so a lot 
off  mistakes were left unattended This also had triggered the unjust accusation by the 
auntt  of Augustino who was under  the influence of bad spirits or  mapepo mabaya 
Maryy experienced similar  influences from her  paternal grandparents, who had also 
livedd under  difficul t circumstances, hi both cases, burial rites were ignored or  badly 
conductedd and no settlements were ever  made. Mary had to solve the problem together 
withh her  father  and her  brothers. They had come to see Jeremana and to receive treat-
mentt  simultaneously with Augustino and his close relatives. One major  problem, how-
ever,, existed for  Augustino. As a good Catholic, his father  was opposed to traditional 
wayss of treatment, considering mem acts of Satanism. 

Ass of May 1997, Augustino and Mary came for  treatment. It took a littl e while until 
eachh of them demonstrated strong pepo forces in the musical sessions and expressed 
thee grievances of the ancestors (see 9.3). The major  grievance came from Au-
gustino'ss grandmother  who had been badly treated by her  husband and her  son. Au-
gustinoo was requested to repair  the emotional disdain of his grandmother  in the name 
off  his grandfather. The payment was a goat In November  1997, the goat was given 
inn sacrificial offering. Augustino's complaints reduced drastically convincing him of 
followingg the proper  treatment Besides this, he also experienced a change of attitude 
byy most relatives at home. They regarded him with awe for  he had become the driv-
ingg force to solve constraints and disputes in the family. This allowed Augustino to 
participatee with his brothers in the annual rituals of September  1997. The missing 
personn was still their  father  who was opposed to Jeremana's treatment In 1997 and 
19988 Augustino, his brothers, his sisters and several relatives joined a series of ndeko 
ritesrites to establish what other  grievances existed among the departed relatives of the 
paternall  as well as maternal family. In November  1998, various offerings and burial 
ritess began, still without participation of the father. Augustino hoped that his father 
wouldd change his mind in the course of the settlements. Not only were settlements 
neededd for  the paternal family; the maternal family also had several claims. On De-
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cemberr 29, 19981 witnessed how two female relatives of his mother, who belonged 
too the third generation of his mother (watengtda wa mama) were 'buried' by Au-
gustino.. Like the others, these women had died without a proper burial. The rites for 
theirr husbands were already performed, as were the rites for couples of the fourth 
generationn of his mother (wahenga wa mama). 

Inn the symbolic burial rite for the two female departed, Augustino had the assistance 
off  Mdetele, an initiate of Jeremana whose tamer was once a famous healer. Mdetele 
wass formally dressed in white and black cloths. For the event, a special hut on me 
compoundd was in use that momentarily replaced the home of the family. Mdetele 
carvedd sticks of wood to represent the two dead women. He made cuts in the sticks to 
indicatee the mourn, ears, armpits and legs. The sticks were covered with an old cloth 
forr bathing. This was done in front of the ritual hut where food was prepared during 
thee ritual by a young female member of Augustino's family. It is a taboo to involve a 
strangerr for the preparation of mis meal. At mis occasion, Mdetele applied leaves of 
aa certain grass plant mat serve as 'medicines of the grave' (dawa za kaburi) and 
placedd these in the cuts of the sticks. The leaves represent the new stage of existence 
forr the departed, but also the leaves magically cleanse the departed from any evil that 
mayy have been encountered upon death. Normally, these medicines are placed in the 
wrappedd cloth that covers the body. Next to drinking specific medicine, this act is 
seenn to be highly essential in cases of bad deaths (kiparazi or Jtifo Jtibaya). 

Togetherr with another assistant, Mdetele went to the river to perform the act of bathing 
forr the departed women. The two men took up the role of the husband and stood in 
thee water with their legs widely spread while they passed the sticks (bodies) through 
theirr legs and pushed them under the water. When they came out of the water with 
thee sticks (body), both men acted as if they urinated on the side of the river103. Next 
theyy took the two sticks (bodies) to a crossing of a footpath (njia panda) and made a 
smalll  fire to clean or purify the sticks (bodies) by the smoke (kuogesha moto). They 
usedd some dry grasses to achieve this, but normally wood is used (kuni). Once re-
turnedd to the family hut, Augustino, his wife and the female relative consumed a 
meall  of porridge with chicken. Part of the food was offered to the two deceased. 
Thenn the sticks (bodies) were covered with a new white cloth for the burial and 
placedd next to the symbolic grave of the husbands. Two piles of earth represented 
thiss and all sat around it on their knees. Augustino and his wife had to watch how 
Mdetelee prepared the sticks (bodies) and dressed them in a whitee cloth. As Mdetele 
madee a space on the side of each 'grave', he buried each stick (body) in the side 
opening.. At that time, he spoke to the dead and implored them to take away all baridi 

II  did not get ifae meaning of this gestae. 
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soo as to end all illness and misfortune. This was repeatedd aloud by the clients so as to 
convincee the ancestors of their good intentions. After the grave was closed, Au-
gustinoo and his wife had to tap with their flat hands on top of the grave and repeat the 
samee message. In the end all thanked each other in the special hut and rejoiced as the 
departedd had now completed the passage to the spirit world 

Thee next day Augustino and his wife participated in the same ritual to be held for 
anotherr couple in the maternal family of the third generation. In fact, the symbolic 
funerall  rites continued for as long as Augustino was able to obtain small chickens 
neededd for me preparation of the 'last' meal. On January 3, 1999 Augustino and his 
wifee returned home for a couple of days. On January 17, 1999 they were back for a 
neww series of burials but also to receive a protective treatment. For this purpose, 
Jeremanaa prepared protective medicines (daw a za kinga) in the medicine hut The 
badd atmosphere mat had existed in both families initiated the practice of intra-lineage 
witchcraft,, which was not expected to cease as long as Augustino's father was op-
posedd to the traditional interventions. Subsequently, this meant a delay in Au-
gustino'ss definite cure. As long as emotional disdain existed evil forces would be 
attracted.. In such circumstances, Jeremana speaks of mazingara or 'state of be-
witchment'' which surrounds the offended person.104 Given the situation, Jeremana 
visitedd their home to place protective medicine in the ground (daw a za kinga) around 
thee house and their land to ward of evil spirits. This procedure is called 'to bury a 
shieldd by means of a charm' (kuzindika tryumba). At other times, Jeremana may dis-
closee evil objects by cleansing visits to people's homes (kusqfisha nyumba). The ob-
jectss or medicines she men discovers are kept at a secret spot in the compound. These 
aree burnt once a year, much in the way this happens with Nambela (see 6.3 under 
blackk magic and witchcraft). Additionally, Augustino, his wife and two children were 
personallyy treated by Jeremana to ward off any evil, which took place in the medi-
cinee hut Jeremana prepared the roots and barks from the strongest magical plants 
wrappedd into several tight bundles, referred to as daw a za kisa (li t medicines dealing 
withh the alleged cause).103 The ingredients were cooked a long time and applied 
orallyy and externally by washing and spraying the body of the patients). The cooking 
proceduree in itself is called chungu ya baridi or 'a cooking-pot to avert a state of 
coldness',, whereas the plant ingredients for this purpose are called 'medicines of the 
pot'' or daw a za chungu. This intervention is only deemed necessary when crucial 
relativess delay continuation of the treatment. 

MccingcraMccingcra also refers to occult forces. 
TheuseofdWjMJb/#flanddwo:wJb^isverypc>ixto o 
terr  eleven about the Kiharm healers. 
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Whenn they left the compound around the end of January 1999, the condition of Au-
gustinoo and his wife was quite well. They were both confident of finding a definite 
solution.. Once the final celebration rite of July would be behind them, they would 
'transfer'' the graves to their home and continue the procedures mere. The transfer is 
donee in a symbolic way by taking some earth from each grave along to create a per-
manentt graveyard on ancestral land. 

10.44 The sacrificial offerings 

10.4.110.4.1 The religious component 
Inn Jeremana's practice, sacrificial offerings take place at the (symbolic) graves of the 
ancestorss in question. The offerings of animals are given in ceremony (tambiko) as a 
giftt to the ancestors. Their soul is supposed to be received as a transcendent body and 
remainss with the ancestors. As such, they 'live on' as do the ancestors. All share their 
invisiblee lives with the living, therefore justifying to Jeremana that ancestors are able 
too give protection and help in dreams, trances or prayers. The claim for sacrificial 
animalss is related to having lived as agriculturalists, whose main possessions were 
goats,, sheep and cows. Traditionally, settlements are made according to the wealth of 
aa family with animals or foodstuff. The kind of (animal) sacrifice that is requested for 
compensationn or payment may be linked to the position, sex and age of the departed. 
Usuallyy a male animal will be offered for men and a female for women. Only in se-
veree cases or in case of a male elder will a cow be demanded. A departed member of 
aa family with many cows will sooner claim a cow for settlement man those families 
whoo had no cows in their possession. Generally, however, mostly chickens, roosters 
andd goats are offered. More exceptionally is it a sheep or a cow. 

Ass in many other African and indigenous tribes, animal offerings are seen to be a 
meanss of bringing stability and strength via the blood and the vital organs that are in 
partt offered and in part cooked and eaten (see Mbiti 1969:165). Among some tribes, 
spiritss demand a live prey or raw blood. I mink this has to do with the kind of spirits 
thatt are involved If they are animal spirits, as they often are in hunter and garnering 
tribes,, they demand compensation by a real prey. Among the agricultural and pas-
torall  tribes mis only happens in case reference is made to animal spirits. Ancestors, 
whoo once were hunters, may ask for a spear or another item for hunting as a power 
objectt It might also happen that living animals are requested as a gift Occasionally 
ann Arab or Swahili spirit, calledyim', can be detected. The gifts this type of spirit de-
mandss are of another kind and do not make part up of Jeremana's practice. 

Importantt in the burial and sacrificial rites is the respect shown by one's soul in follow-
ingg social norms and values. Prevention of breaking taboos is a fundamentally religious 
attitude,, since an offense can upset the smooth relationships of the family and the 
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communityy with those who have departed. An essential tool in the process of all rites is 
Ihee ndeko record book (10.1), which is consulted about a new series of burial e.g. 
cleansingg rites and sacrificial offerings. In case of animal sacrifices, offering is done in 
aa separate ritual to meet the ancestral claims warranted either in the musical sessions, 
orr in rituals of agreement (ndeko ya mapatano). In mis way, me ancestors are said to 
removee bad invisible influences surrounding the departed, a very common belief in 
Africa.1066 The animal sacrifices have the purpose of 'cooling down' the offended 
spirits.. Yet, if all claims are not compensated, the effect is only temporarily. How the 
claimss take effect on the physical wellbeing of a client is illustrated in the following 
casestudy. . 

10.4.210.4.2 The case of Nelson and his family 
Nelson,, with whom I had a very good relationship, was in treatment together with his 
sisterr when I arrived in November. Nelson, 24 years of age, started to suffer from an 
oppressedd chest and stabbing pains in 1994. At that time, he went to secondary 
schooll  in a village near Njombe town where he lived with his mother and sister. One 
dayy at school a friend warned him that he had a wound on his back that was bleeding. 
Hee did not understand why and went home puzzled. The next day he could hardly 
breathe.. His condition worsened, he lost appetite and started to tremble. In a short 
timee he had become a severe asthmatic. His mother took him to Hembula Mission 
Hospitall  for examination. Nothing was found to be wrong. His condition did not al-
loww him to go to school anymore, which made him very sad. At times his complaints 
reducedd only to return again with a severe attack. The first time Nelson came to see 
Jeremanaa in 1995, she did not succeed to find out what was wrong. She said that his 
soull  was 'closed' under the influence of ancestral spirits, not allowing access into the 
affair.. Some force held him back and he was told to come another time.107 Later that 
year,, he was thoroughly examined at two major hospitals. Again they found nothing 
wrongg with him In 1996 he had a check at the Benedictine Mission in Peramiho 
(Songea),, one of the best hospitals in the country. Again nothing. 

Inn 1997 Nelson went in treatment with the famous healer who runs a large modern 
practicee between Njombe and Makumbako (see 9.2 and 10.2). He stayed three weeks 
receivingg modern and medicinal plant remedies and paid 27.000 TSH (around 40 
US$).. This did not bring any result Nelson told me mat he knew many people who 
wentt in treatment there. He considered this healer to be a shrewd businessman, which 
iss what my first impression was too. I will come back to this healer in chapter 12. 
Nelsonn returned to Jeremana in March 1998, after he had lost two brothers in a 

Seee Paninder  (1963), Mbit i (1969X van Ptft (1971X Fernandez (1982) and Malidoma (1996). 

Seee similar  situation described in 8.3 about bad sprits holdmg people's tongue to speak the truth . 
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drowningg accident This time the divination for Nelson revealed that he and his fam-
ilyy were under the influence of baridi. He was in particular suffering under the griev-
ancee of his grandmother. Her husband was an aggressive man and Nelson's father 
hadd taken after him. He too suffered from asthma and died in an attack when Nelson 
wass still small. Their bad temper had caused a number of dramatic events in the fam-
ily.. Nelson's grandfather had attempted to murder his wife, which was one reason for 
herr to die in sorrow. The other reason was mat her son, Nelson's father, caused the 
deathh of his young daughter. The girl was born before Nelson and died in 1978 when 
shee was four years old. Nelson's father had prevented his wife from bringing the girl 
too the hospital when the girl suffered from a strong fever. Shortly after this event the 
girll  died. In reaction to her death, Nelson's father had blamed his wife unjustly of 
ignorance.. Out of anger he had swung the body of the girl around saying that all 
couldd benefit from her death serving as nourishment for the whole family. This act 
hadd offended Nelson's grandmother a lot. Shortly afterwards she died. The matter 
wass never spoken about anymore and now the grandmother claimed compensation 
fromm her son through the intermediary of Nelson. 

Ass Nelson was bom into a setting of serious grief (masikitiko makali) this made him 
ann easy victim of baridi. As a result, Nelson began to react with asthmatic symptoms 
justt like his father and his grandfather did. Once Nelson followed treatment with 
Jeremana,, his elder sister and brother joined him. His brother was a successful healer 
byy the name of Kidolama who had started to practice in 1986. Kidolama had advised 
Nelsonn to consult Jeremana when his problems became persistent108 m 1994, Ki-
dolamaa began to neglect his work as a healer going out drinking a lot and chasing 
afterr women. His marriage had suffered a crisis and he had left his wife and his sons. 
Inn the meantime, his ancestral spirits looked for another 'seat' (fati) and moved to 
Nelson.. He was chosen to settle matters right for the whole family. This too contrib-
utedd to the initial attack in 1994 that he experienced at school. 

Onn January 1, 1999 during my presence, Nelson suffered a major asthmatic attack. 
Too find out what triggered mis attack a divination was held It appeared that his fa-
therr demanded the use of medicines of the grave to drink (dawa za kaburi za 
kunywa)kunywa) so as to enable him to complete the final passage to the spirit world. The 
samee day a small offering of flour (sembe) was held with the promise mat his family 
wouldd drink mis special medicine for him. The next day, a ritual of agreement or 
ndekondeko ya mapatano was held to settle the matter with the grandmother. From this it 
wass established that two goats were needed to compensate the rude manner by which 

108 8 
Ass a member of the Emily a healer  is usually not consulted by idao\ram case tte healer  has peraonal or 
famflyy problems, s/he seeks help from a tutor  or  a befnended healer. This is a common feature among 
spintt  healers. 
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herr  husband had treated her. Two chickens were further  to be compensated in the 
namee of her  son (Nelson's father) for  his aggressive behavior  at the death of his 
youngg daughter. A few days later, January 5, 1999 Kidolama (Nelson's brother) felt 
thee presence of ancestral forces in his body. He was disoriented and suffered from 
stiffiiess.. He had felt remorse for  neglecting his healing role. Jeremana told him that 
hee would not be able to work as a healer  as long as baridi in the family bad not come 
too an end. That same evening, Kidolama spoke with spirit voices during the musical 
session.. Bystanders and myself could hear  a faltering voice coming from Kidolama 
explainingg how his ignorance over  the last four  years had urged the ancestral spirits 
too seek another  medium (literall y 'seat'). The fact that he had spoiled his healing 
powerss triggered the onset of baridi. Warnings about the strong claims (madcd 
makali)makali) in the family dated back ever  since 1994 and had been neglected by him. 
Hadd he listened at the time,, he would have been able to prevent the sufferings of his 
brotherr  Nelson. 

Meanwhile,, Nelson stayed with his mother  in the ancestral straw hut on the com-
poundd during the period mat settlements continued. This place was to give them bet-
terr  protection from the ongoing claims. Nelson, who was much concerned with the 
wholee affair, had started to settle the earlier  deaths of his brothers, who had fallen 
victimm to baridi. One had died in an accident and two other  brothers had drowned. 
Nextt  to his grandmother, nine deceased relatives were shown to have claims. Several 
ndekondeko rituals were needed to sort this out. As a settlement Nelson had to provide nine 
goatss for  sacrificial offering and execute a number  of symbolic burials. At this stage 
Nelsonn had not been able to talk with spirit voices at musical sessions, hi other 
words,, he was not yet an initiate. This changed after  a new attack on January9,1999. 
Itt  seemed that his brother  Kidolama had left without drinkin g the special burial 
medicinee as was promised A few days later, his brother  returned and drank the 
medicine,, after  which Nelson experienced a great relief. During the musical sessions 
Nelsonn spoke with spirit voices and told bystanders that he was to buy a black cloth 
(kamki)(kamki) and a traditional chain of beads (ushanga) as a gift to the ancestors. On 
Januaryy 22,1999 Nelson again suffered an attack. Nelson told me mat he had asked 
hiss mother  to sell a cow at home to obtain money to buy me nine goats to meet the 
failedd obligations of his family. But the cow was not his property and could therefore 
nott  be used for  the settlements. Once Nelson understood the reason of his sudden 
attack,, he promised to find his own means with money he had saved. During the 
yearss 1995 to 1997, whenever  he had felt up to it, he had been growing tomatoes for 
whichh the selling price was very favorable. With the money, Nelson bought the black 
clothh and a traditional chain of beads, and later  he brought the first  goat for  sacrifice. 
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Thee procedure of the sacrificial offering, under the guidance of Jeremana and a novice 
healer,, went as follows. With the help of a knife Nelson killed the animal. He re-
ceivedd assistance by a brother and another male relative. They cut the body open and 
tookk out the vital organs that were sliced in small pieces. Blood was poured into an 
earthenwaree pot to which certain medicines were added. After the actual offering, 
Nelsonn ate part of the mixture, as did his close relatives. Small pieces of organs were 
placedd in a calabash and mixed with some blood that was taken to the symbolic 
graveyardd for offering. The remains were to be token home and eaten by absent rela-
tives.1099 Nelson kneeled at the grave in the presence of his relatives. They repeated 
thee words of Jeremana and the novice healer, stating who made the offering and why. 
Withh each sentence, they placed some of the mixture on the grave. Jeremana's dogs 
weree there to eat the meat if the ancestors were pleased with the offering. The dogs 
didd not have the patience to wait for the prayer to end and so they received several 
blowss on their noses to prevent them from eating. As the dogs tried to seize the meat, 
theirr noses bumped into each other while they growled to get hold of the meat first 
Inn the meantime, the remainder of the goat was burnt to rid off the skin. Afterwards, 
thee goat was cleaned and the meat was cut in pieces. A part of the meat was roasted 
inn pieces and eaten on the spot by Nelson, his relatives, and other patients in treat-
mentt Remainders of the meat were taken home by Jeremana, Nelson and others as 
supplementaryy food for the day. As far as I know, there is no strict rule to divide the 
meatt among men and women. 

Twoo days after the offering Nelson felt reborn. He had never felt so good before! All 
complaintss had disappeared and mis continued to be so until I last met Nelson late in 
Februaryy 1999. He began to take care of Jeremana's tomato field that is a distance 
awayy from the compound, glad that he could finally return a favor to her. Soon Nel-
sonn would make a second offering, hoping that by April 1999 he would finish all of 
mem.. He looked forward to starting afresh with his life and working hard. Never 
againn would he forget, however, the existence of his ancestors. 

10.55 Discussion and conclusions 

Traditionally,, the Bena regularly performed customary lineage rites to reconcile with 
thee ancestors, thereby maintaining harmony in the lineage, which in turn protected 
themm for magical attacks by spirits, witches or sorcerers. There is, however, a general 
tendencyy among the Bena nowadays to refuse the obligations entailed in traditional 
religiouss belief and practice, hi Jeremana's practice, her Christian clients, however, 
gainn back on awareness of the function of traditional religious rites. This is especially 
soo after participating in the various religious redressive rites. Not only do clients be-

Thiss was also done in the ritual  procedure t o dose a resdess spirit '  by the tester Nambda in 6.3. 
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comee more critical about the messages conveyed by the church, more so they realize 
thatt God is too distant for offerings to have any affect. 

Inn other words, clients began to trust the protection and law of the ancestors who 
ideologicallyy place proper conduct of individuals and respect for the dead in the same 
orderr as mat of wellbeing. This awareness was increased after they had performed 
thee burial and/or cleansing rites and sacrificial offerings. The sacrificial offerings 
wouldd only temporarily 'cool down' the spirits' unrest if provocations interrupted the 
process.. In Augustino's case (10.3) this was due to his father's resistance to join the 
rites.rites. If nothing would change in the attitude of his father, Augustino's recovery 
wouldd be short lived. Still, the momentarily miraculous relief of all problems, like the 
strangee events and sudden series of complaints following the death of his father, con-
vincedd Augustino of the doings of ancestral spirits, m the case of Nelson (10.4) it 
wass amarhig to see how his respiratory complaints, which began after the death of 
hiss father, diminished but also increased with the ups and downs of meeting with the 
ancestrall  obligations. 

Inn an article by Mombeshora (1994: 70-86), the author writes that the Bena lineage 
ritesrites and the Bena ancestors see cursing as a legitimate means of enforcing social and 
economicc obligations. The use of a threat of being cursed may evoke compliance to 
ritualritual taboos, but it may equally result in accusations of the abuse of mystical powers. 
Thesee accusations are related to the life cycles of the young and the old in the lineages. 
Thee economic situation of the senior generation, who control ritual knowledge, is 
commonlyy weakened by the system of property transmission, which obliges mem to 
redistributee a substantial part of their resources to marrying juniors. Refusal by jun-
iorss to render services in return arouses jealousy, envy and curses, which to the 
youngg imply witchcraft. Furthermore, Mombeshora mentions how ideologies like the 
unyagounyago rites marginalize women in their own patrilineages. This can also be said 
aboutt the fertility rites in general as these too are only held for the males of the patri-
lineage.. Still, the information coming from my study indicates that more is involved. 

Mostt clients of Jeremana shared the opinion that the sacrificial offerings were indeed 
aa material means of showing respect to the ancestors. Whether rich or poor, each in-
dividuall  ultimately is to be made aware that the living and the dead of the family are 
stilll  one. Even when access to material means poses a problem for carrying out cer-
tainn rituals, this is not considered as crucial According to Jeremana, what really 
countss is that each client becomes aware of the benevolent and protective character 
off  ancestral spirits by better 'listening to their messages'. Showing ones own sweat 
andd personal concern, as in providing sacrificial offerings with personal means, was 
nott only a means of proving to the spirits of ones' honest intentions, it was also 
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neededd to transform prospects in life. This implied awareness about the economical 
interdependencee with (close) relatives. Temporarily sacrificing ones own personal 
wellbeingg or personal success was made acceptable to clients as it served the interest 
off  the family group, implying social interdependence. As a reward, the clients ex-
periencedd the benefits of ancestral protection throughout his/her life. 

Withh regard to the burial rites and the sacrificial offerings, clients of Jeremana fre-
quentlyy made associations with the Old Testament (Agano La Kale). They described 
too me certain passages from Genesis in which burial rites are said to be a token of 
respectt for the deceased who, through the bloodline, remain part of life, whereas of-
feringss are a means of the living to seek harmony with and protection from the spirit 
world.. Clients gave to me the example of Samuel verse 1-7 in which various offer-
ingss are explained, among them the offering of cattle to commemorate God, but also 
thee offerings of sin in case of a violation of taboos and offerings of guilt to compen-
satee serious errors in the face of God. Given this importance, the clients wondered 
whyy traditional burials and sacrificial offerings are condemned and abolished by 
churchh representatives. 

Anotherr aspect I would like to add concerns the role of animals in ceremonial offer-
ingss and the role of the dogs testing whether the offerings are actually accepted by 
thee ancestors. According to Jeremana, the Bena have always considered domestic 
animalss as the main source of payment to settle affairs between peoples. Once 
slaughteredd and offered to the departed relatives, the animals remain spiritually 
'alive'' and thus functional for the spirit world. There are two reasons why chickens 
aree pi^ominantry used for daily rituals: 1) chickens are not costly and easily avail-
able;; 2) the anatomy of the birds serves symbolic purposes for the living as well as 
thee dead. With regard to the function of Jeremana's dogs in the sacrificial offering 
ritesrites I add that I personally have never witnessed the dogs refrain from the offered 
meatt as a sign that the ancestors do not approve of the offering. Assistants and pa-
tientss have assured me, however, that mis has happened on a number of occasions. 

10.66 Conclusions of part three 

Ass a rule, Jeremana treated only ancestral afflictions for members of the Bena (interre-
lated)) tribes. The clients went through a number of sequences when they suffered from 
'aa state of coldness' (baridi) mat marked five phases. The first phase came with the 
signss of baridi developing complaints of discontent, fear, and the occurrence of misfor-
tune.. Usually a series ofpepo symptoms would occur, like heart palpitations, breaming 
difficulties,, and stabbing pains mat culminated in mental confusion. Male clients often 
hadd sexual problems or had failed to reproduce. Female clients had problems to 
conceivee or give birth. In the second phase, the clients had taken their complaints for 
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biomedicall  treatment at one or more hospitals. Many clients also had consulted indige-
nouss healers who mainly used interventions to counter-act witchcraft or sorcery, hi 
bothh cases, clients reported an increase in their sufferings. Only few healers diagnosed 
baridi.baridi. The majority of these healers practiced in the region of hinga and followed 
traditionall  healing methods in use by the Hehe. Their cultural approach to baridi did 
nott appease the Bena ancestors and clients kept on suffering. In the third phase, clients 
camee to consult Jeremana. Jeremana explained that their problems were tied to 
ancestrall  sufferings that brought about baradi, affecting their offspring by the loss of 
controll  over life and social unrest in the family. To gain more information about the 
identityy of the ancestors, their grievances, and consequently the gifts or sacrifices, 
Jeremanaa made use of ndeko rites in which it was established what offerings were 
neededd and for whom. The ritual of agreement (ndeko ya mapatano) was the most 
essentiall  rite to settle 'payments' of the living to the ancestors. Musical sessions, 
prayers,, or the use of herbs alone were not expected to have a lasting affect without 
accomplishingg and fulfillin g the terms of agreement. Negative or painful spirits 
wouldd disappear for a while, only to return in an even stronger manner some time 
laterr on. Patients who seemed more concerned with their personal pains and 
problems,, instead of those of the departed relative(s) would never be totally free from 
spirituall  intrusions. Furthermore, the afflictions would spread in the family from one 
generationn to the other until the wishes to perform the traditional burial and 
sacrificiall  rites were honored Jeremana acknowledged that African churches today 
payy more attention to traditional values and beliefs, but they are unable to admit that 
benevolencee and protection of God reaches people through the ancestral forces. 
Prayerss directed to God only are hardly effective. 

Thee fourth phase clients went through was accentuated by psycho- and social therapy. 
Too remedy baridi a strong interaction was needed between all parties. Jeremana would 
teachh clients about the role of fertility in life and death during annual rites, respectively 
thee fertility initiation teachings and the symbolic acts of fertility and unification. Based 
onn symbolic gestures and artifacts, these rites were an important means of bringing 
awarenesss to the clients about the impact of a disharmony in the family and the meas-
uress by which to counter-act the disharmony. In so doing, Jeremana raised new hopes 
andd prospects in the extended family. Typically, whereas other interventions were di-
rectedd to clients of bom sexes addressing paternal as well as maternal ancestors, this 
wass not the case for the annual instructive fertility rites. These were exclusively for 
menn and their paternal ancestors. Men were seen to be carriers and guards of the pater-
nall  lineage who passed on baridi through their semen to the next generations. Male 
initiatess could not favor emotional peace among their ancestral lineage spirits, how-
ever,, without the re-incorporation of the vnyago ceremony in which the wife 'fertilizes' 
thee semen of a baby boy. This old custom had to be re-introduced in family life to ex-
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terminatee baridi in me future. All the other  interventions, as part of the fourth phase, 
suchh as the musical sessions, the burial rites and the sacrificial offerings, were per-
formedd within a group setting in which all clients participated during a long time span, 
hii  this lengthy phase, Jeremana worked closely with the clients who became initiates, 
whereass some of them with healing ancestors became trainees. The healing forces 
wouldd be skewed towards herbal or  ritual  knowledge and skills. In most cases, these 
traineess sought to work for  me wellbeing of their  extended family or  their  lineage. Ac-
cordingg to Jeremana, trainees were not immediately instructed to render  their  services 
too others outside their  lineage. At all times, Jeremana would encourage all of her  cliënte 
too be open to positive clues from the ancestors and to give them a voice in the musical 
sessions.. Jeremana also tried to give confidence to her  clients by distinguishing positive 
andd negative energies during spirit manifestations. In mis fashion, all clients finally 
enteredd the fift h and last phase as they became 'a child of the ancestors'  (mtoto wa 
mizimu)mizimu) functioning as an intermediary, also seat (&ti) , for  the ancestors. As initiates, 
thee clients thus achieved anew status within the extended family. Once a major  part of 
alll  ritual s had been completed, wellbeing would be regained, demonstrated by fast re-
lieff  of all complaints and blighter  prospects of life. 

Inn general, by accepting their  role as an initiate, clients were forced to confront their 
personall  identity as well as the history of their  ancestors, giving attention to the hard-
shipp and struggles of deceased relatives. The initia l resistance to face ancestral afflic-
tiontion and tribal healing memods appeared to 
denouncee the existence and powers of ancestral spirits. To guarantee mat the initiat e 
wouldd become well again Jeremana set four  conditions. First of all, initiates had to 
makee a solemn promise that they would respect me ancestral lineage traditions. If'mis -
takes''  were made, these had to be confessed to the ancestors to avert the renewed im-
pactt  of baridi. Second, close relatives were expected to cooperate in the various rites. 
Third ,, the right compensation had to be met according to the terms of agreement 
(mapatano)(mapatano) between the living and the dead relatives. Fourth, all ritual s and offerings 
hadd to be performed within a reasonable time span so as to ensure the recovery of the 
afflictedd individual , but also to avert further  affliction within the family and the lineage. 
Oncee there was total commitment, problems could be resolved very hist Usually mis 
begann after  they had performed the burial and/or  cleansing rites and sacrificial offer-
ings.. If no further  provocations took place, clients became vigorous and cheerful again, 
hii  hict, some clients had never  been so well before. They praised Jeremana for  her 
goodd work and some told me that they had found a way to combine traditional Bena 
religionn with their  church obligations. In her  role as religious specialist, Jeremana's 
guidingg forces discouraged her  from going to Church, yet Jeremana did not show the 
slightestt  tendency to deny others from doing so. On the contrary, her  clients set a good 
examplee to their  relatives who were still hesitant to accept traditional religious customs. 
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Wheneverr treatment with Jeremena failed it was, according to her, because relatives 
hadd doubts about the merits of traditional religious healing methods or were against 
recognitionn of traditional prohibitions. Another reason was that some clients had no 
meanss of buying the desired object or animal for offering. This too could delay the 
cure.. Prayers could address this problem, however, requesting tolerance and guidance 
forr as long as the promises were delayed. It was especially difficult for patients to in-
dulgee with the disinterest, the ignorance or the opposition of close relatives. Often, lack 
off  communication and transport would play a role. Delay was reflected in returning 
hardshipss of clients who could remain uncertain about their future or even suffer mad-
nesss as a result, while other relatives could become afflicted as well. Often these were 
complexx affairs involving a good number of ancestral claims. In other words, there 
weree circumstances in which ritual treatment asked considerable endurance of the cli-
ents,, who remained uncertain about the outcome of their future. 

Thee area next to the healing compound where clients remain. 
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Malee patients and their wives receive the fertility initiation 
teachingss from a novice of Jeremana at Chalowe. 

Femalee assistants hug each other to express the mending of re-
lationss between the departed relatives. 
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Jeremanaa and her husband Edward make small offerings to the 
ancestrall  spirits at the start of an annual ceremony at Chalowe. 

Thee kings' throne decorated with the branches and leaves of 
twelvee fruit bearing trees which play a crucial role in the an-
nuall  ceremonial rites. 
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BROADENINGG THE SCOPE 
OFF UGANGA WA PEPO 
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Thee healer Alberto Kalovela in Iringa region. 

Thee healer Kalembwana in 
Morogoroo region. 

Thee healer Asia Fusi in Ruvuma region. 

Thee healer Joram Rupia in 
Ruvumaa region. 
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Chapterr  11 

Kihamii  Healing from manga 

II  have nobody to take care of me 
WhoWho will  help me when I fall ill? 
MyMy whole family has died due to witches 
TheyThey ruin our lives 
WithoutWithout protection we are all victims 
MedicinesMedicines from the Kihami will  protect us 
WithWith the Kihami healer we are in safety 

Thiss popular Kihami song contains a core message about the role of Kihami spirits 
andd their primary function to possess or guide spirit healers. The Kihami are of 
commonn tribal descent and originate from Ulanga district, in the southern part of 
Morogoroo region. As territorial nature spirits, the Kihami seek attention from men or 
womenn of interrelated descent The word Kihami refers to a spirit that moves from 
onee to another person, derived from the verb kuhama 'to shift or move'. In this chap-
terr I present the role and meaning of those Kihami spirits whose principal role is to 
guidee southern spirit healers in the combat against witchcraft and magic. Subse-
quently,, the Kihami healers have a reputation as witchdoctors (wagangaya uchawi). 
Thee aim is to complement the observations made from Nambela and Jeremana so as 
too give a broader perspective on how witchcraft (uchawi) can be intertwined with 
spiritt illness (ugonjwa ya pepo), spirit vocation (itwezo wapepo) and spirit healing 
(uganga(uganga wapepo) in Southern Tanzania. 

KihamiKihami medicine and healing is strongly rooted in the history of the 19* and 20* cen-
tury.. As explained in 2.2, Ngoni expansion has left its mark on the people of southern 
Tanzaniaa who as a result, were regrouped. In the process of pacification following the 
triball  and colonial wars, the southern ethnic groups adopted various aspects of ritual 
andd medical practice from the Ngoni invaders. At the time, Wabuyi spirits, originating 
fromm Kilombero, Ulanga district, inspired so called Wabuyi specialists who possessed 
militaryy powers and rain making skills. They were also the ones responsible for main-
tainingg customary religious rituals (see 2.2). The changes in the 20th century made the 
priestryy and military tasks of the Wabuyi specialists decline. At that time Kihami spirits 
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emergedd among the populations and dispersed to various parts of southern Tanzania, 
crossingg the borders into Mozambique. The rise of the Kihami forces was marked by 
ann event that took place at the beginning of the 20*  century as people from Hehe and 
Ngonii  tribes became afflicted by Kihami spirits during an epidemic. These were de-
scendantss of the Ndendeuli, Ngindo, Mdamba, Mbunga, Ndwewe and Nbwene. At the 
timee of the spirit epidemic the German invasion had taken place and people were suf-
feringg from various social and economic constraints (see 2.1). 

Thee Ndwewe tribe played a very particular role in the onset of the Kihami epidemic. 
Formerlyy the Ndwewe were a hunting- and gatheringg tribe and lived around a place 
calledd Dongihola, situated between Mahenge and Mitimbira village, Ulanga district. 
Thee Ndwewe, like the Nbwene and the Ngindo worshipped nature forces. They 
communicatedd with the spirit world by means of large drumlike objects, called mikiri 
(lit .. pounders in Kiswahili). The legend goes that around 1800 the elders requested 
thee ancestors to communicate with mem more directly so as to protect the commu-
nity.. For this purpose, the ancestors sent the Kihami spirits that could temporarily 
possesss members of the Ndwewe community. As the Ndwewe tribe merged with the 
Hehee and Ngoni tribes in the twentieth century, the Kihami spirits began to possess 
ann increasing number of people, some of who became official mediums. Also, 
amongg their offspring, a number of persons became a medium for the Kihami. Each 
off  them developed special skills to protect people from the abuse of elimu dunia or 
'thee science of the world' which refers to the negative usage of witchcraft and sor-
cery.. With the rise of the Kihami spirits, not only did the role and function of the 
WabuyiWabuyi specialists change, new (alien) spirits entered the realm of spirit healing. 

KihamiKihami mediums or healers combine Kihami inspiration with inspiration coming 
fromm other inland (nature, lineage or territorial) spirits or coastal spirits. The different 
sourcess of their inspiration are reflected in their behaviour, their speech, their power 
objects,, and their songs. To all these healers the Kihami spirits form a special group. 
Thosee of a high degree bring magical and healing knowledge and skills for the good 
off  the community at large. Those of a low degree seek an alliance and may serve for 
thee good of the family of the medium. The most respected Kihami (tutelary) spirit 
groupp is named Nambembele. 

11.11 Introductio n to the healers 

Amongg the Kihami healers with a national reputation are three women. Their work-
ingg names are Kilimbiti , Kalembwana and Nangonyani and their practices are situ-
atedd around a village called Malinyi, in the south of Morogoro bordering Ruvuma 
region.. The area is primarily populated with the Pogoro. Nangonyani is still alive, but 
Kilimbit ii  and Kalembwana passed away some years ago. I had explored the possibil-
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ityy of doing elaborate research with Kalembwana, but this appeared problematic due 
too her age. Another difficulty was that she ran a seasonal practice. Malinyi area lay in 
thee middle of flat countryside, which was flooded in the rainy season to allow for the 
cultivationn of rice. Access could be difficult in these periods. As a consequence, peo-
plee who wished to see Kalembwana had to meet her in the dry season. 

Duringg my stay in hinga and Ruvuma region in 1998 and 1999,1 tried to find other 
pepopepo healers with Kihami spirits. I reported to the cultural officers of the central district 
inn Songea and hinga town. Since the officers did not differentiate pepo healers, they 
hadd no idea which healer worked with Kihami spirits. In fact they had never heard of 
thee Kihami As I was roaming around these areas in the company of an officer to 
searchh and visit popular practices, we found that three healers were much in demand, 
eachh inspired by Kihami spirits. Two were male and one was female. During the six 
monthss I studied these three healers, I was able to investigate the various aspects that 
aree involved in Kihami inspiration and vocation. 

Thee information I present concerning the iü/uzm/healere vvilJ begin with Kalembwana, 
andd is based on my visit with her in 1995 complemented and verified with information 
fromm Maia Green (1994:24-45). This is followed by the life and practice of a male Ki-
hamihami healer by the name of Alberto Kalovela. Both healers work primarily with inland 
spirits.. The two other Kihami healers combine their work with coastal spirits, and 
thereforee distinguish themselves in several ways from the healers Kalembwana and 
Alberto.. I have chosen to present these healers on-line in an audio-visual presentation, 
becausee my recordings of mem allow the reader to experience the way music inter-
cedess with spirit manifestations in the healer as well as the clients. In addition, it illus-
tratess the performance of the annual Kihami celebration, a rare event of which littl e is 
known.. The presentation concerns the practice of a male healer, Joram Rupia, and a 
femalee healer, Asia Fusi. Both healers practice in Songea district, Ruvuma region (see 
1.55 and 1.6). 

11.22 The practice of Kalembwana 

11.2.111.2.1 The setting and the historical background 

Kalembwana,, whose paternal family name is Magungu, was born around 1890 in 
Ipinde,, 20 miles away from Malinyi, Kilombero district (Morogoro region). This 
areaa has a mixed population of Pogoro, Ngoni, Ndamba and Bena. In 1935, when 
Kalembwanaa was about 45 years old, she and many other people of her tribe, the 
Mdambaa from Ulanga district, became afflicted by the Kihami during the spirit epi-
demicc (see introduction). Some of Kalembwana's relatives were among them. For 
nearlyy ten years Kalembwana suffered from madness and painful limbs until she ac-
ceptedd to work for the Kihami as a healer. Kalembwana was the only one among her 
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relativess who received a calling to heal. In the beginning of Kalembwana's career she 
wass an assistant of the female healer Kilimbit i (see 11.1) who was her tutor. After 
beingg widowed around 1950, Kalembwana began a practice of her own at Ihowanja 
whichh evolved into a huge healing camp, situated not far from her place of birth. 

Inn September 1995,1 took the bus to Malinyi village, eight miles from her camp at 
Ihowanja.. Special buses came from Morogoro mainly filled with clients for 
Kalembwana.. Close relatives of Kalembwana, who ran a guesthouse, lodged those 
whoo arrived late in the afternoon, like me. The next day people either walked to 
Kalembwana'ss healing compound, or like me, found transport by bicycle. Even when 
itt was not rainy season, the trip by bike took about 90 minutes including two river 
crossingss by canoes. As I entered the healing camp, I found a signboard with 
Kalembwana'ss name and a number of regulations by which people were allowed to 
stayy in the camp. I soon learned that hundreds of people from different ethnicities 
fromfrom all over the country were present. To cope with the continuing flow of people 
Kalembwanaa had the cooperation of her entire family who had built large cooking 
spaces,, dormitories and shops with essentials, like locally produced rice, maize, (soy) 
beanss and cassava. Visitors who remained for treatment slept outside in open shel-
ters,, or slept in the houses of Kalembwana's close relatives living next to her. At all 
times,, men, women and children remained in separate spaces. 

Beingg unable to perform and organize the rituals herself due to her age, Kalembwana 
hadd appointed her grandson Shaibu Magungu to be her main assistant Shaibu 
workedd as an official with the Ministry of Natural Resources in Dar es Salaam. Upon 
myy arrival, Shaibu told me that his grandmother was resting and that she had left him 
inn charge to see me. That morning, she had received a message from the spirits an-
nouncingg the arrival of a European lady.110 Later, after we had spoken for several 
hours,, I was shown around me camp and was able to witness several ritual interven-
tionss to expose and counter-act witchcraft. Shaibu was assisted by several relatives to 
performm the dairy Kihami rituals. The description below about the expertise of 
Kalembwanaa reflects not only the high esteem that Shaibu, her grandson, had for her 
powers,, it also explains why she had an appeal to so many people. He said about hen 

Kalembwanaa (bibi) is familiar  with all the secrets regarding witchcraft even if each trib e has 
aa different way of doing it The Aj&w n ritual is an intervention that works for  everybody. It 
iss believed to be highly protective, as it works lik e a shield to ward off unseen danger. Be-
sidess this, she gives separate treatments to deal with individual complaints. She always 
findsfinds a cure, no matter  how bad! She also has powerful medicines to see witches. I f you 
comee ftgpin she wil l prepare them for  you to convince yourself of their  existence. These 
witchess nib themselves with a special ointment to become invisible. You wil l recognize 

Afterr  I bad introduced myself with a letter  from me district office I was allowed to record information 
aboutt  Kalembwana's lif e and work. 
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themm immediately because they walk around naked My grandmother  does not need these 
mediciness to recognize a witch, the Kihami expose them through her. As soon as she identi-
fiess a witch the Kihami take away his/her  powers. No harm can come to my grandmother. 

Ass Kalembwana started to practice around 1950 under  the guidance of the Kihami 
forces,, they transmitted knowledge to her  about herbal remedies to treat all kinds of 
mentall  and physical problems, in particular  barrenness and infertility . These medi-
ciness too were considered powerful, because the Kihami gave mem their  blessing. A 
feww years later  Kalembwana was instructed by a specific group of Kihami spirits, the 
Kahungura,, to perform the traditional kunyolewa (to be shaved) rituals. The process 
involvedd a rit e of passage to suppress the powers of witches and to protect possible 
victimss against bewitchment, which I wil l describe below. 

11.2.211.2.2 Kunyolewa rituals 

Inn me shaving ritual (vitendo yya kunyolewa), everybody would receive the same 
treatmentt  Before being shaved, separate groups of children, women and men had to 
dresss in used cloths mat were dirtied by their  own sweat The old cloths were laid on a 
hugee pile that later  was set on fire. The dress restrictions were associated with going to 
aa sacred shrine, suggesting sanctioned practice. By wearing 'traditional '  clothing, worn 
inn the time of the ancestors, the wearers were aligning themselves with the ancestors 
andd the past After  being shaved by formal assistants, the clients sat down in separate 
rowss of men, women or  children to be touched by a sacred Kihami knife, so as to be 
purifiedd of any malevolent powers that enabled witchcraft According to Shaibu, peo-
plee were afraid mat these powers came from a substance mat was secretly mixed in 
foodd or  drinks. Though this was hardly ever  the case, it could be mat a substance was 
inheritedd or  passed on by magical means. Whatever  was the cause, when witchcraft 
substancess were contained in the body of a person, s/he would fall down asleep upon 
thee touch of this knife. If mis happened, the knife would be immediately placed on the 
stomachh so mat the person would throw up the witchcraft substance. After  the knife 
hadd detected any witchcraft substances, it was cleansed with special medicines to pre-
ventt  'contamination'. There were several sacred knives muse fertil e ritua l 

Too witness tins ritual process, I was requested to dress solely in a traditional cloth. I 
watchedd how the assistants applied herbal medicines, in the form of a paste, to peoples' 
headss in a cross from forehead to the back of the head, and from ear  to ear. This was 
nott  to be washed off. As the assistants applied the paste, they cursed the clients in 
Ndwewe,, the language by which the Kihami spirits continue to speak. The curse was 
meantt  to prevent the clients from using witchcraft in the future. Most people did not 
understandd Ndwewe language, but it was something like: 'let he who return to witch-
craftt  be killed by a snake' or  'God wil l see him and take his life' . Each client had 
broughtt  along a chicken and some maize flour  that was used to prepare a mixtur e with 
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herbs.. Victims were encouraged by the assistants to clear  their  conscience while taking 
inn the mixtur e to cleanse the body of 'bad' elements. Afterwards, the assistants added 
waterr  to the paste and sprinkled this over  the victim' s body. In addition, everybody was 
givenn a mixtur e of herbal medicine to drink for  protection. By mid-afternoon the ritual 
wouldd be finished. Upon departure, the clients were given a note. The note said Kun-
yolewayolewa kwa Kalembwana (Shaved by Kalembwana) serving to help lif t the suspicion 
off  witchcraft at home or  at work. Whenever  persons had more specific physical or 
mentall  complaints, Kalembwana would invite them to remain for  individual treatment 

Inn the practice of Kalembwana, assistant relatives recorded the names of people com-
ingg for  treatment. Clients paid some money for  the rituals, of which a part was to pay 
forr  the assistants, and another  part to buy local beer  as an offering for  the Kihami 
spirits.. Coins in-kind would be laid aside for  the annual Kihami celebration (tambiko 
yaya Kihami). At that occasion, Kalembwana offered the coins to all territoria l spirits, 
beingg the Kihami and ancient ancestors that resided in the vicinity . Usually the cele-
brationn was carried out in a rocky area or  around caves where spirits were said to 
dwell.. Here, Kalembwana would ask for  the protection of the spirits on behalf of all 
thosee people she had ritualr y cleansed from witchcraft . Furthermore, she would re-
questt  to receive blessings for  all those living in the area and to receive sufficient rains 
forr  prosperous yields in the way Wabuyi specialists did in the old kingdoms. For  cli-
entss who suffered illness or  misfortune due to a breach of taboo within the lineage, a 
blackk cloth (kamki), some locally brewed beer, or  a chicken would be given during a 
speciall  ceremony addressing the Kihami. 

Too bring about good results with kunyolewa, Kalembwana followed food restrictions. 
Shee was not allowed to eat eggs (mayai), papaya (papal) and catfish (kambare). Ever 
sincee she was allowed to perform the ritual of kunyolewa, she abstained from sexual 
intercourse.. She had to remain pure if she was to purif y her  clients. Clients too had to 
abidee by Kihami regulations during their  treatment Following the camp regulations, 
theyy had to walk barefoot and abstain from alcoholic drinks and sex during treatment 
Furthermore,, clients were not allowed to move freely in Kalembwana's compound. 
Theyy had to use the same path by which they had first entered and they were not to 
givee or  receive fir e from outside the compound. This restriction served to mark the 
separationn of those inside and outside the compound. In fact, by not wearing shoes 
andd not having sex or  alcoholic drink s in the protected setting, was a way to point 
backk to an idealized 'traditional '  morality , sanctioned by the spirits. Withi n the com-
pound,, and on the day of the ritual itself, the separation of men and women replicated 
thee everyday separation of the sexes. This separation was commonly marked in pub-
licc events but also in rites of passage. In funerals and marriages, for  instance, people 
wouldd sit in separate sex groups, usually at opposite sides. 
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11.2.311.2.3 Considerations 
Myy visit to Kalembwana puzzled me in a number of ways. First, I wondered if 
kunyolewakunyolewa was a witchcraft ordeal, and if so, had it existed for a long time. Second, I 
wonderedd if other healers performed the kunyolewa rituals also, or, if Kalembwana 
hadd gained a monopoly on this ritual. 

II  found some answers in a study by M. Green (1994:23-45) who wrote an article on 
thee eradication of witchcraft by the healer Kalembwana. hi her opinion, kunyolewa is 
nott explicitly a witchcraft ordeal, although there are elements of an ordeal in it 
Witchess who still 'remember' their medicines are said to die on their way home due 
too Kalembwana" s curse. The same thing happens if they return to witchcraft at a later 
stage.. M Green mentions that she checked records from the British colonial period 
indicatingg that witches were 'shaved' in Ulanga as early as 1932 by the offspring of 
Magungu.. m other words, other relatives in the paternal family of Kalembwana had 
alreadyy anticipated her as a medium for the Kihami spirits. ID SO doing, they contrib-
utedd for a long time to keep peace in the local communities. Apparently, the Kihami 
spiritt epidemic in 1935 (see 11.2) that victimized Kalembwana, and also many oth-
ers,, was a response to the emergence of witchcraft nationwide which demanded some 
formm of control. 

Duringg my visit I had asked Shaibu's opinion of why so many people from various 
ethnicc backgrounds and distant locations came to Kalembwana instead of going to 
locall  indigenous healers. According to Shaibu, many people were uncertain about 
whichh healer to trust. Over the years, Kalembwana had exposed a number of healers 
practicingg witchcraft Next to exposing a large number of people, Kalembwana had 
alsoo traced many artefacts directed for evil intent Shaibu further explained to me that 
onlyy a small percentage of all clients actually react to the touch of the Kihami knife. 
Mostlyy the ritual serves to take away anxiety in people who fear bewitchment or who 
aree accused of witchcraft To Shaibu, the value of the ritual is founded in clearing the 
consciencee of the clients. Accusations of witchcraft, he said, are a strong means of 
manipulatingg each other, thereby suppressing development in the community. He 
regrettedd to say mat sorcery and poisonous medicines are used out of jealousy or 
greed,, wasting the lives of so many people. Children, he said, often grow up with 
suchh practices. Later, they often take after their parents. Upon Kalembwana's death 
inn 1996, when Shaibu took full charge of the rituals, he realized that his role and the 
continuationn of the rituals had become uncertain. He would have to become pos-
sessedd and instructed by the Kihami to bless the kunyolewa rituals. 
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Overr the years, various people had requested Kalembwana, and later Shaibu, to re-
ceivee instructions how to perform the hmyolewa rituals. The Kihami spirit group 
Kahunguraa that guided Kalembwana, do not allow just anybody to perform the ritu-
als.. Without their blessings (madua), Shaibu said, the ritual would not be effective to 
reveall  witches and stop them from using their powers. Before I visited Kalembwana, 
inn 1994,1 had met Farafara Moyo. This male healer also performed the hmyolewa 
ritess and attracted many people to his healing compound in Songea district. During 
myy visit Farafara Moyo told me mat he had been trained by Kalembwana to perform 
thee rituals. This followed after Kalembwana had helped him in the treatment of a 
healingg call, some years earlier. Once Farafara Moyo started his own practice, not 
Kalembwana,, but his famous sister the Kihami healer Nangonyani, passed him the 
blessingss of the Kahungura spirit group. Nangonyani practiced not very far from 
Kalembwanaa in Mahenge district Nyangonani worked with the Kihami spirit group 
Makenduraa that are specialists in divination. According to Shaibu, Kalembwana had 
nott trained Farafara Moyo in the hmyolewa rituals since he did not have the guidance 
andd blessings of the Kihami spirits Kahungura. Nobody can pass their guidance 
orr their blessings on to another person, he maintained, not even Kalembwana or 
Nangonyani.. At the time, I could not know who spoke the truth. Yet when I came 
backk to visit the practice of Farafara Moyo in 1997,1 learned from his wife that he 
hadd suddenly passed away without any clear signs of illness.111 According to spirit 
healerss in the area where Farafara Moyo practiced, the Kihami spirits were behind his 
death.. They had been offended because he had performed the rituals without their 
blessingss and for personal gain only. 

Accordingg to M Green (1994) Kalembwana was widely recognized by the rural 
populationn as the government doctor (mganga wa serikali) because of the involve-
mentt of the local government administration in the witchcraft procedure. The support 
off  Kalembwana by the district office encouraged people from all over the country to 
consultt her. Given the fact that the hmyolewa rituals were so successful, why were 
onlyy Kalembwana and Nangonyani authorized by the Kihami spirits to perform 
them?? Did the national reputation of Kalembwana, and to a lesser extent mat of Nan-
gonyani,, mean mat other healers with Kihami spirits were not as capable as these two 
women?? Besides, how did these other Kihami healers deal with problems of witch-
craftt and sorcery? These were some of the questions that I wanted to answer. The 
factt mat I could not pursue an in-depth study with Kalembwana because of her age 
andd the difficulty to communicate with her had motivated me to look for other heal-
erss guided by Kihami spirits. One of these healers was Alberto Kalovela. 

II  met his wife at Ibis occasion. She told me that ail their  riches had vanished after  his dearth. Assistants had 
abandonedd the practice immediately out of fear of me Kihami. 
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1UU The practice of Alberto Kalovda 

Albertoo Kalovela is a Mhehe with Mbunga and Mbuye ancestry originating from 
Ulangaa district, Morogoro region. His reputation extends up to the surrounding re-
gions.. Alberto lives together with his 6 wives and 13 children, and his mother, in the 
healingg compound mat is situated in Diimbo, high up in the mountains of Kilolo dis-
trict,, hinga region. The facilities at Alberto's compound are very basic. Patients and 
theirr relatives usually sleep in one of the houses that Alberto has built for his wives 
andd children. Several huts serves for cooking and patients or visitors often sleep there 
ass well. For six weeks, from March to April 1999, my partner and I have lived in a 
housee opposite Alberto's compound. He had recently built this brick house for guests 
andd offered us the house for the duration of our stay. If there were no special guests, 
patientss would be sheltered there too. As it was the rainy season not many people 
camee for treatment which had to do with seasonal situations. Generally, if treatment 
iss not urgent, people tend to postpone a consultation with a healer until after the ma-
jorr agricultural activities. Those who need help more urgently come on weekends. A 
feww male ex-patients were around to assist Alberto. They have been under treatment 
withh him and now help him as token of their gratitude. Let me begin to outline the 
historicall  background to Alberto's healing career. 

11.3.111.3.1 Onset of an ancestral vocation 
Albertoo Kalovela inherited the Kihami spirits from his paternal grandfather, Mwa-
gawike,, who was a spirit healer. Coining from a family of healers, he was destined to 
followw their footsteps. Mwagawike had taught Alberto's father and sister about the 
usee of plants and how this could help people. Alberto's father later became a lineage 
herbalistt until he died in 1995. His sister became a respected midwife and for many 
yearss she also had been responsible for circumcisions and initiations for girls in the 
community.1122 During my stay in 1999, she was still active as a midwife at 78 years 
old.. Neither Alberto's father, nor his aunt, ever encountered spiritual problems during 
theirr life. In the case of Alberto this was quite the opposite. Alberto explains how his 
parentss became aware of his healing heritage in the following way: 

II  was bom wim an adult belly button (kitumvi imeAono> vsiücfa indicated tbat I had iohented 
ann dd skill of the family (kucmbtdnzam$tweu))&k£mkm).Tl&vnrnrim^ 
myy prospects. When I went to school I was often under  the influence of spirits resulting in 
feelingss of lightness (hakai ffikuwa mwepesi sana). Consequently I could not easily leant I 
waswas not troubled physically at the time, though strange events would take place. Either  way I 
couldd not finish secondary school and once I returned home I started to help out rny father. 

Todayy circumcisions for  girls are not held anymore, but occastonaUy women lep îest Alberto' s aunt to cut 
awayy me outer  labia Ihey believe it reduces the chance of sexual ar t reproductive aflments. 
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Albert oo was born in 1962 as the seventh child of Kalovela. His father  worked as a 
farmerr  and herbalist, mostly helping people from his own community suffering from 
variouss ailments. Upon birth , Alberto' s mother  had blood in her  milk . She had al-
readyy lost three children and so it was decided mat Alberto be brought to the nearest 
Italiann mission so as to give him a sufficient chance to survive his first year. He re-
mainedd longer  man envisaged and was subsequently baptized with the name Alberto. 
Afterr  a few years, his father  brought him back home to attend to me cattle. From 
19722 to 1979 Alberto went to primar y school. In that period, his Either  instructed him 
aboutt  medicines of the field or  madawaya miti shamba Together  they would collect 
themm and Alberto would be eager  to know what to do with them. By the time he was 
166 years old, Alberto left home looking for  a job. For  some time he worked as a la-
bourerr  for  the government after  which he decided to join the army. In 1982, when he 
hadd just joined the army in Zanzibar, he suddenly collapsed. He explains how mis 
happened: : 

Afterr  I bad been in Tanga region learning to become a carpenter, I left for  Zanzibar  to join the 
army.. Seven months later  I started having strange dreams. For  instate I repeatedly saw how a 
partt  of me went up walking in the sky. As I awoke the next morning I could not stand up my 
feett  One of these days I got lost I was drawn to a small lake unaware of what happened to 
me.. Later  I woke up besides the lake holding a particular  fruit  in my hand which I had never 
seenn before. Someone accompanied me to the hospital because I felt very unstable. Nothing 
couldd be found to be wrong with me so I went back to work. A few days later, during an army 
training ,, I collapsed and lost consciousness for  a few hours. At night as I woke up, I started to 
hitt  eveiything mat was around. I also took off my clothes and for  days I walked around naked 
nott  allowing anyone to come near  me. Clearly mis was the end of my army training. 

Oncee Alberto had calmed down he returned home. His father  had proposed making 
offeringss to the ancestors and consulting traditional healers. One was the famous Ki-
hamihami healer  Kalembwana (see 11.2). Alberto learned from Kalembwana that his at-
tackk had come about under  the influence of his grandfather  Mwagawike, who wanted 
Albert oo to continue his work. Mwagawike himself had been 'taken hold of by the 
KihamiKihami at the time the spirit epidemic took place, as had happened to Kalembwana. 
Shee further  told Alberto that his ancestors had repeatedly tried to warn him in dreams 
nott  to resist his calling. A few months after  his visit to Kalembwana, Alberto went 
backk to Ulanga district to work in road construction. Three months later  he had an-
otherr  spirit seizure. As he explains: 

II  was forced to enter  the lake convinced mat strong powers were awaiting me there. As I dis-
appearedd in the water  I encountered beings mat toldd me my lif e would be successful if I  ac-
ceptedd to become a healer  like my grandfather. Also, they endowed me with several iron ob-
jectss that had special powers. Hie objects once had been in use as tools by my ancestors. They 
alsoo gave me several black cloths to wear. Actually, I came out ofme lake dressed in the black 
clothss and covered with all kinds of strange artefacts (watinqxmba na mambo za qjdbu). hi 
thiss way they wanted to make sure mat I was going to experience their  powerful presence. 
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Thoughh impressed by die event, Alberto was reluctant to accept his healing career. 
Instead,, he attempted to escape from the calling by making offerings to appease the 
ancestorr  spirits. When this did not help, he sought refuge at the religious healing 
churches.. Instead of finding a solution, Alberto began to suffer  from more problems. 
Besidess emaciation and confusion, he had severe pains in the chest and the head, suf-
feredd from a skin disease, and lost his hair. His deteriorating state compelled him to 
seekk help from a traditional Mbunga healer  in Hula, Iring a district When I visited 
miss healer  during my stay with Alberto in Apri l 1999, he confirmed to me how con-
fusedd and emaciated Alberto was at the time. After  several months of treatment, Al-
bertoo was instructed by his grandfather  to go to a sacred mountain near  his home 
area,, called Yamwele. If he went there and vowed to the ancestors that he would 
consentt  to become a healer, he would recover. Alberto promised to go, but soon 
abandonedd his promise. Once he returned home, Alberto became increasingly ill . His 
resistancee had as much to do with his trust in Christian faith, as with his decision to 
becomee a military-man . Many of his predecessors had been active in tribal and colo-
niall  wars (see chapter  2). 

Afterr  an internal struggle of two more years, Alberto returned to the healer  in Ilul a 
andd told htm he was ready to accept his calling. From mat moment onwards he 
graduallyy started to regain weight and to have control over  his senses. In the process 
off  recovery, Alberto trained himself well He stayed with several Kihami healers to 
learnn their  magical skills, hi 1985, at the age of 23, Alberto started a modest healing 
practicee in Ulanga district , Morogoro region. To give him strength in the beginning 
off  his career, Alberto needed to use the various artefacts that were given to him by 
thee spirits during his encounter  in the lake. 

Inn 1990, Alberto returned to his home village. Upon instruction by his spirits, he was to 
startt  a practice in the mountains mat lay above his homestead. This would become his 
permanentt  healing practice. The location faced the holy mountain Yamwele, so as to 
remindd him constantly of the presence of his forefathers. During tribal and colonial 
wars,, the mountain had been a place of refuge for  his predecessors of whom so many 
couldd not escape anymore. The first  three years of his pracft» at home, Alberto primar -
ilyy helped people with witchcraft problems, including people who were accused of be-
ingg witches and were unaware of having such powers. Gradually, people came to to see 
himm in great numbers. Alberto made them attend the Jbr^o/w a cleansing rituals wtoch 
hee performed in a similar  way as Kalembwana did. He did so, according to him, with 
thee blessings of the Kihami spirits. Alberto also provided his clients afterwards with a 
notee mat stated the performance of the rituals at his premises. Alberto was well com-
pensatedd by his clients for  the kunyolewa rites. This allowed him to become an in-
fluentiall  man in the community. Three years later, in 1993, the government officials of 
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Iring aa district intervened with the kunyolewa rites as they considered them to be illegal. 
Sincee people kept coming to see him for  this purpose, Alberto began to introduce dif-
ferentt  magical interventions while he intensified the use of specific medicines for  pro-
tectionn and counter-action of witchcraft and sorcery. 

Inn sum, though Alberto had wanted to follow a different pathway in his life, this was 
madee impossible to him. By accepting his ancestral calling, however, Alberto be-
camee a proud man who enjoyed his special skills and his position as a witchdoctor 
(mganga(mganga ya uchawi). To address his multipl e skills he would also be called in Ki -
hehe,, malogusi (diviner  in plural valagusi) or  mukofi (medicine man in plural vakofi). 
Inn spite of his healing role, Alberto continued to show his initia l passion as a militar y 
mann by walking around in militar y cloths wherever  he went Nothing reminded any-
moree of the long period of suffering in his life. People around the area feared him and 
whenn they called him a 'witchdoctor'  (mganga wa tichawi) they did so to place em-
phasiss on his knowledge of magic. Alberto considered himself, however, as a keeper 
andd a guardian of the good old ways. When he applied magic it was with respect to 
thee traditional rules of the Mbunga and Mbuye ancestors. As the spirit forces had 
welll  integrated in his body and mind, he did not need the use of adornments anymore 
too invoke guidance of the Kihami spirits. 

11.3.211.3.2 Treatment of natural and spiritual disorders 
Inn Alberto' s practice, up to twenty people could await consultation early in the 
morning.. According to the situation, Alberto used divination (kupiga ramli or  kupiga 
boo)boo)113113,, songs (wimbo), prayers (maombi) and ceremonial offerings (matambiko). Air 
bertoo treated a variety of natural and spiritual complaints. In the first case, people came 
too seek treatment for  abdominal and respiratory complaints, while others came to con-
sultt  him about sexual or  reproductive problems. For  a wide range of internal problems, 
Albertoo used the Kihehe disease concept limlungu. He described limlungu as a disease 
causedd by malfunctioning of the bile (nyongo), but he also associated limlungu with 
ancestrall  spirits (pepo ya mizimu). To Alberto, bile symbolized the bitter  and strong 
powerss in the afflicted caused by ancestors. He knew of a variety of/ow/w^ disorders. 
Forr  instance, mere was limlungu lukwale (frenzied madness), and limlungu litawanga 
(inflammationn of the lungs).114 After  clients had described their  complaints to him, 
Albertoo would have a short conversation with mem to draw his conclusions. If he had a 
remotee feeling that the matter  was more complex, he would perform a divination. 

RamliRamli also tramti is Swabili and derived from fte Arab wtrd s n*nrf , meaniDg divinatioii , èoo refos to a 
boodd used for a certain kind of divination in use by same coastal teëefs.Jöf»^n*fi&'or  Aaorcfere to flie 
actt  of divination or  ihe verb t o divine'. 
II  also refer to an «tide on Hebe medicine by Dr. Weck m Tanzania Notes and Recotds, No. 70, Jury 1969. 
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Whenn Alberto suspected a spiritual cause, he would propose his clients to listen to what 
thee spirits had to say. Divination was carried out in a special room in his house. Clients 
wouldd be seated in a space separated by a wall, while Alberto explained to the clients 
whatt the cause of the problem(s) was and what could be done about i t While Alberto 
invokedd the attention of the spirits he made several sounds, in particular a beautiful 
whistlingg sound. As Alberto would call on his guiding spirits, he would first mention 
thee name of his grandfather Mwagawflce, followed by the names of two chiefs who 
weree the ancient forefathers of the tribes to which he belongs. These were Kimbunga 
andd Kimbuye. Alberto further received guidance from over fifty  territorial male and 
femalee spirits of respected chiefs, diviners and healers. The most frequently stated 
namess of spirits were: Nyamkinga (Kinga), Mpandawego (Pangwa), Limbiruka 
(Mbuye),, Mwondole (Hehe), Mugohadanda (Bungwa), Kilimbit i (Ndamba) the former 
tutorr of healer Kalembwana, Nyamlima (Ngindo) and Ngulumbfle (Ndwewe). During 
divinations,, Alberto remained conscious and spoke directly with his clients. This was 
nott always the way he divined. In the beginning of his career, he would be in a state of 
possessionn during divination. For this purpose, he needed the help of trained assistants 
whoo understood the language of the spirits and could translate it for the clients. 

Oncee it was established what to do, Alberto would order his assistants to prepare one or 
moree remedies of plant medicines). Generally, the assistants collected the commonly 
usedused plants. Special (magical) plants were only known to Alberto and gathered by him 
alone.. Natural complaints were treated with a variety of plants composed of small parts 
off  roots and bark packed into a bundle. These bundles were called madawa za kisa, 
literallyy 'medicines to treat the alleged cause' (see 10.3). The mixture of roots and bark 
hadd to be boiled in water and be taken as an oral medicine to purify the vital organs, hi 
addition,, one or more powders from dried plant parts could be given to clients. When 
infertilityy medicines were given, Alberto spoke of madawa za ugumba, literally 'medi-
ciness to strengthen the reproductive organs'. His knowledge of plants was extensive 
andd I learned from various people that they were very effective. Once, I was able to test 
Alberto'ss remedies with an astonishingly positive result (see 4.6). For several weeks I 
hadd been suffering from a parasitic intestinal disease, called 'giardia lamblia' for which 
II  had repeatedly applied modern drugs, without any success. As a consequence, I had 
lostt weight and a great deal of fluid. Alberto gave me his madawa za kisa together with 
twoo powders. One powder served as a purgative that I had to repeat two times. I just 
neededd a teaspoon of the powder to which I added a cup of water. The other powder 
wass taken two times a day, also in a teaspoon with water, to combat the parasitic infec-
tion.. I got rid of the complaints within three days, never to be troubled again. When I 
askedd Alberto to identify the plants I had collected earlier with other healers, he suc-
ceededd without hesitation and added quite a number of other plants to the list 
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Besidess the herbal remedies, Alberto used magical remedies to treat spiritual afflic-
tions.. According to Alberto, various types of spirit powers could bring a spiritual 
intrusion.. He used the concept of mbepo (Kihehe) in case people suffered from 
suddenn mental confusion or epileptic fits.115 Alberto said that the Hehe identify 
elevenn types of mbepo disorders: 

MbepoMbepo laika 

MbepoMbepo ndeko 

MbepoMbepo kichaa 

MbepoMbepo lisaliko 

Mbepojim' Mbepojim' 

MbepoMbepo upepo 

MbepoMbepo kichaa Maluwe 

MbepoMbepo lubapula 

MbepoMbepo lyang 'ombe 

MbepoMbepo imang'enyanga 

MbepoMbepo lidete 

Madnesss caused by ancestral intrusion as a sudden response of 
jinrajinra lisoka (Kihehe for pepo ya mzimu while laika refers to the 
angel-likee nature or ancestral spirits who mean no harm but only 
wishh to warn the offspring) 
Madnesss caused by paternal ancestors that is passed on by birth 
ass in a state of coldness or baridi (m Kihehe luleko) 

AA spontaneous attack of madness caused by spirit forces in cases 
off  a state of coldness in the lineage 
Inheritancee of bad spirits from preceding generations through 
sorcery y 
AA sudden case of spirit possession as result of a curse or a spell, 
resultingg in the disappearance of a person who men remains in a 
pool,, at sea, or in the forest 
Livingg dead who bring nuisance as in a state of coldness, primar-
ilyy giving symptoms of a swollen belly, sudden loss of con-
sciousness,, and epileptic fits 
Madnesss as a result of witchcraft resulting in loss of memory 
andd considered the most severe form of madness, also kichaa 
kikali kikali 

Thee use of hallucinogens given secretly in food or drink results 
inn a distorted view of the reality. This may happen in combina-
tionn with mbepo kichaa and mbepo kilaluwe 
Afflictio nn that brings lack of breath or sudden fits of coldness 

Ann affliction that causes constant sleep 

Severee tensions in the body, trembling and/or infection of the 
bladderr with blood in the urine. 

Thoughh Alberto identified variations 'm mbepo disorders, these were in fact like serious 
casess of ugonjwa ya pepo (spirit illness) and often connected to baridi. Cliënte suffer-
ingg from mbepo illness had to go through a special ritual on a sacred location in the 
compound.. It consisted of 'public' and a 'secret' area, hi the public area, one could see 
severall  old iron objects (chuma cha kale) stuck into the groundd while large bundles of 
rootss and bark were piled together on a side table. According to Alberto, the iron ob-

1155 See also Edgerton in the Southwestern Journal of Anüat)pcdogy, Vd. 27,1971, th*  deals with notions of 
mftcpoheldbyatraditknalHehepsycrMarrisL L 
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jectss originated from Ulanga district His guiding spirits had pointed these objects out 
too him during the first years of his healing practice in Ulanga district Over the years, 
Albertoo had also confiscated a number of artefacts mat had been in use for the purpose 
off  evil magic. He had traced these objects with the help of bis guiding spirits. These 
objectss were piled together in me secret area of the ritual compound that resembled an 
ancestrall  grove. After he had purified the objects with the blessings of bis spirits, they 
servedd as power objects. 

Thee most regular remedy for mpebo consisted of 'the pot of ancient times' (ehungu 
chacha kale) which was basically a large metal cooking pot filled with magical objects 
andd plant ingredients. Assistants would fill  the large pot with water to which they 
addedd several iron artefacts116 (chuma cha kale) and a large bundle of roots (madawa 
zaza kba). In addition, the blood and the spine of a sacrificed chicken were added The 
partss of the chicken symbolized the most vital parts in the victim. This was an act of 
sympatheticc magic (see 3.4). Eventually, the magical remedy was put on a fire for 
hourss while Alberto mediated the blessings (madua) from the ancestors repeatedly. 
Thiss procedure would reinforce the success of the ritual. Once the remedy was con-
sideredd ready, it was used for steaming, drinking and bathing to drive away all bad 
spiritt powers in and around the victim. 

Inn other instances of spirit affliction, Alberto would identify inland nature spirits 
(mapepo(mapepo ya bora). To emphasize the bad nature of certain spirits, Alberto referred to 
themm asjini instead of pepo. Among these were pagan spirits (mqfiru kqfiri) and uncivi-
lizedd spirits (jimya kishemi). Mostly these spirits were sent intentionally either by an 
actt of sorcery or by the ancestors, to punish a person f or an injustice. The nature spirits 
weree symbolized with the colours black and red. Black indicated a connection with the 
ancestorss who wore black cloths in former generations, called kartiki (see chapter 9 and 
10).. Red indicated the wild nature of pagan spirits, some of which were associated with 
aggressionn and fighting. As in the case of mbepo disorders, Alberto applied a variety of 
thee medicines that had an association with the disorder, or me spirit that interfered with 
aa person. For instance, mere were madawa zajirti Moto (medicines of the 'fire spirit') 
too remedty sores all over the body making a person feel like being on fire, or madawa 
zajirtizajirti  Mahaba (medicines of the 'love spirit') to remedy a viral infection of the 
genitals.. This affliction could affect men while they were copulating. Besides the spe-
cificc medicines for each spirit type, Alberto used a general medicine to cure the symp-
tomss from uncivilized spirits (dawa zajirti kishemi). Pagan or uncivilized spirits typi-
call  of Hehe territory were Kipangwa from Upangwa area, and Zuku and Mutu from 

1166 Iron iust is known too fix its mineral properties and as sudi an aDckntmedidiM,sooieÖ̂  that I>. Week 
(1969)) recorded as bemg general knowledge among Hehe healers. 
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Iringaa area. Other popular spirits werejini Kinyamkera originally from Dodoma (see 
3.66 and 3.7), mdjini Inyavalunga, causing people to break their bones. Also, coastal 
spiritss could be sent to harm people on purpose. Occasionally, spirits could bring in-
stantt death or misery after appearing to a person. 

Oncee in a while, Alberto suggested the performance of a musical healing session, 
withh the purpose of invoking inland or coastal pagan spirits (majini kishenzi). Two 
instrumentss could accompany the singing and handclapping, respectively the Hehe 
drumm (ndutsi) and the local xylophone (marimba). For coastal spirits, only the drum 
wass used, sometimes accompanied by Arab mystical songs named dhikr (see 3.7) As 
soonn as the spirit announced itself, Alberto would ask who had sent it and/or why it 
hadd afflicted the person. When it concerned a spirit who had been sent on purpose, 
Albertoo would order it back to the sender with the help of a magical remedy. Some-
timess the pagan spirits manifested aggressive behaviour, hi Alberto's practice, I 
neverr saw inland or coastal pagan (inferior) spirits inspire the afflicted to find cura-
tivee medicines or to help a person in pain as happened in Nambela's or Jeremana's 
practicee (part 2 and 3). Alberto told me that he had seen this happen one or twice 
duringg his career. In that case, it concerned clients who had a healing spirit. 

11.3.311.3.3 Injustice and witchcraft, magic and sorcery 
Albertoo attracted a good number of people who suffered from the consequences of 
crimess - mainly robbery and violence - and were seeking justice. The clients were 
accompaniedd to the secret grove next to the ritual compound The grove functioned 
muchh like a shrine as it was considered a symbolic graveyard of the ancestors. This 
wass also the place where Alberto kept the various power objects. The secret grove 
wass said to be a tribute to the Hehe ancestors who had played an important role in 
history,, be it as a healer, a priest, or a chief.117 The clients had to enter the secret 
grovee at one side and leave at another, which reminded me of the pathways on 
Kalembwana'ss compound (see 11.2). Next to the power objects, the tiny forest con-
sistedd of (musical) instruments to call upon the spirits. Each musical object, notably a 
cowbell,, a rattle, a bottle and a whistle, would refer to a specific spirit that was called 
forr a particular problem. I always enjoyed hearing the musical sounds coming from the 
forestt that lay opposite my temporary home. Ofteri, this began earh/mme morning. 

Onn several occasions, I was able to witness the procedures of these magical rituals. 
Usuallyy an assistant of Alberto addressed the spirit forces, while the client kneeled 

Inn Iring a region there are a number  of public shrines situated in small pieces of forest that are under  ihe 
protectionn oflt e state. Access is only aUowed in the company 
givee directions on how to enter toe natural shrine and how to make recpests arid offering to the ancestors. 
Casess have been reported of persons who died because they did ratfoUcwIhe correct procedures. 
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downn in the middle of the grove's pathway. An object closely related to the wrongs 
thatt had bestowed the client would be dug into die ground at a specific spot Simulta-
neously,, the client spoke aloud of his/her grievances. In mis way, the client requested 
thee spirits to intervene and 'catch' the person who had done evil (kushika mtu 
mbaya).mbaya). According to Alberto, the spirit would soon frighten the evildoer with 
strangee noises and occurrences (mambo qjabu). They would then come to the evil-
doerr in dreams and give directions on how to end the frights, pointing to Alberto as 
theirr intermediary where they could confess their crime. Alberto called these per-
formancess vitendo la zconani or 'me ancient acts'. Regularly, persons came to consult 
Albertoo in reaction to the frights caused by the vitendo la zamam. They implored 
Albertoo to help mem and were prepared to show resentment. Mostly, they were 
males.. After their confession to the spirits in the forest, they promised to compensate 
thee victim(s). According to Alberto, persons who had used witchcraft would be ex-
posedd immediately by falling unconscious or by suffering from acute pain. These 
personss would be taken to the river for ritual cleansing. The confessions of crimes 
weree written down by Alberto so as to show the police mat he was requested to han-
dlee the matter. A signature or declaration of the thief or witch sealed the affair, hi this 
manner,, the spirits, through Alberto, not only rendered services to individual victims, 
butt also to the law. With Alberto dressed in his military costume, his commanding 
posturee and his low voice, he easily succeeded in impressing people. Due to this per-
sonalityy and the strong spiritual guidance he received, he was no match for anyone. 

Alberto'ss firm ways of handling matters of injustice also appealed to people who 
soughtt help in cases of intra-lineage witchcraft (uchawiya ukoo). Witchcraft could be 
inheritedd by blood, whereas sorcery happened through ownership of magical artefacts 
orr by having magical skills, hi the first case, persons could be unaware of having mis 
powerr whereas in the second case the person could consciously use the artefacts or 
skillss to bestow evil on others (see 3.4 and 6.3). If one or more members of a family 
weree accused of witchcraft, Alberto said there was mazingara, literally 'a state of be-
witchment'' (see 10.3). hi such situations, a whole family could experience the conse-
quencess of mazingara. Alberto would usually visit their homes to place protective 
medicinee in the ground around the house or the land. The procedure was called 
kuzindikakuzindika nyumba, literally 'to bury a protective shield' (see 10.3). The shield con-
tainedd a charm (hirizi) made of plant material to ward off evil spirits. Furthermore, 
Albertoo applied aromatic plants mat spread an odour via steam to expel any bad forces 
matt surrounded the victims of bewitchment It could also be that a family requested 
Albertoo to take stronger measures, in which case he invited all relatives for a reunion of 
hiss compound. 
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Oncee I witnessed a reunion at Alberto's compound of a family who requested him to 
actt against mazingara. A grandmother, who was an old blind woman, was accused of 
havingg inherited witchcraft and of using magical artefacts that she kept in a box in 
thee woods. Most of her children were worried that she possessed a substance in her 
bellyy that enabled her to hurt mem. The box with magical items had belonged to her 
grandmother'ss father who had been a witch in the old times (mchawi ya kale). The 
grandmotherr first maintained that she was ignorant of the powers the items con-
tained.. From the garnering it appeared that she had often gone to a secret place in the 
woodss to pray to her great grandfather to set a curse in motion. This succeeded be-
causee the ancestors had withdrawn their protection of the family a long time ago. For 
manyy generations, members of the extended family had breached codes of conduct 
byy performing witchcraft and sorcery. This had created baridi (a state of coldness) in 
thee family. The extended family requested Alberto to do what was needed to de-
activatee the powers of the grandmother. Alberto proposed me family carry out a ritual 
off  purification in the sacred location of his compound. The ritual act would help to 
purifyy themselves of any witchcraft substance in their bodies and would stop the 
curse.. The ritual also entailed the sacrifice of a goat. The blood of the goat was given 
inn offering to the Kihami spirits in the sacred grove at Alberto's compound, with the 
requestt (maombi) to end all witchcraft in the family. The meat was cut and prepared 
inn an old earthenware pot, chungu cha kale, after which each member of the family 
hadd to eat and drink from it Once this ritual was performed, the old woman admitted 
thatt she had cursed her close relatives. She could not bear to see her children having 
aa better life man she had. After this event, Alberto advised the family to await the 
results.. If the family wanted to restore ancestral protection, however, they would 
havee to perform ceremonial offerings at the graveyards of the departed relatives. 

11.44 The healers in the audio-visual presentation 

Thee audio-visual presentation is entitled 'In the Spirit of Uganga' and can be watched 
on-linee at http://www.askmedia.org. It shows two presentations in the gallery under the 
subtitlee 'Musical and Ritual Healing'. One presentation focuses on a male Kihami 
healerr and me other on a female Kihami healer. The two Kihami healers differ some-
whatt from the healers Kalembwana and Alberto. Though they are mainly inspired by 
thee Kihami, the principal guide being Nambembele, they also feel guided by a number 
off  other spirits, be it inland spirits (mapepo ya bara) or coastal spirits (mapepo ya 
pwani).pwani). Among the Kihami spirits, there are Kilimbit i (see 11.1), Makendura, Kahun-
gura,, Ndimbi, Lihowayai, Mwambuya, Mwangekaniri, Mwalikovela, Lipengamaji and 
Dwewe.. Other guiding spirits are those of the mountains, like Rumbungo, Kitumbi, 
Nyanii  (the ape), Chalamanda, Jini Mawe (the stone spirit), Kipepeo, Kimanjo, Ku-
moneraa and Kumjimwa. Coastal divine spirits, the Ruhani are Sharifu, Abdallah, Is-
mail,, Bi Aisha, Adidja, Kitimtim and Yasini. Being inspired by a variety of spirits 
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thesee healers will not only nave a varied competence, they also make use of varied 
songss and artefacts. Since their remedies and rituals align with both inland and coastal 
spiritt groups, the healers assist cliënte of different religious convictions. 

Too work with coastal spirits, these Christian healers have had to convert to Islam. 
Theyy have also learned to recite Koranic hymns and prayers, to employ Arab and 
Swahilii  spirit songs entailing dhikr and the underlying ritual, medicinal and magical 
practicess (see 3.7).118 Whenever these Kihami healers invoke their healing spirits, 
theyy use inland or coastal spirit songs. Regularly, the healers make ceremonial offer-
ingss to their guiding spirits. Among them is the Ruhani, an Islamic divine spirit (see 
3.7).. In contrast to the coastal type of Ruhani, the inland type appears to know much 
moree about inland magical and medicinal interventions. To appeal to the various 
inlandd and coastal spirits, the healers make use of odours mat are associated with the 
spirits.. For inland spirits, these are local herbs that have a strong aromatic scent, and 
forr coastal spirits these are Arabic gum (ubani) or aromatic aloe wood (udi). The 
healerss may also use vapors from plants originating from the coast (kivumbasi) or a 
combinationn of spices (dtdasini). The incenses are used for fumigation, either to call 
thee spirits, or to give mem the smoke as an offering. A cloth can be used to cover the 
afflictedd clients whenever (lower) spirits are invoked. 

Thee audiovisual presentation of the male healer concerns the practice of Joram Rupia 
inn Songea district (Ruvuma region) who was born in 1962 and began to practice in 
1986.. Joram is married and has 2 children. As is the case with Alberto, he too has a 
healingg heritage, which means that he was chosen at birth to become a healer. His 
paternall  grandmother, who was a Kihami healer, had foretold mis before she died. 
Similarly,, Joram's family knew baridi (a state of coldness). During the last three gen-
erations,, his family suffered the loss of many of its members due to intra-Iineage 
witchcraftt which in response, had initiated a calling of some members by Kihami spirits 
soo as to control me situation. Since Joram did not resist his calling, he did not suffer 
mentall  confusion or severe physical constraints as in spirit illness (ugcnjwayapepo). 
Duringg his childhood, his parents often assisted him in making small offerings to the 
KihamiKihami spirits. On these occasions Joram vowed to accept his call once he matured. 
Beforee spirit guidance became manifest in 1984, Joram was able to work afew years as 
aa cook in a European household in Mozambique. During this time, he regularly visited 
aa Kihami healer who helped to prepare him for his calling. This calling was marked 
byy a spirit attack during which Joram spoke with the voice of intermediate spirits, an 
Islamicc spirit couple by the name of Ismail and Amdala. These spirits were messengers 
andd announced him and his family to prepare for the healing career. The higher Kihami 

Islamicc magic is also catted kitaba and makes use of the power  ofwritten and vert»! text 
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spiritss came three months later after Joram had begun to integrate the intermediate 
spiritt forces. Had they come immediately, he said he would have suffered from their 
strongg impact 

Inn the presentation I introduce Joram's compound, the clients who await consultation 
andd the performance of a divination session. Before the divination session, I show 
thatt Joram prepares himself to be temporarily possessed by his tutelary spirits. Ac-
companiedd by songs that express the presence of the spirits, Joram reveals the 
problemss of his cliënte who sit beside him in a small working space. He has the 
assistancee of his wife and an ex-patient who interpret the language of the spirits. The 
sessionn is followed by a procession of the healer, the (ex) clients and initiates who 
joinn the healer in a yearly event They go to a sacred Kihami area to assist in an an-
nuall  celebration to honor the spirits and receive their blessings. The pilgrimage takes 
themm to a sacred area in a mountaintop. After a ritual prayer, the participants show 
theirr appreciation to the Kihami spirits by following the possessed healer to various 
sacredd dwellings in the rocks. After the religious ceremony, a ceremonial meal is pre-
paredd followed by a ngoma The ngoma is performed with the help of drums, singing 
and/orr dance and functions as an invitation to the lower inland and coastal spirits 
(mapepo(mapepo and mqjini). The video shows that, as in Swahili (coastal) spirit healing, 
thee inland and coastal spirits are called by songs accompanied by drumming (ngoma). 
Duringg the event, the healer Joram Rupia makes a sacrificial offering (tambiko) with 
chickenss to honor die Kihami spirits and the ancestors (mizimu or mababu). 

Thee presentation of the female healer concerns the practice of Asia Fusi, also known as 
mgangamganga Maliki.119 She was bom around 1940 and began to practice in 1990. The first 
signss of spirit illness (ugonjwa ya pepo) with Asia Fusi started way back in 1957 after 
shee had married. As was the case with the other healers, her family suffered for genera-
tionss under baridi which was manifested in regular family struggles, sudden deaths, 
andd me practice of intra-lineage witchcraft Asia's complaints of spirit illness did not 
preventt her from giving birth to 14 children of which 8 died as they grew up. At least 5 
off  these children were suspected to have died from witchcraft. The pain Asia had over 
thee loss of her children made her finally decide to accept her calling to bring peace to 
herr family. Just as happened to Joram, an intermediate Islamic spirit couple (named 
Selemanii  and Asuna Husbar) prepared the way for the Kihami spirits to guide Asia. 

Inn the presentation I show some impressions of a divination session and Asia's reaction 
too temporary possession. In one video-shot, Asia can be seen possessed by a Ruhani 

Malik ii  is the name of her  late Ether  who died suddenly when she was young. The name is used out of 
respectt  for  him. 
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spiritt  speaking a mixtur e of Ndendeuli and Arab words to her  clients. Once her  normal 
consciousnesss returns, assistants are present to interpret the information conveyed by 
diee spirit After  this, I show me way a ngoma performance is held during the annual 
KihamiKihami celebration in Asia's healing compound This ngoma is celebrated with home-
madee beer  that is mediated through the female initiates who have an alliance with the 
lowerr  Kihami spirits. The initiates express the joy of the spirits as they dance, laugh 
andd roll through the mud in the sacred compound of the healer. No coastal spirits are 
invokedd or  manifested during this ngoma Though male and female clients join mis 
event,, mainly female (ex) clients participate in the musical celebration. 

11.55 Discussion and conclusions 

Fromm my observations with the Kihami healers it appears, that apart from Kalembwana, 
mainlyy clients from the southern regions consulted them. The clients respected the 
healerss because of their  knowledge of medicinal plants, but even more so because the 
healerss worked with the blessings from the Kihami spirits to counter-act witchcraft 
andd sorcery. It is interesting to mention that all the Kihami healers shared ancestry 
fromm Ulanga district , Morogoro region. Many of the skills in witchcraft or  sorcery 
(uchawi)(uchawi) and its medicines were in fact brought into the south and southwestern areas 
off  Tanzania by the Ulanga tribes (see M. Green 1994:28). It is no coincidence there-
fore,, that all the Kihami healers became reputed witchdoctors. Whenever  the healers 
madee use of magical interventions, it served to counter-act the power  of a curse or  a 
spell,, for  instance by sending a troublesome spirit The principles to return mis form 
off  bad magic were much the same as the initia l procedure entailed in the magical 
spelll  or  curse. As the curse or  spell was returned back to the sender, the spell or  curse 
wouldd afflict him/her  instead. 

Thee etiologies in use by the healers were quit cuhure-specific. In the case of Alberto 
Kalovela,, mere were Hehe spirit etiologies, such as limlungu and mbepo. After  my 
researchh with Alberto, I had visited a Hehe physician, who directed a mission hospi-
tall  in Iring a district I had asked him if he knew these Hehe etiologies, but he did not 
Traditiona ll  Hehe disease concepts, he said, have no equivalent in medical terms as 
theyy refer  to the spiritual nature of disease. This, he admitted, forms a wide gap of 
understandingg between the physicians and the local peoples. The culture-specific 
skill ss of each Kihami healer  were to a large extent influenced by the territoria l spirits 
whoo inspired them, among which were the higher  Kihami nature spirits, the tribal 
spirit ss of chiefs, warrior s or  healers and, to a lesser  extent, family spirits. Because of 
thee cultural differences between the four  Kihami healers, their  power  objects, then-
outfits,, their  songs, their  knowledge of plants and their  skills to combat witchcraft 
andd sorcery would vary. 
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Thee same can be said about the degree by which spirits were integrated in their  lif e 
andd practice. In the beginning of their  career, Alberto and Kalembwana would wear 
ann outfit to enhance possession by the spirits during divination. Several power  ob-
jectss were used as adornments, as demonstrated in the practice of Joram Rupia (see 
website).. After  some years, they had no more need for  the outfit or  the objects. The 
inspirationn was directly transmitted to them without a state of possession. The songs 
inn use by the four  Kihami healers were different and more so was the frequency by 
whichh they were in use. Besides ancestral and local spirit songs, the healers Joram 
Rupiaa and Asia Fusi also applied Swahili songs. Some of them would be used to in-
vokee the inspiration of coastal spirit in divination and others were songs for  clients 
whoo were afflicted by coastal spirits. Bom these healers would temporarily be pos-
sessedd in divination so as to reveal the problems of their  clients. Generally, all the 
healerss felt that the main inspiration of the Kihami spirits came during the night 
throughh instructions in dreams. 

Whatt  the healers had in common was the use of ancient or  sacred power  objects, 
speciall  magical medicines and verbal invocations (madua) to bestow ritual  acts. In 
thee eyes of the clients, mis reflected the pact that the healers had with the Kihami 
spirit ss which gave mem confidence to be purified and guarded against evil. I f the 
magicall  remedies and ritual s applied in the healer's compound failed to bring a relief, 
thee healers suggested the clients make offerings at places where the Kihami spirits 
weree said to dwell (caves and rocky areas). Offerings existed of coins, animal sacri-
ficesfices and home brewed beer. Clients also had to join the annual Kihami celebrations 
iff  they wanted to be sure of a definite and lasting cure (see website). The healers 
wouldd send a message out to warn their  ex-clients whenever  such a celebration took 
place.. Even when a ngoma was an important feature of this ritual  celebration, the 
KihamiKihami healers involved musical therapy too a much lesser  extent than Nambela and 
Jeremanaa did in the treatment of spiritual affliction. Clients who demonstrated to 
havee inland or  coastal nature spirits never  showed any impulses to fetch medical 
plantss or  to reveal hidden magical objects. In fact, these spirits appeared to have littl e 
orr  no knowledge of inland ingredients and plants. 

I ff  all measures railed, clients were advised to perform customary rites at their  home 
ground.. In such cases, it always concerned baridi (a state of coldness). Interesting to 
mentionn is that originally the annual celebrations incorporated a fire ritual to give 
powerr  to the Kihami healer. Yet at each of these occasions, relatives of the healer 
wouldd suddenly die. Ever  since it became common knowledge among Kihami healers, 
thatt  the fire ritual  demands the lives of relatives to increase the powers in the healer, 
theyy abstained from its use in the annual celebrations. This feature merely demon-
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stratess that a narrow line may separate the good from the bad in spirit healing, for 
elimuelimu dunia (the science of the world) always demands an exchange in powers. 

Inn contrast to Alberto Kalovela, Joram Rupia and Asia Fusi (video), Kalembwana 
hadd a great appeal to clients because of the kunyalewa rituals (11.2). For some time 
Albertoo also had performed these rituals (11.3). In the recent past mass shaving ritu-
alss were held by tribes from lringa and Morogoroo region.120 Also specific medicines 
too counter-act witchcraft and sorcery were commonly used among them. Green 
(1994:: 37) confirms that the shaving rituals proved ineffective without the coopera-
tionn of the ancestors. For a successful anti-witchcraft treatment through shaving, or 
kunyoJewa,kunyoJewa, three interconnected elements were needed. These were the medicines, 
thee involvement of the ancestors (mizimu, mahoka or mababu), and the physical act 
off  being shaved. The medicines in use for kunyolewa, called shircda, would be 
groundd from roots passed down from the father's side. These medicines had been in 
usee also by Alberto's grandfather Mwagawike, who was of Kalembwana's genera-
tion.. Like she, Mwagawike had been 'taken hold of by the Kihami at the time that 
thee spirit epidemic took place. Shircda medicines were not used for the treatment of 
illnesss but to correct potentially dangerous bodily states. It changed the state of the 
person,, either for curing, protecting and empowering, or in case of those who had 
witchcraftt in them, the substance was weakened or drained from the body. 

Ann aspect that puzzled me was that in 1993 the government officials of Iringa district 
hadd intervened with Alberto's hmyolewa rituals on the count of being illegal. Yet, in 
Kilomberoo district, government officials had encouraged people to attend the clean-
singg rituals of Kalembwana. I began to wonden was it the influential power of 
Kalembwanaa or was it the government authorities of Kilombero that impeded on Al-
bertoo so as to stop the rituals? It could also be that since he began to enrich himself 
fromfrom the rituals he was corrected by the Kihami spirits. I personally believe it was a 
combinationn of all aspects. Regardless of the changes Alberto had to face, many peo-
plee continued to consult him in the years mat followed 1993. At mat time, Alberto 
startedd to spend more time on his private business affairs that entailed investments in 
landd and housing constructions in the area. He was conscious, however, mat he 
shouldd keep his business strictly separate from his healing profession. Still I won-
deredd how this could be, for did the guiding spirits not touch upon all aspects of the 
healers'' life? 

Att  the occasion offunerab it is also habitual for  the next of kin to shave the head 
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Thee ritual space next to the healing compound 
off  Kalembwana with clients seated in a row 
readyy to undergo the famous shaving ritual. 

Uldd garments of the clients are piled up 
inn the ritual space and will be burnt 
duringg an act of purification. 

Patientt receives kinga by an assistant to create 
aa shield for protection against bad spirits that 
aree sent through an act of black magic. 

Albertoo Kalovela m army costume performs a symbolic rite 
withh a chicken above the pot of ancient times (cungucha kale) 
too avert a magical spell that troubles the patient. 
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Chapterr  12 

Discussionn of the Findings 

Too understand the meaning of uganga wa pepo (spirit healing) and the role of wa-
gangaganga wa pepo (spirit healers) in Tanzanian society, I have addressed in part one 
variouss elements and agencies that are concerned in affliction, vocation and healing. 
Inn chapter two the focus was on the role and history of uganga and in chapter three I 
outlinedd some of the main features of spirit healing and the way these incorporate 
elementss of traditional, Christian and Islamic religion. In part two and three, chapters 
fivee to ten, I concentrated on the practices of two respected Southern healers. One 
wass Nambela, a traditional prophet healer (mganga wajadi nchimi) who is special-
izedd in afflictions of pepo; and the other was Jeremana, an ancestral lineage healer 
{mganga{mganga wa mteimu ya ukoo) who is specialized in afflictions of baridi. To under-
standd ways in which other Southern spirit healers encounter a vocational career, de-
finefine spirit forces, and approach illness and healing, I have presented in part four, 
chapterr eleven, the main characteristics of inland Kihami healers. As witchdoctors 
(waganga(waganga ya uchawi) they specialize in afflictions from witchcraft and sorcery. I 
addedd the audiovisual presentation to broaden the scope on Kihami healers who 
combinee inland with coastal spirits in their practice. 

Thee Southern spirit healers are specialists in the treatment of so-called Bantu diseases 
(ukufa(ukufa wa Bantu). This is a group of disorders believed to attack specifically Bantu 
people.. The disorders have a traditional cultural aetiology and are best treated by tra-
ditionall  treatment (see 1.2). The Bantu concept of illness encompasses the belief that 
peoplee are obliged to prevent imbalance between themselves, their environment, and 
thee ancestral spirits by regularly performing specific rituals and cleansing procedures. 
Shouldd people fail in this moral obligation, they can become vulnerable to magical or 
negativee forces and suffer from spiritual afflictions. In Southern Tanzania such afflic-
tionss are known as spirit illness (ugonjwayapepo), occurring in three circumstances. 
First,, it could arise due to a disharmony of inner spirit in which ancestral, alien, or 
naturee spirits can intervene for good or bad. These types of problems had Nambela's 
speciall  concern. Second, there could be an ancestral affliction caused by a disregard 
off  cultural norms and/or the violation of taboos known as 'a state of coldness' or 
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baridi.baridi. This was the specific domain of the healer Jeremana. Third, there could be 
witchcraftt or acts of sorcery employed by people to harm others. The intentional use 
off  charms, curses, evil spirits and poisoning had the specific concern of the Kihami 
healers. . 

Havingg broadened the scope of Southern spirit healing in Tanzania, I attempt to 
answerr the main question of this study in the present chapter: what is the role and 
meaningmeaning of 'uganga wapepo' in Southern Tanzania and what are its characteristic 
featuresfeatures with respect to illness, vocation and healing? To arrive at an answer  I have 
chosenn six areas of attention to study each Southern healing practice (see 1.5). A 
numberr of subquestions have been raised to deal with the context of the practices, the 
experiencee of the patients, and the impact of spirits in personal and family life. Since 
thee healers Nambela and Jeremana are at the core of this study, I wil l place my ob-
servationss with them at the heart of the discussion. After comparing the various as-
pectss of Southern healing practices incorporating the findings with the healers in the 
on-linee presentation (see 11.4), I will summarize the most crucial interventions in 
ugangauganga wapepo: the musical sessions, the redressive rites, and the herbal and magi-
call  remedies. These insights form the basis for a critical examination into the charac-
teristicss of spirits and the religious, musical and experiential elements in uganga wa 
pepo.pepo. In line with the original areas of attention, I wil l discuss m this chapter: 

1.. The historical, cultural and religious features of a healing vocation. 
2.. The way gender intercedes with a healing career. 
3.. The clients and their motives for consultation. 
4.. The main therapeutic interventions. 
5.. The characteristics of spirits and to which extent the concept of pepo serves as a generic 

termm for spirit in Southern healing practices. 
6.. The most prominent religious, musical and experiential components in spirit healing and 

healership. . 

Thee characteristic features of the Southern healing practices are discussed in the light 
off  Bantu- and ngoma therapeutics as well as being related to factors of gender and 
changee in spirit healing in Tanzania. I feel this is useful because the inland practices 
cannott be separated from the developments that take place in coastal (urban) healing 
practices.. Besides, the coastal practices have thus far been taken as examples in 
scientificc discourses, affecting not only opinions about traditional healing but also 
matterss of legislation of traditional medicine in Tanzania. 
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12.11 History, culture and religion in a healing vocation 

12.1.112.1.1 The hecders Nambela and Jeremana 

Bomm between 1930 and 1940, Nambela and Jeremana grew up with Christian beliefs 
and/orr  values. Jeremana was baptized in the Catholic Church, but Nambela was not At 
aa young age, both women developed a range of stress-like symptoms mat increasingly 
madee mem suffer  from bodily tensions. The direct symptoms were identified as ugon-
JwaJwa ya pepo, a life force in disharmony. Consultations with hospitals and traditional 
healerss did not bring much relief; in fact, me physical and mental problems increased. 
Inn the meantime, a number  of events took place in their  families that led to the sudden 
deauiss of a number  of close relatives, whereas other  relatives regularly suffered from 
illnesss or  misfortunes. The reason of dismay appeared to be mat protective spirits had 
withdrawnn from both families. The family spirits of Nambela (a Nyiha)) and Jeremana 
(aa Bena) wanted them to be an intermediary so as to resolve the disharmony that ex-
istedd in the family, hi order  to do so, the women needed to follow instructions from 
theirr  spiritual guides. For  a long time, Nambela and Jeremana resisted to compromise 
withh the spirits, since this was at odds with their  Christian convictions. Having been 
broughtt  up in a social environment where notions on sorcery and witchcraft were 
sharedd and seen as a danger  to society, they each sought to integrate the principles of 
modernn Christianit y that maintain that only God and the Holy Spirit can give spiritual 
directionn to combat malice in society. Both women, however, failed to find a solution 
too their  problems in this manner. However, once Nambela and Jeremana accepted 
tutorshipp from certain healers, they learned to channel and integrate their  incom-
prehensiblee forces. These forces allowed them to have visionary and sensory ex-
periences,, which ultimately transformed their  view of their  symptoms and crisis 
situations.. In the trainin g process, the traditional healers who treated them gave 
themm reassurance in times of doubts and familiarized mem with the usage of musical, 
ritualritual  and herbal remedies. 

Thee personal quest with spirit forces led Nambela to believe that her  inspiration was 
prooff  of a divine calling, as she felt guided by 'the spirit of God*  (pepo ya Mungu). 
Triball  or  other  territoria l spirits, once holding positions as chiefs or  healers, func-
tionedtioned as intermediate guides. Namumba, Nambela's tutor, said she was predesti-
natedd to become a prophet healer. Prophet healing finds its origin in the mutumwa 
nchiminchimi (the ones sent by God) movement that spread in Malawi and Zambia (see 
5.4).. As proof that they are sent by God, prophet healers demonstrate their  visionary 
abilitiess to the community during prayers and divination, and by detecting and neu-
tralizin gg evil objects. Other  than the eradication of evil in the community, their  role is 
too reduce or  alleviate spirit disorders (ugonjwayapepo). 
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Jeremana'ss quest for healing appeared to be of a different nature, leading to the voca-
tionn of an ancestral lineage healer. Grandfather Mtulahenja, who served to voice the 
concernn of Jeremana's paternal and maternal ancestors, spoke through her for the 
corporatee ancestor group. This group conveyed to Jeremana the wish to fulfil l lineage 
obligationss so as to alleviate baridi in the family. By passing onto Jeremana ritual 
andd healing skills, she was able to bring back the harmony in her own life and that of 
herr family. During life, Mtulahenja, who presented the paternal ancestors, had been a 
healer,, and Binti Fundi, who represented the maternal ancestors, had been a lineage 
specialist.. Among the Bena, it was customary that females performed lineage rites by 
inheritance,, though not for their own lineage. It was therefore highly unusual that 
Jeremanaa was requested to take up this task. 

Thee terms set by the spirits to meet with ethnic lineage customs differed for each 
healer,, and so too the ritual and healing tasks they had to perform. Nambela was to 
placee specific medicines at the graves of relatives who had died a 'bad' death so as to 
purifyy their souls (see 5.2). The act of purification helped to lif t the bad curses from 
herr ancestor spirits and favored the passage of the departed to the spirit world, which 
inn turn reduced the presence of negative energies in the family. The condition of 
negativee spirits and curses roaming in the family for some time, also 'a state of cold-
ness'' or baridi (lupalala in Kinyiha), could thus come to an end Though Jeremana 
andd her family also suffered from the consequences of baridi (luleko in Kibena> there 
wass a lot more involved- Apart from the purification acts with the help of specific 
plants,, Jeremana had to restore lineage burial rites. Furthermore, Jeremana had to pass 
onn lineage fertility rites to male elders in the extended family and resolve serious of-
fensess over the last five generations (see 8.3). After both healers had addressed the 
variouss obligations, they began to experience drastic reductions in their complaints, 
accompaniedd by an increase of visionary experiences and healing competences. The 
majorr conclusion I draw from Nambela's and Jeremana's stories is that their vocation 
servedd in the first place to bring back peace and wellbeing in their extended families. 
Inn this process Nambela became a prophet healer, involving Christian values, and 
Jeremanaa became an ancestral lineage healer, involving ancestral religious values. I 
findfind it essential to know that their healing vocation and subsequent healing careers, 
evolvedd from a disharmony in their own families. The interventions to remedy this 
disharmonyy largely defined their future specialization as spirit healers, forming the 
basiss of understanding the spiritual world, the human body, the etiology of disease, 
thee usage of plant or mineral ingredients, and ritual and musical interventions. The per-
sonall  histories and specialized roles of these healers cannot, however, be separated 
fromfrom the process of Christianization. 
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Aroundd the time that Nambela and Jeremana were barn (1930-1940), Mbozi area had 
inn its center the Roman Catholic Mission, while the Bena became surrounded by in-
fluentiall  missions of the Roman Catholics, Franciscans, Jesuits and Benedictines in 
Iringaa and Ruvuma region. During this time, an enthusiastic Christian revival had 
takenn place represented by the Pentecostal movement Kesby (1977: 201) refers to 
thiss revival when he speaks of the importance of a personal tie to Jesus, and the need 
too live under the authority of the Bible, like in the New Testament. This implied mat 
professingg Christians needed to break with me past. Sacrificial offerings to the ances-
torss were no longer allowed and people had to make vows to abstain from the consul-
tationn with traditional healers. Even though traditional religious rites and practices 
weree strongly disapproved of by the Christian community, when severe illness and 
disasterr took place in the family, ancestors were still remembered in prayers and of-
ferings.. Many of the ancestral rites transmitted customary codes of behaviour to keep 
thee unity and safety in the lineage. The ritual interventions were able to solve problems 
inn the community by settling mistakes between members of a family or a lineage. 
Otherr traditional rituals required public confession of grudges and bad feelings about 
otherss to relieve or prevent stress-related complaints (see 5.1, 5.4 and 8.1). These 
traditionall  rituals were kept alive by elders and chiefs in the communities, but also by 
thee so-called 'ancestor people' (watu wa mizimu) and lineage specialists (mafundiya 
ukoo).ukoo). Lineage specialists were considered the main guardians of religious traditions. 
Amongg the Nyiha, only male elders could become lineage specialists, whereas 
amongg the Bena, females were chosen by inheritance to become specialists. As tradi-
tionall  religious rites were transformed in the process of wars, colonialism, Christian-
ityy and modernization, people began to be alienated from indigenous means of deal-
ingg with social crises and conflict in which ancestral or other spirit forces intercede. 
Sociall  changes occurred to the Nyiha, the Bena, as well as the Hehe and Ngoni tribes 
(seee chapters 2,5 and 8). 

Sincee the Nyiha were not a re-united tribe, there was much variation in details of cul-
ture,, social organization and language. Solidarity was foremost sought in the ex-
tendedd family. Politically and militarily, therefore, the Nyiha tribe had little power. 
Ass a result, tribal wars and the consequent Ngoni raids left Nyiha chiefdoms crum-
bling.. For the Bena, the situation was quite different The Bena merged with the 
Hehee during the tribal wars. All were considered tribes driven by strong traditional 
customs,, and together they fiercely opposed the Ngoni Given the fact mat the Bena 
resistedd tribal and colonial wars, they also suffered more losses. With numerous men 
deadd from battle, wives and children remained with disruptions in their families. 
Wivess and children were often unaware of the procedures for traditional funerals or 
thee knowledge of religious rituals. Such rituals were the responsibility of paternal 
elderss of extended families. As more Bena lineages broke apart, traditional religious 
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practicess were performed improperly or  not at all. The price for  political, cultural and 
militar yy strength of the Bena was met with a greater  loss of identity than was the case 
withh the Nyiha, who had not formed a strong united front  during the wars. 

Followingg the social disruptions, there was decrease in the ability to maintain balance 
betweenn the living and the departed members of me lineage. This led the Nyiha and 
moree so the Bena, to become vulnerable to illness and social problems. With the rise 
off  conflict situations, an increase of fear  and accusations of witchcraft took place 
withi nn extended families and communities at large. This in turn contributed to an 
increasee of spirit afflictions mat could not be remedied through Christian faith alone. 
Subsequently,, the demand for  traditional ritual  and healing practices increased 
amongg the Nyiha and Bena tribes. It is from this historical background that Nambela 
andd Jeremana each developed their  specific vocation to heal. Later, during the start of 
theirr  healing career, Nambela and Jeremana felt compelled to keep magical objects in 
safee keeping that were considered to pose a threat to individuals, families or  commu-
nityy members. Just as Nambela did upon my arrival , Jeremana showed me the loca-
tionn of this spot right away. Where Nambela had the objects hanging in bags next to 
herr  house on the healing compound, Jeremana had them hidden in a tree in the vicin-
ityy of the compound. The healers evidently were proud to have manifest proof of the 
contributionn they made to society in identifying evil. Nambela even had to prove her 
abilitiess to the community by clearing evil objects from the area. Persons exposed of 
malevolencee were not punished for  this, instead, they were considered as clients who 
hadd to be consoled with their  environment through the benevolent forces of the healers. 
Bomm healers annually burned the magical objects in a ritual event mat was considered 
veryy important The performance served as a ritual  cleansing for  a wide audience (see 
5.44 and 6.3). 

12.1.212.1.2 The Kihami healers 
Thee history of collective and personal disruption also forms the basis of the healing 
vocationn and career  of the Southern Kihami healers whose origins are from Ulanga, 
Morogoroo region. The Kihami healers also knew crises and illness in their  lineage 
andd personal lives, before they started to practice. Each of them was chosen by 
ancestrall  spirits to correct serious wrongdoings in the family mat had led to the emer-
gencee of intra-lineage witchcraft Several of their  relatives had suffered from spirit 
afflictionn and died ignorant of the cause. Following their  (sudden) deaths, suspicion 
reignedd over  their  families. In resisting the wishes of the spirits, the healers Kalemb-
wana,, Alberto Kalovela, and Asia Fusi (11.4) began to suffer  from madness, which 
ceasedd as soon as they began to commit themselves to their  spiritual calling. To end 
baridibaridi in the family of the healers, the Kihami spirits demanded ritual offerings mat 
hadd to be made at sacred places connected to them, mainly in mountainous or  rocky 
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areass where they were supposed to dwell. Specific offerings also had to be made at 
familyy graves to honor the family and lineage ancestors. To recover from their symp-
tomss of madness these healers had first to become ritually purified. Only the healer 
Joramm Rupia (11.4) had never experienced madness. His grandmother, who was a 
KihamiKihami healer and died shortly after his birth, had told his parents that their son 
wouldd become a successful healer. To prevent him from any spiritual sufferings, his 
parentss brought yearly offerings to the Kihami until Joram was sixteen years of age. 
Fromm then onwards he prepared to become a healer. This means that in following 
traditionall  customs, no harm came to Joram. 

Alll  healers needed to perform monthly rituals at specific locations in or near their com-
pound,, considered as sacred ancestral ground. Sometimes they were instructed to visit 
thee sacred places and hold small offerings. The healers strong and pure of heart could 
goo to these places without being harmed or afflicted by me spirits. To show gratitude to 
diee Kihami spirits, the Kihami healers had to perform annual ceremonies (see 11.4). 
Oncee the Kihami healers began to practice, they were compelled by the spirits to re-
storee areas close to their homes to natural provision chambers from which they could 
obtainn magical and medicinal plants, much in the way mat the healer Jeremana did. 

Althoughh mere were many parallels with Nambela and Jereinana, the main responsibil-
ityy of the Kihami healers was the prevention and counter-action of witchcraft, sorcery, 
andd other injustices bestowed onto people of their communities. Old territorial spirits 
ratherr man a divine inspiration guided the Kihami healers to expel evil. These spirits 
wouldd only inspire persons from Hebe and Ngoni affiliated tribes whose ancestors had 
aa historical root in Ulanga district, Morogoro region. These districts were inhabited by 
variouss ethnic groups who exchanged magical skills in order to cope with the repercus-
sionss felt from tribal wars, slavery, colonial presence, Christianity and modernization 
(seee chapters 2 and 11). In the process of change, the Kihami spirits increasingly began 
too possess people during a number of spirit epidemics. Victims were often individuals 
whosee families were affected by witchcraft or by a disharmony in the lineage. 

12.22 Gender  factors in a healing career 

Forr Nambela, a Nyiha, a successful career began in 1965 at the age of 37 years old 
Upp to my last visit in 1999, Nambela was still active as a healer at 75 years of age. 
Jeremena,, a Bena, began her career much later, in 1989, when she was 54 years old. 
Inn 1999, she too was still active at the age of 68. The Kihami healer Kalembwana, a 
Mdamba,, began to practice when she was around 50 years old and left a flourishing 
practicee behind when she died in 1996 at the age of around 100 years old. Asia Fusi 
(seee website), a Ndendeuli, was also around 50 years old when she began to work as 
aa Kihami healer in 1990. During my visit to her, she was still very devoted to her 
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calling,, practising foil-time. The male Kihami healers Alberto, a Hehe, and Joram 
Rnpiaa (see website), a Ngoni, were much younger when they started their career. 
Theyy began to practice around 1985/1986 at the age of 23 and 24. During my stay 
withh them in 1998/99, each of them was around 36 years old and worked full-time as 
healers.. Of the multiple gender differences between the various healers, I choose to 
comparee those elements that have direct bearing on their working approach and con-
ditionss as well as the views they hold about their skills as healers. I pay special atten-
tionn to Nambela, whose career took an unexpected turn after my departure. Other 
genderr aspects come forward in the course of mis chapter. 

12.2.112.2.1 Working approach and ethics in daily practice 

Noo matter the process by which each healer entered andd developed their career, they all 
practicedd according to the working ethics set by their spirit guides. Many of these spirit 
regulationss functioned as codes of conduct for the healers. The main rules were: 

•• To treat clients with kindness and patience. 
•• To be honest and fair to clients, never to intimidate them. 
•• To ask only small payments and accept gifts after recovery. 
•• To refram from me lust fw money or any omer kind of wealth. 
•• To keep information of clients confidentiaL 
•• To facilitate patients with food when lacking. 
•• To be proper and keep clean facilities. 
•• To allow cUents to î main for as long as needed. 
•• To abide by certain food restrictions. 
•• To restore me natural surroundings around me healing compound. 
•• To avoid sexual relations wim clients. 

Too what extent were the above rules reflected in the work and the behavior of the 
fourr female healers and the two male healers? The rural clinics of the four female 
healers,, Nambela, Jeremana, Kalembwana and Asia Fusi, operated as a healing com
poundd with facilities for in-patients. Clients with complex problems were always 
readilyy invited by the healers to remain for in-treatment The female healers provided 
goodd basic facilities for bom clients and their caretakers. The compounds made peo
plee feel 'at home' especially since small children could remain with mothers in 
treatmentt According to the female healers, the patients had need for a protected set
tingg where they could feel safe, especially if they remained for quite a long period 
Apartt from the positive contribution of being away from social strains and duties, the 
femalee healers reasoned that in-patients benefited from sharing their burdens wim 
otherss who were in similar situations. Daily care was given to the patients by their 
immediatee relatives, whereas support came also from among fellow patients. 
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Too emphasize the public nature of their  work, the female healers carried out most of 
theirr  activities in the open air. They never  negotiated compensations. Nambela and 
Jeremanaa categorically refused to take money for  divinations, herbal remedies, and 
otherr  interventions. The two female Kihami healers only required payment by coins 
thatt  functioned as a symbolic payment to the spirit guides for  divination and ritual 
interventions.. When the healers requested money, they used it either  for  payment of 
assistants,, for  expenses, or  for  practical objects to be used in the process of healing or 
forr  protective measures. Whenever  patiënte hadd to purchase something, it was meant 
too function as a symbolic token for  the spirits during rituals. In case they decided mat 
protectivee actions needed to be taken at people's homes, the female healers delegated 
thiss duty to an assistant (novice), or  they would give ingredients and instructions to 
clientss so as to handle the actions themselves. The healers could request a small 
compensationn for  the ingredients. If the female healers visited clients, they requested 
aa fee for  transportation or  food on the way. 

Too the female healers, plants as curative, protective or  preventative means of treat-
mentt  were very important to support the various other  interventions. None of mem 
hadd knowledge of plants before their  vocation as a healer. Neither  had they been in-
formedd in any way about plants, their  usages and effectiveness beforehand. In fact, 
thee female healers were astonished not only about the number  of plants they could 
identifyy and apply, but also about the surprising beneficial outcomes. Generally, the 
femalee healers were happy with their  vocational practice and said to experience the 
blessingss from the spirits who provided them with whatever  they really needed as 
longg as they operated in line with their  wishes. In their  role as tutors, Nambelaa and 
Jeremanaa also taught their  novices to 'listen to' and 'abide by' their  own spirit 
guides.. As tutors, they merely functioned as helpers to appropriate novices. There 
weree as many men as women novices and only some had a healing traditio n in the 
family.. According to Nambela and Jeremana, female novices and female healers of-
tenn had more respect for  the rules imposed by the spirit guides. Therefore, females 
tendedd to practice longer  man male novices. 

Besidess the spiritual protection and guidance that the four  female healers said to ex-
periencee from their  spirits, they felt that the spirits also supported their  livelihood. 
Sometimess this happened in mystical ways by unexpected help or  gifts, hi fact it was 
commonn that they received gifts of various kinds after  the clients had recovered. 
Sometimess Nambela provided ex-clients who wanted to remain close to her  with 
landd to settle down. Besides favors in food or  services from (ex) clients, the healers 
alsoo received support from close relatives or  members of their  extended family. 
Manyy of these relatives considered that they too benefited from the healing and pro-
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tectivee skills of the female healers. Generally, me healers were available full-tim e for 
thee clients in the compound. 

Inn contrast to the female healers the two male Kihami healers, Alberto Kalovela and 
Joramm Rupia appeared to feel restricted by the working ethics set by me spirits. Both 
menn took their  vocation seriously, but their  personal interests and ideas of earning a 
livelihoodd made them engage in their  healing profession more as an adventurous en-
terprise.. On account of this attitude, they preferred to have ambulatory clients and 
hadd littl e ambition to start a clinic at home. The facilities for  in-patients were limited 
andd meant only for  patients with serious afflictions, like those involving regular  con-
vulsions,, madness or  partial paralysis. The relatives who took care of these patients 
hadd to do so under  poor  conditions. The healers would provide the in-patients and 
theirr  caretakers with basic food rations whenever  necessary. 

Bothh male healers administered herbal remedies free of charge to sick people and con-
sideredd mis to be an important responsibility. Whenever  they negotiated compensa-
tions,tions, it was for  magical or  ritual interventions for  either  protective or  counter-active 
measures.. They requested compensation in the form of a chicken, a rooster  or  other 
foodstuff,, but also money. If no means were available, the clients would return services 
toto them or  to their  close relatives. The male healers would explain to their  clients that 
compensationn was a means of showing the spirits their  commitment Without the 
'right ''  amount to compensate for  their  burdens, the spirits would be hesitant and fail to 
intercede.. This more commercial attitude of the male healers was also reflected in the 
regularr  visits (preferably at night) to clients in surrounding areas to 'clean' and 'pro-
tect''  their  houses or  shops (kuzindika/kukinga nyumba/duka). The two male healers 
requestedd an extra payment for  their  trouble to work at night, on top of their  basic ex-
penses.. As these healers obtained many requests from people to come by their  houses, 
theyy would regularly be away from home. Subsequently, their  availability to clients in 
treatmentt  needed to be met by assistants who took over  certain tasks. 

Thee male healers had gained part of their  extensive knowledge of plants from cogni-
tivee learning mat had already started before they took on a healing career. This know-
howw had come from close relatives or  skilled herbalists. Spiritual direction on plants 
followedd when they developed their  vocational career. The male healers were fasci-
natedd by the effectiveness of their  herbal and magical remedies. In the domain of 
healingg and protective measures, these male healers had a strong personal desire to 
developp their  career  and learn from other  healers. Both applied a degree of shrewd-
nesss and wits by which they emotionally impressed people when using magical in-
terventions.. They saw this as an integral part of the working methods of their  spirits. 
Theyy emphasized mat magic sometimes serves to bring psychological relief to their 
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clients.. Whenever they thought magic was needed to counter-act witchcraft or sor-
cery,, the male healers did so with the consent of their spirits. They also told me that 
theyy had to be careful not to cross borders set by the spirits for they were well aware 
off  possible punishments in case of trespassing. 

Thee two male healers rarely trained novices unless these were specifically 'sent' by the 
KihamiKihami spirits. More commonly, the Kihami spirits appeared to give their blessings 
directlyy to a medium and did not point out a tutor. Joram Rupia expressed the hope that 
hee would develop a career like mat of the female healer Kalembwana. Upon my depar-
ture,, Joram told me mat the Kihami spirit Kahungura had instructed him to build a 
clinicc around his new home in Songea district, and to prepare a sacred area that would 
bee used to perform ritual shavings and annual Kihami ceremonies. These instructions 
weree accompanied by warnings. If he wanted to perform the shavings successfully as 
Kalembwana,, he would have to make concessions in his marriage and sleep alone in a 
traditionall  Kihami hut, to refrain him from sexual intercourse. Instead of being troubled 
byy the prospects, Joram appeared to be proud that he was to fulfil l this esteemed role. 

II  wish to mention in addition mat it took the two male healers several years before they 
developedd a reputation. The female healers, on the other hand, started soon to have a 
largee clientele. It seemed that the women exerted this appeal because of their trust in 
thee instructions and working ethics from their spirit guides. Before their career began, 
thesee women had not imagined that consensus with the spiritual forces could bring 
themm personal benefits as well as healing powers. Apart from the improvement in their 
wellbeing,, they gained special skills and knowledge, which in return gained them a 
higherr status in the family and the community. For the male healers, however, these 
benefitss had been important prospects even before they started to practice. 

12.2.212.2.2 Dynamics affecting a healing practice 
Generally,, it appeared that the more the Southern healers showed their sacred bond 
withh the spiritual world in their practice, the more responsible they were and the 
moree appeal they had to clients. Even when the male Kihami healers faced difficulty 
withh respect to their ethical codes, there were still in awe of their inspirational 
sources.. Despite the positive effects of having special powers and holding sacred 
roles,, each of the healers had to cope with ups and downs in their careers. Negative 
effectss could come not only from the violation of work ethics, but also from pressure 
thatt was imposed on them by clients, by relatives, or district and regional officers. 
Lett me share two observations that also show the way gender intercedes. The first 
onee deals more specifically with the healer Nambela, whereas the other one applies 
too all the Southern healers. 
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Havingg been able to follow the practice of Nambela over  a number  of years, I noticed 
thatt  the number  of patients and novices began to decline. During my stay with Nam-
belaa froml990 through 1991, many patients manifested strong pepo forces; this was 
hardlyy the case anymore during my subsequent visits in 1996 and 1999. Not only had 
thee number  of patients and novice healers decreased, the atmosphere on the healing 
compoundd had gradually changed. The powers of Nambela and her  appeal to clients 
becamee restrained as certain next of kin influenced her  daily practice. The first  rea-
sonn was that soon after  my departure in September  1991, a son of Nambela started to 
assistt  her  during divinations. This son demanded compensations from clients for 
Nambela'ss treatment, something that was strictly against Nambela's working rules. 
Whenn I spoke about mis to clients and relatives of Nambela, they said that the boy 
wass gradually ruinin g Nambela's good reputation. In other  words, though Nambela 
couldd 'see' so much for  other  people, she seemed to have a blind spot when it con-
cernedd her  own child. Secondly, there was a male cousin of Nambela who influenced 
thee situation and atmosphere on her  healing compound. The cousin had established a 
smalll  practice and often received 'customers' of Nambela who sought a second opin-
ion.. While being in treatment with Nambela, some patients also took instructions 
fromfrom  her  cousin, which was very distressing to Nambela. Both the cousin and her 
youngerr  son had disturbed Nambela's effort to respect religious and ethical rules set 
byy her  spirit forces. Interestingly, Nambela had already announced the decline of her 
workk and authority during my presence in 1991, when she was in a pepo trance (see 
6.2).. At the time she appeared to have no idea what or  who would be involved. 

Thee self-interest of Nambela's male relatives was not the only factor  mat would upset 
Nambelass practice. Thirdly , and closely related, was that several ex-patients had settled 
asas pepo healers in the area. Though Nambela had as many male as female novices it 
weree usually the male healers whose spiritual powers decreased as they disregarded the 
workin gg ethics of the spirits. The most common violations among male healers 
weree 1) asking money for  their  help; 2) drinkin g alcoholic beverages; and 3) having 
sexuall  relationships whh women other  than their  spouses. The fact that some male nov-
icess sought sexual intercourse with their  clients, sometimes as means of payment, 
wouldd make Nambela furious. Knowing that the healing powers of novices would de-
clinee by violating such taboos, Nambela felt compelled to remain in regular  contact 
withh the novice healers. At the time of my stay with Nambela, she regularly received a 
numberr  of female novices who had started their  practice a few years ago. Inspired by 
pepo,pepo, Nambela had chosen a compound for  them to start practicing as novice healers. I 
noticedd also how female novices remained more dependent on Nambela and her  (spiri-
tual)) forces. Since male novices had more clashes with her  due to the violation of 
workingg ethics set by the spirits, they would break their  ties with her  sooner. Apart 
fromfrom  these features in Nambela's practice, there were situations when novices and tutors 
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contestedd each other. ID the beginning of their career, they could also be contested by 
witchess or magicians in the vicinity, who sought to scare them offby sending charms. 

Givenn the feet that all the Southern healers were widely known, certain people ex-
pectedd them to be wealthy. At a district and regional level, mis assumption could have 
ann influence on the yearly fees that registered healers had to pay for a permit by the 
Ministryy of Culture (see 2.5). In their quest for recognition, the healers were often dis-
appointedd by the lack of interest from officers representing the Ministry. This disap-
pointmentt came from their wish for recognition. Apart from Kalembwana, the healers 
weree not given any acknowledgement by district or regional offices. The male Kihami 
healers,, Alberto and Joram, much regretted that their extensive plant knowledge was so 
underestimatedd by scientists, physicians and government officials alike. They wanted 
too be part of a national or local healer's organization or participate in clinical studies 
carriedd out in their practice. In Alberto's case, this actually took place after my depar-
turee in April 1999. With the help of the cultural officer in Iringa, Alberto was re-
questedd by the Institute of Traditional Medicine at the University of Dar es Salaam to 
collaboratee in its research. Alberto agreed, hoping that his collaboration would 
clearlyy demonstrate his skills and competence. The female healers, however, did not 
showw any eagerness whatsoever to collaborate in government projects. Al l they sought 
wass recognition for their work by the village, district and regional officials. They 
valuedd my study because my presence left a good impression on the officials. Further-
more,, they hoped mat the subsequent publications would add to the acknowledgement 
off  their work. 

Accordingg to the Southern inland healers in this study, there are quite a number of 
healerss who do not respect the sacred role of their healing practice. Implicitly they 
meantt those healers who do not work with trustworthy spirit guides that impose ethical 
codess of conduct They referred in particular to some men, who act as modernized tra-
ditionall  healers and strongly appeal to people of Christian faith who seek alternatives to 
remedyy spiritual, mental and physical problems that do not respond to allopathic 
treatment.. These clients often fear witchcraft Among the modernized healers, 
somee demand abnormally high fees for treatment that bring no results in cases of 
spiritt disorders or magical intrusions. The practices of such healers may not only be 
senselesss or costly for clients, they can also discredit the reputation of more devoted 
healerss in the region who do not work (merely) for personal gain. Also, these practices 
mayy drive up the price of the district permits. In mis context Jeremana often mentioned 
aa popular healer I will call Mania. He was mentioned several times by patients of hers 
(seee 9.2,10.2 and 10.4). Mania had built an impressive clinic in 1996 in a populated 
areaa along the highway from Njombe to Makambako to attract many people. I had met 
withh Mania at the beginning of my stay in Njombe in November 1998 to verify how he 
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managedd to build and run this clinic, but also to see if I should consider studying his 
practice.. Mama mixed herbal medicines with modem drugs. He bought most of the 
plantt ingredients and drugs in Dar es Salaam. Though his practice was situated near an 
areaa rich in flora, he did not work with fresh medicines. Mania claimed to have 
inheritedd the skills from his grandfather who had instructed him in a dream to become 
aa healer while he was still working as a businessman dealing in second hand cars. The 
locall  authorities knew littl e about Mania's 'quasi-modern' practice and had therefore 
noo idea that Mania performed ritual or magical treatment for exorbitant sums of 
money.1211 Since local authorities assumed that other local healers also gained consiaV 
erablyy from their practice, each healer who registered as a healer in Njombe district, 
hadd to pay a relatively high fee for an annual district permit The healer Jeremana was 
muchh bothered by this inequality between districts. Many other healers would even 
refrainn from registering at Njombe district office.1221 was personally able to verify that 
Jeremanaa paid 18.000 TSH. (about 28 US$) for her yearly permit in 1998. In contrast, 
Alberto'ss annual permit Qdbdi) for the same year was 5000 TSH (about 8 US$) in Ir-
ingaa district (see chapter 8). As far as I could tell, Njombe district applied the highest 
feee I encountered for rural regions, showing that an uneven regulation of healing per-
mitss is applied in the country. Another reason for the high fee might also be that 
Njombee is more prosperous than other regions because of a favorable climate and the 
availabilityy of good agricultural land. The district cultural officer of Njombe, with who 
II  was in regular contact, told me that the male healer Mania worked with a license from 
thee Institute of Traditional Medicine (Muhimbili Medical Center in Dar es Salaam). A 
districtt permit was not needed for a healer with a national license. The Kihami healer 
Joramm Rupia used a similar license and was therefore not registered either at the district 
culturall  office in Songea (Ruvuma region). As the healers did not have to be registered 
att these offices, nobody ever checked on their practice, whereas district cultural and 
medicall  officers of Njombe and Iringa would check registered healers. This had indeed 
beenn the case with Nambela, Jeremana, Kalembwana, Alberto and Asia.123 

Itt appeared of great importance to all healers to show respect to their spirit guides and 
toto find support from their family group. hi me case of the female healers, it happened, 
however,, mat male relatives interfered with their work. In the case of Nambela, but 
alsoo with Asia, these relatives were sons, who defied their mother's working ethics or 
triedd to benefit from their healing success. With the exception of Nambela, whose 

E.. Kayombo of me MubimbOi institute of Traditional Mediciiie in Dares Salaam, who studied the healer 
inn 1998, confirmed ihe information for  me. 
Basedd on information from the district and regional ctfbira l offices m Mbeya and Irmga, I know mat an 
equall  number  of inale and fenatesi»ritheato 
isteredd healers is high according to some cultural officers. 
Regionall  cultural or  medical officers substantiated misinformation. 
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secondd husband was also preparing to be a healer, the female healers had little support 
fromfrom their husbands. In contrast, the male healers found a great deal of respect and 
supportt from their wives, who helped them in many ways. A reduction in healing 
powerss would occur sooner in male novices or healers because of the transgression in 
workingg ethics. Furthermore, male healers considered their healing arts more as a 
meanss of trade, whereas female healers considered these more as gifts, to cherish. 
Thoughh these findings are based only on a few spirit healers, I do believe that from the 
variouss contacts and experiences I have had with other healers in Tanzania, this is a 
generall  tendency. I will come back to the various gender factors in 12.7 and 12.8. 

1233 The clients and their motives for  consultation 

Ass a prophet healer, Nambela appealed to a broad range of people from bom urban 
andd rural dwellings belonging to different tribes in the country. As a specialized 
healerr of ancestral afflictions, Jeremana mainly appealed to clients of Bena tribes. 
Withh the exception of the famous healer Kalembwana, the Kihami healers appealed 
foremostt to people from Hehe and Ngoni tribes. Regardless of their cultural origins 
andd specialist know how, the healers could be consulted for identical burdens and 
complaintss which, among other things, were a 'bad' or *ill ' spirit or pepo nibaya, 
indicatingg spirit illness or ugonjwa ya pepo. Most of the clients consulted the healers 
becausee of their given reputation. For some clients, it mattered that the healers of-
feredd several services free of charge. Why did clients seek treatment with the healers 
andd what were their main problems and complaints? 

Thee majority of the clients who sought treatment with the Southern healers suffered 
fromfrom ugonjwa ya pepo (spirit illness). These clients, both male and female, had often 
failedd to respond to allopathic remedies to treat the often multiple complaints. These 
clientss did not think that all illness and misfortune had a supernatural component124 

Inn fact, if a serious natural disease took place, most clients would consult a hospital 
Iff  there was no response to the allopathic medicines or the modern treatment, it was 
oftenn assumed mat there was a spiritual or magical intrusion of a serious nature. Only 
aa relatively small number of clients had not consulted modern health care, either for 
lackk of money or lack of knowledge. By means of divination, the clients expected 
thatt the healers would detect if their disease had a traditional cause. If not, the clients 
weree much relieved If, on the other hand, a spiritual or magical intrusion was inter-
cedingg with their condition, the clients expected to learn the reason for this. Once the 
reasonn was established, clients would request the healers to help them. In serious or 

Thee fact that cheats did not believe that all illness had a supernatural cause, contradicts what Evans-
Prildiari(1976)vvToteontheAzande e 
change,, their  belief may weffl have altered too. 
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complexx cases with multiple complaints, the healers would recommend the clients to 
stayy for treatment in the compound. A number of patients had chronic complaints 
(likee respiratory infections, wounds that did not heal, and/or mental afflictions) for 
whichh they had been thoroughly examined at one or more hospitals. In most cases, 
noo cause was found 

Forr clients who had never before consulted spirit healers, the diagnostic label of 
ugonjwaugonjwa ya pepo could be new. In modern health care, this diagnostic label was un-
common,, even when health care staff could know about its connotation of spirits, 
ancestors,, witchcraft or sorcery. The first indication of ugonjwa ya pepo would be 
anxiety,, sometimes referred to as 'weeds'. These weeds were worries, which were 
constantlyy on a person's mind without knowing what they were about (see 7.3). The 
worriess could encompass personal problems or constraints in the family. It could 
happenn that ugonjwa ya pepo was a recurrent problem in the extended family of the 
clients.. In that case, the healers would explain to the clients that baridi (a state of 
coldness)) existed. Clients suffering from baridi appeared to have more advanced 
complaintss of ugonjwa ya pepo. Next to bodily tensions, stabbing pains, heart 
palpitations,, voices, bad appetite and lowered resistance, these pepo clients complained 
aboutt fits of fear and bad luck, but also of impotence, infertility, and absence of libido. 
Thee Southern healers would explain to their clients mat baridi comes from reactions of 
offendedd ancestor spirits (pepo ya mizimn). These reactions actually pointed to some-
thingg wrong in the lineage. Whenever the healers identified baridi they said, it func-
tionedd like a social curse that could also victimize the next of kin. The male clients 
andd the male relatives could pass baridi on through their male children. The inter-
generationall  transmission of baridi functions like a kinship disease, in which social 
complaintss are regularly intertwined with mental or physical disturbances upsetting 
thee lives of several members of an extended family. This finding was also substanti-
atedd by the various divination sessions I registered and the records I kept of in-
patients.. From these records it appeared that baridi often coincides with an emotional 
crisiss in clients. Under given circumstances, clients would speak of the appearance of 
ann ancestor in dreams or of hearing a voice calling them. Other strange events that 
couldd take place were attacks by ants or rats, or perpetual appearances of birds or other 
animals.. Often, these attacks were followed by sudden illnesses or deaths of relatives. 

Clientss who were victims of baridi could be men or women, rich or poor, old or 
young,, educated or illiterate, working or jobless. Though men and women could 
equallyy suffer in cases of baridi, men more often complained about sexual malfunc-
tioning.. Next to failing health, male and female clients would speak of a collapse in 
business,, a bad harvest, a loss of money, sudden loss of relatives, loss of respect and 
dignity,, and a range of other misfortunes. As a consequence, family members of the 
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cheatscheats would accuse each other of witchcraft or the use of sorcery that lead to various 
interpersonall  conflicts. Besides the effect on the clients and their extended family, the 
livelihoodd of others living close to them was threatened which, in turn, endangered the 
familyy support system. The grievances of ancestral spirits could come in response to 
pastt events, or be set in motion by actions or problems in the present Usually it did 
nott matter if the transgression was one's own or of another next of kin. Until recogni-
tionn was given to the ancestors, relatives of the clients could suffer or die unaware of 
whatt was going on. Without the proper interventions, the problems could last for 
severall  generations, marking lives with illness, disaster, and malice with all the re-
percussionss one can imagine. 

Somee of the Christian clients or their relatives were not convinced mat the grievances 
andd transgression of 'traditional laws' (mila ya desturi) had caused their problems. 
Theyy insisted that witchcraft or sorcery was to be blamed. In the practice of Jeremana, 
thee specialist healer of baridi, improvements to these clients came after having ad-
dressedd the broken religious and collective prohibitions. These prohibitions, being an 
obligationn to do something in a certain way, or, in contrast, not to do something at 
all,, would help in avoiding the anger or grief of ancestral spirits. Offense or taboo 
violationss could be murder, theft, witchcraft, sorcery, or the negligence to perform 
lineagee or burial rites for relatives. Each of them could be considered a crime bring-
ingg about 'bad deaths' or kifo kibaya or kiparazi (see 6.3). The energy of these ances-
trall  spirits (pepo ya mizimu) could remain hovering on the borderland between the 
conditionn of the living and that of the dead in search of consolation. Without proper 
measures,, the offspring remained at risk and could even die under the same circum-
stancess as the deceased relative. Under the given circumstances, the offspring could 
alsoo appeal to other negative forces, like nature spirits with ill feelings. These spirits 
forcess appeared to have an emotional attachment to the living (see 12.3). In the ab-
sencee or lack of protection by the corporate group of ancestors, all kinds of evil could 
bee brought to members of the lineage, including malice from sorcerers or witches. 
Relativess who felt in despair couldd break more taboos, some of who instigated evil in 
theirr relatives out of jealousy or hatred. According to the healers, this justified why 
witchcraftt and sorcery (uchawi) mainly happened within the clients' lineage.123 

Inn sum, notions of taboo (miiko sing, mwiko) were based on the desire of protective 
spiritt forces that wanted to guard the life of its offspring. That is also why other family 
memberss of the clients could be affected in their prosperity and wellbeing. Breaking 
thee laws (kuvunja miiko) without properly being healed from the effects would bring 

Inn anthropological literatur e this feature is also known as mtra-Uneage witchcraft (see Douglas 1970, 
Marwickk 1982 and Geschterc 1997} See also 223 about witchcraft; sorcery and magic. 
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repercussionsrepercussions like disease or disaster, but also personal and/or material losses. To end 
thee inheritance of the taboo violation or to prevent 'a state of coldness' (baridi) 
spreadingg like an epidemic in the lineage, clients would be advised to participate in 
redressivee rites, among which the lineage rites played a crucial role. Among the 
Christiann clients, many did not know how to perform the lineage rites correctly. They 
requestedd the healers to inform them in that case. The healer Jeremana was the only 
onee who instructed and performed the rites for her clients, hi contrast to Jeremana, 
Nambelaa and the Kihami healers never mentioned to their clients that historical 
eventss like wars, Christianity, colonialism and modern times lay at the basis of 
baridi.baridi. Mostly, the healers said that mistakes in the present were at the foundation. 
Theyy did mention that baridi could be inherited from former generations. Generally, 
thee Southern healers considered baridi as giving clients a responsibility to help solve 
orr control a conflict situation in the family group. This responsibility had been cru-
ciall  to the healer's personal illness histories and would be given as an example to 
convincee clients of its meaning. Next, I discuss the remedies offered to the clients 
whoo suffered from ugonjwa ya pepo and baridi, and, how healers accounted for 
theirr healing components. 

12.44 The main therapeutic interventions 

Accordingg to Nambela and Jeremana, physical, mental or social problems originating 
fromfrom pepo illness first of all needed solutions from within (through musical and ritual 
interventions),, followed by solutions from without (through herbal or magical inter-
ventions).. Male and female clients suffering from ugonjwa ya pepo or baridi re-
ceivedd similar treatments, though in case of baridi there could be differences. During 
treatmentt at the healer's compound, some clients could suffer from acute symptoms 
off  dehydration, malnutrition, or a tropical disease like malaria. Ju those cases, the 
healerss recommended immediate treatment at the hospital or a public health centre. 
Mostt of the clients returned soon afterwards to continue treatment at the healing 
compound.. The Southern healers used musical therapy to discharge ill feelings in 
clientss and/or bad spirits mat have accumulated. Only in the practice of Nambela and 
Jeremanaa was this taken up further in order to free the way to ancestral or divine 
healingg powers. I outline below the three main (healing) components: 1) musical ses-
sions,, 2) redressive rites, and 3) herbal and magical remedies. 

12.4.112.4.1 The musical sessions 
Thee musical sessions, characterized by call-ancVresponse singing, were an essential 
dailyy healing intervention in me practice of Nambela and Jeremana As these sessions 
weree dominantly in use by them, I will first discuss these observations. Both healers 
weree of the opinion that spirits caused illness with fever whenever the line of commu-
nicationn between ancestors and other spirits was blocked. Aroused by music, the spirits 
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(mapepo)(mapepo) first had to rise into the head of clients. The arousal was felt in the body like 
aa sensation of heat bundling together (7.2). This heat had initially been stuck in the 
bodyy of the afflicted, causing stabbing pains or painful limbs or joints (6.3). Once the 
linee was opened by means of the musical sessions, the spirits came into action, m fact, 
thee spirits acted as a source of energy 'pushing' up the positive (divine or ancestral) 
forcess that would thus come 'to awake' in the cliënte. This became apparent in the be-
haviourr of clients who would be shaking, trembling or rolling over the ground upon 
theirr first experiences witiipepo awakening. Once this phase passed, the patients would 
displayy more distinctive manners of behaviour. The gestures and expressions were 
recognizedd by group members as signs of being in communication with the spiritual 
world.. It appeared that in most people, a latent sense of 'vision' existed that was acti-
vatedd by the stimuli of the singing. During the spiritual transformation, clients would 
reactt with rhythmic bodily movements that were sett in motion by the spirit While the 
energiess of divine or ancestral forces took over the negative spirit energies, a clairvoy-
antt condition could arise. In that case a person had a 'hot' or 'strong' spirit (pepojoto 
oror pepo Mi). In fact, the spiritual energy was configured so as to expel the 'heated' 
conditionn in the form of pepo liberation. If mis happened suddenly or spontaneously, 
patientss would faint There would always be trainees (assistants) around to help clients 
duringg zpepo trance. 

Inn the process of expressing positive forces of pepo, clients could act out directions 
off  the positive forces by fetching plants or magical objects. On other occasions, these 
forcess expressed themselves through the voice of the afflicted Whenever mis hap-
pened,, information was revealed to patients about matters that concerned him/herself 
andd his/her family, though at times the revelations concerned other patients in treat-
mentt In the beginning when clients found themselves in a state of hypnotic trance, 
theyy were unconscious of what they did. Once clients were used to these trances, they 
remainedd semi-conscious (see 7.3). In the practices of both healers, the characteristics 
off  pepo awakening and pepo liberation were practically identical Nambela would 
nott be much involved in these sessions, though she would remain vigilant and see 
whatt happened to her clients. The reason for not being actively involved was mat no 
recognitionn needed to be given to the various spiritual agencies. Communication with 
themm was not needed either. For Jeremana, on the other hand, these two reasons were 
thee very aim of the sessions. As she encouraged clients to open themselves up for the 
ancestors,, she actually directed attention to the grievances or woes of the spirits. 
Onlyy if the spirits spoke out their grievances could the clients' problems be properly 
understoodd and remedied. 

Jeremanaa would seek communication with the ancestral spirits once the spiritual 
energyy was well heated and negative emotions began to be liberated. As a person lost 
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consciousnesss under the influence of an extra human force, Jeremana or a trainee 
wouldd fetch water and spit this on the patient's head and body to purify the spirit. 
Moree water was poured around the body on the ground as a token of consensus to the 
beneficiall  and pure powers of the ancestral spirits. In this fashion, the ancestral spirits 
weree requested to use their powers to eliminate or expel negative spirits (mapepo 
mbaya)mbaya) from the patient When Jeremana or a trainee would place her/his head on the 
patient'ss fontanel to help energize the 'hot' spiritual energies of the ancestors, this 
wass another means of making sure that the negative forces were expelled.126 Com-
municationn was then allowed with the spirits who would speak with Jeremana or the 
assistantss during the trance states. 

Inn the practices of the Kihami healers, Joram Rupia (see 11.4) used musical sessions 
mostt frequently. He was usually the one to initiate a session, which would be di-
rectedd to one or more clients, suffering from pepo at that very moment. There was, 
however,, less dedication and enthusiasm than there was in Nambela's or Jeremana's 
sessions.. The lack of a strong interaction clearly influenced the atmosphere and the 
outcomee of the sessions by the Kihami healers. Whenever a good atmosphere was 
achieved,, clients could be walking or nmning around in a state of trance. Never, 
however,, were divine or ancestor spirits addressed, nor did clients seek to expose 
hiddenn magical objects or medicinal plants. Clients did not react to other clients in 
pain,, either by manipulating or treating them. For the Kihami healers, the main pur-
posee of the musical sessions was to express the negative energies of inland or coastal 
naturee spirits so as to send them off with words or specific odours, or by making a 
pactt with them that entailed certain gifts (see 3.7). As such, these musical sessions 
weree very similar to those held by the Swahili of Tanzania and similarly addressed as 
ngoma.ngoma. However, when higher spirit forces were involved, the healers would not 
referr to the musical ceremony as ngoma I will come back to the role of ngoma in 
12.7.. Generally, when musical sessions happened, these were marked by an atmos-
pheree of recognition and celebration of the spiritual world. The sessions were valued 
forr their purifying and stabilizing role in the realm of the living as well as the dead 
Inn the sessions, the patients and trainees or assistants would collaborate together. 
Wheneverr the musical sessions and hypnotic trance states were not effective, it was 
becausee of serious afflictions involving mental disorders. Often, these cases were 
intertwinedd with baridi. 

II  witnessed die same procedure at the compound of Jeremana*s tutor  Atuwooeyeje Wüangali After  spit-
tingting the water  onto a person's naked body (upper  part) she nibbed a mixture of 'hot'  plant ingredients to 
expell  nie bad spirit energy from the body. 
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12.4.212.4.2 The redressive rites 

AA lasting cure of baridi could only be achieved with die help of tribal religious rites 
soo as to redress and redefine cultural identity of both the living and the departed, hi 
mostt  of these cases, 'repair '  was to be made within the social group for  crimes mat 
hadd been committed and/or  for  negligence of traditional rites. It was also important 
matt  the departed were purified in a ceremonial burial , a traditional practice that is 
commonn throughout Africa. Since relatives of one family could become afflicted 
overr  several generations, these situations encompassed a genetic heritage of spirit 
afflictionn orpepo illness. This should be seen as a different phenomenon from out-
breakss of spirit possession epidemics in Tanzanian society (see 11.1). 

Inn Nambela's practice, the redressive rites for  the social group of a client were re-
strictedd and were not specifically meant to remedy baridi. Rather, these rites ad-
dressedd the immediate problems of clients with family members. As in the old days 
(seee 12.1), Nambela would encourage the members of a (Nyiha) family to discharge 
il ll  feelings in public to settle their  disputes. Nambela specifically invited families to 
herr  compound for  this purpose. When pepo ilmess was tied to serious offenses 
againstt  ancestors, as in baridi, Nambela recommended the execution of customary 
ritual ss at home, which could require the sacrifice of an animal to compensate for 
'mistakes**  (makosa). In serious cases of baridi, a cow was to be offered. Nambela 
didd not assist in these rituals. An important ritual to Nambela was kufunga kiparazi 
(too close a bad or  sudden death). Nambela had been instructed by hex pepo to per-
formm a sacrificial offering of a sheep on her  land to favor  the passage of a spirit who 
remainedd in the shadow of me living offspring (see 6.3). By helping these troubled 
spirit ss make the passage to the world of the dead, baridi could be prevented. This 
wass usually done by mixing some sacrificial blood with small parts of the vital or-
ganss of a sheep to which herbs were added The magical concoction was prepared by 
Nambela'ss assistants and drunk by the victim as s/he faced the direction of the grave 
off  the troubled departed. The next step was to take mis concoction home for  close 
relativess of the family to drink so as to eradicate the possibility that the departed 
couldd return and remain with another  member of the family. Without this safety 
measure,, the departed soul could 'contaminate' the extended family and even the 
lineagee at large with spirit affliction symptoms. The concoction also helped to create a 
protectivee shield (kukmga). In these rituals plants served symbolic purposes. Nambela 
didd not make use of power  objects, symbolic colors or  garments. 

Nambelaa saw as her  principal tasks the leading of divinations and prayers and the 
collection,, distributio n and utilization of plants. She asserted mat clients had to re-
mainn in the compound for  a length of time to interrup t daily burdens and social 
strains,, especially in cases of infra-lineage witchcraft . If any of Nambela's treatments 
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failed,, she would say that she had no control over  the way clients followed up her 
advice,, or  that patients were reluctant to cooperate, that patients had arrived too late 
forr  treatment If clients regained strength, both physically and mentally, Nambela 
consideredd them to be armed against social and emotional distress. In case of neglect 
off  pursuing ritual obligations, or  in cases of continued conflict in the social group of 
clients,, Nambela pointed out mat the healing benefits would not last long. In fact 
theyy were expected to experience an increase of pepo complaints, as more negative 
spirit ss would be attracted to them and their  family. 
Inn her  role as lineage ritual  specialist, Jeremana needed symbolic items and acts to 
communicatee with ancestors and departed relatives. Without the items or  acte, com-
municationn was deemed impossible. Since baridi originated in the paternal lineage, 
reinforcementt  of social ties was needed during the exposure of the 'sins' or  'mis-
takes''  in the paternal family, demanding the participation of all males. Jeremana took 
thee role of symbolic acts or  ritual s (vitendo) as well as sacrificial offerings (matam-
biko)biko) as a demonstration of good intent towards the lineage ancestors (mizimu ya 
ukoo).ukoo). Giving mem recognition would not only improve the quality of life, it would 
alsoo give offspring help in times of need. Prayers alone were not sufficient if one did 
nott  know how to 'listen to the messages' conveyed by the ancestors. In becoming an 
initiat ee of the ancestors, clients' awareness gradually increased so that they them-
selvess could properly 'listen' to the messages, be it for  their  personal or  their  social 
wellbeing.. Jeremana made it clear  to all her  clients that the main lesson of the ritual s 
too avert baridi was the metaphysical relationship that existed between the living and 
thee living-dead. The fact that most patients had suffered a long time due to lack of 
supportt  by relatives or  because they had littl e or  no means to pay for  the animals 
neededd for  the sacrificial offerings, was seen by the clients as a price to pay. Some 
clients,, specifically males, met the healing process with an attitude of pride as they 
consideredd it a challenge to be the chosen person to reunite the family. Generally, 
however,, it was hard on those clients who would spend months or  even years waning 
inn uncertainty for  the help of certain relatives. These relatives were needed to assist 
inn a number  of rites. 

Thee symbolic acte or  performances (vitendo) were at the same time earnest and playful 
(seee Turner  1974). Rites of agreement, of initiation , of fertilit y and burial all formed 
partt  of me vitendo. Central to the fertilit y rites was a religious artifact in the form of a 
sacredd lineage stool that in the past served as a symbol of unification of the lineage dur-
ingg lineage installation rites. These rites helped to liberate clients from their  fears and 
worries.. Ex-patients, who had recovered from similar  problems and participated in 
thesee rituals, further  increased the expectations of these clients. During the vitendo, 
Jeremanaa often employed loud speech to sooth and facilitate contact with ancestral 
spirits.. During small offerings of flour  or  water, patients too could speak to mem and 
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conveyy a special message. Spoken ritual texts played an important role in all rites in-
cludingg the animal sacrifices that served as payments to specific ancestral spirits. They 
weree requested to bring protection to the entire lineage in accordance with the scrip-
turess in the Old Testament The oral element was of prime importance. Zahan (1979: 
32)) clarifies how this reflects an African kind of 'liturgy'. Speech, he says, in the form 
off  sacred f brmulas, is present in all religious acts and most evident in prayers. This ap-
pliess also for the hymns and the songs. With the help of the ritual symbolic acts 
(vitendo),(vitendo), clients could be placed back in the order within the cultural and spiritual 
worldd to realize who they were, m the process, clients were expected to overcome then-
losss of identity mat had emerged from breaking with the lineage customs. 

Thee role of 'play' and 'performance' very much contributed expanding the con-
sciousnesss of the clients and set off new hopes and strides. The lineage acts im-
pressedd on people, increasing awareness of their role and identity in the community 
andd the society at large. Furthermore, the symbolic acts functioned as a mechanism 
too speak the unspoken or that which was seen as shameful or fearful. For instance, to 
joinn the fertility rites, the initiates had to dress only in their pants so as to receive the 
symbolicc gestures and instructions. Among other things, these were the sexual ges-
turess performed by Jeremana's assistants. In other instances, gestures were made to 
showw mat spirit forces enter a person by means of the body openings. In this way it t 
wass made clear that spirits inhabit the body (including the blood veins) and not 
merelyy possess a person (see 10.2). The value of symbolic acts was that they worked 
onn the level of meta-communication. They allowed people to come to terms with 
emotionall  hardships that were otherwise not easily expressed in public, like fear, 
pain,, or feelings of distrust and deceit127 Often clients were impressed by the out-
comess of the rituals in ex-patients who claimed a remarkable recovery once the souls 
off  the ancestors were at peace. Ex-clients praised Jeremana for her good work and 
showedd mis by visiting her every now and then. The ex-patients I met told me that 
theyy had found a way to combine traditional Bena religion with their church obliga-
tions.. Even when Jeremana's guiding forces discouraged her from going to Church, 
shee never showed the slightest tendency to withhold others from doing so. On the 
contrary,, she was happy to see that ex-patients set a good example to their relatives, 
whoo were still hesitant to consult Jeremana. What mattered to her was mat the clients 
begann to realize mat personal and social wellbeing, as well as economic independ-
encyy and progress, should go hand in hand with respect for traditional customs. If 
thiss was not accepted, Jeremana could do little for her clients. 

Thiss is related to die ideas of Bates» (1972) on cybematics, Turners' (1967) concept of communitas in 
sociall  drama and ritual and Douglas'(1966) relation to symbols'inaction'(1966). 
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Inn the case of the Kihami healers, redressive rituals were not specifically directed to 
thee family group. Principally, magical rites of purification or cleansing were held for 
individuall  cliënte to redress wrongs in themselves or injustice bestowed on them, like 
thee shaving rituals (vitendo vya kunyolewa) or the ancient rituals (vitendo la zamani). 
Thesee and other magical rites entailed the blessings of the higher Kihami spirits that 
guidedd the healers. The Kihami healers had each created a special (sacred) area in the 
compoundd to perform these rites. These areas resembled traditional life in the ancestral 
forest.. In case of baridi, cliënte could be advised to perform customary lineage rites at 
homee or consult a lineage specialist The Kihami healers would also perform an annual 
purificationn rite for them in their compound or in a sacred area in the woods. I spe-
cificallyy refer here to the presentation on me website of the two Kihami healers, Joram 
Rupiaa and Asia Fusi (see 11.4). In case of intra-lineage witchcraft, rites could be per-
formedd for an entire family. I only witnessed this once in Alberto's practice. 

12.4.312.4.3 The herbal and magical remedies 
Inn their practice as waganga wa pepo, the healers gave a great deal of time and atten-
tionn towards the collection of plants. When certain plants were no longer available in 
thee area, other people were requested to bring these along upon a subsequent visit In 
somee cases, the healers traveled for several days to seek certain plants that only grow in 
specificc areas. In the absence of certain plants, healers used other plants or a combina-
tionn of plants to enhance the affect However, under the strain of clearing more land for 
agriculturall  use, substitute plants became increasingly difficult to find. Occasionally, 
relativess or patients contributed to the collection, preparation and usage of plants in the 
healer'ss practice. This often happened as a result of spiritual guidance experienced at 
timestimes of being caught in a sudden trance. In general, the roots and bark of plants were 
storedd on the compound. Since the plants were used daily, they were often replenished. 
Otherr parts of plants in use, like leaves, fruits, seeds andd flowers, were collected when-
everr mere was need for them, provided they were available. 

Nonee of the healers followed a standard process in the use of plants for a given ill -
nesss or complaint I noticed this when I attempted to keep a record on the intake of 
medicinee (dawa) by different patients. I wanted to check whether my information 
correspondedd with the practical use by the patients. This proved a failure for a num-
berr of reasons. First of all, the patients did not know what plants they were taking. 
Second,, the healers did not necessarily apply the same dawa for the same complaint 
inn different patients. Many plants were used for their purifying effect on the human 
body.. Since many of these plants were available in the surrounding area, the healers 
wouldd take whatever was available. Third were the individual aspects in the course of 
treatmentt Treatment was halted if there was no satisfactory outcome within one or 
twoo weeks. Hence, general patterns in the relation between specific symptoms and 
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thee treatment were hard to discern. The healers could use the same plant? for multiple 
purposes,, be it for prevention, protection, purification, or as a restorative or sedative. 
II  refer to the appendix for the most commonly used plants by the healers. 

Thee parts of plants in use were mainly the roots, followed by leaves and sometimes 
piecess of bark, stem, flower or fruit When preparing daw a, the fresh root, bark or 
fruitfruit  was usually cut in small pieces or dried and crushed into powder. Leaves, stems 
orr flowers could be used fresh and whole, or dried and crushed. Usually the dawa 
wass mixed with water and boiled for oral use. In some cases (Iringa region) healers 
combinedd a mixture of roots into one package (dawa za kisa) that served for purifica-
tiontion and fortification of the body. Another combination could be used to serve magi-
call  means, with emphasis on the protective value of the plants so as to create a shield 
againstt evil influences, hi cases where leaves were used, these were often pounded 
andd added to clean cold water. Two to three cups were normally taken dairy, while 
thee dawa was replacedd every three days. This was because a plant loses its medicinal 
powerr after having been used a couple of times. For this reason too, it was essential 
forr people coming from far to stay in the healers' compound. In most cases the pa-
tientstients (or relatives) had to prepare the dawa for oral use themselves at specific times 
off  the day. In some cases they had to prepare it in die afternoon and drink it in the 
eveningg and night, stopping before the sun rises. Normally one common mixture was 
inn use for all pepo patients. If patients responded negatively to a certain dawa, the 
healerss decided to reduce the dosage or dilute the mixture. As the effectiveness and 
reactionn to the dawa could differ from one person to the other, regular changes would 
bee made in its usage. In case of failure, the healers would 'see' by means of divina-
tiontion what the reason was. Another remedy could then be given. 

Lesss often, dawa was taken orally by mixing it with food. The result was supposed to 
bee less efficient than if taken with liquid. When mixed with food, a smaller amount of 
thee active dawa was believed to be absorbed into the blood. This was especially done 
withh children to whom die normal intake was too strong. Mixing dawa with food was 
donee for mentally ill people who refused to take any medicine (be it modern drugs or 
herball  remedies). Powders would be prepared for such specific uses. Another way of 
havingg the dawa enter the body via the bloodstream was by rubbing powdered dawa 
viaa tiny incisions with razor-blades in the sldn [each patient had a separate blade due to 
thee danger of AIDS (Ukimwi). The purpose of this treatment was to cleanse the blood 
off  'bad' elements, whether they were biological, personal or spiritual (for instance 
whenn a person had bad hick, bad habits or bad spirits). In some cases, other ingredients 
off  animal or mineral substances were mixed with herbal concoctions to make a strong 
magicall  remedy and create a shield around die body (hddnga). It would also occur mat 
dawadawa was mixed with saliva and spat into me patient's nostrils, eyes and ears. When 
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dawadawa was supposed to serve superficial pains or complaints, like skin infections, 
woundss or snake bites, the treatment was either through bathing or placing the prepared 
dawadawa on the painful or irritated part of the body for a while. 

Rituall  bathing with certain plant ingredients was also commonly in use and com-
binedd wim symbolic rites or locations. For instance, the Kihami healer Alberto used 
'thee ancient cooking pot' (see 11.3) to which he added power objects of iron and 
magicall  roots of plants. A chicken, and sometimes a bigger animal, was killed in a 
ceremoniall  way after which parts of it were cooked The animal would correspond 
withh the strength of the sorcerer or the spirits, or it could be used to symbolize certain 
vitall  parts of the clients. After cooking, the clients had to steam above the cooking 
pott covered by a large cloth. Afterwards, they had to eat the vital parts of the animal 
inn a ritualized manner and then drink some of the concoction. The use of magical 
remediess were also pivotal to protect or clean houses and fields or in the shaving 
ritualsrituals (see 11.2). In general, the Kihami healers spent much more time in preparing 
andd administrating plants for magical purposes than did Nambela and Jeremana. 
Whatt all the magical rites of the Kihami had in common was that they had to be per-
formedd in the names of the territorial Kihami spirits. For the purpose of these rituals, 
alll  the Kihami healers made use of sacred objects 'given' to them by the Kihami spirits. 
Thee place of the object had been shown to the healers in dreams or hypnotic trances. 
Blessedd and purified by the ancestors, the power objects became indispensable tools 
inn the combat of black magic and witchcraft After serving its purpose, the healers 
wouldd keep the objects in safety. 

12.55 Spirit characteristics 

Thee Southern inland healers owed their specializations to their inspirational sources 
andd considered several types of spirits as able to intercede with human beings, for 
goodd and for bad. To decide what to do in case of spirit illness (ugonjwa yapepo), 
thee healers needed an intrinsic knowledge about spirit forces. What did mis knowl-
edgee entail and how did the healers categorize spirits? This also brings me to the 
questionn of whether or not pepo is a generic term for spirit in Southern healing prac-
tices.. Generally, the Southern spirit healers in this study identified ten agents to be 
intertwinedd with the onset of ugonjwa ya pepo. As agents of affliction, healing and 
vocation,, these could interact with each other. For reasons of simplification I grouped 
themm into four categories: 

Personall  or human agents 
pepopepo ya mtu (spirit of a living human, also the soul) 
uchawiuchawi (acts of sorcery or witchcraft by people) 
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Lowerr  spirit agents 
pepopepo ya sheitarti (devilish nature spirit teasing people with frights or  illness) 
pepopepo ya hshenzi (pagan spirits that bring bad luck sent on purpose for  magical 
ends) ) 
Intermediatee spirit agents 
pepopepo ya bara (inland nature spirit, including animal spirit) 
pepoyajini/pepoyapwam'pepoyajini/pepoyapwam' (coastal nature spirit, including sea spirit) 
pepopepo ya mzimu (spirit of a more recently departed ancestor) 
Higherr  spirit agents 
pepoyapepoya mzimu cha kale (ancient ancestral spirit) 
pepopepo ya Ruhara (divine spirit of Arab or  Swahili origin) 
pepopepo ya Mungu (holy or  divine spirit or  spirit of God) 

Givenn the above differentiation by all Southern healers, the concept of pepo appears 
toto be a generic term for  spirit The tam pepo means to them the human manifestation 
off  spirit that can intercede with other  invisible forces (energies). These can be divine 
spirits,, ancestor  spirits, nature spirits, or  the spirits of other  living beings (see 3.6). 
Forr  the healers, spirits from the mainland form the category of inland spirits (mapepo 
yaya bara). Spirits of the coast form the category of coastal spirits (mapepo ya pwani). 
Amongg the coastal spirits, many are from the sea (mapepo ya bahari). To emphasize 
thee alien, pagan or  uncivilized nature of a spirit , the healers speak of jim or  genie?2* 
Somee of these spirits are low in rank in contrast to those nature forces that have some 
kindd of relationship with people of a lineage or  a tribe. Alien spirits are also those of 
departedd spirits mat do not share the line of descent of the afflicted or  possessed per-
son.. According to the healers, nature and recently departed spirits are intermediate 
agentss because they can influence humans through their  emotional energy. Ancestral 
spirit ss that are higher  in rank are more distant, and, as other  higher  spirits, they need 
intermediatee spirits to function as messengers. Higher  spirits are thus not expected to 
inhabitt  people or to communicate with humans directly. 

Thee various spirit groups can affect humam differently in terms of'possession'. Some 
off  the differences align with the information about Swahili spirit groups mentioned in 
3.66 up to 3.8. First, there are the 'lower' spirits, a relatively small group mat can be sent 
onn purpose as an act of sorcery. In mis case, the victim can experience a slow or  sud-
denn decrease in life energy. When mis happens in a severe way the impact is immedi-
atee death. The 'intermediate' spirits form a much larger  group. Some of these spirits 
havee an appeal or  likin g for  a person, with male spirits often preferring females and 
vicee versa. Often, the problems mat these spirits bring are of a sexual, reproductive or 

Giless (1989:338) mentions how coastal heating guilds do just the opposite. They associate inland spirits 
wimm alien, uncivilized and pagan characteristics which they find dirty , ffl-aneOittg and rituaOy impure. 
MusbmspiiitSsOnneotiierhaDdarccrvfli^ ^ 
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emotionall  nature. Other  intermediate agents can cause an affliction in the shape of 
mentall  illness, bad luck or  disaster. Any of these spirits are annoyed and unhappy. 
Theyy can seek the attention of humans who are emotionally unstable or  who are closely 
associatedd to mem either  emotionally, culturall y or  genetically. Those intermediate 
spirit ss that influence their  offspring usually do so to show discontent or  grief; because 
theree are broken taboos or  behavioral violations in the family. Intermediate (unhappy) 
spiritt  forces are often under  the control of ancestral spirits to make the offspring aware 
off  the taboos or  the violations. Ignoring the warning signs of intermediate spirits can 
spreadd illness and misfortune in a family. Generally, the intermediate agents only bring 
illnesss or  other  problems when their  warnings are left unrecognized or  unattended 
Thesee warnings come by means of dreams, by sudden incidences in which animals 
playy a role, and also in trances or  epileptic fits. 

Thee healers refer  to pepo mbaya (bad spirit ) to indicate that a negative spirit force 
exertss influence over  a person. A low spirit that inhabits a person is called mdudu, an 
insectt  or  creeping creature. This is in line with the sensations of clients who experi-
encee creeping sensations in their  bodies. Typical symptoms that follow these creep-
ingg sensations are painful limbs, barrenness, and/or  mental confusion. Possession by 
intermediatee spirits is initiall y manifested by abnormal behaviour, such as running 
offf  into the bush, hysterics, trance, or  distorted speech. When a positive spirit force 
exertss an influence on a living person, the healers refer  to it as pepo nzuri (good 
spirit) .. These are either  the intermediate or  higher  spirits. The pepo ya mizimu (the 
ancestorr  spirits) are spirits of (distant) members of a family, a lineage, a clan, a trib e 
orr  a territory . Often those pepo ya mizimu that seek to intermediate with healers are 
off  the male gender. Otherwise, spirits are both male and female. The healers consider 
aa kivuli, 'shade' or  'shadow', to be the energy of a person that remains after  death, 
whichh is of a different kind than the inner  force of a person (pepoya mtu). The notion 
off  'shadow' is the description that healers gave to me whenever  they 'saw' a spirit 
materialize.. Since the shadow of a living person is considered to be part of the person's 
essence,, with its own qualities of power, this part can communicate with people after  it 
hass departed from the body at death. In other  words, mzimu or  the actual essence of 
mann goes to the spirit world (kuzimu), and kivuli, shade, can remain attached to the 
worldd of the living. To the healers, mzimu aligns with roho, soul, mat is taken by 
God.. These are notions that are also shared byy the Swahili spirit healers I have met 
andd studied in Tanzania (see 3.6). Mzimu, kivuli and pepo energies constantly fluctu-
atee during lif e and influence each other. When illness or  disaster  strikes, there is a 
lackk of higher  protective or  divine forces that function much like angels (mtdcdka) 
do.. In addressing pepo ya mizimu ya ukoo, the healers refer  to the departed relatives 
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off  die lineage, often these are the paternal grandfathers mababu (sing, babu).129 The 
mostt recently departed are still close enough to have an active connection with their 
descendantss and affect an offspring (see 3.1 and 3.3). 

Ancientt ancestral spirits (pepoya mizimu cha kale) and other high spirits can propel-
lerr negative or positive energy through a person's 'shadow'. The only difference is 
thatt ancient spirits protect and guide mainly those, whose descent is linked to their 
territory.. The ancient spirits that are still remembered have played an esteemed role 
inn society, such as kings/queens, territorial chiefs, great healers or priests. The South-
ernn healers associate both with ancient and territorial spirits of Bantu origins. They 
mayy speak of the ancient spirits as snakes or mahoka (sing, hoka) or mazuka (sing. 
zuka)zuka) because they show themselves in this manner in the mountainous areas where 
theyy 'live', in particular around rocks and caves.130 Among them are the higher Ki-
hamihami spirits. According to the Kihami healers, these are experts in magic and the 
counter-actionn of witchcraft and sorcery. The ancient Wambuyi spirits are experts in 
rainmakingg and military skills. Under the present circumstances in society, they are 
lesss in demand. They still bestow blessings on people and do so through the water 
matt people draw from the pools where the spirits are said to dwell. As the higher Ki-
hamihami spirits, the Wabuyi can bring people in a semi-permanent state of possession if 
theyy want them, or others, to 'listen' to them (see 11.4). The intermediate Kihami 
spiritss are considered as nature spirits. No special skills are attributed to these spirits, 
thoughh they appear to warn or protect their medium. 

Ann interesting ethnic difference in spirit notion comes from the Kihami healer Al-
bertoo Kalovela. Bantu and Swahili spirit afflictions are identified as ugonjwa ya 
pepo,pepo, but he uses the Hehe concept of mbepo to refer to indigenous afflictions by 
spiritss (see 11.3). The symptoms of mbepo afflictions involve madness, sudden ach-
ingg pains, terrifying dreams, and/or extreme loss of weight and energy. In these 
cases,, Alberto says that it concerns baridi (a state of coldness) or 'an ancestral trap 
off  long ago' (tego ya zamarti) when baridi roams in the family for many generations. 
Accordingg to the healers, lower or intermediate spirits of inland or coastal origin can 
bothh afflict people in 'a state of coldness' (baridi). Again, it is men presumed that 
peoplee are left without the blessings of the higher forces. When these forces have 
totallyy withdrawn, nothing is said to protect the living anymore. The individual's 
awarenesss of the oppressive nature of the killing power of spirits can also serve bad 
purposes.. As Jeremana also says, "the bad spirits walk side by side with the ances-
tors"tors" and "once the door is opened, this invites all kinds of evil to come through the 

Traditionall yy Bantu refer also to aocestos as makwigu (sing, kungu). 

Seee also Topan 1971 and Caplan 1975. 
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samee door" (9.1). The consequences are that good and bad spirits can fight over the 
destinyy of the same person. 

Overall,, the guiding or healing spirits discussed in mis study of Southern waganga 
wapepowapepo appear to bring wisdom and respect for life and the means to deal with illness 
andd other problems.. The purpose of the spirits is to offer the healers the knowledge of 
howw to return or increase the protective or divine forces in their clients). Without 
thesee forces, people can experience evil or negative energies that can continue to har-
asss them indefinitely. Once the gateway is opened to the spirit world (read energy 
world)) all kinds of oppositional forces can be experienced (see 1.3). The spirit healers 
aree able to distinguish the various forces and have certain means of influencing them. 
Sincee spirit forces are important to the incentives for healing and healing careers con-
tributingg to the way knowledge and art of healing develops, how can it be mat at one 
timee spirits are to the benefit of the healer and his/her immediate family, while at 
otherr instances spirits pose a danger? From the example of the Southern healing 
practices,, I noticed that there are three ways by which spirits exchange with people in 
thee case of a call to heal. These are: 

1)) Inner spirits that interrelate with divine or ancestral forces. All people have 
accesss to divine forces but some experience mis from birth onwards or after having a 
personall  crisis. Here too, ancestral forces play a role in passing on knowledge and 
skills.. Music, trance or hallucinogens are means to become more sensitive to divine 
forces.. Strong divine forces compel people to help others and may 'open the door' to 
ancestrall  forces. The healers who work under divine spirit forces may feel mat ances-
trall  spirits also help to pass on 'messages'. 

2)) Ancestral spirits that interrelate with recently departed spirits and nature 
spirits.. When ancestral spirits bring a call to heal, mis is usually related to grievances 
orr crimes that need correction in the family or the community. Ancestral spirits may 
bee attached to a family, a lineage, a tribe or a territory. Spirits mat guide a person for 
thee general wellbeing of the community once held important positions, like that of 
elders,, chiefs, healers and priests. A majority of these spirits are of male origin, while 
femalee (family) spirits can form a front with male (family) spirits. Those ancestral 
spiritss who wish to work through an official medium with special skills need recently 
departedd or nature spirits to facilitate communication with a medium. Each spirit 
groupp expects to be honored with offerings (sacrificial) and prayers. If mis is ignored, 
theyy may show their discontent to the medium. 

3)) Foreign or alien spirits are a difficult and controversial group of spirits. The ref-
erencee to 'alien' is to indicate mat these spirits do not make up part of the family, the 
ethnicc group, or the cultural background of the afflicted. As nature spirits, foreign 
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spirit ss are carriers of messages. They can be sent for  good or  bad purposes, as being 
employedd in an act of sorcery. To healers, foreign or  alien spirits tend to be very de-
manding.. Healers who operate through these spirits often go through turbulent peri-
odss of crisis and illness, never  full y incorporating their  powers. However, when the 
healerss have superior  forces, they tend to be able to integrate other  forces more posi-
tively.tively. The superior  forces appear  to safeguard the healer  from the impact of negative 
spirits.. Without superior  guidance, me healing skills are limited: in fact the skills may 
bee harmful without the healers realizing i t 

Inn each of the three situations, spirit affliction or  ugonpva ya pepo releases a 'new 
kindd of life'  and a 'new creation'. The integration of spirit forces from within is, as 
miss study has shown, initiall y an important means to help the self. Spirits that merge 
withh persons and form one spirit can, however, also alter  prospects for  others. Pro-
videdd that a person is ritualry  pure, only s/he who opens up to experience the higher 
spiritt  forces can appeal to a large public and become a successful healer. I wil l come 
backk to this aspect in 12.6. With respect to the way the Southern male and female 
healerss integrated their  higher  spirit forces, some gender  differences can be men-
tioned.. For  instance, the male healer  Alberto appeared to have integrated his spirit 
forcess with more ease than Joram Rupia. Still, both healers seemed to have sufficient 
controll  over  these forces. In contrast, Nambela could be restless and suddenly lose 
controll  when spirit forces passed 'messages' onto her, which also occurred during 
herr  sleep. Being used to these temporary states of trance, she always soon got a grip 
onn herself. Asia Fusi could suddenly be possessed by animal spirits and take after 
theirr  identity, behaving much like them. Jeremana on the other  hand, was always 
moree at ease when she received 'messages' from her  spirit forces. Her  forces had 
becomee less demanding ever  since she executed the wishes of the ancestors. For 
Kalembwanaa the situation was much the same. 

12.66 The religious, the musical and the experiential 

laa the practice of the healer  Nambela the Christian values and attitudes of prophet 
healingg were very prominent and often coincided with the spiritual and musical ex-
periencess of the healer  Jeremana. la 5.41 have drawn a parallel between Nambela's 
calll  as a prophet healer  and mat of prophet- or  faith healers in Zambia and Malawi 
Thoughh elements of prophet- or  faith healing in Zambia and Malawi have clearly 
beenn exchanged with the bordering region of Mbeya region, the question remains to 
whatt  extent this has happened in other  Southern regions of Tanzania, like hinga, 
Morogoroo and Ruvuma region. Let me give some concrete examples, drawn from the 
literature,, to show how prophet healers in Zambia and Malawi manifest their  healing 
vocationn and to what extent this aligns with the specialist roles of Nambela, the 
prophett  healer, Jeremana, the ancestral lineage healer  and the Kihami healers who are 
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witchdoctors.. From mere, I widen the discourse to involve musical and experiential 
aspectss mat I relate to hypnotic trances and psychotherapy. 

12.6.112.6.1 Elements of prophet- or faith healing 
Lett  me begin by referring to chapter  three and the major  differences between tradi-
tionall  and Christian African healing. First of all, I  mentioned the way in which events 
inn the nineteenth and twentieth century led to the emergence of spirit afflictions and a 
revivall  of traditional religious practices (see ter  Haar  1992: 111). Among those af-
flictedd were some who felt inspired by the Holy Ghost or  by Pentecoastal prophets. 
Manyy of them were said to interpret their  visions without any reference to the elders 
(e.g.. ancestors) and claim a direct authority from God (see Dillon-Malooe 1988). In 
answerr  to the emergence of spirit afflictions in the sixties, African Zionist healing 
churchess proliferated all over  South, Central and East African countries. These inde-
pendentt  African churches would work with reputable prophet- or  faith healers who had 
addedd Christian saints to meir  repertoire of spirits. As these healers would consider  them-
selvess to be sent by God, they were taken to be legal representatives of the churches. 

AA characteristic feature in the prophet healers of the Zion Vamizimu churches is that 
partt  of the services consist of prayer, and that theologically and organization-wise they 
involvee more syncretism, using a mixture of Christian and indigenous ritual  practices 
(Jonkerr  2000: 117-132). Totally in contrast to standards of modernity, the Apostolic 
Zionistt  churches expect their  members to refrain from consulting a government clinic 
orr  accepting a government job. In this respect, Schoffeleers (1991) also mentions the 
antagonisticc relationship of Zion churches with me state. Around the sixties, when the 
Zionistt  churches spread, Milingo, a Roman Catholic Archbishop of Lusaka in Zambia, 
becamee aware of his healing powers (see Miling o 1984). Under  the influence of the 
Charismaticc Renewal movement in the West, Miling o came to believe that spiritual 
forcess are present not only in Afric a but all over  the world. The West had, however, 
accordingg to him, lost its ability to communicate with the spirit world and thereby the 
abilit yy to combat evil. Miling o practiced from 1 9^ up tiU 1982 as a spirit healer  for  his 
congregationn in Lusaka. In Milingo' s view, it was the Holy Spirit that identifies the 
differentt  spirit diseases, but as he said "humans need to heal the inner  self before they 
cann be liberated from evil spirits"  ((ter  Haar  1992: 152-153). During a healing ritual 
Miling oo would call upon the angels and saints as powerful agencies mat are close to 
Godd and can support man's plea Some saints were said to have gone through similar 
experiencess as the sick, hi Milingo' s healing sessions, the pain and worries of patients 
intensified,, as a sign that the Holy Spirit had discerned the diseases and brought into 
thee open the evil spirits that were hiding in them. For  Milmgo, this exoidst phase was a 
necessaryy stage to open the way to the next stage of the healing session, the actual heal-
ingg prayers. At this stage the evil spirits would react in what Miling o called "a literall y 
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savagee manner"  until they would gradually submit As patients were possessed, they 
wouldd cry, speak in tongues, and twist themselves or  roll on the ground. This was a 
miserablee sight according to Milingo, yet he also said mat it was one of hope. Then, 
holyy water  would be sprinkled on the patients, followed by the laying-on of hands and, 
too complete the work, the Holy Spirit would be asked to bring new life and increase 
faith,, hope and charity. 

Thee notions of archbishop Milingo , but also of Christian faith- or  prophet healers of 
tiletile  Zion Vamvzimu churches, much align with the individual practices of the Tum-
bukaa prophet healers of Zambia and Malawi (see 5.4). Tumbuka prophet healers in 
Malawii  sing Christian hymns and may use the Bible to contact the spirit world, fol-
lowedd by divination songs in which the healers reveal the problems of the client. 
Duringg the public enactment of divination trance, the prophet healers actually act out 
thee disease or  problem in dances. This may take place once or  twice a week at night 
inn what is called a temple, a large building in the compound (Friedson 1996: 31). 
Dispensingg of medicines is done dairy. According to Friedson, the famous prophet 
healerr  Chikanga in Malawi claimed that upon his calling, he was handed an old Bi-
ble,, a song, and a stick from Moses. Furthermore, he was given the name Chikanga, 
meaningg 'the brave' in Tumbuka language, and was pointed in a dream to consult the 
famouss healer  Mulaula, who would become his tutor  (Friedson 1996: 26-27). Chi-
kanjee used the flywhisk as an important symbol of authority of the spirits). He and 
hiss adepts, mostly female initiates, would wear  white beads symbolizing the ances-
tors,, or  red and blue to identify with foreign or  alien spirits. During healing rituals, 
thee healer  Chikanga would dress in a blue satin choir  robe while his adepts would 
wearr  an official white dress with red crosses embroidered on their  skirts. 

Veryy similar  accounts about the use of power  objects and dress codes come from 
Tumbukaa prophet healers in Zambia (see Dillon-Malone 1988: 1160-1170). How-
ever,, a transformation has occurred with modern power  objects taking over  tradi-
tionaltional  and exotic paraphernalia. In fact, there seems to be a tendency in Zambia to 
copyy medical clinics with the use of white coats, general seating arrangements, and 
recordd books. In Zambia, prophet healers consider  their  healing centers as 'churches' 
wheree the religious is combined with the medical and the psychotherapeutic. The 
prophett  healers begin the diagnostic sessions with Christian hymn singing and pray-
ingg after  which selected pages from the Bible are read (ibid.). At some point, they 
receivee 'messages' from the spirits for  the clients that may include information about 
thee preparation or  collection of medicines. 

Tumbukaa prophet healers predominantly direct their  interventions to alien or  foreign 
spirit ss (vimzuba) mat are seen to be the immediate cause of spirit illness, identified as 
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'aa disease of the prophets'. The Tumbuka prophet healers make a pact with the spirits 
byy means of a sacrificial offering. According to Friedson (19%: 84), the animal sac-
rific ee is a means to cool down the offended spirits. As the alien spirits (vimbuza) are 
incitedd to rise into the patient's head during a musical session, a point is achieved in 
whichh the victim dances under  the influence of the spirits (vimbuza). In fact, dance is 
seenn as a means by which an initiat e can be strengthened in the preparation of a sacri-
ficiall  offering, known as chilopa (ibid.: 86). In chilopa, an animal is 'suffocated' by 
thee vimbuza. This happens as the patient places his mouth over  the nose and mouth 
off  the animal. After  the animal dies, its throat is slit and the patient sucks the fresh-
flowingg blood In mis way, the vimbuza are said to cool down. The reason for  cooling 
downn is that justice is done to ancestral claims, which are mediated through the vim-
buza.buza. The chilopa ritual  is only successful when all relatives contribute paying for 
thee animal. Failure to help is interpreted as malice towards the patient (Friedson 
1996::  106). When other  ancestral claims are disregarded, the effects of the animal 
sacrificee only last temporarily. 

Prophet-- or  faith healing in Zambia and Malawi is marked by syncretism and so are 
thee practices of the Southern healers in mis study- There is also coherence between 
thee experience of spirit affliction and the calling to heal. Nambela's calling happened 
togetherr  with the rise of the lion Vamizimu (ancestral) churches in eastern Zambia. 
Shee too integrated the protective nature of traditional spirit forces with the healing 
forcess from God and saw herself as a representative of the Church. In fact, she con-
sideredd her  healing compound as a Church. Nambela held prayers on Sundays during 
aa public ceremony in the open air. The healer  Jeremana would perform also prayers 
onn Sundays for  her  clients. The Kihami healers could do so in their  sacred grove or  in 
thee rocky dwellings of the Kihami spirits. The major  difference was that instead of 
attributin gg divine powers to God, they addressed the ancestor  or  territoria l spirits. 
Whateverr  the power  was by which each felt to be inspired, the healers were to fulfil l 
aa sacred role, in which the eradication of witchcraft played an important role. 

Thoughh Nambela combined prophet/faith healing with traditional healing elements 
andd felt that superior  (healing) powers came from God or  Christ, she was not bap-
tized,, had no alliance with an independant church, and never  visited a church. More-
over,, she could not read the Bible for  she was illiterate. Jeremana, on the other  hand, 
wass baptized as a Christian and being literate, had familiarized herself with the Bible 
forr  many years until she became a devout leader  in the Roman Catholic Church. 
Oncee she started her  healing practice, however, Jeremana became convinced that all 
divinee healing forces were mediated through the ancestors, hi other  words, she totally 
succumbedd to the pathways of traditional religion. How was their  healing calling ex-
periencedd and how did they express this in daily practice? In the case of Nambela, it 
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appearedd that she received spiritual directions in dreams so as to consult the healer 
Namumbaa in Zambia Later, she experienced the words of God when she lost con-
sciousnesss for several days (see 5.2). On mat occasion the purpose of Nambela's suf-
feringss were communicated to her. Furthermore, though Nambela was illiterate, she 
couldd quote texts from the Bible in a state of hypnotic trance. I know that other pepo 
healerss in Mbeya region had this ability too. The Biblical passage usually had a rela-
tionshipp to the problems of the clients.131 During my stay with Nambela, I met young 
malee pepo healers, ex novices, who used the Bible and a carved stick (usually from 
ebonyy wood) as power objects during divinations. Nambela, however, did not need 
symbolicc colors, power objects, or special dress codes as proof of her divine healing 
source.. As a consequence, these played no role for her initiates either. 

Inn the practice of the healer Jeremana, it was the spirit of grandfather Mtulahenja 
whoo encouraged her to consult tutor Atuwoneyeje Wilangali (see 8.3), Atuwoneyeje, 
inn torn had been instructed by her spirits to find tutorship with Nambela. hi this way, 
Jeremanaa became familiar with Nyiha spirit songs and prayers. As 'a child of Bena 
ancestors',, Jeremana had to follow Bena and not Nyiha religious healing customs. 
Jeremanaa had trust in the protection and law of the ancestors, who hold proper con-
ductt of individuals and respect for the dead to be essential to a harmonious society. 
Shee considered the ancestors to be the driving force behind the destruction of bad 
forcess in human society. Whenever Jeremana made connections to the Bible, it was 
too associate the ancestral healing rituals with certain passages in the Old Testament 
(seee 10.5). However, she never quoted from the Bible during any of the ritual ses-
sions.. To identify with the ancestral spirits, Jeremana would wear a special outfit 
thoughh she sometimes adapted garments and colors according to the spirits that 
helpedd her grandfather Mtulahenja. Preferably, Jeremana wore a white dress with a 
redd cross during divination and prayers, while she wore black garments and cloths 
(kaniki)(kaniki) when she performed Bena rituals. Clients would wear black cloths after their 
imtiation.. Material objects were identified with ancestral forces, often a spear or a 
woodenn stick that had been in use for hunting purposes. The objects that Jeremana 
usedd referred to the healing and ritual powers that belonged to her grandfather and 
grandmother.. In other words, material objects were important proof of ancestral 
powerss to Jeremana, which in turn was also reflected in her initiates. 

Thee Kihami healers felt to be inspired by territorial and ancestral spirits. Each of the 
healerss was directed to a certain tutor to prepare as a healer. As they too felt 'to be 
chosenn to heal' they demonstrated this by means of power objects and special outfits. 

Inttanumberof/Kpopatiettswbotoidr e e 
havingg ever  read the book. 
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Thee ethnic and personal backgrounds of these healers influenced ways of practicing. 
Theree was also a greater degree of flexibility  among the Christian Kihami healers. 
Twoo of them (see 11.4) first succumbed to traditional religion and later integrated 
Islamicc traits in their traditional practice, without abandoning their Christian beliefs. 
Outt of respect for traditional religion, none of them, however, ever went to Church or 
aa Mosque. In feet, they all feared that this would arouse the anger of the traditional 
spirits.. The same applied for the healers Nambela and Jeremana. 

Thee fact that the Southern healers operated outside the setting of an indigenous African 
churchh made that spirits were not reduced to mere angels or saints versus evil or savage 
spirits.. In feet, during prayers, divination, musical group sessions and other psycho-social 
ritualsrituals including sacrificial offerings, they would express the fluidity of spirit powers as 
thesee were addressed in plural: "They are telling me that..'*, "they are coming to 
me...",, "We have traveled from far...", "We have heard it...", etc. As Christians, each 
off  the Southern healers would also refer to the healing rolee of ancestors in association 
withh sacrificial offerings, hi Nambela's and Jeremena's practice, the normative values 
concerningg sacrificial offerings were very similar to the Tumbuka prophet healers of 
Malawii  In Nambela's practice, animals were offered to the spirits of recently departed 
relativess who had died under 'bad' circumstances. The sacrifice had to end (literally 
'close')) their influence on the offspring. In Jeremana's practice, sacrificial offerings 
hadd a much wider function, namely: 1) as a token of respect and means of recognition 
too the ancestors; 2) as a means to show readiness to mend breaches in conduct; 3) to 
showw consent in following instructions from the ancestors; and 4) as a means of com-
pensationn or payment No acts were ever held to appropriate alien spirits, and further-
more,, the sacrificial animals were not considered as a substitute for the evil forces in 
thee client. Other means to cool down offended or troubled spirits were the musical ses-
sionss and the lineage rituals. The notion of rituals as a means 'to cool down' spirit af-
flictionfliction has been mentioned by Janzen (see 2.2) who linked the concept of ngoma to 
thee verb kuponya/pona (literally 'to cool down' the state of being). I should add, how-
ever,, that according to the healers, it was the spirit mat needed cooling down, not the 
afflictedd person. Interestingly, the notions of hot and cold were not merely attached to 
thee presence of unseen forces around people; they were also associated with the 
strengthh of these forces. In the practices of Nambela and Jeremana, 'hot' and 'cold' 
spiritss would represent those persons with a lot or a littl e amount of healing energy. 
Thee Kihami healers also shared certain notions about 'hot' and 'cold' spirits. For in-
stance,, Kihami forces were said to bring heat to people's body, and the Wambityi were 
saidd to cool them down. Afflicted patients of Kihami spirits confirmed mis to me. As 
soonn as the symptoms or problems were remedied, they felt coolness in their body. 
Generally,, a 'hot' body was associated with ancestors or spirits in dreams or visions 
whoo gave warnings about illness of affliction or disharmony in the family. A 'cold' 
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bodyy was associated with stability between the living and the dead, but also with re-
coveiyy and health, and with being under die protection of the ancestral spirits, hi con-
trastt to Nambela and Jeremana, sacrificial animals were considered as a substitute for 
thee evil forces in the client This was an act of sympathetic magic. However, in cases of 
baridi,baridi, the Kihami healers considered sacrificial offerings also as a means of payment 
andd recognition to the ancestors. 

Thoughh the idea behind the offering was the settlement of ancestral claims, the type of 
spiritss intermediating for ancestors could direct ways of offering. Overall, the major 
rolee of the Southern healers was similar to that of prophet healers in Malawi and 
Zambiaa to protect and restore the victim from oppressive forces. If hostility existed 
withinn the family, this would be seen as a destructive force behind all evil, and, unless 
itt is resolved, spirits become offended and withdraw their protective and healing prop-
erties.. At this stage, sacrificial offerings could offer the only solution. By having had 
personall  experiences with oppressive forces and hostility within the family, each healer 
wouldd set an example to others who suffered similar problems. In the process of con-
sultationn or treatment, the Southern healers would never request their clients to refrain 
fromm consulting a government or public clinic. On the contrary, they would encourage 
clientss to visit a clinic when this could facilitate the cure of a physical ailment In sum, 
spiritt healers, prophet- or faith healers cannot easily be confined to categorizations. 
Whatt can be differentiated are the ways in which they identify with spirit forces; the 
mannerr by which they have learned to use visionary skills; and their imderstanding of 
magical,, herbal, ritual and musical aspects of healing. 

12.6.212.6.2 The musical experiences and hot energies 

Whatt is the relevance of spiritual experiences with regard to musical healing? The 
musicall  ceremonies, as conducted in the practice of Nambela and Jeremana, usually 
resultedd in an intense happening that was reflected in the interaction between patients 
inn the singing session (see 12.5). The atmosphere could give way to energetic manifes-
tationss with people staggering, running, swinging, rolling, shivering, or talking to 
somethingg invisible. Other persons could be divining or treating other patients (manu-
allyy or with the help of plants), fetching plants as medicine (daw a), or locating hidden 
witchcraftt items (vipembe). These different expressions would be intrinsically related 
toto the state of pepo, meaning that each person had a specific patterns) of behavior, be 
itt more introvert or extrovert Whenever persons spoke with a spirit voice, their pitch 
andd tune changed a lot Either they spoke more sofuy or, in contrast, they spoke more 
loudlyy but always with regular interruptions. It was much like what happens when cry-
ing.. As this happened a force was felt in the chest and the throat that limited the lung 
capacityy and prevented normal speech. What surprised me was that some patients mtui-
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livelyy performed bodily movements or postures resembling yoga postures. Once me 
pepopepo patients had properly integrated or harmonized the flow of divine or ancestral 
forcess in mind and body, these intuitive postures no longer took place. Curiously, the 
manifestationss in Nambela's practice were usually much more intense than they were 
inn Jeremana's practice. Could this difference be related to the experience of divine 
versuss ancestral forces? In that case the divine forces were more powerful than the an-
cestrall  ones. The information may explain why visionary and sensory manifestations 
occurr in healers and clients, but what about the impact on mind and body? 

Musicall  therapy allows for the unconscious self to expose its forces, which relates 
alsoo to the remark of Nambela at the beginning of chapter seven, mat "we are com-
posedd of two in one spirit". She implies that the part that wakes up on the ground is 
tiedd to the (expanded) self that is connected with the governing force of nature. The 
strongerr pepo is, the hotter it becomes, and the more healing force it develops. In the 
wordss of Nambela: "the moment you receive the power, you know it will do you 
good.. In mat case, it is to one's own benefit, for "with the help of God your ovmpepo 
cann heal you". When pepo shows or informs a person about the use of plants and the 
wayy to help others, it is because this is how me individual self gains insight through 
thee expanded self. In Nambela's words: "if you roll over the ground, wim luck you 
seee medicine or you may divine illness. Pepo is men considered to serve the commu-
nity".. In the same passage Nambela says: "Even you can see under normal circum-
stances,, but you do not know how to recognize it" With this remark, she presumes 
thee existence of 'an ordinarily hidden reality'. In other words, unconsciously, every-
bodyy has visionary abilities (see Hamer 1982). Though academically we may know 
veryy little about this hidden reality, a great deal of insight is gained from people with 
shamanisticc capacities, like Nambela and Jeremena. 

Itt appears further, that the stronger and the hotter the power of pepo is, the more 
visionaryy and sensory experiences take place. The metaphorical usage of terms such as 
'hot'' and 'cold' in use by the Southern healers raises interesting questions on ethno-
musicologicall  investigations in African countries. Is this an association widespread in 
thee setting of musical healing sessions in Africa, or is it predominantly a Bantu feature 
ass part of so-called ngoma therapeutics in Central, East and South Africa? A relation-
shipp existing between music, heat, illness and healing has been identified, among oth-
ers,, by Katz (1982,1997) and Friedson (1992). The authors describe a kind of boiling 
energyy or substance in the belly that can be heated dirough music and dance in healing 
settings.. Katz (1997: 137-138) relates how the bushmen of the Kalahari, Botswana, 
alsoo the Ju/'hoansi known to western peoples as the I-Kung, achieve a boiling point 

Oftenn the cat and dog pose but also head-rolls. 
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duringg healing sessions. This boiling point is accentuated in n/om, or that which comes 
upp and bursts open like a ripe seedpod. As the seeds are expelled from their ripe pod, 
theyy leap out to others. In other words, the activation of boiling energy in one person 
stimulatess activation in others. Traditionally, n/om is not in limited supply and in-
dividualss do not have to compete for its healing power. Instead, the released healing 
energyy binds people together in harmonious, mutually reinforcing relationships. 
Friedsonn (1996:90-95) writes about similar experiences with regard to the musical and 
rituall  ceremonies of the Tumbuka of Northern Malawi. The 'hotter' the spirits, the 
strongerr is the affliction and, the more complex are the complaints. Accordingly, the 
strongerr the affliction is, the bigger the size of the animal that has to be sacrificed to 
appeasee the spirits. The cooling down phase is mirrored in the use of bile from the 
sacrificiall  animal. This is poured over each patient who has the 'disease of the 
prophets'.. Bile symbolizes the bitter and strong powers in the afflicted caused by the 
ancestors.. The 'baptism' with bile opens me door for the mizimu and enables each pa-
tientt to 'see'. Another analogue is related to the vocation of the prophet healer, the 
strongerr the affliction, the more powerful is the healer. The logic springs trom the feet 
thatt whenever 'colder' spirits afflict a patient, the spiritual energy is weaker. Con-
sequently,, the client has less complaints but also less chance of developing clairvoyant 
experiences,, which are essential for becoming an inspired healer. 

hii  the practices of the Southern healers in Tanzania I found a similar situation, al-
thoughh the size of the sacrificial animal seemed less important For as long as the 
afflictingg spirits would not come out, they remained embedded in the physical body 
inn a heated state and continued to cause sufferings. Besmer (1983:128), who has car-
riedried out a study of the Bori-cult amongg the West African Hausa in Nigeria, refers to a 
similarr phenomenon when he speaks of the concepts of energy and heat in medicine 
andd in body temperature. Afflicted adepts, Besmer says, are in need of medicines that 
helpp me body 'to boil' as it constitutes the most important sign of genuine possession 
trancee in musical sessions. Following this insight, it seems that also in West Africa a 
synergyy exists between hot powers/energies and spirit manifestations. Concerning 
visionaryy capacities entailing 'hot' or boiling powers, I wish to bring a number of 
aspectss to the attention about the connection between hypnotic trance, the process of 
'pepo'pepo awakening' and of 'kundalini awakening'. 

Theree are two variations to be considered with regard to spirit afflictions and musical 
experiences.. Much depends on whether one deals with personal spirit energy, or with 
impersonall  spirit energy. In the first case, hypnotic trance functions as a therapy to 
communicatee with the inner self. Inn the second case, hypnotic trance serves to com-
municatee with another soul. Here also lies the difference between Nambela's and 
Jeremana'ss therapeutic approaches. Nambela uses the musical sessions mainly to 
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expresss inner spirit forces, whereas Jeremana's goal is to express external spirit 
forcess and to achieve communication with departed relatives of the client In both 
cases,, musical therapy can help to remedy the immediate symptoms of spirit afflic-
tionn (ugonjwayapepo). In cases of 'a state of coldness' (baridi), the therapy is con-
sideredd an important step in the ritual healing process. What links hypnotic trances to 
aa hot pepo in musical experiences? To understand this I wish to discuss the role of 
'kundalini'' in yoga. 

Accordingg to Avalon (1974),133 'kundalini' has the form of a sleeping serpent in the 
lowestt bodily center at the base of the spinal column and is considered as divine 
cosmicc energy in the body. The serpent power contains an aspect of the 'shakti' 
(femininee force) and the 'shiva' (masculine force). Both components form a creative 
energyy in the human body that can be awakened through suitable techniques. Physi-
cally,, kundalini is related to the seven energy centers, or 'chakras', in the body. An 
importantt gateway is the solar plexus chakra that is located between the twelfth tho-
racicc vertebra and the first lumbar vertebra behind the navel. It is seen as the point 
wheree energies or powers interact In Tibet, mis chakra is known as 'manipadma' or 
'jewelledd lotus' known to radiate energy like a bright sun. Its color is therefore yel-
loww and its element is fire. It is also given great importance in traditional Japanese 
teachingss and is known as 'hara', literally meaning 'belly'. It is the center point 
wheree all things, both visible and invisible, find their balance. In fact, mis chakra 
functionss as the gravitational center of being, where emotions are both felt and ex-
pressed.. When the powers of this center are repressed, serious discrepancies between 
feelingg and action can arise. When the hara is operative, unified expression through 
word,, action and body language takes place. In Japan, the belief is that sincere people 
speakk with the voice of 'hara'. Overtone singing is an ancient way of reaching the 
energiess of the hara. It can be liberating and even cathartic (Ozaniec 1990:62-72). 

Byy means of kundalini-yoga, one can attempt to stimulate the seven chakras. This 
exercisee is considered to be the most direct path to reach spiritual or clairvoyant 
powers.. Kundalini-yoga can lead to an increase or decrease of nervous-energy and is 
oftenn accompanied by sudden shifts of consciousness. In the case of increasing the 
nervouss energy, sensations of heat (concentrated energy) rise up to the head until 
theyy are released. Ozaniec (ibid: 45-46) writes that divine or cosmic elements are 
malee components based in the higher chakras (diaphragm and head). The base chakra 

ArfaiB -- AYS'™ "  *"  Vn^sSnmsn whose real name is Sir  John Woodrofle. He studied yoga philosophy and 
textss and wrote seven* books about Taotric and Shaktie Yoga In his oook The serperf power*  (1974) he 
writess about an ancient knowledge that explains about the inner  forces of men and the universe from 
widnn. . 
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housess karmic forces containing female components. This is where kundalini (the 
serpentt  power) is said to lie dormant There are Tcnots' or  psychic blocks that have to 
bee dissolved at their  respective points to allow kundalini to awaken so that evolutionary 
energiess flow upwards. They act as closed doors, which inhibi t the rising of energy 
beyondd certain levels until consciousness itself has created the necessary key. Chakras 
holdd information and memory like computer  discs, constantly updating the amount of 
lif ee data on file. The contents of each chakra remain undisclosed until the appropriate 
*key''  is touched This key can take many forms: for  example,, applied energy, medita-
tionn or  physical stimulus. A sudden awakening can unexpectedly tap distant memory 
andd release repressed emotions in a volcanic way. The awakening of the solar  plexus 
chakraa is said to confer  mastery over  fire. This refers to internal fires and to the genera-
tionn of psychic heat through controlled use of natural energy, hi this respect, kundalini 
mayy well be compared with electricity. The uses to which it can be put are, for  one, 
thatt  it charges consciousness enabling detailed memory of events and experiences. 
Thee abilit y to see the body from within is also said to develop when the functions of 
thiss chakra unfold (ibid.). Furthermore, it can create both another  sense and a very 
powerfull  stimulation of the senses. Those who misuse it for  selfish ends may experi-
encee a boomerang effect and find mat me energies turn against them, something that 
Nambelaa and Jeremana also mentioned to me about healers who misused their  spirit 
powerss (see 12.2). 

J2.6.3J2.6.3 Psychotherapeutic considerations 

Thee concept of kundalini has helped me explain why during the research, I was con-
stantfydertedtothefacttriatairajority o o 
spirit ss as the healer, they also manifested these in much the same way, be it through 
crisiss and illness or  through dreams and visions. In other  words, the clients went 
throughh a similar  process of spirit transformation as the healers had done. Spirit posses-
sionn would be a temporary experience in which clients would loose normal control 
overr  their  body and mind. In the course of treatment, the clients would free themselves 
fromm negative forces through this temporary possession. As soon as they would experi-
encee the positive forces, they would reach a state of de-possession of the self, which is 
quitee a different situation. It is in this stage mat clients would be 'reborn' with the 
forcess of divine or  healing spirits. As they became initiates of the spirits, their  aware-
nesss would amplify. The visionary messages they would experience under  these cir-
cumstancess could serve to bring back a state of harmony in the self and their  spirit 
Thoughh all the initiates experienced healing powers emanating from a fusion of inter-
nall  and external spirit forces, onry afew of them would have a healing call. 

Fromm icama'iefaring to toe law of cause and d ^ 
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Att this point it is useful to look into the framework of mental health care, in particu-
larr the role of psychosomatic and mental disorders. In western psychiatric care, spirit 
afflictionn is classified according to western diagnostics with symptoms described as 
psychosociall  stress and neurotic problems (de Jong: 1987). In cross-cultural psychol-
ogyy and psychiatry, the term 'culture bound syndrome' may be used to refer to a set 
off  emotions and behaviors that align with a specific culture (see Simons and Hughes: 
19855 and Fuller Torrey: 1986). The term, however, is problematic when discussing 
spiritt disorder or spirit possession. Even if spirit affliction is 'culture specific' it is at 
thee same time the spiritual heritage of a whole continent What counts is how sub-
jectss culturally define and experience 'abnormality' and 'normality'. To address this 
complexity,, Hughes (ibid.: 12) proposes the term 'folk psychiatric disorder' as a 
moree convenient alternative of classification. Without sufficient knowledge of the 
culturall  context, the outsider's interpretation of pathology remains tentative. In this 
studyy too I have had many problems defining the psychopathology of the healers and 
theirr patients, especially because their problems often surpassed the domain of psy-
chopathology.. By remaining close to their subjective experiences, I have attempted 
too describe their interpretations, complimented with my own understanding. 

Followingg western diagnostic classification, I am inclined to say that the accounts of 
thee healers and patients in this study point to panic- or depressive disorders and psy-
chologicall  traumas, which may be hereditary. The similarity of pepo illness with a 
panicc disorder is striking in which at least four of the following symptoms occur: 
shortagee of bream, dizziness, heart-palpations, trembling, transpiring, nausea, pain 
aroundd the chest, fear of dying, fear of madness, fear of control and depersonaliza-
tion.. From this perspective it is no wonder that pepo illness is associated with mad-
ness,, as in schizophrenia and multiple personality disorder (MPD). Symptoms of 
schizophreniaa are: refusal to talk, eat or take medicines, hearing voices, hurting of 
oneselff  or others, walking around naked, feeling hopeless or overwhelmed, feeling 
frightened,, seeing things that others do not see and being afraid of others or the out-
sidee world. In MPD, patients create other personalities in response to emotional or 
traumaticc experiences. It is highly plausible that such occurrences happen in the case 
off  spirit afflictions where 'bad' or 'good' spirits are experienced. 

AA cultural relativist view of spirit illness (ugonjwa ya pepo) or a state of coldness 
(baridi)(baridi) should also be considered in the light specific psychosomatic symptoms. 
Severall  symptoms indicate a chronic fatigue syndrome or a thyroid disease.135 An 
over-activee thyroid produces too many hormones and affects especially young and 
middlee aged women. The symptoms are exhaustion, sudden weight loss, feelings of 

Irefer£isotolhe£«cye/qpaaiio o 
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nervousnesss or anxiety, difficulty in sleeping, feeling snappy. An under-active thy-
roidd produces too few hormones resulting in gaining weight, constipation, feeling 
coldd and having a dry skin. Interrelated are symptoms that have to do with nutritional 
deficiency.. A single nutrient deficiency can profoundly impair the immune system or 
givee stress to the body. Given that the diet in rural or poor households is very simple 
andd monotonous, essential nutrients are often lacking. It is no surprise therefore that 
inn many cases of chronic spirit affliction or ugonfwa ya pepo, persons respond well 
too phyto-medicines, as these may contain essential nutrients. 

Anotherr matter is how to draw the line between spirits that come from within and those 
thatt come from outside? As a westerner, I have a limited experience and understanding 
off  the role and impact of spirit affliction and possession, but I have learned from this 
studyy that the integration of spirits can function as guides to the self and the body. 
Adaptationn too forces from outside is met by using forces from inside. The personalized 
meansmeans of power through images is clearly acknowledged by the traditional healer for 
spiritt forces are intertwined with life itself By referring to spirit possession as a mental 
disorder,, one does not do justice to the vivid creativity of human beings. The thera-
peuticc success of non-medical healing of spirit affliction should be evaluated in light of 
thee existence of internal and external spirit energies mat intercede with the capacity for 
self-healingg mat exists in all human beings. To what extent altered states of conscious-
nesss or hypnotic trances transform into healing forces is difficult to say at mis point, 
butt there are governing forces that could be physically observed. As m kundalini-yoga, 
thee awakening and subsequent manifestation and liberationn of pepo occurs from a par-
ticularr part in the individual's body, which has the capacity to fight disease and anaes-
thesizee pain, while experiencing extra energy. Whether identified as divine, spirit, or 
ancestrall  healing forces, it appears to me mat each person has the ability to change 
negativee forces or energies in positive ones. To some extent I believe it is possible to 
sayy that these experiences are universal 

12.77 Bantu- and ngoma therapeutics 

NgomaNgoma refers to the use of therapeutic music (songs) combined with rites and herbal 
mediciness to alleviate symptoms derived from (punishing) powers of deceased rela-
tives.. Ngoma-type of cults of affliction are associated with 'rites of passage' that ide-
allyally have an opening rite, marked by separation from a prior social state of the novice 
toto an intermediary or transitional state culminating in a rite of re-incorporation into 
thee society as a full-fledged healer and member of the out Janzen (1992) used this as 
aa synthetic model to underline die fundamental characteristics in which ritual events 
incorporatee activities mat open, close, and punctuate the therapeutic process (see 
1.4).. The major characteristics outlined by Janzen align with Lewis's analysis of the 
'career'' of spirit possession (1986: 78-93). Lewis speaks of a series of stages that 
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takee place in changing the relationship of the initiate or novice with the spirit 
Whereass it is initially uncontrolled and involuntary, the initiate reaches a point where 
s/hee reaches greater control leading to a voluntary interaction with the spirit through 
mediumship.. The 'healing career', defined by the subject as moving from being a 
patientt or sufferer to a master over the source of affliction, allows the afflicted to be-
comee a healer of similar afflictions.136 The specific ways of identification of the 
causess of an illness appear to be closely intertwined with the process of transforma-
tionn in the patients. 

Whatt does mis study of Southern uganga wa pepo add to the discussion of Bantu-
andd ngoma therapeutics? What Janzen and Lewis have stated basically applies for 
ugangauganga wapepo, yet the definitions of ngoma and the analysis of a healing career are 
farr too generalized, not allowing for much scope on cultural and personal differences. 
Thee main observations of Janzen are from Central and Southern Africa, whereas he 
subjectedd his study of East Africa only to the Tanzanian coast The way that healers, 
patientss or initiates experience spirit affliction, how they associate with spirite and, 
thee affect of spirits on people's lives remains largely a mystery in his study. The as-
sumptionn that patients following treatment of spirit affliction develop the potential of 
aa spirit medium is grossly overestimated, whereas gender aspects are largely ignored. 
Thee study of Janzen, but also the latest one of van Dijk et al. (2000), allow for littl e 
orr no distinction between coastal and inland features of ngoma therapeutics. When-
everr the musical healing component is discussed, littl e insight is gained from its role 
inn the therapeutic process. Furthermore, the concept of ngoma is problematic for the 
Easternn Bantu, as they generally do not associate ngoma with Bantu therapeutics. By 
outliningg what crucial elements in uganga wapepo are primarily contained in illness, 
afflictionn and vocation, I discuss how I value my findings in the light of Bantu-
ngomangoma therapeutics. The elements are the following: 

•• Spirit healers may suffer from spiritual affficticn for al long time bef^ 
upp the responsibility of healership. The reason is oftenn resistance to spirit forces or denial 
off traditional religious practices. Once respected spirit healers, they have solemn faith in 
theirr guiding spirits and abide by certain regulations to live and work. Tutelary spirits are 
off ancestral, territorial or divine nature, each being part of a category of high spirits. Rec
ognitionn of spiritual farces empowers die healer and his/her social group and adds to the 
appreciationn of traditional religious customs. 

•• Spirit healers specialize in accordance with the competence and skills of their guiding 
spina».. They are expats in the treatment of folk-disorders and additionally may have spe
cializedd skills to treat natural diseases or problems. The tendency exists mat men specialize 
moree in herbal and magical remedies, whereas females specialize more in ritual and musi
call interventions. The various rites are primarily a means to connect the world of the living 

Seee Foennaa (1990) and Thompson (1999) who found similar  ftatues conoenmig i^or^ a of Ihe 9iani-
baaa in Northeastern Tanzania. 
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withh the world of the spirits. The ritual process of uganga wapepo entails: 1) divination; 2) 
thee preparation of herbal or magical remedies; 3) the utilization of musical and redressive 
ritess in which symbolic gestures, objects, and also smells and colors can play a role; 4) 
ceremoniall  offerings sometimes involve an animal mat is ritually identified with the initiate 
andd is then slaughtered and eaten; and 5) patients of affliction ideally go through a process 
off  transformation by becoming initiates of the spirits. 

•• Spirit affliction may give stress-like symptoms that become chronic if proper care is not 
given.. Often these symptoms cannot be diagnosed in modern health care. Left untreated or 
handledd incorrectly, madness or death may occur. Herbal remedies or biomedicines alone 
aree not adequate means to affect sufficient change. Spirit afflictions particularly evolve 
aroundd men and women who live in conflict situations or have known dramatic conflicts in 
presentt or past generations. When a high incidence of spirit afflictions occurs in one fam
ily,, this points to spiritual inheritance of a state of coldness (baridi). 

•• If uncertain about me cause of their symptoms, patients preferably choose ambulatory 
treatmentt at the dispensary, the hospital or the herbalist When the complaints are complex 
orr do not respond to ambulatory treatment most patients decide to follow treatment with a 
spiritt healer. Often, a long search is needed to discover the 'right' spirit healer. In some 
cases,, an ethnic specialist is needed. Experiences of affliction are similar for healers and 
theirr patients when it involves the same type of (ethnic) spirits. Finding the 'right' cure for 
spiritt affliction or a folk disorder is increasingly difficult for people who do not respect tra
ditionall ways of healing. 

•• Regardless of the healer's specialization, clients are expected to gain faith and healing by 
replacingg feelings of hatred, anger, loneliness and fear with respect and understanding. 
Variouss spirit forces may interact with each other in case of an affliction; most of these 
forcess are of the male gender. Protective directions come mainly from ancestral family 
spirits.. If these have withdrawn, illness and disaster can strike. Witchcraft and sorcery 
workk only with the consent of the ancestral forces. The evildoer can only be successful 
whenn a state of disharmony in the victim's family or lineage exists. 

Generally,, the way that music is acted out differs considerably between the Southern 
healers.. Music with songs, drums and/or dance would only be called ngoma by the 
KihamiKihami healers, who deal with spirit manifestations of nature coastal (pwam) or inland 
(bara)(bara) spirits (see chapter 11). Otherwise, inland (Bantu) traditional healing ceremo
niess are not associated with ngoma}37 It should be kept in mind mat the personal his
toryy of the Kihami healers has been strongly affected by me Ngoni cultural tradition of 
healing.. The word ngoma is originally derived from South African Ngoni speaking 
groups,, who employ the therapeutic idiom when ceremonies, initiations, or rites of 
otherr kinds are encompassed (see 2.2). Originally, therapeutic practitioners among the 
Ngonii who used ngoma, were called isa-ngoma This tide is not in use by the Kihami 
healerss in Tanzania. It appears to me that me Southern Bantu (Ngoni) differentiate the 
meaningg of ngoma as well as the name isa-ngoma from the eastern Bantu (Ngoni). 

Islamicc religious celebrations (mauhdi) woe not held by these healers, though dakr or zikir (ihythmical 
singingg while reciting the names of Allah) could occaskmaUy happen as part of̂ gonw(3.7> According to 
Giless (1989:298X dh&r singing is stricdy separated from mtandr̂ oma ceremonies in coastal heating. 
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Itt is further important to consider that uganga wa pepo is controversial to official 
Islamicc and Christian believers who deny the existence of ancestral spirits. The con-
tinuingg vitality and acceptance of spirit healing in Swahili society is possible because 
Islamm does not deny the existence of the powers upon which spirit healers depend 
(seee 3.5). hi contrast to Christian ideas, Islamic ideas show a large measure of 
agreementt withh African traditional religions with respect to prophecies, oracles, divi-
nation,, witchcraft and magic. Even if coastal healing guilds have influenced local 
traditionss of spirit possession and healing in Southern Tanzania (see 3.5 and 3.8), this 
hass not affected all areas of Bantu healing. This, I presume, is the reason why in 
Southernn healing practices of uganga wapepo guild characteristics are few. No pro-
ceduress are in use to teach initiates how to associate or pay respect to inland or 
coastall  spirits, as is the case in Swahili guilds. Another difference I have noticed is 
thatt Southern Bantu healers do not always associate spirits with pathology. Only the 
malee Kihami healers, Alberto and Joram, employed specific pathologies to address 
thee involvement of nature spirits or ancestral spirits. 

Wheneverr the initiated patients are referred to as 'children of the (ancestral) spirits' 
thiss is to describe the bond of the patients with the ancestral spirits, not to state that 
theyy have obligations in a guild. Higher inland spirits are only met in prayers, hymns 
andd small offerings, which symbolize the old customs of the tribal lineages. For in-
stance,, a black cloth or a practical object can be requested which was commonly 
usedd in former days. Also, small offerings in the form of food are appropriate. In 
casess of serious transgressions, an animal sacrifice can be requested during a ritual 
ceremony.. Generally, the use of black tissues associated with ancestor spirits, 
whereass red tissues are associated with lower and intermediate nature spirits. White 
clothss refer to divine healing spirits. These Bantu spirit features may to some extent 
bee incorporated in coastal healing practices, but essentially these practices deal with 
Arabb and Swahili spirit afflictions that demand a different approach (see chapter 3). 
Anotherr component which has become clear to me is that socio- and ritual therapy is 
muchh stronger represented in the Southern inland practices than in coastal healing 
practicess or guilds, where interventions are mainly directed to the spirit and the indi-
viduall  sufferer (see 12.8). When it comes to offerings, it appears that these are not 
thee principal means to facilitate exchange between the living and the spirit world. 
Alsoo prayers, musical sessions, and redressive rites contribute to mis exchange. 

Thee performance of ngoma therapeutics happens generally in much the same way 
ass in uganga wapepo, through devices of mutual 'call-and-response' sharing of ex-
perience,, of self- presentation, of articulation of common affliction, and of consensus 
overr the nature of the problem and the course of action to take (see Janzen 1992: 
110).. In Southern uganga wa pepo, call-and-response singing is sometimes accom-
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paniedd by a basic instrument. The songs in the musical sessions, as texts, verbalize 
thee idiom of spirit possession and affliction derived from subconscious social cogni-
tionss shared by many people in Bantu culture, hi musical sessions, the verbal and 
non-verball  expressions meet together and expose the tensions through spiritual dis-
harmonyy coming from ill feelings in people and spirits. This aspect aligns with 
Rougett (1985: 326) who states mat music socializes die context of the source from 
whichh trance springs.138 

Thee crucial merits of musical therapy, is to bee found in the empowerment by means 
off  rhythm and music, and its resultant state of hypnotic trance (pepo trance) mat en-
hancess a consciousness transformation (see 12.6). Friedson (1996:7) states in this 
respectt mat mere are no specific boundaries when a person becomes one with a 
spirit;; instead the experience is experiential and fluid, differing for each individual. In 
thee process of facilitating spirits to be expressed and temporarily take over control, 
peoplee can experience how boundaries fade between the present and the past Put 
anotherr way, hypnotic trances in clients or initiates undergoing musical healing can 
createe a highly favourable situation for connecting (spirits from) the present (sasa) 
withh (spirits from) the past (zamani). The major healing interventions strongly direct 
attentionn to ease the pain of the troubled spirit which subsequently also relieves the 
troubledd patient To achieve a state of 'oneness' between spirit and patient is thus 
highlyy important in the process of healing. 

Janzenn has said mat spirit affliction and healing accommodates a great latitude of 
typestypes of 'survival knowledge' in which the idiom of spirit serves on the one hand as 
aa format to identify sources of misfortune and, on the other, it articulates, energizes, 
andd transforms individual identity and purpose (see 1.4). la this respect spirit forces 
aree to be considered as energies that are impartial, amoral and ambivalent Lewis 
(1971:127)) said mat spirit forces are at the same time the source of illness and the 
meanss to its cure. Through the mediation of amoral spirit energies that open the way 
forr moral or divine forces, relationships can be restored, distress can be alleviated, 
andd healing can be enhanced. These observations also apply for my findings about 
ugangauganga wa pepo, with die exception that only those initiates with strong (healing) 
spiritss are encouraged to exercise listening to the 'spirit messages'. To accustom 
themselvess to these messages, die initiates are recommended to join die various ritual 
sessions.. Once the instructions from me guiding force(s) are understood well, clair-
voyantt and communicative skills as well as knowledge of healing is liable to in-
crease.. Some of the initiates develop their skills for die purpose of becoming inter-

Gflbertt  Rouget (1985) wrote an elaborate study called Musk and Trance; A A Theory of the Relations be~ 
tweentween Music aid Possession dealing with the interaction ofmi& c and trance wcddwide. 
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mediariess for their family group in which case they continue to have psychic or clair-
voyantt experiences after the treatment has finished. Others use these special skills 
primarilyy for their own benefits and do not develop it further. If initiates do develop 
theirr skills and become novice healers, they do so under specific instructions from 
theirr guiding spirits, some of which are more specialized in ritual and musical inter-
ventionss or in herbal and magical interventions. Novice healers can be males and 
females,, but often the females are more dedicated, which has to do with respecting 
thee various working ethics (see 12.2). Besides the male and female healers' personal 
development,, also the views of clients need to be considered. For instance, clients 
expectt male healers to be more specialized in herbal and magical acte and remedies, 
whereass female healers are expected to be more skilled in ritual and musical acts. A 
majorityy of the clients (of both sexes) expressed to have a preference for female heal-
erss because they take their work ethics more seriously than men. Suspiciousness of 
malee healers was particularly reflected in stories of female patients who had experi-
encedd how male healers imposed labor or sexual acts on them as means of compen-
satingg treatment 

Withh regard to the propositions of v. Dijk et al (2000) on how to define Bantu and 
ngomangoma (see 1.5), I would say they are useful for researchers who study East- and 
Centrall  African forms of ritual and healing. Yet the propositions are very broad and 
forr as far Tanzania counts, the concept of uganga wa pepo is much more specific. I 
expectt that in other East- or Central African regions me concept of pepo, or an equal 
connotation,, will be used to refer to ngoma healing aspects. As scholars continue to 
discoverr new ngoma features, including its interpenetration with Christianity and 
Islam,, they may also discover whether uganga wapepo extends beyond Tanzania. 

12.88 Gender  and change in spirit healing 

Spiritt afflictions in Tanzania are an integrated part of inland as well as coastal beliefs 
andd practices, therefore a rigid dichotomy between inland and coastal uganga wa 
pepopepo does not apply. Still, certain differences appear to exist mat are interwoven with 
social,, cultural and economic circumstances. The different context in which the 
Southernn inland and coastal healers practice has a number of implications. I tenta-
tivelyy discuss these implications here. For instance, among the urban coastal healers, 
whoo increasingly treat ambulatory clients, there are a great number who do so with-
outt reference to their affiliation with spirits or to the use of ngoma healing involving 
music.. Some of these healers have a healing tradition in their family while others 
havee received training from healers who sell their knowledge. One way or the other, 
coastall  healers increasingly meet with a clientele, who oppose to traditional or pro-
pheticc forms of treatment (see 3.5). In the coastal and urban settings, the increasing 
demandd for individual and ambulatory treatment is met by the commercialization of 
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thee local healers who are mostly males. Some of the males build 'modern climes' so 
ass to appeal to a larger  group of clientele (see 12.2). Most healers, however, lack a 
properr  workspace and do not have immediate access to the natural environment 
Commercializationn not only affects the approach to healing work and the circum-
stancess of pepo healers; it also increases competition. This situation is not unique for 
Tanzania.. Dillon-Malone (1988) suggests a similar  situation in Zambia whereas 
Goodd (1987) says the same about Kenya. Also, Chinese and Ayurvedicc doctors are 
increasinglyy offering their  services in coastal and urban areas. The exploitation and 
commercializationn of plant and magical remedies is mainly in the hands of men who 
cannott  claim to have spiritual inspiration, though they may be familiar  with various 
typess of spirit affliction. In view of the increasing problems in today's society, healers 
inn urban centers and coastal areas tend to specialize in protective roles rather  than 
healingg roles and buy ready-made powders and mixtures in the market 

Whil ee contemporary (Islamic and protective) elements in spirit healing practices are 
increasinglyy penetrating the coastal and mainland urban areas, there is still a demand 
forr  coping with spiritual afflictions by means of traditional or  ritual healing methods. 
Thee treatment of specific Bantu or  ancestral afflictions in vgonjwa ya pepo, is often 
moree problematic as few healing practitioners are skilled to deal with this. Therefore, 
afflictedd patients who live in urban or  coastal areas may seek the help of a specialist 
spiritt  healer  in their  homeland so as to receive traditional treatment Since only a few 
coastall  healers continue to perform traditional and musical healing ritual s - including 
areass outside the urban coast - mere are no practices with facilities for  in-patients, 
whichh means that the role of spirit healers as caretakers is also declining. Those 
healerss who still associate with traditional and musical healing rituals, may be part of 
aa healing guild. Guilds can be found throughout coastal or  mainland Islamic areas to 
treatt  Swahili and Arab spirit afflictions (see 3.5), but these too tend to decline under 
thee present changes. Also traditional social or  family therapy is virtuall y absent under 
thee influence of modern lif e and urbanization. Somewhat simplified, the differences 
betweenn the Southern rural and coastal urban practices are as follows: 

Southernn rura l areas 
Predominancee of Bantu traditional healing 
Emphasiss is on inland spirit s 
AA healing ngoma can be part of dairy practice 

Malee and female practitioners have similar 
tasks s 
Emphasiss is on medicine and healing 
Equall  number  of male and female clients 
Combinedd skills in one practice 

Coastall  urban areas 
Predominancee of contemporary healing 
Emphasiss is on coastal spirits 
Occasionallyy a healer  organizes a healing 
ngoma ngoma 
Malee and female practitioners fulfil l different 
Iflglf g g 

Emphasiss is on protection and counter-action 
AA majorit y of female clients 
Fewerr  skills combined 
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Southernn rural areas 
Servingg rural and regional clients 
Moree practices and facilities for in-patients 

Diagnosticss through divination 
Rituall  and group sessions 

Coastall  urban areas 
Servingg a mixed urban population 
Largee practices mainly for ambulatory treat-
ment t 
Diagnosticss through symptom description 
Individuall  herbal or magical treatment 

Continuouss flow and use of fresh plant ingre- Stored plant ingredients, mainly powders 
dients s 
Immediatee access to natural resources 
Littl ee or no money transactions 
Fetchingg plants and preparing its ingredients 
Naturall  and quiet setting 

Moo immediate access to natural resources 
Activee money transactions 
Purchasingg ready-made ingredients 
Noisyy and/or busy setting 

Generally,, I found that the coastal spirit healers, who combine coastal with inland 
spirits,, have greater knowledge of plants and incorporate religious or traditional 
healingg ceremonies more frequently. These healers need various artifacts and out-
fitss to practice. Also, odours, foodstufs, drinks and ointments may be part of the 
healingg procedures. On top of these ingredients, various medicines can be in use by 
thesee coastal healers. In other words, those healers who combine coastal with 
inlandd spirits have a heavier workload (see Giles 1989: 337). They can go to great 
lengthh to obtain fresh medicines and specific ingredients in their homeland, which 
impliess mat the healers have to travel constantly between their native and working 
territory.. While I was seeking to know which spirit healers in the coastal regions 
hadd prosperous practices and why this was so, I learned that mainly women guided 
byy inland as well as coastal spirits have a large clientele. It also seemed mat these 
coastall  female healers express their coastal spirits through masculine Muslim fea-
tures,, simply because their spirit guides are Muslim males. Among them are an-
cientt Swahili and Arab spirits, like the Ruhani (see 3.7 and 11.4). The Ruhani spirits 
onlyy guide Islamic healers. They have much in common with the ancient ancestral 
Bantuu spirits who are also mainly of male gender (see 12.5). As happens with an-
cestrall  spirits (pepo ya mizimu), the Ruhani spirits are invoked with the help of 
specificc songs, accompanied by clapping. 

Clearr differences between the ancient coastal and Southern spirits are reflected in the 
rangee of ritual objects and symbolic colors in use by the healers. Coastal healers 
buildd a type of personal mosque with an altar as a working space, as a token of ap-
preciationn and recognition with the coastal guiding spirits. Southern healers, on the 
otherr hand, build a traditional hut to perform the sacred healing work, hi each case, 
thee altar and the hut would function as a shrine. 
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Sincee many coastal healers have little space to perform ritual healing sessions and 
onlyy few of them can meet the high costs of organizing healing ceremonies (see 
2.5),, they often combine a ritual celebration for several afflicted patients to reduce 
thee costs for all parties concerned. They may collaborate with healers who are 
leaderss of a spirit possession guild and practice outside the urban center where they 
cann provide the space to organize healing rituals of the ngoma type. These ngoma 
usuallyy involve both Southern and coastal spirits. Those healers, male of female, 
whoo are leaders and organize such ceremonies have considerable status and pres-
tigee within the community. In the ngoma healing guilds of these coastal healers, 
womenn often outnumber men as initiates. Does this imply that in contrast to Southern 
practicess more females suffer from spirit affliction? Sometimes mis is the case, but 
nott in general. 

Wheneverr persons suffer from spirit affliction in coastal areas, these concern men and 
womenn who are prone to feelings of distress. As in the interior, they may feel threat-
enedd in their self-esteem because of social obligations and economic strains. Spirit ill -
nesss (ugonjwayapepo) urges mem to look at their position in society, and also allows 
themm to express the self In me coastal regions, this need does often appear stronger in 
womenn man in men. In part this is due to pressure by males who use their public power 
accordingg to traditional and Islamic customs. Some men consider women to be their 
propertyy on account of marriage payment or bride-wealth.139 Though it is often a taboo, 
theyy feel to be allowed to abuse their wives, and even their daughters, because they 
possesss them. Women are expected to remain silent about the possessive behavior of 
men.. In general, I am of the opinion mat women in coastal Tanzania use spirit afflic-
tionn and religious ecstasy as much as a positive assertion of female value as an outlet to 
combatt male domination (see 3.8). An interrelated aspect that was brought to my atten-
tionn by the coastal healer Nuru N'hangachallo (see 3.7) is that male coastal spirits often 
seekk an alliance with female mediums. Interestingly detail is that these male spirits can 
helpp women to oppose the males who dominate them. One way of doing this is by a 
spirituall  'marriage'. This bondage needs the approval of the actual husband, who has to 
showw respect to the spirit and indirectly mus shows respect to his wife. Another feature 
too be considered as to why male clients tend to be less dominant in healing guilds along 
thee coast is their means to publicly participate in rituals of orthodox Mam. These ritu-
alss help mem to experience a temporary sense of oneness with each other and the Is-
lamicc God. To coastal women, the Islamic God is often more distant than are tradi-
tionall  or Swahili spirits. By participating in Swahili healing guilds, these women ex-

Evenn if mAfncan systems bn^weatmiefas to the flow of 
groupp fcr the loss of die women (sec Seymour-Smith 1986: 181 and Vakevisser  1994X Islamic African 
menn may consider  that they paid for the wife, 
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periencee a feeling of oneness by strongly associating with the spirits and this too adds 
too the positive assertion of female value. 

Inn sum, I find it plausible mat more women are afflicted in Islamic or coastal regions, 
duee to male domination as well as the constraints of polygamy. Especially those 
women,, who stand up to forces in society that suppress their individuality and identity, 
cann encounter problems of spirit affliction. On the other hand, female initiates are also 
saidd to be more willing to cooperate with the (male) spirits man men are. Since women 
outnumberr as initiates in healing guilds, does this automatically imply that women who 
aree healed pursue the career of spirit healer? I do not think this is the casee since the op-
portunityy to develop strong spirit powers are fewer man in Southern rural areas. Oily 
thosee women, who receive the appropriate attention to channel the spirit powers and 
remainn members of a healing guild, will pass on their strength and self-confidence to 
otherr women. In Islamic influenced rural areas, like Lindi, Mtwara and Tabora, this 
actuallyy happens a lot more often. More research is, however, needed to find out to 
whatt extent women are replacing men in the spirit healing profession.140 

12.99 In conclusion 

Thiss chapter has shown that most of the Southern spirit healers (waganga wapepo) 
havee had an inspirational calling in response to feelings of hostility and fear that 
expressedd itself in the form of pepo illness (ungonjwa ya pepo) in their family 
group.. The common experiences they had have taught them the value of traditional 
religiouss and healing interventions. The principle of these interventions is 'to bind 
together'' (kuganga) the four realms of human life: the emotional, the social, the 
physicall  and the spiritual. By accepting the help of divine, ancestral or other spirit 
forces,, the healers have restored a protective spiritual shield (kinga) and increased 
naturall  healing capacities. In this manner too, the healers achieved wellbeing for 
themselves,, for their family, and their social group. As religious specialists, the 
Southernn healers stand in a special relationship with the source of being, reflecting 
ann African understanding of the cosmos. To some authors, the source of being is 
thee point of contact between the profane and the sacred world (see Ngubane 1977: 
86,, Sundkler 1961: 114 and Fernandez 1973: 35). On the basis of my findings, I 
seee no distinction between the profane and the sacred. When certain circumstances 
arisee that expand our awareness and our senses, it is only because the source of be-
ingg forms an essential part of our nature. 

Malee and female practitioners in the Southern regions can specialize in ritual, social, 
musicall  or herbal therapy. In contrast to men who choose to specialize more often as 

Bakkerr (1992,1993) remarked that this phenomenon is taking place in Morocco. 
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herbalistss or witchdoctors, women often consider the spiritual significance of a remedy 
orr therapy to be more important When a patient is given herbal infusions s/he can ex-
pectt to benefit from the life force of its ingredients, but in some cases the power needs 
too be increased through the agency of ancestors or spirits. This therapeutic act can be 
consideredd 'spiritual' in the etymological sense of 'seeking to cure disease of the life 
force'' even if the ailment appears to be purely physical (see Koumare and Coppo 1983: 
33).. In this respect, the ritual acts of healing are religious acts (see Mbiti 1969 and de 
Smett 1999). Depending on the symptoms, however, it can be equally important to fol-
loww instructions about the usage and dosage of plant or magical remedies (see Morris 
1998:: 84). What matters in uganga wapepo is mat the spiritual, the musical, the ritual 
andd the pharmacological are strongly interrelated. I am not saying that the Southern 
healerss have the ability to solve, eradicate, or cure any problem or disease; rather, they 
helpp clients define their problem or disease and provide guidance to alleviate the symp-
toms,, la so doing, they keep a healing heritage alive in which spirit (pepo) is strongly 
embeddedd in a socio-cosmic framework. Female healers seem especially keen in being 
guardianss of a healing tradition in which the disparate elements of their spiritual life are 
ass threads woven into a meaningful fabric. 

Wheneverr hostility exists within families, all spirits are regarded as destructive to 
peoplee including the ancestors. Unless the conflicts are resolved, the spirits remain 
offendedd and subsequently reject all forms of healing. I agree with Friedson (1996: 
477 and 86) that without reaching a consensus in the family, no sacrificial offering 
wil ll  help. In this respect, I also mention that the actual meaning of the word 'sacri-
ficefice \ derived from Latin, means 'to make holy'. The word implies that a sacrificial 
offeringg returns some of the life-energy that has been lost from the earth due to a 
statee of disharmony. Since spirit illness (ugonjwa ya pepo) results from a disturbed 
equilibriumm of the individual in his natural as well as social environment, the South-
ernn healers consider the pepo paradigm as much a 'personalistic' disease category as 
aa 'naturalistic' one (see 5.5). A strict separation between the two disease categories 
iss not applicable (see Foster and Anderson 1978:51-81). 

Importantt is that the scope of spirit affliction, vocation, practice and trance phenom-
ena,, is situated in its varying cultural context by attending to the experiences of the 
healerss and their clientele. On the basis of my research and observations from very 
differentt regions, I have found that spiritual affliction or spirit possession is often 
intertwinedd with angry or sad spirits. Some of these spirits are departed persons who 
mayy have been wronged during life, such as an ill-treated parent, a neglected spouse 
orr child, or a victim of murder or witchcraft (see Chavunduka 1994: 82). The 'call-
and-response'' pattern between healer, cliënte and spirits is a pervasive structure in 
ugangauganga wapepo and in this respect it strongly parallels the fundamental characteris-
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ticss in Bantu and ngoma therapeutics. This is the case with respect to all ritual proce-
dures,, whether it are the musical sessions, the divinations, the (sacrificial) offerings 
orr the redressive rites. It is the very principle through which afflictionn transforms into 
healing,, and more exceptionally, into a vocation to heal. 
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Chapterr  13 

Generall  Conclusions 

Forr  this study I have sought research methods that would produce insightful, but also 
recognizablee data, with which Tanzanian people can identify. A grounded theory ap-
proachh has been very helpful for  this purpose. The use of a grounded theory approach 
hass not only affected the course of the research, but also the findings and the presen-
tation.. Analysis was made in close alignment with my observations to allow for  an 
integrationn of the various factors involved. From the beginning til l the end of mis 
studyy I faced the consequences of this approach. On the one hand, the study approach 
generatedd good relationships and an abundance of ethnographic data. This allowed 
mee to select the most essential information without losing the 'voices' and 'feelings' 
off  the informants. On the other  hand, staying faithful to the field experiences and the 
informants,, produced difficultie s in the process of writing . Especially the decision of 
whenn and how to create distance between the descriptions and the analysis was hard 
too deal with. 

II  am aware that by presenting a limited amount of Southern spirit healers, whom 
II  selected on the basis of their  reputation and genuineness, I have restricted my 
findings.. The answers and insights I have obtained concern specific examples of 
threee types of specialists, the prophet healer, the ancestral lineage healer  and the 
witchdoctor.. I can merely hope that the biographies of these Southern healers, but 
alsoo the accounts and reactions from clients, the in-depth observations of ritual 
events,, and the audio-visual presentation, wil l encourage more scholars to study the 
variouss dimensions of spirit healing in (East) African societies. Having questions 
left,, or  even some doubts about certain aspects of this study is, however, inherent 
too the nature of ethnographic research. 

Whatt  remains In he said regarding me findings ffinm this Study? In the beginning of this 

thesiss I spoke of my interest in the creative and metaphysical skills employed by spirit 
healerss or  waganga wapepo in Tanzania I also spoke of the way they legitimise them-
selvess and how they are concerned with the physical and psychosocial aspects of their 
clients.. The information about the Southern healers has brought to light mat geographic 
(territorial )) and ethnic (cultural) factors differ  considerably among them and mat these 
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aspectss strongly influence ways and means of practicing. The ideas about health and 
thee factors mat account for impaired health require an approach from the spirit healers 
thatt enhances and restores life. All Southern healers in this study aimed at this, ir-
respectivee of their religious convictions. Though all were Christians, two of them who 
aree presented on-line, had converted to Islam The degree by which all healers com-
binedd cultural traditionalism with practical syncretism appeared to be embedded in the 
religiouss and moral values represented in their guiding spirits. Interestingly, out of 
respectt for traditional religion, none of the healers, however, went to Church or to a 
Mosque.. Generally, when a Bantu healer converts to Islamic religion, Arab spirits or 
saintss do not impose on him/her to disregard traditional religion. As far as I know, 
Islamicc spirit healers never have to convert to Christianity upon direction of spirits. I 
reckonn this has to do with the fact mat coastal or Muslim healers are foremost guided 
byy spirits or saints from Arab or Swahili origin. The Southern healers, on the other 
hand,, mainly receive guidance from ancestral or territorial spirits (of Bantu origin) or 
throughh divine inspiration (of the Holy Spirit). I have never encountered the existence 
off  Christian saints within me realm of spirit healing in Tanzania. 

Thee perseverance of pepo illness, often intimately associated with strained relation-
shipss with kin and ancestors as in baridi (a state of coldness), is to be considered in 
thee context of the struggle of existence where jobs are few and agricultural activities 
aree often prone to failure. The frustrations of people who are jobless or unable to 
work,, but who still want access to money, are accompanied by disrespect for the old 
customs.. This includes the sacred prohibitions of when to use magic and how to per-
formm customary rituals to enhance social order and personal wellbeing. It is useful in 
thiss respect to keep in mind that in Africa, people define health in terms of the ful-
fillmentfillment of all roles expected of a human person. Illness is experienced as a lack of 
harmonyy that can have different causes like one's wrong deeds or omissions, or the 
malicee of others in society. If spirits are not playing their protective role, humans are 
believedd to be prone to illness. Traditional treatment marked by a religious approach 
allowss patients to come to terms with some of their struggles by reconstructing as-
pectss of an ideal society in which they live up to communal and cultural beliefs and 
norms.. With the neglect of these beliefs and norms, ritual pollution or sorcery can 
havee an affect on the social and personal welfare of a family, as members experience 
lackk of fortune, sexual problems as in barrenness and infertility, sudden deaths and 
evenn poor parental or family control. Families that remain oblivious to violations of 
traditionall  laws may experience continuous repercussions in the family, with disease 
orr disaster taking place from one generation to the next Remedial traditional rituals 
cann end the inheritance of taboo violations and prevent baridi from spreading in the 
lineagee like an epidemic. 
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Havingg brought the role of coastal or  Swahili healing practices into perspective at the 
beginningg of this thesis, has allowed me to accentuate the different features that play 
aa role in coastal and inland (Southern) spirit healing practices. These differences have 
beenn discussed in 12.8 dealing with gender  and change. Based on the findings of 
Southernn Tanzania and the observations I made of spirit healing in coastal regions 
andd the available literatur e on mis, I am of the opinion that pepo heaters, and with it 
pepopepo illness, pepo vocation and pepo healing in Tanzanian society are increasingly 
becomingg a means of coping with stress. Withi n this context, I consider  the word 
pepopepo (plural mapepo) as a generic term for  spirit in Tanzania as a whole. The fact 
thatt  some people feel forced into another  concept of time has important bearing on the 
increasingg stress in contemporary life (see 1.2 and 3.3). Actually, the future dimension 
off  time, which is so crucial to western thought, disturbs Tanzanian thinkin g and living 
inn a number  of ways. From my findings it appears mat the living as well as the de-
ceasedd can experience the consequences of this disturbance as they fail to integrate 
traditiona ll  with modern values and ways of living. According to the concept of time 
stipulatedd by Mbit i (1969), the departed relatives who are still remembered (the living 
dead)) mil in the category of 'actual'  time, whereas their  impact, as spirits, rail  in the 
categoryy of inevitable or  'potential'  time. Both time experiences increasingly meet 
withh the futur e dimension of time, following the Christian missionary teachings, 
westernn education and invasion of modern technology. Those people who feel forced 
intoo the new frame of time, need a great amount of assimilative skills to become 
familiarr  with it. Especially people who don't succeed to assimilate are prone to stress 
andd spirit afflictions, encompassing feelings of anxiety or  panic (see 12.6). The in-
strumentall  and symbolic elements in traditional religion, encompassing ritual,  magic 
andd sorcery, are outspoken means of reacting to and coping with the changes of time. 

Ass a result of the complexities and strains of lif e in the twentieth century, many Tan-
zanianss experience feelings of iUbeing. This in turn takes affect on the demand for 
spiritt  protection and spirit intervention. The notions of ritual  impurit y and sorcery 
underliee much of the insecurity that is at present felt in daily life. Whether  in urban, 
peri-urbann or  rural townships, people settle next to others whom they do not choose 
ass their  neighbors. It happens mat neighbors or  villagers are hostile to each other, 
characterizedd by suspicion, mistrust, or  a lack of cooperation among them. With a 
strongg belief that human relationships can be manipulated by means of spiritual or 
mysticall  powers, health is always in jeopardy. Whenever  witchcraft or  sorcery is de-
tectedd during a divination, ideally no names of persons are given. Instead, a descrip-
tiontion is given of the wrongdoer, according to gender, age or  status within or  outside 
thee family and this is usually enough to give the clients a tool for  recognition, protec-
tiontion or  revenge. In other  instances, I suppose mat misinterpretations of a vision or  a 
dreamm may lead to further  tensions in the way mis happened to the healer  Nambela. 
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Beforee she started to practice, she accused a brother of having caused the death of her 
firstfirst son (see 5.2). 

Thee new challenges people are facing in Tanzania hold great potentialities and 
promises,, but if people's creative, productive and beneficial capacities are not fully 
channeled,, these challenges can get out of control. In so doing, they precipitate both 
tragedyy and disillusionment (Mbiti 1969). This tragedy is already taking place and re-
flectedflected in me increase of sorcery mat is applied according to the demands of today's 
needss and wishes.141 Some traditional healers (waganga) and sorcerers (wachawi) 
thrivee on the feelings of insecurity and powerlessness that to some extent are reac-
tionss of the society to confront the constraints of time. In principle, the waganga wa 
pepopepo are the ones who combat the wachawi. Each in their own way, the healers and 
thee sorcerers meet with the destructive forces that have increased with the coming of 
modernn times (see Lewis 1971, Janzen 1992). Ray Abrahams (1994: 9-22) who 
pointss to the rise and decline of witchcraft and the role of the state (see 2.6) wonders 
iff  ancestral grievances should be considered as a poison to the minds of the people. 
Fromm my findings, it seems that this is a simplistic view of spirit affliction and witch-
craftt since various spirit energies appear to be intertwined, even exchanged, during 
aa period of affliction. The healers in this study and most of their Christian clients 
hadd tried to abandon notions of spirit and ancestral grief, but nonetheless they 
weree faced with its existence. A shadowy past could trigger off present woes and 
worries.. Grievances stemming from die past could be coupled with constraints in 
presentt day life. Instead of saying that grievances of the past are a poison to the 
mind,, I am of the opinion mat one should consider the social and cultural context in 
whichh these grievances occur and the way these are met with traditional remedial 
forces.. Healers who do not work with traditional or Bantu spirits may not identify the 
rolee of ancestors in illness. They may use (the format of) witchcraft to treat a client 
evenn if the relief is short-lived. 

Whatt needs to be reckoned with is that African notions on health and disease are 
steepedd in the conquest between, on the one hand proof, coming from spirits 
mediums,, and on the other, faith in God, that remains distant and inconceivable. 
Thee parallel of people who have images of good and bad spirits and may become 
'possessed'' urges me to remember the prophets in the Old Testament Instead of 
makingg God visible on earth by attributing insights and objects to men, people can 
bee encouraged to experience divine or sacred powers from within. As an affliction 
off  identity, pepo illness seems to bring forth the mediation of amoral spirit energies 

411 See also Pete GesdneremTfemrefeni^^ŵ  
(1997> > 
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thatt  open the way to divine or  sacred forces. These forces can help to restore rela-
tionships,, enhance healing and increase personal awareness. As guardians of a cul-
turall  as well as a spiritual heritage, the waganga wapepo retain and preserve ancient 
beliefss and practices in the face of contemporary circumstances, even when they re-
adaptt  tbe art of healing in the course of time and space, hi fact, the waganga wapepo 
aree in the forefront of what to some degree all people in Tanzania are doing; they 
aree either  reinventing or  restructurin g culture, and interpret it in ways relevant to 
thee present time. Ignoring these healers and their  clientele means also to ignore 
Tanzaniann identity, and with it, the various difficultie s and hardships that people 
facee in daily life. 

Noo matter  what science does to prove the existence or  non-existence of the spirits, 
onee thing is undeniable, namely that for  many Tanzanian people spirits are a reality 
thatt  must be reckoned with, whether  it is a clear, blurred, or  confused reality. The 
belieff  in spirits, but also the nature of spiritual powers, demands and deserves aca-
demicc attention because it is not only a means to safeguard the knowledge of tradi-
tionall  medicine and healing, it is also a means to enhance the crossing of boundaries 
betweenn the conscious and the unconscious, the living and the dead, the present and 
thee past, the old and the new and the known and the unknown. 
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Optionss and Suggestions 

Thee whole area of traditional healing and medicine needs thorough understanding 
too avoid being erroneously fitted into the modern medicine paradigm. Besides 
providingg useful records of the knowledge of plants, how plants work and what the 
biochemicall  components are of medicinal plants, research-projects and studies 
shouldd involve anthropological studies so as to give a more complete image of how 
healerss and their clients culturally explain illness and well-being. A dialogue in 
scientificc realms on the nature of spiritual powers as means of knowledge can sup-
portt tiie process of preserving a cultural, spiritual and medical heritage. I suggest that 
researchh be further directed to the skills and know how of practitioners. This should 
comprisee the role of inspirational sources, working ethics, gender roles, and standards 
off  care (provisions, hygiene and facilities). Furthermore, ways and forms of com-
pensationn and the access to natural and food resources should be a concern. Re-
searchh projects ought to give recognition and/or support to those cultural and reli-
giouss beliefs and practices that improve general wellbeing. Spirit healers (waganga 
wapepo)wapepo) possess a mighty tool when deciding how to deal with emotional, social and 
physicall  problems. In my mind this should not go unnoticed by public health care. 

Off  the potentials and constraints involved in uganga wa pepo the following needs 
consideration.. Benefits and potentials in uganga wa pepo are: 1) the means to ex-
presss and solve emotional, physical and social distress; 2) to enhance spiritual and 
physicall  healing and intuitive knowledge; 3) to strengthen personal, social and some-
timess also ethnic identity; 4) to (re-) appreciate traditional religion and the role of 
spirits;; and 5) to create new hope and a redirection of life. Problems and constraints 
inn uganga wa pepo are: 1) the wide variety of spirit forces that can be involved in 
afflictionn illness; 2) the impact of spirits on groups of people and their power to bring 
illnesss and death; 3) the difficulty of finding a respectable spirit healer who has the 
properr know-how and skills; 4) the chance to fall in the hands of incompetent practi-
tionerss who either work with inferior spirits or pretend to work with spirits; and 5) the 
oftenn complex and long treatment (far) away from home. 

Iff  indigenous (spirit) healers would be organized through regional organizations 
thatt interact with regional cultural and health officials, tins would highly facilitate 
researchh and documentation of their competencies and failures. Such regional or-
ganizationn could serve as a satellite center and inform local people about the spirit 
healerss in the region and, once established, the state can decide which healers ought 
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too get recognition. Whenever the facilities and conditions of indigenous clinics ran by 
competentt healers need improvement, the government could then consider to provide 
assistance.. For instance, by giving land that is rich in natural flora and with sufficient 
waterr resources. Provided that those involved in the different health care sectors are 
willingg to collaborate - which is often more difficult for the western trained medical 
doctorr than for Ihe indigenous healer - and stay conscious of a number of communica-
tiontion difficulties mat may arise, African western psychiatric care can also be enriched by 
elementss of traditional spirit healing. 

II  take as an example the French psycho-analyst Tobie Nathan, who has attempted to 
incorporatee African traditional healing methods in therapeutic practice.142 In fact, 
Nathann has done extensive studies on how western psychiatry can adapt to the world 
andd minds of non-western peoples, and he bases treatment fundamentally on their 
traditionall  etiologies. Other efforts are made by hypno-merapists who, in regression 
andd reincarnation-merapy, identify various types of spirit intrusions (see de Vidal de 
Stt Germain 1998). Their understandings can be utilized to explain what are the uni-
versall  components that exist in spirit afflictions. Another example comes from re-
searchh on the intergenerational transmission of psychosomatic disorders in one 
familyy for which special therapies are introduced as in fomify-of-origin sessions or 
family-line-upp sessions. Famiry-of-origin sessions have the purpose to provide diag-
nosticc information about how past family problems are enacted in the present and to 
createe a source of change (see Roberto 1992:67). Change occurs in this arena among 
otherr things by: 1) discovering previously unknown information about the family; 2) 
clarifyingg old misunderstandings; and 3) demystifying 'magical' symbolic meanings 
thatt members carry for one another. In family-line-up therapy, the energy of departed 
relativess is considered to be still present within the fknily-structure. Subsequently, 
thesee energies can influence other members of the family when these members iden-
tifyy with their destiny. The need for wholeness and harmony in the family is said to 
bee familiar to all people. That is why, during family-line-up therapy, problems that 
havee their roots in the lives of former relatives come to the surface. These problems 
oftenn entail phobias, anxieties, worries or other psychosomatic disorders that can be 
treatedd successfully once their origin is established. The principles of famiry-of-
originn and family-line-up bear certain similarities with the treatment of family-
coldnesss (baridi) as this has been described in part three of this thesis. 

Basedd on the foregoing I have the following specific suggestions for action in Tan-
zania: : 

Tobiee Nathan is director  of Ifoe Center  Gec*ges-DevereiK of the University of Paró 
lc^call  care is given to migrant families. Tte 
famouss book he wrote is called Le sperme At cbabte (1988). 
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OptionsOptions and Suggestions 

>>  To make regional inventories of practitioners according to their specializa-
tionss and spirits. 

>> To create a task force and register specialized know how of spirit healers and 
theirr treatments. 

>> To use the authority and knowledge of respected spirit healers to improve 
mentall  health care. 

>> To give support and funding to initiatives of spirit healers who have demon-
stratedd an approach from which many people have benefited. 

>> To collect recordings of songs/music in use in spirit healing practices as to 
preservee mem as a cultural heritage. 

>> To make audiovisual documentation of spirit healers available to facilitate a 
dialoguee between the healers, representatives of primary and mental health 
caree and the public. 

>> To involve spiritual health care in social and medical studies and public health 
caree issues. 

>> To encourage Tanzanian studente to do research among spirit healers. 
>> To start regional information centers where scholars, healers and the public 

cann meet and discuss the achievements and problems involved in spirit afflic-
tionn and healing. 

>> To involve spirit healers in small scale projects that propagate the preserva-
tionn and cultivation of medicinal plants. 
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Glossary y 

(Withh some words in Ny = Nyiha; Be = Bena; Ng = Ngoni; He = Hehe; Nd = Ndwewe) 

AganoAgano La Kale 
asili asili 

babu babu 
balozi balozi 

bora bora 

baridi baridi 

bokolobokolo He 

chama chama 
dawdaw a 

desturi desturi 
dhikrdhikr also dhikiri 

dim dim 

dundo dundo 

elimu elimu 

fundi fundi 
hengahenga Be/He 
hirizi hirizi 
hoka hoka 
homa homa 
jadi jadi 

Oldd Testament 
origin,, source, ancestry; used to refer to customary 
healing g 
grandfather r 
leaderr of a cell of ten houses set up throughout 
Tanzaniaa by the government 
land,, as opposed to sea (pwani); often used to 
meann hinterland 
coldd of coldness; to refer a state of coldness or illness 
and/orr misfortune entailing spiritual forces activated 
onn account of grievances of deceased relatives and 
ancestors. . 
associatedd with persons who 'buy' skills in order to 
heall  as in uganga wa bokolo (purchased healing) 
association n 
medicine,, derived from plants or other ingredients; 
herball  medicine is dawaya miti shambaa or medi-
cinee from the plants in the field) 
custom,, regular practice, precedent 
rituall  characteristic of Sufi brotherhoods focusing 
onn chanting certain words and formulas in praise of 
Godd involving strong and rhythmic breathing 
religionn primarily associated with God or the Holy 
Spirit t 
kindd of drum as a kettle-drum; used to refer to healers 
usingg small drums in musical sessions to invoke 
naturee spirits among initiates of a healing guild 
science;; with reference to magical skills elimu 
duniadunia or science of the world 
personn skilled in any art, craft or profession 
ancestors s 
amulet,, charm 
ancestrall  spirit as in mzimu 
feverr also used to indicate pain 
inheritance,, ancestral descent 
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Jim Jim 

kabila kabila 
kabuli kabuli 
kqfara kqfara 

kqfiri kqfiri 

kakakuona kakakuona 
kale kale 
kaniki kaniki 

ki-ki- or cha-
kiarabu kiarabu 

kibali kibali 
kiboko kiboko 

kichaa kichaa 
kidonda kidonda 
kienyeji kienyeji 

kifqfa kifqfa 

Kihami Kihami 

kilinge kilinge 

kinga kinga 

kioo kioo 

kiparazi kiparazi 

kipembe kipembe 
kipimo kipimo 
kipooza kipooza 
kishenzi kishenzi 

generall  term for spirit among the Swahili; especially 
aa Swahili or Arab spirit connected to the sea and the 
shore e 
tribe e 
grave,, tomb, place of burial 
rituall  offering or sacrifice made to avert evil; referred 
too when Muslim spirits are involved 
pagann or infidel; refers mainly to Swahili low nature 
spirit t 

Bee shell of a beetle 
antiquity,, old times, former ages or the past 
blackk cloth; used as a gift or a token of ancestral 
spirits s 
markerr for a noun class; plural vi- or vya 
literallyy pertaining to Arabia; used for Arab Muslim 
spirits s 
legall  permit (of the state) 

Hee associated with persons who trick people or exploit 
themm as in uganga wa kiboko (fake healing) 
mentall  illness; expression is ana kichaa (s/he is mad) 
dirtyy wound, infection 
locall  or indigenous as in uganga ya kienyeji (local 
orr indigenous healing) 
epilepticc fit, convulsions also known as degedege 
inn children 
namee of territorial nature spirit from Ulanga district, 
Iringaa region; refers to a spirit that moves from one to 
anotherr person derived from the verb kuhama (to 
move,, to shift); entails a few high (ritual or healing) 
spiritss that guide descendants of Hehe and Ngoni tribes 
placee where possession and/or healing rites are kept; 
usedd to describe the compound of a Muslim healer 
shield,, guard, protection; usually to refer to a protec-
tivee shield to ward off bad spirits or to avoid harm 
causedd by black magic 
mirror;; association with those who own a mirror to 
lookk in the past or the present as in uganga wa kioo 

Ny/Bee bad or sudden death as in an accident, a murder or 
aa suicide; in Swahili kifo cha ghqfula 
animall  horn filled with magical ingredients 
takingg a measurement by means of divination 
paralysis s 
uncivilized;; used to refer to low inland or coastal 
naturee spirits 
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kitabu kitabu 

kitendo kitendo 
kiti kiti 
kivuli kivuli 

kosa kosa 

kuagua kuagua 

kuchemka kuchemka 

kuchima kuchima 

kuchoma kuchoma 
kufunga kufunga 

kuganga kuganga 
kukinga kukinga 
hdawahdawa or  kulogwa 

kunyolewa kunyolewa 

kuogeshakuogesha fyogo Be e 

kuongoza kuongoza 
kupanda kupanda 

kupungakupunga or  kupungwa 

kupigakupiga ramli 
kuponakupona or  kuponya 

kusqftshakusqftsha nyitmba 

kusali kusali 
kutabiri kutabiri 

book;;  also referred to in connection with Koran 
healerss who are healers of the book (waganga wa 
kitabu) kitabu) 
act,, performance 
stool,, chair  but also medium for  the spirits 
shade,, shadow; can refer  to the energy of a person 
matt  can remain attached to the world of the livin g 
afterr  death 
mistake,, wrongdoing, offence as in the case of a 
tabooo violation; see mwiko 
too divine clairvoyantry, to interpret dreams and 
omens s 
too come to a boil as in the process of pepo libera-
tion n 
too be sent by God or  to be inspired by a divine 
power r 
too cauterise, to burn; the act of cautery is kichomo 
too close as in kufunga kiparazi (to close a bad or 
suddenn death) 
too bind up, to mend, to heal, to cure or  to do magic 
too ward off, to protect 
too bewitch, to use sorcery or  black magic; in thee first 
casee it may concern a malevolent power  inherent to a 
personn which can be inherited, be latent at birth , or, it 
mayy be passed on by a parent or  a when. A witch but 
alsoo others may use sorcery or  black magic to do evil 
too shave off hair; to refer  to a shaving (cleansing) 
ritualritual  in case of witchcraft accusations 
too bathe or  rinse the dead; refers to a cleansing ritual 
forr  deceased relatives 
too guide or  direct 
toto rise, to mount or  climb as vapepo anapanda mtu 
(thee spirit rises into the head of a person or  mounts 
aa person) 
too exorcize or  expel a spirit ; also to reduce a spirit 
untill  me moment mat man and spirit become one 
divinationn by the use of sacred objects as oracles 
toto become well, to be rescued, to be cured, to be-
comee safe, to regain strength or  to become cool 
toto clean a house; refers to a magical intervention 
entailingg the cleansing of a house from bad spirit s 
orr  harmful objects 
toto pray (to ancestors or  to God) 
too prophesy; more specific man kuagua 
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kutiakutia chuku 
kutibu kutibu 
kuteta kuteta 
kuzimu kuzimu 
kuzindikakuzindika or kuzindikwa 
limJimgulimJimgu He 

lupalalalupalala Ny/Be 
ma-ma-

madai madai 
malagusimalagusi He 
malaika malaika 

malilamalila Ny 

malipio malipio 
maulidi maulidi 

matatizo matatizo 
mawazo mawazo 
mazingira mazingira 
mbepombepo He 
MtntyiMtntyi Nd 

mchawi mchawi 
mdudu mdudu 

mfalmemfalme Be 
mganga mganga 
mgangamganga wapepo 
mgonjwa mgonjwa 

mila mila 

mkia mkia 
mkoba mkoba 

mkttu mkttu 
mayo mayo 
mteja mteja 

mti mti 

cupping;; a practice to stimulate the blood flow 
too treat medically 
too pray to the ancestors 
spiritt world 
too bury or hide a charm in a house, a shop or in a field 
diseasee concept for internal problems tied with 
malfunctioningg of the bile 
statee of coldness; in Swahili baridi 
plurall  marker for some noun classes or some mass 
nouns s 
debt,, unsettled account 
diviner r 
angel;; to refer to a good spirit sent by God as in 
pepopepo malaika 
statee of being poisoned and/or the intoxication of 
one'ss blood 
paymentt (money or otherwise) 
Koranicc recitation and ceremony: primarily associated 
withh the birth of the Prophet 
difficulties s 
constantt thoughts as in worries which distract a lot 
bewitchment,, casting a spell 
pepopepo illness entailing baridi 
namee of territorial spirit of Kilombero Vallley in 
Ulangaa district (Iringa region) associated with military 
predictionn skills and ethnic religious customs 
witchh and/or sorcerer using black magic 
ann insect or a crawling creature; used to refer to a 
loww spirit force 
king g 
healerr or person who practices the art of healing 
referss to an inspired healer or a shaman 
patient;; as in mgonjwa ya pepo (patient afflicted by 
spirits) ) 
customm or habit; often applied for mila ya destura 
too address the religious customs of an ethic group 
taill  of an animal 
(provision)) bag or pouch; associated with medicine-
bagg of a healer to keep essential medicines 
seniorr as in mganga mkttu (senior healer) 
heartt sometimes also used for soul; see roho 
member,, primarily used among the Swahili to refer 
too initiate or adept of a healing guild 
treee or tree-material like timber or medicines 
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mtu mtu 
mukofi mukofi 
MunguMungu or Mulungu 
mwaguzi mwaguzi 
mwanga mwanga 

mwaiimu mwaiimu 

mwavi mwavi 
mwene mwene 
mwiko mwiko 

mzimu mzimu 

mutwa mutwa 
nchimi nchimi 

ndekondeko or  maleko 
nn 'gao or  n 'gambilo 
ngoma ngoma 

imam imam 
ombi ombi 
pepo pepo 

panga panga 

kupatana kupatana 

pombe pombe 
pwani pwani 
roho roho 
Ruhani Ruhani 

sadaka sadaka 
sasa sasa 
shehe shehe 

man/men n 
Hee medicine-man, healer 

Godd or  Creator 
divinerr  or  person who knows to foretell or  prophesy 
derivedd from  -anga meaning to float in the air; used 
too describe a person who practices white magic and 
hass the power to levitate 
teacher,, tutor; refers to the spirit healer  who has 
initiatess or  novices 
ordeal;;  often associated with a poison ordeal 

Nyy chief or  master 
taboo,, violation of behavioural, religious or  social 
norms s 
ancestorr  spirit or  spirit of the dead; sometimes re-
ferredd to as hoka or  lisoka (snake) 

Be/Hee chief 
Nyy person sent by God or  person under  divine inspira-

tion;;  see kuchima 
Be/Hee to face a trap of coldness (baridi) 
Be/Hee clip not easily to be penetrated 

drumm and/or  dance; sometimes used to refer  to a cul-
turall  traditio n of music associated with (healing) rites 
faith,, hope, trust 
requestt  accompanied by prayer  to the ancestors 
spiritt  or  genus of disembodied spirit ; derived from 
thee verb kupepea (to wave about in the air, to make a 
currentt  of air) from  itpepo (wind or  unseen force) 
cavee or  spirit shrine; as in kuenda pagani (going to 
aa spirit shrine), reference to a cave is made because 
spirit ss of ancestors are said to dwell there 
too reach an agreement, to reconcile, to arrange 
terms;;  as in daw a ya mapatano (medicine of recon-
ciliation) ) 
beer,, locally brewed or  bottled 
coastt  or  shore as opposed to land (bara) 
soul,, vital spirit or  essence of a being 
namee of a religious healing spirit guiding Muslims 
only;;  derived from the Arab buruhani meaning 
divinee force 
religiouss offering or  ceremonial gift for  a spirit 
now,, the present 
elderr  or  influential person like a headman or  a ruler, 
alsoo titl e of ann Islamic scholar  or  spiritual leader 
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she(i)tani she(i)tani 

sheria sheria 
sikito sikito 
tambiko tambiko 

tego tego 

ubani ubani 
udi udi 
uchawiuchawi or ulozi 
uganga uganga 

ugangauganga wajadi 

ugangauganga wa asili 
ugangauganga wa kitabu 

ugangauganga wapepo 
ugonjwa ugonjwa 
ukimwi ukimwi 
ukoo ukoo 
ulawaulawa or ulogwa 

unguzi unguzi 

ulinzi ulinzi 
unyago unyago 

uwezo uwezo 
wa-wa-

wanga wanga 
zamani zamani 

pesteringg or devilish spirit; to refer to spirits that are a 
nuisancee to persons. Associated with black Arab 
magic c 
law,, regulation as in sheria zapepo (spirit regulation) 
grief,, regret 
offeringg to propitiate the ancestors or the spirits of 
thee dead 
trapp as in tego ya baridi (a trap of coldness in the 
family) ) 
Arabicc gum; used as an incense for fumigation 
aromaticc aloe wood; used as an incense for fumigation 
actss of witchcraft, black magic or sorcery; see kulogwa 
(sacred)) art of healing; entailing divination, curing 
andd magicc and/or ritual; see kuganga 
traditionall  healing; referring to the original source 
off  healing 
customaryy healing 
healingg with the Koran book; meaning Islamic curing 
andd magic 
spiritt healing 
illness,, disease, disorder 
HIV-infection,AIDS S 
kinshipp as in the extended family, lineage or clan 
actss of sorcery through the manipulation of spiritual 
ass well as natural forces, as in black magic 
guidee as in unguzi wa mizimu (ancestral guide); see 
kuongoza kuongoza 
protective e 
initiationn or circumcision rites é\sojando or circum-
cisionn ceremony; in this study it refers to a fertility 
ritee for baby-boys among the Bena 
capacity,, strength, power, ability 
plurall  marker for a noun class; singular marker is 
m-or/mv--
specialistt who practices white magic 
before,, the past 
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Overvieww of Plants* 

SPECIESS FAMIL Y 
AlbiziaAlbizia versicolor 
AnnonaAnnona senegaJensis 
AsparagusAsparagus qfiicanus 
AsparagusAsparagus sentaceurs 
AspiliaAspilia mossambiscensis 
AzanzaAzanza garkeana 
BreonadiaBreonadia microcephala 
BreonadiaBreonadia salicina 
BrideliaBridelia brideliifolia 
BrideliaBridelia micrantha 
DodonaeaDodonaea viscose 
Droogmansiapteropus Droogmansiapteropus 
CarissaCarissa edulis 
Cassythafüiformis Cassythafüiformis 
CatanareganCatanaregan obovata 
CJausenaCJausena anisata 
CombretumCombretum zyheri 
CrossopterisCrossopteris febrifuga 
CrotonCroton macrostachyus 
CussoniaCussonia zimmermani 
DalbergiaDalbergia lacteal 
DichrostachysDichrostachys cinerea 
DiplorhynchusDiplorhynchus candylocarpon 
DodoneaDodonea viscose 
DolichosDolichos Kilimandscharicus 
EhretiaEhretia cymosa 
ErtiadaErtiada abyssinica 
EriosemaEriosema ettipticum 
ErythrinaErythrina abyssinica 

Mimosaceae e 
Annonaceae e 
Liliaceae e 
Liliaceae e 
Compositeae e 
Malvaceae e 
Rubiaceae e 
Rubiaceae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Sapindaceae e 
Paplionaceae e 
Apocynaceae e 
Lythraceae e 
Rubiaceae e 
Rutaceae e 
Combretaceae e 
Rubiaceae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Araliaceae e 
Papilionaceae e 
Mimosaceae e 
Apocynaceae e 
Sapindaceae e 
Papilionaceae e 
Boraganiceae e 
Mimosaceae e 
Papilionaceae e 
Papilionaceae e 
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EuphorbiaEuphorbia matabensis 
FlancourtiaFlancourtia indica 
GardeniaGardenia lutea 
GloriosaGloriosa superba 
GrewiaGrewia platyclada 
GrewiaGrewia hexamita 
LanneaLannea schimperi 
LeucasLeucas martinicensis 
MaprweaMaprwea Africana 
MgytenusMgytenus senegalensis 
Memecylonflavoriens Memecylonflavoriens 
OcimitmOcimitm basilicum 
OcinumOcinum suave 
OsyrisOsyris lanceolata 
OzoroaOzoroa irtsignis 
OzoroaOzoroa mucronata 
PanicumPanicum sp. 
PhyllantusPhyllantus reticulata 
PhyllantusPhyllantus veticulata 
PUiostigmaPUiostigma thorningii 
PolygonumPolygonum senegalense 
PrunusPrunus africana 
PseudotachnosstrylisPseudotachnosstrylis mabrouneifolia 
Psotosperpermumfebrifugum Psotosperpermumfebrifugum 
RhusRhus natalensis 
SalaciaSalacia bussei 
SclerocaviaSclerocavia birrea 
SecuridacaSecuridaca longepedunculata 
SenecioSenecio syringifolius 
SteganotaeniaSteganotaenia araliacea 
SwatziaSwatzia madagascariensis 
SynaptoletisSynaptoletis larkii 
SyzygiumSyzygium guineense 
TerminaliaTerminalia trichopoda 
ThephrosiaThephrosia pumila 
ThunbergiaThunbergia lancifolia 
TrichodesmaTrichodesma zylanicum 
VamvykiaVamvykia remota 
VitexVitex doniana 

Euphorbiaceae e 
Flancourtiaceae e 
Rubiaceae e 
Liliaceae e 
Tiliaceae e 
liliaceae e 
Anacardiaceae e 
Labiatae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Celastracease e 
Melastomataceae e 
Labiatae e 
Labiatae e 
Santalaceae e 
Anacardiaceae e 
Anacardiaceae e 
Poaceae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Ceasalpiniaceae e 
Polygonaceae e 
Rosaceae e 
Euphorbiaceae e 
Guttiferae e 
Anacardiaceae e 
Celastraceae e 
Anacardiaceae e 
Polygalaceae e 
Compositae e 
Umbelliferae e 
Leguminosae e 
Thymelaceae e 
Myrtaceae e 
Combretaceae e 
PapiUonaceae e 
Acanthaceae e 
Boraginaceae e 
Loranthaceae e 
Verbenaceae e 
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SPECIESS FAMIL Y 
XeroderisXeroderis stuhlmanii Papilionaceae 

XimeniaXimenia cqffra Olacaceae 

ZanhaZanha africana Sapindaceae 
ZanthoxylumZanthoxylum deremense Rutaceae 

Thee above list of plants does not reflect the complete range of plants commonly in use by the 
Southernn healers, neither does it reflects all documented plants (see 12.4). Among those plants 
commonlyy used about 50 percent served treatment of similar symptoms. The parts of plants and 
thee preparation of the plant ingredients could differ. Identification of all documented plants was 
donee by Dr. B. Mhoro. He is a botanist who used to work as a technician at the herbarium of the 
Institutee of Traditional Medicine at MUCHS (Muhimbili University College of Health Sciences). 
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Inheemsee genezers in Afrik a kunnen traditioneel opgeleid worden, maar  zij  kunnen 
ookk intuïtief kennis over  genezing en medicijnen ontwikkelen. Dit gebeurt vaak 
nadatt  zij  een spirituele aandoening hebben gehad. Formele institutionele trainin g 
bestaatt  nauwelijks. De verschillen die bestaan tussen de diverse traditionele genezers 
makenn dat zij  een lastige groep zijn om te bestuderen. Omdat zij  als een ondoor-
dringbaree groep genezers voorkomen, van wie weinig bekend is, worden zij  door  een 
deell  van de bevolking zeer  gewaardeerd, terwij l een ander  deel op hen neer  kijk t Dit 
betreftt  voornamelijk de bevolkingsgroep die een goede (westerse) scholing heeft 
gehadd en/of christelijk is opgevoed. Met andere woorden, door  de aard van deze ge-
neeswijzenn kan de rol van de traditionele gezondheidszorg, alsmede het genezer-
schapp dat hieraan verbonden is, complex en controversieel lijken. Hoe kunnen de 
huidigee opvattingen over  traditionele geneeswijzen veranderen en welke rol kunnen 
wetenschapperss en vertegenwoordigers van de overheid vervullen in Afrika ? Aller -
eerstt  dient men beter  zicht te krijgen op de vele kanten van de traditionele gezond-
heidszorgg waarvoor  meer  diepgaande informati e nodig is. Behalve de diverse prak-
tijken ,, de problemen, de ziekten die genezers behandelen en de interventies die 
wordenn aangewend is het van belang te kijken naar  de wijze waarop de carrière van 
eenn genezer  verloopt, welke rol scholing en trainin g speelt en wat de rol van voor-
ouderss of andere typen geestkrachten hierin is. Verder  kan ook gekeken worden naar 
dee context waarbinnen gewerkt wordt, naar  de werkethiek en de verplichtingen die 
dee roeping van spiritueel genezer  met zich meebrengt en hoe dit alles verband houdt 
mett  het verkrijgen van een zekere reputatie. Dergelijke gegevens zijn niet in alle 
Afrikaansee landen voorhanden, waaronder  ook Tanzania. 

Ditt  onderzoek over  Tanzania laat de samenhang zien tussen spirituele aandoeningen 
(ugotywa(ugotywa ya pepo), traditionele geneeswijzen (uganga wajadi) en het genezerschap 
(uwezo(uwezo wa uganga). Een belangrijk deel van de studie is gericht op een selectieve 
groepp genezers die een zekere reputatie hebben in zuidelijk Tanzania. Deze genezers 
hebbenn ieder  een andere culturele achtergrond en staan bekend om hun specialis-
tischee vaardigheden. Het gaat om drie type specialisten. Als eerste is er  de mganga 
wajadiwajadi nchimi, de traditionele genezer  geïnspireerd door  goddelijke krachten, ook 
well  profetisch genezer  of gebedsgenezer  genoemd. In de tweede plaats is er  de 
mgangamganga wa mizimu ya vkoo, de genezer  geïnspireerd door  de eigen voorouders, kort-
wegg de voorouder- of verwantschapsgenezer, en ten derde is er  de mganga ya 
uchawi,uchawi, de genezer  gespecialiseerd in het tegengaan van hekserij  en zwarte magie. 
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Dezee genezer combineert de rol van medicijn-man/vrouw met die van de magiër. De 
etnografischee beschrijvingen vormen de basis voor een vergelijkende analyse betref-
fendee de rol en betekenis van spirituele geneeswijzen (uganga wapepo) in zuidelijk 
Tanzania,, Belangrijk in de presentatie is de wijze waarop het genezerschap is ont-
staann en hoe deze ervaring zich weerspiegelt in de dagelijkse praktijk. De verge-
lijkendee analyse richt zich op: 1) de rol van elke genezer; 2) de karakteristieke ken-
merkenn in de praktijk; 3) de bijzondere therapeutische vaardigheden; 4) de fysieke en 
psychosocialee problemen van de cliënten en 5) de functie en het effect van de 
verschillendee interventies. 

Hett bestuderen van geïnspireerde ofwel spirituele geneeswijzen heeft alles te maken 
mett de behandeling van zogenaamde 'Afrikaanse' aandoeningen, die als specifiek 
voorr Afrikaanse mensen worden beschouwd, wat niet betekent dat personen uit 
anderee culturen hiermee nooit te maken kunnen krijgen. De traditionele en culturele 
etiologiee van deze aandoeningen zijn bij uitstek het terrein van de spirituele genezers. 
Hunn functie is in de eerste plaats om waar te zeggen (divineren), ofte dromen, om zo 
dee oorzaak van ziekte of ongeluk te achterhalen. Veelal geven zij ook advies over 
eventuelee oplossingen en bieden deze zelf aan, al dan niet tegen betaling. Zoals in 
dezee studie wordt aangetoond, zijn Afrikaanse aandoeningen veelal gekenmerkt door 
eenn staat van disharmonie. Idealiter worden mensen geacht onevenwichtigheid te 
voorkomen,, onderling, in de omgeving waarin ze leven, en in de wereld van de 
vooroudergeesten.. Hiervoor dienen onder andere bepaalde reinigingsrituelen. Indien 
dezee morele plicht wordt verzaakt, raakt het verband tussen mensen en hun 
omgevingg uit balans met als gevolg dat mensen kwetsbaar worden voor magische en 
spirituelee invloeden. 

Hett thema van deze studie is, evenals de aanpak, niet los te zien van de discussie 
tussenn wetenschappers in de Afrikaanse religie en geneeswijzen over Bantu ofwel 
ngomangoma therapie. De term ngoma verwijst naar de muzikale component in genees-
wijzen,, zoals deze voorkomt onder de Bantu bevolking in de Centraal- en Zuid 
Afrikaansee landen. De medische en helende vermogens die worden toegekend aan 
traditionelee geneeswijzen - inclusief het gebruik van rituele en muzikale interventies 
-- worden geaccepteerd omdat ze empirisch effectief blijken te zijn. Traditionele 
interventiess hebben de functie om mensen gedurende hun ziekte in de gelegenheid te 
stellenn om ideeën uit te dragen over de wijze waarop zij het bestaan beleven en/of de 
wereldd beschouwen. Daarbij komt dat rituelen, evenals muzikale interventies, kunnen 
leidenn tot het loslaten van angsten, zorgen of pijnen maar ook kan het een persoon in 
staatt stellen zijn of haar bewustzijn te vergroten. Teksten van liederen dragen 
dergelijkee ervaringen uit De 'genezende' rol van muzikaal drama in ngoma therapie, 
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inn het bijzonder  de manier  waarop het de harmonie op persoonlijk en sociaal niveau 
bevordert,, verdient meer  aandacht in de bestudering van ngoma therapie. 

Dee studie wordt gepresenteerd in vier  delen om de theoretische, methodologische en 
praktischee implicaties te belichten, waarna de etnografische bevindingen van dit 
onderzoekk aan bod komen. Na een introducti e bespreek ik eerst de geschiedenis en 
dee rol van uganga in Tanzania, waarna ik de wijze van zelfbeschouwing en omgang 
mett  religie en spiritualitei t ter  sprake breng. Een belangrijk deel van de discussie 
wordtt  gericht op de relatie van spirituele genezingsgilden en de rol hierin van het 
Christendomm en de Islam. Verder  wordt gekeken naar  de betekenis en functie van 
geestkrachtenn en spirituele genezers in de Swahili samenleving aan de oostkust van 
Tanzania,, Dit wordt gevolgd door  een uiteenzetting over  het verloop van het 
onderzoek,, zoals de keuzes die gemaakt zijn in het veld en de kwalitatieve aanpak 
vann deze studie. 

Dee eerste etnografie gaat over  de profetische- of gebedsgenezeres Nambela. Zij 
maaktt  deel uit van de etnische Nyiha groep en leeft en werkt in de regio Mbeya. Na 
eenn grotendeels verhalende introducti e over  haar  ziektegeschiedenis, haar  roeping en 
haarr  specialistische kennis, bespreek ik haar  vaardigheid in het waarzeggen en de 
problemenn waarmee cliënten bij  haar  komen. Hierna volgt een bespreking over  haar 
ideeënn aangaande de oorzaak en de behandeling van ziekte en het aanwenden van 
medicinalee of magische planten. Vervolgens ga ik in op de rol en uitvoering van 
muzikalee genezingssessies, waarin vooral de ervaringen en reacties van de patiënten 
aann bod komen, zoals het gedrag onder  invloed van geestkrachten en hypnotische 
trances.. De tweede etnografie gaat over  de voorouder-genezeres Jeremana in de regio 
Iringa .. Het verhaal over  de roeping van deze vrouw heeft een zekere gelijkenis met 
diee van de genezeres in Mbeya, maar  er  zijn ook tal van verschillen. Dit heeft vooral 
tete maken met de wijze waarop haar  etnische groep, de Bena, de confrontatie is aan-
gegaann met voormalige oorlogen, de bezetting van de kolonisten, het Christendom en 
dee modernisering. Deze invloeden hebben met elkaar  geleid tot het verguizen of 
verkeerdd uitvoeren van traditionele familierituelen waardoor  veel overledenen in een 
schemerzonee verkeren, die de gelegenheid biedt om invloed uit te oefenen op de 
nabestaanden.. Verdriet en onvrede bij  deze overledenen kan aanleiding geven tot 
disharmoniee in de verwantschapsgroep, ook wel genoemd een 'staat van koudheid' 
(baridi).(baridi). Na enkele voorbeelden van diagnose- c.q. divinatie-sessies, bespreek ik de 
stappenn van behandeling bij  een client met baridi. Hierin komen ook de conse-
quentiess van baridi aan de orde, waarna ik inga op de rol van muzikale interventies. 
Inn een apart hoofdstuk worden de traditionele Bena-rituelen beschreven, waaronder 
dee vruchtbaarheids-, de begrafenis-, de reinigings- en de offerrituelen om zo baridi 
eenn halt toe te brengen. Hiermee wordt beoogd dat de cliënt herstelt van zijn of haar 
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klachten,, maar belangrijker nog is dat hiermee het gevaar van verspreiding van 
baridibaridi in de verwantschapsgroep wordt bestreden en de sociale orde in de familie 
wordtt bevorderd. 

Hett laatste deel van deze dissertatie wordt aangevuld met informatie over de 
specialisatiee van medirijnman/vrouw en magiër in zuidelijk Tanzania. Dit betreft 
voorbeeldenn uit de praktijk van twee mannelijke en twee vrouwelijke genezers die 
werkzaamm zijn in Iringa, Ruvuma en Morogoro regio. Twee van deze genezers, een 
mann en een vrouw, worden in beeld en geluid gepresenteerd op internet via 
htlpVAvww.askmedia.org.. Hierdoor wordt de lezer in staat gesteld om iets van de 
sfeerr in de praktijk te proeven en te ervaren wat er komt kijken bij een rituele c.q. 
muzikalee genezingsceremonie. Het totaal van deze bevindingen dient als basis voor 
eenn vergelijkende analyse om de belangrijkste onderzoeksvraag over de rol en 
betekeniss van uganga wapepo in zuidelijk Tanzania te beantwoorden. Hieruit blijkt 
datt geografische, historische en culturele elementen van grote invloed zijn op de 
specialistischee kennis van de genezer. Maar ook beïnvloeden deze de verklaringen 
overr geestkrachten en de klachten en/of problemen van de cliënten en de medicinale, 
magische,, rituele of muzikale interventies ter behandeling van deze klachten of 
problemen.. Tenslotte tracht ik de spirituele geneeswijzen te beschouwen in het licht 
vann gender and verandering in Tanzania. 

Opp grond van mijn bevindingen in zuidelijk Tanzania ben ik van mening dat 
spirituelee aandoeningen, spirituele roepingen en de vraag naar spirituele genezingen 
samenhangenn met stress situaties in de familie- en/of verwantschapsgroep. Deze 
ontwikkelingg dient in het licht te worden gezien van veranderingen in de samen-
levingg als geheel waarin zich problemen voordoen met de tijd, als wel met de 
identiteit.. Betere scholing, de geldeconomie en de ontwikkeling in de technologie, 
gaann hand in hand met een toenemend tijdsbesef en de daaraan gekoppelde westerse 
normenn en waarden. Vooral diegenen in zuidelijk Tanzania, die in de agrarische 
gebiedenn wonen en werken, kunnen moeite hebben met deze aanpassingen wat het 
ontstaann van nerveuze klachten dan wel spirituele aandoeningen kan bevorderen. 
Naastt een reeks van fysieke klachten zijn er ook de klachten die overeenkomen met 
dee westerse classificatie van paniek- of eetstoornissen, maar ook van depressie en 
schizofrenie.. De traditionele behandelingen van deze aandoeningen kunnen gepaard 
gaann met transformaties welke veelal positieve reacties teweeg brengen. Deze 
reactiess worden onder andere bereikt middels muzikale genezingssessies, welke 
gekenmerktt worden door hypnotische trances. Hierbij kan de patiënt een staat van 
eenwordingg bereiken met één of meer type geestkrachten, zoals geesten van 
overledenen,, van natuurkrachten of goddelijke krachten. De samenwerking tussen 
patiëntt en geestkracht (en) kan leiden tot het brengen van een of meer oplossingen 
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vann problemen uit het verleden als wel het heden. Naast het positief beïnvloeden van 
hett welzijn van de patiënt, kunnen geestkrachten ook een rol spelen bij het herstel 
vann sociale relaties. Zo kan onderling wantrouwen doorbroken worden en kunnen 
nieuwee perspectieven worden aangereikt Tevens kan de patiënt medium worden 
voorr de familie of de verwantschapsgroep. 

Tott op zekere hoogte dragen de muzieksessies, maar ook andere rituelen, een 
reconstructiee uit van een ideële samenleving, die zich kenmerkt door culturele 
normenn en waarden van de gemeenschap en/of de etnische groep. Zo worden de 
patiëntenn een voorbeeld voor andere leden van de sociale groep. Het is echter onjuist 
omm hieruit te concluderen dat het in de spirituele geneeswijzen voornamelijk om 
rituele-rituele- of muzikale therapie gaat met als enige doel herstel van de psyche of de 
geestkracht.. Naast magische middelen om zwarte magie en hekserij tegen te gaan, 
makenn de spirituele genezers vaak effectief gebruik van plantenremedies. De mate 
waarinn deze vormen van therapie worden toegepast verschillen echter per genezer. 
Wanneerr onjuiste behandelingswijzen worden aangewend kan de kans bestaan, dat 
eenn spirituele aandoening wordt overgedragen op een volgende generatie. Zo kan het 
duss een genetische aandoening worden en zelfs leiden tot een epidemie in de 
verwantschapsgroep. . 

Wanneerr ik de bevindingen in zuidelijk Tanzania spiegel aan de gegevens uit de 
literatuurr over de oostelijke en noordelijke gebieden in het land, blijkt dat traditionele 
genezingsrituelen,, evenals de magie en de hekserij, bij uitstek middelen zijn om te 
reagerenn op de identiteitsveranderingen die samenhangen met het begrip tijd. De rol 
vann de gerespecteerde spirituele genezer (mganga wa pepo) is bewaker te zijn van 
eenn culturele en een spirituele erfenis. Ondanks de veranderingen die de moderne tijd 
mett zich mee brengt, behouden en bewaren zij hun oude kennis en praktijken, ook al 
passenn zij deze in zekere mate aan. Deze genezers weerspiegelen in zekere mate wat 
veell  Tanzanianen thans doen, zij herinterpreteren en herconstrueren hun cultuur in 
hett licht van de huidige ontwikkelingen in deze tijd. Het belang van integriteit en 
werkethiekk wordt echter niet door alle spirituele genezers in Tanzania onderkend. Dit 
leidtt ertoe, dat doorr de toenemende vraag naar spirituele geneeswijzen, alsmaar meer 
spirituelee genezers geneigd zijn om commerciële en persoonlijke belangen op de 
voorgrondd te stellen. Hierdoor treedt er een verandering op in hun taken en hun 
eigenlijkee roeping. In plaats van "witte magiërs" worden sommigen "zwarte 
magiërs".. Daarbij zie ik een tendens waarbij het in de laatste categorie vaker mannen 
betreft,, die slechts een korte carrière als genezer doormaken. Kortom, de algemene 
conclusiee is dat zolang de maatschappelijke omstandigheden in Tanzania niet 
wezenlijkk veranderen, spirituele genezers nog lang een rol zullen vervullen met aan 
dee ene kant waardige en aan de andere kant dubieuze representanten. Om deze reden 
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hebb ik aan het eind van de dissertatie enkele opties en suggesties gedaan voor verder 
onderzoekk en actie op het terrein van de spirituele gezondheidszorg. In een appendix 
iss voorts een lijst opgenomen met de planten die door de genezers in zuidelijk 
Tanzaniaa regelmatig aangewend worden in de strijd tegen ziekte, magie en hekserij. 
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Thiss book is about the role and practice of traditional health care in Tan-
zaniaa and the interrelationship that exists between illness, healing and 
vocation.. Based on a comparative ethnographic research, the practices of 
twoo popular spirit healers in Southern Tanzania are described in detail. 
Thee study entails historal, cultural and religious features of the healing 
practices,, the creative and metaphysical skills employed by the healers 
andd the physical and psychosocial problems of the clients. The healers are 
fromm various cultural backgrounds and settings with a good reputation for 
theirr specialist skills. One is a prophet- or faith healer and the other is an 
ancestrall lineage healer. To broaden the scope of traditional health care in 
Southernn Tanzania, a third specialist is discussed, namely the witchdoctor, 
representedd by two male en two female healers. This part contains an 
onlinee presentation of two healers which enables the reader to capture 
thee atmosphere in which the healers practice and the sensations that are 
involvedd in musical and ritual healing. The book demonstrates that the 
instrumentall and symbolic means of traditional religion and healing, 
includingg magic and sorcery, are an outspoken means of reacting to and 
copingg with the changes of time. When these constraints are not suffi-
cientlyy relieved or remedied with the help of traditional or musical rituals, 
spiritt affliction may be inherited as in a genetic disorder. Occasionally, it 
mayy even cause an epidemic of spirit affliction among lineages or ethnic 
groups. . 

Thee desciptive sections of this book are based on accounts and experien-
cess of healers and their clients to involve an African point of view. That 
makess it a resourceful book for practising professionals and academics 
workingg in the field of medical anthropology, (trans)cultural psychiatry 
andd African religion. 
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